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ABSTRACT
Dori, D., 2022. The Brothers Al-Kuwaity and the Iraqi Song 1930–1950. Acta Universitatis  
Upsaliensis. Studia Musicologica Upsaliensia. NOVA SERIES 32. 422 pp. Uppsala.  
ISBN 978-91-513-1538-6.

The brothers Saleh al-Kuwaity       (1908–1986) and Daud al-Kuwaity
(1910–1976) were active as performers, composers, teachers and music entrepreneurs in 
Baghdad between 1930 and 1950, and they continued to work after immigrating to Israel 
in 1951. This study explores the brothers’ work in Iraq, and how it was intertwined with 
processes of modernisation and westernisation, at a time when Iraq was forming itself as a 
nation-state. I examine the role of Jews in these processes, focussing on the role of Jewish 
composers, instrumentalists and vocalists in Iraqi music.

At the heart of this study are the songs that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed while in Iraq. 
They are analysed here in terms of their novelty and their relationship with different genres. 
I discuss the social and political context in which these songs were created, performed and 
remembered. The song analyses rely on recordings from the 1930s and 1940s. Other than 
these recordings, there are hardly any contemporary documents. Due to this scarcity of pri-
mary sources this study relies on indirect evidence such as interviews I conducted with the 
 brothers’ family and fellow musicians, as well as interviews (conducted by others) with the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity, made several decades after they had emigrated from Iraq.

Most of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs are in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect. I describe them as 
urban popular songs, in terms of their lyrics, their rhythms, their forms, the melodic modes in 
which they are composed, and the ways in which they were disseminated. These songs were 
innovative on the one hand, but rooted in Iraqi tradition on the other. They appear as songs 
“from the Iraqi heritage” in books from the 1980s and in electronic media, and I discuss the 
circumstances in which they acquired this status.

Finally, I offer some preliminary observations regarding the work of the brothers Al-
Kuwai ty in Israel after 1951. Among other things, I examine the circumstances in which they 
lived and worked, as compared with those they had enjoyed in Iraq before their migration. 
This study concludes with a brief look at the brothers’ legacy, and at the revival seen nowa-
days of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs.

Keywords: Iraqi music, Saleh al-Kuwaity, Daud al-Kuwaity, Iraqi Jews, Iraqi Maqam, 
 Hashemite Iraq, Baghdad.



 

We turn the pages of Time 
And Time entwines us 
And nothing remains but the soul 
Forever flowing through the folds 

صفحات االيام والزمن يطوينا نطوي
 وال تبقى سوا الروح
خالدة بين طياطه

To my parents 
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Abbreviations and symbols 

ACUM Society of Authors, Composers and Music Publishers in Israel (The 
Israeli royalties corporation) 

 
 

IBA Israel Broadcasting Authority. I refer in this book to Israeli Radio only, 
not to the Israeli Television (which was also part of the IBA). 
 
 

BISI The British Institute for the Study of Iraq 
 
 

BJHC Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre, in Or Yehuda, Israel 
 
 

^ The “location” of a note within a scale. For example, 7^ means the 
seventh note. Normally the caret is written above the number, but this 
is not possible in this book for technical reasons. 
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Transliteration and English usage 

Arabic words and names are printed in Arabic script the first time they ap-
pear in the chapter (sometimes in the text, others as a footnote), so that those 
who read the language can see the original. 

As for the English text, the method used here is a compromise between 
transliteration and phonemic transcription, the purpose being to make Arabic 
spellings easier to read. Such transcriptions are used by some authors on 
Middle Eastern history, such as Phebe Marr (1985) (only in the 3rd edition, 
2012) and Orit Bashkin (2012). 

No diacritics are used, so there is no indication of Arabic long vowels or 
emphatic consonants.  

The letters ayn and hamza, usually represented by an apostrophe, are omitted 
at the beginnings of words but are used to indicate either letter in the middle 
of a word; the ayn is represented if it is the last letter in a word. 

Ta marbuta is not indicated, thus:  joza, not jozah. 

The definite article in song titles and lyrics varies according to the succeed-
ing consonant. Thus: “Khadri i-chai” خدري الچاي, “Ya najmat il-billel” يا نجمة 
 Names are written with “al”, since this is .هاي النهاية ”and “Hai e-nihaya البالليل
the way they appear in most publications in English. Thus: Wadi‛ al-Safi, 
even though the /l/ is not pronounced. 

A few proper nouns have been spelled according to their common English 
usage, such as Saleh al-Kuwaity (صالح الكويتي) and Abdel Wahab (عبد الوهّاب). 
In these cases, a double consonant (as in Muhammad, or Umm Kulthum) 
stands for the shadda, and should be pronounced as a stressed consonant. 

On occasion, the Iraqi kings are referred to here by their names, without their 
title: Faysal, Ghazi, as is the custom in Iraq. 

Song lyrics in colloquial are transcribed with the vowels as they are pro-
nounced, including /o/ and /e/, and with consonants such as /ch/ and /g/. 
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These consonants appear here in Persian script, as in Iraqi songbooks. Thus: 
 .حكي and not حچي ,قلبك and not َكلبك

 
The name Daud is spelled داود in Arabic, in the case of Daud Akram and 
Salim Daud, following Kojaman (2015) and following a manuscript, too, in 
the case of Daud al-Kuwaity. 

Quotations that include Arabic words transliterated into English appear as 
they are in the source. Some of them include diacritics. This applies to some 
Arabic book titles, which appear here as transliterated in libraries. 

Some non-English words that appear frequently, such as “pasta” (pl. pastat), 
“takht”, “maqam”, “qanun”, “sama‛i” and “chalghi”, as well as all the names 
of melodic modes, are not italicised. 

I use the terms “Babylonian Jewry” and “Iraqi Jews” interchangeably.  

I use the term “literary Arabic” (فصحى) for the written language (which is 
also spoken on formal occasions), as distinct from colloquial, and the term 
“Modern Standard Arabic” (فصحى too) for the formal language since the 
nineteenth century, which is rich in modern words and thus differs from 
older literary Arabic. 
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Glossary of Arabic musical terms 

Besides the terms below, all in Arabic, the Hebrew term shbahoth is used in 
the book. I use two translations of this term interchangeably: “Jewish Iraqi 
devotional songs” and “Jewish Iraqi paraliturgical songs”. 

Abudhiyyah أبوذيّة 
   pl. abudhiyyat 

اتأبوذيّ   

An Iraqi poetic form set to music, common in both 
rural and urban contexts. It often relies on citations 
from literary Arabic poetry, and interprets them 
using colloquial Arabic. It has four lines, of which 
the first three rhyme and the fourth ends in “ya”. 

Bashraf  بشرف 
   pl. basharif بشاريف 

Peshrev in Turkish. An instrumental piece made up 
of four equal parts separated by a refrain. 

Dulab  دوالب 
   pl. dawalib دواليب 

A short instrumental piece, serving as an introduc-
tion to a vocal performance. It manifests the charac-
ter of the melodic mode of the following pieces. The 
dulab is played by the accompanying ensemble, 
often heterophonically, usually in duple metre and 
quick tempo.1 It is often followed by an instrumen-
tal improvisation (taqsim تقسيم), then a vocal improv-
isation and finally a song. 

Layali ليالي A non-metred vocal improvisation with no lyrics 
but with short, disconnected words in Arabic.  

Longa لونجا An instrumental piece played by an ensemble in a 
simple rhythm and quick tempo.2  

maqam مقام  
   pl. maqamat تامقام  

Melodic mode (see the section “Maqam and 
maqam” in the Introduction). 

1 Touma (1996:106); Al-Faruqi (1981:69). 
2 This definition, based on Al-Faruqi (1981), refers to the use of the term in the Mashriq. 
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Nagham  نغم 
   pl. angham انغام 

[In Iraq:] melodic mode. Synonymous with maqam 
تامقام pl. maqamat) مقام ) in other Arab countries. 

 
Qarar قرار The most important note in a nagham (melodic 

mode), the qarar is often the first note in the 
nagham’s scale. The piece usually ends on the qarar. 

 
Qari ئارق  Literally: reader, reciter. The lead vocalist of the 

Iraqi Maqam. This “recitation” is highly demanding 
in terms of vocal and musical skills.  

 
Qasida قصيدة 
   pl. qasa’id قصائد 

 

An historic form of poetry, characterised by hemi-
stichs and monorhyme, in literary Arabic. 

Sama‛i سماعي 
   pl. sama‛iyat  

 سماعيات 

An instrumental piece in the ten-beat Sama‛i rhyth-
mic cycle, made up of four equal parts separated by 
a refrain. 

 
Sawt صوت 

 
A song form common in the Gulf area, accompa-
nied by drums and hand-clapping.3 

 
Sayr ريس  A written description of a mode’s typical melodic 

progression.4 Similar to the Turkish concept of 
seyir. 
 

Taqsim تقسيم 
   pl. taqasim تقاسيم 

Instrumental improvisation. 
 
 

Taqtuqa طقطوقة 
   pl. taqatiq طقاطيق 

An urban popular song-form of verse and refrain. In 
its simplest musical setting, the verse and refrain 
have the same melody. In other settings, each has a 
different melody. In 1920s and 1930s Egypt, each 
verse had a different melody, modulating from the 
basic melodic mode, in which the refrain is ground-
ed.  

 
  

                               
3 Touma (1996:106). 
4 Racy (2003:79, 100); Racy (2002:549). 
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Introduction 

This is a revised version of my doctoral thesis (2021, Uppsala University), 
describing and analysing changes in Iraqi music in the 1930s and 1940s. I 
focus on the brothers Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity as manifesting – or taking 
part in – the changes in modes of learning and performing music in the Mid-
dle East, and at the same time as the central figures who created these 
changes in Iraq. These changes are related to processes of modernisation. I 
will show how these processes, although similar to those in neighbouring 
countries, were slightly different in Iraq.  

One of the main undertakings was the creation of a nation-state, and this 
study links changes in music to shifts in the social and political spheres in 
light of the nation-building project. The lens through which I examine these 
links is the role of Jews in Iraqi music. This angle is productive and appro-
priate to this study, since Jews played this role both traditionally and as 
agents of modernisation. In this introductory chapter, I discuss theoretical 
and methodological aspects, as well as the historical and musical back-
ground. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity (1986–1908) صالح الكويتي and Daud al-Kuwaity  داود
-were active as performers, composers, teachers and mu (1976–1910) الكويتي
sic entrepreneurs, mostly in Baghdad, between 1930 and 1950. They immi-
grated to Israel in 1951, during the exodus of the Jewish community from 
Iraq. Musicians and musicologists describe the brothers’ work as influential. 
Yehezkel Kojaman, in his book on Iraqi music, suggests that, in the early 
1930s, Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity were “the main, if not the only compos-
ers [of modern songs].”5 The Iraqi musicologist Muhayman Al-Jazrawi as-
serts that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed for most of the prominent singers of 
his time.6 Furthermore, many of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs became canonical 

                               
5 Kojaman (2001:228). 
6 Al-Jazrawi (2006). Linden (2001:339) describes “the famous Kuwaity brothers, Saleh and 

Daud al-Kuwaity, of Jewish descent, renowned instrumentalists”, and states that Saleh 
composed for Zakiya George. The Iraqi historian Sayyar Al-Jamil (2005) سيار الجميل 
counts the brothers Al-Kuwaity among the leading musicians in Iraq between 1930 and 
1950. Albert Elias maintained the brothers revolutionised the popular Iraqi song, and that 
“Saleh composed songs in a pure Iraqi style. The brothers’ names are mentioned in rela-
tion to Iraqi songs to this day” (Attar, 12th February 1995, interview). Also, see Kojaman 
(2015); Hussain Al-Sakkaf, cited in Al-Kuwaity (2014:19); and in Al-Hurra TV pro-
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in Iraqi music. What musical, technological and social factors contributed to 
this extraordinary success? 

The brothers Al-Kuwaity worked in a time when Baghdad – recently the 
centre of an Ottoman province – was expanding and transforming into the 
capital of a modern state.7 The nation-building project entailed new institu-
tions, such as a national broadcasting station, new educational institutions, 
and new patterns of social life, such as new entertainment venues. The 
brothers had a major role in recording, as well as at Radio Iraq and in other 
emerging institutions. What role did they play in shaping a national identity 
and in producing Iraqi expressions of modernity? 

A further question is how modernity did articulate with Iraq’s rich artistic 
past. One thread that runs through the career of the brothers Al-Kuwaity is 
the concurrence of the traditional and the modern. I consider how this con-
currence was manifested. Moreover, I examine what this concurrence within 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs meant to audiences from different age groups dur-
ing the composer’s lifetime. What were the models and the inspirations for 
these songs? This question yields an understanding of his repertoire, in terms 
of tradition and change. 

Another important question is how did the brothers Al-Kuwaity, as part of 
a large and impactful Iraqi Jewish community, fit in modern Iraq. I discuss 
the role of Jewish entrepreneurs in cinema and the record industry – the 
meeting point of technology and culture. Other spheres I examine, within the 
context of modernisation and the Jews, are music education and the night-
club scene. Nightclubs were the main context for which new music was cre-
ated, in order to satisfy a demand for new forms of entertainment. 

Finally, what is the legacy of the brothers Al-Kuwaity – and especially of 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs – over the long run? Ever since they were com-
posed, almost ninety years ago, these songs have meant different things to 
different audiences in different times and places. In both Iraq and Israel, 
furthermore, they still play an artistic role. 

 

                                                                                                                             
gramme (2005), see: Abd el-Razaq al-Azawai, Walid Hassan Al-Jabari, Adel Al-
Hashemi. 

7 In 1935, Baghdad had approximately 300,000 inhabitants (Main 2004:34). 
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Figure 1. Saleh al-Kuwaity. Part of a 

group photo courtesy of BJHC. 
Figure 2. Daud al-Kuwaity, courtesy of 

Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

 

Methodology 
In order to discuss changes in Iraqi music, I analyse songs that Saleh al-
Kuwaity composed, studying them against the backdrop of older and con-
temporary Iraqi and Egyptian songs. Using a variety of tools, I examine the 
context in which Al-Kuwaity’s songs were created, and how they both mani-
fested and generated changes in Iraqi music. First among these tools is the 
collection and examination of sound recordings of the songs. I study inter-
views – including those I conducted myself – as well as academic literature, 
fiction and manuscripts that provide information on the repertoire and on the 
context. I examine these sources against each other, and analyse the ways in 
which they reflect aesthetic and social values around music and change. The 
following section presents these sources. 

I also consider elements that exemplify the differences between Iraq and 
other Arab countries, especially Egypt and Algeria. I find the differences 
between these countries regarding colonial rule and modernity to be fruitful 
for understanding changes in Iraqi music.8 

                               
8 Timothy Mitchell (2000:xii) suggests a middle way between “multiple modernities” (see 

below, “Theoretical framework”) on the one hand and the equation of modernity with 
westernisation on the other. He warns against comparing modernity in various non-
European regions against each other, and argues that such comparisons use Europe as a 
measuring tape for modernity in other regions – which is wrong, because there is no sim-
ple modernisation in general (2000:xxi). 
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The sources that informed this study 

Music recordings 
Sound recordings from the 1930s and 1940s are the main sources for this 
study, as they are the representations of Al-Kuwaity’s compositions. He was 
involved in their making, and participated in them as an accompanist. Fur-
thermore, these recordings are what contemporary audiences referred to as 
Al-Kuwaity’s songs.9 As a largely oral tradition, with an improvisatory ele-
ment, Iraqi music in the first half of the twentieth century was usually trans-
mitted without the use of notation. Thus, although Saleh al-Kuwaity notated 
some of his songs – a rare practice at that time – and we can look at his 
notebooks, the notations in them serve as mere skeletons of the melodies, 
and they hardly contribute to an understanding of the music. In any case, the 
pre-1951 manuscripts were lost, and the ones we have were written later, in 
Israel. 

Esther Warkov’s important doctoral thesis of 1987, “The Urban Arabic 
Repertoire of Jewish Professional Musicians in Iraq and Israel: Instrumental 
Improvisation and Culture Change”, was based on just a few recordings 
from the 1930s and 1940s.10 Thanks to the Internet, we now have access to 
more recordings, but not to all of them. Those which are accessible may 
have been made by individuals who heard them on the radio (mostly in Iraq 
or in Kuwait) during the 1970s, recorded them from the radio onto a cassette, 
digitised them some three decades later and then uploaded them onto plat-
forms such as YouTube. Most of these recordings are of poor technical qual-
ity. Making out the finer details of the instrumentation is difficult. The speed 
is sometimes distorted, and the singers’ vocal timbre is often hard to assess. I 
had no access to the original recordings from the 1930s and 1940s. Only few 
of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs have been digitised from the original discs by 
the National Sound Archive at the British Library. These audio files are of 
high technical quality. 

Besides the incomplete inventory from the 1930s and 1940s, there is an-
other problem with these recordings as a source of information. None of 
them, as far as I can tell, mentions the composer. There are some photos of 
such records’ labels available on the Internet. These labels on the discs, as 
well as the record companies’ catalogues, indicate the performers but not the 

9 Søren Sørensen (2019:113) observes that Arab music was not notated at that time, and that it 
“stepped directly from oral transmission to transmission through the means of ‘mechani-
cal reproduction’”, thereby making early recordings “sources to historical performance 
practice”. He suggests that “even today when notation is widespread in many sectors of 
Egyptian musical life, scores typically are bestowed with less authority than an ‘author-
ized’ recording – here meaning a recording by the author or by the artist to which it was 
originally written.” 

10 Warkov (1987:88). 
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composers or the lyricists. The same is true of the vocal announcements at 
the beginnings of the recordings. The IBA (Israeli Radio)11 recorded Saleh 
and Daud al-Kuwaity performing Iraqi repertoire from the late 1950s until 
the early 1970s. These recordings serve as additional references to the old 
ones of the same songs, and they are of superior technical quality besides. I 
also compare them with the old recordings in order to examine changes that 
Saleh al-Kuwaity made in his own arrangements after immigrating to Israel. 

Dispersed sources 
Besides sound recordings, this research is based on varied, but rather sparse 
primary sources, scattered in various places. These include the composer’s 
manuscripts, kindly provided by his family, copyright lists from the IBA and 
ACUM (the Israeli royalties corporation), songbooks, catalogues of music-
record companies, interviews from the 1960s and 1970s with Saleh and 
Daud al-Kuwaity and with other musicians, and my own interviews with 
their contemporaries – all supplemented by books about Iraqi music. Each of 
these offer some information and insight, and together they create a jigsaw 
puzzle. The advantage of having multiple and diverse sources is that they 
present various perspectives. 

The scarce and incomplete nature of my sources, however, presents a 
challenge for this study. No birth certificates or other civil-status documents 
are available for the Al-Kuwaity family from before their immigration to 
Israel. Moreover, there were no copyrights for composers in Iraq during the 
1930s and 1940s, so there are no lists of songs composed by Saleh al-
Kuwaity. Archives in Iraq that might have been of help were not used here, 
because some of the relevant ones were destroyed over the turbulent years 
since 2003, and also because I am prevented from travelling to Iraq to search 
for items in libraries or private collections.12 The ACUM and the IBA regis-
ters have been useful in my research on Saleh al-Kuwaity’s authorship. 

                               
11 I refer in this book to Israeli Radio only, not to the Israeli Television (which was also part 

of the IBA). 
12 Snir (2005:3) notes the inaccessibility of sources in libraries and archives in Iraq as a chal-

lenge for research into the Jewish community’s Arab culture. It is unclear whether he is 
referring to research by Israeli citizens, who are not allowed to enter Iraq, or whether he 
has a more general situation in mind. Garvey (2020:85) suggests that “the current politi-
cal climate in Iraq largely prevents in-depth ethnomusicological investigations of the top-
ic [of the Iraqi Maqam]”. Al-Musawi (2006:2, 34, 150, 159) cites “the destruction and 
looting of libraries and museums soon after 9 April 2003”, including of the National Li-
brary and the Baghdad University Library. Valentin Olsen (2020:36, 43) likewise notes 
the lack of archival sources, and resorts to alternative ones, such as autobiographies and 
novels. This choice stems not just from necessity but from methodological considerations 
as well. 
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Most of the biographical details in this study are based on an interview 
with Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity at the IBA in 1963, and on interviews with 
Saleh al-Kuwaity in 1968 and in the 1980s, conducted by researchers and the 
IBA. While an invaluable source of information, these interviews also raise 
some questions: How accurate were Saleh al-Kuwaity’s memories some 
forty or fifty years after the events in question took place?13 To what extent 
were the answers affected by the context of the interviews? For example, did 
Al-Kuwaity avoid using certain musical terms in interviews because he did 
not think of music in such terms, or did he think they were too technical for 
IBA listeners and for the scholars at the Institute for Contemporary Jewry at 
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem? 

The most striking example of unclarity is Al-Kuwaity’s persistent claim 
throughout the interview with Shimon Hayat that he and Daud never got any 
music tuition whatsoever.14 In other interviews, by contrast, Saleh described 
how he and Daud had learned from Khaled al-Bakr 15.خالد البكر Perhaps Al-
Kuwaity was distinguishing, in the interview with Hayat, between formal 
tuition and informal settings where guidance was given. Still, his adamant 
assertion seems to contradict the account he gave in other interviews. 

Interviews in Arabic for the IBA 
Interviews with Al-Kuwaity for the IBA – conducted in literary Arabic – 
were broadcast on the Arabic-language radio channel. They introduced IBA 
listeners to the artists whose music they often heard on this channel. These 
interviews were most probably edited, and I do not have access to the origi-
nal, unedited interviews. The versions I worked with are recordings which 
Menashe Somekh, a former IBA producer, kindly provided me. Somekh may 
have digitised these radio interviews which he recorded on cassettes when 
they were transmitted, or from the original reels. The technical quality of 
these audio files is not always good, and some of the interviews are cut in 
the middle, so that some parts are clearly missing. The years in which some 
of these interviews were conducted are unknown, and at present there is no 
access to the relevant section of the IBA archive in order to find out this 
detail. It is likely, however, that these interviews took place during the 
1980s. This time frame is asserted by IBA veteran Nahum Aharon, and con-
firmed by the fact that Daud al-Kuwaity was no longer alive at the time these 
interviews were conducted. 

13 Al-Kuwaity related, for example, that his meeting with Umm Kulthum in Baghdad was in 
1933 (Salman 1984 interview). Umm Kulthum’s visit, however, took place in 1932, ac-
cording to Al-Allaf (1945:163–164), Al-Allaf (1969:184), and Obadia (2005:128). 

14 Hayat (1968) interview. Shimon Hayat conducted this interview with Saleh al-Kuwaity, in 
Arabic, for the Department of Oral Documentation at the Institute for Contemporary Jew-
ry, Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

15 Shahed (1982) interview; Salman (1984) interview. 
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The earliest interview to which I had access is from 1963. This is the only 
one I have heard which includes Daud al-Kuwaity, alongside his brother 
Saleh. The interviewer’s name is unknown. The editor, however, is Isaac 
Aviezer אביעזר, a composer and radio producer of Jewish Iraqi origin, whose 
own music combines Arab and European elements. Another interview, this 
time conducted by Aviezer himself, is probably from the 1980s. It features 
Saleh al-Kuwaity and the singer Yousef Dahan, who performed some of Al-
Kuwaity’s songs. An interview of Saleh al-Kuwaity by Samih Badran بدران 
 interviewed ابراهيم شاهد is also probably from the 1980s. Ibrahim Shahed سميح
Saleh al-Kuwaity in 1982,16 and Shafiq Salman  سلمان  شفيق did so in 1984. 
Why were most of these IBA interviews conducted during the 1980s? It is 
hard to tell. Saleh al-Kuwaity died in 1986. Perhaps the producers, who 
knew he had been frail since the death of his brother Daud in 1976, realised 
they should interview him as soon as possible if they wanted to record his 
testimony on his life and work, and on music in bygone Iraq. 

Interviews by researchers 
Various scholars interviewed Saleh al-Kuwaity. In addition to discussing Al-
Kuwaity’s biography, some of them focus on his music, others on Jewish 
musical life in Iraq. In 1968, the researcher Shimon Hayat conducted an 
interview – mostly in the Jewish Baghdadi dialect of Arabic – with Saleh al-
Kuwaity. This interview was for the Department of Oral Documentation at 
the Institute for Contemporary Jewry, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, A 
digitised version of the recording of this interview, as well as a translation 
into Hebrew on a PDF file are available in the National Library, Israel. 

A scholar of Arabic literature, Shmuel Moreh, interviewed Saleh al-
Kuwaity in 1968, in Arabic and in Hebrew. Moreh is of Jewish Iraqi descent, 
and he was active as a researcher and publisher in the field of literary and 
academic works by Iraqi Jews in Israel. This interview was conducted with 
the participation of Avigdor Herzog – a scholar of Jewish music – and a 
fourth person, probably Shimon Hayat. A digitised version of the recording 
of this interview is available in the National Library, Israel. 

An Israeli musicologist, Amnon Shiloah, interviewed Saleh al-Kuwaity in 
Hebrew and in Arabic, probably in 1980, at Al-Kuwaity’s home. His wife – 
Mazal al-Kuwaity – and then-research student Esther Warkov were present. 
Warkov had a more active role in another interview – in the same setting, 
and in the presence of Shiloah and Mazal Al-Kuwaity – in Hebrew and in 
English, in 1980. Digitised recordings of these two interviews are available 
at the National Library, Israel. 

                               
16 My translation into Hebrew – from the audio file – of the interview with Sahed is found in 
Al-Kuwaity (2011:126–148). 
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This study is also informed by interviews conducted by other musicians 
and music experts. Ruth Attar, of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre, in 
Or Yehuda, Israel (BJHC), interviewed Na‛im Twena in 1977. In 1995, Attar 
interviewed the Jewish Iraqi musician Albert Elias. The same year, she in-
terviewed Yosef Barnai about his father, the Jewish Iraqi musician Jacob 
Murad al-Imari. I have only had access to transcriptions in Hebrew of Attar’s 
interviews in the BJHC Archive. The audio recordings seem to be on cas-
sette tapes in the said Archive. 

Esther Warkov conducted interviews in English in 1980 and 1981, during 
her fieldwork in Israel. She interviewed Na‛im Twena, Isaac Aviezer and 
Jacob Murad al-Imari. She interviewed Ezra Aharon in Hebrew, once by 
herself and once together with the musicologist Philip V. Bohlman. Ezra 
Aharon’s wife, Shulamit Sha‛ashu‛a, contributed to the conversation on mu-
sic and Arab culture. Furthermore, she and Aharon conversed in the Jewish 
Iraqi dialect during the interview, thus adding valuable information on ter-
minology in this dialect. Digitised recordings of all of these interviews are 
available in the National Library, Israel.17 Another interview by Warkov, 
from 1981 and in English, is with Menashe Somekh. I have a transcription of 
that interview in PDF form, courtesy of Warkov, but not an audio recording. 

Interviews I conducted 
My research is also informed by interviews with musical experts and with 
members of the Al-Kuwaity family, to whom I am indebted. Their details are 
found in the Interlocutors section before chapter one. The same questions 
apply here. How well do they remember?  What are their preconceptions? 
Do they have an agenda, and if so, what is it? When setting out biographical 
facts, therefore, I rely on more than one source, and I indicate when there is 
doubt. 

Historiographical and Ethnomusicological approaches 
This book follows the example of Virginia Danielson’s The voice of Egypt: 
Umm Kulthum, Arabic song, and Egyptian society in the twentieth century 
(1997),18 in focusing on an eminent musician within a wider context. Dan-
ielson’s work portrays Umm Kulthum as embodying Egyptian music on the 
one hand, and serving as an agent of musical and social change on the other. 
The subject matter of this book – like that of Danielson’s – is Arab music, 

17 Except for Warkov’s interview of 17th march 1981 with Ezra Aharon and his wife, Shulamit 
Sha‛ashu‛a. Warkov kindly provided me with a written English translation. The record-
ing of the interview is forthcoming in the National Library, Israel. 

18 Danielson (1997). 
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traditionally seen as the domain of ethnomusicology.19 Moreover, it relies to 
some extent on interviews that I conducted. For both these reasons, it may be 
regarded as an ethnomusicological work. It is written, however, largely on 
the basis of an historiographical approach – again, like Danielson’s book. It 
examines mostly sources from several decades ago (interviews, sound re-
cordings and writings), rather than findings from my own fieldwork. I use 
most of the latter here to verify facts, rather than to extract the values and 
social norms of the persons interviewed. This is not to say I refrain from 
discussing the cultural significance of the facts. For example, I analyse Saleh 
al-Kuwaity’s interviews to show his attitude to musical change and to social 
norms, and I interpret quotations from authors such as Abd al-Karim Al-
Allaf from a political perspective. 

The ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl points out that the challenge in works 
such as Danielson’s is to distinguish between what is unique to the musician 
who stands at centre in the research, and what is common to the people in 
the society of which this musician is part.20 This study shows how the activi-
ties of the brothers Al-Kuwaity, as individuals, formed part of the Iraqi mu-
sic scene as a whole, and how it also led the way to changes. 

The ethnomusicologist Gunnar Ternhag suggests we can take three possi-
ble perspectives when conducting ethnomusicological research on an indi-
vidual musician.21 I find his suggestion to be relevant for historiographical 
studies too, like this one. One perspective – the musician’s view of her or 
himself – is typical of anthropological studies. I briefly discuss Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s view of his music and of his role as a composer, as reflected in 
the interviews with him. Another perspective – that of the musician’s con-
temporaries – relies heavily on sources from the musician’s time. This book 
is written mostly from the latter perspective, although contemporary sources 
such as official documents and music reviews in newspapers are sparse. Re-
cordings of the songs from the 1930s and 1940s form the basis for this re-
search. 

The third perspective is that of the public in the researcher’s time – in 
other words, the legacy of the musician and how it is perceived or contested 
nowadays. I extend “the researcher’s time” back to the period that started 
when Al-Kuwaity left Iraq. The geographical and political divide between 
the composer and his native country after 1951 created a unique situation. 
Al-Kuwaity was still alive, but he was cut off from Iraq and from the recep-
tion of his music there. I replace the temporal with the spatial in Ternhag’s 
typology. Thus, the impetus for this study stems from the status of Al-
Kuwaity’s songs as canonical, a status they acquired in the 1970s and still 

                               
19 Danielson’s book was published as part of the Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology. 
20 Nettl (2005:240). 
21 Ternhag (1999). 
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enjoy today (in “the researcher’s time”), but the study is grounded in the 
composer’s time. 

Insider and outsider perspectives 
Marcia Herndon discusses the concept of insider and outsider researchers, 
and avers that the two roles are not to be seen as opposites. When studying a 
certain music culture, an outsider can learn to act like an insider, such as by 
learning to play the instruments typical of that culture.22 At the same time, an 
insider can learn to analyse like an outsider.23 Herndon quotes Ellen Kos-
koff, who posited that being an insider or an outsider is not a matter of oppo-
sites. Rather, these positions exist along a continuum.24 

Koskoff’s observation is relevant to my research. Coming as I do from a 
Jewish Iraqi family, I am perceived as an insider by some of my interlocu-
tors, as well as by institutions such as the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre 
in Israel. This familiarity is helpful for getting access to materials and for 
gaining the trust of people who contribute to the research. Knowing the Ara-
bic language, the music and other aspects of this culture, I can more easily 
understand the allusions and subtext in the lyrics and in the interviews. My 
Muslim Iraqi interlocutors, however, may perceive me not just as an insider 
but as an outsider as well, for several reasons. One is that I never lived in 
Iraq – only my parents did. Another is that, while I am familiar with the Jew-
ish Iraqi dialect of Arabic, I am less conversant with the Muslim dialect, 
which these persons speak, and which is used in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs. 
As a scholar, finally, I strive to distance myself from the subject of my re-
search and to look at it from an analytic perspective.25 I can therefore place 
said subject in a broader context: diachronically (how the situation changed 
over time), and synchronically (how it compared with that of musicians in 
other societies). 

Theoretical framework 
Since the framework of this study is the social changes which are commonly 
referred to as “modernisation” in the social and political sciences, a brief 
presentation of this concept is required here. 

22 Indeed, developing bi-musicality and being a participant/observer became the norm for 
musicologists studying a culture different from their own. 

23 Herndon (1993:65–66). 
24 Herndon (1993:66). 
25 Racy (2003:7) describes “speaking from the inside and communicating from the outside”, 

or seeking “a productive distanciation” as a “Lebanese-born performer of Arab music 
and a trained ethnomusicologist”. 
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Modernity and modernisation: a brief discussion 
Histories of Western Europe usually refer to a “Modern” period that began 
in the eighteenth century, following the colonisation of other parts of the 
world,26 with an “Early Modern” period, between the late fifteenth century 
and the late eighteenth century. From social and philosophical perspectives, 
modernity is a set of values and practices that are connected with, but not 
restricted to, the historical period known by that name. From some critical 
perspectives, moreover, modernisation is an ideology, especially in relation 
to the Middle East.27 

These values are associated with the Enlightenment movement of the late 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in Europe. Central among them is the 
supremacy of reason over faith, as a universal tool for understanding the 
world. Enlightenment philosophers such as Diderot maintained that reason-
ing sheds light on nature and is available for all human beings, whereas reli-
gion is based on secret knowledge that only few can access.28 Therefore, 
social order should be based on the equal rights of citizens rather than on 
monarchies relying on religious authority.29 The American and French revo-
lutions were the first to manifest these ideas on a large scale. The secular 
nation-state, with its bureaucracy and in which subjects are supposedly liber-
ated from traditional constraints, thus became one of the central markers of 
the modern age. Other values and practices that emerged in the age of En-
lightenment were industrialisation, market economy – mostly the capitalist 
order – and rapid urbanisation. 

On a less empirical and more abstract level, Anthony Giddens analyses 
modernity through the concepts of time and space. He argues that in modern 
cultures, as opposed to pre-modern ones, time and space became separate 
from one another. The invention and distribution of the mechanical clock in 
the eighteenth century, for example, began a process of “emptying” time of 
its local context.30 

The idea of progress, or evolution, is also central to the Enlightenment 
project and therefore to the notion of modernity. “Progress” meant that sci-
entific and political developments achieved by logical thinking will gradual-
ly bring humanity to a stable situation of well-being.31 This teleological ap-
proach is one of the most contested among critics of the modernisation para-

                               
26 Encyclopaedia Britannica, accessed on 11th November 2020: 
      <https://www.britannica.com/topic/modernity> 
27 Shohat (1997:3); Pappe (2014:8). 
28 Punter (2007:19). 
29 Punter (2007:14). 
30 Giddens (1990:17–54). 
31 Punter (2007:14–15). 
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digm, who point to the illnesses of modern society.32 Moreover, besides the 
reality check of the notion of “progress” by these critics, there are challenges 
to the supposedly linear character of this progress. 

The historian Ilan Pappe, for example, mentions critical voices that chal-
lenge the depiction of modernisation in the Middle East in terms of a causal 
and logical order.33 He argues that modernisation, from the point of view of 
Middle Eastern city-dwellers, began with the destruction of traditional wel-
fare systems, coupled with increased migration from rural areas with little 
prospect of employment or housing. The second decade of the twentieth 
century brought some improvement, thanks to trade unions, but decolonisa-
tion and nationalism destroyed these achievements.34 

The simplistic view of modernity as involving linear progress usually 
went hand in hand with the idea that European colonisation helped colonised 
societies to “develop”. Postcolonial thinkers point out, however, that coloni-
al exploitation enabled the technical development associated with modernity. 
The conquest and exploitation of the New World facilitated Europe’s devel-
opment, and enabled the European model of modernity to eventually domi-
nate the whole world’s processes of modernisation.35 Ella Shohat, Professor 
of Cultural Studies, suggests that “technical development over recent centu-
ries […] has been very much a ‘joint venture’ (in which Europe owned most 
of the shares) facilitated by colonial exploitation then and neo-colonial 
‘brain draining’ of the ‘Third World’ now”.36 Moreover, the integration of 
Middle Eastern markets into Western economies subordinated these markets 
to European economy, and investments in local industry benefitted few 
while devastating many.37 This analysis is relevant to the case of Iraq, where 
British interests to a large extent dictated the birth of the country and its 
economy. 

Other critical approaches question the link between westernisation and 
modernisation. In an analysis of non-Western modern societies, Shmuel 
Eisenstadt suggested the idea of “multiple modernities”. Critics of his ap-
proach perceive an element of dangerous relativism embedded in the sugges-

32 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer are among the prominent ones (Punter 2007:19). 
Another critic – Zygmunt Bauman – emphasised the Holocaust in his critique of moder-
nity. Earlier, Max Weber saw modernity’s material progress as gained at the cost of bu-
reaucracy which suppresses the autonomy and creativity of the individual (Giddens 
(1990:7). Already during the Age of Enlightenment itself, moreover, critics such as Al-
exander Pope questioned the idea that nature could ever be fully understood through the 
progress of reason (Punter 2007:16). 

33 Pappe (2014:2). 
34 Pappe (2014:13). 
35 Shannon (2006:65). 
36 Shohat (1997:4 n. 3). 
37 Pappe (2014:9). 
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tion that different societies have different ways of modernising.38 Such criti-
cism is wary of the loss of principles of freedom and rationality that has 
marked some non-Enlightenment forms of “modernity”, as in the case of 
post-1979 Iran. 

Modernisation and the Middle East 
Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in 1798 is typically held out as the beginning 
of modernity in the Middle East.39 Critics point out, though, that interaction 
between Europe and the Middle East began centuries earlier, and argue that 
this interaction yielded concepts and practices that we associate with moder-
nity.40 Hence, not only were Middle Eastern societies affected by the interac-
tion with Europe already before they were colonised; European culture and 
economy were also affected by the encounter with the Middle East. Moder-
nity, according to the anthropologist Jonathan Holt Shannon, is a product of 
this long-standing connection between European and non-European peoples, 
including Middle Eastern ones.41 Similarly, historians such as Albert Houra-
ni and Hisham Sharabi emphasise the role of local elites as internal forces of 
change in the Arab world, alongside external forces.42 

However, the literary and national Arab renaissance (Nahda نهضة) during 
the second half of the nineteenth century and the first two decades of the 
twentieth was prompted by the intensifying contact with European moderni-
ty seen during the nineteenth century. Some authors and intellectuals advo-
cated the reform of Arab society and culture along European lines, while 
others held a more sceptical view of Europe and called for the retention of 
Arab customs and habits. The two approaches finally mixed, generating con-
tradictory practices.43 In the field of music, for example, the Nahda mani-
fested as the revival of old Arab genres, and at the same time as a rise of new 
genres of light songs, inspired by European and Ottoman theatrical and mu-
sical practices.44 

This study shows the dynamics of change and continuity and the internal 
and external currents that affected Iraqi music during the 1930s and 1940s. 
This choice recalls Pappe’s point that some cultural anthropologists have 
                               
38 Wagner (2012:31). 
39 Pappe (2014:4); Shannon (2006:58) refers to historiographies of the Middle East such as 

Albert Hourani’s (1983) and Malcolm Yapp’s (1987). 
40 Shannon (2006:63). 
41 Shannon (2006:62) The discussion on Europe’s role in creating or spreading modern forms 

of social organisation, and to what extent modernity was shaped differently around the 
world, is the subject of vast literature. See Mitchell (2000); Chatterjee (1993); and Taylor 
(1999). 

42 Pappe (2014:6). 
43 Shannon (2006:59). 
44 Shannon (2006:60). 
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emphasised the need to examine each encounter between Western and non-
Western societies. Such efforts will expose the ways in which change some-
times accentuated traditional patterns of behaviour, and sometimes trans-
formed them. They can be expected to reveal a complex interplay between 
continuity and change.45 

For my part, I problematise the notion of “progress” and I avoid the narra-
tive of European “development” of the Middle East. The term “modernisa-
tion” in this study refers to accelerated urbanisation, the emergence of mass 
media, the adoption of new forms of market economy, the spread of technol-
ogy that shaped industrialisation, and the adoption of the political structure 
of a nation-state. My use of the term modernisation – in the context of Iraq 
from the late Ottoman period through the 1930s and 1940s – is in line with 
that in historiographical works by such authors as Orit Bashkin, Reeva Si-
mon, Sami Zubaida and H.L. Murre-van den Berg.46 

It is also in line with the use of the term in studies on Iraqi music in the 
1930s and 1940s. Esther Warkov refers to “modernity” and “modernisation” 
in music of that time in Egypt and in Iraq.47 Yehezkel Kojaman, in his book 
in Arabic, uses the term Al-musiqa al-haditha الموسيقى الحديثة for newly com-
posed music in Iraq at during the 1930s and 1940s.48 This term translates 
both as “modern music” and as “new music”. In his book in English, howev-
er, Kojaman uses the term “modern music” for songs that were performed in 
Baghdadi coffee shops after World War I, as well as for new songs that were 
recorded in the next two decades and for songs from Egyptian films of that 
time.49 The musicologist Scheherazade Hassan refers to a “modern” model 
of female musicians in 1920s Iraq, as well as to “modern” clothes, homes 
and household items.50 

The question of the relationship between westernisation and modernisa-
tion is beyond the scope of this book, and – as Nettl concludes in a review of 
debates among anthropologists over the distinction – “the difference is not 
always clear”.51 The two are clearly linked to each other, as in the case of 
recording-technology, which affected musical forms and performance prac-
tices. In this study, I use the term “westernisation” when referring specifical-

45 Pappe (2014:10). 
46 Bashkin (2012:17), Simon (2004:37), (Simon and Tejiran 2004:163), Zubaida (2002-b), 

Murre-van den Berg (2016). It is hard to “write a ‘modern history’ of the Middle East 
without the support of modernization theories”, argues Pappe (2014:1), even for critics of 
such theories, like Sami Zubaida (Pappe 2014:12), whose work is used here.  

47 Warkov (1987:37, 74, 83, 100, 146). 
48 Kojaman (2015:99–152). 
49 Kojaman (2001:8, 12 n. 1, 31, 37, 38). 
50 Hassan (2010:26, 29, 36, 37). 
51 Nettl (1983:353). 
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ly to the adoption of Western musical styles and musical instruments, and to 
the incorporation of French or British school curricula. 

Modernisation in Iraq 
The process of modernisation in Iraq began in the region already in Ottoman 
times, especially with the start of reforms in 1839. These reforms com-
menced the era known as Tanzimat (re-organisation), which ended in 1876. 
The aim of the Sultans and their administrators was to centralise the Otto-
man rule and to unify the peoples of the empire, some of whom had sepa-
ratist and nationalist aspirations. Among the first reforms was a proclamation 
of equality before the law for Muslim and non-Muslim Ottoman subjects.52 
The British occupation, which started during the First World War, further 
strengthened Iraq’s foundations as a modern state, with political parties, an 
army and a civil service.53 

Besides facing material exploitation, post-colonial nations – of which Iraq 
was one after 1932, at least officially – confronted questions of cultural iden-
tity. While rejecting aspects of the colonisers’ imposed culture, they found it 
unfeasible to return to pre-colonial life. Moreover, local elites remained con-
nected to European wealth and influence even after their country gained 
independence. Thus they strove to maintain their privileged position, against 
the interests of the rest of the population.54 

In interwar Iraq, narratives of decline, rise and rebirth were important in 
public discourse.55 Some saw the Young Turk Revolution of 1908 as the 
beginning of the Iraqi Nahda, and emphasised the universal aspect of civil 
rights, inspired by the French Revolution.56 An article from 1922 in the peri-
odical Al-Dijla الدجلة, for example, portrayed the Nahda as a struggle for self-
determination, and implied that Europeans were applying double standards. 
The author, “Ibn Dar al-Salam”, argued that Europe was betraying its “En-
lightened” past by not granting the Arabs self-rule.57 Others saw the reforms 
introduced in the nineteenth century by Baghdad’s Ottoman rulers, Medhat 
Pasha and Daud Pasha as the onset of the new era. Both views applauded the 
expansion of education and of freedom of expression. 

Secularisation is one aspect of modernisation that was related to new 
forms of entertainment. Nightclubs, for example, presented new types of 

                               
52 While the British played down these Ottoman reforms (Dodge 2003:52–53), Dodge points 

out that the 1867 regulations enhanced security, encouraged the development of markets, 
and regulated weights and measures (Dodge 2003:48, citing E. Rogan 1999). 

53 Simon and Tejiran (2004:163). 
54 Wallach and Clinton (2019:118). 
55 Bashkin (2009:140). 
56 Bashkin (2009:142–143). 
57 Bashkin (2009:143). 
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music performance and new modes of interaction between men and women 
in the public sphere, distinct from gendered behaviours governed by reli-
gious norms. Throughout the book, I use the term “secularisation” in two 
contexts. One is the public sphere, meaning the divide between state and 
religious authority – or, in the case of the Jewish community, the weakening 
of rabbinical leadership. This sphere also includes secular state education. 
The other context is the private sphere, meaning the process of becoming 
less observant or lapsing from religious practice altogether. 

Secular governmental education was founded in Iraq in the second half of 
the nineteenth century, following reforms by Baghdad’s Ottoman ruler, 
Medhat Pasha (1869–1872).58 The first half of the twentieth century in Iraq 
saw a process of secularisation within the Muslim population. Education 
became almost entirely secular, and Islamic observance became more and 
more a matter for women and the elderly.59 Since the 1930s, the secular na-
ture of Iraqi society became evident, with non-sectarian groups visible in the 
public sphere (i.e., in political, social and cultural life), and religious extrem-
ism almost non-existent.60 

The Iraqi nation-building project 
As mentioned above, the creation of a nation-state was the major aspect of 
modernisation in Iraq. This study shows how modern features such as a na-
tional radio station and institutionalised music education were linked to Iraqi 
nation-building. Shohat suggests that “modernization became in certain na-
tion-states crucial for the creation of national cohesiveness”.61 She adds that 
“[t]he ideology of modernization, even in the contemporary era, has been 
crucial for assuring nationalist secular, and even scientific notions of the 
‘nation.’”.62 Iraq is a case in point. Toby Dodge’s analysis of British concep-
tions of that country from the First World War and during the Mandate 
(1914–1932) elucidates the link between Orientalist ideas and the moderni-
sation paradigm. According to Dodge, British officials regarded Ottoman 
rule in Iraq as stagnant, despotic, based on religion, and therefore irration-
al.63 What is more, it was divisive, causing rifts between urbanites and tribal 
society, and between the tribes themselves.64 Selfless British colonial admin-
istrators, in this view, would guide the Iraqi people to a modern national and 
social order, based on “the civilization and science of the west” – replacing 

58 Snir (2005:47); Simon (2004:37). Most teachers in the governmental schools were Anatoli-
an Turks (Simon 2004:43). 

59 Longrigg (1953:381). 
60 Bashkin (2009:272). 
61 Shohat (1997:4). 
62 Shohat (1997:3). 
63 Dodge (2003:43, 47, 52). 
64 Dodge (2003:57–58, 64). 
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Islamic jurisprudence with modern laws on private-property ownership, for 
example.65 

The constitutional monarchy of Iraq came into being following the First 
World War, when British troops took over the three Ottoman provinces of 
Basra, Baghdad and Mosul. British political and military involvement in Iraq 
persisted for some thirty years, even after Iraq was declared independent by 
the League of Nations, in October 1932.66 The very sounds of the state indi-
cated British hegemony: the British anthem “God Save the King” was played 
during the coronation of the first Iraqi king in 1921, and the national anthem 
from 1932 to 1958 was a European-style march composed by a British of-
ficer (see the figure below).67 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The Iraqi national anthem from 1932 to 1958, a European-style march, 
composed in 1924 as The Royal Salute السالم الملكي by a British officer. Source: 
Main (2004:8). 

  

                               
65 Dodge (2003:45, 49, 51, 66). 
66 After 1947, when Britain left Palestine and India, it no longer needed to control Iraq as a 

route to India (Simon and Tejiran 2004:163). Bashkin (2009:4), however, suggests that 
“Britain maintained its geostrategic interests in Iraq until 1958”. She notes (2009:270) 
the military presence, the employment of foreigners in the governmental ministries, and 
the intervention in oil politics. 

67 Podeh (2010:186 n. 36). A recording of the anthem is available on theYouTube channel 
 :accessed on 11th November 2020 ,التجمع الملكي الدستوري العراقي

     <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIaFUmvrszY> 
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The historian Reeva Simon describes Iraq as “an obvious example of an 
artificially created state”,68 and discusses the imposition of nationalism on a 
region marked by a diversity of ethnic and religious groups. This is not to 
say there was no “Iraqi consciousness” (as distinct from a national collective 
identity) before the region was carved up by Britain. The ancient civilisation 
of Mesopotamia and the Abbasid legacy were part of the collective 
memory,69 and the Ottomans’ centralised regulation of the three provinces 
since 1834 showed state-like patterns.70 In the field of music, there was a 
distinct Iraqi art music as early as the seventeenth century,71 and the Iraqi 
Maqam was common to Baghdad, Mosul and Kirkuk.72 New museums and 
the training of local archaeologists illustrate the use of the past as a narrative 
by politicians committed to nation-building.73 

The British crowned Faysal I King of Iraq in August 1921. Faysal (1883–
1933) was of the Hashemite family from Hijaz,74 whose roots were traced 
back to the Prophet Muhammad – an ancestry that lent some legitimacy to 
his new role in the eyes of Arab Sunnis and Shi‛is alike.75 Faysal’s succes-
sors were his son Ghazi غازي األول, who reigned from 1933, following his 

68 Simon (1997:87). 
69 Al-Musawi (2006:25) suggests that, as early as in the eighth century, a governor referred to 

the character of the Iraqi people. Regardless of what traits he attributed to the Iraqis, it is 
significant that the Iraqi people was recognised as an entity distinct from its neighbours. 
Al-Musawi also refers (2006:60–61) to the common cultural codes of the ancient Assyri-
an and Babylonian civilisations in a challenge to historians who claim that Iraq was a 
modern construction. He notes that, in January 1919, religious and national leaders de-
manded an independent Iraq “from the north of Mosul to the Gulf.” 

70 According to Al-Musawi (2006:13), who also cites the Land Law of 1858 and the Vilayet 
Law of 1864 in this context, as well as cultural initiatives, such as the newspaper Al-
Zawra, which appeared from 1869 and gave “the Iraqis a sense of a new state, albeit un-
der the Ottoman’s rule”. Al-Musawi (2006:14) writes explicitly of “a substantial organi-
zation of Iraqi nationalism ahead of the British occupation”, at least as far as groups of 
intellectuals were concerned. 

71 Wright (2001) attributes this phenomenon to the peripheral position of Iraq within the 
Ottoman Empire. 

72 Hassan (2001). The Iraqi Maqam is a corpus of musical pieces, as discussed below. 
73 Al-Musawi (2006:23). The Museum of Arab Antiquities was established in 1937 (Al-

Musawi 2006:28), and Radio Iraq in 1936. Besides the Arab-Islamic heritage, Phebe 
Marr suggests that two other “elements of the past have been most important in forming 
the collective memory and consciousness of Iraqis and shaping their institutions and 
practices: the civilization of ancient Mesopotamia, […] and the legacy of the Ottoman 
Empire” (Marr 1985, only in the 3rd edition 2012:20). Marr, a scholar of Middle Eastern 
history, refers to Iraqis in the twenty-first century, but her statement could be applied to 
Hashemite Iraq too. 

74 Thus, the term Hashemite Iraq refers to the monarchic period: 1921–1958. 
75 Simon (1997:88). 
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father’s death,76 until 1939, when he himself was killed in a car accident; and 
Ghazi’s son, Faysal II, who was a child at the time of Ghazi’s death. During 
Faysal II’s first years as king, his uncle Abdul Illa served as regent. 

Pan-Arabism 
Faysal I was associated with Arab nationalism, having been a leader of the 
Arab revolt against Ottoman rule during the First World War. Thus, while 
talking of building Iraq as a nation-state, in accord with British policy, Faisal 
aspired to create a Pan-Arab Hashemite kingdom including Syria, Palestine 
and Transjordan, with Iraq as its political core.77 He suppressed the Kurds 
and the Assyrians – each of whom expressed hopes of independence – by 
military force. He also prevented the Shi‛is – who opposed Pan-Arabism – 
from gaining political power.78 

The historian Orit Bashkin defines Pan-Arabism as “an intellectual and 
political movement that champions the unique cultural and historical herit-
age of Arabic-speaking peoples”. She points out, moreover, that various 
forms of Pan-Arabism were used by both the Iraqi ruling elites and the oppo-
sition. For example, in the interwar period, “the radicalized Iraqi middle 
classes” adopted Pan-Arabism as an anticolonial stance.79 As a cultural 
framework, Pan-Arabism in Iraq was hard to define, as Arab culture is not 
easily distinguished from Iraqi or Ottoman culture.80 These different cultures 
did not necessarily contradict each other.  Al-Musawi suggests that many 
political parties and organisations in 1930s Iraq shared the aspiration for 
“Iraqi nationhood within a pan-Arab one”.81 

The modern educational system was designed to cultivate Iraqi national 
identity through Arabic linguistic and cultural tools.82 Similarly, Pan-Arab 
ideology focused on the Arabic language and on Arab history – starting in 
pre-Islamic Arabia – as unifying themes for the fragmented Iraqi popula-
tion.83 This focus, however, eventually entailed the exclusion of non-Arab 

                               
76 Faysal I died on 8th September 1933 while in Switzerland, where he had travelled for health 

reasons (Main 2004:102). 
77 Simon (1997:88–89, 103). 
78 Simon (1997:91–93). The Shi‛is made just over half of Iraq’s population in the 1920s (Si-

mon 1997:87). Noga Efrati, a historian of the Middle East suggests that “Pan-Arab ideol-
ogy, with its generally Sunni Arab vision of the Arabo-Islamic world, was less appealing 
to the Shi‛a, who comprised more than half of Iraq’s population, and the Kurds, who 
were at least one-fifth.” (Efrati, 2011:375). 

79 Bashkin (2009:6). 
80 Bashkin (2009:6). 
81 Al-Musawi (2006:68). 
82 Bashkin (2009:263). 
83 The historian Reeva Simon (1997:93) refers in this context to Sati al-Husri’s work at the 

Ministry of Education, which accommodated “League of Nations requirements for the 
inclusion of ethnic and religious diversity within a national education system while at the 
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groups such as the Kurds and of religious minorities such as the Jews. Simon 
suggests that Pan-Arabism in 1920s Iraq was “Abbasid oriented, and could 
include Shi‛is and Jews”; and that, by the 1940s, as Iraqi foreign policy came 
to support the Palestinian struggle, pan-Arab ideology in Iraq “took on a 
Syrian ‘Umayyad’ caste [sic]”, excluding Jews, Kurds and Shi‛is from social 
and political participation.84 Syrian and Palestinian teachers employed in 
Iraq presented a narrower definition of pan-Arabism than the earlier one, 
which had allowed for religious diversity. Their rhetoric also blurred the 
distinction between Judaism and Zionism, thus portraying Iraqi Jews as dis-
loyal to the state.85 

Divisions within Iraqi society 
Iraqi society was divided not only along religious and ethnic lines, but also – 
at that time – between urban residents and rural, usually Shi‛i communities.86 
Thus, Hashemite Iraq was characterised by political instability, with several 
coups d’état and frequent government changes, until it came to an end in 
1958 with the revolution that introduced the Baath regime.87 Reeva Simon 
argues the Hashemite rulers had to offer a nationalist ideology which could 
make the fragmented country into a state, while being occupied by a foreign 
power.88 Sami Zubaida, the aforementioned sociologist and scholar of politi-
cal science, maintains that external, colonial forces formed a state, and that 
the state created an imagined nation.89 State education and state employment 

same time pursuing an Arab nationalist agenda under the nose of the omnipresent British 
advisors”. Bashkin (2009:127) suggests that Pan-Arabism in Iraq, “namely, the belief 
that Arabic language and Arab history and culture were the main signifiers of Iraqi na-
tional identity, was often accentuated as the chief national narrative in Hashemite Iraq”. 
She claims too that this belief was held by the urban middle classes as well as by the 
state’s elites. 

84 Simon (1997:104). 
85 Simon (1997:97,104). Bashkin (2009:149) notes that one reason for the employment of 

Syrian, Palestinian and Egyptian teachers was the decision, in the early days of the Iraqi 
state, to use Arabic instead of Turkish in the education system. (There was a lack of local 
teachers who could make the linguistic shift.) She adds that, even after the Second World 
War, many high school and college teachers were of Arab non-Iraqi origin, giving Iraqi 
students a direct experience of Pan-Arab culture. 

86 Bashkin (2009:7, 268). 
87 The first uprising, or popular revolution, as it was known, was during the Mandate, in 1920, 

by the Shi‛is in southern Iraq (Al-Musawi 2006:35). It was followed by Assyrian, Kurd-
ish and Yazidi rebellions. Military coups took place in 1936 and 1941, and in 1948 an-
other uprising occurred: the wathba وثبة, around British military influence in Iraq. 

88 Simon (1986:3–4); More generally, Wallach and Clinton (2019:118) discuss the challenges 
that post-colonial peoples faced, especially after the Second World War. Among these 
challenges were arbitrary national borders and the exploitation of natural resources by the 
colonisers.   

89 Zubaida (2002-b:206). 
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contributed to the nation-building process and to “the formation of an intelli-
gentsia and a political class with common components of cultural outlook”. 
Zubaida suggests, however, that “the political field thus created was one of 
contestation among different conceptions of the nation that, in turn, were 
related to communal, regional, and class interests”.90 

This situation was reflected in the rhetoric of Iraq’s first king. Already 
during his reign in Syria, Faysal had striven to build a secular Arab society, 
and had used the slogan “Religion is God’s and the homeland is for all”. In 
1919, he signed an agreement with the Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann, 
emphasising the affinity between the Jewish, Muslim, and Christian faiths.91 
Before his coronation as the Iraqi monarch, Faysal I was given a welcome 
reception by the Jewish community of Baghdad. British officials, govern-
ment ministers and Baghdadi Muslim and Christian dignitaries were present, 
too. Faysal asserted in his speech that Iraqi nationality (using both the words 
wataniya وطنية and qawmiya قومية) unified the population.92 He reminded his 
listeners that Muslims, Christians and Jews were all Semites. He urged his 
“fellow Iraqi nationals” (abna watani al-Iraqiyin نيأبناء وطني العراقي ) to be 
nought but Iraqis.93 The King’s words were said in light of the fragmented 
society he was to rule. Yet, as late as 1933, Faysal stated: 

In Iraq there is still – and I say this with a heart full of sorrow – no Iraqi peo-
ple but unimaginable masses of human beings, devoid of any patriotic ideal, 
imbued with religious traditions and absurdities, connected by no common 
tie.94 

This quotation reflects the modernisation paradigm, according to which peo-
ples had to transform their traditional ways of life, rooted in religion, into a 
society based on a national narrative. It also illustrates the difficulty of ful-
filling this endeavour. 

Modernisation discourse in Arab music 
Snir suggests that Arabic literature started to shift towards modernism in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. He describes this period as one 
marked by relative openness by the Arab world to the West.95 It is question-
                               
90 Zubaida (2002-b:206 ). 
91 Snir (2010:127 note 56). 
92 The term Wataniya وطنية refers to nationalism within a single Arab state, while qawmiya 

 .refers to the Arab nation as a whole قومية
93 Snir (2005:16). This event took place on 18th July 1921. 
94 Simon (1986:3–4). 
95 Snir (2005:74) does not clarify his use of the term “modernism”, as distinct from “moderni-

ty”, but in this context he seems to be referring to the modernist stream in European liter-
ature. 
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able, though, to what extent such openness was felt outside intellectual and 
economic elites. Modernising Arab music was a topic of discussion among 
those same elites in the Middle East in the early twentieth century. 

The term “Arab music” (Al-musiqa al-Arabiyya الموسيقى العربية) gained 
prominence in musical discourse in Arab countries following the Congress 
on Arab Music in Cairo in 1932.96 Before that, the term “Oriental music” 
(Al-musiqa al-sharqiyya يةقرشال -was in use,97 denoting Middle East (الموسيقى 
ern music. The new term distinguished Arab music from other musical tradi-
tions, such as the Ottoman and the Persian, that are included in “Oriental 
music”. The use of the term “Arab music” in the early 1930s implied the 
emphasis on what was common to Arab music and different from Ottoman 
and from Persian music. 

Another and more obvious point of reference within Arab musical dis-
course was Western music. There had been cabarets with European music in 
Baghdad at least since the late 1920s, probably earlier.98 Records and Hol-
lywood films provided points of encounter with Western music, too. In 
Egypt, the increasingly close encounter with Western culture since the mid-
nineteenth century provoked debate among intellectuals as well as politicians 
about the country’s relation to its past and to modernity. Musical discourse 
and musical practice were affected by questions around cultural invasion (al-
ghazw al-thaqafi الغزو الثقافي) and tensions between authenticity and moderni-
ty (al-asala wal-mu‛asara االصالة والمعاصرة).99 

Saleh al-Kuwaity talked in interviews about “progress” (tatawwur تطوّر) in 
music. His ideas were probably informed by contemporary discourse on the 
modernisation of Arab music. In the late nineteenth century and the first 
decades of the twentieth, some Arab musicians, especially in Egypt, cultivat-
ed ideas of reforming Arab music. They looked up to Western music as the 
advanced stage of an evolution, and aspired to use “scientific principles” for 
the progress of Arab music.100 

96 This event was unique at the time. It brought together Arab, Turkish and European musi-
cians and musicologists, and dealt with questions of music theory, practice, and music 
education. Thomas (2007:4) suggests the Egyptian organisers aspired to systematise and 
organise Arab music according to what they saw as the habits of modern nations. She re-
fers in this context to Timothy Mitchell‘s exploration of such habits as calculation, rea-
son and discipline. 

97 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:557). 
98 Ernest Main (2004:36), a British official and journalist for The Baghdad Times, writes in 

1935 that these cabarets were mostly owned by Christians, that the clientele were Euro-
peans, and that the performers were European and Levantine female artists. Saleh Al-
Kuwaity said there was live dance music (he says dans in Arabic) as early as 1928 
(Hayat 1968 interview, time code 53’20–55’50). 

99 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:561). 
100 Racy (1991:69). 
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“Enhancing the ‘evolution’ of Arab music” was one of the issues suggest-
ed for the Cairo Congress on Arab Music in 1932.101 Some musicians advo-
cated the use of functional harmony, turning the “simple”, monophonic Arab 
music into a “complex”, polyphonic one.102 Others emphasised the unique 
nature of Arab music, but still wanted its melodic and rhythmic modes to be 
standardised and analysed in terms of trichord-, tetrachord- and pentachord 
clusters,103 and its oral tradition to be replaced by “scientific” notation, fol-
lowing the Western model.104 The Congress dealt with questions such as 
which Western instruments should be incorporated in Arab music in order to 
add timbres and tessituras; and how to make all these changes without im-
pairing the character of Arab music.105 The musicologist Ali Jihad Racy 
notes, rightfully, that the Congress did not clarify how modernisation and 
progress differ from westernisation. 

Jews and Iraqi nation-building 
In 1935, Iraq’s population was 3,000,000,106 including some 90,000 to 
100,000 Jews, as compared with about 80,000 Christians (mostly in the 
north), 60,000 Turcoman or Turkish-speaking Muslims, 40,000 Yazidis and 
4,000 Mandaeans.107 The Jewish population was well-integrated and histori-
cally rooted in Mesopotamia. This study draws on historiographical research 
on Babylonian Jewry in the first half of the twentieth century. The discourse 
on modernisation and Iraqi Jews involves four contexts: the reforms (tan-
zimat تنظيمات) in the mid nineteenth century in the Ottoman Empire; the liter-
ary and national Arab renaissance (Nahda نهضة); the emancipation of Euro-
pean Jews (Haskala was the Hebrew term for the Jewish enlightenment 
movement); and European influence in the Middle East, especially trade 
within the British Empire, as well as the Alliance Israélite Universelle 
schools.108 

The role of Jewish musicians is central to the discussion on music in Iraq 
during the 1930s and 1940s. In order to elucidate this role, I compare Jewish 
Iraqi authors with Jewish Iraqi musicians, and reveal similarities and differ-
ences between these two groups. This comparison tells us about the broader 
context of Jewish involvement in Iraqi society in Hashemite Iraq, and specif-

                               
101 Racy (1991:70). 
102 Racy (1991:83, 85). 
103 Racy (1991:74). 
104 Racy (1991:83). 
105 Racy (1991:76, 83). 
106 Main (2004:17), but Iraq’s population was c. 4,000,000 in 1936, according to Wizārat al-

Dākhilīyah 1936, Arabic version, p. 81. 
107 Main (2004:18, 155). 
108 Levy (17th September 2019) 
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ically about “the Iraqi orientation” of Jews in Iraq during this period. The 
historian and Middle East scholar Nissim Kazzaz analyses what he calls “the 
Iraqi orientation”, or the inclination to seek integration into the new Iraqi 
nation. Its antithesis was the effort, before 1921, to keep British rule over 
Iraq. The rhetoric of nationalistic Muslim leaders together with the British 
policy of divide-and-rule, contributed to support for British rule among the 
country’s Jewish and Christian minorities.109 Later, during the 1940s, the 
antithesis to “the Iraqi orientation” was the Zionist option of leaving Iraq and 
settling in the Land of Israel/ Palestine. 

Kazzaz maintains that “the Iraqi orientation” had been dominant among 
Jewish leaders in Iraq since the early 1920s.110 One important argument for 
this orientation, he suggests, was the long Jewish presence in the land – for 
more than 2,500 years.111 These historic ties were recognised as a basis for 
civil equality by Iraqi leaders such as King Faysal, in a speech in 1921; 
Prime Minister Hamdi al-Pachachi, in 1945; and the politician Fadhel al-
Jamali in the early 1950s, when lamenting the exodus of the ancient Jewish 
community.112 

Works such as Reuven Snir’s (2005) and Bashkin’s (2012) focus on Jew-
ish intellectuals, journalists and authors who wrote in Arabic. They argue 
convincingly that, from the 1920s until the mass migration in 1950–1951, 
some of these figures expressed their determination to contribute to Iraqi 
culture and to be part of the new nation.113 Bashkin explores the ways in 
which Jewish intellectuals and the Jewish community in general adopted 
Arabic as their written language and participated in the shaping of Iraqi cul-
ture from 1921 on, and especially during the 1930s and 1940s.114 She con-
tends that most of the Jewish community aspired during these decades to be 
integrated into Iraqi socioeconomic and cultural life.115 

109 Kazzaz (1991:48-51). Kazzaz also suggests that some Christian leaders in Iraq welcomed 
British colonisation. The historian Reeva Simon (2004:43) states that, “for minorities, the 
British occupation meant protection and improvement of their status”. By the late 1920s, 
however, Jewish intellectuals and leaders advocated Iraqi independence. In March 1929, 
for example, the literary journal Al-hased الحاصد – owned and edited by Anwar Sha’ul – 
published an open letter to the British High Commissioner, demanding an end to the Brit-
ish mandate (Kazzaz 1991:150). 

110 Kazzaz (1991:11). Snir (2005:478) suggests that, in those decades, the non-religious intel-
lectual elite of Babylonian Jewry advocated “the Iraqi orientation”, and the integration 
into Iraqi social, economic and cultural life. 

111 Kazzaz (1991:58); See also Snir (2005:46, 457). 
112 Kazzaz (1991:63–64). 
113 Al-Musawi (2006:20–21) emphasises the commitment of the Jewish intelligentsia to Iraq 

and its adherence to Iraqi identity – in contrast to some nationalist officers, who ironical-
ly were more “attached to the British in terms of cultural grounding”. 

114 Bashkin (2009:185–190). 
115 Bashkin (2009:190). 
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These works suggest that such Jewish literati did not act in a vacuum, and 
that their ideas echoed the vision of equality that was expressed by Iraqi 
leaders and which resonated within the Jewish community. In the 1920s, 
Jewish authors published fine literature in literary Arabic ( ىفصح ), and had a 
Jewish readership.116 In addition to this use of literary Arabic, the themes in 
the literature and poetry produced by those Jewish authors also reflected the 
vision of Arab culture in which people of various religions would be equal 
partners.117 Some readers were inspired by this literary scene as to become 
authors themselves. 

This artistic creation in Arabic reflects the shift from a closed and tradi-
tional world to a modern and secular one.118 The Jewish elite’s choice of 
westernisation and secularisation laid the foundation for literary works in 
Arabic in the twentieth century.119 The Arabic literature scholar Reuven Snir, 
who wrote extensively on Jewish Iraqi authors, challenges the view that “the 
Iraqi orientation” was just a pragmatic policy. He argues that, in events re-
stricted to members of the Jewish community during the 1920s – in which 
there was no need to pretend – there was an atmosphere of Iraqi patriot-
ism.120 Snir also suggests that creating poetry and literature in a certain lan-
guage requires the author to have an intimate knowledge of that language 
and a conscious preference to use it to express innermost feelings. Poetry, 
Snir maintains, cannot be based on self-deceit. Thus, literary works by Jews 
who adopted “the Iraqi orientation” must have reflected a true sense of be-
longing in Arab culture.121 

The new writings in Arabic demonstrated the process of shifting from the 
Ottoman period, when educated Jews in Iraq used Turkish and colloquial 
Arabic, to Hashemite Iraq, when literary Arabic was taught in Jewish 
schools.122 This process began before the turn of the century. Jewish writings 
                               
116 Snir (2005:150). Such literature is distinct from writings in the Jewish Baghdadi dialect, 

printed in the Hebrew script, such as Qanun al-nissa נסא-קאנון אל , by Rabbi Yosef Hay-
yim and Kitab musali al-waqt וקת -כתאב מסלי אל , by Menashe Matsliah. 

117 Snir (2005:415). 
118 Snir (2005:72). 
119 Snir (2005:513). 
120 Snir (2005:45). 
121 Snir (2005:45, 134). Snir (2005:469 n. 193 and 470 n. 196) substantiates his argument with 

examples of German-speaking Jewish authors who adhered to German culture and lan-
guage even after the Holocaust, one of them arguing that an artist’s bond to a language is 
erotic in nature, and that one cannot break free from such a great love. Snir’s comparison 
is convincing, as some German Jews had Yiddish as a mother tongue before becoming 
immersed in Standard German. Similarly, Iraqi Jews spoke Arabic dialects before adopt-
ing literary Arabic (فصحى) for writing literature. 

122 The sociologist Yuval Evri challenges the tendency to discuss modernisation processes 
among Iraqi Jews in linguistic terms – as involving shifts from Judeo-Arabic to Modern 
Standard Arabic, to English or French and finally to Hebrew. Such a discourse assumes 
that these linguistic shifts reflect cultural changes. He argues that this conceptualisation is 
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in Arabic in Iraq after the First World War were linked to the gradual secu-
larisation of Jewish education, starting in the 1860s.123 Snir suggests that one 
explanation for the acceptance of “the Iraqi orientation” by the Jewish com-
munity was the government’s education policy, aiming at uniting the former 
three Ottoman provinces as the new Iraqi nation.124 Thus, the shift in orienta-
tion among Jewish intellectuals during the 1920s matched a tendency in the 
Iraqi intellectual sphere to emphasise the common ground between commu-
nities in Iraq. This tendency was manifested, for example, in references to 
Al-Samaw’el, a pre-Islamic Jewish poet also known as Shmuel Ben-Adaya. 
His poems were included in the national curriculum during the 1930s and 
early 1940s, and his figure symbolised the possibility of being Arab and 
writing Arabic poetry without being a Muslim.125 

The comparison between Jewish Iraqi authors and Jewish Iraqi musicians 
is fruitful for this study. It shows that literature, journalism and music by 
Jewish Iraqis between 1920 and 1950 were all innovative, intertwined with 
the nation-building project, and well-received both by the general population 
and within the Jewish community. Jewish involvement in Iraqi music, how-
ever, had a long history, stretching back at least to the beginning of the nine-
teenth century. Its impact on Iraqi culture, furthermore, lasts to this day. 

The wave of literary works, on the other hand, was a relatively short epi-
sode, and it left no mark. These works are hardly mentioned nowadays by 
critics and academics.126 Snir suggests the impact of modern Arabic litera-
ture by Christian authors was far greater than that of literary works by 
Jews.127 Again, this forms a clear contrast with the situation in Iraqi music, 
where Jewish musicians contributed to the urban popular song and to the 
Baghdadi variant of the Maqam, more widely than Christians did, as I dis-
cuss below. 

Individual agency in society 
This study views the role of Jews, a minority group, as agents of modernisa-
tion in Iraq during the first half of the twentieth century. Stephen Blum dis-
cusses music in the Middle East, “where the norm has been cultural interac-
tion among speakers of two or more languages and among practitioners of 

grounded in European ideas of modernity, as in connection with the nation-state. Instead, 
Evri emphasises the role of multilingualism and the simultaneity of cultures in literary 
works of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. (Evri, 17th September 2019). 

123 Kazzaz (1991:65). 
124 Snir (2005:15–16, 514). 
125 Snir (2005:24, 32). 
126 Snir (2005:516). 
127 Snir (2005:517) mentions Christian intellectuals and authors in Egypt since the late nine-

teenth century, and Arab Christians in the USA. 
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several religions”. He argues that “Middle Eastern writers have often de-
scribed such interactions by attributing a group of innovations to one out-
standing individual”, and he gives examples of this from the early history of 
Andalusian music and of the Umayyad period.128 

Saleh al-Kuwaity is indeed described by musicians and musicologists as 
an innovator.129 Muhammad Abdel Wahab دمحم عبد الوهاب is another case in 
point, regarding the above comment by Blum. This Egyptian musician’s 
innovations and impact are compared with Saleh al-Kuwaity’s by several 
musicians and critics, and the comparison is discussed in this study. What 
are the criteria for selecting a musician as the focus of such a study? Asmar 
and Hood, for example, chose Fairuz, Abd al-Halim Hafez, Munir Bashir 
and Wadi‛ al-Safi from among their generation of performers. The citeria for 
this selection were a lasting legacy, rather than a short-lived success; a rec-
ognised significant contribution to “the classical-popular genre”, as they put 
it, related to tarab طرب; stylistic individuality; and being an inspiration for a 
generation of musicians.130 All of these criteria are satisfied in the case of 
Saleh al-Kuwaity. The songs he composed have a distinctive character, and 
they still enjoy popularity some eighty or ninety years on. The mass of songs 
– there are several hundred – and their quality had an impact on younger 
Iraqi composers, such as Nathem Na‛im and Ridha Ali (ارض علي  .(ناظم نعيم ,

The process of heritagisation  
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs are in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect,131 and I refer 
to them as urban popular songs in terms of their lyrics, rhythms, forms, me-
lodic modes and methods of dissemination. Listeners, authors and musicians 
often refer to these songs as being “from the Iraqi heritage”. One example is 
the book by the Iraqi composer Abd al-Fattah Hilmi عبد الفتاح حلمي. His com-

                               
128 Blum (2002:12). 
129 Kojaman (2015:176) suggests that “Saleh al-Kuwaity established a [new] school in Iraqi 

music (كان صاحب مدرسة موسيقية), raised a generation of Iraqi musicians and was no doubt 
the most prominent (abraz أبرز) Iraqi musician for a long time”. Al-Ameri (1988:24 n. 6) 
mentions singers who performed Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, and musicians who were in-
spired by him. See also Al-Jazrawi (2006). In the programme The Songs (Al-Hurra الحرّة 
2005. See “Music records and films” in the References), The Iraqi musician Abd al-
Razaq al-Azawi عبد الرزاق العزاوي describes Saleh al-Kuwaity as the founder of the new 
Iraqi song (mu’assis al-ughniya al-Iraqiya al-haditha األغنية العراقية الحديثة مؤسس ) who 
paved the way for other composers, and as the founder of the Baghdadi song (assas al-
ughniya al-Baghdadiya أسس األغنية البغدادية). The Iraqi music critic Adel al-Hashemi agrees 
that Saleh al-Kuwaity created the new Iraqi song (munshi’ al-ughniya al-Iraqiya al-
haditha منشئ األغنية العراقية الحديثة). 

130 Asmar and Hood (2001). 
131 There are sectarian dialects in Iraq as well as geographical ones. Thus, there are three 

distinct Baghdadi dialects: Muslim, Christian and Jewish. 
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pilation, Melodies from the Iraqi Heritage (Angham Min al-Turath al-Iraqi 
 includes some of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs.132 ,(أنغام من التراث العراقي

Other examples of the heritagisation of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs are 
found in the Iraqi TV programme “The Songs”,133 and on YouTube channels 
such as Al-Iraq [العراق].134 By “heritagisation”, I mean the process by which 
these songs were separated from the composer in printed publications and in 
radio broadcasts, and came to be known as “traditional”. This process 
includes the canonisation of the songs on the one hand, and the erasure of the 
composer’s name on the other. 

The centrality of sung poetry in Arab music 
At the heart of this study are Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, rather than his in-
strumental pieces. Moreover, it focuses on the songs he composed in Iraq, 
mostly because they are the ones that became canonical there, and which are 
his most famous songs in Israel. A short section is dedicated to the songs that 
Al-Kuwaity composed in Israel, as a gateway for future study. Singing has 
been dominant in Arab culture, with instrumental music being secondary. 
Esther Warkov describes as a matter of fact “Middle Easterners’ preference 
for vocal music above instrumental music”.135 Scheherazade Hassan main-
tains that vocal expression dominates music in all the regions of Iraq.136 
Racy contends the voice is superior to instruments in evoking tarab (musical 
enchantment).137 The musicologists Habib Hassan Touma and Amnon Shi-
loah mention “[the] predominance of vocal music”.138 Virginia Danielson 
states: 

The singer and sung poetry have been central to Arab musical life for centu-
ries. This preference has many manifestations in the twentieth century. The 
singer is often the main attraction in plays and films, for instance. Public and 
private performances are structured around favourite singers.139 

132 The first volume was published in 1984, and the second volume in 1990. Hilmi rarely 
mentions any of the poets’ or composers’ names. 

133 Al-Hurra (2005). 
134 The song “Taadhini” تأذيني on the YouTube channel العراق (“Iraq), accessed on 7th March 

2020. The clip was produced in 2011: 
 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG0rlm2mmSk&index=20&list=RDDl5f9cmHXO0> 
135 Warkov (1987:27). 
136 Hassan (2001). 
137 Racy (2003:87). Racy’s book is a thorough study of tarab. See chapter five here on the 

concept of tarab. 
138 Touma (1996:xx); Shiloah (1997). 
139 Danielson (1997:11). Danielson also points to the history of praising sung poetry more 

than instrumental music, as long as the texts are “worthy” (1988:141). 
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The Iraqi oud player Munir Bashir (1997–1930) منير بشير, who was lauded in 
the West and by Arab musicians, complained that listeners in the Arab world 
did not appreciate his instrumental performances. He said they preferred 
vocal music and tended to appreciate oud players only when they used the 
oud to accompany singing. This account of Munir Bashir’s frustration is 
based on the artist’s documented remarks.140 Albeit personal and circumstan-
tial, it can serve to indicate a tendency to prefer songs over instrumental 
music in the Arab world. 

Characteristics of Iraqi music 
Parts of what is today Iraq – including Baghdad – had been under Persian 
rule during various periods, since Antiquity until 1638. Ottoman rule pre-
vailed in this region intermittently since the sixteenth century.141 Thus, ele-
ments of Persian and Ottoman culture have been integrated with local Arab 
culture. Scheherazade Hassan portrays Iraqi art music as distinct from that of 
the rest of the Mashriq مشرق (Greater Syria, Jordan and Egypt), due to Iraq’s 
location and its interaction with the Persian and Turkish cultures.142 What 
connects Iraq musically with both its Arab and its non-Arab neighbours is 
the modal system known in Arabic as maqam مقام, in Ottoman music as 
makam, in Azeri music as mugam, and in Persian music as dastgah. These 
music cultures are also connected by their use of multiple and varied rhyth-
mic cycles, also called rhythmic modes, as distinct from Western music, 
whose rhythmic organisation is generally conceptualised as metres.143 Over 
                               
140 Asmar and Hood (2001). 
141 Ben Jacob et al. (2007). 
142 Hassan (2017:273): “Situated on the border between the Arab and non-Arab world and at 

the meeting point between the Arab, Persian and Turkish cultures, Iraq provides an inter-
esting case study because of the in-betweenness of its geographical position, which ex-
plains, amongst other things, its encounters with Azeri-Persian and Ottoman models of 
music”. The musicologist Rob Simms (2004:17), whose work focuses on Iranian and 
Kurdish music, emphasises in his book on the Iraqi Maqam the characteristics which dif-
ferentiate it from other musical traditions in West Asia. On a broader plane, Zubaida 
(2012:338) argues that in the first three decades or so of the twentieth century, Iraq was 
still part of the Turko-Iranian world as much as it was part of the Arab world. The abun-
dance of Turkish and Persian words in colloquial Arabic in Iraq is one of the indications 
of this heritage. 

143 Both Jurjina and sama‛i, for example, are ten-beat cycles, but they vary in their organisa-
tion of strong, weak and weaker beats (dum, tak, ess دم ,تك ,اس). Ali (1974:53) 
distinguishes between iqa إيقاع, which he translates as “rhythm”, and mizan or wazn وزن / 
 وزن which he translates as “metre”. Kojaman (2015:113) only uses the term wazn ,ميزان
when he discusses rhythm in modern songs; he emphasises, however, that the musicians 
mind not only the number of beats in a particular wazn, but also the organisation of the 
dum, tak, and ess. In other words, he describes rhythmic cycles, not metres. 
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100 rhythmic cycles (iqaʿat ايقاعات, s. iqa ايقاع) are known today, although 
each performer uses a much smaller number.144 

Maqam and maqam 
With the exception of Western-style pop songs since the middle of the twen-
tieth century, Arab music is rooted in the maqam, a system of melodic 
modes. A melodic mode (maqam مقام, pl. maqamat مقامات) is defined by its 
scale; by the ghammaz غماز, namely the important degree (usually 4^ or 5^) 
besides the finalis; and by a typical melodic progression,145 including so-
called modulations – brief or long departures to other modes.146 The modes 
Hussainy حسيني and Muhayyar محيّر, for example, share the same scale, but in 
Hussainy the ghammaz is 5^ whereas in Muhayyar it is 4^. Their melodic 
progressions are different, with Muhayyar using the notes above the octave. 
Each maqam is also associated with an emotional flavour (taʾthir تأثير) or 
ethos, such as joy or courage.147 This extra-musical aspect of the maqamat, 
however, is not as clear nowadays as it may have been in the past. It is elu-
sive, and it differs from one Arab region to another.148 Its relevance to the 
songs of the brothers Al-Kuwaity has not been evaluated in this study, as 
none of my sources referred to taʾthir in this context. 

The total number of melodic modes typical of a region is hard to ascer-
tain, and it has varied between different periods. A few dozen are known to 
us, but many are no longer performed. Some of the melodic modes in Iraq 
have different names from those in other Arab countries, even when the ref-
erence is to one and the same mode. Sometimes the pronunciation is differ-
ent, as in the case of Siga – Sikah, Bayat – Bayati,149 Bastanikar – Bastani-
gar. What is more, the term for “melodic mode” in Iraq used to be nagham 

144 Al-Faruqi (1981:109). 
145 Simms (2004:12). 
146 Such a modulation is called intiqal انتقال, tahwil تحويل or taghyir تغيير in Arabic (Davis 

2001). A written description of a mode’s typical melodic progression is called sayr ريس   – 
literally: a path (Racy 2003:79, 100) – and it is similar to the Turkish concept of seyir. 
For an analysis of the concept of the maqam in the early twentieth century, see Shiloah 
(1995:117–118). 

147 Muallem suggests that Rast is masculine, Bayat is feminine, Sika has to do with love, and 
Saba with sorrow. (Muallem 2006:28, based on Otto Karolyi 1998:68). Al-Ameri 
(1988:50) contends that Chaharga is joyful, and suggests it is performed on religious 
holidays. Kojaman maintains that each nagham (melodic mode in Iraqi music) has its 
own personality – probably meaning its melodic progression and maybe its emotional 
flavour. 

148 Racy (2003:4, 103) stresses the “direct association between music and emotional transfor-
mation” as a central concept in Arab music, but he does not refer to any specific emotion 
evoked by a certain mode. 

149 Muallem (2006:103). 
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-became more common (in the se مقام until maqam ,(literally: a melody نغم)
cond half of the twentieth century) with the spread of modern Arab music 
theory and pedagogy in the country. The term “maqam” was instead re-
served for the genre Iraqi Maqam, which is discussed below.150 

The Iraq Directory 1935–1936, in its Arabic version, introduces the Iraqi 
Maqam and other vocal genres prevalent in the country.151 Its use of the 
terms “maqam” and “nagham” is revealing. The Directory is not a music 
book and is not intended for musicians and musicologists; it aims at a broad 
readership. Thus, we gain an insight into how these musical terms were used 
by the public. The terms “nagham” and “naghma” are used when describing 
melodic modes of work songs typical of builders (p. 767). Some of them are 
said to be in “nagham Rast”; others are in nagham Bayat”152 The words 
“nagham” and “naghma”, then, mean a melodic mode. The term “maqam” is 
reserved for the pieces that make up the Iraqi Maqam (pp. 763–764). 

The centrality of the Maqam to Iraqi music is illustrated in the way the 
Directory positions it in the chapter on Iraqi music. The Directory dedicates 
five and a half pages to music. Entitled “Al-ghina al-Iraqi” الغناء العراقي (Iraqi 
singing), the chapter starts with the Abbasid period, then introduces the Iraqi 
Maqam. The last three pages describe seven other vocal genres: zheri mawal, 
ataba, abudhiyya, nayil, builders-songs, memar and tawshih – also called 
Nathm al-banat, from the Euphrates area.153 

The Iraqi Maqam was recognised in 2008 by UNESCO as “Iraq’s pre-
dominant classical music tradition”, and listed as an Intangible Cultural Her-
itage of Humanity. In principle, it is a genre that can manifest itself in an 
endless number of pieces, but new Maqamat have rarely been composed 
since the early twentieth century. It is, therefore, more of a corpus of pieces, 
combining pre-composed and improvisational elements. Each Maqam is 
rooted in one melodic mode (nagham /maqam), which usually gives the 
Maqam its name.154 The Iraqi Maqam shares fundamental traits with similar 

                               
150 Simms (2004:2) notes that the usage of the term “maqam” for a repertoire of ordered 

musical pieces reflects the Central Asian use of the term. Hassan (2001) suggests that 
“[p]rior to the mid-1930s (with the creation of the Fine Arts Institute and formal teaching 
of written theory), local art musicians were not conscious of the theoretical concept of 
maqāms as melodic modes. A complex oral verbalized theory existed, and from the 
1950s this was combined with the written tool of Arab music theory.” 

151 Wizārat al-Dākhilīyah (1936) The Arabic version, pp. 762–767. This official document by 
the Ministry of Interior includes information on various aspects of the Iraqi state, along-
side commercial listings. It has an English version too, which differs slightly from the 
Arabic one. 

 "وتكون نغمة اغانيهم من البيات ]...[ 'الرست'والنغم الذي يغنون اليوم هو " 152
 ) نظم البنات( توشيح ,ميمر ,نايل ,أبوذيّة  ,عتابة ,زهيري153 

154 Davis (2001) contends the term “maqam” used to denote two different concepts: a melodic 
mode (“tonal-melodic type”) and a cyclical genre, such as the Iraqi Maqam. “Cyclical” 
refers to the performance of Maqamat in groups (cycles) over several hours. Hassan 
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repertories such as the Persian Radif,155 the Central-Asian Shashmaqam and 
the North-African Nuba, including its overall structure and its combination 
of pre-composed and improvised parts.156 

Ruth Davis adds the “eastern Mediterranean waṣla” and the Turkish fasıl 
to this list of similar repertories in neighbouring countries.157 The Iraqi 
Maqam, however is different from the Egyptian wasla وصلة, although the 
latter is also a compound form with modal unity.158 As Racy notes, “the 
wasla was neither treated nor conceived of as a fixed form. It was a scheme 
according to which genres popular at the time were grouped and present-
ed.”159 Like the Ottoman fasıl, the Egyptian wasla is a principle for organis-
ing a string of pieces; whereas each Iraqi Maqam is more of a complete 
piece rather than an assortment of pieces, and the Iraqi Maqamat taken to-
gether are a corpus of pieces rather than an organising principle. Bradford 
Garvey suggests that, like the Central Asian systems, the Iraqi Maqam is 
made up of “manipulable melodies”. That is, it does not constitute “an ab-
stract pitch-class set” in which compositions and improvisations are creat-
ed.160 The wasla in Arab music resembles the latter rather than the “manipu-
lable-melodies” model of musical organisation. 

The Iraqi Maqam as we know it today took form in the early nineteenth 
century.161 The number of Maqamat within the Iraqi Maqam repertory 
changed over the decades, and it is now between fifty and sixty.162 Authors 
such as Hassan, Kojaman and Garvey refer to Iraqi Maqam as “art music”; 
Neil Van der Linden calls it “classical”.163 This description is based on the 

(2001) uses the term “cycle” in the same way, noting that the Iraqi term is fasel فصل (pl. 
fusul فصول). 

155 Tsuge (1972) points out concrete resemblances between the Iraqi Maqam and Persian 
classical music. Farhat (1990:21) contends that Radif is (1) a collective name for all the 
pieces in traditional music. Each piece sounds different each time, but certain elemental 
melodic features remain. It also refers to (2) the group of pieces that form each of the 
twelve dastgahs. The Iraqi Maqam is closer to this description than to dastgah, which 
Davis (2001) has described as the Persian equivalent of the Iraqi Maqam. 

156 Davis (2001) calls these “cyclical maqam genres”. 
157 Davis (2001). 
158 Racy (1983: 397, 402). 
159 Racy (1983:397). 
160 Garvey (2020:59). 
161 As Garvey (2020:60–61, 67) convincingly argues, although it is rooted in elements of Arab 

music dating back to the seventh century and perhaps earlier, and it uses poetry from the 
pre-Islamic time on. 

162 Hassan (2001) suggests that, “[i]n the 1960s and 70s[,] the Iraqi maqām repertory num-
bered some 50 individual maqāms.” Al-Wardi (1964:9, 26) mentions sixty-five 
Maqamat. Al-Saʿadi (2006:31-32) suggests that Maqam reciters nowadays can perform 
fifty-six Maqamat between them. 

163 Hassan (2017:275); Van der Linden (2001); Kojaman (2001:11) and Garvey (2020:59) 
describes Iraqi Maqam as urban art music. 
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classical poetry used in the Maqam, on the sophistication of the music and 
the instruments and on the connoisseur nature of the audience.164 Yet, the 
Iraqi Maqam also contains poetic and musical elements from rural and no-
madic cultures.165 The terms “art music” and “classical music”, when applied 
to Arab music, do not always match their Western use.166 

The lead vocalist in the Iraqi Maqam is called qari ئارق , a reciter 
(literally: reader), as distinct from a singer (mughanni مغنّي/ mutrib مطرب). 
The term alludes to Quranic recitation – a semantic connection that reveals 
the context in which the Iraqi Maqam may have developed.167 Indeed, it was 
common for Maqam reciters to serve as well as Quran reciters and 
performers of devotional songs. This connection lends respect and prestige 
to the Maqam’s lead vocalist.168 The Iraqi Maqam is still part of Iraqi culture 
nowadays, albeit less widespread than it was a hundred years ago. 

The Iraqi Maqam, and maqam as a melodic mode, can be seen as two 
points on a spectrum. At the one end is the concept of maqam as a set of 
pitches, enabling the creation of melodies using the hierarchy of tones, as in 
short folk songs. In such songs, the mode is recognisable by the intervals 
within the pitch inventory – for example, the ¾ tone between 1^ and 2^ or 
the semitone between 4^ and 5^, typical of the Saba mode – and the 
emphasis on the finalis and on the ghammaz. In the middle of the spectrum 
would be the more expansive concept of a mode. This concept entails – in 
addition to the finalis, the ghammaz and the intervals – short melodic 
gestures typical of the mode. In longer pieces, it entails also a melody type 
or melodic progression, such as one starting on 5^, ascending to the octave, 

                               
164 Maqam vocalists are free to choose a text to perform, as long as the poetic type is the right 

one, according to the conventions of each particular Maqam. 
165 Hassan (2001). 
166 Racy (1981:5–6) argues convincingly that the choice of instruments and of genres does not 

define “classical” vs. “popular” music in Arab cities such as Cairo, Beirut or Damascus 
in the twentieth century, since they are used in diverse contexts. Danielson (1988:142) 
cites audiences’ liking for innovations in Arab music and argues that this attitude often 
yielded hybrid musical styles that resist the typology of “folk”, “popular”, and “classi-
cal”; or “religious” and “secular”; or even “Eastern” and “Western”. Armbrust 
(2006:296) contends that “[a]ll the major figures writing about modern Egyptian music 
emphasise the dangers of imposing Western musical categories on Middle Eastern mu-
sic.” 

167 Racy (2003:32 n. 24) notes that a correlation between speech and song is prevalent in 
several Middle Eastern traditions and is also evident in the Persian word khāndan, mean-
ing both reading and singing. In such cases, it would be interesting to check whether the-
se terms apply to “high” music, while other terms not related to reading apply to “lesser” 
types of music. 

168 Simms (2004:8 n. 3); Shiloah (1995:136) argues that the semantic connection between 
Quran reciters and Maqam lead vocalists “implies the great privilege and respect the 
genre enjoyed and the seriousness ascribed to its rendition.” As I show later, the Iraqi 
Maqam does not always enjoy high rank. 
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descending back to 5^ and from there to the finalis, 1^, and, likely, 
modulation. At the other end of the spectrum is the concept of the Maqam – 
a piece that exploits all the possibilities of a melodic mode (maqam), and 
which can inspire other pieces or improvisations that borrow phrases and 
melodies from it.169 

Chalghi: the band accompanying Iraqi Maqam 
The Iraqi Maqam is a vocal genre, and accompaniment is not mandatory. In 
some contexts the Maqam is performed with drums only; in others it is per-
formed with no instruments at all.170 When the Maqam is accompanied, the 
choice of musical instruments testifies to the close links with Persian and 
Azeri music. The Iraqi Maqam ensemble is called chalghi چالغي, and it is 
made up of drums and of two string instruments.171 The santur is one of the 
two melodic instruments in this ensemble. It is a string instrument of the 
zither family, struck with delicate mallets – a variant of the hammered dul-
cimer – and it is common in neighbouring Iran and Afghanistan, as well as in 
India (which has been tied to Mesopotamia by commerce since at least the 
eighth century).172 Music in the rest of the Mashriq tends to use the qanun 
 .a plucked zither ,قانون

The joza جوزة (short for kamana joza كمانة جوزة), a spike fiddle, is the oth-
er melodic instrument in the Iraqi Maqam ensemble. It is a bowed instrument 
whose resonator is made from coconut shell (joz جوز is Arabic for a nut). It 
is similar to the Iranian and Azeri kamancha in its form and in its playing 
technique: the instrument stands vertically, on the player’s thigh.173 Its an-
cestor, the rabab بابر , was common in Arab music, and it is still used in 
Bedouin music. But only in Iraq (among the Mashriq musical cultures) is it 
still found as an urban, classical instrument. One of the innovations in the 
Iraqi Maqam in the late 1920s was the replacement of the santur by the 
qanun, and the joza by the violin. These changes proved, though, to be short-
lived – they did not remain in wide practice. 

169 Wright (2001) maintains that, “in its greater emphasis on integrating a degree of vocal 
improvisation within a relatively fixed corpus of pre-composed material, the Iraqi maqam 
presents a type of modal practice that is closer to the melody end of the spectrum when 
compared with the early 19th-century modal definitions offered by Mushāqa, whose ad-
herence to the earlier matrix type has affinities with Ottoman practice as represented by 
Cantemir.” 

170 Kojaman (2001:122–123). 
171 The word chalghi comes from Persian, according to Avishur (1994:XIX). He suggests that 

char means “four” and alghi means “instruments”. It is also likely, though, that the Iraqi 
use of the words stems from çalgi, Turkish for “a musical instrument”. 

172 The economist Kathleen Langley (1961:23) mentions the East India Company, which 
began trading with Basra in 1639. 

173 Racy (2003:7 n. 18) notes that the santur and the joza have counterparts in Iranian and 
Central Asian music. 
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The vocal style of the Iraqi Maqam 
Another aspect of Iraqi music (besides the instruments) which is closer to 
Persian than to Arab music is the vocal technique. The vocal technique 
known as tahrir in Persian is a fast tremolo on a vowel, involving glottal 
stops, as opposed to the Western vibrato, which thrives on the aspirate sound 
/h/. This vocal expression is part of Iraqi Maqam aesthetics, and all perform-
ers use it to some extent. Some of them perform a variant called bahhah (ة  (بَ حَّ
in Arabic, using a mitigated, breathier glottal stop. The tahrir is not part of 
the aesthetic ideal in the rest of the Mashriq. Iraqi players accompanied Per-
sian singers occasionally,174 and they may have absorbed some elements of 
Persian music this way.175 The question of whether musical elements preva-
lent in Persian music are also common in Iraqi folk music (such as the vocal 
genres ataba and abudhiyya), and not only in the Maqam, is beyond the 
scope of this research. 

Pasta 
Pasta پستة (pl. pastat پستات) is a short song, usually in colloquial Arabic, per-
formed at the end of an Iraqi Maqam.176 This study looks at changes in this 
genre during the 1930s and examines its connection to Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
songs. Each pasta keeps to one melodic mode – with no modulations – and 
to one rhythmic cycle.177 The number of verses is unlimited, and the first 
verse often serves as a refrain.178 The poetic content is varied; sometimes a 
pasta is a string of independent verses with no semantic relation between 
them.179 Pastat appear in a variety of rhythmic cycles.180 The oldest known 

                               
174 Warkov (1987:32) cites Efrayim Bassun and Na‛im Twenah. 
175 The inspiration also went in the other direction. A Persian musician from Shiraz, for in-

stance, learned to play the qanun following his visit to the south of Iraq shortly after the 
First World War. The qanun then became a popular instrument in Iran. (Warkov 
1987:32) 

176 Avishur (1994:95) suggests the name comes from Persian, and means “an addition” or 
“link”. Tsuge (1972:64–65) maintains that, although the word ‘pasta’ comes from beste 
in Turkish, the origin of this Turkish word is Persian. Both suggestions, however, are un-
clear, since the word means “composition” in Turkish and “closed” in Persian. 

177 Al-Jazrawi in: Husayn (possibly 2011) The History of the Iraqi Song 1900–1910. Time 
code 15’30. 

178 Avishur (2002:99). 
179 Avishur (1994:95) Hassan (2001) notes that “[s]trophes are usually interchangeable and 

independent in meaning”, and that topics such as “love, separation, life's hardships, ex-
ploitation and oppression, and other subjects relating to women's experience are typical 
of pastat”. 

180 Hassan (2017:289 n. 49) suggests that “Pestes texts are sung with one of the following 
rhythmic modes: yugrug (12/4), jorjīna (10/16), sengīn samā’ī (6/4) and al-waḥda al-
maqsūma (2/4).” 
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pasta is probably from the early nineteenth century.181 The pasta allows the 
reciter to rest before the next Maqam.182 Usually, a singer (“pastachi”, a per-
former of pastat) or a member of the chalghi sings the pasta; sometimes sev-
eral members sing it together. Some reciters, though, sing the pasta them-
selves. The pasta also gives the audience a break from the serious atmos-
phere of the Maqam.183 In the Baghdadi variant of the Iraqi Maqam, the pas-
ta is usually in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect.184 Manuscripts from the Jewish 
Iraqi community dedicated to folk songs are abundant with pastat.185 This 
abundance testifies to the high degree of integration of Jews into the Muslim 
society, and perhaps also to their dominant role in Iraqi music. 

Egyptian music in Iraq 
Egyptian recordings and films were part of the Iraqi cultural landscape. 
Many of these were musical films, and together with musical recordings they 
made an impact on Iraqi urban popular music starting in the 1920s. The Jew-
ish Baghdadi musician Ezra Aharon, for example, composed and recorded 
Egyptian-style songs in the late 1920s and early 1930s.186 Even earlier, 
though – in the nineteenth century – Iraqi audiences were exposed to Egyp-
tian music through local bands that played Egyptian music187 and Egyptian 
theatre groups that toured the region.188  

Musical analysis methodology 
I discuss a number of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in this study, in order to 
highlight various aspects of the composer’s work, among them innovation, 
sources of inspiration, and the ways in which the composer’s work combined 
the old and the new. Each song considered in this book serves to exemplify 
one aspect of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work, although other aspects of the song 
are mentioned, too. 

181 In Husayn (possibly 2011) The History of the Iraqi Song 1900–1910 (time code 12’00), 
the musicologist Muhayman Al-Jazrawi maintains that “Hamad Ya Hmud” حمد يا حمود is 
the oldest pasta known to us. It tells the story of a Shaikh who died in the early nine-
teenth century. Thus, the lyrics could not date from an earlier time. The melody, however 
could be older, and set to new lyrics.  

182 Abu-Haidar (1988:137). 
183 Kojaman (2001:227). 
184 There are variants of the Iraqi Maqam in Mosul and Kirkuk. 
185 Avishur (1994:95). 
186 Warkov (1987:100). 
187 Kojaman (2001:100–101). 
188 Danielson (1988:144). 
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The themes examined are form, arrangement, melodic mode and rhythm, 
since these are the aspects of the composer’s work that I would contend were 
novel. These are not necessarily the categories which Al-Kuwaity’s contem-
poraries applied to songs. The composer himself talked in interviews a few 
decades later about melodic modes and rhythms. He did not, however, men-
tion form or arrangement. It is unclear how he conceptualised these aspects 
of his songs. Nowadays, Iraqi musicologists such as Muhayman Al-Jazrawi 
and Iraqi musicians such as Taher Barakat use these categories when they 
discuss Al-Kuwaity’s innovations.189 

Some conclusions are presented here regarding the distribution of melodic 
modes and rhythmic cycles within the repertoire. Compositional choices are 
examined against the backdrop of contemporary Iraqi songs ‒ mostly pastat 
‒ and Egyptian music, with which Al-Kuwaity was familiar. When analysing 
the songs, we need to ask how they were inspired by Egyptian songs and 
how they differed from contemporary Iraqi songs. 

Most of these songs have been chosen because they are typical of the 
composer’s oeuvre. Some of them are unique, such as “Hadha mu insaf min-
nak” هذا مو انصاف منك, the only one in the melodic mode Panjega. My analysis 
is based on the recordings from 1930–1950. These recordings were made by 
the brothers Al-Kuwaity with solo female singers, were disseminated via 
records and radio broadcasts, and served as the source and the reference 
point for later renditions. 

I use the term sayr ( ريس  literally: a path) to refer to the typical melodic 
progression of a specific mode. The sayr is slightly different in each region 
of the Arab world. The melodic mode Hijaz, for example, unfolds somewhat 
differently in an Egyptian song and in an Iraqi song. The concept of a typical 
melodic progression applies generally to improvisations and to lengthy songs 
which include modulations. On a smaller scale, there are also modal charac-
teristics in shorter songs, such as those by Saleh al-Kuwaity. This is not to 
say that each and every Arab song follows the sayr of the melodic mode in 
which it is composed. Still, one can talk of repertoires in which the melodies 
are mostly typical of the mode, and repertoires in which the melodies tend to 
include unusual or unexpected moves. 

The term itsef – sayr – is used in some regions, whereas others use a dif-
ferent term. The term sayr was still used by Ali Jihad Racy,190 but many per-
formers of Arab music are not familiar with it nowadays. The common ped-
agogical conceptualisation of Arab melodic modes (maqamat تامقام ) since 
the middle of the twentieth century has been in terms of scales, which can be 
used in whichever way. This, at least, is how some beginner students are 

                               
189 Al-Jazrawi (2006). 
190 Racy (2003). See above, in the Glossary. 
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taught. Most musicians, however, are aware of the typical melodic progres-
sions of modes, even if they do not conceptualise music in such terms.191 

Notation 
When the melodic structure is notated in music examples in this book, bar 
lines define a section of the song, such as the verse or the interlude, or a sub-
section, such as half a verse. A semibreve indicates a note that is structurally 
important, either because it is long or because it repeats within the phrase.192 
An arrow indicates a melodic progression to the final note of a phrase. A 
number with ^ above indicates the degree – the “location” – of a note within 
a scale. For example, 7^ means the seventh degree. Normally the caret is 
written above the number, but this is not possible in this book, for technical 
reasons. 

Previous research 
Most researchers into the history and culture of Babylonian Jewry are of 
Jewish Iraqi descent, and they usually live in Israel.193 Any attempt at under-
standing the past is affected by the pre-conceptions and perceptions of the 
researcher. Describing the past objectively is thus impossible.194 In the case 
of Babylonian Jewry, the research reflects an ongoing battle of narratives 
regarding Middle Eastern Jewish communities. One of the questions in dis-
pute is to what extent the immigration of the vast majority of these Jews to 
Israel during the 1950s was motivated by the immigrants’ own Zionist sen-
timents and by centuries of persecution, and to what extent they were forced 
to leave because the Zionist struggle in Palestine/Israel had made their lives 
in Islamic countries impossible.195 

191 Marcus (2002:43); Even Taher Barakat, an experienced professional musician, insisted 
throughout our conversation that “[t]here is no pattern, anyone can do anything” (person-
al communication, 22nd July 2020). This way of conceptualising the use of melodic 
modes makes it hard to spell out what is innovative, as Barakat elaborated: “The ingenui-
ty of Saleh al-Kuwaity was not in the break from some given format, but simply because 
he wrote beautifully.” During another conversation, however (10th July 2018), Barakat 
mentioned the term tab al-nagham طبع النغم (literally: the nature of the melodic mode), 
and cited characteristics such as emphasis ( كازرتا ) on 4^. 

192 These criteria for the importance of a note in Arab music – length and repetition – corre-
spond to Shiloah’s delineation of central tones in taqsim, the instrumental improvisation 
which explores the maqam (1995:128). 

193 Snir (2005:413). 
194 Hans-Georg Gadamer (1960) Truth and Method Translated by W. Glyn-Doepel (1975) pp. 

267–274, cited in Snir (2005:411). 
195 See, for example, Cohen (2012), where Mark R. Cohen analyses memoirs by Iraqi Jews, in 

order to discuss this question and the controversy around it. 
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Works on Jewish Iraqi intellectuals, authors and journalists who were ac-
tive between 1920 and 1950 tend to fall on a spectrum between these two 
narratives.196 At the one end are studies and semi-academic autobiographies 
that highlight literary and journalistic activities in Hebrew, and that belittle 
or ignore such activities in Arabic. These studies portray a Jewish communi-
ty which did not share the vision of Iraq as a nation for all its religious and 
ethnic communities, and which dreamed instead about settling in Israel – in 
short, a Jewish Iraqi community in which Zionism was the main context for 
social and intellectual life.197 Such a depiction of Babylonian Jewry may be 
driven by hindsight, since the hope of equality failed and the Zionist option 
prevailed.198 

At the other end of the spectrum are works that criticise the Zionist dis-
course and argue that Jewish immigrants from Islamic countries were forced 
to abandon their Arab heritage in order to fit into Israeli society.199 Such 
works tend to over-emphasise the scope and importance of Jewish intellectu-
als’ vision of equality and participation in the new Iraqi nation and in Arab 
culture.200 Snir suggests that the authors of some studies and autobiographies 
show an awareness of their bias and manage to minimise its impact, thereby 

                               
196 Snir (2005:482). 
197 Snir (2005:432, 435, 454, 459, 463, 466, 477, 479) mentions among these writings Shohet 

(1981), Shlomo Hillel’s Operation Babylon (1985), Esther Meir’s Zionism and the Jews 
of Iraq 1941–1950 (1993), and Nancy Berg’s Exile to Exile (1996). He also maintains 
(Snir 2005:466) there are scholars who acknowledge literature by Iraqi Jews but who re-
fer to it through the Zionist lens. In his book, Snir refers to “Arab culture” in terms of po-
etic, literary and journalistic works in literary Arabic, and suggests the involvement of 
Iraqi Jews in these fields was a unique phenomenon among Jewish communities in Is-
lamic countries (2005:474, 487, 507). He does not discuss other aspects of Arab culture 
in which Iraqi Jews were immersed, such as colloquial songs – perhaps because, in those 
areas, Iraqi Jews resembled other Jewish communities in the Middle East. Snir acknowl-
edges that Muslim Arab culture left its mark on Babylonian Jewry in almost every aspect 
of life (2005:42). He suggests that Jews had written religious texts in Arabic since the 
nineth century, while creating poetry in Hebrew, albeit emulating Arabic prosody, rheto-
ric and thematic motifs (2005:491–492). In the context of Jewish life within Islamic cul-
ture in Iraq, the historian Sara Farhan asserts that some Jewish female professional la-
menters joined their Shi‛i neighbours in ritual mourning over Hussain (BISI conference 
Round Table, 17th September 2019). 

198 Snir (2005:462). 
199 Snir (2005:412 n. 10, 449) counts among such works Ella Shohat’s The Invention of the 

Mizrahim (1999), Swirski (1995:9–70), and Samir Naqqash’s stories and interviews. 
200 Snir (2005:477). Avi Shlaim, who emigrated from Iraq to Israel in 1950 at the age of five, 

is considered one of “The New Historians” who challenge Zionist historiography (Snir 
2005:411 n. 8). Criticising Huntington’s analysis in Huntington’s The Clash of Civiliza-
tions and the Remaking of World Order, he argues that: “We were Arab Jews. The rise of 
nationalism – especially Zionist activity in Palestine – caused the split. We were forced 
by the circumstances to immigrate to Israel” Shlaim (2019). 
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producing a somewhat more balanced work.201 I aim to present such a work 
here. 

Jewish artists in Iraq in the twentieth century 
The work of Jewish poets and authors in Arabic in Iraq in the first half of the 
twentieth century has been the focus of several studies, such as Snir (2005), 
Moreh (1997) and to some extent Bashkin (2012). Some studies on Jews in 
the theatre and cinema in Iraq were also published by Moreh. The work of 
Jewish musicians in the general Iraqi society, however, has not been ex-
plored as much. The few studies there are, such as Kojaman’s and Warkov’s, 
are described below. Thus, a section of this book is dedicated to a compari-
son between Jewish literati and Jewish musicians in the first half of the 
twentieth century in the context of Iraqi culture and nation-building. 

Biographies of Jewish musicians in Arab countries in the 
twentieth century 
The role of Jews as composers and performers of instrumental music in ur-
ban centres throughout the Middle East has been particularly remarkable 
since the eighteenth century; indeed, it has been notable throughout histo-
ry.202 Yet most studies of “Jewish music” in the region have focussed more 
on Jewish liturgical and paraliturgical music than on the roles of Jewish mu-
sicians in the secular sphere. Arabic histories of music and writings about 
music in the Arabic popular press have routinely included discussions of 
Jewish musicians and their contributions, often without identifying them as 
Jews (or any other musicians by religion). Specific studies of Jewish musi-
cians as Jews have rarely been undertaken – although, to be fair, many musi-
cians in the Arab world have not been made the subject of any substantial 
biography. In 1997, Bernard Moussali argued that Western musicologists 
have neglected the rich and unique tradition of non-liturgical Jewish music 
from Arab countries.203 In 2015, Edwin Seroussi noted that the research on 
Jewish musicians in Islamic lands had been neglected.204 Since then, he sug-
gests, much progress has been made. However, while the field is expanding 
quickly, it is still rather understudied.205 

201 Snir (2005:456, 460) suggests that such studies include Rejwan (2004) and Kazzaz (1991). 
I would add Snir’s own book to this category. 

202 Seroussi (2015:3). 
203 Moussali (1997). Not much has changed since Moussali made this comment. 
204 Seroussi (2015:8). 
205

 Edwin Seroussi, 29th November 2020, personal communication. See, for example Shannon 
(2015). 
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A rare example is Edmond Nathan Yafil (1874–1928), who is a central 
figure in Jonathan Glasser’s book, The Lost Paradise: Andalusi Music in 
Urban North Africa (2016 University of Chicago Press). Yafil was a Jewish 
musician and teacher, as well as a pioneer collector and publisher of song 
texts and music transcriptions of the Algerian variant of Andalusian music. 
Yafil’s activity and position has parallels with the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s. 
The fact that he worked in a country that had already been colonised in 1830 
makes for a fruitful comparison with the brothers, who worked in a country 
that formed part of the Ottoman Empire until 1917.206 Given the importance 
of Sale al-Kuwaity in Iraqi and Middle Eastern music history, this book is 
intended to join Glasser’s work as a substantial academic biography. 

There is a biography of the Egyptian Karaite-Jewish composer Daud 
Husni 207,(1937–1870) داوود حسني by Mahmud Kamil.208 There is also some 
literature on Jewish female singers, such as biographies of the Egyptian 
singer and actress Laila Murad ليلى مراد (c. 1918–1995), and the Tunisian 
singer and actress Hbiba Messika حبيبة مسيكة (c. 1893–1930).209 

Iraqi Music 
Literature on urban popular songs such as Saleh al-Kuwaity’s is limited, as 
compared with studies on other types of Iraqi music. Among the few studies 
in this area are Kojaman (2015) [1978] and Kojaman (2001). These deal 
with popular songs such as Al-Kuwaity’s and other repertoires in Iraq during 
the first half of the twentieth century, and they form a vital basis for any 
study of this under-researched music. Yehezkel Kojaman’s books are dis-
cussed further below. 

Another author who wrote about urban popular songs is the poet Abd al-
Karim Al-Allaf عبد الكريم العالف (c. 1894–1969), whose lyrics are used in 
many of these songs. His books are listed in the References and are used 
throughout this study. Al-Allaf wrote in the 1930s about contemporary urban 
popular songs, in 1945 about Arab music, and in the 1960s about music from 
Abbasid Baghdad up to the twentieth century (Qiyan Baghdad, 1969). He 
also authored an ethnography of Baghdadi communities and traditions 

                               
206 Radio Algiers, for example, began broadcasting locally in Arabic already in 1929 (Dan-

ielson 1988:160). Radio Iraq was inaugurated in 1936. 
207 Years for Daud Husni according to Snir (2005:504), and the Daoud Hosni webpage on the 

Historical Society of Jews from Egypt website, accessed on 14th July 2020: 
       <http://www.hsje.org/Whoswho/DAOUDHOSNI/comdaoudhosn.html>  
208 Ruwād al-Mūsīqa al-`Arabiyya Dāwud Ḥuṣnī (Cairo Maṭba`at al-Ma`rūf). It is not dated, 

but it was probably published in the 1950s. العربية داوود حسني (مطبعة المعروف،  ىرواد الموسيق
 القاهرة)

209 Al-Hạmrūnī, Aḥmad (2007) Hạbībah Msīkah: hạyāh wa-fann. Tunis, ʻĀlam al-Kitāb. 
 حبيبة مسيكة : حياة وفن / أحمد الحمروني  
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(Baghdad al-qadima, 1960).210 These books convey his familiarity with the 
music scene, its nightclubs, the coffee shops and the artists. Al-Allaf’s 
writing on female singers and dancers is paternalistic at times, 
compassionate at times, often enthusiastic,211 but never condescending.212 In 
some cases, however, Al-Allaf expresses anti-Jewish prejudice, described 
here in chapter four. He was one of the central figures in Baghdadi cultural 
life in the 1930s and 1940s, and he published the first Iraqi journal dedicated 
to the arts in general and to music in particular: the weekly Al-Funun (The 
Arts) الفنون. 

A recent work that deals with music life in Baghdad from the perspective 
of cultural history is Pelle Valentin Olsen’s PhD thesis from 2020: “Between 
Work and School: Leisure and Modernity in Hashemite Baghdad, 1921–
1958”. It looks at music venues such as coffee shops and nightclubs, among 
other sites of leisure, as both defining and expressing Iraqi modernity.213 

There is vast literature on Iraqi art music, and several books on rural (rifi) 
songs. Many of them are used in this study. Among the books on the Iraqi 
Maqam are Al-Rajab (1961), Al-Saʿadi (2006), Simms (2004), Kojaman (as 
mentioned above) and Obadia (1999), as well as Al-Hanafi’s (1964) 
[1939] biographies of performers. Among the articles and book chapters on 
the Iraqi Maqam are those by the musicologists Scheherazade Hassan and 
Gen’ichi Tsuge (1972) and the music curator Neil Van der Linden (2001). 
The Iraqi researcher Thamer Abd al-Hassan Al-Ameri ثامر عبد الحسن العامري 
(1989) deals with rural music,214 while instruments in Iraqi music are 
discussed in Les instruments de musique en Irak et leur rôle dans la société 
traditionnelle by Scheherazade Hassan.215 Hassan also published numerous 
articles and book chapters on various genres of Iraqi music and her studies 
are used here. 

There are also studies that focus on the internal Jewish sphere, such as 
Shiloah and Avishur (1988), the musicologist Sara Manasseh’s works on 
devotional songs (shbahoth), such as the book Shbahoth – Songs of Praise in 
the Babylonian Jewish Tradition: From Baghdad to Bombay,  as well as on 

(1969) ;بغداد القديمة (1960) ;الطرب عند العرب (1945) 210 والعثماني واالخيرقيان بغداد فى العصر العباسي   
211 Al-Allaf (1969:201) states bluntly, for example that the singer Salima Murad “understood 

the nature of men” and used her femininity as a weapon. He also reports on her trips to 
Paris to acquire garments (ibid). On a different note, he suggests that the singer Sultana 
Yousef attained only limited fame, since she refused “self-degradation and licentious-
ness”  (1969:208) تبذل وخالعة. 

212 The link between sex work and dancing or singing in nightclubs and coffee houses is 
covert in Al-Allaf’s writings, thereby protecting the reputation of the artists (Valentin Ol-
sen 2020:321). 

213 Valentin Olsen (2020:vii). 
214 Among the books in European languages on Iraqi rural music is Ulrich Wegner’s book in 

German from 1982 on the genre abudhiyya. I have not used it here, however. 
215 Hassan (1980). 
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female ensembles (Daqqaqat دقّاقات) who performed at life-cycle events and 
pilgrimages,216 and the musicologist Merav Rosenfeld-Hadad’s book from 
2019: Judaism and Islam, One God One Music: The History of Jewish 
Paraliturgical Song in the Context of Arabo-Islamic Culture as Revealed in 
Its Jewish Babylonian Sources.217 

The brothers Al-Kuwaity 
In 2006, the Iraqi musicologist Muhayman Al-Jazrawi reported that he had 
not found any academic writings dedicated to Saleh al-Kuwaity.218 The situa-
tion does not seem to have changed much since then. Besides Al-Jazrawi’s 
article (Al-Jazrawi 2006) and a Master’s dissertation on Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
violin-playing by Yousef Mansur Muhammad (Cairo), I too have not found 
any academic study dedicated to Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity. Their family 
published a biography in Hebrew in 2011 and a songbook in Arabic in 2014, 
and both are used and discussed in this study.219 The brothers are mentioned 
in some books on Iraqi music, such as that by the Jewish Iraqi poet Ibrahim 
Obadia (1999) and (2005). They are also mentioned in Ahmad AlSalhi’s 
doctoral thesis of 2018 on Kuwaiti and Bahraini music,220 in Sami Zubaida’s 
article (Zubaida 2002) and in many non-academic fora. At no point, howev-
er, has the brothers’ work been described or analysed in detail.  

One reason for this lack of research probably lies in the political sphere. 
The Israeli–Arab conflict meant that the names of Jewish Iraqi musicians 
were missing from books on Iraqi music for several decades, and they were 
not credited for their musical works.221 Recent historical work on the Iraqi 
Jewish community and on modern Iraq generally has helped me situate Saleh 
al-Kuwaity in his context in the 1930s and 1940s. Two books by the histori-
an Orit Bashkin have especially informed this study: The Other Iraq: Plural-
ism and Culture in Hashemite Iraq (2009), and New Babylonians: A History 
of Jews in Modern Iraq (2012).222 

Books by Yehezkel Kojaman 
Among the studies that mention Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity, Yehezkel 
Kojaman’s books from 2015 [1978] and 2001 on Iraqi music provide invalu-
able information on the brothers. Kojaman (1921–2018) relied on his ac-

                               
216 Manasseh (1999); Manasseh (2012); articles and a shbahoth  CD  project are on Manas-

seh’s website: <http://www.saramanasseh.com/products/cd/20s/>  
217 Rosenfeld-Hadad (2019). 
218 Al-Jazrawi (2006:425). 
219 Al-Kuwaity (2011); Al-Kuwaity (2014).  
220 AlSalhi (2018). 
221 See chapter five. 
222 Bashkin (2009); Bashkin (2012). 
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quaintance with the music scene in 1940s Baghdad, and on interviews he 
conducted with musicians in Israel in 1972. Unfortunately, his interview 
with Saleh al-Kuwaity was only twenty minutes long.223 He also relied on 
Al-Kuwaity’s interview with Hayat.224 Kojaman’s books are ethnographic 
works rich in detail and insight. They are more scholarly than Al-Allaf’s 
books on music. Furthermore, while both authors discuss the social aspects 
of music life in Baghdad, Al-Allaf incorporates songs’ lyrics into his books, 
whereas Kojaman’s books reflect his keen interest in the music material. 
Kojaman came from a Jewish family, and the prominent role of Jewish mu-
sicians in Iraq is evident from his books. This role is hardly questioned by 
other authors, and it is hard to suspect Kojaman of any sectarian, pro-Jewish 
bias in his writings. His life-long commitment to Communism and his close 
relations with non-Jewish Iraqi musicians give his study multiple perspec-
tives besides the one from within the Jewish community. 

Esther Warkov’s doctoral thesis 
Another work that has contributed hugely to this study is Esther Warkov’s 
doctoral thesis from 1987: “The Urban Arabic Repertoire of Jewish Profes-
sional Musicians in Iraq and Israel: Instrumental Improvisation and Culture 
Change”. This thesis is grounded in a tradition of ethnomusicologists who 
study foreign musical cultures. Coming from a Western background, as she 
put it, and having learned to play the oud, Warkov makes use of her bi-
musicality, as a typical methodology of the kind mentioned above by Marcia 
Herndon. Warkov discusses the social context with her interlocutors – they 
discuss questions of hierarchy and the status of musicians, for example – and 
she also provides a musical analysis of Iraqi Maqam and of modern music. 
She relies on Kojaman’s books and on her own field work. One of her main 
interlocutors is Na‛im Twena, whose manuscripts and articles are also used 
here.  

Na‛im Twena 
Twena (1919–1999) was a music collector who left Iraq in 1973 and settled 
in Israel several years later, where he worked as a producer, mostly of Iraqi 
music programmes for the IBA. He had made friends with Saleh al-Kuwaity 
in Baghdad.225 Twena published articles on Iraqi music and on Jewish Iraqi 
musicians in Neharde‛a, the journal of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Cen-
tre in Israel, as well as in 1978 in Al-Anba ءااالنب , a Jerusalem newspaper in 
Arabic. 

223 Kojaman (2015:203). I did not find the recording of this interview or its transcription. 
224 Hayat (1968) interview. 
225 Warkov (3rd February 1981) interview, time code 3’43. 
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The contribution of this study 
The hostility between Iraq and the State of Israel prevented almost any form 
of communication between Iraqis and Iraqi Jews living in Israel. It also made 
it politically risky in Iraq to mention the very names of Jews who had immi-
grated to Israel. After the overthrow of Saddam Hussain’s dictatorship in 
2003, the names of Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity were gradually re-introduced 
into the public sphere in Iraq. In addition, the Internet has facilitated contacts 
between Iraqi Jews in Israel and Iraqis in their own country and in exile. 
Information and old recordings now flow in both directions and the interest 
in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s music is ever growing. This work is a focused study of 
the career of the brothers Al-Kuwaity, within their social and political con-
text in Iraq and in Israel. It shows how Saleh al-Kuwaity’s music was set 
within Iraqi society at a time of nation-building, and how his songs became 
canonical. 

The study depicts non-elite groups such as Jewish musicians, female 
singers and nightclubs customers, and their positions vis-à-vis the shifting 
centres of power. The view from the perspective of these groups can con-
tribute to a nuanced understanding of modernisation processes in the Middle 
East.226 The role of Jews in Iraqi music was probably greater than the music 
activity among Jews in other Islamic countries,227 yet it can also tell us 
something about the dynamics of Jewish participation in Arab music outside 
Iraq. Moreover, looking at the role of Jews in modernisation processes in 
Iraq contributes to an understanding of such processes in the Middle East in 
general. Iraq had far-reaching political, commercial and cultural ties with its 
neighbours, and the conditions of colonisation and nation-building were 
similar throughout the region. 

An overview of the chapters 
Chapters one and two present the background and career of the brothers Al-
Kuwaity’s, first in Kuwait and then in Iraq. I analyse the brothers’ work as 
intertwined with processes of modernisation, at a time when Iraq was form-
ing itself as a nation-state. In chapter three, I discuss the Jewish identity of 
the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and the role of Jews in the modernisation of Iraq. 
Chapter four centres on questions of authorship and on the status of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs. While his songs are discussed throughout this book in 
various contexts, chapter five offers a more focused analysis of his songs. I 
also discuss the end of the brothers’ career in Iraq, and I analyse Saleh al-

                               
226 Pappe (2014:12, 14). 
227 Snir (2005:49). 
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Kuwaity’s own conceptualisation of his music. Chapter six opens the door to 
future research on the brothers’ work in Israel after 1951, and to research on 
current interest in their music and the nostalgia it evokes. 
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Interlocutors 

The contribution of my interlocutors to this study is invaluable. These indi-
viduals have shared with me their memories, knowledge and informed opin-
ions. I have made no audio recordings – only took notes – of our talks, which 
were conducted mostly during meetings face to face, sometimes over the 
telephone, and on rare occasions via e.mail. These communications tended to 
mix personal stories with general accounts. Some of our conversations had 
begun as early as 2003, long before this research project was envisaged; 
some continued until the very last minute and some will probably carry on 
into the future… 

Nahum Aharon (Barazani) 
Aharon was born in Mosul in 1944. He worked in the Arabic section of the 
IBA between 1962 and 2012 as an editor and as the curator of the recordings 
library. 

Mazal al-Kuwaity (El-Kivity) 
Mazal al-Kuwaity was Saleh al-Kuwaity’s wife and cousin. Born in 1926, 
she married in 1944 and immigrated to Israel with her family in 1951. She 
passed away in December 2019. 

Hezi al-Kuwaity (El-Kivity) 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s son, born in Iraq in 1949. 

Shlomo al-Kuwaity (El-Kivity) 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s son, born in Israel in 1956, author of Tender 
strings: Saleh and Daud Al-Kuwaiti, Artists of the Arab World, and co-
author of Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time.  

Sabri Ashur (Zion Cohen) 
Ashur was born in Baghdad in 1928. He played the oud and sang at family 
gatherings and among friends, while making a living in the print business. 
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He continued with this profession after immigrating to Israel in 1951, but 
also performed as a singer of Egyptian and Iraqi songs on the IBA and in 
concerts. 

Taher Barakat طاهر بركات 
Barakat was born in Baghdad in 1968, and studied there at the Institute of 
Fine Arts (Ma‛had al-funun al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة). A violin player and 
composer, he played with such prominent Iraqi musicians as Elias Khedher 
 .لميعة توفيق and the singer Lamiʿa Tawfiq رضا علي Ridha Ali ,خضيّر الياس
Barakat is co-author of Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time. 

Emile Cohen 
Cohen was born in Basra in 1943 and schooled in Baghdad. He is a music 
enthusiast who now resides in London, where he organised several concerts 
in memory of the brothers Al-Kuwaity between 2008 and 2011. Cohen con-
tributed to the book Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time. He also 
created the website <Alkuwaityevent.com>, dedicated to the music of the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity. 

Yehezkel Kojaman 
Kojaman was born in Iraq in 1921. Author of two books on Iraqi music and 
a Hebrew-Arabic dictionary, as well as of books and articles on politics, he 
was convicted as a communist and jailed in Iraq from 1949–1958 and from 
1959–1961. Kojaman immigrated to Israel, then settled in London in the 
1970s. He died in 2018. Besides his contribution to this study via personal 
communication, his books are used here. 

David Muallem 
Muallem, author of a book on Arab music theory, was born in Iraq in 1931. 
He immigrated to Israel at the age of 19. He played the violin in Iraq, and 
continued as an amateur in Israel while serving as a judge. Besides his con-
tribution to this study via personal communication, his book is used here. 

David Regev Zaarur 
Regev Zaarur, great-grandson of Yousef Zaarur, was born in Israel in 1984. 
A qanun player (like his great-grandfather), he specialises in the Iraqi 
Maqam as a performer, researcher and teacher. 
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Menashe Somekh  
Journalist, co-author of the book Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful 
Time, and a principal contributor to the book Tender strings: Saleh and 
Daud Al-Kuwaiti, Artists of the Arab World, Somekh was born in Baghdad 
in 1926. He immigrated to Israel in 1950, worked in the Arabic section of 
the IBA from 1962 for several decades, and passed away in January 2017. 

Elias Zbedah 
Zbedah, a violinist, was born in Baghdad in 1931. He studied music at the 
Jewish school for the blind (دار مواساة العميان Dar Mu’asat al-Imyan) and was 
a member of The Eastern Ensemble (Al-takht al-sharqi التخت الشرقي), which 
was established in Baghdad in 1948 and directed by Ruhi al-Khammash 
 Zbedah immigrated to Israel in 1951. He played in the IBA’s .روحي الخماش
Arabic Orchestra from c. 1957 until 1987, and passed away in September 
2019. 

Sami Zubaida 
Zubaida was born in Baghdad in 1937 to a Jewish family. He immigrated to 
the UK in 1954, and is a Professor Emeritus of Politics and Sociology. Be-
sides his contribution to this study via personal communication, two of his 
articles are used here. 
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Chapter 1: The brothers Al-Kuwaity 
before 1930 

This chapter presents the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s background, their music 
education and the first major stages in their shared career. The biographical 
details are put in the context of Iraqi music, and the coexistence of tradition-
al and modern cultural frameworks from the 1920s to the late1940s.  

Early life  
The brothers came from a Jewish Babylonian family living in Kuwait.1 Saleh 
al-Kuwaity صالح الكويتي was born in 1908, and Daud داود الكويتي was born in 
1910. The brothers had seven more siblings. The name “Al-Kuwaity”, mean-
ing “the Kuwaiti”, stuck to them when they later moved to Iraq.2 Their 
mother was called Tiffaha تفاحة, and she came from Baghdad.3 Their father, 
Ezra ben Jacob Arzuni (c.1867–1961), was born in Iran to a Jewish family 
from Basra. The family returned to Basra when Ezra was an infant, and he 
grew up there.4 He moved to Kuwait at the beginning of the twentieth centu-
ry for business reasons.5 Some Kuwaiti sources refer to the brothers using 
the patronym: “Saleh Ezra” and “Daud Ezra” (See figures 4, 5 and 6). It is 
unclear whether the brothers ever used the surname Arzuni. It was custom-
ary among Iraqi Jews at that time to have the father’s name after the first 

                               
1 Kuwait City, Al-Garabli Street, according to Saleh al-Kuwaity’s son, Shlomo El-Kivity 

(personal communication, 5th September 2018). 
2 Saleh al-Kuwaity said the name stuck to them in an early stage (Shahed 1982 interview).  
3  According to Mazal al-Kuwaity, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s widow, 5th September 2018. 
4 Cohen (1966:204–205) maintains that the small Jewish population in Basra and Hilla in-

creased after 1870 and that Jews settled in other towns in southern Iraq, too. This was 
due to the new commercial possibilities following the opening of the Suez Canal, as Bas-
ra and its surroundings became a commercial centre. The region enjoyed greater security 
and order than it did before, too. Thus, when Basra had stabilised, the Arzuni family set-
tled there. 

5 The information on Ezra is from Mazal al-Kuwaity (Saleh al-Kuwaity’s widow) and Shlomo 
El-Kivity, the son of Saleh al-Kuwaity (personal communication with both, 4th March 
2018). 
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name, as in the above Kuwaiti sources, rather than the family name, if such 
existed at all. 

The sheikhdom had been a British protectorate since 1899,6 and the fami-
ly became part of the small, mostly Iraqi, Jewish community in Kuwait. At 
that time, the Kuwaiti economy was mostly based on pearl diving and trade 
with neighbouring countries. Cultural ties with India were strong, too.7 The 
Arzuni family lived in an environment that was less modernised than that in 
Baghdad, where most of the Babylonian Jewish population resided. For ex-
ample, while there were a few local schools, the first Western educational 
institution was not opened in Kuwait until 1912. This was the American 
Missionary School for boys. The Mission also opened a hospital.8 Decades 
later, in spite of oil revenues, Kuwait still did not invest in infrastructure 
projects, and it did not have an adequate water supply.9 

The brothers received a religious education and participated in familial 
and congregational worship that involved the singing of hymns and devo-
tional songs.10 Saleh al-Kuwaity relayed that he used to sing this repertoire 
as a child in Kuwait, at the synagogue, at weddings and at circumcision cel-
ebrations. It is likely – judging by the way he phrased it – that he meant that 
he performed devotional songs as a soloist, and not only participated in con-
gregational singing.11 Ezra might have been an amateur qanun player;12 and 
when his wife’s brother, Rahamim Havusha, brought an oud and a violin as 
presents from a business trip to India, Ezra did not oppose his sons’ playing 
these instruments. This episode, which was the beginning of the brothers’ 
engagement in music, occurred around 1918–1920.13 The two children 
showed enthusiasm, Saleh taking up the violin and Daud playing the oud. 

                               
6 Sheikh Mubarak the Great, of the Sabah صباح tribe (ruled 1896–1915), who approached the 

British on this matter, is considered the founder of modern Kuwait. 
7 AlSalhi (2018:25). 
8 Tadmor (1951:279). 
9 Tadmor (1951:280). 
10 Al-Kuwaity (2011:10).  
11 Saleh Al-Kuwaity, a short manuscript in Hebrew, with biographical details, probably in 

preparation for an interview: (literally:) “At the age of ten, I used to sing holy songs in 
synagogues and at wedding and circumcision parties”. 

 הייתי שר שירי קודש בבתי כנסת ובנשפי חתונות וברית מילה". 10בגיל "
12 Shlomo El-Kivity, the son of Saleh al-Kuwaity, related (5th September 2018) that according 

to his relatives, Ezra later stopped playing the qanun. In the interview with Hayyat, Saleh 
al-Kuwaity said his father was a merchant and had nothing to do with music. He added 
that he himself and Daud had had no connection with music before they started listening 
to records. 

13 Saleh al-Kuwaity said he was twelve and Daud was ten when they began to play (Hayat 
1968 interview). Also in the interview with Ibrahim Shahed (1982), Saleh said his broth-
er was ten when they received the instruments. In the interview with Shafiq Salman, 
however (1984), he said he himself was ten when he began to play. 
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At that time, the social status of musicians in Middle Eastern communi-
ties was ambiguous, as will be discussed further in this book. It is sufficient 
to say here that, in general, professional musicians were not considered so-
cially respectable. Marriage was one of the litmus tests for social status in 
the Middle East during the time frame of this study, and individuals who 
made music for a living were not considered appropriate for eligible women 
from respectable families. As far as we know, the brothers Al-Kuwaity were 
encouraged by their family to pursue their interest in music, at least in the 
initial stage. It is possible their parents perceived music as an acceptable 
hobby for the children and did not expect it to become a profession. 

Music education 

Aspects of the traditional and the modern came together in the brothers’ 
music education in the 1920s. There were no institutions for music education 
at that time in Iraq or in Kuwait, and those who wished to learn music as a 
hobby did so by joining a competent player and emulating him.14 Profession-
al musicians learned as apprentices,15 or from their elder family members. In 
Iraq, there were still lineages of Iraqi Maqam vocalists. That is to say, a qari 

ئارق  (the lead vocalist in the Iraqi Maqam) was recognised as a student of so 
and so, who was himself a student of an older qari and so on.16 In Kuwait, 
Khaled al-Bakr خالد البكر – an eminent oud player – gave the brothers music 
lessons. He taught the boys to sing and to play songs from Kuwait, Bahrain, 
Yemen and the Hijaz, all by ear, mostly in literary Arabic.17 The tuition the 
brothers received from Khaled al-Bakr was perhaps somewhere between the 
old way of emulating and coaching on the one hand, and the new, more sys-
tematic tutoring on the other. It is hard to tell from Saleh al-Kuwaity’s inter-
views exactly how he and his brother learned from Khaled al-Bakr. 

It seems that Saleh first had oud lessons and then focused on the violin.18 
He had violin lessons with a master by the name of Ali al-Khadhar or al-
Akhdhar.19 Both the oud and the violin fitted in with the accompanying en-

                               
14 Girls and women’s access to music education was more restricted, as I discuss in other 

chapters. 
15 On-the job training, as Warkov calls it (1987:40). 
16 Warkov (1987:40) discusses endogeny and why it was common among instrumentalists but 

not among reciters.  
17 Shahed (1982) interview. 
18  In an interview with Samih Badran for the IBA, Al-Kuwaity described Khaled al-Bakr as 

the only professional oud player in Kuwait at the time. In an interview with Shafiq Sal-
man, also for the IBA, Saleh al-Kuwaity explained that he first learned from Khaled al-
Bakr to play the oud, and then switched to the violin. Al-Bakr may have taught him the 
basic technique of violin-playing, and the young musician continued to develop it on his 
own. 

19 AlSalhi (2018:195). 
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semble of sawt صوت, a vocal genre which was popular in Kuwait in the last 
third of the nineteenth century.20 Weekend evening gatherings for men in a 
private home’s annex were common occasions for enjoying aswat (pl. of 
sawt).21 Such an annex was called a diwaniya ديوانية (salon). Khaled al-Bakr’s 
diwaniya also served as a small school for teaching sawt.22 This ambiguity of 
a space which serves for both performance and teaching may explain Saleh’s 
claim that he and Daud never got any music tuition whatsoever. He said this 
several times throughout an interview in 1968.23 Kojaman repeats this claim, 
probably relying on this interview.24 In other interviews, though, Saleh de-
scribed how he and Daud learned from Khaled al-Bakr.25 Perhaps novice 
musicians were guided during music gatherings. The musicologist Ahmad 
AlSalhi describes a typical samra سمرة, that is, a sawt-gathering: 

The singer, who is usually the ‘ūd player, is often sat opposite to the dīwāni-
yas door, in the middle of the other musicians, with players of the violin and 
qānūn sat to one side and mirwās players26 on the other. The music begins 
with the ‘ūd and the audience interacts with it by clapping, greeting the singer 
and musicians. Sometimes, two dancers dance in front of the singer. On the 
whole in each samra, there is more than one singer, therefore there is an un-
spoken rule or etiquette determining that each singer perform two to three 
ṣaut [sawt] pieces, give other performers a chance to play. It is not uncom-
mon to find one of the singers accompanying the other on mirwās or violin.27 

Looking at the brothers’ music education, we can see the concurrence of the 
traditional and the modern. On the one hand, they learned songs from the 
Gulf area – through sessions with Khaled al-Bakr.28 On the other hand, the 
brothers also learned by listening to records. They listened to Egyptian and 
Iraqi music and possibly to European art music. Recording was a modern 
technology and a new means of learning music. The brothers’ talent enabled 
them to play what they heard. Umm Kulthum, the renowned contemporary 

                               
20 AlSalhi (2018:28, 36) suggests that, in the early twentieth century, the oud was used in 

Kuwait to accompany the sawt صوت. Ulaby (2010:125 n. 5) notes that some scholars 
trace the origins of the sawt صوت to Hadramaut, in Yemen. 

21 AlSalhi (2018:36). 
22 AlSalhi (2018:37). 
23 Hayat (1968) interview. 
24 Kojaman (2015:174). 
25 Shahed (1982) interview; Salman (1984) interview. 
26 Mirwas مرواس is a double headed drum, c. 20cm long with a diameter of c. 15cm (AlSalhi 

2018:190). 
27 AlSalhi (2018:38–39). It is unclear whether the description is of the then-current time or of 

the 1920s. It is likely, however, that it at least resembled the sort of occasion in which the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity participated. 

28 The musicologist Rolf Killius, discussing sawt, states that “for many early music pieces the 
origin of poetry (or melodic lines) can be traced to Yemen or the Ḥijāz region in western 
Saudi Arabia.” (Killius 2017). 
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Egyptian singer (1904–1975), also combined learning from her father with 
learning from phonograph records that she found at her schoolmate’s 
house.29 

The role of recordings in the brothers’ music education 
The brothers Al-Kuwaity listened to gramophone recordings brought from 
Basra. A gramophone was seen as an “Element of Discord” and was “only 
just permitted”, according to Freya Stark, the Anglo-Italian explorer who 
described what she called the Puritan city of Kuwait in 1932.30 We can as-
sume this was also the case a decade earlier, when the brothers lived there. It 
is likely Stark was referring to the Muslim majority, and that the small Jew-
ish minority – to which the brothers belonged – were more tolerant towards 
modern devices such as the gramophone. Indeed, their brethren were among 
the first in Baghdad to import and sell such new products. 

The recordings to which the brothers listened included mostly Egyptian 
and Iraqi music.31 In his interview with Ibrahim Shahed for IBA, Saleh al-
Kuaity relates that the Egyptian records were of popular songs by Sayyed 
Darwish, Abd al-Hai Hilmi, Muhammad Othman, Aziz Othman and the 
young Muhammad Abdel Wahab, and that they included singers such as 
Munira al-Mahdiya and Na‛ima al-Masriya.32 He recalls that he and his 
brother Daud learned to perform songs such as Sayyed Darwish’s adwar 
 ,حبيبي للهجر مايل ”Habibi lilhajri mayil“ (a vocal genre ,دور pl. of dawr) أدوار
“Yalli qawamak ya‛jibni” ياللي قوامك يعجبني, “Ana hawet wantahet”  انا هويت
انا  ”and “Ana Ashiqt ,ضيعت مستقبل حياتي ”Dhaya‛t mustaqbal hayati“ ,وانتهت
ه ما حيلتيويال ”as well as Abdel Wahab’s song “Wailahu ma hilati ,عاشقت . In 
the late 1920s they also listened to Umm Kulthum’s recordings, such as her 
rendition of “Wahiqqak anta al-muna” َوحقك أَنت المنى َوالَطـلَب and her song 
“Akhadhti sawtik min ruhi” 33.أخذت صوتك من روحي The Iraqi records to which 
the brothers listened were by leading Maqam reciters such as Muhammad al-
Qubanchi يلقبنچا چيالقندر Rashid al-Qundarchi ,34(1989–1901) دمحم  –1886) رشيد 
1945),35 and Najm a-Sheikhli 36.نجم الشيخلي The brothers learned to play the 
Iraqi Maqam by listening to these records.37 
                               
29 Danielson (1997:27). 
30 Stark [1937] (2011:124). Freya Stark’s book relates her travel experiences from 1931 on-

wards. 
31 Hayat (1968) interview; Salman (1984) interview; Shahed (1982) interview. 
 سيد درويش ,منيرة المهدية ,عزيز عثمان ,دمحم عثمان ,عبد الحي حلمي 32
33 Shahed (1982) interview. 
34 Years according to Al-Aʿthami (2001:143), to Hassan (2001), and to Al-Saʿadi (2006:52). 
35 Years according to Al-Saʿadi (2006:51), to Simms (2004:5) and to Moussali (1996). 
36 Shahed (1982) interview. 
37 Garvey (2020:78, 80) notes that Al-Qubanchi recorded Maqam Rast in 1926, and that Najm 

a-Sheikhli recorded Maqam Mansuri in 1928. He discusses the adjustments the perform-
ers had to make in order to fit the Maqam into the constraints of the recording. A record-
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To conclude, both learning methods – namely, having Khaled al-Bakr as a 
tutor and listening to records – relied on oral transmission, and in this sense 
they were within the Arab tradition. The latter, however, used a new tech-
nology. Racy describes a similar situation in Egypt, where until World War 
I, most musicians learned as apprentices, by emulating and with coaching 
from other musicians. In the 1920s, most of them learned through listening 
to records and through the modern practice of tutoring, which involved more 
systematic teaching.38 The brothers learned to play a variety of musical 
styles. Besides music from Egypt, Iraq and the Gulf area, they also learned 
Ottoman and Persian music.39 This diversity gave them a broad basis for 
their future career as professional musicians, being able to appeal to various 
audiences. 

The brothers al-Kuwaity’s role in the nascent record industry 
The brothers soon became known in the Gulf area, and local dignitaries such 
as Sheikh Ahmad al-Jabar, Sheikh Ali Khalifa and Sheikh Salman al-Hmud 
invited them to perform.40 They performed together and forged a collabora-
tion that lasted until Daud’s death, in 1976. In the 1920s, it was common 
among sawt audiences to collect money among themselves in order to book 
the performers. The brothers al-Kuwaity “were known to be paid at least 10 
rupees for a session, and this money was usually collected from the attend-
ance”.41 The brothers’ repertoire in those early days included the songs they 
learned from Khaled al-Bakr, such as “Wallah ‛ajabni jamalak” ( وهللا عجبني
في ) ”Fi hawa badri wu zeni“ ,(يعاهدني ال خانني) ”Yu‛ahiduni la khanani“ ,(جمالك
 and others.42 ,(هوى بدري وزيني

The brothers’ success in live performances soon prompted a new stage in 
their career, entering the recording studio. They travelled to Iraq to record 

                                                                                                                             
ing of Maqam Rast by Al-Qubanchi, probably made in 1926, is available on the 
YouTube channel “Iraqi Maqam”, accessed on 11th November 2020:  

       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfe1chVmtAs> 
38 Racy (2003:25–27) refers here to tarab musicians, a term I analyse later, but his comment 

is applicable to musicians in general in Egypt at that time. 
39 Hayat (1968) interview. 
40 Salman (1984) interview; Shahed (1982) interview. سلمان الحمود, احمد, علي خليفة  الجابر  
41 AlSalhi (2018:37–38), relying on Al-Sudairāwī, ‘Abdullah al-Sālem (1964) Safahat Min 

Taarikh al-Kuwait (صفحات من تاريخ الكويت Pages from Kuwait History). TV interview: 
Kuwait. 

42 Shahed (1982) interview. “In shakawt il-hawa fama anta minna” (إن َشَكْوت الهوى فما أنت ِمنها), 
“La‛alla Allah yijma‛una qariban” (لعلَّ هللا يِْجَمعُنا قريبًا), “Lawla i-nasim lidhikrakum 
yu’anisuni” ( وال النسيم لِذْكراكم يؤنُِسنيل ), “Laqad lamini fi hubbi Laila aqrabi” ( لقد المني في حب
 Nadh‛at ‛anha l-qamis“ ,(سادتي ِرقّوا فقلبي موجعُ ) ”Sadati riqqu faqalbi muja‛u“ ,(ليلى اقاربي
lisab ma” ( ٍنّضت عنها القميس لصب ماء), “Inna wajdi kullu yawmin b’izdiyad” ( إنَّ وجدي كل يوٍم
 .يا خالق الخلق ”and “Ya Khaliq al-khalq ,(بازِدياد
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some of the above-mentioned songs, accompanying the greatest singers of 
the region. They recorded, for example with Sheikh Muhammad al-Fares  دمحم
-of Bahrain, who recorded as a singer and oud player,43 and accompa الفارس
nied Abdul Latif al-Kuwaity – a Kuwaiti singer who learned in Khaled al-
Bakr’s diwaniya, like the brothers44 – in 1927 on a recording in Baghdad for 
Baidaphon.45 In 1929, they accompanied Muhammad Zuwayid from Bahrain 
in Baghdad for Baidaphon.46 

 

 
Figure 4. An Odeon record of 1928, featuring the vocalist Abd al-Latif al-Kuwaity, 
with the caption, “with the ensemble of Saleh and Daud, sons of Ezra” (Ala takht 
Saleh wa Daud awlad Ezra). Courtesy of Ahmad al-Salhi. 

These recordings should be seen in the context of the burgeoning record 
industry in the region. As early as 1904 there were commercial catalogues of 
Egyptian music.47 There are early recordings from Lebanon, too. Baidaphon 
 a , بيضا was founded in Beirut before the First World War by Baidha بيضافون
Christian family.48 The label on its records was that of a gazelle, alluding to 
HMV’s dog. Its first artists were recorded in Berlin, where the records were 
also manufactured, but soon recordings were being made in Middle Eastern 
cities such as Cairo. 

                               
43  Shahed (1982) interview. 
44 AlSalhi (2018:26, 37). 
45 AlSalhi (2018:272). 
46 AlSalhi (2018:242). 
47 Armbrust (2002:234).  
48 The information on Baidaphon is taken from Gronow (1981:270); AlSalhi (2018:75–76); 

and the website Rate Your Music, which offers discographic information on a range of 
record companies, accessed on 12th November 2020: 

        <https://rateyourmusic.com/label/baidaphon/> 
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The first recordings in Iraq and in Kuwait were made later than in Egypt 
or in Lebanon. AlSalhi suggests that, in 1926, Baidaphon’s representative in 
Basra searched for local talent in the south of Iraq.49 In 1925 Baidaphon 
opened a record shop in Khan Dallah in Baghdad, through an agent, the 
Hakkak company ( ركة حّكاكش ). Baidaphon was one of few Arab record com-
panies at the beginning of the twentieth century, in a market dominated by 
European brands.50 

Polyphon, a German company, advertised Arab records as early as 1913.51 
It made 78 rpm records of Jewish Iraqi devotional songs (shbahoth שבחות) in 
the 1920s, as did another German company, Odeon. Among the recorded 
cantors were Hagguli Shummel Darzi, Salim Daud, Yistshaq Maroudy and 
Shlomo Muallem. These records were sold in destinations as far afield as 
Bombay, where there was a thriving Jewish Iraqi community.52 

In an interview with Shafiq Salman in 1984 for the IBA, Saleh al-
Kuwaity offers that he and Daud recorded the above-mentioned Kuwaiti, 
Bahraini, Yemeni and Hijazi songs for a record company whose representa-
tives came to Kuwait once a year: in 1926, 1927 and 1928. AlSalhi, howev-
er, only mentions trips to Iraq in order to record.53 It is likely that Al-
Kuwaity referred to the company’s talent scout who visited Kuwait,54 while 
the recordings themselves were made in Basra and in Baghdad. 

The appearance of music records in the Middle East had a massive impact 
on practices of music-making and listening. First, recorded songs were re-
stricted to a few minutes, due to the technical limitations of the phonograph, 
and then of the 78 rpm records. This situation was new in Middle Eastern 
performance, which traditionally comprised lengthy pieces with improvisa-
tory introductions and interludes. The time limitation affected listeners’ con-

                               
49 The agent Hasan Darsa “first conducted a survey in South Iraq including in Al-‘Imāra and 

Al-Nāṣiriyya, and discovered Ḥuḍayrī Abū ‘Azīz, Nāṣir Ḥakīm and Dākhil Ḥasan later 
on, and Shkhayyir Sulṭān, Mas‘ūd ‘Amāratlī among many muṭrib [sic] who recorded 
with Baidaphon this same year, i.e. between 1926 and 1927 as mentioned by some Iraqi 
sources”. AlSalhi (2014) The English transcription of the podcast, on the AMAR web-
site. 

50 Lagrange (2014); Pekka Gronow, a sound archivist and professor of ethnomusicology, who 
wrote extensively on the history of the recording industry, notes that: “By 1910, there 
were already more than a dozen German record companies. Many of the smaller ones al-
so made advances on the Oriental market.” (Gronow 1981:267). 

51 Gronow (1981:267). 
52 Some of these recordings have been released in a digital format by Sara Manasseh, as pre-

sented on her website, accessed on 11th November 2020: 
         <http://www.saramanasseh.com/products/cd/20s/>   
53 Salman (1984) interview; AlSalhi (2014); AlSalhi (2018:241) maintains that the brothers 

recorded in Baghdad in 1927, for Baidaphon. Saleh was the singer and violinist, Daud 
played the oud, and Saʿūd al-Yāqūt played the mirwas مرواس.  

54 AlSalhi (2014). 
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ceptions of music-listening.55 Moreover, the subordination of music to the 
capitalist order, via record-selling, brought on some degree of homogenisa-
tion. The price mechanism makes quantity more important than quality, and 
thus promotes standardisation.56 Record companies catered to the largest 
possible number of consumers, rather than to niche- or elite- tastes.57 

Second, artists recorded in a studio, without an audience. This too was a 
departure from a tradition in which rapport with the audience shaped music 
performance.58 The records economy increased the preference for pre-
composed strophic songs over the flexibility of live performances.59 Musi-
cians, who were used to perform live in front of a small audience, now 
turned to recording as a lucrative source of income. The subtleties of con-
text-dependent, intimate, informal performances – with long improvisations 
inspired by direct contact with listeners – made way for short, catchy songs 
targeting the widest possible audience.60 Live performances did not lose their 
improvisatory and context-dependent components, though.61 It is very likely 
that records served as mementos of live performances, reminding the listen-
ers of the longer, more elaborate renditions they heard live. Nevertheless, 
live-performances repertoires were shaped by the popularity of recordings by 
the artist.62 

Third, female voices reached the greater public in an unprecedented way. 
Recordings of women singers brought more appreciation and awareness for 
their skills.63 The brothers Al-Kuwaity contributed to this trend by recording 
their own songs with female vocalists, from 1930 on. 

Besides accompanying Khaliji singers, the brothers Al-Kuwaity also fea-
tured on records as singers, as can be seen in the next two figures: 

 

                               
55 Armbrust (2006:294). 
56 Lepp (2015:7) citing James Scott. 
57 Lepp (2015:6). 
58 Racy (2003:71) mentions a complaint that listening to the phonograph – as opposed to a 

live performance – was like eating with false teeth. 
59 Racy (2003:71). 
60 Lepp (2015:4–5).  
61 To this day, we see live performances by many Arab artists that include a lot of improvisa-

tion and interaction with audiences, even in stadium concerts. 
62 Armbrust (2006:294). The impact of mediated music on musical practices did not stop at 

audio recordings. Danielson (1988:149) cites the first decades of Egyptian talking films, 
from the 1930s on. She suggests that, songs within such films tended to be short, and 
were sung with no repetitions and little or no improvisation. Thus, “[t]he arrangement of 
songs in films, as in musical plays, tended to further alter older conceptions of proper 
performance.” 

63 Danielson (2021). 
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Figure 5. A Baidaphon record featuring Daud al-Kuwaity (“Daoud Azra Kwiti”) 
performing “Malak al-gharam” ملك الغرام. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

 

 
Figure 6. A Baidaphon record featuring Saleh al-Kuwaity (“Saleh Azra Kwiti”) 
performing “Fi hawa badri wu zeni”  هوى بدري وزينيفي . Courtesy of Lucy and 
Shlomo El-Kivity. 

To conclude, the involvement of the brothers Al-Kuwaity in mediated music 
during their early life was twofold. First, they used the new technology of 
music records as a means to learn music. They then contributed to the spread 
of this technology, becoming two of the first recording artists in Kuwait and 
in Iraq. 
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Adulthood and the beginning of a music career in Iraq 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity’s early success in the Gulf region led them to 
expand their activity to neighbouring southern Iraq, and finally to settle in 
Baghdad. The versatility of styles that characterised their music education 
developed further as they travelled and worked around Iraq. The environ-
ment in which the brothers worked – mostly nightclubs – was the centre of 
musical change and of modern forms of public entertainment. Saleh and 
Daud al-Kuwaity not only participated in the new musical and social chang-
es; they also became central figures in generating these changes. The type of 
ensemble in which they mostly played from then on was the takht, with the 
oud, the violin and the qanun as in the sawt genre to which they were accus-
tomed – but with different drums, a different repertoire, and a different per-
formance practice. Furthermore, the brothers promoted change to the sawt 
accompaniment by Kuwaiti musicians, and played an important part in the 
use of takht in Iraqi Maqam performance – which as we shall see was a new, 
experimental phenomenon at that time. Thus, the brothers Al-Kuwaity par-
ticipated in two practices in the late 1920s that were new in Iraq: one was 
recording; the other was the accompaniment of the Iraqi Maqam on new 
instruments, instead of the traditional chalghi لغياچ . 

The takht: an Arab music ensemble 
In Egypt, from the mid-nineteenth century until the 1910s, the takht – a 
small accompanying ensemble – had predominated.64 The takht accompa-
nied a lead singer of urban Arab songs. It included up to five instrumentalists 
– qanun, oud, nay, violin and a riq (tambourine) – who often also served as a 
chorus of accompanying singers.65 Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity were to ce-
ment the acceptance of the takht in Iraq. They had a role in this respect in 
Kuwaiti music, too – as when Saleh encouraged Muhammad al-Kuwaity, 
Mahmud bin Fares and Abd al-Latif al-Kuwaity to use instruments from the 
takht, such as the qanun and the nay, when these singers recorded aswat for 
HMV in Baghdad in 1937.66 This was an expansion of the sawt band. Al-
Kuwaity accompanied them on his violin.67 Thus, the brothers promoted 
change in Kuwaiti music, adapting the local line-up to urban Egyptian (and 
then pan-Arab) instrumentation. 

By the 1930s, a larger ensemble – firqa فرقة – had been established, with 
three or four violins, two qanuns, two ouds, two nays and additional instru-

                               
64 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559). 
65 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559) suggests that, besides the instrumentalists, there was 

a chorus of approximately four accompanying singers, sannida. Often, however, and cer-
tainly in 1930s Iraq, instrumentalists acted as the chorus. 

66 AlSalhi (2018:86). 
67 AlSalhi (2018:86). Yousef Zaarur played the qanun (Alsalhi 2018:274). 
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ments such as the tabla طبلة (a goblet drum, besides the existing tambourine), 
cello, double bass, accordion, and clarinet.68 During the 1930s the firqa re-
placed the takht and became the standard line-up for accompanying the ugh-
niya أغنية, one of the noticable types of Egyptian songs that developed at that 
time.69 The delicate heterophonic texture and free instrumental fills of the 
takht gave way to exact parallel unisons and octaves.70 Unlike in Egypt, the 
firqa was not prevalent in Iraq in Al-Kuwaity’s time.71 This difference be-
tween the firqa in Egypt and the takht in Iraq exemplifies the dissimilarity 
between urban music in these two countries, as I discuss later. 

The brothers Al-Kuwaity move to Iraq 

Working in Basra 
In 1927 the brothers travelled to Basra, in southern Iraq, and recorded for 
Baidaphon, as mentioned.72 While they were in town, the brothers’ talent 
caught the ear of a nightclub owner, and he asked them to accompany the 
aforementioned Maqam reciter, Muhammad al-Qubanchi يلقبنچا  whose) دمحم 
records the brothers listened to), in performances of Iraqi Maqam during his 
month-long contract. According to Saleh al-Kuwaity, this nightclub owner 
was “the manager of a German record company”, probably meaning the 
local agent of Odeon.73 Al-Qubanchi happened to perform in Basra when the 
brothers were there, and the manager told the Maqam reciter about the young 
talents. Thus, they ended up accompanying him in the club where he per-
formed. Azuri Abu Sha’ul, a Jewish musician, arrived with Al-Qubanchi and 
played the qanun.74 

Al-Qubanchi’s performances of the Maqam in those years were the first 
documented performances of the Maqam with a takht instead of a chalghi.75 
Kojaman discloses that the reason Al-Qubanchi did not take a chalghi to 
record with him in Berlin in 1929 was not an artistic one, but one to do with 
presentability. There were two chalghis in Baghdad, the members of which 
were all old and uneducated, and who dressed in a traditional Jewish style.76 
When some of them represented Iraq some three years later, in the Congress 

                               
68 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559). 
69 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559). 
70 Racy (1980:605). 
71 One Baghdadi firqa we know of at that time was playing at Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir’s night-

club, Alf Laila ألف ليلة (A Thousand Nights). 
72 AlSalhi (2014).   
73 Shahed (1982) interview. 
74 Shahed (1982) interview. Al-Kuwaity offers that this manager travelled with Al-Qubanchi 

to record in Berlin. It is unclear whether Al-Kuwaity was referring to a recording trip that 
had already taken place, or to a later trip in 1929.  

75 Kojaman (2001:113–114 and 2015:110). 
76 Kojaman (2001:21, 114). 
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for Arab Music, they were forced to wear European clothes. What’s more, 
the Jewish oud player and composer Ezra Aharon was selected to join the 
delegation and to monitor their behaviour. He was considered prestigious, 
presentable and acquainted with international society, and his role – besides 
that of a performer – was to guide the instrumentalists in matters of dress 
and manners.77 

In Berlin, Al-Qubanchi recorded some of his new songs, besides the Iraqi 
Maqam, so the appearance and manner of the chalghi members was probably 
not the only reason for using a takht instead. Al-Qubanchi also wanted to 
experiment with a new line-up. 

By 1928, the brothers had settled in Basra.78 The owner of the club where 
they had performed with Al-Qubanchi offered them a monthly salary for 
accompanying a different Maqam reciter from Baghdad each month.79 Saleh 
attributes his and his brother’s good knowledge of Iraqi music later in their 
career to their experiences in Basra in the late 1920s. He said they learned 
the Iraqi Maqam thoroughly (“min al-asas” من  االساس – from the basics up), 
thanks to the qanun player Azuri Abu Sha’ul and because they worked with 
many Maqam reciters.80 They deepened their understanding and gained 
competence by working with the Maqam reciters, as well as with the singers 
to whom they used to listen on the gramophone back in Kuwait. 

In 1929 they performed with the guest singer Zaki Murad زكي مراد, a Jew-
ish cantor from Egypt who was a successful singer, and whose daughter 
Laila Murad also became a renowned singer and actress there. During his 
visit to Iraq, the brothers Al-Kuwaity performed Egyptian classics with him 
– “old adawr أدوار and mawawil مواويل – as Saleh al-Kuwaity put it in the 
interview with Ibrahim Shahed forty-three years later.81 Kojaman details 
other Egyptian singers with whom the brothers played in the late 1920s be-
sides Zaki Murad: Muhi a-Din Ba‛yun (who was also a famous tanbur play-
er), Buthaina Muhammad, and Syrian singers Raja Abdu and Marie Jubran.82 
Such artistic collaborations across the region were common, and the brothers 
kept performing with non-Iraqi musicians throughout their career in Iraq. 
They also toured neighbouring countries with their Iraqi co-musicians. 

Although the brothers moved to Iraq, their contacts with Kuwaiti and 
Bahraini audiences were maintained. They continued to perform in Kuwait, 

                               
77 Kojaman (2001:114 and 2015:110). 
78 They moved in 1928 according to Saleh al-Kuwaity in: Badran (probably 1980s) interview, 

and Aviezer (1963) interview. 
79 Salman (1984) interview. 
80 Shahed (1982) interview. In an interview with Shafiq Salman, Saleh al-Kuwaity mentioned 

that he and Daud worked in Basra with the Maqam reciters Rashid al-Qundarchi and Haj 
Abbas. 

81 Shahed (1982) interview. 
82 Kojaman (2015:175) محي الدين بعيون , ماري جبران   , اء عبده جر   بثينة دمحم,
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and Kuwaiti dignitaries visited the family in Iraq.83 In 1932, when Muham-
mad bin Fares recorded a sawt in Baghdad for HMV, Saleh al-Kuwaity ac-
companied him on the violin.84 Saleh al-Kuwaity described a tour he took in 
Kuwait in 1946 with Daud and how well-received their performances were 
there.85 His son, Shlomo El-Kivity relates that his father travelled to Kuwait 
to perform at a wedding, by request from Sheikh Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, 
ruler of Kuwait.86 AlSalhi writes that Saleh al-Kuwaity accompanied Kuwai-
ti singers when they recorded in Baghdad in the 1930s.87 

The whole family moves to Iraq 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity’s parents and siblings also moved from Kuwait 
to Iraq, as did almost all the Jewish families there in the late 1920s.88 The 
economic situation in Kuwait was no longer promising.89 The late twenties 
were also years of tension within the Jewish community of Basra, where the 
brothers worked. In 1927, the progressivists (maskilim) started to campaign 
for reforms, and in 1929 they won the elections for leadership of the com-
munity. Accusations of affiliation to the Theosophical movement, however, 
reversed the victory and caused a schism that was not resolved until 1934, 
when Baghdad rabbis intervened.90 

The Kuwaity family included the following children (from eldest to 
youngest): Jamila, Umuma, Gurjiya (they were the three eldest daughters), 
Saleh, Daud, Na‛ima, Shafiqa, Toya, and Nuriya.91 Of the seven daughters, 
only the youngest three went to school. Nuriya, for example, studied at Al-
I‛dadiya al-Ahaliya االعدادية األهلية in Baghdad.92 Both Saleh and Daud 
married in their mid-thirties, relatively late, by the standards of their 
community. One of the reasons for this may have been the custom that a man 
would provide for his sisters and wait for them to be married before 
marrying himself. 

                               
83 Al-Kuwaity (2011:17). 
84 AlSalhi 2018:260. The sawt was “Māl ghuṣn al-dhahab” مال غصن الذهب and the other ac-

companying instrument was the mirwas مرواس (a drum). 
85 Warkov and Shiloah (1980) interview Y-16830-CAS_A_01, time code 28’40 – 29’05. 
86 Hamdan (10th April 2008). 
87 AlSalhi (2016:84, 86, 88). 
88 Shlomo El-Kivity said they left in the late 1920s due to financial hardship. (personal com-

munication, 5th September 2018). 
89 Tadmor (1951:281) maintains there were clashes between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in 1928 

and 1929, due to disagreements over import tax. In the following twenty years, moreover, 
Kuwait suffered financially from a Saudi blockade. 

90 Yehuda (2013:72–73). 
 نورية, توية, شفيقة, نعيمة, داود, صالح, گرجية, عمومة ,جميلة 91

92 Mazal al-Kuwaity (personal communication, 4th November 2019); Zvi Yehuda (1996). 
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The brothers’ versatility  
The brothers performed in other cities in Iraq too, including Baghdad. Daud 
sang and played the oud, while Saleh accompanied him on the violin.93 Dur-
ing their tours, they took the opportunity to learn local music genres. They 
learned abudhiyyat  ّاتأبوذي  – pl. of abudhiyya, a rural vocal genre – in Al-
Imara العمارة in southern Iraq, and songs from Mosul in the north.94 In an 
interview with Samih Badran in the 1980s, Saleh said he and his brother had 
performed for a while in Al-Imara region with Egyptian and Turkish singers. 
This experience is in line with the brothers’ eagerness to learn a variety of 
musical styles already in their childhood.95 It also testifies to the diversity of 
music entertainment available to audiences in those days around the Middle 
East. Saleh al-Kuwaity related that he played Persian music in Iraq, as well 
as “Turkish music with a lot of musicians”.96 

Was it common for musicians to be versatile in this way, or was it unique 
to the brothers Al-Kuwaity? Were Iraqi musicians accomplished in Egyptian 
and Syrian music whereas Egyptian musicians did not bother, because their 
music was dominant in the Middle East? The aforementioned music collec-
tor, Na‛im Twena, maintained that an Egyptian or Syrian musician could 
play Egyptian and Syrian music only, but an Iraqi could play all three 
styles.97 In other words, he perceived Iraqi music as different from music in 
the rest of the Mashriq. Twena suggested that Iraqi music was too difficult 
for non-Iraqi musicians to perform.98 Warkov offers that the Iraqi dialect, 
intonation and ornamentation make it hard for non-Iraqi singers to perform 
Iraqi songs.99 Twena’s and Warkov’s assertions reflect a more general ten-
dency of some musicians, not only in Iraq, to doubt the ability of outsiders to 
perform local music adequately. They have a point, of course. As I suggest 
here, however, it is sometimes the case that outsiders do not play others’ 
music adequately simply because they do not bother to learn it – not because 
it is “too difficult”. 

Thus, Warkov’s intonation argument is disputable. Indeed, there are dif-
ferences in interval sizes between regions in the Arab world even though 

                               
93 Obadia (2005:125). 
94  Al-Kuwaity (2011:17). The brothers spent four months in Mosul in 1931 (Shahed 1982 

interview), or 1930 (Hayat 1968 interview). 
95 Al-Jazrawi (2006:435) cites the brothers’ familiarity with music from regions in Iraq such 

as Basra, Imara, Baghdad and Mosul, and with music from other countries, such as Ku-
wait, Syria, Lebanon and Iran. 

96 Warkov and Shiloah 1980 interview Y-16830-CAS_A_01 Time code 29’20. Also Na‛im 
Twena said he knew Saleh al-Kuwaity already in Iraq, and held that Al-Kuwaity “took 
from Turkish, Kuwaity and Persian music.” (Interview with Warkov 3rd February 1981). 

97 Warkov (19th July 1981) interview. 
98 Warkov (1987:202). 
99 Warkov (1987:202). 
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they share the same modal system. But since these differences are not only 
between Iraq and the rest of the Mashriq, they do not explain why Iraqi mu-
sicians can play Egyptian or Syrian music convincingly, in terms of intona-
tion (at least according to this argument), but not the other way around. It 
also does not explain why Syrian musicians, for example, can play Egyptian 
music with the Egyptian intonation (again, according to this argument), but 
not the Iraqi intonation. 

Leaving intonation aside, Warkov and Twena have a point, and I suggest 
it has to do with rhythm. Their comments were made in the 1980s, but they 
are relevant to this day. Palestinian musicians in Israel do not perform Iraqi 
music offhand, by request from the audience, unless they have taken the 
trouble to learn the pieces well in advance. Similarly, TV programmes such 
as Arab Idol, where singers from around the Arab world compete and often 
perform classics from the first half of the twentieth century, rarely feature 
old Iraqi songs. On the rare occasions that an Iraqi contestant chooses to 
perform a pre-1950 Iraqi song, the audience and the jury seem bewildered by 
the unfamiliar song, by the Iraqi dialect of Arabic, and by the rhythmic cy-
cles, especially Jurjina.100 

 

 
Figure 7. The Jurjina rhythmic cycle جورجينا 

This stage in the brothers’ career, in the late 1920s, when they were accom-
panying Muhammad al-Qubanchi and other Maqam reciters, shows again the 
concurrence of the traditional and the modern. On the one hand, the Iraqi 
Maqam was a well-established genre, in which a reciter was praised for his 
lineage – that is, for preserving the style of his teachers and of their teach-
ers.101 On the other hand, the brothers performed the Maqam with new in-
strumentation. Instead of the chalghi, which included instruments that are 
closer to Persian music, the brothers played in a takht – an ensemble typical 
of Arab music in the Mashriq. This practice, of performing the Maqam with 
a takht, was experimental and lasted a few decades alongside the chalghi, 

                               
100 Danielson (1988:159) mentions the spread of recordings made in Cairo and in Beirut 

throughout the Arab world in the twentieth century. The dominance of these recordings 
obscured the popular music of Iraq and of the Arabian Peninsula until roughly the 1990s. 
On the other hand, urban songs by Iraqi musicians from the 1950s on tend to resemble 
the mainstream, pan-Arab style. The singer-composer Kathem al-Saher كاظم الساهر is one 
famous example. 

101 It was common for a Maqam reciter to belong to more than one lineage. He would learn 
certain maqamat from one master and others from another master. It was rare for one re-
citer to know all the maqamat (Garvey 2020:74); Simms (2004:3); Hassan (2002:315).  
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without replacing it altogether.102 It seems that no Maqam reciter performed 
with a takht before the second half of the 1920s.103 Saleh and Daud al-
Kuwaity were noted as an exception, with their specialisation in accompany-
ing the Maqam not only in the late 1920s in Basra, but for decades later, and 
especially on Radio Iraq.104 

Nightclubs as generators of new music  
Nightclubs – public venues for new music in 1930s and 1940s Iraq –
emerged as one of the main loci for the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s innovative 
music. Since the second decade of the twentieth century, processes of urban-
isation and nation-building led to a more formal, less flexible and less spon-
taneous organisation of music. Such new phenomena included, for example, 
musical theatre and concerts in large concert halls.105 Nightclubs retained 
some of the traditional characteristics of performance, such as the less for-
mal type of contact between artists and audience. At the same time, night-
clubs enabled and manifested processes of modernisation characterising the 
situation in post Ottoman Muslim society and reflecting the growing West-
ern impact on Iraq, as will be discussed below.106  

In the late nineteenth century, coffee shops were the main public venue 
for entertainment in Baghdad. They were available for male clients only, and 
employed male workers only.107 Men who frequented them drank coffee and 
tea and played backgammon, chess and dominos. Instrumental music was 
the main entertainment. There were also one-man comic shows,108 shadow 

                               
102 Al-Rajab elaborates on each of the traditional instruments in a chapter on chalghi: santur, 

joza, riq and naqara. He only mentions in a footnote (1961:173 n. 1) that other instru-
ments are added nowadays – some Western, as the cello, and some Eastern (sharqiyya), 
like the oud and the qanun. Tsuge (1972:63) reports on the situation in 1972. A look at 
1990s recordings of acclaimed reciters – such as Yousef Omar, Hussain al-Aʿthami and 
Hamed a-Saʿadi – reveals a preference for the chalghi. حامد السعدي ,حسين األعظمي ,يوسف عمر 

103 Kojaman (2001:13) suggests that “no Maqam singer agreed to be accompanied by modern 
instruments until 1929.” Garvey (2020:78, 80), however, notes that Al-Qubanchi record-
ed Maqam Rast in 1926, as mentioned above. The recording is of poor technical quality, 
but it sounds like the accompaniment is by a takht, not a chalghi. 

104 Kojaman (2001:14–15). 
105 Lepp (2015:5). 
106 See also below, in “Nightclub entrepreneurs and nightclub musicians”, on the close con-

nection between musicians and nightclub owners (who were often musicians them-
selves), and on the connection between commercial considerations and the promotion of 
music-making. 

107 Valentin Olsen (2020:243). 
108 Kojaman (2001:27); Valentin Olsen (2020:251). 
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theatre (Qarakoz) خيال الظل, story-telling and poetry recitation.109 In the fes-
tive month of Ramadan, when Muslims are called to fast during the day and 
to celebrate in the evening, these coffee shops offered live performances of 
the Iraqi Maqam.110 But such attractions as storytelling and shadow theatre 
would soon vanish, to be replaced by gramophones and radio sets. Live mu-
sic became the domain of other venues, such as nightclubs and music halls. 
The coffee shops themselves, though, did not disappear. On the contrary, 
they grew in numbers during the 1930s and 1940s, with the spread of educa-
tion and the frequenting by students and intellectuals of these hubs of leisure 
and interest.111 

 
 

 
Figure 8. A chalghi band, Baghdad, 1917, including the joza player Nahum abul-
kamana (Nahum the joza player), to the right. This player is likely to be Nahum ben 
Yona, who is mentioned in Al-Rajab (1961:182). The santur player is probably Hugi 
Pataw, and the drummer might be Ibrahim Ezra Shasha. Courtesy of BJHC. 

Back in the late nineteenth century, there had been nightclubs in Cairo, of-
fering the more modern form of entertainment by female singers and danc-

                               
109 Kojaman (2001:28); Al-Allaf (1960:59); Valentin Olsen (2020:239, 245, 251–253). Some 

coffee shops offered entertainment in the form of cockfighting, wrestling, or weightlift-
ing (Valentin Olsen 2020:251). 

110 Kojaman (2015:103). 
111 Valentin Olsen (2020:279). 
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ers.112 It is unclear when this kind of pastime became available in Baghdad 
too. Al-Allaf maintains that Ottoman legislation in 1908 opened up a new 
era in Baghdad’s entertainment, and that the first dancer to perform there 
came from Aleppo. Kojaman suggests there were no nightclubs in Iraq be-
fore or during the First World War. He refers to Al-Allaf’s description of 
“nightclub Sab in the Maidan area” in Baghdad, and points out that Sab سبع 
was a coffee house and not a nightclub. In any case, the stream of artists 
from neighbouring countries stopped during the war, according to 
Kojaman.113 He argues that nightclubs were established in Baghdad around 
1930, and that “in the early 1930s there were at least three nightclubs in 
Baghdad.”114 Yet, in another chapter, he writes that “nightclubs started [after 
the First World War] and the demand for modern musicians became much 
higher…”115 It is unclear what sources informed Kojaman’s assertions. 
Shimon Hayat contends the first nightclubs opened after the British con-
quered Iraq in the First World War, and that more nightclubs opened during 
the 1920s.116 

These contrasting assertions suggest there were different kinds of night-
club at different periods. What is more, Warkov comments that some of her 
interlocutors used the term “nightclub” for what others called a coffee 
house.117 These establishments were called teatro, cabaret, malha or otel, 
depending on the dialect.118 They offered entertainment by female singers 
and dancers, and served alcohol.119 Before the First World War, nightclubs 

                               
112 Danielson (2020:13) mentions Alf Laiya wa Layla ألف ليلة وليلة (A Thousand and One 

Nights), a nightclub established in 1897 for the singer and dancer Tawhida توحيدة by her 
husband, alongside European-style cafés, restaurants and taverns owned by local Chris-
tians and Europeans in Cairo in the late nineteenth century. The dissimilarity between 
Baghdad and Cairo in this field illustrates the difference between colonial Egypt and Ot-
toman Baghdad at the turn of the twentieth century. 

113 Kojaman (2001:31–32). 
114 Kojaman (2001:111). 
115 Kojaman (2001:20). 
116 Hayat (1981:113, 118). 
117 Warkov (1987:42 n. 29). 
118 “malha” was used in Modern Sandard Arabic (according to Zubaida, personal communica-

tion, 27th December 2019); “otel” was used in the Jewish dialect (according to Mazal al-
Kuwaity, personal communication, 4th March 2018). Danielson (2008:307 n. 15) de-
scribes similar establishments by these names in 1920s Cairo. It is possible their names 
in Iraq – indeed the very concept of these venues – came from Cairo. 

119 Kojaman (2015:170) relates that new nightclubs, as opposed to coffee shops, served alco-
hol. Seroussi (2010:512) mentions the role of Jews in Islamic countries in the Middle 
East before and during the colonial era as musicians and owners of coffee shops and es-
tablishments that served alcohol (Islam forbids the consumption of alcohol). Main 
(2004:36), writing in 1935, contends that owners of “Arab theatres” are run by “Muslim 
proprietors”, often in connection with hotels and large coffee houses presenting Arab 
music and dance. It is unclear whether these establishments served alcohol or, if so, 
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presented only foreign artists who visited Iraq from other Arab countries for 
short periods.120 After the war and until the mid-1920s, on the other hand, 
there was a new type of coffee shop offering live modern music. A famous 
one was Sawwas سواس, in the Midan area.121 

Then, according to Kojaman, “nightclubs in their new form were estab-
lished at around 1928”.122 Men under the age of eighteen were not allowed 
in, and no women were in the audience.123 They were open from 19:00 or 
20:00 until midnight. The entrance fee included the first drink, and was a bit 
higher than the price of an alcoholic drink outside. There was a stage and 
rows of chairs, and there were tables in the rear where customers could have 
dinner.124 These nightclubs featured several local female singers and dancers 
who received low fees, alongside a star female singer who appeared last, so 
that the audience stayed and waited for the best part of the evening.125 The 
Baghdadi nightclubs, including this evening schedule, were probably mod-
elled after nightclubs in Cairo.126 

Male singers and dancers, who had been typical in the late nineteenth cen-
tury, gradually made way for female artists.127 By the beginning of the twen-
tieth century, the singers and dancers were all female, except for male artists 
who were called sha‛ar شعّار. These men danced in women’s costumes, used 
make-up, wore false breasts, jewellery and wigs, and were often sex work-
ers.128 Sami Zubaida refers to the “association of entertainment with drink 
and prostitution, with many categories of singers and dancers identified as 
prostitutes of both sexes, pimps and otherwise of loose moral conduct”.129 
By the 1920s, Iraqi nightclubs featured female artists only.130 The disap-

                                                                                                                             
whether the “proprietors” to whom Main refers were officially the owners or enfran-
chised managers.  

120 Kojaman (2001:99). 
121 Kojaman (2001:45). Al-Wardi (1964:82) offers that most of “the old nightclubs in Bagh-

dad” (al-malahi al-Baghdadiya al-qadima المالهي البغدادية القديمة) were in the Midan area. 
His use of the word ‘old’ can be misleading, as the singers he mentions in this context 
were active in the 1930s and 1940s. 

122 Kojaman (2001:99). 
123 The age restriction may have been connected to alcohol consumption (Valentin Olsen 

2020:299).  
124 Kojaman (2001:46). 
125 Kojaman (2001:46–47). Among such stars were, for example, Salima Murad and Sultana 

Yousef (ibid). 
126 Danielson (1988:145) describes nightclubs in 1920s Cairo with a support act by a female 

singer, before the main show by a more famous female singer. 
127 Valentin Olsen (2020:288). 
128 Zubaida (2002). 
129 Zubaida (2002:213). 
130 Valentin Olsen (2020:294); Zubaida (2002:221) writes that “boys and transsexuals were 

used to impersonate women” in cafés and in the first nightclubs, until female dancers 
from Syria and Egypt began to appear as dancers in these venues. Al-Allaf (1960:58, 
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pearence of cross-dressing characters from the public sphere throughout the 
Ottoman Empire marks a shift to modern standards of heteronormativity. 
The all-female line-up in nightclubs articulated sexual desire in a manner 
considered acceptable in the modernised society.131 

Some of the singers who appeared in nightclubs for low fees were recruit-
ed from Baghdad’s brothels.132 Describing the 1930s and 1940s, Menashe 
Somekh – who grew up in Baghdad and worked there as a journalist in the 
1940s – related that, as the singers moved among the audience, customers 
could buy a drink for them and something could be arranged with them. It 
was not overt, he explained, but some of the singers were available for 
sex.133 Likewise, Elias Zbedah – a musician born in Baghdad in 1931 – 
maintained it was important for singers in a club to be pretty, because they 
sat with men in the audience and encouraged them to buy drinks.134 This was 
a financial tactic of club owners. In 1920s Cairo, similarly, some female 
singers were required by music-hall owners or café owners to socialise or 
drink with customers.135 The association between sex work and performance 
in nightclubs was even stronger in the case of dancers, who were regarded as 
prostitutes136 and thus of lower social status than nightclub singers. 

The stigmatisation of nightclubs is illustrated in Salim Shibbath’s account 
of his late teens in Baghdad. Shibbath (1908–1981)137, an aspiring Jewish 
Maqam reciter, loved to listen to the singer Zakiyya George. He went to hear 
her often, and was always afraid one of his relatives may see him in the 
nightclub.138 When nightclubs gained popularity and there was a growing 

                                                                                                                             
121) notes that women did not perform in the old nightclubs (مالهي), and that there were 
only men dressed up as women who performed at Sab سبع nightclub/café in the Midan ar-
ea in Baghdad. 

131 Valentin Olsen (2020:292). Main (2004:23–24), writing in 1935, notes that same-sex 
relationships are widespread. Moreover, while sodomy is an offence carrying a penalty, 
there are hardly any convictions in practice. 

132 Kojaman (2001:46–47). 
133 Warkov (17th June 1981) interview. 
134 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 14th March 2019. 
135 Danielson (2008:301–302). 
136 Warkov (1987:18). 
137 Years for Salim Shibbat according to Ben-Jacob (1993:70) 
138 Warkov (1987:29–30). Danielson (2008:292) writes about female musicians – mostly 

singers – in 1920s Cairo who performed in music theatres and music halls and made 
commercial recordings. These artists, she maintains, were often “confused with dancers 
or prostitutes, especially by foreign observers.” Danielson (2008:303) concedes, howev-
er, that it was not only foreigners who stigmatised female singers. She suggests 
(2008:303) the prevailing attitude was to associate entertainment – especially commercial 
entertainment – with prostitution, drunkenness, gambling and drugs. This attitude resem-
bles social views in Iraq at that time. Danielson maintains that male and female singers, 
dancers, actors and actresses were regarded as of relatively low social position, and that 
this social rank was evident in the fact that they could rarely marry into the elite classes. 
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demand for musicians, non-professional players – that is, competent musi-
cians who made a living in other occupations – tended to reject offers of paid 
work in nightclubs, due to the low reputation of these establishments.139  

Al-Allaf suggests that performing in nightclubs (malahi مالهي) was the 
only way to make a name as a singer in Baghdad. It is unclear which period 
he is referring to; but since he mentions the singer Wahida Khalil, it is likely 
the situation he describes obtained in the mid- to late-1940s.140 Similarly, 
Obadia describes the nightclubs in Baghdad in the 1920s as venues for Iraqi 
music, and points out the abundance of new singers during the 1920s.141 

Nightclubs, whether in their 1920s version or after 1930, satisfied a de-
mand for light entertainment – as distinct from the Iraqi Maqam – and they 
furthered the development of such entertainment. Like coffee houses before, 
nightclubs contributed to the development of the new Iraqi song. The new 
kind of nightclub went hand in hand with a new type of ensemble, for ac-
companying the local female singers.142 The accompanying ensemble in 
nightclubs typically included an oud player, a violinist, a qanun player and 
two percussionists. Nightclub owners urged their musicians to compose 
songs as well as instrumental music to accompany the dancers and to play in 
the intervals.143 The audience was more interested in songs than in instru-
mental pieces, and this led to more new singers appearing on the scene.144 

The musicologist Hammudi Al-Wardi suggests, in his book of 1964, Iraqi 
Singing, that famous nightclub singers such as Zakiyya George, Munira al-
Hawazwaz منيرة الهوزوز, Narges Shauqi, Salima Murad سليمة مراد, Afifa 
Iskandar عفيفة اسكندر and Antoinette Iskandar sang “Baghdadi songs” express-
ing “the original Baghdadi spirit”.145 The word used for original is “asil” 
 and it also means noble and authentic. He adds that female singers ,اصيل
such as Sultana Yousef 146(1981–1903) سلطانة يوسف and Zuhur Hussain, and 
the male singer Abdu Sa‛ada performed rural (rifi ريفي) songs. He mentions 

                                                                                                                             
The singers Danielson wrote about, though, came from lower-class families (2008:301), 
since there were very few – if any – middle- or upper-class women who performed in 
public in Cairo at that time. Thus, the low social status of performers was not only due to 
their profession; it was also linked with their poor background. 

139 Kojaman (2001:47). 
140 Al-Allaf/ Female Singers of Baghdad, only in the 2006 edition. Al-Allaf asserts that 

Wahida Khalil began to sing in her home town, Basra. Then she moved to Al-Imara and 
from there to Baghdad. He does not indicate when she was born. 

141 Obadia (1999:126). 
142 Kojaman (2001:99). Al-Wardi (1964:82) asserts that each nightclub had its own instru-

mental ensemble (firqa musiqiya فرقة موسيقية) and a troup of male and female vocalists 
(majmu‛a min al-mutribat wal-mutribin طربينممجموعة من المطربات وال ). 

143 Kojaman (2015:104). 
144 Kojaman (2015:105). 
145 Al-Wardi (1964:82) الغناء \ي الورد يحمود العراقي       
146 Year of birth: Al-Ameri (1990:341); Years according to Linden (2001:339).  
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two songs from among those “sung in the old nightclubs”: “Che mali wali” 
 The latter was 147.قلبك صخر جلمود ”and “Galbak sakhar jalmud ,چي مالي والي
composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity around 1930, but Al-Wardi does not mention 
his name, although he does credit other composers and lyricists in some cas-
es throughout the book. Later I discuss the issue of credit to composers and 
lyricists in books, and I analyse the notion of “the Baghdadi spirit”. 

Before the 1930s, ensembles of modern music in Iraq (as distinct from the 
Maqam) included the violin, the oud, percussion and sometimes the 
qanun.148 These ensembles performed mostly Egyptian songs in the Egyptian 
dialect, and pastat.149 There were no modern Iraqi songs at the time.150 It was 
only in 1929 that Al-Qubanchi began recording light songs in an Iraqi style, 
which he composed.151 Nightclubs played an important role in the dissemina-
tion of new music and in its development, a role they retained even when 
Radio Iraq joined the scene.152 

Nightclub ensembles performing in private settings 
Nightclub ensembles performed in private homes too. By 1930, the ensem-
bles that offered Egyptian and new Iraqi music became more popular than 
the chalghi, and more expensive to hire for private celebrations.153 This was 
a new type of family celebration.154 Only the rich could afford to have a 
teatro at home, as it was called. The decline in popularity of chalghi nights, 
and the rise in popularity of nightclub ensembles, meant that the latter were 
more in demand. They were also larger, and they included a female singer as 
well as dancers, and that increased the cost. On top of that was a fee to the 

                               
147 Al-Wardi (1964:83). 
148 Kojaman (2001:100). 
149 These ensembles were probably modelled after Egyptian ones. Danielson (1988:144) 

describes performances in Cairo with the same instrumental line-up, with a solo singer 
performing “popular songs from musical plays; light-hearted, strophic songs called 
ṭaqātīq […] and the more demanding qaṣā’īd”. 

150 Kojaman (2001:227). Kojaman elaborates: the vocal genres Layali, Mawal and dwar; and 
the instrumental genres: taqsim, samaʿi, and bashraf (2001:101). 

151 Kojaman (2001:228). Among Al-Qubanchi’s songs were the following five (YouTube 
links accessed on 28th December 2020): 

نادي كل في المغني انا  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIROoMzWwug 
 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJTGtnUNhyA زين هللا جابك
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lioazYqkPcg يا حلو يابو السدارة

  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnERMWfDmvo قدم لي برهانك

 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elpgI85dp88 ياللي نسيتونا يِمتى تِِذكرونا
 
152 Kojaman (2015:170–171). 
153 Kojaman (2001:99). 
154 This passage is based on Kojaman (2001:111–113). 
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club owner. The fee was agreed with the club’s management or with the 
principal singer. The latter also received tips, in the form of money thrown 
on her by the celebrators while she sang.  

The ensemble arrived at the family’s venue after finishing the perfor-
mance at the club, at midnight. If this was a wedding or henna party (a pre-
nuptial celebration), the ceremonies and dinner would take place in the earli-
er part of the evening. The celebration then would go on until the morning, 
with singing and dancing as the main entertainment and instrumental pieces 
in the intervals. Zubaida describes an occasion in the 1940s, where Saleh and 
Daud al-Kuwaity, by then already running their own nightclub, performed. 
This was the wedding celebration of a diplomat in a home in Al-Salahiyya, a 
suburb of Baghdad. 
 

The musical entertainment started with the chalghi accompanied by singing 
of maqams and pastas by professionals and amateurs. At midnight, the then 
renowned singer ‘Afifa Iskandar arrived with her takht (band) headed by Sa-
lih al-Kuwaiti. They came from the Otel al-Jawahiri (which belonged to the 
Kuwaiti brothers) after the end of their performance there. ‘Afifa danced and 
sang and charmed all present with her smiles and jokes. The party continued 
in the gardens till dawn, after which the heat of the day (it was July) drove 
the revellers into the depths of the house cellars, where they continued eating, 
drinking and singing till lunchtime.155 

 
It is questionable if the brothers had their own nightclub already in 1940, as 
the above quote suggests. Nevertheless, this quotation portrays a typical 
evening in the brothers’ life at the height of their career in Baghdad. Twena 
related that Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity worked at night and slept during the 
day.156 The brothers also performed at family celebrations within the Jewish 
community. Menashe Somekh recalled his cousin’s henna party in the 1930s 
(when he was a boy), at which Saleh al-Kuwaity and Salima Murad per-
formed.157 

Interaction with the audience 
Giving tips by throwing money at the vocalist was not restricted to female 
performers. It was also common in performances of Iraqi Maqam, at least in 
some contexts, such as family celebrations. The aforementioned Jewish 
Maqam-reciter, Salim Shibbath, related that he got money while he was 

                               
155 Zubaida (2002:225), relying on Amin al-Mumayyiz (1986:267) Baghdad Kama Ariftuha 

 The citation, from the electronic version, may have a different formatting .بغداد كما عرفتها
from the printed version (regarding italics, for example). 

156 Warkov (1987:20). 
157 Menashe Somekh, personal communication, 16th October 2016. 
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singing and put it in his pocket.158 People from the audience would ask the 
vocalist to perform a song or a particular Maqam, and rewarded him or her 
on the spot. Thus, payment depended upon fulfilling listeners’ requests and 
enhancing their enthusiasm. Such interaction with the audience led to in-
spired performance.159 It is likely some musicians took a calculated ap-
proach, developing techniques to elicit greater payments, by – for example – 
exaggerating certain musical features which were known to excite the audi-
ence.160  

  The wish to satisfy the audience’s taste is of course common to many 
musicians, wherever they are. The question is to what extent. The aforemen-
tioned Jewish Baghdadi musician, Ezra Aharon, took a firm approach, com-
posing without regard to the audience’s taste. Speaking to Warkov about 
performing his music in Baghdad, he said: “If we would wait [sic] for the 
audience, we would never progress. They like [sic] simple things. We want-
ed to make good music.”161 

Employment conditions of nightclub ensembles 
Some vocalists, including acclaimed Maqam reciters, had a business, a voca-
tion, or a religious function besides their stage performances, at least until 
they reached stardom. Instrumentalists, however, were in greater demand, 
and they usually did not need a day job.162 Nightclubs in Iraq employed mu-
sicians individually at first. It was only in the mid-1930s, following the ex-
ample of the Radio ensemble, that musicians would form an ensemble iden-
tified with a nightclub even when performing in other settings.163  

  Musicians and singers, even successful ones, had no financial safety net. 
Some suffered poverty in old age.164 The female singer Saddiqa al-Mulaya 
 became blind and sold matches on the streets.166 165(1970–1900) صديقة المالية
Another female singer, Munira al-Hawazwaz, lived in poverty and in sad 
circumstances in the 1960s.167 

                               
158 Warkov (1987:49). 
159 Warkov (1987:49). 
160 Warkov (1987:49). 
161 Warkov and Bohlman (1st February 1981) interview YC-01753-REL_A_01. Time code 

23’27–23’50. Cited from Warkov’s translation into English. The square brackets are 
mine. In Hebrew, Aharon said: 

, אז לא נתקדם אף פעם. הם אוהבים דברים פשוטים. אבל אנחנו רוצים ]רוצה[אם אנחנו נחכה לקהל, מה שהוא ”
  “.]כאן ההקלטה אינה ברורה[לעשות 

162 Warkov (1987:20). 
163 Kojaman (2015:164, 165).  He uses the term malha (pl. malahi) when referring to night-

clubs in this context. 
164 Kishtainy (1983:134). 
165 Years according to Moussali (1996). Simms (2004:5) suggests 1901–1968. 
166 Kojaman (2001:19 n. 1); Obadia (1999:65). 
167 Al-Allaf (1969:206). 
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The vast majority of singers who performed songs by the brothers Al-
Kuwaity and their fellow composers in Iraq during the 1930s and 1940s 
were female. These songs were performed by male Maqam reciters or in-
strumentalists as pastat, at the end of Maqam performances. However, I have 
found no recordings of such performances by male vocalists from the 1930s 
and 1940s. Other genres, such as rural songs and monologs were performed 
by both male and female singers. 

In conclusion, nightclubs were the scene onto which the brothers Al-
Kuwaity stepped when they left Kuwait in the late 1920s. Switching from 
Ottoman nocturnal entertainment to modern establishments similar to those 
in Cairo and Beirut, nightclubs encouraged new musical genres and perfor-
mance modes. While political history is concerned with the state – with its 
political parties, army and civil service – the analysis of music and of the 
music sphere enables us to understand how everyday life shaped modernity 
and was affected by it. This chapter portrayed the initial musical activity of 
the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and set the background for their career in the musi-
cal life of Iraq. The main venue for the performance of urban popular songs 
such as theirs was the nightclub and private occasions. In the next chapter, I 
discuss the ways in which these songs were shaped by nightclubs and by the 
nation-building process, and I show other ways in which the brothers’ work 
was pioneering. 
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Chapter 2: A successful career in Baghdad 

This chapter deals with the activity of the brothers Al-Kuwaity during the 
two decades that defined them as prominent Iraqi musicians. It analyses the 
mechanisms that enabled them to play an important part in Iraqi nation-
building. The axis of the brothers’ roles was their participation in two do-
mains of music which had more or less distinct audiences and were ranked 
differently: the Iraqi Maqam and newly composed music. The novelty in the 
brothers’ ensemble was that it was a takht (as opposed to chalghi لغياچ ) and 
played newly composed music, but at the same time accompanied Maqam 
reciters as a chalghi would, without switching to chalghi instruments.1 The 
brothers’ ensemble connected the two distinct musical worlds. 

In 1930, the brothers settled in Baghdad.2 The city offered more opportu-
nities for the two young and successful Kuwaiti musicians than they had had 
in Basra.3 According to Kojaman, the brothers made a huge impression on 
the music scene in Baghdad upon their arrival.4 Saleh al-Kuwaity recounted 
that he and Daud played oud and violin respectively in a nightclub at Royal 
Cinema with the singer Sultana Yousef سلطانة يوسف. He added that, around 
1931 or 1932, the singer Salima Murad asked them to work with her.5 The 
brothers started to play at Al-Hilal nightclub الهالل, where Jabbar Saba سبع 
 was the owner and Salima Murad was the principal singer.6 It was عبد الجبار
one of the most prominent nightclubs, and non-Iraqi singers such as the 
Egyptians Umm Kulthum and Nadra performed there in the early 1930s.7 Al-
Hilal was the new name of the Majestic nightclub.8 The Majestic was estab-

                               
1 Kojaman (2001:15) 
2 Shahed (1982) interview. Saleh al-Kuwaity said in another interview that they moved in the 

end of 1929 (Badran interview, probably 1980s). 
3 Kathleen Langley (1961:72) writes that, although there was only one street wide enough in 

Baghdad in 1929 for a motor bus or a truck, motor buses started to operate in the city in 
that year, and “Baghdad was better off than any other community in Iraq”. 

4 Kojaman (2015:165) does not elaborate, but the brothers’ career from their first years in 
Baghdad testifies to their success. 

5 Salman (1984) interview. 
6 Shahed (1982) interview. Al-Allaf (1969:197) states that Salima Murad was the principal 

singer at Al-Hilal, implying that this had been the case since the early 1920s. 
7 Kojaman (2001:100). 
8 Al-Allaf (1969:196); Hayat (1981:118).  
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lished after the British conquered Iraq in the First World War.9 A decade 
later, nightclubs were still scarce in the city, and the brothers were among 
the first musicians to join this new form of entertainment. 

 

 
Figure 9. Royal Cinema, Baghdad, 1934. Source: Hamudi (2002). 

Composing for nightclub singers 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity’s agreement to work at Al-Hilal was with Sali-
ma Murad herself.10 Salima Murad 11,(1974–1903) سليمة مراد a popular singer 
from a Jewish family, was also known as Salima Pasha.12 She performed a 

                               
9 Al-Allaf (1969:196); Hayat (1981:113). 
10 Shahed (1982) interview. 
11 Years according to Obadia (1999:127). According to Al-Aʿthami (2001:163), Salima Mu-

rad was born in 1905. 
12 The singer’s father was called Murad, and she said the audience crowned her “Pasha”. Her 

sister, on the other hand, was called Regina Pasha, so the family name may have sounded 
similar to this aristocratic title. In any case, it was not conferred on her by the monarch or 
the prime minister, despite the folklore. (Menashe Somekh, personal communication, 20th 
November 2011). According to The Iraq Directory 1936 (English version), When the Di-
rectory was in press, “a law was enacted prohibiting the use of titles, such as Beg, Pasha, 
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variety of genres, including newly composed songs by Ezra Aharon, Yousef 
Zaarurيوسف  زعرور and others.13 These were the first years of mediated mu-
sic, and the concept of songs’ becoming popular via mass media was still 
new. Music records were not yet found in every household in Iraq, and the 
national radio only started broadcasting in the mid-1930s. 

Salima Murad was one of the first Iraqi female singers to record and to 
perform on radio.14 According to Saleh al-Kuwaity, she asked him to com-
pose songs for her,15 and it was probably at this point that the young musi-
cian discovered his talent for composition. It is likely Saleh al-Kuwaity had 
previously composed some songs in a Kuwaiti style, and that Salima Murad, 
as a well-known singer, was impressed by them, and only then asked him to 
compose for her. Al-Kuwaity mentioned, for example, that he learned the 
song “Yu‛ahiduni” يُعاِهدُني in Kuwait, and that he composed a new melody 
for this text.16 

                                                                                                                             
ect. In Iraq” (unnumbered page). Khadduri (1960:60) notes that the law passed on 4th 
April 1936, but people continued to use the Ottoman titles in everyday speech. 

13 Twenah (possibly late 1970s) On Salima Murad. Notes for a radio programme, BJHC man-
uscript. One of the songs by Ezra Aharon which Salima Murad performed was “Khaddak 
gumar ya hwai” خدك گمر يا هواي, and one of the songs by Zaarur was اخوي دَكل ألمي 

       Twena continues and mentions some of the singer’s first songs:  
 

“Diggim sitratek zen” (Button up your jacket well)  دگم سترتك زين 
“La ad ashattem” (Before I start swearing) ال عاد أَشتِّم 
“Bilsuq ilak idwan” (You have enemies in the market)  بالسوق الك عدوان 
“BAlla ya laqi (?) al-afandi” This is likely to be the song 

“Lafandi” (“The effendi”). Hilmi 
(1984:64) and Obadia (1999:125), 
however, write that Saddiqa al-
Mulaya performed this song.  

 االفندي لقى?)(با يا 

 
14 This singer’s centrality in Iraqi music is shown by the fact that many musicians composed 

for her. Obadia (1999:126) relates that, besides Saleh al-Kuwaity, his brother Daud com-
posed for Salima Murad, as did “the greatest Baghdadi composers” (kibar mulahini 
Baghdad كبار ملحني بغداد) such as Salim Daud سليم داود. Obadia also mentions the following 
composers in this context, some of whom were active from the 1950s onwards:  

Yahya Hamdi 
Abas Jamil 

Sa‛id al-‛Ajlawi (‛Ijlawi?) 
Khedher Elias 

Nathem Na‛im 
Hamdan al-Saher 
Ahmad al-Khtaib 
Ahmad al-Khalil 
Kathem al-Hariri 

Ridha Ali 

 يحيا حمدي
 عباس جميل
 سعيد العجالوي
 خضيّر الياس
 ناظم نعيم
 حمدان الساحر
 احمد الخطيب
 احمد الخليل
 كاظم الحريري
 رضا علي

 
15 Shahed (1982) interview, and Salman (1984) interview. 
16 Shahed (1982) interview. 
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In an interview in 1984, Saleh al-Kuwaity said the audience’s enthusiastic 
reception of his first compositions for Salima Murad encouraged him to 
compose more songs.17 He reported in another interview how he composed 
several songs for Salima Murad within the course of a single week,18 to lyr-
ics by Abd al-Karim al-Allaf. This was the beginning of a long-lasting col-
laboration between Saleh al-Kuwaity as a composer and Salima Murad as a 
singer, as well as between her and the brothers as accompanists. Over the 
years, Saleh al-Kuwaity composed a large number of songs for Salima Mu-
rad.19 Daud al-Kuwaity also composed songs for female singers, albeit on a 
smaller scale. The brothers developed their own style of songs while work-
ing with female singers in nightclubs, as this study shows. Among the songs 
Saleh al-Kuwaity mentioned as the first ones he composed for Salima Murad 
was “Ya Slema”. This was probably the song also known as “Dhub wu tifa-
tar” فطرتو ذوب . 

“Ya Slema” (“Dhub wu tifatar”): Al-Kuwaity’s style at the 
beginning of his career as a composer 
 

Ya Slema (Dhub wu tifatar) فطرتو ذوب( ةيا سليم( 
 

Verse 1 
Melt away and shatter, oh my heart! 
weep and bemoan the one who has gone 
and left you 

Refrain 
Ah Slema, my beloved 
Everyone is asleep 
And how can my heart sleep? 

Verse 1 
  يا قلبي حيل وياك رطَّ فَ ذوب وتْ 
  وخالك رطعالقور سَّ حَ تْ ون و

 
Refrain 

  اه يا سليمة يا حبيبة 
  الناسنامت عيون 

  ينَْيَمهشِ قلبي 
 

As mentioned, this song was among the first to be composed by Saleh al-
Kuwaity in Baghdad. Thus, it can tell us something about Al-Kuwaity’s style 
at the beginning of his career as a composer. The lyrics are probably by Abd 
al-Karim al-Allaf.20 Salima Murad recorded this song with the brothers Al-

                               
17 Salman (1984) interview. 
18 Shahed (1982) interview. Saleh al-Kuwaity mentioned among them “Galbak sakhar jal-

mud” (قلبك صخر جلمود), “Huwa l-bilani” (هو البالني), and “Minak yal asmar” (منّك ياألسمر). 
19 Obadia (1999:126) suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed hundreds of songs for Salima 

Murad. This is probably correct, as it seems Al-Kuwaity composed over four hundred 
songs before immigrating to Israel, as I conclude. Since he composed not only for Salima 
Murad, though, it is likely his songs for her numbered between one hundred and three 
hundred. 

20 Obadia (1999:53); Shahed (1982) interview; Al-Allaf [1945] (1963:203). 
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Kuwaity in 1932. Later recordings, by several vocalists, are in another mode, 
as I discuss below.21 

The melodic range – a fifth – is common in old pastat and in abudhiyyat,22 
as compared with some other songs by Al-Kuwaity which stretch over a 
ninth. In spite of this relatively limited range, howevr, the melody is expres-
sive, and includes a noticeable leap from 2^ to 5^ (from “tar” in “tifatar” to 
“ya” in “ya glebi”. This leap in the vocal line is suggestive, perhaps, of the 
narrator’s cry to his or her own heart, in the face of abandonment by the 
beloved. 

The song is in a strongly delineated two-beat rhythmic cycle. Hilmi, in his 
book of 1984, notates the song in the 2/4 Al-wahda al-maqsuma المقسومة 
 rhythmic cycle.23 It is hard to tell if Saleh al-Kuwaity modelled this الوحدة
song after any existing style, in terms of its rhythmic cycle. Egyptian songs 
of that time had four- or eight- beat rhythmic cycles more often than they 
had duple-metric cycles. It is likely Al-Kuwaity had pastat on his mind.24 
Pastat were in a variety of rhythmic cycles, including duple ones, such as al-
wahda al-maqsuma.25 Indeed the song appears in the HMV 1932 catalogue, 
with Salima Murad (“The lady Salima Pasha”) as the singer and the indica-
tion in Arabic “pasta [in the melodic mode] Musta‛ar”. It is entitled “Ya 
Sleima”,26 suggesting the song may have been regarded as a pasta already 
then. Al-Allaf, however, refers to “Ya Sleima” as “a song in the melodic 
mode Musta‛ar”.27 I analyse the term “pasta” later in this book, when I dis-
cuss musical terminology. 

In the book, Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of The Beautiful Time, the melod-
ic mode of this song is Nahawand Shu‛ar, based on Salima Murad’s record-

                               
21 For studying this song, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded by 

the user Isarsam, accessed on 7th November 2020. 
        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDOh7JzuKnk> 
22 A diminished fifth, in this case. Hassan (2001) notes that the melodic range of the abudhiy-

ya is usually a fourth or a fifth. 
23 Hilmi (1984:89) calls the cycle simply Wahda وحدة, as is customary in the musical parlance, 

like the 4/4 Wahda cycle. 
24 The next section presents some pre-1930 pastat, against which I compare Saleh al-

Kuwaity’s songs. 
25 Al-Saʿadi (2006:272) suggests the most common rhythmic cycle (wazn) in pastat is the 6/4 

beat Sangin Samaʿi, as in “Ya zareʿ al-bazringosh” يالزارع البزرنگوش and “Al-majrasha” 
 is also الوحدة المقسومة He contends the 2/4 rhythmic cycle Al-wahda al-maqsuma .المجرشة
prevalent in pastat: for example, “Tal‛a min bayt abuha” طالعة من بيت ابوها, “Ya bint 
aynich alaya” يا بنت عينچ عليه and “Ishlon ishlon yalla”  The 4/4 Wahda is . الـلـه يا شلون شلون
found in some pastat, according to Al-Saʿadi, such as “Ya masʿad al-subhiya” 

الصبحية مسعد        دربه عن ميلو ”and “An darbu milu يا  . Al-Saʿadi maintains the 12/4 Yigrig گرگي  
is considered the most difficult among the rhythms in pastat, implying it was not very 
common in this repertoire.  

26 Supplement 13–14, p. 2, catalogue number G.D.97 
27 Al-Allaf [1945] (1963:203) نغمها مستعار )سليمه يا (اغنية   
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ing.28 This mode includes a Nahawand scale on G with a low F# as the fi-
nalis (qarar قرار), as seen in the figure below. The typical melodic path is the 
B – A – G – F# descent (intervals of ½ – 1 – ½ tones).  
 

 
Figure 10. The scale of the melodic mode Nahawand Shu‛ar 

Musta‛ar ارعموست  – the mode indicated in the HMV catalogue and by Al-Allaf 
– is similar in pitch content. It includes the F# note below a Nahawand pen-
tachord on G. This similarity must be the source of the ambiguity between 
the two modes. Neither Nahawand Shu‛ar nor Musta‛ar are prevalent in the 
rest of the Mashriq, and both were likely to be better known in Iraq and in 
Turkey.29 If that was the case, then this choice of melodic mode testifies to 
Al-Kuwaity’s ability to innovate within familiar Iraqi musical frameworks, 
an ability I shall discuss further on. If these modes were just as rare in Iraq, 
then this choice testifies to Al-Kuwaity’s use of uncommon musical features. 
This trait of Al-Kuwaity’s compositions is also discussed further in this 
book. 

Later renditions of this song, however, are in a different mode altogether: 
Hijaz. These re-recordings include Daud al-Kuwaity’s and Saad al-Bayati’s, 
as well as a later rendition by Salima Murad.30 These keep the contour of the 
song as in the early recording by Salima Murad, but the melodic mode is 
different, and so the emotional flavour of the song is different. The descent 
to the finalis is D – C# – B  – A (intervals of ½ – 1½ – ½ tones). Hilmi also 
notates the song in Hijaz, and he indicates that Salima Murad performed it.31 
Saleh al-Kuwaity was obviously aware of this Hijaz variation on the song, 

                               
28 Taher Barakat, one of the authors (Personal communication, 4th September 2019). 
29 “Mustar” موستار – very likely the Turkish pronunciation of “Musta‛ar” موستعار – appears in a 

list of Turkish melodic modes in use during the nineteenth century, by Obadia 
(1999:149). A more thorough examination of whether Nahawand Shu‛ar and Musta‛ar 
were indeed used in Ottoman music is beyond the scope of this study. 

30 In Hijaz, by Daud al-Kuwaity: IBA reel 17900, of 31st January 1966, and IBA reel 18073 
[Master1951]; Salima Murad’s recording, uploaded by the user firas qasim on YouTube, 
and accessed on 7th November 2020: 

   <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3VSNQsP274>   
31 Hilmi (1984:88). 
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since he worked closely with his brother Daud and most likely participated 
in Daud’s recording of the song for IBA. Was it then Saleh himself who 
made the change of melodic mode? It is hard to tell, and there is no notation 
of the song in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s manuscripts that could shed light on the 
question. 

Another question is whether the change from a mode that is less well-
known (in the Mashriq, perhaps including Iraq) into one of the fundamental 
modes in Arab music (including Iraq) – like Hijaz – was an adaptation that 
was later adopted by the brothers Al-Kuwaity. In other words, did later 
performers such as Saad al-Bayati adjust the melody to a more familiar 
mode (Hijaz)? Again it is hard to say, especially since Salima Murad herself 
recorded the song later in Hijaz, perhaps with the approval of Saleh al-
Kuwaity. 

In the above-mentioned earlier recording by Salima Murad (in Nahawand 
Shu‛ar), there is an instrumental introduction with a short melodic sequence 
(a repetition of a short phrase on lower or higher piches).32 One of the fea-
tures of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs that distinguished them from old pastat 
was the instrumental introduction and interlude. Composing an introduction 
and a short interlude, instead of using a short, well-known piece to introduce 
a song, became widespread in 1920s Egypt. The newly composed introduc-
tions typically included phrases from the melody of the song. Over time, 
song introductions became longer and more elaborate.33 The specially com-
posed introduction, especially with a melodic sequence, became a trademark 
of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, and it may have been inspired by contemporary 
Egyptian songs. 

Another feature of this song – in all of the above-mentioned renditions – 
is a chorus of support singers in the refrain, probably the accompanying 
instrumentalists. This kind of support was common in Egyptian songs at that 
time, and in Arab music generally, but it was also a feature of pastat, as we 
will see in chapter five. Thus, the participation of support vocalists in the 
refrain was within the stylistic conventions both of Iraqi music and of Egyp-
tian songs that Iraqis listened to. 

In sum, this early composition by Saleh al-Kuwaity encapsulates the main 
characteristics of his oeuvre, such as a chorus of support singers in the 
refrain. It also points to some of Al-Kuwaity’s innovations, such as the use 

                               
32 In two later renditions of “Ya Slema” by Daud al-Kuwaity, the song is performed as part of 

a string of abudhiyyat and taqasim, and the song starts with no instrumental introduction. 
Instead, the abudhiyya leads to the beginning of the song (IBA reel 17900, of 31st 
January 1966, and IBA reel 18073 [Master1951]). As for Saad al-Bayati’s recording, the 
version I found seems to be cut just before the song starts, so it was probably also 
preceded by an abudhiyya, as it is less likely the person who presented it removed a short 
instrumental introduction. 

33 Danielson (1988:151). 
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of a variety of melodic modes (including less common ones) and the 
composition of an instrumental introduction. All of these features, discussed 
later in this book, make for a repertoire that is distincltly Iraqi, yet one 
informed by other Arab styles.  

Al-Kuwaity’s songs and the pasta 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs share the aesthetic world of the pasta. Most of 
these songs are in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect, like pastat, and their form is 
relatively simple. Like old pastat, they feature a chorus of support singers in 
the refrain, usually the accompanying instrumentalists, as we heard in “Ya 
Slema”. They are more elaborate than pastat, though, in having specially 
composed introductions and interludes, as well as a more sophisticated 
treatment of the melodic mode. Likewise, the Maqam reciter Hussain Al-
Aʿthami claims the modern Iraqi song originated in the pasta. He suggests 
that, while pastat have a simple musical form – of verse and refrain or of 
verses only – the modern song is grand (fakhma فخمة, literally: magnificent, 
luxurious) and includes development within the musical form.34  

Due to lack of documentation, it is not always easy to establish which 
pastat were created before 1930, when Saleh al-Kuwaity began composing.35 
The Maqam reciter and author Hamed al- Saʿadi حامد السعدي mentions pastat 
that were recorded already in the 1920s, such as the ones in table 1:  
  

                               
34 Husayn (possibly 2011) The History of the Iraqi Song 1900–1910. Time code 7’04–7’50. 
35 The musicologist Haytham Shaʿubi هيثم شعوبي counts “Yal Zare al-Bazringosh” البزرنگوش 

مسلم  ”and “Musallim wala dhaker hali چتلني اكحل العينين ”Chitalni akhal al-aynein“ ,يالزارع
 among the oldest “Baghdadi songs”, namely pastat, In: Husayn (possibly  وال ذاكر هلي
2011) The History of the Iraqi Song 1900–1910. Time code 16’58.  Other pastat played 
on this programme on the history of the Iraqi song 1900–1910, are “Hamad Ya Hmud” 
الرمان عليّ  لچلچ  ”Chalchal alayya al-ruman“ ,حمد يا حمود , “Ma dar husna bshammar”  ما دار

شمربحسنه  , “Rabetak zghayrun Hasan” ربيتك اصغيرون حسن, “Che mali wali” چي مالي والي, 
and “Hawil khayal il-shagra” حول خيال الشگرة. Al-Qubanchi performed “Musallim wala 
dhaker hali” مسلم وال ذاكر هلي as a pasta at the end of Maqam Mkhalaf at the Congress for 
Arab Music 1932. It is unlikely this pasta was composed by Al-Kuwaity – who started 
composing in 1930 – and it became so popular as to be performed at the 1932 Congress 
by Al-Qubanchi. The latter was already a famous Maqam reciter, who could perform his 
own pastat at the congress. There is a digitised version of Al-Qubanchi’s rendition of 
“Musallim wala dhaker hali”, uploaded on the YouTube channel Iraqi Maqam, accessed 
on 8th November 2020: 

        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST_9oqURfa8> 
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Song title, reference and YouTube link Comments by Al- 

Saʿadi 
Rhythmic 
cycle 

“Ana limsaychina” انا المسيچينة (Al- Saʿadi 
2006:282)36 
 

Became known 
towards the end of 
the First World War 

Sangin 
Sama‛i 
 سنگين سماعي

“Hawwil khayyal i-shagra” حّول خيّال الشگرة 
(Al- Saʿadi 2006:274)37 
 

Recorded in the 
1920s 

Sangin 
Sama‛i 
 سنگين سماعي

“Dizzani” ِدّزني واعِرف مرامي 
(Al- Saʿadi 2006:280)38 
 

Recorded in the 
1920s 

Sangin 
Sama‛i 
 سنگين  سماعي

“Dishdasha sabgh i-Nil”  دشداشة صبغ النيل  
(Al- Saʿadi 2006:285)39 
 
 

Ahmad al-Mawsili 
recorded in the 
1920s 

Sangin 
Sama‛i 
 سنگين  سماعي

“Willah lasafer lil-Hind” وِ ال السافر للِهْند 
(Al- Saʿadi 2006:283)40 
 

Composed by Mulla 
Othman al-Mawseli 
(1854–1923) or by 
Jacob Murad al-
Imari 

Jurjina 
 جورجينا
 

“Ya Sayyad al-simach”  صيّاد السمكيا   
(Al- Saʿadi 2006:284)41 
 
 

Recorded in the 
1920s 

Sangin 
Sama‛i 
 سنگين  سماعي

“Yabnilhamula”   يابن الحمولة 
 (Al- Saʿadi 2006:286)42 
 

Recorded in the 
1920s 

Jurjina 
 جورجينا
 

Table 1. Pastat that were recorded already in the 1920s, according to Hamed al- 
Saʿadi  

The figure below presents an example of an early pasta, “Yal Zare al-
Bazringosh” (You who plant the Bazringosh) 43.يالزارع البزرنگوش The pasta is 

                               
36 “Ana limsaychina” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wmlVgjHl3c> accessed on 28th 

December 2020. 
37 “Hawwil khayyal i-shagra” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eO4coxk6jLQ> accessed 

on 28th December 2020. 
38 “Dizzani” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdg0343CInE> accessed on 28th Decem-

ber 2020. 
39 “Dishdasha sabgh i-Nil” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tk9WtcktS7c> 
40 “Willah lasafer lil-Hind” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njlbkDspI_8> 
41 “Ya Sayyad al-simach” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLYA0W3hRyA>  
42 “Yabnilhamula” <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9qnGC-6JCw> 
43 A recording by Yousef Omar, the Maqam reciter, is available on the YouTube channel 

 :accessed on 8th November 2020 ,(”Iraq“) العراق
       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AifOs2dqIc> 
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of a simple verse form, with two musical phrases to match the two lines in 
each verse. A chorus of support singers – probably the accompanying 
instrumentalists – repeats the end of the second phrase, as a call and 
response gesture. The rhythmic cycle – Sangin Sama‛i سنگين سماعي – is typi-
cal of old pastat. The melodic mode is Nahawand, and the pasta concludes 
the performances of Maqam Nahawand and Maqam Nawa.44 

As will be shown later, a comparison between these old pastat and Saleh 
al-Kuwaity’s songs reveals not only greater sophistication in the latter. Al-
Kuwaity’s repertory also displays a greater variety of melodic modes as a 
whole than the repertory of pre-1930 pastat.45 

 
 

                               
44 Some musicians refer to the melodic mode of this pasta as Nawa, and others as Khanabat. 

Both modes are variants of Nahawand. 
45 See chapter five. 
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Figure 11. The pasta “Yal Zare al-Bazringosh” يالزارع البزرنگوش as notated in Hilmi 
(1984:213). 

The urban Iraqi song in the 1930s 
Following this analysis of one of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s first songs, we now 
turn to the composer’s work as part of contemporary Iraqi music, and the 
relationship between his songs and pastat. 
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A new type of song 
Yehezkel Kojaman distinguishes between Iraqi folk music (al-musiqa al-
sha‛biya الموسيقى الشعبية) and art music (al-musiqa al-faniyya الموسيقى الفنية).46 
Iraqi art music includes, according to him, both the Iraqi Maqam and what 
Kojaman terms “modern music” (al-musiqa al-haditha الموسيقى الحديثة).47 
Kojaman suggests that, in this sense, Iraqi modern music first appeared in 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, and that it was similar in its origins 
and principles to music that was common in Egypt, Syria and Lebanon (alt-
hough each of these had its own local character). Kojaman contends that the 
modern music was art music, since it was composed by an identifiable musi-
cian who rehearsed it with the singer or the players before performing it. 
Compared with the Iraqi Maqam, it was not restricted by rules of how to 
combine text, rhythm and melodic mode. Moreover, the instruments were 
different from those in the Iraqi Maqam. It was modern, in that the perform-
ers did not learn it from their forefathers and did not strive to deliver it in a 
traditional way. This Iraqi modern music was distinct from folk music in 
being more sophisticated and requiring some level of musical knowledge.  

In this study, I modify Kojaman’s definition of Iraqi modern music and 
refer to it as urban popular music, since it is associated with urban compos-
ers and settings, such as nightclubs. Moreover, it became popular via mass 
media in the 1930s and 1940s. This method of dissemination contrasts with 
that of the Iraqi Maqam, which was – and still is – considered a classical art 
form, to be enjoyed and appreciated by attentive listeners in small live per-
formances.48 The new songs do not present intricate modulations (departures 
to other melodic modes) which a connoisseur audience would relish. For 
these reasons I do not consider them as art songs, or what is sometimes 
called “classical music”. These songs, for which we have short recordings on 
78 rpm discs, were no doubt performed in a more elaborate way during live 
performances, with vocal and instrumental improvisations contained within 
them. But this was on the part of the performers, not the composers. In the 
case of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, which were mostly performed by singers 
and not by himself, the question of a composer who is also the singer is not 

                               
46 The following passage is based on Kojaman (2015:99–103, 155). 
47 Kojaman (2001:12 n. 1) writes that he chose the term “modern” for music composed in Iraq 

during the 1920s and 1930s that was similar to newly composed music in other Arab 
countries. It was “modernized both in style and in the size of the ensemble and number 
[variety] of instruments used in it”. 

48 The Iraqi Maqam did not always enjoy high status. According to Tsuge, although the 
Maqam was chosen to represent Iraqi music in the 1932 Congress on Arab Music in Cai-
ro, some contemporaries associated Maqam performances with low-status coffee shops 
and looked down on it. Tsuge (1972:65) also suggests that the fact that all of the Maqam 
instrumentalists were Jewish until 1950 still elicits contempt for the genre among some 
Iraqis. 
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relevant. Another difference between the Iraqi Maqam and the urban popular 
songs is that the latter were usually composed for specific singers.49 

Yet, as mentioned above, the boundaries between Middle Eastern classi-
cal or art music and popular music are porous. I find Amnon Shiloah’s anal-
ysis useful for studying these songs. In his book, The Musical Tradition of 
Iraqi Jews: selection of piyyutim and songs, Shiloah discusses a continuum 
between “simple popular tunes” and “sophisticated melodies depending on 
the principles of art music. […] In the centre would be placed melodies of a 
popular character on the whole but because of their melodic or rhythmic 
organization possessing a greater or lesser degree of sophistication that ap-
proaches them to one pole or the other.” Among his criteria for judging this, 
Shiloah mentions range, organisation of the scale, melodic organisation, 
density (simple songs tend to be more syllabic than melismatic), and rhyth-
mic organisation.50 Crudely put, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs tend to be be-
tween the centre of this continuum and the sophisticated pole, as this study 
will show. 

In his book from 1999, In the Realm of Iraqi Maqam and Songs, the Jew-
ish Iraqi poet Ibrahim Obadia describes a flourishing poetic and musical 
scene in 1930s and 1940s Baghdad. He praises Saleh al-Kuwaity as the most 
productive (أغّزر) composer of his time, composing hundreds of songs for 
Salima Murad.51 Obadia’s book is informed by his conversations with Saleh 
al-Kuwaity, by discussions with Iraqi music experts such as Shafiq Gabai, 
and by scholarly works.52 As Salima Murad was the top female singer in the 
non-religious sphere in Iraq at that time, Obadia’s praise is even more signif-
icant. He attributes the success of the songs which Salima Murad performed 
to the quality of the lyrics, to the “beautiful melodies in the Iraqi folk spir-
it”53 by the musicians who composed for her, and to “Salima Murad’s throat, 
as she performed each song with utmost creativity, relatively for those days”. 
This reference to creativity in performance alludes to the elaboration of short 
songs, which I mentioned above and which is common in the Middle East. 
The attribution of Iraqi folk spirit to urban popular songs may testify to the 
way in which the new songs, including those by the brothers Al-Kuwaity, 

                               
49 Warkov (1987:81). 
50 Shiloah (1983:24); On a more general note, Nettl (1983:347) discusses the challenge of 

measuring musical complexity. He suggests that complexity may be equated with the 
quantity of components and the relationships between them. Nettl’s discussion refers to 
whole musical cultures, but I apply his principle on the micro level of single songs. 

51 Obadia (1999:126). 
52 Obadia (1999:9, 150–151). 
53 “Al-alhan al-jamila al-shaʿbiyya al-Iraqiyya al-ruhiyya” الروحية األلحان الجميلة الشعبية العراقية  

(Obadia 1999:126). 
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were perceived at the time.54 Most of these songs had lyrics in colloquial 
Arabic (as distinct from literary Arabic, like poems by Baha al-Din Zuheir 
 some of which Saleh al-Kuwaity set to music). This choice of ,بهاء الدين زهير
language contributed to their reception as representing what Obadia referred 
to as the folk Iraqi spirit. The word ruh روح means spirit, character, atmos-
phere, or essence. Some Arab musicians use it nowadays when arguing, for 
example, that the use of an equal-tempered 24 quarter-tone scale damages 
the Eastern spirit روح شرقية of Arab music, and therefore its authenticity.55 
Musicians and authors who apply the word ruh روح to music do not usually 
clarify what exactly it implies. The thing to note, however, is the importance 
of nuance and spirit to Arab musical aesthetics.56 

Inspiration from Egyptian music 
The brothers al-Kuwaity had been well-acquainted with Egyptian music 
since childhood. Before discussing their later involvement with this music 
and examining the Egyptian elements in saleh al-Kuwaity’s compositions, 
this section introduces the broader context of Iraqi-Egyptian artistic interac-
tion.57 

Cultural contacts between Iraq and Egypt went back centuries. Schehera-
zade Hassan mentions Egyptian musicians in Baghdad who performed 
“faṣils” in the seventeenth century.58 In the first half of the twentieth century, 
Egyptian culture was present in Iraq through films, literature, newspapers, 
journals, and musical performances and recordings. In the 1930s, Baghdadi 
intellectuals read Egyptian journals such as Al-Hilal الهالل, Al-Risala الرسالة, 
Al-Ru’ya الرؤية, and Majallati 59.مجلتي In the 1940s, Egyptian journals were 
so prevalent in Baghdad that one Egyptian author claimed their distribution 
in the Iraqi capital was equal to that in Cairo.60 An article from 1944 in the 
Lebanese journal Al-Adib األديب described Iraqi literary life as mirroring 
Egyptian and Lebanese literature and journalism. Shimon Ballas (1930–
2019), a novelist of Jewish Iraqi origin and a professor of Arabic literature, 
maintained that Iraq was an Egyptian province in the area of journalism.61 

                               
54 Obadia, who was born 1924, writes out of his own experience and relies also on Iraqi jour-

nals of the 1940s such as Qarandal قرندل that referred to singers’ performances. 
55 Shannon (2006:72). 
56 Shannon (2006:74). 
57 This section deals with songs. Egyptian-inspired instrumental music is discussed further 

below, in “Composing instrumental pieces in Iraq”. 
58 Hassan (2017:288 n. 13), relying on 17th century Evliya Chelebi’s book Siahetname. 
59 Snir (2005:75 n. 192). Bashkin (2009:150) suggests that, in the interwar period, Iraqis read 

poetry and fiction by Egyptian and Lebanese authors, as well as non-Arabic literature 
that was translated and published in Egypt. 

60 Snir (2005:75 n. 192). 
61 Snir (2005:75–76 n. 192). 
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When censorship in Iraq increased, many Iraqi intellectuals published liter-
ary works and articles in Lebanese and Egyptian magazines.62 

One major aspect of Egyptian culture in Iraq was music, proliferating 
through audio records, musical films and live performances. Jewish pupils 
from the Alliance Israélite Universelle high school in Basra, for example, 
performed songs of Egyptian artists Abdel Wahab دمحم عبد الوهاب and Umm 
Kulthum in 1945, for the Prince Regent Abd al-Ilah’s visit to the city.63 
Egyptian musical theatre groups performed in Baghdad and Mosul.64 Egyp-
tian music was also part of the first music broadcast of Radio Iraq. Saleh al-
Kuwaity was asked what the radio ensemble played on the first night of 
broadcasts, and he replied that the Egyptian singer Fathiya Ahmad happened 
to be visiting, so she sang one qasida قصيدة. When asked about instrumental 
pieces, Al-Kuwaity replied that they performed his “Mulaqat al-habib” الحبيب 
-Thus the two pieces we know of were a song in literary Arabic per 65.مالقاة
formed by an Egyptian singer, and a new instrumental piece by Al-Kuwaity. 
The interview took place almost fifty years after that evening, and we cannot 
be absolutely sure that Al-Kuwaity remembered it accurately. Since Egyp-
tian music, however, was so popular in Iraq, and since Fathiya Ahmad hap-
pened to be in Baghdad, it is plausible that she opened the first music broad-
cast of Radio Iraq, and that the authorities expected her performance to lend 
prestige to the event. 

Kojaman stresses the impact of Egyptian music on the new Iraqi music: 
“Egyptian records had a great influence on the development of Iraqi modern 
music and on creating a new generation both of musicians and audience”.66 
Egyptian-inspired Iraqi songs used takht instruments rather than chalghi, and 
were more sophisticated in form than old pastat. Two examples – although 
very different from one another – of Iraqi composers who adopted some 
features of the Egyptian style are the Maqam reciter Muhammad al-
Qubanchi يلقبنچا  who composed and performed new songs from the late ,دمحم 
1920s onwards,67 and Ezra Aharon. While Aharon’s songs had clear charac-
teristics of the Egyptian style, as will be demonstrated in a later chapter, Al-
Qubanchi’s were more Iraqi in character. He sang them, however, with a 
takht, and this type of accompaniment was new in Iraqi songs. Both musi-
cians were highly regarded in the realm of art music, and their popular songs 

                               
62 Bashkin (2009:5). 
63 Bashkin (2012:39) citing David Sagiv (2004) Yahadut bemifgash hanaharayim p. 166 

(Hebrew: יהדות במפגש הנהריים). 
64 Danielson (1988:144). 
65 Salman (1984) interview. Obadia suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed an instrumental 

piece in honor of King Ghazi that was played on the first evening of broadcasts. It is un-
clear whether this piece was “Mulaqat al-habib” (the one Al-Kuwaity referred to). 

66 Kojaman (2001:38). 
67 Kojaman (2001:37). 
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were performed either in cinemas (which served as concert halls, as in the 
case of Ezra Aharon),68 or as pastat within the Iraqi Maqam (in the case of 
Al-Qubanchi).69 Ezra Aharon and Muhammad Al-Qubanchi were among the 
few male musicians who performed new songs in Iraq (as distinct from ren-
ditions of Egyptian songs). While the vast majority of Maqam reciters were 
male, women vocalists dominated the modern song.70  

Listening to radio broadcasts from Egypt in Iraq 
Another medium for the dissemination of Egyptian music in Iraq was radio. 
It is unclear whether radio broadcasts from Egypt could be heard in Iraq 
before the mid-1930s. Kojaman suggests that Iraqis had been able to listen to 
Egyptian music on nightly short-wave radio broadcasts from Cairo since the 
early 1930s.71 Warkov, however, doubts whether Egyptian national broad-
casts, which started in 1934, could be heard in Iraq, let alone 1920s trans-
missions from private radio stations in Egypt.72 In the mid-1930s, in any 
case, men in Iraq listened to radio programmes from Cairo in the evenings in 
coffee shops.73 Only the rich had a radio set at home;74 but over the years, as 
this item became cheaper, more and more households – including their fe-
male members – could listen to radio broadcasts at home. 

The impact of Egyptian films on Iraqi music 
Besides records and radio broadcasts from Egypt, films from that country 
also made an impression on Iraqi audiences. They too disseminated Egyptian 

                               
68 Cinemas in Iraq, as in Britain at that time, served as concert halls. Al-Allaf (1969:182) 

reports that the singer Munira al-Mahdiya منيرة المهدية arrived from Cairo to Baghdad in 
1919 [sic], and performed at Cinema Central, which was later called Al-Rafidayn. Valen-
tin Olsen (2020:173) states that this cinema was established in 1920, and was one of the 
first ones in Iraq. Ezra Aharon related that his concerts were in front of some 1000 people 
in Baghdad cinemas (Warkov and Bohlman, 1st February 1981 interview YC-01753-
REL_A_01, time code: 22’00–22’20).  

69 Kojaman (2001:228). 
70 Kojaman (2015:168). Kojaman mentions male musicians who sang sometimes, to requests 

from the audience: Saleh al-Kuwaity, Daud al-Kuwaity, Salim Daud, Abdu Saada, Salim 
Zibli, Eliyahu Juri, Ezra Yamen and Meir Naqar. All of them were Jewish and most of 
them were not active before 1930. 

71 Kojaman (2001:39). 
72 Warkov (1987:84). 
73 Kojaman (2001:40). Kojaman recalls listening to Umm Kulthums’s monthly live concerts 

on Egyptian Radio. These broadcasts started in 1937 (Danielson 1997:86). Respectable 
women were not seen in these coffee shops (Al-Allaf 1960:121, Kojaman 2001:16), and 
thus were excluded from listening to the radio. Kojaman (2001:40) notes that broadcasts 
from Turkey were accessible, but were less popular with Iraqi listeners than the ones 
from Cairo, preference for the Arabic language probably being one of the reasons. 

74 Farhan (2020:291) notes that, according to the 1956 census, “Only 16.9% of all houses 
recorded [in Iraq] had access to electricity”. 
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music. The first talking films were shown in Iraq in the early 1930s.75 By the 
mid-1930s, many of these were Egyptian musical films. Iraqi viewers were 
thus exposed to a music style that was lighter than the Iraqi one. Films were 
popular in Iraq not least because they were an affordable family entertain-
ment. Women, who were otherwise excluded from public forms of amuse-
ment, could go to the cinema with a male member of the family without 
risking their reputation. Thus, Egyptian songs became popular among whole 
families. This was one example of the link between new technology and the 
modernisation of Iraqi society, in terms of the greater visibility of women in 
the public sphere. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity’s song “Yahal khalaq” يهل خلگ , a rare example of duet 
singing in Iraq at that time, may have been inspired by Egyptian musical 
films,76 which sometimes featured duets between the male and female pro-
tagonists. The musician Albert Elias explicitly attributed the duets he com-
posed to inspiration from Egyptian films. He composed duets in the Iraqi 
dialect of Arabic in Israel, after emigrating from Iraq. He cited duets by the 
Egyptians Muhammad Abdel Wahab and Layla Murad as an example.77 

Preference for Egyptian songs over the Iraqi Maqam 
Kojaman portrays a shift that occurred during the 1920s and became clear by 
1930, in which the popularity of Iraqi Maqam declined and new, Egyptian-
inspired songs came to the fore.78 Warkov suggests that one of the reasons 
for preferring “lighter, livelier music” was that composers and audiences 
found the Iraqi Maqam “restricted in emotional expression” and “monoto-
nous in its adherence to fixed forms”.79 The suggestion that the emotional 
palette of Iraqi music – not only Maqam – is “monotonously preoccupied 
with sorrow” was made by Warkov’s interviewees in 1980s Israel.80 This 
was perhaps a suggestion in hindsight, rather than a real-time account of the 
shift in taste away from the Maqam in late 1920s and early 1930s Iraq.81 

                               
75 The following passage is based on Kojaman (2015:107–108) 
76 I am grateful to Prof. Martin Stokes for this comment about the song. “Yahal khalaq” is 

discussed later. 
77 Attar (12th February 1995) interview. 
78 Kojaman (2001:111, 119). 
79 Warkov (1987:82). 
80 Obadia (1999:126) also suggests that Iraqi songs have always been characterised by sorrow 

(huzn حزن) in their melodies and lyrics. 
81 Similarly, Shiloah (1995:106–107) suggests that, since the second half of the nineteenth 

century, most of the old musical traditions in the Middle East had changed. The focus 
shifted away from classical music perceived as monotonous, heavy and slow, and to-
wards simpler texts and shorter pieces of lighter character in step with what was per-
ceived as the dynamic spirit of modernity. It is unclear what the basis was for this claim 
by Shiloah. Further research is needed, and might show that, in Iraq, such a shift was 
manifested in audiences’ preference for short Egyptian songs over the Iraqi Maqam. 
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David Regev Zaarur suggests that Egyptian music has more modulations 
(transitions from one melodic mode to another), thus offering more intellec-
tual interest. “Iraqi music is simpler, and addresses the heart only. In order to 
perform it well, you need to listen a lot first, and get the special spirit” (Zaa-
rur used the word regesh, Hebrew for “a feel” and “an emotion”).82 It is 
questionable whether the Iraqi Maqam is less sophisticated than Egyptian 
music, in terms of modulations. The emotional landscape in the Iraqi 
Maqam, though, is indeed different from that in Egyptian “tarab songs” طرب, 
but this discussion is beyond the scope of this book. 

Inspiration from Egyptian songs for Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
One of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs which evokes the perceived lightness of 
Egyptian songs, compared with Iraqi ones, is “Ya wilfi wuyak taliyya” ولفي يا 

اليها  ت وياك  (“My beloved, what will be the end with you?”).83 The narrator 
complains of heartbreak and of sleepless nights due to the beloved’s ab-
sence, and begs him to come back. The desolation of the narrator, however, 
is not in sync with the light character of the music. The melody and the sing-
er’s interpretation imply a less serious attitude. The song resembles a longa 
 ,in its quick tempo and duple metre.84 The vocal expression is playful لونجا
and includes glissandi and parlando-like moments. The song is in the melod-
ic mode Ajam عجم, whose scale is identical to the Western major scale. The 
triadic leaps in the instrumental introduction – repeating as an interlude – 
evoke the Western major scale in a way similar to how contemporary Egyp-
tian composers such as Abdel Wahab did. All in all, the tempo, the triadic 
leaps, and the vocal expression bring this song closer to Egyptian-style 
songs.  

The relationship between Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs and contemporary 
Egyptian ones is further discussed in chapter five. Another and more essen-
tial source of inspiration was the Iraqi Maqam. The next section introduces 
this issue, which is also elaborated in chapter five. 

                               
82 Zaarur, 23rd January 2020 personal communication, 
83 For the study of the song “Ya wilfi wuyak taliyya”, I have used a digitized version provided 

by Emile Cohen, on the website Alkuwaityevent.com, accessed on 7th November 2020. 
The website is dedicated to the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and was constructed by Cohen fol-
lowing his production of events in London celebrating Saleh al-Kuwaity’s centenary. The 
recording was most likely provided by Menashe Somekh, and it is unclear how he got it. 
<http://www.alkuwaityevent.com/song.php?ref=00121> 

84 Longa لونجا is an instrumental piece in a simple rhythm and quick tempo (see Glossary). 
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The impact of new songs on the Iraqi Maqam 
Besides their connection to Egyptian music, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs were 
linked to the Iraqi Maqam.85 Kojaman contends that the Iraqi Maqam was 
more prestigious than the urban popular songs which he termed “modern 
music”. It was perceived as more noble and authentic. He uses the word 
“original” in English.86 It is likely that he meant “asil” اصيل in Arabic, a 
word that Iraqi authors often use to praise Iraqi music, and which means 
authentic, original and noble. He suggests that the Maqam and modern music 
were separate and had different audiences. Yet, as this section shows, 
modern songs penetrated the Iraqi Maqam. One of the ways in which this 
happened was through Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work. 

Some of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs turned into pastat, in that Maqam 
reciters used them instead of old pastat, within a Maqam performance.87 
Thus, new songs were integrated into an older repertoire. At the same time, 
Al-Kuwaity composed introductions and interludes to old pastat, turning 
them into independent songs, outside Maqam performances.88 Thus, what 
was part of the older repertoire received new musical arrangements, was 

                               
85 Kojaman (2015:110) suggests that there was mutual influence between the Iraqi Maqam 

and modern music, but he does not spell out this influence. He only makes a general 
comment about Iraqi Maqam and the new music using the same melodic modes and 
rhythms (angham wu awazan انغام وأوزان) and that the audience of both was the Iraqi 
people. Kojaman suggests that the new Maqamat composed by Al-Qubanchi were 
inspired by “new” or “modern music” (haditha ةثحدي ). He does not elaborate, however, 
and only mentions that Al-Qubanchi used some angham انغام (melodies or modes) from 
the modern music. Warkov (1987:86) maintains that there was mutual influence between 
the Iraqi Maqam and modern music (Al-musiqa al- haditha الموسيقى الحديثة). She contends, 
however, that the modern music did not originate in the Iraqi Maqam. Rather, it 
“combined primarily Egyptian forms with Iraqi stylistic elements”. See more on that in 
the chapter “Saleh al-Kuwaity the composer”. 

86 Kojaman (2001:12–13). Kojaman also connects the higher status of the Maqam to the fact 
that only the rich could afford to book a “chalghi night” (Maqam performance) in the 
1920s. In the 1930s, ensembles of modern music became dearer to engage, but Kojaman 
suggests that the Maqam was still considered a more elitist art. Kojaman’s first-hand 
experience of this situation, as well as his research, are hard to argue with. Warkov 
(1987:30), however, notes that Iraqi Maqam not always enjoyed high status, like when it 
was performed in coffee houses, for lower class audience. As I argue later, the question 
of the status of musical genres is nuanced. 

87 As indicated in Hilmi’s books. 
88 Al-Jazrawi (2006:433) notes that Al-Kuwaity composed (وضع) introductions (muqadama 

 ,for pastat, turning these pastat into independent songs (الزمة lazma) and interludes (مقدمة
performed outside of the Iraqi Maqam. Obadia (2005:125) notes that Saleh al-Kuwaity 
composed (وضع) instrumental introductions (muqadama) for “most of the famous folk 
songs and the unknown ones”. I interpret Obadia’s “folk songs” as abudhiyyat and pastat, 
since he uses the word ‘folkloriya’ in Arabic, alluding to songs in colloquial Arabic. 
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new contexts, and was disseminated through mass media.89 “Ana mnagulan 
ah” ( آه أَكولن من أنا ) is one of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs that sometimes still 
replaces pre-1930 pastat. This song examplifies Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs of 
a simple form, resembling old pastat but adding an introduction and a short 
interlude.  

“Ana mnagulan ah”: Al-Kuwaity’s song which is used as a pasta  

 
Ana mnagulan ah آه أَكولن من أنا  

  
Refrain 

When I say “ah” and remember my 
days 
My soul flutters and goes away  
And I drown in my dreams 
When I say “ah” and remember my 
days 

Verse 1 
My sorrow has grown, oh people, and 
love has tired me out  
My beloved turned out to be a scoun-
drel, he betrayed me and left me 
When I say “ah” and remember my 
days 

Refrain 
  أنــــا مـــن أَكــــولــــن آه وأتــــذكــــر أيـــامــي

  روحــي تــرف وتـغـيـب وأغـــرك بـأحــالمــي

  أنـا مـن أَكـولـن آه وأتـذكـر أيـامـي

Verse 1 
  هــّمـي كــثــر يــا نــاس والــحــب ضــنــانــي

 خـــان وجــفــانــيولــــفــــي طـــلـــع بـــذات 

 أنـا مـن أَكـولـن آه وأتـذكـر أيـامـي

 

Saleh al-Kuwaity not only composed this song; he wrote the lyrics, too.90 
The lyrics are in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect of Arabic, like most of Al-
Kuwaity’s songs, including those he composed to others’ lyrics. The song is 
still performed sometimes as a pasta after the Maqamat Mansuri and 
Hadidi.91 Its only resemblance to old pastat lies in the use of colloquial Ara-
bic and in the simple verse form. In other respects, Al-Kuwaity presents 
several of the innovations here that characterise his compositions. The form 
is simple, in the sense there is one melody which serves both the verse and 
the refrain, as opposed to other songs by Al-Kuwaity, in which the verse is 
set to one melody and the refrain to another. The melody here is made up of 

                               
89 “Minak yal asmar” (منّك ياألسمر), among the very first songs composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, 

is performed after the Maqamat Ajam, Panjega and Jaharka (Al-Saʿadi 2006:281; Hilmi 
1984:228). “Huwa l-bilani” البالني   هو  is performed after Maqam Urfa and after Maqam 
Dasht (Hilmi 1984:231). “Il-rah il-rah” الراح الراح is performed after Maqam Hlailawi and 
after Maqam Madmi (Hilmi 1990:165). 

90 Saleh al-Kuwaity related that he wrote the lyrics and composed the music of the song “Ana 
mnagulan ah” (Salman 1984 interview). For studying this song, I have used a digitized 
version provided on YouTube, uploaded by the user iraqart2003, accessed on 7th Novem-
ber 2020. <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzUTS2BEIoI> 

91 Obadia (1999:125), Hilmi (1984:230). 
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three musical phrases, matching the three lines of poetry in each strophe. 
The first starts in bar 10, the second in bar 20, and the third on the upbeat to 
bar 26, as seen in the notation below. 

 
Figure 12. The song “Ana mnagulan ah” as notated in the book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: 
Melody of The Beautiful Time. 

One of the novelties in Al-Kuwaity’s songs, as discussed above, is the com-
position of an instrumental introduction and an interlude, rather than the use 
of a dulab or of the first phrase of the song as an instrumental introduction. 
Here, the introduction includes a short melodic sequence (a repetition of a 
short phrase on lower or higher piches) of two units, from bar 4 to the first 
note in bar 6, repeating from bar 6 to the first note in bar 8. There is a short 
interlude (starting in the upbeat to bar 30) in a melody different from the 
introduction, but ending the same, leading to 7^. 
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Another aspect of this song which makes it more sophisticated than old 
pastat is the treatment of the melodic mode. The song is in the melodic mode 
Saba, whose scale appears in the following figure. 

 
Figure 13. The scale of the melodic mode Saba 

The common progression (sayr) begins in the lower tetrachord,92 and empha-
sises the semitone between 3^ and 4^.93 Here this interval only appears in 
passing, as part of a step-wise ascent or descent, and both the song and the 
introduction begin on 7^ with an ornamentation on 8^.94 Starting on 7^ and 
remaining in the upper tetrachord throughout a third of the song is unusual 
for Saba. 

The song is in the Jurjina rhythmic cycle, like many of the composer’s 
songs. The use of Al-Kuwaity’s songs as pastat meant the enrichment of the 
pastat repertoire by the Jurjina, a rhythmic cycle which was found in old 
pastat, but not abundantly. 

In sum, the song resembles old pastat in its relatively simple form. Its 
novelty was in the specifically-composed instrumental introduction and in-
terlude, and in the unusual treatment of the melodic mode. Thus, the song 
illustrates how the old and the new lived side by side in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
songs. 

New pastat 
What was the context in which Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs became pastat? 
Kojaman suggests there were no modern Iraqi songs that could serve as pas-
tat until the songs of Muhammad al-Qubanchi appeared in the late 1920s and 
other songs, mostly by the brothers Al-Kuwaity, appeared in the 1930s.95 He 

                               
92 As in “Madri shlahani” (also known as “Soda shlahani”) لهانيشا  of ,(Hilmi 1984:151) مدري 

which a recording was uploaded on YouTube by the user علي  مارد االسدي (Ali al-Asadi), 
accessed on 11th November 2020: 

    <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6sA2bI9GEw>, and “Yal walad yabni nam” نيبيا نام  
 as well as the Jewish Iraqi devotional songs “Sukka we lulab” and ,(Hilmi 1984:153) يالولد
“Nakhon libbo”. In fact, all the above-mentioned songs, remain within the lower tetra-
chord throughout. 

93 Muallem (2006:246) suggests that the common melodic progression starts on 3^, and after 
exploring the lower tetrachord, moves to the upper one. 

94 The 8^ in Saba is not the octave but a semitone lower. When 1^ is the note D, 8^ is D . 
95 Kojaman (2001:227–228). 
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argues the late 1920s saw a change in attitude towards the pasta. Before that, 
Maqam reciters used to choose carefully the right pasta to end a Maqam. 
Moreover, each pasta was known to have a story about the circumstances in 
which it was created, such as an unrequited love, and how the lyrics related 
to these circumstances.96 In Kojaman’s words, “[u]ntil the 1920s Pastas were 
taken seriously.” 

There were no modern Iraqi songs to compete with the pasta to end a 
Maqam. Egyptian songs, which were popular in Iraq, were inappropriate, 
since they were in the Egyptian dialect of Arabic. They would not fit in the 
Iraqi Maqam, which is based on a mix of literary Arabic and an Iraqi dialect, 
with some words in Turkish and Persian. It is important to note, however, 
that Iraqi songs from the 1930s and 1940s that serve as pastat tend to be 
performed in a shorter and simpler version when they conclude a Maqam 
than when they are performed as independent songs.97  

Changes in the Iraqi Maqam and Al-Kuwaity’s contribution to these 
changes 
Simms argues that maqam traditions focus on the delivery of conventional-
ised materials, rather than on creating new structures.98 However, besides the 
inclusion of new pastat, there were other changes in the Iraqi Maqam during 
the 1930s. Muhammad al-Qubanchi, for example, did not stick to the per-
formance of the Maqam according to the traditional order in which the 
Maqamat were grouped (fasel فصل, pl. fusul فصول).99 That is, he also per-
formed Maqamat that were left out of the fusul, arguing that they were more 
emotive ( فيةطعا ). The eminent reciter protested against an atmosphere he 
perceived in the early twentieth century, when listeners demanded impecca-
ble performances according to the strictest rules of the order of Maqamat and 
shamed reciters who did not live up to the standards ( وكانوا يحصون عليه
 Al-Qubanchi advocated a lenient approach to reciters who did not 100.(اغالطه

                               
96 Similarly, Shiloah (1995:21) contends that pre-Islamic reciters of Arabic poetry (ruwa رواة, 

s. rawi راوي) handed down not only poems, but also the circumstances in which they 
were created. Much of the early rawiyuun's information was collected into the biograph-
ical poetic dictionaries of the Abbasid times, namely put into writing, for instance, in 
Kitab al-Aghani. It is likely that this practice persisted in colloquial Arabic poetry in the 
region. However, tracing the continuity of this tradition – reciting the genesis of the po-
em – up to early twentieth century Iraq is beyond the scope of this study. 

97 David Regev-Zaarur, personal communication, 9th June 2020. 
98 Simms (2004:16). 
99 When the Iraqi Maqam was performed in private settings, over several hours, it was usually 

organised in groups (fusul فصول). In coffee houses, on the other hand, it was usually per-
formed in a shorter, fragmentary way. The same situation is described by Glasser 
(2012:676) regarding the North African corresponding genre, the Andalusian nuba, in 
Algiers and Oran.   

100 Al-Saʿadi (2006:40). 
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master the most difficult Maqamat within a fasel. He himself chose to per-
form Maqamat according to his feeling in the moment and not according to 
the fusul. What guided him, he said, was tatrib بيتطر , the Maqam’s potential 
to induce tarab طرب, namely to convey emotions and enchant listeners.101 

Al-Qubanchi’s adjustments to the performance of the Iraqi Maqam took 
root and became acceptable.102 Scheherazade Hassan refers to these changes 
as an evolution of the Iraqi Maqam in its secular context.103 Al-Qubanchi’s 
reasoning perhaps reflects the ways in which individuals in Hashemite Iraq 
experienced the changing times. Hassan suggests that the idea of change 
dominated the discourse in Iraqi urban circles during the first years of na-
tion-building, and that Al-Qubanchi aspired to modernisation.104 Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s composition of instrumental introductions to old pastat should be 
seen as part of a modernisation process, giving these songs a more elaborate 
form, compared with their performance using the first vocal phrase played 
by the instruments as an introduction. 

Another change that Al-Qubanchi introduced was the performance of the 
Iraqi Maqam with a takht instead of a chalghi.105 This experiment, unlike the 
treatment of the fusul فصول, did not wipe out the previous practice. Still, it 
was an important feature of the Iraqi Maqam in the 1930s and 1940s, and the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity had a significant role in its consolidation. The use of 
takht was linked to the type of instrumental pieces that were played during a 
Maqam performance. Chalghi bands used to perform Ottoman pieces such as 
samaʿi and bashraf within Maqam performances, at least in secular con-
texts.106 When the Maqam was accompanied by a takht, however, the in-
strumental pieces included new compositions by Saleh al-Kuwaity and oth-
ers.107 This is an example of how new music – besides new pastat – was 

                               
101 Al-Saʿadi (2006:40). 
102 Since the death of Rashid al-Qundarchi, in 1945, Maqam reciters stopped performing the 

fusul فصول and chose instead any Maqam they wished (Kojaman 2001:19,145). Muham-
mad Al-Qubanchi, who not only composed but also wrote lyrics, used the Maqam to ex-
press oppositional, anti-monarchic views (Obadia 1999:120, 123). This novel approach to 
the Maqam added relevance to this genre and helped its long-lasting popularity, accord-
ing to Al-Saʿadi (2006:53) 

103 Hassan (2017:283). In this book, I do not elaborate on the Iraqi Maqam in Islamic religious 
settings, only in Jewish religious settings. 

104 Hassan (2017:282). 
105 As discussed in chapter 1. Also Hassan (2017:289 n. 54) offers that “Although previously 

known in the country, around the 1930s, the al-takht al-sharqī ensemble (the ‘oriental’ 
ensemble) started to accompany Iraqi Maqams. It was specifically for the occasion of the 
Cairo conference of 1932 that the two ensembles, the chālghī and the tākht, first played 
together.” 

106 Hassan (2017:285). These pieces were performed after the pasta and before the next 
Maqam, rather than within one Maqam. Kojaman (2001:123) asserts that the chalghi 
played such pieces to attract the attention of the listeners, before the Maqam. 

107 Kojaman (2001:123). 
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incorporated within the Iraqi Maqam. It would be wrong to think, though, 
that changes only began to occur after the 1920s. 

Garvey emphasises the flexible nature of the Iraqi Maqam, with its indi-
vidual interpretations.108 Still, he notes that Muhammad Al-Qubanchi is con-
sidered innovative compared with Rashid al-Qundarchi چيالقندر  who is ,رشيد 
considered conservative, although the latter also composed new Maqamat.109  

Radio Iraq’s role in the changes to the Iraqi Maqam 
Kojaman suggests that Radio Iraq brought together musicians performing 
Maqam with those playing modern music, and thus contributed to a dialogue 
between them.110 It seems that Kojaman refers to the performances of some 
Maqam reciters with the Radio ensemble, that is with a takht instead of 
chalghi. This combination of a Maqam vocalist and new instrumentation first 
appeared in the late 1920s, as mentioned before. Iraq Radio, however, en-
hanced this new practice by offering other reciters than Al-Qubanchi the 
opportunity to perform the Maqam with a takht. Furthermore, Saleh al-
Kuwaity related that, following his suggestion, Radio Iraq offered broadcasts 
of Maqam with santur and joza played by the well-known chalghi musicians 
Salman and Efrayim Bassun, together with himself on the violin. He men-
tioned neither drums nor the oud. This unusual line-up for the accompani-
ment of Iraqi Maqam, combining traditional and new instruments, illustrates 
Al-Kuwaity’s creativity and the Bassun brothers’ openness to new instru-
mentation.111  

The Darmi style of songs 

Darmi داْرمي is one of the features that unites Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs and 
old pastat. The poetic style darmi is associated with the pasta and with new 
Iraqi songs from the 1930s and 1940s, such as Al-Kuwaity’s, with lyrics by 
Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf.112 Emile Cohen cites the term shaʿer ghinaʾi غنائي 
-and links it to darmi. He maintains that Al (literally: a poet of songs) شاعر
Allaf excelled in darmi, that “these common verses were repeatedly used in 
the 1930–1950 in many of the songs”, and that Iraqi poetry changed after 
1950.113 
                               
108 Garvey (2020) throughout the article. For example, on p. 84: “musical change is not 

framed as a failure of traditional knowledge to be copied and handed down but as a de-
fining feature of the practice”. 

109 Garvey (2020:76). Simms (2004:5) suggests that “Apart from his idiosyncratic falsetto, 
Qundarchi’s style was conservative and he was antagonistic toward Qubanchi’s free and 
innovative approach to the repertoire”. 

110 Kojaman (2015:110). 
111 Salman (1984) interview 
112 Emile Cohen, personal communication, 9th November 2019. 
113 Emile Cohen, personal communication, 9th November 2019. 
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There is no clear agreement among scholars on what darmi is, beyond the 
fact that it is an Iraqi colloquial poetic style.114 Amer Rashid al-samra’i,  عامر

يد السامرائيشر , in his introduction to Al-Karmali’s 1934 Compilation of Iraqi 
Vernacular [Folk] songs,115 identifies darmi with pasta: “…examples of the 
pasta, or what we call the darmi, we find in various places in the book along-
side verses in literary [Arabic] (al-sha‛r al-fasih الشعر الفصيح)”. The musicol-
ogist Muhayman al-Jazrawi maintains that the pasta is in the darmi poetic 
form.116 Hassan suggests that the Baghdadi variant of the Iraqi Maqam uses 
pastat in colloquial Arabic, as distinct from Turkoman poetry in the Iraqi 
Maqam in Kirkuk. These pastat are based on various popular poetic genres, 
the most widespread among them being darmi, also called ghazal banat ( غزل
 girls’ love songs), from the Euphrates region.117 بنات

This genre seems to be the one mentioned in the Iraq Directory 1935–
1936 as one of seven Iraqi vocal genres: zheri mawal, ataba, abudhiyya, 
nayil, builders’ songs, memar, and tawshih – also called nathm al-banat, 
from the Euphrates area.118 Thus, the terms tawshih, darmi and nathm al-
banat /ghazal banat are interchangeable. Farida Abu-Haidar mentions 
tawshih as one of the two major types of pasta. The other type is murabba 
-119 The Maqam reciter and author Hamed Al.(literally: a quatrain) مربّـع
Saʿadi suggests there are three types of lyrics in pastat: one is darmi; another 
is a four-line verse with the rhyming aaab (murabba, although Al-Saʿadi 
does not mention the name); and the third is miscellaneous – any verse with 
a different rhyming scheme, as in the pastat “Ya Zareʿ al-Bazningosh” and 
“Al-Majrasha” المجرشة. Al-Saʿadi does not elaborate on these three types, 
and only offers that the darmi is the most common in pastat.120 Some 
musicians refer to darmi as a poetic metre. The Iraqi researcher Thamer Abd 
al-Hassan Al-Ameri ثامر عبد الحسن العامري mentions the songs “Dishdasha 
sabgh al-Nil” الرمان عليّ  لچلچ  ”and “Chalchal alayya al-ruman  دشداشة صبغ النيل  
in this metre (min wazn al-darmi   من  وزن الدارمي ).121 Taher Barakat notes 
that “Ya tuyur al-raudh ghanni” ( يور الروض غنّيطيا  ) is in “the darmi me-
tre”.122 

Snir, however, stresses that darmi is not a metre but a style. In each line, 
the hemistichs rhyme with each other. The poetic metre is usually mujtathth 

                               
114 Reuven Snir, personal communication, 12th November 2019. 
115 Majmūʻah fī al-aghānī al-ʻāmmīyah al-ʻIrāqīyah. Al-Karmali (1999). 
116 Husayn (possibly 2011) The History of the Iraqi Song 1900–1910, time code 15’47. 
117 Hassan 2018:284. 

 )نظم البنات( توشيح ,ميمر ,نايل ,أبوذيّة  ,عتابة ,زهيري 118
      The Iraq Directory 1935–1936 in its Arabic version, p. 767. 
119 Abu-Haidar (pp. 137–141) They seem to differ in the number of syllables per line.  
120 Al-Saʿadi (2006:271). 
121 Al-Ameri (1988:104, 106). 
122 Taher Barakat, personal communication, 4th November 2018. 
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 Hassan suggests that “A darmī poem is composed of a unit of two 123.مجتث
poetical lines that rhyme in their second hemistich.”124 In any case, the darmi 
is one of the features characterising both Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs and old 
pastat, according to the above authors as well as Emile Cohen. 

Other vocal genres 
Which vocal genres were prevalent in Baghdad around the time when Saleh 
al-Kuwaity composed his songs? Outlining these genres is helpful for situat-
ing al-Kuwaity’s work and highlighting his particular contributions to musi-
cal developments at that time. 

The Baghdadi quatrain 
Al-murabba al-Baghdadi (literally: The Baghdadi Quatrain المربع البغدادي) was 
a vocal genre that was popular during the 1920s and until the mid-1930s.125 
Its rhyming restrictions require some skill, but the lyrics are not sophisticat-
ed. These responsorial folk songs were performed at family celebrations 
such as zaffa (زفة wedding procession), accompanied by drumming.126 Al-
Wardi suggests that, during festivals such as Nawruz, families used to picnic 
on the banks of the Tigris and to sing murabbaʿat (pl. of murabba مربّـع), 
accompanied by drumming and handclaps.127 

Thamer Abd al-Hassan Al-Ameri suggests that the murabba (Al-murabba 
al-Baghdadi) was mostly performed in the lower class neighbourhoods of 
Baghdad (mahalatha al-sha‛biyya محلتها الشعبية), and that it was accompanied 
by the tabla طبلة (a goblet drum known as darbuka in other parts of the 
Mashriq). He mentions “Yabnil hamula” يابن الحمولة  as an example of Al-
murabba al-Baghdadi.128 

This simplicity – as well as the association with a lower-class population 
– may have made an unfavourable impression on the authorities, who strove 
to broadcast more prestigious genres like the Maqam or modern songs, and 
more established folk genres from rural Iraq (rifi songs ريفية). Thus, the mu-
sicologist Haytham Shaʿubi هيثم شعوبي blames Radio Iraq for the decline of 

                               
123 Reuven Snir, personal communication, 11th November 2019. On the mujtath مجتث metre, 

see Hammond (2018). 
124 Hassan (2017:289 n. 48). 
125 According to Al-Ameri (1988:242), Al-murabba al-Baghdadi was a multi-verse poem 

(qasida قصيدة) of a single semantic theme, unlike the poetic form murabba, literally: a 
quatrain. 

126 Menashe Somekh, personal communication, 12th August 2004 
127 Al-Wardi (1964:37). 
128 Al-Ameri (1988:243). A digitised version of “Yabnil hamula” sung by Nathem al-Ghazali 

 accessed on 8th November حميد السارى was uploaded on YouTube by the user ناظم الغزالي
2020: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9qnGC-6JCw> 
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this genre, as it chiefly broadcast Maqam, rural songs (rifi) and modern 
songs, mostly by Saleh al-Kuwaity.129 This view conveys the perceived ho-
mogenising effect of radio on public taste. 

The monolog 
Unlike Al-murabba al-Baghdadi, which did not make it into Radio Iraq, a 
certain vocal genre did gain popularity via broadcasts: the monolog مونولوج, 
not to be confused with some Egyptian composers’ songs that were also 
labelled “monologues”.130 The Iraqi monologs were mostly in the Muslim 
Baghdadi dialect, with some in literary Arabic (فصحى). They used a variety 
of poetic metres and melodic modes, and tend to deal humorously with daily 
issues and to express social critiques satirically.131 Often, but not always, the 
performers were also the lyricists and composers of the monologs.132 

Aziz Ali عزيز علي, who was the eminent performer of Iraqi monologs from 
the 1930s onwards,133 also wrote the lyrics and composed the music. This 
genre became more widespread thanks to radio broadcasts.134 Saleh al-
Kuwaity related that his radio ensemble accompanied Aziz Ali on King 
Ghazi’s radio station;135 it is therefore likely that, sometimes, Al-Kuwaity 
arranged Aziz Ali’s monologs – and that he also added instrumental intro-
ductions, as he did for Hdheri Abu-Aziz حضيري أبو عزيز. One difference be-
tween songs like Saleh al-Kuwaity’s and monologs is that the latter were 
performed by male or female singers.136 Al-Kuwaity’s songs were performed 
almost exclusively by female singers.137 Another difference is that monologs 
prioritised the lyrics over the music. On a continuum between speech and 
singing, the vocal expression in monologs tends to be slightly closer to 
speech. This characteristic is evident in the ratio between syllabic and mel-
ismatic phrases, and in the lack of short vocal improvisatory passages that 
are typical of songs.138 

                               
129 Husayn (possibly 2011) The Baghdadi Quatrain. Time code: 8’17 to 9’23. 
130 Danielson (1988:153) refers to 1920s monologues in Egyptian musical plays and concerts 

as virtuosic, through-composed songs by the lead character. 
131 Al-Wardi (1964:91). 
132 Kojaman (2001:41 n. 1). 
133 Kojaman (2001:41 n. 1). 
134 Al-Wardi (1964:91). 
135 Salman (1984) interview. This information is telling, as Al-Kuwaity said that only two 

vocalists performed with this ensemble on the Palace radio station: Aziz Ali and Maqam 
reciter Al-Qubanchi. 

136 Al-Allaf (1969:233) notes that the female singer Shakiba Saleh performed monologs. 
137 More so in Iraq than later, in Israel. 
138 Aziz Ali’s monologs on YouTube, accessed on 20th November 2020:  
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=483UpfZ00s8 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j72ZfyjvhK0 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMy3gMktIXA 
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Music-literacy pioneers 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity learned to read Western music notation around 
1932, from Hanna Butrus (1896–1958), who taught music to the police or-
chestra in Baghdad.139 This endeavour was unusual at the time in Iraq, where 
oral transmission of music still prevailed. Ezra Aharon was among the few 
other Iraqi musicians who used Western notation in the late 1920s and early 
1930s. In the first half of the twentieth century, composers of Arab music 
transmitted music directly to performers. Mediated transmission – for exam-
ple via notation and conductor – appeared later.140 

  The brothers, therefore, did not use notation to transmit their songs to 
the singers and the players who performed them. They attempted to notate 
the Iraqi Maqam and abudhiyyat.141 Yousef Habib يوسف حبيب, a Jewish musi-
cian who arrived from Aleppo, preceded them in such an attempt in 1928.142 
Notating the Maqam and abudhiyyat might have been the brothers’ way of 
refining their understanding of this repertoire. The brothers’ venture may 
also have indicated an awareness of the need to document and preserve the 
music of their nation, as European composers and musicologists had done 
during the early years of nation-building in Europe.143 There was also an 
interest at that time among some Arab musicians in notating and systematis-
ing what they saw as urban art music. These musicians, especially in Egypt, 
aspired to modernise Arab music by using European methods. They spoke of 
progress, and they regarded Western music as a model for an advanced mu-
sical culture.144 

                               
139  Salman (1984) interview. In this interview, Saleh al-Kuwaity refers to Butrus as “the 

music teacher at the Police Academy” (mudarres al-musiqa fi madrasat al-shurta  مدرس
في مدرسة الشرطة الموسيقى ). According to Kojaman (2001:62), Hanna Butrus was born into a 

Christian family in Mosul. He served as a musician in the Turkish army until 1918, then 
worked as a music teacher and complemented his musical education through correspond-
ence with an institute in England. Saleh al-Kuwaity said they were friends and that he 
and his brother learned from Butrus around 1931∕1933 and paid him for that (Badran in-
terview, probably 1980s). Saleh related that he and Daud learned from Butrus around 
1931/1932, “some two or three years after coming to Iraq” (Hayat interview, 1968). Ac-
cording to Hanna Butrus’ son, Bassim Petros, his father moved from Mosul to Baghdad 
in 1925, to teach music at the Teachers Training College, when music was first intro-
duced in state schools (e.mail to Shlomo and Lucy El-Kivity, 7th May 2006). 

140 El-Shawan (1982:55) refers to Cairo, but this assertion is applicable to Baghdad. 
141 Al-Ameri (1988:24). 
142 Al-Ameri (1988:23) . 
143 Nineteenth-century industrialism, with its devastating effect on communities, prompted 

scholarly interest in disappearing cultural artifacts and their preservation, including folk 
songs, by figures such as Béla Bartók, Cecil Sharp and Samuel Preston Bayard. (Dan-
ielson 2007:226). 

144 Racy (1991:70, 75, 82). 
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In Jerusalem, the musicologist Robert Lachmann had an ardent public de-
bate with Wasif Jawhariyyeh ةيجوهر  a Palestinian musician. The latter ,واصف 
argued that notating Arab music would help disseminate it, while Lachmann 
warned against the possible implications of so doing.145 Since notation can-
not capture all the components of Arab music, argued Lachmann, learning 
from notation would entail the loss of invaluable knowledge gained over 
generations through oral transmission.146 

Saleh al-Kuwaity used the term “development” (tatawwur ّرتطو ) when 
speaking of Iraqi music, and it is likely that he was aware of this dis-
course.147 The interest in music notation and its use in transcribing abudhiy-
yat is another sign of the brothers’ inclination towards modern practices. In 
Iraq, such practices appeared later than in Egypt and North Africa, where 
European colonisation had begun already in the nineteenth century. In Tuni-
sia, the musicologist Baron Rodolphe D’Erlanger aimed to transcribe texts of 
the maʾaluf مألوف (the local version of Andalusian music) and to systematise 
its music theory. He was concerned with the corruption of this repertoire by 
European music, and by a lack of scholarly interest.148 The aforementioned 
Jewish Algerian musician, Edmond Nathan Yafil (1872–1928), teamed up 
with the French musicologist Jules Reouanet to publish music transcriptions 
of the nuba in the first decade of the twentieth century.149 The two also es-
tablished a music association soon after, which became a model for other 
associations throughout the country, with a majority of Jewish members.150 

Teaching music 
The brothers also showed initiative in another new music practice when they 
opened a small music school in their home, and taught the oud and the vio-
lin.151 The first to introduce structured individual tuition in Baghdad may 

                               
145 Tamari et al. (2014:215). 
146 Likewise, Nettl (1985:67) discusses the effect of newly-introduced Western notation on 

classical Persian music, and argues that improvisational sections have become shorter, 
more predictable, and more like compositions. Furthermore, improvisation has dimin-
ished in esteem, compared with notated pieces, which are perceived as a sign of western-
isation. See also Nettl (1985:164): “Notation may make it possible for people to learn 
music efficiently, but they may no longer have the same regard for it.” 

147 See below, in the section “Saleh al-Kuwaity talks about inspirations”. 
148 Thomas (2007:4). 
149 Glasser (2012:679). The nuba, based on Andalusian music, is the classical music in North 

Africa, corresponding to the Maqam in Iraq.  
150 Glasser (2012:680). 
151 Hayat interview 1968; Al-Jazrawi (2006:428) asserts the brothers al-Kuwaity opened a 

small music school in their home in 1931, and suggests that it was among the first civic 
music institutions in Iraq (من اوائل المعاهد الموسيقية االْهلية). The school opened in the early 
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have been Mulla Othman al-Mawseli (1923–1854) المال عثمان الموصلي. This 
renowned musician gave private music lessons, alongside singing instruction 
in state schools, to whole classes.152 A later educator of whom we know is 
the aforementioned Yousef Habib, a Jew from Aleppo who settled in Bagh-
dad and started teaching the oud in his home, probably in 1928.153 This initi-
ative, like the brothers’ effort to learn music notation, was a sign of the new 
times, with the shift it entailed away from informal music education and 
apprenticeship, to formal and then institutionalised music education.154 

Habib gave the students pages with the names of the notes in the piece in 
the order in which they appear: e.g., “Mi Fa Sol Sol Mi Fa Mi Re” for a fa-
mous sama‛i Bayat.155 The brothers Al-Kuwaity used the same method, but 
added indications of the note lengths above the name of the note. The stu-
dents called this “The Kuwaity notation”.156 This kind of system was in-
spired perhaps by the trope symbols in the Hebrew Bible, and its use posi-
tions the brothers’ teaching half way between aural-based instruction and 
music training from staff-notation, the approach favoured in future state 
institutions in Iraq. The brothers taught their students to improvise and to 
transpose music. They taught theory too, as part of the instrumental tuition. 
This aspect of teaching included the knowledge of melodic modes and of 
rhythmic cycles.157 Daud Akram داود اكرم, who was a decade younger than 
the brothers and later became a well-regarded composer, took violin lessons 
with Saleh al-Kuwaity in the early 1930s. Al-Kuwaity instructed Daud 
Akram in the art of improvisation within the modal system (maqamat), and 
also taught him pastat.158 Jamil Bashir بشير جميل , who later became a well-
known violinist, took lessons from Saleh al-Kuwaity around 1931, when the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity were staying in Mosul for four months.159 

                                                                                                                             
1930s, according to Kojaman (2015:143). According to Al-Ameri (1988:24), the school 
opened on 25th May 1931. Kojaman (2015:143) maintains that the brothers closed the 
school when they started to work for Radio Iraq, in 1936. Obadia (2005:125) maintains 
that the school operated until November 1937. According to Abd al-Razaq al-Azawi 
 the school operated for seven years. In: Husayn (possibly 2011) ,عبد الرزاق العزاوي
The Voices of Departure, time code 11’00 in the Arabic version (Aswat a-Rahil). In the 
English version of the film there is only a comment by the presenter, as a voice-over). 

152 Hassan (2006:108). 
153 Kojaman (2015:142 and 2001:59). In the interview with Badran, Saleh al-Kuwaity said 

Habib “taught music in Baghdad at the time”, and that he was a Jew from Syria. 
154 Obadia (1999:20) notes that, until the 1930s, there were no governmental or civic institu-

tions of music education, and that Maqam reciters learned by listening to senior reciters 
in coffee shops and clubs. 

155 Kojaman (2015:142). 
156 Kojaman (2015:143). 
157 Kojaman (2015:143). 
158 Kojaman (2015:183) uses the term tawashih تواشيح. See the discussion on pasta terminolo-

gy in chapter five. 
159 Shahed (1982) interview, and Warkov (1987:36), citing Na‛im Twena. 
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Shiloah notes that the above-mentioned Jewish Algerian musician, Ed-
mond Nathan Yafil, established the first school for Arab music in his coun-
try, contributed “to the modernisation of music education”, and “was ap-
pointed chair of Arab music in the conservatory in Algeria”.160 Although the 
modernisation of music education in Iraq occurred later, there are parallels 
between, on the one hand, the initiative of this Jewish musician in an Arab 
country in the first half of the twentieth century, and on the other, the activi-
ties of Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity in Iraq.161 

The impact of the music schools  
Yousef Habib’s school and the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s school had an impact 
on music life in Baghdad by prompting the creation of amateur ensembles.162 
Kojaman maintains that love for Egyptian music drove many young people 
in Baghdad to learn to play the oud or the violin.163 These instruments were 
cheap, and at least the oud was available in Baghdad in the early twentieth 
century from local instrument-makers.164 Those who did not have a tutor 
learned by listening to the gramophone. Kojaman, who was himself an ama-
teur oud player, mentions two books from Syria that were in use in Baghdad 
in the 1930s. One was a guide for learning the oud, and the other included 
notated instrumental pieces like famous sama‛iyat and basharef, alongside 
pieces by the author, Tawfiq Sabbagh.165 

Many of these amateur players formed ensembles and played at family 
celebrations, especially in the 1940s, and did not charge a fee.166 The deci-
sion to play for free probably reflected the dubious reputation of professional 
musicians.  

Similarly, Anne Elise Thomas discusses Egyptian music in the 1910s and 
1920s. She mentions musicians from among the effendiyya – educated men, 
mostly of Ottoman heritage – who were highly accomplished but acted as 
amateur musicians (hawwin  ٍهاو) and did not make a living as professional 
musicians. They “published instrumental method books and self-study man-
uals on music theory and notation”.167 In Iraq at that time, it seems, books for 

                               
160 Shiloah (2014:479). 
161 In Cairo and in other cities in Egypt, there were private institutions that offered Arab mu-

sic tuition before 1920. El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002-a) mentions those that were 
opened in 1906 and in 1914. 

162 “In my knowledge no amateur modern ensembles [as distinct from chalghi] existed during 
this period. Amateur ensembles appeared after the first music schools of Yusif Habib and 
the Kuwaitis started around 1928”, offers Kojaman (2001:101). 

163 The following passage is based on Kojaman (2001:115)  
164 Kojaman (2015:103). 
165 Kojaman (2001:115). 
166 Kojaman (2001:115). 
167 Thomas (2007:2). 
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music-education purposes were imported rather than produced, and tuition 
was largely based on oral transmission and aural skills. 

The Institute of Fine Arts معهد الفنون الجميلة 
One aspect of the modernisation process in the Middle East was the institu-
tionalisation of education, especially as part of the nation-building project.168 
A major institute that provided music education in Baghdad and epitomised 
the modernisation of Hashemite Iraq was The Institute of Fine Arts (Ma‛had 
al-funun al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة), established in January 1936 as the Iraq 
Music Institute,169 and given a new title in 1938.170 It offered drama and 
painting courses as well as music. The music course, which lasted for six 
years of evening classes, focused on Western music, besides the oud.171 

The teacher who moulded the oud course and introduced a way of playing 
that was new in Iraq was Sharif Muhi a-Din Haidar شريف محي الدين حيدر 
(1888–1967).172 He was King Faysal’s cousin173 and the son of a Turkish 
mother, and he trained in Turkey as an oud and cello player. When perform-
ing in New York, he met renowned musicians such as the violinist Jascha 
Heifetz.174 He emphasised technique and agility, and Kojaman argues that 
this was at the expense of mastering the modal and rhythmic systems.175 
Among the famous graduates of The Institute of Fine Arts were Munir 
Bashir (1997–1930) منير بشير, and Salman Shukur 176.(2007–1921) سلمان شكر 
Muhi a-Din founded a new school of solo oud playing in Iraq,177 later em-
braced by players of other instruments too, such as the nay and the qanun as 
well as chalghi instruments such as the santur and the joza.178 

According to Twena, Saleh al-Kuwaity taught at the Institute of Fine Arts 
in its first years.179 Al-Kuwaity, however, did not mention this in his inter-
views. Kojaman did not write about it either; nor did he mention violin tui-

                               
168 Nettl (1985:163), for example, discusses Iran, and notes that conservatories and the use of 

notation replaced traditional ways of teaching. I discuss similar changes to Egyptian mu-
sic education elsewhere in this book. 

169 The Iraq Directory 1935–1936, English version (1936:430). 
170 Kojaman (2015:147). 
171 Kojaman (2015:147,149); Kojaman (2001:62). 
172 In Turkey: Şerif Muhiddin Targan. Years according to Hassan (2001). According to other 

sources, he was born in 1892 (Greve 2017:39). 
173 Warkov (1987:38). 
174 Kojaman (2001:62). 
175 Kojaman (2015:149–150).  
176 Kojaman (2015:151). 
177 Hassan (2001); Simms (2004:1). 
178 Hassan (2001). 
179 Warkov (1987:39). 
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tion in the first years of the Institute. The Institute relied on recruiting teach-
ers from outside Iraq, especially from Egypt and Syria.180 

The king, the regent and the prime minister attended the institute’s end-
of-year concerts. Some of these concerts were also broadcast on the radio.181 
Thus, the Institute enjoyed a high status and was part of the nation-building 
project. Esther Warkov, however, problematises the government’s role in 
establishing the Institute in this context. She maintains that the professional 
training did not improve the status of musicians in society much, since most 
practitioners were still Jews, who did not study at the Institute.182 Warkov 
suggests that the definition of a musician and the attitude towards the music 
profession changed “as the musical function shifted from Jewish to Arab 
domain”.183 She implies that only with the exodus of Jews in 1950/51, when 
more Muslims became professional musicians, and with the help of institu-
tionalised music education, did the practitioners gain respectability.184 

This theory is linked to the clash between traditional musicianship and the 
new form of education offered by the Institute. In the view of Muhi a-Din 
Haidar, the project of developing national music could not rely on existing 
performers of Eastern music, who were illiterate and therefore could not 
teach at the Institute.185 Music illiteracy, he declared, was not to be tolerated 
at a modern, state-funded institution. This attitude illustrates the Western 
bias of Muhi a-Din towards an oral musical tradition. His words referred 
perhaps also to Maqam reciters, some of whom could not read Arabic, and 
who therefore memorised the Maqam texts. An inability to read Arabic was 
more common among Jewish reciters than among Muslim ones.186 

                               
180 Warkov (1987:39), citing Na‛im Twena. 
181 According to the musicologist Fatima al-Thaher فاطمة الظاهر, In: Husayn (possibly 2011) 

The Iraqi Song in the Monarchic Era. Time code 5’00. 
182 Only a few Jews studied at the Institute, among them the nay player Albert Elias, who 

related that he wanted to learn to play the oud or the violin, but was admitted instead to 
the nay class, because there were not enough students there (Attar 12th February 1995 in-
terview). The low numbers were perhaps due to quotas, like those imposed for medical 
school and other professional training. Saleh al-Kuwaity suggested that there were almost 
no Jewish students at the Institute (Hayat 1968 interview). 

183 Warkov (1987:38). 
184 This claim makes sense, when considered alongside other factors that changed the status of 

musicians in Iraq and probably throughout the Middle East. The transition from the Ot-
toman Empire to nation-states, the colonisation by Britain and France, the emergence of 
mass media – all contributed to this shift. Hassan (2001) maintains that it was only in the 
1970s that attitudes towards musicians changed, thanks to modern institutions that pro-
vided graduate certificates, job security and welfare provisions.  

185 Kojaman (2001:64–65). 
186 Menashe Somekh, 23rd January 2010, personal communication. Obadia (1999:20) notes 

that some Maqam reciters were illiterate and learned the texts by heart. He does not men-
tion their religious affiliation. Maqam recitation, however, requires not only basic litera-
cy skills but also a command of literary Arabic. Obadia (1999:29) suggests that the great 
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Another reason why Maqam performers were not welcome as teachers at 
the Institute was their ignorance of Arab music theory. Hassan notes that, 
“Prior to the mid-1930s (with the creation of the Fine Arts Institute and for-
mal teaching of written theory), local art musicians were not conscious of the 
theoretical concept of maqāms as melodic modes.”187 Maqam performers did 
not conceptualise their music as modes built on scales and scales made of 
tetrachords, but rather as a repertory of pieces and melody types. This per-
ception was still evident in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s interviews decades later, but 
it was no longer reflected in Iraqi music books by the Institute’s graduates, 
such as Hammudi Al-Wardi (1964), who used the analysis of tetrachords 
when teaching the scales of Maqamat.188 The Institute, therefore, was one of 
the pillars of a modern approach to music education. Thus, it also contribut-
ed to the transformation of the music profession in Iraq, although – as War-
kov convincingly argues – the change in musicians’ status was also linked to 
the vacuum left by the departure of the Jews. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity as a National Composer 
Saleh al-Kuwaity gained recognition as a distinguished musician from gov-
ernment officials in the first half of the 1930s, not long after he and Daud 
moved to Iraq. From 1936 on, his position at Radio Iraq was an official gov-
ernmental appointment; but even before that, his status on the Iraqi music 
scene made him a sought-after figure on a national level. 

Foreign musicians seeking to meet Al-Kuwaity  
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity’s status as prominent Iraqi musicians is reflected 
in the fact that well-known contemporary Egyptian musicians who visited 
Baghdad wished to meet them.189 Muhammad Abdul Wahab related that 

                                                                                                                             
Rashid al-Qundarchi and other reciters were not well-versed in literary Arabic, and there-
fore mispronounced some of the words. 

187 Hassan (2001). 
188 Hassan (2002:315) mentions Sha‛ubi Ibrahim شعوبي ابراهيم, a graduate of The Institute of 

Fine Arts (Ma‛had al-funun al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة), who taught the Iraqi Maqam at 
the Institute of Melodic Studies (Ma‛had al-dirasat al-naghamiya غميةنال ساتدراال   (معهد 
1971–1991. He used traditional methods of teaching, based on listening and emulating, 
and traditional vocabulary. Following the Institute’s policy, however, he adopted written 
methods of teaching and the Arab music theory of tetrachords analysis. 

189 In the early 1930s, Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity were “the main, if not the only composers 
[of new songs]”, argues Kojaman (2001:228). He relates that Egyptian musicians wanted 
to meet the brothers and discuss music with them, since they were considered among the 
most prominent (abraz أبرز) musicians in Iraq. In this context, Kojaman (2015:176) men-
tions the Egyptian musicians Muhammad al-Wahab (probably meaning Muhammad Ab-
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some of his compositions, like the song “Gabal a-Tawbad” (Mount Tawbad), 
were inspired by Saleh al-Kuwaity.190 

Another song by Abdul Wahab which was inspired by the composer’s 
meeting with the brothers Al-Kuwaity is “Yalli zara‛tu al-burtuʾal” (ياللي 
 ,You who plant oranges”). According to Saleh al-Kuwaity“ زرعتوا البرتقال
Abdul Wahab met the brothers several times during his visit to Baghdad in 
1932, and learned from them the melodic mode Lami, in which he later 
composed the song.191 Several Iraqi musicians claimed that they introduced 
Lami to the renowned Egyptian composer.192 The important things to note 
are the brothers’ prestige as leading Iraqi musicians in the early 1930s, and 
their contacts with eminent Arab musicians. 

In 1932, the brothers also met Umm Kulthum during her visit to Baghdad. 
The Egyptian singer learned Saleh al-Kuwaity’s song, “Galbak sakhar jal-
mud” قلبك صخر جلمود, and performed it.193 In 1935, the brothers performed 
with Salima Murad in Beirut and Aleppo.194 Thus, the brothers expanded 
their knowledge of Egyptian and Syrian music via trans-national interac-
tions, and their fame spread beyond Iraq. 

Another aspect of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s status as a national composer, be-
sides his fame inside Iraq and in neighbouring Arab countries, was the fact 
that he composed hymns for occasions such as the death of King Faysal I. 
Some of these hymns were performed by Salima Murad, and some by Za-
kiyya George.195 

Tagore’s visit in May 1932 
Rabindranath Tagore )1861–1941(  was the Nobel Prize laureate for literature 
in 1913. He wrote in both Bengali and English, and was an honoured guest 
in many countries throughout the years. He visited Iran in April 1932, fol-
lowing an invitation from the monarch, Reza Shah Pahlavi. Tagore visited 
the tombs of the poets Hafez and Saadi in Shiraz, and then paid a visit to 

                                                                                                                             
del Wahab), Sami al-Shawa, Muhammad al-Aqad, Muhammad al-Qasabji and Riyadh a-
Sunbati.  رياض السنباطي ,دمحم القصبجي ,دمحم العقاد ,سامي الشوا ,دمحم عبد الوهاب 

 Shohat (1981:295), referring to an interview with Abdul Wahab on .جبل التَْوباد\عبد الوهاب  190
Radio Baghdad on 8th August 1978. It is unclear in what way the song was inspired by 
Al-Kuwaity. 

191 Shahed (1982) interview. 
192 See on Lami, chapter five. 
193 Shahed (1982) interview. Umm Kulthum’s visit was in 1932 and not 1933, as Kojaman 

(2001:XI) suggests, according to Al-Allaf 1945:163–164, Al-Allaf 1969:184, and Obadia 
(2005:128). 

194 Saleh al-Kuwaity related that they performed at Al-Karion club, Al-Burj Street in Beirut. 
(Shahed, 1982 interview). 

195 Salman (1984) interview; Shahed (1982) interview 
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King Faysal in Baghdad, where a reception was held on 25th May. He re-
turned to Calcutta in June.196 

 
Figure 14. A newspaper clipping on the brothers’ performances with Salima Murad 
in Beirut. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

                               
196 This paragraph on Tagore’s visit is based on Sigi (2006) and on Pal Sanchari’s writing on 

the website The Better India. 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity set to music a poem by Tagore, translated into literary 
Arabic by the Iraqi poet Jamil Sidqi al-Zahawi 1863) جميل صدقي الزهاوي–
1936).197 Zakiyya George recorded the song, which is in the melodic mode 
Bayat.198 According to Shlomo Elkivity, the composer’s son, she performed 
this song at the reception for Tagore.199 The title is “Ya bulbul ghanni l-
jirana” (“Bulbul, sing to our neighbours” لجيرانا  غنـّي لبلب يا . See the lyrics be-
low).200 If the song was composed beforehand, and then used for Tagore’s 
reception, it indicates Al-Kuwaity’s interest in a variety of poetic genres and 
testifies to his standing as a leading composer. If the song was commissioned 
for the occasion, it shows his status as a national composer. 
 

Ya bulbul ghanni l-jirana201 
 

 يا بلبل غنـّي لجيرانا

Refrain 
Oh, bulbul, sing to our neighbours* 
Sing and improvise the tunes 
Their daughter stole my heart 
Let it stay there, happy 
 

Verse 1 
Her lamb rests in the shadow of little 
trees  and roams innocently in the pas-
tures  
Make her, oh Lord, into a lamb, and I 
will shepherd her in my heart  

 
Verse 2 

From the field of her father, to my field 
swarms of bees fly 
I gave my love to the bee and discov-
ered that my mind has become her prey  
 
*The speaker uses the first-person plural 
form 

Refrain 

  يــا بــلــبــل غـنـّي لـجـيـرانـا غـنـّي وتـَفـَنّـن ألـحـانـا

 فـَبُـنـَيـّـتـَهـُم َسـَرقـَت قـَلـبـي ولـيـبـقـى لـَديـهـا جـذالنـا

Verse 1 
 تبهى , ترعى وبريئا شاتاها في ؙظل شجيرات

  واحلها شتاَ يا ربي وأنا في قلبي أرعاها

 
Verse 2 

ولـحـقـل أبـيـهـا مـن َحـقـلـي تـتـطـايـر أسراُب 

  النحل ِ 

  فـعـشـقـت الـنـَحلة َ من ُحبّي وَوجدُت فـَريَستـُها عقلي

 

                               
197 Years Al-Zahawi according to Snir (2005:67). Saleh al-Kuwaity mentioned that he co-

mosed the song and that Zakiya George sang it (Shahed 1982 interview). The song ap-
pears as song no. 79 in the Al-Kuwaity songbook (Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of 
The Beautiful Time). Nahum Aharon also said that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed this song 
(personal communication, 29th August 2018). Hilmi (1990:60) acknowledges that Zakiya 
George performed the song.  

198 Possibly by the Gramophone Company. 
199 Al-Kuwaity (2011:50). 
200 A recording of “Ya bulbul ghanni l-jirana” is available on YouTube, uploaded by the user 

iraqart2003, and accessed on 8th November 2020:  
       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zi_Lr8pgYfM> 
201 I am grateful to Emile Cohen and to Prof. Elie Wardini for their advice on the translation. 
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Figure 15. Tagore’s visit to Iraq, 1932. Source: Ctesiphon.com.  

Radio Iraq  
In the 1996 Hebrew novel, Rose Water (Mei Ha-Vradim מי הוורדים) by 
Shmuel Aviezer, the Baghdadi Jewish boy David relates how he and his 
family listened one evening to a weekly live programme on Radio Iraq with 
the singer Salima Murad. That particular evening happened to be the end of 
a Jewish religious festival (motsaʾei hag מוצאי חג), and the instrumentalists – 
like the singer – were Jews. In between the programme’s songs, they played 
interludes interwoven with melodies from the festival’s devotional songs, to 
the delight of Jewish listeners. David tells us that these were covert “festival 
greetings” via the Radio, and that this merry practice repeated itself for every 
Jewish religious festival.202 This novel as a whole is to a large extent faithful 
to the reality of life in Baghdad in the 1940s, and the above anecdote may 
have stemmed from the author’s experience.203 In any case, it reflects the 
commonly-shared perception of the Radio ensemble as a mostly Jewish 
group, with only one Muslim member. 

                               
202 Aviezer (1996:112). 
203 Snir (2005:196) mentions other novels, such as Bar-Moshe (1977), that reflect the reality 

or at least do not contradict contemporary sources. 
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Establishing Radio Iraq’s ensemble 
By 1936, Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity’s reputation was well-established. The 
Minister of Education asked them to put together an ensemble, of which 
Saleh would be director,204 for the inauguration of the radio in July that 
year.205 Saleh offered that Sadeq al-Bassam صادق البصام, the Minister of Edu-
cation (Wazir al-ma‛aref  وزير المعارف ), approached him and Daud.206 Saleh 
assembled qanun player Yousef Zaarur يوسف زعرور, nay player Jacob Murad 
 and drummer Hussain ,(also known as Jacob al-Imari) يعقوب مراد العماري
Abdallah نيحس عبدهللا  ,207 alongside Daud al-Kuwaity on oud and Saleh himself 
as violinist and director.208 Hussain Abdallah and Yousef Zaarur feature, 
together with Saleh al-Kuwaity in Ezra Aharon’s song, “Ala Firash al-
Dhana” (“On the sickbed” على فراش الَضنَى), recorded in 1933.209 This sug-
gests that at least the drummer and the qanun player were chosen on the ba-
sis of previous collaborations. Furthermore, Zaarur had been famous and 
approved by the state already, as he was included in the Iraqi delegation to 
the Cairo Congress on Arab Music in 1932. Thus, it is not surprising that he 
was chosen for the Radio ensemble. The cello player Ibrahim Taqu طقوراهيم با  

                               
204 It is unclear whether Radio Iraq was first called The Broadcasting House دار االذاعة or 

Baghdad Broadcast إذاعة بغداد . As for its year of inauguration: according to Y. Meir 
(1989:321) and to Bashkin (14th December 2016) time code 23’53, Radio Iraq was inau-
gurated in 1933, three years before the music ensemble was established. All the other 
sources I found, however – including Farhan (2020:287), Kojaman (2001:40), Hayat 
(1968) and Obadia (1999:135) – suggest the radio was established in 1936. 

205  Saleh al-Kuwaity in all the interviews and Al-Ameri 1988:24 (Al-Ameri mentions the 
roles of the brothers in the ensemble but does not write which official approached them). 
Saleh related that Sadeq al-Bassam صادق البصام, Wazir al-ma‛aref, approached him and 
Daud (Badran interview, probably 1980s). 

206 Badran interview (probably 1980s). According to The Iraq Directory 1935–1936 (English 
version), Wazir al-ma‛aref meant The Minister of Education (not Minister of Infor-
mation). p.399: “Minister: His Excellency Sadiq Beg al-Bassam. Director-General of In-
struction: Sati’ Beg al-Hasri”. According to the historian Reeva Simon, however 
(1986:78), the Minister of Education in 1935–1936 was Al-Shabibi, while Sadeq al-
Bassam was Director General of Education. Yasin al-Hashemi was prime minister (p. 
94). Simon explains (p. 75) that “Director General of Education [was] a position immune 
from frequent cabinet changes, unlike that of Minister of Education whose incumbent ar-
rived and departed at the whim of the Prime Minister. [It entailed] continuity of tenure 
and independence of action […]”. 

207 Saleh al-Kuwaity refers to Hussain Abdallah as “tabla player”  rather than “thabet il-iqa” 
 in the interview (Master percussionist, a common title referring to drummers ضابط اإليقاع)
with Ibrahim Shahed, but we can assume that he played additional drums. He is seen in 
the ensemble’s photo from 1938 (see the figure below) sitting by a goblet-shape drum 
(tabla) as well as naqqara. He was born in 1905 and was still thabet il-iqa at Radio Iraq 
in 1961, according to Al-Rajab1961:187. 

208 Hayat (1968) interview; Al-Jazrawi (2006:434); Kojaman 2001:40   
209 Warkov (1987:22, 94). 
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joined two or three years after the ensemble was established.210 According to 
the violinist Elias Zbedah (1931–2019), who joined one of Radio Iraq’s en-
sembles in 1948, Saleh al-Kuwaity wanted to dismiss a troublesome percus-
sionist, and made the excuse that he wanted to add an instrument. The budg-
et did not allow for that, so the new musician would have to replace some-
one.211 This account could explain why Al-Ameri did not mention any cello 
player when listing the musicians of the Radio ensemble.212 

Such Arab ensembles (takht) existed in Iraq before the 1930s, playing for 
private parties and in nightclubs. They included the violin, the oud, percus-
sion and sometimes the qanun.213 Usually, at least in Egypt, the qanun player 
was the leader.214 In the Radio ensemble, however, the violinist – Saleh al-
Kuwaity – was the leader. Incorporating the nay and the cello in the ensem-
ble was an innovation for Iraqi music.215 More than ten years later, the nay 
was still relatively rare. Albert Elias (1927–2014) was admitted to the Insti-
tute of Fine Arts (Ma‛had al-funun al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة) in the mid-
1940s, on condition that he join the nay class, which was small compared 
with the oud and violin classes. In 1948, he was invited to join one of the 
Iraqi Radio ensembles as a nay player, and he was offered extensive bene-
fits, since there were not many competent players.216 

 

                               
210 The cello player Ibrahim Taqu (طقو) appears in some sources as Ibrahim Qazzaz ابراهيم قزاز, 

for some reason. 
211 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 28th March 2019. 
212 Al-Ameri (1988:24-25 note 8). 
213 Kojaman (2001:100). 
214 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559). 
215 Al-Jazrawi (2006:434) mentions this among Saleh al-Kuwaity’s innovations. Before that, 

we only know that Ezra Aharon incorporated the nay and the cello in his performances. 
(Warkov and Bohlman 1st February 1981 interview YC-01753-REL_A_01. Time code 
22’30). During the 1932 Congress on Arab Music in Cairo, it became clear that the use of 
the violin was already widespread in the Middle East. The cello, however, was still in 
dispute because of its “excessive pathos […] and domineering quality of its sound”, 
which made the cello “incompatible with Egyptian instruments”. (Racy 1991:76). 

216 Attar (12th February 1995) interview. 
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Figure 16. The Iraqi Radio ensemble, 1938. Standing, from left to right: nay player 
Jacob Murad (يعقوب مراد العماري also known as Jacob al-Imari), director and violinist 
Saleh al-Kuwaity, cello player Ibrahim Taqu (طقو). Sitting, from left to right: oud 
player Daud al-Kuwaity, qanun player Yousef Zaarur (يوسف زعرور), and drummer 
Hussain Abdallah نيحس عبدهللا . Courtesy of BJHC. 

The content of the broadcasts 
Saleh al-Kuwaity was responsible for music programmes at the Radio,217 
except for Iraqi Maqam broadcasts, which were Rashid al-Qundarchi’s re-
mit.218 The musicians who performed on a permanent basis were government 
employees, and the content of the music programmes had to be approved by 
state officials.219 Nevertheless, Al-Kuwaity’s role as editor, selecting music 
to be broadcast, made him an influential figure at the national radio. It is 
hard to tell – for lack of sources – to what extent the music broadcasts re-

                               
217 Saleh al-Kuwaity told Hayat (1968 interview) in a mixture of Arabic and Hebrew: “I was 

director of the music ensemble, and programme editor”  
  “'נאהגמַ . יעני, תב תכניותַר מוסיקיה ומֻ -רקה אלפִ  -ראיס אל”אני הייתי 

218 Kojaman (2001:42) relates that Al-Qundarchi was “khabir al-maqam” خبير المقام, literally: 
Maqam expert. He examined Maqam reciters for broadcasts. 

219 Kojaman (2001:40). In his article from 1982 on radio and television in the first decades of 
the Iraqi state, Douglas Boyd offers that, when Radio Iraq was inaugurated, it was “run 
by a government committee which included a representative of the Ministry of Educa-
tion.”  (1982:400). 
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flected his personal taste, and to what extent his policy was pluralistic.220 
What we do know, however, points to a mix of genres in the music pro-
grammes. 

The Radio ensemble (firqat al-idha‛a فرقة اإلذاعة), which worked at the 
Radio two days a week and added a third day at a later stage, accompanied 
monolog singers and singers of Bedouin repertoire.221 It played Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s instrumental pieces, as well as songs which he composed for 
singers such as Salima Murad, Zakiyya George and Munira al-Hawazawaz. 
It also performed muwashahat موشحات, with Daud al-Kuwaity as lead vocal-
ist, and Kuwaiti music, with either of the brothers Al-Kuwaity as lead vocal-
ists.222 Singers who preferred to appear on the radio with their own band 
could do so.223 The Radio broadcast both live and from discs.224 

The Radio ensemble cemented the acceptance of the Arab ensemble 
(takht) as an alternative to the chalghi for accompanying not only new songs, 
but also the Iraqi Maqam. The group also accompanied Maqam reciters Mu-
hammad al-Qubanchi, Hasan Khayuka and Yousef Omar. Other Maqam 
reciters, such as Rashid al-Qundarchi, Salman Moshi and Yousef Horesh 
(1889–1976),225 performed on the Radio with traditional chalghi groups.226 
New Iraqi music got the lion’s share of air time, compared with Maqam.227 

                               
220 Danielson (1988:148) describes criticism of Egyptian Radio since the 1950s. Stars of the 

1930s and 1940s, such as Umm-Kulthum and Abdel Wahab, who continued to perform 
on the radio, became members of the programming board. Other aspiring performers 
complained that the selection of music for broadcast was tainted by the programmers 
own interests. Others disapproved of a preference they perceived for urban music over 
rural genres.  

221 Kojaman (2001:41). 
222 Kojaman (2001:41). 
223 Kojaman (2001:42). 
224 Albert Elias, who was nine years old in 1936, suggested that broadcasts were live only 

(Attar 12th February 1995 interview). However, the technology to broadcast records al-
ready existed, and Elias Zbedah, who was born in 1931, related that Egyptian records 
were played on Radio Iraq since 1936 (personal communication, 28th March 2019). 
Shafiq Salman asked Al-Kuwaity what the Radio ensemble played on the first broadcast. 
“It was live, wasn’t it? There were no recordings.” Saleh al-Kuwaity replied: “There 
were no recordings on the Radio. We sang directly to the people” (Salman 1984 inter-
view). The interview took place almost fifty years after the inauguration of Radio Iraq, 
and we cannot be absolutely sure that Al-Kuwaity remembered it accurately. Perhaps Al-
Kuwaity’s reply referred to that first evening only, although his use of the verb “were” 
suggests a continuous past rather than a particular point in time (kunna nghanni rasan 
lilnas كنا نغني رأساً للناس). 

225 Years Horesh according to Shohat (1981:294). 
226 Kojaman (2015:111). Salman Moshi lived from 1880–1955, according to Beinin 

(2004:xvii) 
227 Kojaman (2001:42) argues that Maqam was allocated half an hour a day, towards the end 

of the broadcast, while other genres, especially “modern music”, received more air time. 
Boyd (1982:400–402) offers that by 1939, Radio Iraq broadcast some five hours per day. 
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According to Elias Zbedah, the Radio ensemble under Saleh al-Kuwaity 
performed Iraqi music. When Yousef Zaarur replaced him, in 1941 or 1944, 
the ensemble also played Egyptian music, with guest singers from Egypt. 
The ensemble members were, besides Yousef Zaarur as director and qanun 
player: Sasson Abdu (violin), Shu‛a Hesqel (oud), Abraham Taqu (cello), 
Hussain Abdallah (drums) and Artim Garavet (Turkish clarinet).228 We can 
assume that the ensemble under Saleh al-Kuwaity also played with guest 
singers from Egypt, as the brothers did in the years before and after their 
work at the Radio. Zbedah’s remark may indicate, however, that this became 
more pronounced under Zaarur. 

What else was broadcast, besides Saleh al-Kuwaity’s ensemble and re-
gional music? The two chalghi bands – that of Yousef Pataw and that of 
Efrayim Bassun – accompanied Maqam reciters who did not want to perform 
with Saleh al-Kuwaity’s ensemble (takht), preferring instead the traditional 
instruments (chalghi). The above-mentioned monolog genre became more 
widespread thanks to the Radio.229 

By broadcasting Iraqi Maqam, rural (rifi) songs and newly composed 
songs by Saleh al-Kuwaity and his contemporaries, the Radio played an im-
portant part in the dissemination and heritagisation of the latter. The Radio 
also played a role in homogenising musical tastes and eradicating diverse 
styles. Al-murabba al-Baghdadi, for example, was excluded, as mentioned 
above. Radio Iraq contributed to the modernisation of the country through its 
very existence as a national broadcast station – as part of the nation-building 
project – and by its particular selection of music. The Radio also contributed 
to the modernisation of Iraq, utilising a technology that was new to the coun-
try. 

The Radio ensemble performs in private settings 
The Radio ensemble also performed outside the broadcasting house, as The 
Broadcast Band (joq al-idha‛a جوق اإلذاعة).230 In family celebrations of life-
cycle events, the arrangements were like those for a nightclub ensemble. The 
Radio ensemble arrived at the venue after the end of the broadcast, at 
10pm.231 It also performed in private settings for dignitaries such as Nuri al-
Sa‛id, who served as Prime Minister during several periods between 1930 

                                                                                                                             
He adds that, until the 1958 revolution, studios and transmitters were sparse, and “Iraq 
was not equipped to provide a viable domestic signal to citizens”. The limited access and 
air time call into question how powerful the radio was as a vehicle for propagating Iraqi 
music. 

228 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 28th March 2019. 
229 Al-Wardi (1964:91). 
230 Kojaman (2015:165). 
231 Kojaman (2001:112). 
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and 1958,232 and was a patron of Iraqi music.233 At his home, the ensemble 
accompanied the aforementioned Jewish reciter of Iraqi Maqam, Salim 
Shibbath.234 Iraqi Maqam with a takht instead of chalghi came to be pre-
ferred by the authorities, and was presented on official occasions, for exam-
ple with foreign guests.235 When Al-Qubanchi was the reciter, the perfor-
mance included the songs that he composed instead of old pastat.236 These 
kinds of event put the brothers Al-Kuwaity at the top rank of artists recog-
nised by the state. 

 

 
Figure 17. Nuri al-Sa‛id (sitting in the centre, facing the camera), surrounded by 
Maqam reciters and instrumentalists (the santur player Hugi Pataw with back to 
camera. To his left: the joza player Saleh Shumail), as well as by poets and non-
Maqam musicians. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

The Radio ensemble set an example for nightclub ensembles, where musi-
cians were employed individually. Now, such musicians would form a per-

                               
232 Khadduri (1960:370–372). 
233 Similarly, Shannon (2006:79–80) – discussing Syria in the second half of the twentieth 

century – suggests that the state tends to support “classical” repertoire by arranging per-
formances for local and international dignitaries and officials, thus presenting the coun-
try’s musical heritage.  

234 Twenah (1982). 
235 Kojaman (2001:114–115). 
236 Kojaman (2001:114–115). 
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manent ensemble that was identified with a nightclub even when performing 
in other settings.237 Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work at Radio Iraq prompted him to 
compose songs and instrumental pieces.238 

The role of the radio in nation-building 

The brothers’ central role at the Radio put them at the heart of the nation-
building project. The shared experience of listening to the radio in coffee 
houses, or at the homes of friends who could afford a radio set, contributed 
to an imagined sense of nationhood among Iraqis, albeit a fragmented one.239 
Tom Western mentions radio in the context of nation-building, and main-
tains that “radio both constructs and crosses borders”.240 “Just as citizens 
‘see the state’ through the provision of services like water supplies […], 
subjects ‘hear the state’ through radio”.241 He cites Philip V. Bohlman’s 
claim that “Radio plays an active role in producing sonic citizenships, in the 
sense of articulating which voices get into the nation and which do not.”242 
This assertion is true for Iraq, as discussed above, regarding the musical 
content of programmes. Broadcasts in Kurdish provide another example, as 
they served to showcase the diverse culture of the Iraqi nation.243  

  Radio Iraq was only one of several cultural endeavours that aimed at 
creating a national identity. King Faysal I, for example, introduced the sida-
ra سدارة, a headgear for men, to replace the tarbush.244 It gradually became 
popular during the 1930s and came to be an Iraqi feature.245  
 

                               
237 Kojaman (2015:164, 165). 
238 Kojaman (2015:109) suggests that the inauguration of the national broadcast created a 

need for new compositions, and that Saleh al-Kuwaity was a champion (sabbaq سبّاق, al-
so means pioneer) in providing new music. 

239 As Haley Lepp argues in the case of Egypt during the second decade of the twentieth 
century (Lepp 2015:9). 

240 Western (2018:258). 
241 Western (2018:259). 
242 Western (2018:259), quoting Philip V. Bohlman/ Music, Nationalism, and the Making of 

the New Europe (2011:6). 
243 Farhan (2020:288). 
244 Moreh (1997:218 n. 9) and Shamash (2010:151) 
245 Ernest Main (2004:39), a British official and journalist for The Baghdad Times, writes in 

1935 that officials were obliged to wear the sidara سدارة; however, he suggests that, un-
like similarly devised national headgear in Turkey and in Iran, the sidara was not adopt-
ed by the overall Iraqi male population. He argues, for example, that the Bedouins, the 
villagers and the Kurds ignored the sidara, and that many of them “cannot even grasp the 
idea of uniformity”. He contends that the sidara came to be the mark of townspeople, es-
pecially the younger generation. Main’s comments reflect the difficulty that Iraqi rulers 
faced when introducing artificially created national symbols. 
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، )قانون(، االستاذ دمحم القبانجي، يوسف زعرور )عود(ود الكويتي ، دا)لوچ(قوطراهيم با: الجالسون من اليمين
 يتيصالح الكو) ناي( يعقوب مراد العماري: الواقفان من اليمين). ايقاع(حسين عبد هللا 

Figure 18. The Radio ensemble with Al-Qubanchi in 1938, all wearing the sidara 
 .Courtesy of BJHC .سدارة

John Baily discusses the role of music in the creation of an Afghan national 
identity. Radio Kabul was established in 1940, after an initial broadcasting 
service from 1925–1929. The official aims of Radio Kabul were “to spread 
the message of the Holy Koran, to reflect the national spirit, to perpetuate the 
treasures of Afghan folklore, and to contribute to public education”.246 
Whether the Radio achieved these aims is another question. In any case, 
popular Afghan songs 

…were created by composers and musicians working at the radio station. 
Others were originally local folk songs (either brought by provincial singers 
to the radio station, or actually collected by station staff making trips to dif-
ferent parts of the country) … In this way many of the folk songs of Afghani-
stan were given a new lease of life by radio broadcasting.247 

The same could be said of Saleh al-Kuwaity in Iraq and Ezra Aharon in Pal-
estine (and later Israel) in their roles as composers and radio editors. In the 
case of the brothers Al-Kuwaity, this citation also brings to mind their trav-
els around Iraq and their interest in playing regional music on the radio. 

Does this plurality of regional styles on the national radio station indicate 
an awareness of national Iraqi music, and an effort to document and preserve 
it? This question could be answered in the affirmative if we found docu-
ments from the Ministry of Information at the time attesting to a national 
culture policy aimed at collecting folk songs and unifying the nation. But I 

                               
246 Baily (1994:57). 
247 Baily (1994:55). 
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did not find any mention of the Radio in the Iraq Directory 1935–1936, or 
any official statements on the aims of the Radio when it was inaugurated. 

These aims may have been similar to those of Egyptian state broadcasting 
in the 1930s and 1940s: “to improve the quality of song texts, to encourage 
composers who incorporated Western musical elements into Arabic music, 
and to ‘improve’ the musical taste of audiences by exposing them to a varie-
ty of styles.”248 However, incorporating Western elements into Iraqi music 
was probably not an objective of Radio Iraq’s policy. Having a recognised 
distinct culture was crucial for forging a nation-state. The effort to define 
this culture may have resulted in the erasure of local differences.249 Howev-
er, the question of the extent to which such an erasure process happened in 
Iraq is beyond the scope of this study. 

National radio and the status of musicians 
Another aspect of national broadcasting that contributed to the modernisa-
tion of Iraq has to do with the status of musicians. Esther Warkov suggests 
that the music in Radio Iraq reflected the social attitudes towards musicians. 
Most instrumentalists were Jewish, while most vocalists were Muslim.250 
This division echoes Islamic attitudes that value poetic, vocal forms of music 
over instrument-playing. 

Nevertheless, Radio Iraq helped turn music into a respectable profession. 
While this did not happen overnight, the status of professional musicians 
was gradually elevated to the decent status of artists in the modern city, and 
relieved from the stigma rooted in the Ottoman Muslim culture in Iraq. Sami 
Zubaida argues that a new category – “the art of music” (Al-Fann al-musiqi 
 became a common usage in formal discourse, especially in“ – (الفن الموسيقي
relation to broadcasting” in Iraq in the 1930s, and that it included all genres 
of music.251 Iraqi Radio, Zubaida suggests, provided a respectable arena for 
musicians.252 

Albert Elias mentioned that, when he played in one of Radio Iraq’s en-
sembles in the late-1940s, his parents were pleased to hear praise from ac-
quaintances who had listened to him. These listeners admired his solos dur-
ing the days of mourning over the late queen, when the only music the Radio 
broadcast was instrumental solos, according to Elias.253 This testimony illus-
trates the new status of musicians. Playing on the national radio on a national 

                               
248 Armbrust (2006:295); Similarly, El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559) maintains that 

Egyptian state radio in the 1930s had a policy of modernising Arab music. 
249 Schäfers (2018:81). 
250 Warkov (1987:47). 
251 Zubaida, personal communication, 16th February 2020. 
252 Zubaida (2002:213, 222). 
253 Attar, Ruth (12th February 1995) interview. 
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occasion elevated the standing of musicians, even if they continued to play 
in nightclubs at the same time. 

“Scholars”, Warkov observes, “have generally considered state patronage 
an important factor in raising musicians’ rank in Middle Eastern society”.254 
Saleh al-Kuwaity did not refer specifically to the radio; he suggested, how-
ever, that the music profession had not been very respectable in Iraq in Ot-
toman times, and that the status of musicians had risen under British rule and 
with the establishment of “an Arab state”, as he put it.255 This comment indi-
cates the composer’s awareness of the link between the nation-building pro-
ject and the improved position of musicians in Iraqi society. 

The Palace radio station 

In 1937 or 1938, King Ghazi I (1939–1933) غازي األول established a short-
wave radio station at the royal palace (Qasr al-zuhur قصر الزهور).256 The 
king, who was in his mid-twenties, publicised his political intentions through 
the station. He asked the Radio Iraq ensemble to work three days a week at 
Qasr al-zuhur. The ensemble played there with Maqam reciter Muhammad 
al-Qubanchi and with Aziz Ali, the artist of Iraqi monolog, who is mentioned 
above.257 Ghazi expressed anti-British sentiments, denounced Zionist claims 
in Palestine and advocated the absorption of Kuwait by Iraq.258 Indeed, Ku-
wait severed the postal and customs union with Iraq during Ghazi’s time.259 
In her memoir about her Jewish Baghdadi family, Violette Shamash (1912–
2006) recalls: “His broadcasts frightened us [the Jews], for they bore the first 
breeze of anti-Semitic propaganda coming from Nazi Germany.”260 

Since Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity were Jews, they were vulnerable to Na-
zi-instigated persecution, and liable to be seen as Zionists by those Iraqi 
political groups that identified Judaism with Zionism. They had also been 
born and raised in Kuwait, and were famous for their renditions of Kuwaiti 
songs. How was it that the king tolerated these aspects of the brothers’ iden-
tity? And how comfortable were the brothers at the palace radio station? The 
brothers’ musical prestige, their status as national celebrities and their con-
tribution to the creation of national identity must have outweighed any prej-

                               
254 Warkov (1987:128). 
255 Moreh (21st March 1968) interview. Time code 26’00. 
256 According to Marr (1985:77), this was in 1937.  
257 According to Saleh al-Kuwaity in the interview with Shahed. In the interview with Badran, 

however, Al-Kuwaity said they played two days a week at the palace radio station, not 
three. 

258 Marr (1985:77–78); Khadduri (1960:141). 
259 Tadmor (1951:282). 
260 Shamash (2010:139–140). Douglas Boyd (1982) suggests that the Germans supplied some 

of the pro-Nazi news items to Ghazi, who was the sole presenter on this radio station. 
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udice. It is possible that the king used the Kuwaiti identity of the brothers to 
make the point that Kuwaiti music is part of the diverse Iraqi culture. In any 
case, there were conflicting tendencies in Iraqi politics throughout the mo-
narchic era, not least in relation to the Jews and to other minorities, as I show 
in the next chapter. Such conflicting attitudes seem to have characterised 
King Ghazi himself. Not only did he bestow a golden pocket watch with the 
royal emblem upon SalehAl-Kuwaity,261 Warkov notes that Ghazi had a ball-
room-dance ensemble play on his radio station. It was made up of Jewish 
musicians who had escaped from Nazi Germany.262 

Warkov mentions musicians’ performances for the aristocracy. She men-
tions anthems composed by Ezra Aharon and by Saleh al-Kuwaity for the 
king or other high-ranking officials. She also mentions gifts, like the golden 
watch that Ghazi gave Saleh al-Kuwaity. Warkov points out, however, that 
musicians “were annexed to positions of power, but did not acquire power 
themselves”, and that they did not become exclusively court musicians, since 
there was no such office.263 I agree with the assertion that musicians had 
little political power, but would argue that the role of the brothers and their 
ensemble at Ghazi’s radio station was similar to that of court musicians, in 
that they took part in the monarch’s radio broadcasts and thus served his 
political purposes.264 

Abu Nuwas nightclub 

Leaving Radio Iraq 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity quit their official roles at Radio Iraq due to some 
sort of conflict, either in 1941 or in 1944, according to different sources. In 
his interview with Hayat in 1968, Saleh al-Kuwaity said they left in 1944, 

                               
261 Al-Kuwaity (2011:34–35). Saleh al-Kuwaity shows Amnon Shiloah and Esther Warkov 

his watch – of the Swiss brand Zenith – during their interview (Warkov and Shiloah 1980 
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due to disagreements with the chief director of Radio Iraq and because of the 
anti-Jewish sentiments of Kamal Majid, “head of the information service”.265 
Elias Zbedah maintains that the brothers were fired after the Jewish New 
Year in 1941 because they refused to play on this holy day.266 Mazal al-
Kuwaity, Saleh’s widow, answered “I think it was because they did not play 
on the Day of Atonement” when asked why the brothers left Radio Iraq.267 

Seroussi notes that, throughout the Middle East, there are several versions 
of a Jewish folk tale about a Jewish musician who is ordered by a Muslim 
ruler to perform during a Jewish holiday, when Jews are not allowed to play 
musical instruments or to work, in general. The musician faces the choice of 
betraying his religious faith or refusing the order. In some versions, the mu-
sician commits suicide; in others, he gets away with singing a Jewish song 
that is appropriate for that religious holiday.268 

Thus, the explanation offered by Zbedah and by Mazal Al-Kuwaity could 
be an after-the-fact excuse, based on folklore. In any case, the position of the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity in the modern Iraqi state broadcast service was suscep-
tible to the same kind of conflict as that of their ancestral Jewish musicians 
at the courts of Muslim rulers, whose situation may have inspired the folk 
tale. 

The brothers continued, however, to perform on the Radio now and 
then.269 Yousef Zaarur (1902–1969), the aforementioned composer and 
qanun player who was a member of the Radio ensemble, replaced Saleh al-
Kuwaity as music director. Thus, the allusion to the role of anti-Jewish bias 
in ending the brothers’ leading role at the radio may be correct, but it does 
not point to any general dismissal of Jews from state-supported positions in 
the field of music. 

Establishing a nightclub 
Were the brothers Al-Kuwaity at greater liberty to express themselves musi-
cally or otherwise, once they switched from their leading positions at the 
Radio to being part-time freelancers instead? It is hard to tell. They estab-

                               
265 Hayat (1968) interview, time code: 16’55. Shiloah writes – probably following Saleh al-

Kuwaity’s testimony – that Al-Kuwaity established the Radio Iraq ensemble in 1936 and 
directed it for eight years. (2014:477). That would be until 1944, not 1941. 

266 Elias Zbedah, 28th March 2019, personal communication. Zbedah was adamant that he 
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268 Seroussi (2015:3). 
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Israel. (28th March 2019, personal communication). 
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lished a nightclub in Baghdad when they lost their jobs at the Radio, and 
named it Abu Nuwas 270.ابو نواس Zubaida maintains that Al-Jawahiri was the 
brothers’ club before Abu Nuwas.271 Besides local stars like Salima Murad 
and Zuhur Hussain, Egyptian singers also performed at the club, among 
them Hiyam Abd al-Aziz and Rawiya.272 Violinist Daud Akram, and oud and 
violin player Salim Daud سليم داود, were also among the guest artists.273 Hayat 
mentions other bands in 1940s Baghdad: Dijla دجلة (Arabic for the river Ti-
gris, which runs through Baghdad) and Al-Farabi 274.الفارابي These ensembles 
were probably affiliated with nightclubs by the same names. In her memoir, 
Violette Shamash describes 

 [a] straight street called the Saddah (now Abu Nuwas street) that followed 
the riverside… [and] was used mostly for walking. People would go there for 
their promenades, relaxing during their leisure time or on Saturdays and holi-
days. It was common to spend a whole day there, picnicking with family and 
friends to the accompaniment of music, which played an important part in 
our lives.275 

Abu Nuwas was the very street where Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity had their 
nightclub.276 The street was not Saddah, though. According to Sami Zubaida, 
who lived nearby as a child in the mid-1940s,  

[we lived] near Al-Kuwaity family, and at the end of the street was their 
nightclub, Abu Nuwas. [The street where we lived] was not Abu Nuwas 
street (which is the Tigris corniche), but a residential street that ran between 
Abu Nuwas and al-Sa`doon. The street had no name: addresses were complex 
numbers in the Urfallia neighbourhood. Al-Sadda was far away on the other 
side of the city: it was the anti-flood dam.277 

Sami Zubaida mentions there was a matinee show at the club every Saturday 
and that he used to attend it, as did other children. He does not recall any 

                               
270 Abu Nuwas was an Abbasid-era Arabic poet (c. 762–813 CE). Kojaman (2015:171) relates 

that after Saleh al-Kuwaity resigned from the Radio, he rented a nightclub, managed it, 
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 ثم انتقل إلى شارع ابي نواس  ,الكويتيصالح  يقع في الباب الشرقي مدخل شارع الكفاح، اسسته شركة باشراف
277 Sami Zubaida, e.mail 4th October 2019. 
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women in the audience; but he maintains that, since there were children, 
there must have been women too. The show consisted of songs and come-
dies. There was an entrance fee, from which the young Sami was exempt as 
a family friend.278 He relates that  

the seating was in rows as in a theatre, at least in our part of the auditorium. 
The only performer I can recall by name is the comedian Jaʿfar Agha Laqlaq 
Zadeh, in comic costume with a long sword, over which he kept tripping. 
[The place was not in a basement floor, but] overground. The song I remem-
ber was Um al-Abaya.279 

Mazal al-Kuwaity does not recall Saturday matinee shows, and neither does 
David Muallem, but this does not mean they did not take place. Mrs Al-
Kuwaity emphasised she was much younger than her husband, Saleh, and 
that she kept to the house and was not involved in the brothers' musical 
life.280 The Jewish singer Sabri Ashur (b.1928) cannot confirm these mat-
inees either. He remembers going to nightclubs on Friday nights only.281 
Dalia Dror, who immigrated to Israel as an eleven-year-old girl around 
1950/1, recalls that her family used to take her to the Abu Nuwas nightclub. 
She uses the Hebrew term moʿadon laila, literally a nightclub. It is unclear 
whether Dror is referring to matinee shows that welcomed women and chil-
dren, or whether her family hired the venue for weddings.282 It is likely that 
Baghdad offered matinee shows for women only, as had Cairo since the 
1920s.283  

The figure below shows an advertisement, with the title: “Abu Nuwas 
summer nightclub”. Below, it says: “Managed by Daud and Saleh al-
Kuwaity, in Baghdad. The best programme, the best ensemble, principal 
artist: the famous Narges Shauqi, singing her taqatiq, monologs, her art and 
her unceasing innovations.” It is likely this venue had an outdoor space 
which was used in summer, besides the indoor hall. The advertisement, not-
ing that the nightclub is in Baghdad, was probably put up outside the city, 
perhaps in places as far afield as Cairo. 

                               
278 Personal communication, 18th September 2019, London. 
279 Sami Zubaida, e.mail 18th October 2019. Kojaman (2015:179) suggests that the comic 

actor Jaʿfar Agha Laqlaq Zadeh  آغا لقلق زادةجعفر , known otherwise simply as Jaʿfar, con-
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280 Personal communication, 10th October 2019. 
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Masabni’s music hall, and then in other venues. بديعة مصابني 
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Figure 19. An advertisement for the Abu Nuwas nightclub. Courtesy of Lucy and 
Shlomo El-Kivity. 

Entertainment in 1940s Baghdad 
Stephen Hemsley Longrigg, a British scholar and administrator in Iraq from 
the First World War until 1931,284 portrays leisure time in Baghdad in the 
late 1940s. He suggests that, around 1950, 

[s]ocial life was diversified by increased visiting between families, by the 
cinematograph, by cabarets of both Oriental and Western type, by casinos 
and modernized cafés. The traditional coffee shop kept its place for the male 
members of all classes and, within the social grade for which each catered, 
was still the club and business centre of thousands.285 

This testimony reveals the coexistence of traditional and modern pastimes in 
the late 1940s. Another glimpse of the café and nightclub scene in Baghdad 
around 1950 is found in Jabra Ibrahim Jabra’s memoirs. He mentions Afifa 
Iskandar 286,عفيفة اسكندر one of the singers who performed Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
songs: 

                               
284 Dodge (2003:46). 
285 Longrigg (1953:386). 
286 Afifa Iskandar عفيفة اسكندر was born in 1921, according to Obadia (1999:85 n. 3). 
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We were also within a stone’s throw of the Swiss Café, which offered café au 
lait and cassata ice cream and was frequented by ladies of all ages, contrary 
to the custom of cafés in those days. Off to one side in the café was an elec-
tric gramophone with recordings of Bach, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky for 
those who liked to listen to them. Next to the Swiss Café was the famous 
Brazilian Café, which was more traditional than the Swiss Café and could 
hold many visitors, most of whom were intellectuals and journalists from the 
educated class of the city. This café was run by a highborn Syrian man, who 
liked to mix with his clientele and knew them by name and offered them the 
best Turkish coffee in town, which was made of Brazilian coffee beans, after 
which the coffee shop was named. He even had someone who would roast 
the coffee beans and grind them for those who desired to buy coffee to take 
out. Its intoxicating aroma filled the Murabbaa Neighborhood all along al-
Rashid Street. (Perhaps he was the only one in Baghdad to sell fresh coffee 
until Captanian opened a shop nearby where I continued to buy ground coffee 
beans and tobacco for many years.) Some of the writers were not happy at the 
Brazilian Café unless they sat on the front line chairs facing the street, which 
was always noisy and busy with its ever-changing scenes, people, colors, car-
riages, cars, and lottery ticket sellers shouting, “Five thousand dinars! Five 
thousand dinars!” The din did not cease until about midnight, especially be-
cause next to the café was a famous nightclub, in which Afifa Iskandar sang.* 
Desmond Stewart introduced me to Afifa Iskandar at her request, for he used 
to give her private English lessons.To my surprise, I found her to be young, 
bright, and thirsty for knowledge and culture. Desmond and I used to boast 
that we were the only two men in Baghdad, on going to the nightclub, whom 
the “artiste” would offer a drink and pay for it, not the contrary. 

 
*Readers of my poem “Bayt min Hajar” (A Stone House) in my collection 
Tammouz fi al-Madina (Tammuz in the City) will find some of this atmos-
phere and some of the mood of those days, that I tried to suggest in this poem 
and in others of the same period.287 

This quotation from Jabra Ibrahim Jabra indicates the diversity of musical 
styles and the various forms of entertainment available in 1940s Baghdad. 
Western classical music was publicly available, alongside Arab music. Cof-
fee-shop customers and passers-by listened to music records, as they had in 
the previous decade, and Rasheed Street شارع الرشيد (officially opened in 
1916 and paved in 1926), became one of the main hubs of retail and enter-
tainment.288 

                               
287 Jabra Ibrahim Jabra /Princesses' Street: Baghdad Memories, University of Arkansas Press, 

2005 pp. 63–64 (first published 1994). 
288 Valentin Olsen (2020:25–26); Kojaman (2001:45 n. 1) mentions the Midan area – part of 
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in the mid-1930s as an important district for leisure (Wizārat al-Dākhilīyah 1936). 
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The brothers’ summer nightclub in Basra 
The brothers’ entrepreneurship did not stop at their Baghdad nightclub. In 
the summer of 1944, Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity operated an open-air night-
club in Basra. It had a small wooden stage, where the brothers sat, Daud 
singing and Saleh accompanying him. They only had percussion with them. 
The locals called it The Kuwaity Nightclub (Malha Al-Kuwaitiملهى الكويتي).289 
It is very likely that Daud also accompanied his own singing on the oud. 

The first feature film and Saleh al-Kuwaity’s music 
In 1947, Saleh al-Kuwaity composed the music and eight songs for the film 
Aliyya wu-Esam عليا وعصام, the first feature film to be produced in Iraq.290 
This commission testifies to his major role in Iraqi music at that time. The 
plot was a Romeo and Juliette type, set in bygone Bedouin society.291 Salima 
Murad sang all the songs, except for “Wayak khidhni nahr tul il-dahr”  َويَّاك

ول الدهرطخذني يا نهر  , which was performed by Sabiha Ibrahim.292 The director 
was André Shatan, a Frenchman.293 The film was produced by the Suda’i 
brothers’ company, Studio Baghdad. Suda’i was a Jewish family.294 Anwar 
Sha’ul (1904–1984) wrote the script and the songs’ lyrics. He was a Jewish 
poet, an author of short stories and a newspaper editor; and he was also in-
volved in theatre productions.295 The premiere was a national event, with the 
Prime Minister Nuri al-Sa‛id and the Prince Regent Abd al-Ilah in the audi-
ence, as well as the artists.296  

So far we have looked at the activities of the brothers Al-Kuwaity as mu-
sicians, educators and nightclub entrepreneurs, and at Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
composition of songs. The next sections examine Saleh al-Kuwaity as an 
instrumentalist and as a composer of instrumental pieces. 

                               
289 Kojaman (2015:171). 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity’s prestige as a violinist 
While this study focuses on songs, it is necessary to mention that the 
brothers were also renowned instrumentalists, especially Saleh. In Kuwait, 
“[he] is considered the father of the violin in ṣaut [sawt] and the most prom-
inent violin player in the history of ṣaut”, maintains the musicologist Ahmad 
Alsalhi.297 As for Iraq, Saleh al-Kuwaity was not the first musician in the 
country to play the violin rather than the joza, the bowed instrument of the 
chalghi. Amnon Shiloah suggests that “[i]n the modern ensemble the 
Kamandje was replaced by the Kaman, which is the western violin, alt-
hough it is held differently and played without vibrato” [bold in the origi-
nal].298 In the late nineteenth century, the Western violin became part of 
Arab music.299 

In Baghdad in 1945, Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf published a book on music, 
entitled Tarab among the Arabs (Al-Tarab ind al-Arab عبد  الطرب عند العرب
\ الكريم العالف ). It was reprinted in 1963 with some additions. This book gives 

a short history of Arab music from the pre-Islamic period on, and it 
introduces Middle Eastern instruments, rhythms and songs as well as 
prominent singers and the Iraqi Maqam. In the chapter on the violin (“Al-
kamanjah”), Al-Allaf writes:  

There are two violinists nowadays and there is no third with them. The first is 
Sami al-Shawa in Egypt and the second is Saleh al-Kuwaity in Iraq. Sami’s 
fame is well-known, and Saleh is a gifted, inspired artist, a natural. He is a 
genius, one of nature’s wonders. Al-Kuwaity is an afflicted artist, afflicted by 
his art, and a man such as makes a huge impression with his art. We see Al-
Kuwaity with the violin on his chest like a baby on her mother's chest, [and 
he] coos to her while she is crying and crying [both the baby and the violin 
are in the feminine form here]. When he plays, hearts of steel give in, and the 
strong desires surrender. Allah has wonders among his creatures. Al-Kuwaity 
is like a candle burning to give people light, and the people in their tarab are 
unconscious. Al-Kuwaity is an artistic marvel who created art and sensation. 
He is one in all and all in one, and Allah does not think it odd to gather the 
world in one person.300 

This hyperbolic text, with its praise of Saleh al-Kuwaity as a violinist, is 
even more notable considering that Al-Allaf does not mention Daud al-
Kuwaity in the chapter on the oud. Nor does he mention the qanun player 
Yousef Zaarur – who played with the brothers – in the chapter on the qanun. 

                               
297 AlSalhi (2018:195). 
298 Shiloah (1983:29). 
299 Poché (2001). 
300 Al-Allaf /Al-Tarab ind al-Arab [1945] (1963:121) (p. 246 in the first edition, 1945). I am 

grateful to Emile Cohen and Reuven Snir for their advice on this poetic and ambiguous 
quotation. Any incorrect translating decision is mine. 
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Both musicians were renowned in Baghdad at that time. Al-Allaf wrote the 
lyrics to many of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in the 1930s and 1940s, so we 
can asume that the two enjoyed at least a cordial relationship, and perhaps a 
friendship. This relationship, however, is not enough for explaining the 
above quote, especially in light of the lack of any reference to Al-Kuwaity in 
other works by this author. For example, Al-Allaf does not mention Saleh al-
Kuwaity as the composer of the songs presented in Al-Tarab ind al-Arab (in 
either edition), or in his 1969 book, Qiyan Baghdad.301  

Comparing the style in which this praise is written to that found in biog-
raphies of musicians and artists from Iraq at that time is beyond the scope of 
this book. I would suggest, however, that the quotation goes beyond praising 
the effect of Al-Kuwaity’s playing on his listeners and portraying the musi-
cian as a man devoted to his art, like a candle burning for the sake of bring-
ing light to others (Al-Allaf used this very image when writing in another 
book about the female singer Afifa Iskandar).302 What is added here is the 
element of genius and the divine gift. This Romantic element may attest to a 
new perception of the solo instrumentalist in Iraq. Al-Allaf, writing in 1945, 
may have had in mind such a virtuoso solo player, as distinct from an excel-
lent ensemble player. The former was a new type of musician in Iraq at that 
time, as I discuss in the section on modern music education. 

Al-Ameri maintains, when mentioning the brothers’ role as music educa-
tors in the early 1930s, that Saleh al-Kuwaity was “an excellent violin play-
er”.303 The musician and musicologist Ahmad AlSalhi discloses that Saleh 
al-Kuwaity’s playing inspires him to this day, and that it was “the key reason 
for my decision to focus on the violin, rather than the ‘ūd”.304 

Composing instrumental pieces in Iraq 
While Saleh al-Kuwaity composed mostly songs, he also composed instru-
mental pieces305 – a novel pursuit in early twentieth century Iraq. The fol-
lowing discussion on Al-Kuwaity’s instrumental pieces elucidates the con-
currence of traditional and new practices in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work. 

Throughout Arab history, at least until the twentieth century, the voice 
had a major role in music in Arabic-speaking countries in the Middle East, 
as some musicologists such as Racy, Touma and Danielson point out.306 

                               
301 The selective and problematic aspects of his writings are discussed in chapter four. 
302 Al-Allaf (1969:212). 
303 Al-Ameri (1988:24) فقد كان الفنان (صالح الكويتي) عازفًا بارًعا على آلة الكمان 
304 AlSalhi (2018:45). 
305 Shahed (1982) interview; ACUM and IBA lists of credits mention some of Saleh al-

Kuwaity’s instrumental pieces, such as sama‛i Lami سماعي المي. 
306 Racy (2003:87); Touma (1996:xx); Danielson (1997:11). 
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Instrumental forms of Ottoman origin such as sama‛i, longa and bashraf 
were played,307 and instrumental improvisations (taqasim تقاسيم) were im-
portant, but singing was centre stage.308 In Iraq, there had been ensembles 
playing Iraqi and Egyptian music since the late nineteenth century.309 Their 
repertoire included taqasim and pieces such as sama‛i and bashraf, alongside 
vocal improvisations (mawal موال and layali ليالي) and vocal forms such as 
the dawr دور. Most of the records of instrumental music to which Iraqis lis-
tened after the First World War and until the early 1930s were from Egypt. 
Some of the pieces were by Egyptian composers, and many more were by 
Ottoman ones. The latter too, however, were played by Egyptian small en-
sembles in an Egyptian manner.310 They were in the Egyptian intonation, for 
example, and they used rhythmic cycles shorter than the Ottoman ones.311 In 
the early 1930s, when Turkish radio could be received in Iraq, Ottoman mu-
sic became known in Iraq without the Egyptian translation. In any case, Ot-
toman instrumental music was important to the development of Iraqi instru-
mental music.312   

With modernisation, independent instrumental music became a more im-
portant part of Arab music.313 Yehezkel Kojaman suggests that the audi-
ence’s satiation from Egyptian instrumental pieces and the inauguration of 
Radio Iraq prompted musicians to compose instrumental pieces in the Iraqi 
spirit.314 His words on “the audience’s satiation from Egyptian instrumental 
pieces” refer to the repertoire of the above-mentioned ensembles that had 
played Iraqi and Egyptian music in Iraq since the late nineteenth century. 

In Iraq in the mid-1930s, instrumental pieces became more common than 
before. This was partly due to instruction given at the Institute of Fine Arts 
(Ma‛had al-funun al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة) by Sharif Muhi a-Din, who 
started the long-lasting lineage of virtuoso oud players in Iraq, such as Munir 
Bashir and Nasir Shamma.315 The seeds of this Turkish-inspired interest in 
                               
307 See the Glossary for these Ottoman forms. Touma (1996:15) mentions the large-scale 

spread of what he calls Turkish forms, such as the peshrev and the sama‛i, in Arab music 
during the nineteenth century. 

308 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:557) calls attention to the “primacy of words [and the] 
central role of the voice as an expressive medium” when discussing Arab music as de-
fined in Egypt. “In Arab music, words occupy a central place and the solo voice is the 
main expressive medium”, El-Shawan Castelo-Branco maintains (2002:558). 

309 Kojaman (2001:101). 
310 Kojaman (2015:105–106, 109). 
311 Warkov (1987:84). 
312 Kojaman (2015:106–107). 
313 Shiloah (1995:108). 
314 Kojaman (2015:167). 
315 Tsuge (1972:59) argues that the acclaimed Iraqi oud players Salman Shukur and Jamil 

Bashir, who studied at Ma‛had al-funun al-jamila under the masters from Turkey, Sharif 
Muhi a-Din and Mas‛ud Jamil, are performers and composers of new Iraqi music, rather 
than champions of the Istanbul tradition in Baghdad. 
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instrumental music can be seen in the works of Ezra Aharon, the renowned 
oud player who composed pieces in the 1920s and early 1930s. Aharon’s 
tutor was the Turkish musician Tanburi Ibrahim Bey. This particular kind of 
instrumental music – namely solo playing, as distinct from ensemble playing 
– was mostly absent from Iraq until around 1950.316 

Old and new in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s repertory 
The concurrence of traditional and new practices in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work 
is evident in the domain of instrumental music. While he composed mostly 
songs – and in doing so he remained within the world of Iraqi music as it 
was – he also composed instrumental pieces, and this was a relatively new 
practice in Iraq.317 

The coexistence of old and new is also evident on another level: On the 
one hand, Al-Kuwaity composed instrumental pieces, and this was not 
common in Iraq at the time. On the other hand, he composed some of them 
in melodic modes such as Lami and Panjega, which were typically Iraqi and 
little used in other Arab countries.318  

A third level on which we see the simultaneity of old and new is in the 
fact that Al-Kuwaity’s pieces were played within the Maqam. Chalghi bands 
sometimes included an instrumental piece, such as at the beginning of the 
evening, to attract the attention of the listeners.319 New instrumental pieces 
by Saleh al-Kuwaity and others replaced these old sama‛iyat and basharif 
when the Maqam was accompanied by a takht instead. Thus, new pieces 
were incorporated within an older music genre. 

The concurrence of traditional and new practices was not unique to Al-
Kuwaity. Danielson argues that the integration of old and new, and of local 

                               
316 Warkov (1987:28) contrasts this situation with that in Iran, where there was a tradition of 

solo santur-playing. 
317 That is, compared with the nineteenth century and early twentieth century. In Abbasid 

Baghdad, by contrast, the oud was common and instrumental pieces were abundant. 
318 Saleh al-Kuwaity related that he composed a sama‛i in almost every melodic mode, and 

mentioned Mukhalaf, Nawa, Hussaini and Khanabat (Salman 1984 interview). Warkov 
(1987:193) contends that sama‛i Lami سماعي المي is a hybrid form, “combining the Turk-
ish-mainstream form with a maqām identifiable as uniquely Iraqi”. She cites not only 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s piece but also the Sama‛i Lami that was composed later by the Iraqi 
composer Abdul Wahab Bilal. Kojaman argues (in Warkov 1987:193) that Saleh al-
Kuwaity used melodic motifs from the Iraqi Maqam Lami, so that “when you hear [his 
sama‛i Lami], you immediately say it is Iraqi”. Kojaman (2015:167) maintains that Saleh 
al-Kuwaity was the pioneer in composing instrumental pieces in the “Iraqi spirit”, and 
that he composed a number of pieces, including some sama‛iyat اتسماعي  (pl. of sama‛i), 
in melodic modes such as Lami and Panjega. Obadia (2005:125) notes that Saleh com-
posed two sama‛iyat: one in nagham Panjega and one in Rast. 

319 Kojaman (2001:123). 
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and foreign musical sources, was the mark of many successful musicians in 
the realm of popular Arab music in the first half of the twentieth century.320 

Al-qit‛a al-musiqiyyah 
One of the most common types of instrumental pieces in the Arab world 
since the middle of the twentieth century is qit‛a musiqiyyah قطعة موسيقية, 
literally “a musical piece”.321 In Egypt, Muhammad Abdel Wahab was fa-
mous for such pieces. Ezra Aharon, and after him Saleh al-Kuwaity, were 
among the first Iraqi musicians in the twentieth century to compose instru-
mental pieces. Among Al-Kuwaity’s is ُمالقاة الحبيب (Mulaqat al-habib “Meet-
ing the beloved”).322 

Unlike Ottoman forms such as the sama‛i, the bashraf and the longa, qit‛a 
musiqiyyah may use any rhythmic cycle and any form. It also has a title al-
luding to an extra-musical theme, such as “My Memories” or “A Thousand 
Nights”. This programmatic inclination stood in contrast with the Ottoman 
pieces, which were given titles after the composer or according to the melod-
ic mode (“Sama‛i Bayat”, for example). 

In 1930s and 1940s Iraq, Daud Akram داود اكرم was renowned for instru-
mental pieces of this kind. He told Kojaman that, as a young person (shabb 
 who composed music, he wanted to express his feelings about nature (شب
and about love, but the sama‛i form did not allow him to do so; therefore, he 
composed programmatic music (musiqa taswiriyya الموسيقى التصويرية).323 This 
testimony reflects one of the novelties in Arabic instrumental music in the 
first half of the twentieth century, emphasising individual expression. It went 
hand in hand with the rise of virtuoso playing, in contrast with ensemble 
playing in unison or heterophony. Al-Qubanchi talked about freeing the 
Maqam from the fusul فصول in order to express feelings here and now, and 
about the emotive potential of Maqamat.324 Like Daud Akram, he felt that 
the existing musical forms or structures did not allow him to express his 
feelings adequately. 

                               
320 Danielson (1988:156). 
321 Kojaman (2015:116); Racy 1981:13–14. 
322 Al-Kuwaity plays “Mulaqat al-habib” and says he composed it, in Salman (1984) inter-

view. “Raqs Mari” رقص ماري might be another such piece by Al-Kuwaity. The only ref-
erence I found, however, is in: Husayn (possibly 2011) The Voices of Departure, voice-
over. Time code 34’48 in the Arabic version (Aswat a-Rahil). 

323 Kojaman (2015:184). 
324 Al-Saʿadi (2006:40), see above: “The impact of new songs on the Iraqi Maqam”. 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity’s national sentiments 
In his 1982 interview, Ibrahim Shahed asked Saleh al-Kuwaity about his 
pioneering role in the field of music on Radio Iraq. Al-Kuwaity replied that, 
indeed, he and his brother had created instrumental pieces, songs and 
taqasim for the Radio; that they had taught singers; and that they had estab-
lished Radio Iraq. “Without us, there wouldn’t have been a broadcast station 
at the time.” Shahed asked the composer if he was proud of that. Al-Kuwaity 
replied: 

This was my duty and I did it. I served Iraq as much as I could, artistically. I 
composed hymns (lahhant anashid تنلحّ اناشيد ) to the kings, for their corona-
tions, and when they died. I served all the schools – the Muslim and the Jew-
ish; I performed and gave from what I earned to charity – to schools and oth-
ers.325 

This interview, for Israeli Radio on the Arabic-language channel, took place 
thirty-one years after Al-Kuwaity had emigrated from Iraq and settled in 
Israel. The composer’s reply defies the European Jewish hegemony in Israeli 
discourse. After thirty years of living in a predominantly anti-Arab culture, 
Al-Kuwaity is still loud and clear about his loyalty as an artist in the 1930s 
and 1940s to his country, Iraq. His words reflect the important role that he 
and his brother Daud played in the Iraqi nation-building project, connecting 
the Iraqi Maqam with modern music through their ensemble. 

As discussed in the introduction, the very idea of the nation-state was a 
Western one – whether it was imposed on the Middle East by Britain and 
France for their own interests, or desired by local campaigners. Therefore, 
building a national identity entailed new social functions. State-supported 
musicians emerged, who for example would represent the country in interna-
tional events such as the Cairo Congress. Hence, cultural activities were 
institutionalised. Music academies gradually replaced informal or private 
one-on-one tuition. National radio stations provided a new kind of respecta-
bility for musicians, and new kinds of responsibilities for them, as in the case 
of Saleh al-Kuwaity. This chapter has presented the brothers Al-Kuwaity, 
and especially Saleh, as central to the Iraqi music scene in its transition from 
an Ottoman to a modern cultural and political environment. This transition 
was gradual, and the old and the new dwelt side by side in Hashemite Iraq. 
This chapter has showd the coexistence of the traditional and the new in 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work. 

Snir mentions sentiments similar to those voiced by Al-Kuwaity among Jew-
ish authors in Iraq during the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s. He maintains that these 
writers of fine literature in Arabic aimed their work at a general readership – 

                               
325 Shahed (1982) interview. Translation: Dafna Dori. 
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Jewish and non-Jewish alike – and believed that their contribution to Arab litera-
ture would still be enjoyed by future generations. With the establishment of the 
State of Israel, however, the preconditions for such a contribution were gone, 
according to Snir. In the 1950s, these authors realised that their work would no 
longer be accepted within the world of Arabic literature.326 In the next chapter, 
Al-Kuwaity’s national sentiments are put in the context of the relationship be-
tween the Jewish minority and the Hashemite state. 

                               
326 Snir (2005:511). 
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Chapter 3: Iraqi society and the Jews in the 
first half of the twentieth century 

This chapter steps back and zooms out, to examine the relations between the 
Jewish minority and the Iraqi state. The well-integrated ancient Jewish 
community played an important part in the modernisation of Iraq in Ottoman 
times and during the first three decades of the monarchy. What is more, in 
the field of music, religious affiliations did not entail a social divide,1 and 
leisure in general was one sphere of modern Iraqi life in which sectarian 
boundaries were dissolved, crossed or put aside for a while.2 Yet the Jewish 
population disappeared almost completely from the country within the 
course of a single year, in 1950/1951. What were the circumstances that led 
to this exodus? Here I analyse the role of music and Jewish musicians in the 
social and political spheres and how the career of the brothers Al-Kuwaity 
reflects the changing circumstances. 

The Jewish population in Iraq, also known as Babylonian Jewry, had set-
tled in the area in the sixth century BC. Baghdad had become the largest 
Jewish community in the region over the last few centuries, partly due to the 
migration of Jews to Baghdad from Iran and Kurdistan in the second half of 
the nineteenth century, and from southern Iraq after the First World War.3 
Many Iraqi Jews had a sense not only that they belonged in Iraq, but also 
that Iraq belonged to them. This feeling was rooted in the fact that this Jew-
ish community had dwelt in the region for 2,600 years; it was nourished by 
the abundance of holy sites on Iraqi soil, such as the tombs of the Prophet 
Ezekiel and Ezra The Scribe; and it reflected the importance of this commu-
nity to Jewish life all over the world, due to its creation of the Babylonian 
Talmud and the global authority of its local rabbis throughout the centuries.4 

                               
1 Kojaman (2001:231–232). 
2 Valentin Olsen (2020:35, 271). 
3 Saadoun (2002:33). Rejwan (2009:172) contends that Jews from Kurdistan, Syria and Iran 

settled in Baghdad during the eighteenth century. Researchers are divided on whether the 
Jewish presence in Baghdad was interrupted for several decades, after the Mongol con-
quest of the city in 1393 by Tamerlane. See Rejwan (2009:159). 

4 Meir (2019) time code 0’50–3’10. Deshen (1994:21) maintains that, “From antiquity until 
the thirteenth century, Mesopotamia was a major center of the Jewish diaspora, often 
equal in importance, and sometimes superior, to the Palestinian Jewish heartland.” 
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Some, like Rabbi Shimon Agassi in the early twentieth century, argued 
that the land of Babylon was just as holy as the Land of Israel. Rabbi Agas-
si’s book of 1968, Imrei Shimon, is quoted by Deshen: 

[Around] 1910, in a sermon admonishing people for committing sins that he 
believed had caused a drought, a preacher argued that the land of Mesopota-
mia was in a category of unique spirituality, inferior only to that of the Holy 
Land. In such a land misdeeds were regarded as particularly severe.5  

 
The preacher’s words reflect the degree to which some Jews felt at home in 
Iraq, not only in their daily life but also from a historic perspective. Similar-
ly, the Jewish author Sami Michael (b. 1926) testified: “We felt ourselves to 
be more Arabs than the Arabs […] Our Arabic dialect was older than our 
neighbours’, so not only did we feel that we belonged [in Iraq], but that the 
place belonged to us”.6 Yet Longrigg, when discussing the status of Jews in 
Iraq at that time, suggests the status of Christians was below that of Muslims 
but above that of Jews or Yazidis.7 The perspectives in the above two quota-
tions complement each other regarding the unofficial sectarian discrimina-
tion that prevailed. 

The role of Jews in the modernisation of Iraq 
Reuven Snir describes the degree to which Jews were involved in Arab cul-
ture in Iraq in the first half of the twentieth century as a “rare phenomenon in 
the history of Jewish communities under Islam”,8 and asserts that Jews were 
among the first to translate various types of texts from European languages 
into Arabic.9 Zaki Mubarak زكي مبارك, an Egyptian literary critic, taught at 
the Teachers Training College in Baghdad during the 1930s. He commented 
on the high degree to which local Jews were Arabised and integrated into 
Iraqi society.10 In 1900, there were approximately 50,000 Jews in Baghdad, 

                               
5 Deshen (1994:33 n. 16), quoting Agassi’s book of 1968 Imrei Shimon (p. 196). 
6 Snir (2005:46). 
7 Longrigg (1953:11). 
8 Snir (2005:504, 507) argues that in Egypt, for example, Jewish poetic, literary and journal-

istic contributions in Arabic were limited and that they were not motivated by any wish 
to integrate into Arab culture. Instead, many Egyptian Jews had a strong inclination to-
ward European culture and spoke languages such as French and Italian. 

9 Snir (2005:30 n. 16). 
10 Bashkin (2012:15). Bashkin adds that Zaki Mubarak identified what was unique and signif-

icant about the Jewish Iraqi community: “in no other Arab country”, Bashkin claims, 
“did Jews figure so prominently in the greater cultural arena.” (ibid). 
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exceeding the Christian, Persian and Turkish minorities combined, and al-
most outnumbering the Sunnis.11 

After the First World War, Jews constituted over a third of Baghdad’s 
population and had an important role in its economy.12 Zubaida emphasises, 
however, that most of the Jewish families in pre-1951 Baghdad were not 
affluent. Many, for example, worked as craftsmen or had small shops in 
Souq Hinnuni سوق حنوني (Hinnuni market).13 There were Jewish-dominated 
neighbourhoods in the city, but many Jewish families had also settled in non-
Jewish quarters, especially since the British concuest.14 

The number of Jews in Iraq in the late 1940s is estimated at 135,000, ac-
cording to Meir;15 but according to a British report there were 180,000 Jews 
in Iraq at the end of 1949, of whom 90,000 lived in Baghdad.16 The scholar 
of Middle Eastern history, Phebe Marr, maintains that, while Jews made up 
only 2% of Iraq’s population in 1947, their impact on cultural and commer-
cial life was greater than their share of the population would indicate.17 

Iraqi Jews were exposed to Western culture more than their Muslim fel-
low citizens were. Thanks to their contacts with Jewish communities in Eu-
rope, they had schools run in English and French, and they had business 
contacts in places as far afield as Manchester, Bombay and Shanghai.18 In the 
first half of the twentieth century, Iraqi Jews became better educated than 
their Muslim neighbours, thanks to a network of schools established in the 
late nineteenth century.19 The Alliance Israélite Universelle schools promot-
ed the secularisation of the Jewish community.20 Ninety percent of appli-
cants for the British Matriculation exams in Iraq were Jews.21 The Jews of 
                               
11 Longrigg (1953:10). 
12 Tsimhoni (2005:78); Snir mentions the last Ottoman census, published in 1917, according 

to which Baghdad’s population included 101,400 Arab and Turkish Muslims, 80,000 
Jews, 12,000 Christians, 8,000 Kurds and 800 Persians. These numbers, even if possibly 
inaccurate, explain why some authors likened Baghdad in the first half of the twentieth 
century to New York, as being dominated by a Jewish population (Snir 2005:49 n. 89 and 
476 n. 228). 

13 Sami Zubaida, 2nd March 2003, lecture at the Jewish Museum, London. Kedourie 
(1971:358) cites a report from 1910 by a Jewish translator at the British embassy in 
Baghdad. According to this report, 5% of Baghdadi Jews were rich, 30% middle-class, 
60% poor and 5% beggars. Similarly, Meir (2002:14) argues that most Iraqi Jews at the 
beginning of the twentieth century were poor. It is unclear whether this assertion includes 
Jews in Kurdistan. In any case, the point is that, even in Baghdad, Jews did not form a 
distinct class of well-to-do families; rather, they were of diverse socio-economic strata. 

14 Ben Jacob et al. (2007). 
15 E. Meir (2002:15). 
16 Bashkin (2012:22). 
17 Marr (1985:10) 
18 See more on this in Kedourie (1971) and Tsimhoni (1988). 
19 Beinin (2004:xiv). 
20 Beinin (2004:xiv). 
21 Snir (2005:48). 
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Iraq lived mostly in urban centres. In 1950, the Jews of Baghdad and Basra 
constituted about 75% of the Iraqi Jewish population.22 Thus, they had better 
access to modern education and commerce than rural Iraqis had. To summa-
rise, secularisation and urbanisation – the signs of a modernising Iraq – were 
higher among the Jewish population than among the Muslim majority. 

In the field of music, Jews were agents of Westernisation, as we learn 
from Saleh al-Kuwaity’s interview with Hayat.23 Asked about European 
music in Baghdad, Al-Kuwaity replies that there had been dance music (he 
says dans in Arabic) as early as 1928. Bands used to come and play in night-
clubs.24 The players were Westerners (غربيين gharbiyin): male and female 
artists.25 There was a differentiation between Western and Eastern night-
clubs.26 Some of the Western artists were Jews and some Christians, from all 
sorts of places: France, Poland, and Greece.  

Hayat goes on to ask: “Did Iraqi Jews play with them?” [with the Western 
artists] 
Al-Kuwaity: “No.” [Here comes a segment about Egyptian music mixing 
with Western, quoted and discussed in chapter five] 
(Time code 55’35) Hayat: “So Jews listened at home to Western music?” 
Al-Kuwaity: “Yes, they used to bring them [Western bands] to weddings –27 
not to hear music, but to dance. It was alongside the Eastern music” (sharqiy-
yi شرقي). 
Hayat: “When was that?” 
Al-Kuwaity: “Long ago,28 I remember it since 1930.” 
Hayat: “And the Muslims, too?” 
Al-Kuwaity: “Not to this degree. They did not book [European bands] for 
weddings. Only the Jews and the Christians did.”29 

This testimony shows how the Jewish Iraqi urban population in the early 
1930s was engaged with Western culture more than their Muslim fellow 
citizens were. We also know of piano tuition at a Jewish girls’ school, as 
seen in the figure below. 

                               
22 Cohen (1966:205). 
23 Hayat (1968) interview, time code 53’20–55’50. 
24 (kan yijibon firaq gharbiyi kanu yishtighlon bilʾotelat min taraf dans) 

    كان يجيبون فرق غربي كانوا يشتغلون باألوتيالت من طرف دانس
25 artistat, fannanin wu fannanat أرتيستات، فنانين وفنانات 
26 otelat min sharqi wahad wu otelat min gharbi wahad أوتيالت من شرقي وحد وأتيالت من غربي وحد 
27 yijibohem bilʿarasa يجيبوهم بالعراسة 
28 min zaman, min awwal من زمان، من أول 
29 Hayat (1968) interview, time code 53’20–55’50. 
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Figure 20. Piano tuition for girls at a Jewish educational institution, Baghdad, 1932. 
Source: Yehuda (1996). 

Western education 
The role of Jews in the modernisation of Iraq was manifested in several 
fields. Jewish journalists had contributed to the development of their profes-
sion as a vehicle for promoting secular and modern ideas since the Young 
Turk Revolution in 1908.30 Other fields in which Jews were involved con-
cerned the meeting point of technology and culture. For example, cinemas in 
Baghdad, from their early days until 1950, were established mostly by Jew-
ish entrepreneurs;31 and in the mid-1930s, Jews owned five of the six cine-
mas in Baghdad.32 Jews were also dominant in photography, electricity, cars 
and agricultural machinery.33 Thanks to their schooling and their knowledge 

                               
30 Snir (2005:63). 
31 Bar-Moshe (1977:30). Longrigg (1953:385) maintains there were some sixty cinemas in the 

whole of Iraq in 1950. 
32 Bashkin (14.12.2016), time code 19’07, citing a letter from the British ambassador to 

Baghdad 1936. 
33 Yehuda (2013:55). 
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of English, finally, they served as officials in the governmental administra-
tion as well.34 

Snir notes that members of minority groups are often multilingual, and 
that minorities in the Arab Islamic world often served as a link to external 
influences.35 This ability was partly due to their command of several lan-
guages. Simon and Tejiran, however, point out that a “knowledge of several 
languages was common” [among the general population] in multi-ethnic 
Iraq.36 Simon maintains that, between 1872 and 1921, hundreds of Iraqis 
studied at military schools. These schools’ curriculum was determined in 
Istanbul, and it included “history, geography, science, religion, Turkish, 
Arabic, Persian, French and English”.37 

Thus, a knowledge of languages was not enough to make a community in-
to an agent of modernisation. Jews also had commercial and educational 
contacts overseas. Snir goes on to mention that Jewish intellectuals in twen-
tieth-century Iraq were closely connected with Western culture and saw 
themselves as possible agents of modernisation in their local (Arab) socie-
ty.38 Many Arab intellectuals as well, he maintains, aspired in the early twen-
tieth century to modernity and progress, and saw an openness to European 
culture as manifesting these aspirations.39 

Jews and Christians in Iraq preceded their Muslim compatriots in these 
cultural processes.40 In a keynote lecture at a conference on Babylonian Jew-
ry in 2019, the historian Moshe Gat contrasted the situation of Iraqi Jewry 
with that of Jewish communities in Central Europe. He argued that, in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, many Jews in Central Europe aspired 
to integration within the non-Jewish culture, as they perceived the latter as 
advanced. Iraqi Jews, however, did not have such an aspiration, as they per-
ceived the non-Jewish society around them as less advanced. Gat suggests 
this could explain why Iraqi Jews underwent modernisation without assimi-
lating into the surrounding non-Jewish environment (i.e., without rejecting 
their religious affiliation).41 

                               
34 With the British occupation after the First World War, English became the official language 

in all governmental and civil institutions (Kojaman 2001:33). Thus, in the early days of 
the monarchy, there was among civil servants “a fair number of Jews, who were the most 
educated of the Baghdadi strata and were proficient in European languages” (Zubaida 
2002-b:211, quoting the historian Hanna Batatu and Baghdad University sociologist Ali 
al-Wardi). For Jews in the music record industry, see below. 

35 Snir (2005:47). 
36 Simon and Tejiran (2004:3). 
37 Simon (2004:39). 
38 Snir (2005:47). 
39 Snir (2005:38). 
40 Snir (2005:513). 
41 Gat (2019), time code 11’00. Snir (2005:470) cites Sami Michael, expressing the same view 

as Gat and arguing that Iraqi Jews in the twentieth century were not motivated by a sense 
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Snir argues, though, that education in Alliance Israélite Universelle 
schools did not create a sense of “pseudo-European superiority” among Iraqi 
Jews.42 In this he challenges H. Z. Hirschberg, who portrayed “a type of 
person uprooted not only from the spiritual soil of his community but also 
from the surrounding local environment”. Snir maintains that secularisation 
and westernisation among Iraqi Jews at the turn of the twentieth century 
impelled some of them to become more involved in their country’s politics, 
economy, art and literature. 

In the late nineteenth century, religious Jewish schools (talmud torah) 
started to introduce general (secular) subject studies.43 By 1905, Modern 
Standard Arabic was taught even at Jewish religious schools, and not only at 
the Alliance Israélite Universelle schools.44 This emphasis on Arabic 
preceeded a decision by the authorities during the First World War that in-
struction in Iraqi schools would be in Arabic rather than Turkish.45 

Yehuda maintains that “the introduction of modern education” in Babylo-
nian Jewish communities at the beginning of the twentieth century helped 
cement their relationship with the Muslim majority. Many Jewish schools, 
he writes, had Muslim pupils. The new state schools, where the majority of 

                                                                                                                             
of inferiority, but rather by a sense of strength and a wish to contribute to Iraqi society. 
Snir (2005:62) notes that most Jewish intellectuals kept their ties to the Jewish communi-
ty while doing their best to fit into the Iraqi cultural elite. Yehuda (2013:73–74) argues 
the Iraqi state suppressed reforms in the Jewish community for fear that they would spill 
out into the larger society. This policy entailed supporting the conservative forces within 
the Jewish community and keeping the community autonomous within the modern state. 
Thus, assimilation was avoided and the community’s cohesion was maintained. Yehuda 
contrasts this situation in twentieth-century Iraq with that of Jewish communities in Eu-
rope in the middle of the twentieth century. The European states had made the disman-
tlement of sectarian affiliations a condition for acquiring citizenship. Yehuda’s argument 
does not account for the welcoming of Jewish modern education by the Iraqi state, and 
does not consider other factors in the question of why assimilation was more common 
within Jewish communities in the Christian West in the twentieth century than in Muslim 
countries. Snir (2005:469–470) notes that Iraqi Jews might have become more assimilat-
ed – rejecting their religious affiliation – had the political situation not ended the viability 
of “the Iraqi orientation”. Why compare the intellectual activity of Iraqi Jews in the late 
nineteenth century and early twentieth with that of German-speaking Jews with a secular 
education in central Europe since the eighteenth century? Snir (2005:472–474) argues the 
situation in Iraq had no equivalent in other Jewish communities in Arab countries, mak-
ing the comparison helpful for understanding this unique phenomenon. 

42 Snir (2008:66). 
43 Yehuda (2013:59). These subjects, however, were restricted to primary education, and they 

were not taught at the institutions for higher Jewish education (yeshiva). Ibid. 
44 Snir (2007:200). Beinin (2004:xiv) suggests that “the 1908 Young Turk revolution consoli-

dated the inclination of the Jewish literati to write in standard Arabic [sic]. Many Jews 
throughout the Ottoman Empire embraced the ideal of equality of all religious and ethnic 
groups on the basis of a common Ottoman civic identity.” 

45 Langley (1961:127). 
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pupils were Muslim, also had Jewish pupils – especially outside the big cit-
ies, where there were no Jewish schools – thereby contributing to the bonds 
between the communities.46 

Al-Misbah حاالمصب , a journal in Arabic inaugurated by Jewish intellectuals 
in 1924 in Baghdad, reflects the vision of Jewish Arabness as equal to Mus-
lim and Christian Arabness – an Arab identity not bound to Islam, and serv-
ing to strengthen Iraqi culture as common to all members of the three mono-
theistic religious communities.47 The vision portrayed by Snir resembles the 
perception that many Jews in Europe had of themselves at the time: as 
“Germans (or other nationality) of Mosaic faith”. Snir argues that the expo-
sure of Jews in Iraq to European culture, and their inclination towards secu-
lar values, brought on a closer relationship with non-Jewish Arab intellectu-
als, especially in Baghdad. He maintains this breaking-down of cultural bar-
riers between the communities was more marked in Iraq than in other Arab 
countries: 

At first glance it seems paradoxical that exposure to European culture and the 
adoption of secular values would open Baghdadi Jews to Arab culture and 
orient them toward local society rather than toward European modernity. But 
Jewish intellectuals were eager to break out of the confines of their traditional 
religious community and viewed modernity as means of integrating into the 
widening secular Iraqi elite. Like their Christian and Muslim secular compat-
riots, they saw no contradiction between their modernizing tendency and 
clinging to their Arabness.48 

In conclusion, the contribution of the Jewish population to the modernisation 
of Iraq began in Ottoman times, and it was evident in commerce, education, 
literature and entertainment. Additional fields, such as medicine, are beyond 
the scope of this book.49 The next two sections analyise the role of Jews in 
Iraqi music and in its modernisation. 

The status of musicians in the Middle East 
Before discussing Jewish musicians specifically, I will evaluate the status of 
musicians in general. Music had an ambiguous status in the Middle East, at 

                               
46 Yehuda (2013:64–65). 
47 Snir (2007:200–201). 
48 Snir (2008:69–70). 
49 Tsimhoni (1988:31–32) mentions the first modern hospital in Baghdad. It was built in 1910 

by a Jewish philanthropist, and served patients of all religious communities, some of 
them from among the poor. 
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least until the middle of the twentieth century.50 Amateur musicians, namely 
those who did not make their living playing music or singing, were more 
respectable than professionals. The narrative of great singers (mutribin 
ينمطرب ) and instrumentalists whose families pressured them to remain non-

professionals is common.51 In Iraq, Maqam reciters often had a trade, a busi-
ness or a job as vocalists in the religious sphere, so that did not rely on 
Maqam performances for their livelihood. The situation was similar in the 
corresponding North African genre: the Andalusian nuba.52 

Part of the stigma may be explained by the negative attitude of some Is-
lamic schools of law to music-making in a secular context. Music – especial-
ly instrumental music – was associated in these circles with alcohol and im-
modest behaviour. Hence, one of the reasons for the dominance of Jews in 
Middle Eastern music was the disinclination of Muslims to work in music, 
for religious reasons.53 

Other explanations besides the Islamic attitude are needed too, since the 
phenomenon of a religious or ethnic minority excelling in music and domi-
nating the professional scene is known in other parts of the world.54 It is 
likely that class is also a factor in musicians’ status. In societies where most 
professional musicians come from a lower-class background, it is hard to tell 
whether their position in society is due to their profession or to their socio-
economic circumstances. 

Take musicians at the Ottoman court. Were they respectable in spite of 
their vocation, thanks to their association with aristocracy? Or were they 
respectable because music as such was not stigmatised (being so only when 
connected with taverns and undignified behaviour)? In other words, did the 
                               
50 Shiloah (1997) mentions contrasting attitudes to music, such as “predilection and mistrust, 

divine/devilish, exalting/disruptive, admissible/prohibited” among both Jewish and Mus-
lim communities in the Middle East. 

51 Racy (2003:21). 
52 Glasser (2012:675) mentions performers of the Algerian nuba in the nineteenth century, 

who “often had sources of livelihood outside of music”. This comment refers to instru-
mentalists as well as vocalists. In Iraq, by contrast, Maqam instrumentalists usually did 
rely on music only. 

53 Seroussi (2010:502, 506). Seroussi (2010:514) points out that Christian minorities also had 
an important role in music in the Middle East, due to the Islamic attitude to music-
making. In 1847 Tunis, 53 of the city’s 60 paid musicians who played in coffee shops 
were Jews (Seroussi 2010:512). Twena suggested that Jews specialised in music “be-
cause Arabs say it is a shame to sing and play instruments” (Warkov 1987:18). Kojaman 
(2001:18) asserts that the word “chalaghchi” – an instrumentalist accompanying Iraqi 
Maqam – was used as an insult by Muslims in Iraq. Jewish players in chalghi bands, 
however, were respected by Muslims. The question is whether the fact that chalghi play-
ers in Baghdad were exclusively Jewish accounted for the use of the name as an insult in 
the first place. 

54 Rice (1994) describes a similar situation in 1970s Bulgaria with Roma professional musi-
cians. 
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context and location of professional music-making determine practitioners’ 
status, or was it simply the fact that they worked as musicians? I would ar-
gue that court musicians were the exception: their status was elevated be-
cause of their association with aristocracy. Most musicians, namely, worked 
in urban and rural settings, among lower- and middle-class populations, 
where notions of respectability favoured amateur – that is to say non-paid – 
music-making, and music as a source of income drew disapproval. 

In her memoir of her Jewish Baghdadi family, Violette Shamash (1912–
2006) describes the response to her husband’s liking for the oud as a young 
man, before they married: 

As soon as David had earned enough money, he bought himself an 'oud […] 
and took a few lessons. […] he truly had a musical ear and the potential to 
earn his living as a musician. His personal charm, lovely singing voice – he 
sang like Abdul Wahab […]– and the accomplished way he played the in-
strument placed him in high demand in our circle of friends. This earned him 
popularity and respect.55 

Making a living as a musician, however, was not respectable. David’s father 
told his son one day: 

Do you want to be a clown? It’s about time you stopped this foolishness and 
put aside your 'oud and joined the business.56 

The father’s attitude is not unique to the Middle East. Aspiring musicians in 
other parts of the world are also sometimes dissuaded from pursuing their 
passion. 

The role of Jewish musicians in Iraq 
Throughout the Middle East in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, en-
sembles of Jewish instrumentalists performed both within their communities 
and for non-Jewish audiences in settings such as life-cycle events and public 
coffee houses. Thus, these musicians were agents of musical exchange.57 In 
the twentieth century, while these musicians continued to perform “classi-
cal” genres such as the Iraqi Maqam and the Andalusian nuba, they were 
also involved in new urban popular styles that were linked to the recording 
industry and to the cinema.58 

                               
55 Shamash (2010:137). 
56 Shamash (2010:138). 
57 Seroussi (2015:3). 
58 Seroussi (2015:7). 
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In Ottoman Iraq, there had been a notable role for Jewish musicians. 
Hayat reports on Jewish wind ensembles that joined Baghdadi dignitaries 
who went by sea to welcome each new Pasha (the Ottoman ruler for Iraq).59 
In an 1844 report on the Jewish community in Baghdad to a philanthropic 
organisation in London, Vaad Agudat HaAhim, there is a list of occupations. 
Some fifty Jewish families, according to this list, made a living as musicians 
(“players of mouth and instruments”). The same number of families  were 
silk traders; sixty were weavers; two hundred and fifty were goldsmiths; a 
hundred and twenty were cloth merchants. The list goes on: forty-one occu-
pations altogether, with a total of 1,607 Jewish families in crafts and trade. 
The report also mentions 550 other workers and 6,000 poor people.60 

Amnon Shiloah, writing on Jewish musicians in the central cities of the 
Middle East, remarks that in all of them “there was a perceptible involve-
ment [of Jewish musicians] both in cultivating and preserving classical styles 
and in developing and forging innovative directions. Sometimes, a single 
artist successfully expresses himself in two stylistic directions”.61 This de-
scription matches that of Jewish musicians in the Iraqi Maqam and of Saleh 
al-Kuwaity in both the Maqam and modern songs. Similarly, Seroussi dis-
cusses the role of Jewish instrumentalists and vocalists in the Islamic world, 
in performing and preserving classical traditions. He notes that these tradi-
tions moved “from courts and palaces to concert halls and radio studios”.62 
This analysis too is relevant to the case of Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity. 

Jews were the musicians of the Iraqi people from the late nineteenth cen-
tury until the middle of the twentieth, asserts Kojaman.63 Snir writes that the 
scope of musical activity among Iraqi Jews exceeded by far their share of the 
general population. It was also greater than the musical activity among Jews 
in other Islamic countries.64 Indeed, the Iraqi delegation to the Cairo Con-
gress on Arab Music in 1932 was made of six Jewish instrumentalists and 
one Muslim vocalist.65  The linguist Yizhak Avishur writes that he chose the 
songs for his book, Men’s Folk Songs in Judeo-Arabic from Jews in Iraq, out 
of a selection of over three thousand songs.66 This abundance of songs – 
mostly in the Muslim dialect, in spite of the book’s title – testifies to the high 

                               
59 Hayat (1981:111–112). 
60 Ben Jacob (1979: רטז-טועמ' ר ). 
61 Shiloah (2014:474), translated by Dafna Dori.  
62 Seroussi (2010:512). 
63 Kojaman (2015:155). 
64 Snir (2005:49). 
65 The delegation members were: the Maqam reciter Muhammad al-Qubanchi; the oud player 
and composer Ezra Aharon; the qanun player and composer Yousef Zaarur; and the chalghi 
musicians Saleh Shumail, Yousef Pataw, Ibrahim Saleh, and Yehuda Shamash (Congres de 
musique arabe 1934:40; Kojaman 2001:IX). 
66 Avishur (1994:7). 
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degree of Jewish integration into the Muslim society, and perhaps also to the 
dominant role of Jews in Iraqi music. 

Why was urban music a Jewish domain to a large extent in Iraq, and to 
some extent in other Islamic countries in the Middle East (like Iran) and in 
some North African countries? A major factor, I would suggest, is the fact 
that most of the Jewish population of Iraq lived in the big cities: Baghdad 
and Basra.67 Both the Iraqi Maqam and the new music style from the mid-
1920s on were urban genres. It is not surprising, therefore, that Jewish musi-
cians were well-known in these two spheres, and not in rural genres such as 
the abudhiyya. Jewish musicians also played an important role in the record 
industry – another urban enterprise – as talent scouts and as distributors of 
gramophones and records. 

The status of instrumentalists 
Esther Warkov discusses a status divide between instrumentalists and vocal-
ists in Iraq in the first half of the twentieth century. I examine Warkov’s 
suggestion in this regard, relying on common terminology and on ethno-
graphic accounts; and I argue the divide was more significant between reli-
gious and secular music. 

Shiloah emphasises the role of Jews as instrumentalists: “The Jews of 
Baghdad distinguished themselves in the playing of various instruments. For 
the past one hundred and fifty years they dominated the field, and achieved 
full and entire recognition from the non-Jewish environment.”68 Warkov 
emphasises that Islamic prejudice against music-making related to instru-
ments more than to singing. She maintains that, in Baghdad in the first half 
of the twentieth century, “almost all instrumentalists were Jews while the 
majority of singers were Arabs”. She attributes this phenomenon to the 
“Muslim stigma associated with music, relegating the musical function to 
ethnic minorities.”69 There were professional musicians in Baghdad who 
were Christians, but not many.70 

Warkov observes that Jews in Iraq and in Iran adopted the Islamic view. 
They regarded professional musicians from their own community with sus-
picion when it came to the ability to support a family in the long run. They 

                               
67 Cohen (1966:205). 
68 Shiloah (1983:29). 
69 Warkov (1987:22). This attitude may characteristic of Iraq, but it is not typical of all Islam-

ic countries in the Middle East. 
70 Warkov (1987:22) mentions a violinist who recorded with Ezra Aharon. And there was also 

the aforementioned Hanna Butrus, who moved to Baghdad from Mosul. Al-Hanafi  جالل
 , in his book on reciters and instrumentalists of the Iraqi Maqam [1939] (1964) ,الحنفي
mentions the Baghdadi Maqam reciters Anton Dai (1861–1936), who learned from a 
Jewish reciter, and Bahjat Sarkis, who was Dai’s nephew.  
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also suggested that these Jewish musicians ate non-Kosher food when work-
ing for Muslims, and associated with female singers and dancers. The latter 
had a reputation as prostitutes.71 Along these lines, Warkov notes that sing-
ers, as well as reciters of the Iraqi Maqam, were more likely to be Muslims. 
Twena suggests that this allocation was due to the better pronunciation of 
Arabic by Muslims.72 Warkov suggests that love for the Arabic language, 
poetry and rhetoric could explain the preponderance of Muslim vocalists.73 
Twena and Warkov seem to refer here to male singers and Maqam reciters, 
with the exception of the female singer Salima Murad 74.سليمة مراد The gener-
alisation about Jewish instrumentalists and Muslim vocalists does not take 
into account the many Jewish female singers that are mentioned, for example 
in Al-Allaf’s book Qiyan Baghdad (Female Singers of Baghdad).75 

All in all, the share of Jews in the vocal arts was smaller than that of Mus-
lim performers, but not as small as portrayed by Warkov and other scholars. 
I would argue that the status divide was not between instrumentalists and 
vocalists, but rather between religious and secular music. It is true, of course, 
that religious music in both Judaism and orthodox Islam is largely vocal 
rather than instrumental. The prestige of vocalists in the religious sphere, 
compared with those in secular entertainment, is apparent in the terminolo-
gy. 

Warkov’s interviewees contended that Maqam reciters were at the top of 
the hierarchy of music-related positions.76 They were not even called “sing-
ers”, as if the Iraqi Maqam was almost as revered as the Quran. The term 
qari (literally: reader) applies to both Quran reciters and to Maqam vocalists. 
Reading the Quran can sound very melodious, but is not considered by Mus-
lims to be music. Maqam reciters often functioned also as Quran reciters or – 
if they were Jews – as cantors and performers of paraliturgical songs (ha-
zan חזן and Baʿal shbahoth בעל שבחות). Such vocations, alongside the educa-
tion they received in these sophisticated repertoires, added to their prestige.77 

A singer (mughanni مغني) was ranked lower by Warkov’s interviewees, 
and the singer’s performance was considered less dignified. Still lower in 
this social hierarchy (though higher than dancers) were Jewish instrumental-

                               
71 Warkov (1987:18). Seroussi (2015:3) argues that rabbis were generally against the playing 

of musical instrumens (like their orthodox Islamic counterparts), but that they tolerated it, 
perhaps because it was a source of income for Jews from a poor background. Still, he 
suggests – similarly to Warkov – that “the status of Jewish instrumentalists in the Jewish 
community [in Islamic countries in the Middle East] was considerably low”. 

72 Warkov (1987:23). 
73 Warkov (1987:24). 
74 Warkov (1987:24). 
75 Al-Allaf (1969). 
76 Warkov (1987:25–27). 
77 Warkov (1987:26). 
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ists.78 It seems that among professional musicians – both vocalists and play-
ers – closer links to the religious sphere entailed more respectability, while 
secular settings were disreputable to some extent. Thus, Iraqi Maqam did not 
always enjoy high status, as when it was performed in coffee houses for 
lower-class audiences.79 Tsuge suggests some Iraqis associated the Maqam 
with lower-class coffee houses and with Jews, and therefore looked down 
upon this art.80 As mentioned above, the chalghi لغياچ  members in the 1930s 
were old and uneducated, and they dressed in an old-fashioned Jewish style 
– characteristics that compromised the respectability of these musicians. 

In conclusion, the social status of instrumentalists and vocalists in Iraq in 
the first half of the twentieth century depended on the genre they performed 
and on the circumstances in which they worked, especially along the reli-
gious/ secular divide. 

Music in Jewish contexts 
In this discussion on music in the Jewish community in Iraq, I use Shiloah’s 
three categories of music according to its function. One is the year-cycle 
events, such as religious holidays and the Sabbath. These are mostly con-
nected to religious practice and are shared by the community. The second 
function is that of life-cycle events, such as weddings and circumcisions. 
These are mostly concerned with the individual. The third function is enter-
tainment. This category is non-temporal.81 These categories overlapped: for 
example, Iraqi Maqam was performed at life-cycle events (second function) 
as well as in coffee houses (third function). Likewise, Shiloah refers to the 
mix of the sacred and the profane: “popular songs in Judeo-Arabic [third 
function] also penetrated into the synagogues especially during the Simhat 
Torah haqqafot [first function].”82 

Elements of the Iraqi Maqam, such as melodies and vocal technique, were 
also integrated into paraliturgical songs (shbahoth) at both year-cycle and 
life-cycle events.83 These links to the Maqam were prevalent, as illustrated in 
the following account by Na‛im Twena. Twena related that, as a fourteen-
year-old, he was already interested in the Iraqi Maqam. In order to listen to 

                               
78 Warkov (1987:27). 
79 Warkov (1987:30). 
80 Tsuge (1972:65). Tsuge argues that, at the time he was writing, some Islamic circles were 

still bothered by the fact that the Maqam used to be performed at cafés (implying that 
such venues were indecent). 

81 Shiloah (1983:19). 
82 Shiloah (1983:19) (Bold in the original. Square brackets are my additions). This occasion 

(Simhat Torah haqqafot) is a celebration of a new annual cycle of reading the torah (the 
first five books of the Hebrew Bible). 

83 See examples in the next section. 
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it, he would go to the Rachel Shahmon synagogue, where “the cantor Shlo-
mo Muʿallem sang the shbahoth according to the Iraqi Maqam”.84 A Jewish 
cantor would perform the Maqam and Jewish devotional songs “with the 
same musical spirit”, contends the Iraqi Jewish composer Isaac Aviezer.85 
The vocal introductions to these devotional songs sound like concise ver-
sions of the Iraqi-Maqam, the only difference being that they were in He-
brew.86 The vocal style typical of the Maqam, with the Persian-inspired fast 
tremolo on a vowel, with glottal stops,87 can be heard in recordings of He-
brew devotional songs. One example is Shlomo Muallem’s rendition of 
“Boʾi Kala”.88 

Thus, the Iraqi Maqam was cardinal to music within the Jewish communi-
ty, and was perceived as such.89 Manuscripts from the Jewish Iraqi commu-
nity dedicated to folk songs are abundant with pastat, that is to say songs that 
are performed at the end of the Maqam.90 Some pastat appear in the Jewish 
dialect in one manuscript and in the Muslim dialect in another manuscript: 
for example, “Wigul Mulla Hussain” (“So said Mulla Hussain”  ويگول مال
 This abundance and the interchange of dialects testify to the high 91.(حسين
degree of integration of the Jewish community in the Muslim society. 

As mentioned, the Iraqi Maqam contains a variety of poetic and musical 
genres, including rural ones. These elements were also incorporated into 

                               
84 Attar (1st November 1977) interview. 
85 Aviezer (2000:20). 
86 Aviezer (2000:20) refers to the Baghdadi variant of the Iraqi Maqam, as distinct from the 

variants in northern Iraq. Rosenfeld-Hadad (2019:36) cites the similarity between vocal 
introductions to the Iraqi Maqam and those of Jewish Iraqi devotional songs. She sug-
gests that even the same words or syllables, used in Maqam introductions, such as “yar 
yar” or aman” are used in introductions to devotional songs. 

87 This technique, called tahrir in Persian, is mentioned above in the Introduction. 
88 “Boʾi Kala” (בואי כלה) is a devotional song for the religious festival of Shavuʿot. This re-

cording was made in the 1960s. The tahrir is heard at time code 25'3 – 55'3  in this link to 
the National Library, Jerusalem, accessed on 29th December 2020: 

         <https://web.nli.org.il/sites/nlis/he/song/pages/song.aspx?SongID=497#1,14,1510,24> 
89 Aviezer (2000:20), a Jewish Iraqi musician, maintained that the Maqam was the basis of 

music within the Jewish community. Twena (1989), a Jewish Iraqi music collector, cites 
such cantors as Shimon Muallem Nissim, Shlomo Muallem and Efrayim Muallem Yosef 
Hayim, and suggests that their cantillation relied on melodies from the Iraqi Maqam. 
Similarly, Rosenfeld-Hadad (2019:187) offers that “The consensus amongst the elderly 
members of the Baghdadi community in Israel is that many of the melodies in the parali-
turgical repertoire were taken from the repertoire of the Iraqi Maqām that was prevalent 
in Baghdad of their time.” 

90 Avishur (1994:95). I discuss the use of the term “pasta” as a synonym for “songs” else-
where in this book. Since the Iraqi Maqam was central to musical life within the Jewish 
community, it is very likely the term referred at least in some cases in these manuscripts 
to pastat. Moreover, some of the songs that Avishur refers to are performed as pastat to 
this day. 

91 Avishur (1994:96). 
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Jewish paraliturgical songs. Saleh al-Kuwaity suggested that Jews in Iraq 
used melodies of abudhiyya, ataba and zheri for paraliturgical songs in He-
brew.92 The linguist Yizhak Avishur refers to a book of Hebrew devotional 
songs of Babylonian Jewry, containing songs in the style of ataba and adap-
tations of vocal introductions from the Iraqi Maqam.93 Shiloah concludes that 
the Jewish community was well-integrated into the majority population in 
terms of music. Based on the musicologist A. Z. Idelsohn’s comments in the 
volume on Babylonian Jewry in Idelsohn’s Thesaurus of Jewish Music, writ-
ten in 1914–1932, Shiloah infers that “[all] the non-synagogal music derives 
from the Arabic surroundings and is relatively modern”.94 “One of the in-
formants whom we recorded [for this book on Jewish Iraqi music] repeatedly 
emphasised that the ‘heavy’ (serious) and complicated songs had melodies 
of ancient Turkish origin”.95 In other words, this community member was 
aware of this practice of contrafacta. Shiloah suggests the close link to non-
Jewish music characterises Jewish Middle Eastern songs in general, and that 
in most cases the melodies are identical to those in the non-Jewish environ-
ment.96 

As in the rest of the Islamic societies in the Middle East and Central Asia, 
music is the cultural scene in which Jews converged with their neighbours in 
the closest and most fruitful manner.97 Hence music in internal Jewish con-
texts in Iraq was largely similar – almost identical – to music in the general 
population. The differences were in the use of Hebrew texts and of the Jew-
ish Baghdadi dialect of Arabic.98 The next section focuses on the Maqam as 
a central arena for the saturation of Jewish music, and even cantillation, in 
Iraqi music, and the role of Jewish musicians in the Iraqi Maqam. 

                               
92 Moreh (21st March 1968) interview. Time code 30’00 زهيري , عتابة   أبوذيّة ,
93 Avishur (1994:57/ p. XXIII in the English section). Rosenfeld-Hadad (2019:37–39) dis-

cusses two texts marked as ataba in a book of Jewish Iraqi devotional songs. 
94 Shiloah (1983:16). 
95 Shiloah (1983:25). More on Jewish Iraqi liturgy and paraliturgical songs, see: Rosenfeld-

Hadad (2019) and Manasseh (2004).   
96 Shiloah (1983:25). 
97 Seroussi (2010:498). In the first half of the twentieth century, Iraqi Jews – like their breth-

ren in other countries in the Middle East – faced changes that affected the music sphere. 
The rule of religious leadership weakened, British colonisation and the creation of a na-
tion-state changed the social and political dynamics. All of these processes, together with 
modernisation since the nineteenth century, had an impact on traditional repertoires, 
modes of transmission, and performance styles (Seroussi 2010:499). 

98 Devotional songs – that were mostly in Hebrew – sometimes contained verses in the Jewish 
Baghdadi dialect of Arabic (Warkov 1986:14). Seroussi (2010:507) suggests that “the 
Jews’ proficiency in Islamic music traditions […] had a pervasive effect on their internal 
musical practices”. Shiloah (1997) stresses the role of Jewish cantors in bringing what he 
calls “art music” into the synagogue, and into the Jewish society in general, in Middle 
Eastern cities. 
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Jews and the Iraqi Maqam 
As in neighbouring Iran, where Jewish musicians were experts on the Ra-
dif,99 the counterpart of the Iraqi Maqam, Jews in Iraq were associated with 
the Maqam. Jewish instrumentalists and vocalists were crucial for the per-
formance and the continuity of the Iraqi Maqam.100 The instrumental accom-
paniment was the domain of Jewish musicians from the late nineteenth cen-
tury until the mass migration in 1950/1, and two families monopolised this 
profession in Baghdad.101 These families made the chalghi instruments and 
kept the knowledge of playing the Iraqi Maqam within the family. This kind 
of hereditary profession was not unique to Iraq. Ensembles of Jewish in-
strumentalists in the eastern Caucasus were made up of family members, 
who handed down the profession.102 Non-Jewish musicians in Egypt and in 
the rest of the Ottoman territories were likewise organised by hereditary 
guilds until the early twentieth century.103 

In Iraq, this practice of chalghi families, mentioned by several authors,104 
did not apply to Al-Kuwaity’s takht, which was – by definition – made of 
other instruments than the ones in the chalghi, even when it accompanied 
Maqam reciters. This takht, however, like the chalghi, was dominated by 
Jewish musicians. So was the takht that accompanied Al-Qubanchi يلقبنچا  دمحم 
in the aforementioned recordings in Berlin in the late 1920s and early 
1930s.105 

The role of Jews in the Iraqi Maqam is evident in the instrumental ac-
companiment more than in the vocal aspect.106 Yet, Kojaman argues con-
vincingly that the number of Jews among Maqam reciters was higher than is 

                               
99 Seroussi (2015:5–6). 
100 Aviezer (2000:20) contends Jews were the bearers of the Baghdadi-Maqam, that is to say 

the Baghdadi variant of the Iraqi Maqam. 
101 Kojaman (2001:99). 
102 Seroussi (2015:6). 
103 Thomas (2007:1). This is not to say there were no musicians who belonged to guilds with-

out being born into them. 
104 Kojaman (2001:22) and (2015:159); See also Warkov (1987:34–36) quoting Twena on 

Pataw and Bassun, and quoting Efrayim Bassun (b.1890) about himself; Hayat 
(1981:111) on the monopoly of Jewish instrumentalists in Iraqi Maqam, according to his 
interview with Bassun. Al-Rajab (1961:176–192) writes about the Jewish chalghi-
musicians and that they immigrated “to Palestine”. 

105 Shiloah (1983:21) notes that all of the musicians who accompanied Al-Qubanchi in the 
recordings in Berlin in the early thirties were Jews. 

106 Kojaman (2015:159); Al-Rajab (1961:176–187) mentions twenty instrumentalists in his 
book on the Iraqi Maqam, in the chapter “Baghdadi Musical Instruments” (al alat al mu-
siqiya al Baghdadiya 16 .(اآلالت الموسيقية البغدادية are Jews and 4 are Muslims: Hussain 
Abdalla, Sha‛ubi Ibrahim, Hashim al-Rajab, and Abbas bin Kathem. 

 عباس بن كاظم, هاشم الرجب, شعوبي ابراهيم, حسين عبد هللا
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suggested in Jalal al-Hanafi’s book 107.جالل الحنفي Al-Hanafi mentions more 
than fifty Jewish Maqam reciters.108 Muslim reciters of the Iraqi Maqam, as 
well as Quran reciters, took advice from prominent Jewish cantors such as 
Shimon Muallem Nissim and Shlomo Muallem.109 

Menashe Somekh suggested that Muslim Maqam reciters were often in-
vited to perform in Jewish houses and therefore used some Hebrew words in 
their performances.110 This practice illustrates the reciprocal nature of Jew-
ish-Muslim relations around the Iraqi Maqam.111 Warkov suggests that Jew-
ish devotional songs penetrated the non-Jewish music sphere. This happened 
as Jews translated them from Hebrew into Arabic and they were later sung 
by non-Jewish musicians.112 It is unclear if these were translations into the 
Muslim dialect. The Jewish Baghdadi dialect, however, was indeed used in 
some paraliturgical songs.113 

The pasta “Afaki” عفاكي 
One song in the Jewish Baghdadi dialect, from the repertoire of the 
Daqqaqat دقّاقات (ensembles of Jewish female musicians), became a pasta 
performed by non-Jewish Maqam reciters: “Afaki” عفاكي (“Well done!”). 
This is a comic song for prenuptial celebrations, in which “the mother of the 
groom” complains how her son was snatched by the bride’s mother as a 
good catch for her daughter. Although it is in the Jewish Baghdadi dialect of 
Arabic, it permeated the Iraqi Maqam.114 This infusion was enabled thanks to 

                               
107 Kojaman (2015:155–156). Kojaman maintains that Al-Hanafi (1964) [1939] جالل الحنفي 

included Muslims who were active in the religious sphere as Quran reciters or singers of 
hymns, and who were not necessarily Maqam reciters. At the same time, Jewish cantors 
who performed the Maqam were not included in the book. Kojaman implies they only 
performed the Maqam within the Jewish community. 

108 Shohat (1981:293). Similarly, Al-Allaf, in his short section on the Maqam (1960:107–
115), mentions 9 Muslim Maqam reciters and 6 Jewish reciters. 

109 Aviezer (2000:20). 
110 Menashe Somekh (23rd January 2010), personal communication, 
111 Similarly, The Shi‛i poet Mulla Abud al-Karkhi  used Hebrew (1946–1861)  مال عبود الكرخي

words as well as non-Muslim dialects of Arabic in his satirical poems, often mocking 
various religious and ethnic groups, as well as whoever refused to buy his published 
works… (Moreh 1997:215–217). Such a use of Hebrew assumes the general public was 
acquainted with some Hebrew words, thus testifying to the reciprocal nature of Jewish-
Muslim relations in Iraq. 

112 Warkov (1987:33–34). Twena maintains many Hebrew songs were translated into Arabic 
and sung by Muslims, who did not know the lyrics’ origin (Warkov 1986:15). This claim 
makes sense, given the high degree of contact between the Jewish minority and the Mus-
lim majority.  

113 Pilgrimage songs such as “Qunagh” and songs for the evening of Passover, such as “Min 
yeʿlam wu min yidri” من يعلم ومن يدري 

114 Al-Allaf (1960:118–119) mentions “Afaki” عفاكي as a famous song of the Daqqaqat, in a 
paragraph on Jewish songs (اغاني اليهود) 
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the close collaborations between Jewish and non-Jewish musicians. Rashid 
al-Qundarchi چيالقندر  the renowned reciter, who was Muslim, recorded ,رشيد 
it in the 1930s.115 “Afaki” is still performed by Maqam reciters. Kojaman 
mentions recordings of the song by Yousef Omar يوسف عمر in Iraq in the 
1980s, and performances of Hamed al- Saʿadi حامد السعدي in London in the 
late 1990s or early 2000s.116 

This Jewish wedding song, which serves as a pasta within the Iraqi 
Maqam, reflects the inclusive nature of Iraqi music-making. In the field of 
music, religious affiliations did not entail any social divide.117 Thus, Jewish 
and Christian Maqam reciters performed the pastat (and the Maqam in gen-
eral) even though the texts were mostly in the Muslim dialect,118 while Mus-
lim (and possibly Christian) reciters sang “Afaki” in the Jewish dialect. This 
situation was not unique to Iraq. Touma refers to the reciprocal aspect of 
Arab music and emphasises that it has always absorbed styles, forms and 
texts from neighbouring cultures and from other ethnic groups, such as the 
Jews, Armenians, Kurds and others.119 

Jews as patrons of the Iraqi Maqam 
Jews were involved in the Iraqi Maqam not only as instrumentalists and vo-
calists, but also as patrons. Al-Mumayiz recalls Baghdadi coffee houses fre-
quented by Jews, such as Qahwat [café] a-Shat, Qahwat al-Basha, Qahwat 
al-Shabandar, Qahwat Moshi and Qahwat al-Mumayiz.120 Some of these 
establishments were known for their live performances of the Iraqi Maqam. 
Jewish families booked chalghi bands with Maqam reciters to celebrate life-
cycle events. Kojaman notes that poorer members of the extended family, as 
well as friends and neighbours, were present as well, so a liking for this gen-
re and a familiarity with it were distributed almost equally across socio-
economic divides within the Jewish community.121 

In conclusion, the Maqam was central to Jewish musical life in Iraq, and 
Jews were central to the performance of the Maqam and for its maintenance 
within the general population. Other genres, however, were also embraced 
by Jewish musicians and audiences. The liking for Egyptian music and the 

                               
115 A recording of Rashid al-Qundarchi performing “Afaki” has been uploaded on the 

YouTube channel Iraqi Maqam, accessed on 24th November 2020. The recording opens 
with a dulab دوالب, unlike the Daqqaqat performances at family celebrations: 

        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lGRqC7Q-jc> 
116 Kojaman (2001:232). 
117 Kojaman (2001:231–232). 
118 Non-Muslim Iraqis were familiar with the Muslim Baghdadi dialect, and used it outside 

their communities. 
119 Touma (1996:15). 
120 Al-Mumayiz (1985:162) قهوة المميز ,قهوة موشي ,قهوة الشابندر ,قهوة الباشا ,قهوة الشط  
121 Kojaman (2001:15–16). 
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participation of Jewish musicians in its performance were mentioned in the 
previous chapter. The next section analyses the relationship between urban 
popular songs in Iraq and Jewish musicians. 

Jews and urban popular music from the mid-1920s until 1950 
Besides the brothers Al-Kuwaity, who were leading in the field of urban 
popular songs, there were other Jewish musicians who contributed to the 
creation of a new repertoire in this realm, just as in other Middle Eastern 
cities – especially in North Africa – where Jews had an important role in 
new popular songs,122 Jews had a large part in new Iraqi urban music in the 
first half of the twentieth century, as instrumentalists, singers, composers and 
teachers, and as owners and managers in the nightclub scene.123 Adel Al-
Hashemi, a music critic, goes so far as to say that the Iraqi song was the 
domain of the Iraqi Jews during the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s.124 We know of 
Jewish musicians who played urban popular music in Baghdad already in the 
1920s. Among them were Ezra Aharon (composer and oud player); Zion 
Abraham Cohen (qanun); Daud Cohen, also known as Daud al-Kurdi (oud); 
Saleh Baqal (violin); and Shaul Zangi (qanun).125 There were also several 
drummers, performing both new music and Iraqi Maqam.126 In the 1930s, 
five of the six musicians in Radio Iraq ensemble were Jews. Only Hussain 
Abdalla, the drummer, was Muslim. The ensemble’s qanun player, Yousef 
Zaarur, was also a composer. I present his contribution to the field alongside 
other musicians further below. 

An ensemble of boys and young men from the Jewish School for the 
Blind (دار مواساة العميان) started performing under the name Aid House ( دار
-in the 1930s in private settings, within and outside the Jewish com (المواساة
munity. In 1939, the group began to perform on a weekly half-an-hour pro-
gramme on the radio, led by Daud Akram 127.داود اكرم In 1943, the ensem-
ble’s members changed, and its new name was “Art Brothers” (اخوان الفن 

                               
122 Seroussi (2015:7) mentions the city of Tunis, where Egyptian- and French-inspired popu-

lar songs at the beginning of the twentieth century were mostly composed and performed 
by Jews. Among them were the female singer and actress Hbiba Messika حبيبة مسيكة (c. 
1893–1930), the female singer Louisa Saadoun (Louisa al-Tunisiyya) (1905–1966) and 
the male composer, player and singer Bishi Slama بيشي سالمة (Khaisa Salama) (1891–
1958). In Algeria, the Jewish female singer Line Monty (c. 1926-3003) performed in a 
variety of styles. 

123 Kojaman (2015:164). 
124 “Kanat min nasib al-Iraqiyin al-yahud” ينيالعراق اليهود  In: Husayn (possibly كانت من نصيب 

2011) The Voices of Departure, time code 9’58 in the Arabic version (Aswat a-Rahil). 
125 Kojaman (2015: 164).  
126 Kojaman (2015:165). 
127 The information on the ensemble comes from Warkov (1987:98) and Kojaman (2015:165). 
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Ikhwan al-fann).128 They are cited in the above-mentioned novel from 1996, 
Rose Water (Hebrew: Mei Ha-Vradim), by Shmuel Aviezer. In this tale, a 
Baghdadi Jewish boy, David, overhears Ikhwan al-fann’s rehearsals in the 
Rima Kaduri girls’ school when passing by. The band members needed an 
escort to the broadcasting house for their weekly programme of instrumental 
music, and David volunteered to escort the qanun player.129 

 

 
Figure 21. Musicians at the Jewish school for the blind (دار مواساة العميان Dar Mu’asat 
al-Imyan), Baghdad, 1942. Courtesy of BJHC. 

Another ensemble of Jewish musicians performed occasionally on the Radio, 
probably in the 1940s. It was called Ansar al-Fann or Ansar al-Musiqa انصار 
-Another group, The Eastern Ensemble (Al-takht al 130.انصار الفن/ الموسيقى
sharqi التخت الشرقي), was established in 1948 with Ruhi al-Khammash الخماش 
 ,as its director.131 Al-Khammash was an Arab refugee from Palestine روحي
and all the ensemble members were Iraqi Jews. Besides Elias Zbedah (vio-
lin), they were Abraham Salman (qanun), Albert Elias (nay), Haqi (Yousef) 
Habib and Shaul Cohen (violins), Jacob Shabtai (cello) and Moshe Aharon 
(drums). The ensemble played on the Radio almost every day, accompany-
ing “Iraqi singers who composed Egyptian style songs”, as Elias Zbedah 
puts it.132 

                               
128 More on them in Warkov (1987:98). 
129 Aviezer (1996:100–101). 
130 Kojaman uses each name in another book (2015:166 and 2001:117). 
131 The information on The Eastern Ensemble comes from Zbedah, personal communication, 

28th March 2019. 
132 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 28th March 2019. 
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Jewish female solo singers 

Snir argues that, following encounters with Western culture at the end of the 
nineteenth century, some Arab intellectuals called for women’s liberation as 
part of a national awakening and a quest for social reforms.133 He focuses on 
literary works by Arab women, which became more widespread during the 
twentieth century, but his observations are relevant to the status of female 
musicians. 

Female artists in Iraq 
In Iraq in the first half of the twentieth century, women involved in enter-
tainment were mostly singers or dancers, less often instrumentalists and even 
less often composers.134 Those who made a living as singers or dancers were 
considered unrespectable, unless they performed in the religious domain. 
Even nurses in the 1960s suffered from a tainted reputation, since their night 
shifts were regarded as openings for inappropriate behaviour, bordering on 
prostitution.135 

It is likely, though, that some singers escaped the stigma by insisting on 
“modest” clothing and by avoiding dance, alcohol and tête-a-têtes with men. 
The stigma had to do with class, too. There was no objection to women who 
sang for their family and friends, but a woman’s having to earn a living was 
in itself a sign of low social rank. From the 1950s on, as more women gradu-
ated from governmental institutions, it became gradually easier to be a pro-
fessional musician without compromising one’s reputation.136 

There were Jewish female solo singers throughout the Middle East in the 
middle of the twentieth century. The famous among them were the singer 
and actress Laila Murad ليلى مراد (c. 1918–1995) in Egypt, Habiba Messica 
 in Tunisia, and Rachel Smooha, also known as (c.1893–1930) حبيبة مسيكة
Fairuz al-Halabiyya (1895–1955), in Syria and Lebanon.137 Al-Allaf lists 
singers and dancers in Baghdadi coffee houses following the 1908 Ottoman 

                               
133 Snir (2005:377–378). 
134 Kishtainy (1983:132). In early twentieth-century Egypt, the ability to play the piano was 

an asset for eligible women (El-Shawan Castelo-Branco 2002-b:610). Thus, it is not sur-
prising that several female composers appeared there, too. El-Shawan Castelo-Branco 
(2002-b:610) notes they were trained in Arab and Western music, and mentions Matilda 
and Sophie Abd El-Massih among them. 

135 According to Dhiya Kashi ضياء كاشي, a (non-presenting) participant in the BISI conference, 
17th September 2019, who grew up in Iraq. 

136 In Egypt, the first institute for the training of music teachers for public education, opened 
in 1936, was for women, according to Thomas (2007:6). El-Shawan Castelo-Branco 
(2002-a:323), however, maintains that The Higher Institute for Music Teachers was 
founded in 1933; and she does not mention women. 

137 Seroussi (2010:513). 
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reforms.138 Among the names are some Jewish ones, such as “Simha the oud 
player” (Simha al-Awada العوادة) and “Malka the Egyptian”.139 These artists 
came from outside Iraq. Obadia suggests that, in the 1920s, Muslim women 
could not perform in nightclubs as singers or dancers.140 I did not find refer-
ences to an official decree prohibiting Muslim female singers and dancers 
from working in Iraq, and Obadia’s comment probably refers to a norm ra-
ther than to an official rule. It is credible, and it partly explains the stream of 
female artists from neighbouring countries. Among the singers were Zakiyya 
George (1900–1961) يةكز جورج  and her sister Ulya ُعلية, who left their Mus-
lim family in Aleppo, adopted these Christian-sounding names, and worked 
as dancers in Baghdad.141 Zakiyya George later turned to singing, with Saleh 
al-Kuwaity as her mentor.142 

Jewish female artists in Iraq 
In the 1940s, there were local artists such as the Jewish singer Salima Dijla 
ةسليمة دجل  and her sister Sabiha Dijla صبيحة دجلة, who moved to Baghdad from 

northern Iraq in 1940.143 Salima was a singer and dancer at Dijla nightclub. 
Dijla دجلة is the Arabic name for the river Tigris, and the artist’s surname 
came to her after performing in this club for several years, according to Al-
Allaf.144 Her sister, Sabiha, started performing at The Opera nightclub in 
1935. She later sang (mostly monologs), at Al-Farabi الفارابي nightclub, and 
she stopped performing in 1947.145 Another Jewish singer and dancer was 
Shakiba Saleh شكيبة صالح, who performed at Al-Farabi nightclub in the 
1940s.146  

                               
138 Al-Allaf (1969:179). 
139 Al-Allaf (1960:123); Al-Allaf (1969:181). 
140 Obadia (1999:47). 
141 Al-Kuwaity (2011:50); Kishtainy (2008), time code 11’00. Al-Allaf (1969:210) does not 

mention the sisters’ Muslim background – only their origin in Aleppo. 
142 Al-Allaf (1969:210); Al-Kuwaity (2011:50) suggests the brothers Al-Kuwaity persuaded 

Zakiyya George to quit dancing in favor of singing. 
143 Hayat (1981:119); Al-Allaf (1969:230, 236). 
144 Al-Allaf (1969:230). Al-Allaf (1969:236) adds that Sabiha got the same surname, like her 

sister, Salima. 
145 Al-Allaf (1969:236). 
146 Al-Allaf (1969:233). 
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Figure 22. The singer Salima Dijla. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

Among the Jewish solo singers who rose to fame was Sultana Yousef  سلطانة
 She probably learned music from her brother, the 147.(1981–1903) يوسف
Maqam reciter Yehezqel Yousef, who studied with his father.148 

 

 
Figure 23. The singer Sultana Yousef سلطانة يوسف Source: Wikidata. 

Salima Murad  
Salima Murad 149,(1972–1900) سليمة مراد also known as Salima Pasha, is 
mentioned throughout this study. She is still known in Iraq and in Arab 
countries as a star of Iraqi singing in the twentieth century.150 She became a 

                               
147 Years according to Linden (2001:339). 
148 Kojaman (2015:112). 
149 Or 1907–1973, according to Shohat (1981:296). 
150 Years according to Beinin (2004:xvii). A concert dedicated to Salima Murad’s songs took 

place as part of the Jerusalem International Oud Festival on 10th November 2018. 
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national icon in spite of her disreputable background, having started her ca-
reer as a dancer in nightclubs.151 Her sister, Regina Pasha, ran a brothel.152  

Salima Murad remained in Iraq and converted to Islam when most of the 
Jews emigrated, and she married the young aspiring Muslim singer Nathem 
al-Ghazali ناظم الغزالي in 1953.153 Snir suggests that, in February 1950, the 
Interior Minister prohibited the broadcast of her songs on Radio Iraq, and he  
implies this policy changed when she married Al-Ghazali.154 Thus in the 
1930s, ironically, when Muslim female singers and dancers could not per-
form in Iraq, Salima Murad could do so only because she was Jewish. Then, 
after 1950, she could only perform because she had converted to Islam. 
 

                               
151 Kojaman (2015:169). 
152 Kojaman (2015:167) maintains that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed songs for her too, that she 

was a singer in a nightclub, and that she was murdered in 1936 by her lover (2001:46). 
However, I did not find any other references to Regina Pasha’s artistic career. There were 
rumours that Salima herself was in the same line of business as her sister (Zubaida 
2002:221). Snir (2005:397) notes that such rumours, and those about the singer’s poison-
ing her husband, were never corroborated by any reliable source, and that they probably 
arose after the escalation of the Israeli-Arab conflict. 

153 Snir (2007:203). Kishtainy (1983:134) mentions Salima Murad’s marriage to Al-Ghazali, 
and praises the musical collaboration between them as one that contributed to “modern 
Arabic music”. 

154 Snir (2005:396–397); Snir (2007:203). Seroussi (2010:514) discusses “the nationalist 
cultural politics of the emerging Arab states” that impelled some Jewish musicians to 
convert to Islam in order to remain in business in the middle of the twentieth century. In 
this context, he mentions the Jewish Egyptian singer /actress Layla Murad. This example 
is slightly different from that of Salima Murad in Iraq, as Layla and her whole family 
converted in 1946 (Danielson 1996:144), some ten years before the Jewish community 
emigrated from Egypt. Still, Layla Murad’s father and her siblings were musicians too, 
and they probably considered their careers when converting to Islam. 
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Figure 24. The singer Salima Murad. Courtesy of BJHC. 

Jewish female troups 
The Daqqaqat دقّاقات (s. Daqqaqa دقّاقة) were female Jewish professional mu-
sicians in Iraq.155 They performed at weddings, circumcisions, henna parties, 
bar-mitzvahs, pilgrimages and other celebratory occasions.156 This was a 
matrilineal business, typically with a mother – who had learned from her 
mother – as lead singer, and her daughters or sisters as vocal accompanists 
(raddadat ردّادات, literally: those who reply). The band included four or five 
women, and they sat on a carpet on the floor while performing. The leader 
also played a set of two small kettle drums (naqqara نقارة), with wooden 
mallets. The others played tambourine (daff zinjari دف زنجاري).157 

The Daqqaqat’s repertoire included songs in the Jewish Iraqi dialect, 
alongside pastat and other popular songs.158 The pastat, however, were sung 
in a quicker tempo than when performed by a chalghi during a Maqam per-

                               
155 Kojaman and Al-Allaf discuss Daqqaqat in Baghdad, but it seems there were Daqqaqat in 

other parts of the country. A Jewish Iraqi author, Izzat Sasson Muallem, briefly describes 
a performance of Daqqaqat at a wedding in 1912 in his book, Distant and Close: Memo-
ries and Stories from the Middle Euphrates 1911–1983 (Muallem 1983:202–203). This 
wedding takes place in the Diwaniya region, in southwest Iraq, where the author grew up. 
Daqqaqat in Jewish Iraqi communities in India in the early twentieth century are 
mentioned in Sara Manasseh’s article (Manasseh, 2004). 

156 Shiloah (1983:20). Seroussi (2015:6) mentions similar Jewish female ensembles in Se-
phardic communities in the Ottoman Empire. 

157 Kojaman (2001:101). 
158 Kojaman (2001:102). 
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formance,159 perhaps because the occasions were of a merry nature. Maqam 
was also performed at family celebrations, but not only there, whereas 
Daqqaqat were solely associated with happy occasions. Sometimes the lead-
er performed parts of the Iraqi Maqam, besides the pasta, at the request of 
the audience.160 

There was a similar type of female ensemble within the Muslim popula-
tion, called Mulayat 161.ماليات Yet the Daqqaqat performed in Muslim homes 
too. In this case, they either omitted the songs in the Jewish Iraqi dialect, or 
sang the melodies with different words. The Daqqaqat exemplify the musi-
cal exchange between religious and ethnic communities in Baghdad at that 
time.162 Al-Allaf mentions the Daqqaqat in his book from 1960, Old 
Baghdad بغداد القديمة, but he does not elaborate.163 The fact that they are 
mentioned by this Muslim author, however, indicates the degree to which the 
Daqqaqat were part of Iraqi culture. 

The Daqqaqat’s social status 
The musicologist Sara Manasseh argues that Daqqaqat were considered 
respectable, unlike other female musicians in Iraq at that time.164 This status 
could be explained by several factors. They performed at family celebrations 
and in religious contexts such as pilgrimages, not in nightclubs, and they did 
not dance. The average age among group members was between 35 and 
50.165 The leader was usually beyond child-bearing age,166 and she was a 
chaperon to her accompanists. In Muslim homes, the Daqqaqat performed 
before women only.167 In Jewish houses, men could sit further away and 
listen.168 

Kojaman, however, contends that Daqqaqat were not considered quite re-
spectable. He suggests that the stigma of female musicians as sex workers 
somehow affected these poorly dressed housewives who performed music 
for a living, as he describes them.169 Saleh al-Kuwaity, when asked if a re-
spectable family would welcome a Daqqaqa as a bride for their son, replied 
that it was unlikely.170 Again, this is an example of a class issue. The very 
fact that these women had to earn a living entailed a lower status. By the late 

                               
159 Kojaman (2001:105). 
160 Kojaman (2001:104–105). 
161 Hassan (2010:30–31). 
162 Kojaman (2001:105). 
163 Al-Allaf (1960). 
164 Manasseh (1985:205–206). 
165 Kojaman (2001:101). 
166 Manasseh (1985:205). 
167 Kojaman (2001:105). 
168 Kojaman (2001:103). 
169 Kojaman (2001:102–103). 
170 Moreh (21st March 1968) interview. Time code 24’20. 
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1930s, the Daqqaqat became less popular and were invited to perform al-
most solely at weddings.171 Gradually, they made way for other kinds of 
music entertainment.172 

Nightclub entrepreneurs and nightclub musicians  
Jewish musicians who performed at nightclubs are discussed throughout this 
study. There were, however, links between musicians and nightclub owners. 
Kojaman gives an example of a nightclub entrepreneur.173 He describes the 
owner of Alf Laila ألف ليلة (A Thousand Nights), Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir 
 ,(al-Kabir means in this case the old, or senior ;1943–1867) يوسف زعرورالكبير
who was a qanun player, like his aforementioned younger cousin, Yousef 
Zaarur”.174 

Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir played in a café when, around 1932, he and his 
fellow musicians decided to buy the place. Zaarur became the manager of 
the now collectively-owned café.175 Soon after that, he established Alf Laila. 
The nightclub hosted stars such as the singers Salima Murad and Zakiyya 
George, and the musicians Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity and Salim Daud. 
Guests from other countries also performed there, such as the Egyptian sing-
er Raja Abdu. Zaarur also encouraged aspiring singers and novice musicians, 
giving them opportunities to perform and paying them well. Thus, the en-
semble at Alf Laila was enlarged to include more violins as well as the nay 
and the cello, like an Egyptian firqa فرقة. 

In that respect, the Alf Laila ensemble was a modern feature in Iraqi mu-
sic. Zaarur’s activity demonstrates the close connection between musicians 
and nightclub owners, who were often musicians themselves, and the con-
nection between commercial considerations and the promotion of music-

                               
171 Kojaman (2001:111); Moreh (21st March 1968) interview.  
172 Manasseh (1985:192–193) mentions tango and foxtrot records in 1940s Iraq ‒ to which 

men and women danced together ‒ replacing live Daqqaqat performances. Menashe 
Somekh, however, maintained that families that held pre-wedding Henna parties did not 
replace the Daqqaqat with European dance records, but instead booked a group that per-
formed devotional songs (Ahl il-shbahoth) or the group Ikhwan al-fan. He suggested that 
those who danced to Western records belonged to different social circles from those who 
held henna parties (23rd January 2010, personal communication,). Manasseh’s interlocu-
tors relied on their memories, as did Somekh; but in any case, all agree that the Daqqaqat 
tradition began fading in the late 1930s. 

173 This section is based on Kojaman (2015:188–190). 
174 Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir was the brother of the lyricist Efrayim Zaarur, of Menashe Zaarur 

(1897–1972), the journalist and editor, and of Meir Zaarur who worked with the Egyptian 
film industry. 

175 This cafè was probably Sawwas, in the Midan area. See Kojaman (2001:45). 
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making.176 One of Baghdad’s nightclubs was owned by three female singers: 
Salima Murad (a Jewess), Afifa Iskandar (a Christian), and Narges Shawqi 
(a Muslim).177 Similarly but earlier, several female singers opened their own 
music halls in 1920s Cairo and managed them.178 Throughout the Middle 
East, nightclubs in the first half of the twentieth century were loci of mod-
ernisation in many ways, one of which was as venues where female artists 
first made a living as performers, then also as managers and entrepreneurs. 
Besides Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir there were other Jewish nightclub owners. 
Al-Farabi, for example, was run by one Saleh Fiha.179 

Music education 
Before the Iraq Music Institute opened in January 1936, systematic music 
education was largely a novel practice offered by Jewish musicians from the 
late-1920s on.180 Jewish initiatives advanced music education in Iraq overall. 

By the 1940s, there were several private music teachers in Baghdad, 
among them some Jews.181 Sasson Somekh (1933–2019), in his memoirs of 
his Jewish Baghdadi family, describes how he received a violin from a 
cousin who emigrated from Iraq to the USA just after the Second World 
War. The violin had been bought in Europe, and the cousin learned to play it 
over several years. Somekh did not know any musicians in his family, but a 
relative referred him to a violin teacher. This teacher was Jewish and he 
taught in his flat – an attic in the market area. The fee was “reasonable”, 
according to Somekh, but four or five students were practising the oud and 
the violin in the room at the same time. Notation was not used, and the 
teacher asked the students to sing the names of the notes while playing 
scales. Along with Sama‛i Bayat, Somekh also learned a melody which the 
teacher called “A Charleston in Rast”. This clash between a Western dance 
and an Arab melodic mode amused the young student.182 

The episode shows that a modern style of music tuition was available and 
even common in Baghdad in the mid-1940s, in contrast with the traditional 
                               
176 Valentin Olsen (2020:314) suggests that the singer Sabriya Hussain took over the man-

agement of Al-Farabi. 
177 Warkov (1987:44), citing Menashe Somekh. It is likely that these three singers operated 

their own nightclub in the 1940s, as we know that Salima Murad sang at other nightclubs 
during the 1930s. 

178 Danielson (2008:297). 
179 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 1st August 2019. This nightclub owner might be 

Saleh Batat, mentioned by Valentin Olsen (2020:308) as the owner of a newly-
established nightclub in the early 1920s. 

180 This section complements the one in the previous chapter (“Teaching music”), and anal-
yses the contribution of Jewish initiatives to music education. 

181 Sabri Ashur, personal communication, 10th October 2019. 
182 Somekh (2003:120–121). 
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apprentice mode of learning which had been common one generation earlier. 
The aforementioned Jewish singer, Sabri Ashur (b.1928), sheds light on the 
identity of the above-mentioned teacher. Ashur received oud lessons in Al-
Shorja market in Baghdad from a blind Jewish musician known as Hesqel al-
Ami (Blind Yehezqel). He was about fifty years old at the time – in the early 
1940s – and he sometimes taught a group of students at his own home, in an 
attic. He died in Baghdad before the mass migration.183 

Tuition in Western music was also available. David Muallem learned to 
play European art music on the violin from Sando Albo in Baghdad in the 
1940s.184 This teacher, who came from Romania, is also mentioned in the 
memoirs of Ali al-Shauk علي الشوك in Almada المدى newspaper. The account, 
entitled “My Story with Music” قصتي مع الموسيقى tells about his friend whose 
violin teacher was Sando Albo at the Institute of Fine Arts (Ma‛had al-funun 
al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة) in the early 1940s.185 Al-Shauk also mentions oud 
lessons with Salman Shukur سلمان شكر, a musician a decade or so younger 
than the Kuwaity brothers. 

Music education in the school system 
Schooling in the Middle East had been affected by processes of westernisa-
tion and urbanisation since at least the 1860s. The Jewish schools of Alliance 
Israélite Universelle taught according to the French system; those of Sha-
mash prepared students for the British matriculation exams, starting in 1928. 
Some families moved from small towns to big cities in order to send their 
children to the modern schools, thus contributing to the process of urbanisa-
tion. Hayat asserts that pupils at the Alliance Israélite Universelle school 
learned singing and sang in the school’s theatre productions. Some got in-
strumental tuition and joined the school’s ensemble. He clarifies that this 
was according to Alliance’s European curriculum and that many of the 
teachers were Christians.186  

The Jewish school for the blind 
The Jewish school for the blind (دار مواساة العميان Dar Mu’asat al-Imyan) had 
an impact on music life in Baghdad, and later in Israel. Established in 1928, 
it provided music tuition for blind boys and girls from the community. A 
Jewish teacher from Palestine, Ibrahim Yamana, taught braille music nota-
tion.187 Salim Daud سليم داود was the first music teacher, after which a perma-
nent teacher was hired: Bahjat Dad, of Armenian origin.188 Elias Zbedah 

                               
183 Sabri Ashur, personal communication, 10th October 2019. 
184 David Muallem, personal communication, 4th November 2019. 
185 Al-Shauk (2016). 
186 Hayat (1981:112). 
187 Kojaman (2015:145). 
188 Kojaman (2015:144). 
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enrolled in 1937 as a student at the school. I asked him if they studied sing-
ing. He replied: 

No. There was someone from Israel [a Jewish teacher from Palestine], who 
taught to play the mandolin. Then Bahjat Dad taught the oud and the violin 
and so on… We studied history, geography, civil education, etc., and in addi-
tion we had music and handicrafts. We arrived in the morning and left in the 
afternoon. It started off with boys only, but from 1937, girls were accepted 
too. They learned to play the mandolin, and later the oud and violin.189 

The school’s purpose was to prepare students for earning their living. Handi-
crafts and music were two possible routes for independent maintenance. 
Some of the graduates became professional musicians who continued to 
perform for decades later in Israel, such as Zbedah himself and Ibrahim Sal-
man. The female graduates, however, did not pursue careers in music. This 
was due to the stigma attached to women in the music business in 1940s 
Iraq.190 In the 1930s, young musicians from the school established a group 
and performed throughout the 1940s.191 This school inspired the establish-
ment of a similar institution for blind Muslim children in 1949.192 

 
  

                               
189 Zbedah, personal communication, 14th March 2019. 
190 Zbedah, personal communication, 14th March 2019. 
191 See the discussion below, in “Jews and urban popular music from the mid-1920s until 

1950”. 
192 Zbedah, personal communication, 14th March 2019. 
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Figure 25. The inauguration of a new building of the Jewish school for the blind ( دار
 .Dar Mu’asat al-Imyan), Baghdad, 1935, with the schools’ ensemble مواساة العميان
Standing: the educator Ezra Hadad. Courtesy of BJHC. 

The record industry 
In the first half of the twentieth century, local record companies in Iraq were 
dominated by Jewish owners and managers. Jews also played a role as repre-
sentatives for international companies in the country.193 The record compa-
nies’ strategy in Baghdad was similar to that in many cities around the Mid-
dle East. In Istanbul, there were Jewish musicians and record-company own-
ers or representatives in the first decades of the twentieth century. Local 
representatives of European and American record labels were invaluable for 
their employers, thanks to their familiarity with promising local artists. This 
was important, since the record player was the main product sold by these 
companies, and its sales depended on satisfying the local clientele’s musical 
tastes.194 

The Jewish Baghdadi musician Ezra Aharon worked for His Master’s 
Voice for seven years.195 He served as a talent scout, suggesting singers to 

                               
193 Warkov (1987:45). 
194 Jackson (2013:55); Seroussi (2010:501) also cites the role of Jews in the record industry. 

He argues that the involvement of Middle Eastern Jews in music grew in the modern pe-
riod, “due particularly to colonialism, nationalism and the industrialization of musical 
production.”  

195 Shiloah (2003:452). 
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the company. Once his recommendations were accepted, he produced the 
records.196 One Jewish family who established a record company were the 
aforementioned Hakkak شركة حّكاك. They recorded Hebrew and Arabic mate-
rials around 1920,197 and Meir Hakkak employed the Jewish Maqam-reciter 
Sha’ul Gabai to audition vocalists.198 In 1925 they opened a record shop in 
Khan Dallah in Baghdad, as an agent for Baidaphon. Al-Mumayiz maintains 
the Hakkak family were distributors of Singer sewing machines (ماكنات سنگر), 
Sawt Sayyidihi (صوت سيده literally: His Master’s Voice) gramophones, and 
Baidaphon records.199 Twena offers that Hakkak recorded for the companies 
Abu al-Ghazal and Sawt Sayyidihi. He adds that the cantor (hazan חזן) 
Shlomo Reuven Muallem acted for Sawt Sayyidihi as a consultant (“inspec-
tor and specialist”) at Hakkak Company. Muallem recorded himself per-
forming three devotional songs (shbahoth) in 1921, and made nine records 
for Shimon Muallem Nissim, also known as Shimon Effendi.200 Esther War-
kov maintains that Saleh al-Kuwaity worked as a director for record compa-
nies. This assertion is likely to be true, considering Al-Kuwaity’s involve-
ment in the record industry as a performer, and his influential role in the 
radio. However, I have not found any other reference to this.201 

A view from within the Jewish community 
The role of Jews in Iraqi music in the first half of the twentieth century fig-
ures in novels and in memoirs. Violette Shamash offers scenes of leisure 
with family and friends. A favourite pastime was to have picnics on Jazra, an 
island in the river Tigris, and to take along a gramophone.202 Shamash elabo-
rates on how important music was to the Jews of Baghdad, adding: 

In fact, during the first half of the twentieth century, Jews were virtually the 
only instrumental players in Iraq, and we had our own brand of music, called 
maqaam, while troupes of female musicians—the deqqaaqat—sang and 
played tambourines at wedding parties for tips.203 

This was the perspective of Shamash as a member of the Jewish community. 
It illustrates the fact that the Iraqi Maqam, which was by no means restricted 

                               
196 Warkov (1987:46). 
197 Warkov (1987:45). 
198 Warkov (1987:45 n. 32). 
199 Al-Mumayiz (1985:163). 
200 Twena (1989). See more on the record industry above, in chapter one, and below, in “The 

role of Jews in the modernisation of Iraq”. 
201 Warkov (1987:46). 
202 Shamash (2010:156) describes the 1930s, but the custom was probably established already 

in the 1920s, when gramophones were available. 
203 Shamash (2010:77). 
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to the Jews, was indeed dominated by Jewish instrumentalists; it featured 
some renowned Jewish solo vocalists; it informed paraliturgical music; and 
it was the favourite music entertainment at Jewish celebrations until approx-
imately 1930.204 Shamash goes on to say that: 

[w]hen Iraq Radio started broadcasting in 1936, the music was always live; 
only one of its musicians was Muslim, and nearly all of the members of the 
Baghdad Symphony Orchestra were Jewish.205 

It is unclear whether the above two quotations represent Shamash’s memo-
ries only, or whether they are informed by works such as The Maqam Music 
Tradition of Iraq, published in 2001 by Yehezkel Kojaman, a member of the 
Jewish Iraqi community in London (like Shamash herself). The assertion that 
Radio Iraq broadcast only live music to begin with is challenged by Elias 
Zbedah, who maintains that recorded music had been broadcast already in 
1936, when the Radio was inaugurated.206   

Shamash describes wedding music: 

It was essential to have a chaalghi musical band […] singing lovely songs 
extolling her [the bride’s] virtues and those of her husband and other named 
members of the family. With their drums and fiddles, the band made a huge 
rhythmic noise in the courtyard […]. The all-male band played on, its music 
filling not just the courtyard but the whole neighbourhood […].207 

This seems to be a mix of descriptions of the female troupe (Daqqaqat), and 
of the male musicians. Shamash also writes: 

[T]he 'oud was one of the principal instruments played by the chaalghi bands 
that entertained us on the radio, in the coffeehouses, and at all the large par-
ties and family gatherings […] the other instruments were the kamanja, […] 
dumbuk […], qanoon or santour […] and daff […]. The songs sung in the 
chaalghi did not necessarily have a Jewish theme: they were love lyrics of all 
types and ballads expressing all kinds of emotion.208 

Here again we see the assumption that chalghi was essentially a Jewish phe-
nomenon – like Shamash’s reference above to the Maqam’s being Jewish 
music – and therefore the need to clarify that the songs did not necessarily 

                               
204 Kojaman (2001:111, 119). 
205 Shamash (2010:77). The comment on the Baghdad Symphony Orchestra, established in the 

1940s, is unclear, especially within the context of Shamash’s own memories. Shamash 
emigrated from Iraq in November 1941. 

206 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 28th March 2019. It is unclear what Zbedah’s 
assertion is based on, since he was a child at the time.  

207 Shamash (2010:126). 
208 Shamash (2010:138). 
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have a Jewish theme. We also see here again the overlap between traditional 
chalghi instruments, such as the santur, and the new line-up of violin 
(kamanja), oud and qanun. The drums – dumbuk and daff – are used in both 
chalghi and takht. This passage also shows that the term “chalghi” applied to 
other forms of music entertainment. The name “chalghi” denotes any en-
semble whatsoever, not only Maqam.209 In the second half of the twentieth 
century, the term “chalghi” was used inaccurately – that is, not strictly as 
meaning the traditional band accompanying the Iraqi Maqam and made up of 
santur, joza and drums.210 This usage is not surprising, since the word means 
“a musical instrument” and is also short for “a musical group” – an ensemble 
– in Turkish.211 

Jewish composers of new Iraqi music 
This section deals with Jewish musicians who composed songs and instru-
mental pieces.212 Kojaman contends that, in the late 1920s and early 1930s, 
there were not many composers or singers in Iraq (mulahhinin wu mughan-
nin ملحنين ومغنين), and that the most famous composer prior to Saleh al-
Kuwaity was Ezra Aharon.213  There were, no doubt, composers in Iraq be-
fore that time, but they may have been anonymous or only locally known, 
and their works were regarded as folk songs. Kojaman probably refers to the 
new type of composer, whose works were popularised via mass media. 

Aharon’s and Al-Kuwaity’s were urban songs, disseminated via records 
and later also via radio broadcasts. So were the songs that Muhammad al-
Qubanchi had composed since the late 1920s. During the 1930s and 1940s, 
there were several Jewish Iraqi musicians who composed songs. Kojaman 
mentions Daud al-Kuwaity, Daud Akram, Jacob Murad al-Imari, Salim 
Daud, Yousef Zaarur and Salim Zibli. Obadia writes that, besides Saleh al-
Kuwaity, his brother Daud also composed for Salima Murad, and so did “the 
greatest of Baghdad’s composers”.214 Among the composers he mentions, 
one – Salim Daud – is discussed here. The others were non-Jewish musi-

                               
209 Zubaida, 18th September 2019, personal communication. 
210 Kojaman, Yehezkel: personal communication, 7th April 2003, London. 
211 “çalgı takımı” means a musical team. See also çalgı: müzik topluluğu literally ‘a musical 

group’, in an online dictionary by Türk Dil Kurumu <https://sozluk.gov.tr>, accessed on 
7th November 2020. Isaac Aviezer, a composer and IBA producer of Iraqi descent (b. c. 
1936), relates that “when it was sung with instruments, so came the Maqam instrumental-
ists and were active in accompanying. Otherwise the singing of the Shbahoth [Jewish 
Iraqi devotional songs] was regularly performed without instruments”. (Warkov, proba-
bly July 1981, Interview with Isaac Aviezer Y-16822-CAS_B_01   time code 02'13 ). 

212 See also in “Composing Instrumental pieces in Iraq”. 
213 Kojaman (2015:175) اإلسم الذي لمع (literally: the name that shone). 
214 Obadia (1999:126). 
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cians, most of whom worked in a later period, from the late 1940s on.215 In 
order to put Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in a musical and social context, the 
following section provides some information about these musicians and 
gives a picture of song-composition in Baghdad at that time.216 

Ezra Aharon 
Ezra Aharon (1903–1995) was also known as Azuri, Ezra ben Aharon 
Sha‛shu‛a, Azuri al-Awad (The Oud Player), and Azuri Effendi.217 He was a 
composer, singer and oud player. Born into a Jewish family in Baghdad, he 
studied music there, under the Turkish musician Tanburi Ibrahim Bey.218 
Aharon related it was the playing technique rather than the Ottoman style of 
music that was of real value to him when he studied with the master.219 He 
was probably the first Iraqi musician to gain fame as a virtuoso oud player. 
Shiloah writes that this practice was not common in Iraq at the time, unlike 
in other Arab countries, where the oud was considered “The King of all In-
struments”.220 

By 1929, Aharon had recorded as an oud player and vocalist for several 
record companies in Iraq. He also worked for His Master’s Voice for seven 
years,221 receiving a monthly salary from London. He served as a talent 

                               
215 Obadia’s list includes: 
  
Yahya Hamdi يحيا حمدي   
Salim Daud سليم داود   
Abas Jamil    عباس جميل   
Sa‛id al-Ajlawi         سعيد العجالوي   
Khdheyr Elias         خضيّر الياس   
Nathem Na‛im   ناظم نعيم   
Hamdan al-Saher حمدان الساحر   
Ahmad al-Khatib احمد الخطيب   
Ahmad al-Khalil احمد الخليل    
Kathma al-Hariri           كاظم الحريري   
Ridha Ali رضا علي   
 
216 Daud al-Kuwaity’s songs are mentioned in chapter 4 and in the Appendix, and his activity 

as composer is mentioned throughout this study. 
217 He was noted as Azuri Effendi (“عزورى افندى”) in the programme of the Cairo Congress on 

Arab Music’s concert at the Opera house: (Wizarat al-Ma‛aref al-umumiyya 1933:72–
74). His name was spelled Azouri Haroun in Recueil des Travaux du Congrès de Mu-
sique Arabe (1934), the proceedings of the Cairo Congress on Arab Music 1932. 

218 Warkov (1987:36); Warkov and Bohlman (1st February 1981) interview YC-01753-
REL_A_01  Time code: 26’05–26’26. 

219 Warkov (1987:36 n. 26). 
220 Shiloah (2014:476). 
221 Shiloah (2003:452). Aharon told Warkov he worked as a representative for HMV (inter-

view, 17th March 1981). According to Kojaman (2015: 172), Aharon worked for Hakkak 
 the aforementioned local branch of Baidaphon, a record company based in ,(شركة حّكاك)
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scout, suggesting singers to the company. Once his recommendations were 
accepted, he produced the recordings.222 This job enabled him also to pro-
mote and record his own songs for HMV.223 

Aharon’s music is imbued with Egyptian music from the period. He is 
considered the lead figure in the new trend in Iraqi music during the 1920s, 
emulating Egyptian songs.224 Warkov observes that Aharon’s adoption of the 
Egyptian musical language included the “appropriate choice of maqām pro-
gression, his use of characteristic phrases from Egyptian dialect [of the Ara-
bic language] and his stylistically correct instrumental accompaniment.”225 

Aharon’s output in Iraq included music in European genres too, such as 
the march for King Faysal’s coronation and The Independence March.226 But 
Aharon was also versed in Iraqi music. He travelled to Berlin around 1931 
and recorded with Muhammad Al-Qubanchi, the Iraqi Maqam vocalist. In 
1932, Aharon was a member of the Iraqi delegation to the Cairo Congress on 
Arab Music, where he was acclaimed as a superb oud player. 

On their way back from Cairo to Baghdad, the group and Aharon gave a 
concert in Jerusalem. In 1934 Aharon settled in Jerusalem, for reasons un-
known. Shiloah writes that Aharon told him it was because of hostile, anti-
Zionist elements back in Iraq, following his 1932 performance in Isra-
el/Palestine.227 In a letter to Jewish friends who supported his music in Isra-
el/Palestine after he settled there, Aharon wrote that he immigrated because 
there was no future for Jewish life in the diaspora.228 These words may have 
been sincere, but they may also have been written with the Zionist senti-
ments of his recipients in mind. On the one hand, Jews in Iraq did experience 

                                                                                                                             
Bairut. Perhaps HMV contracted Baidaphon for projects in the Middle East. But Ezra 
Aharon himself told Warkov (1987:46) that he worked for HMV and received a monthly 
salary from London. 

222 Warkov (1987:46). 
223 Warkov (1987:91 n. 9) notes some of Aharon’s songs 1928–1933 and the recording de-

tails. 
224 Warkov (1987:100). Aharon’s song “On the sickbed” (Ala Firash al-Dhana  على فراش

 recorded in 1933, exemplifies his style in that period. Esther Warkov uploaded a ,(الَضنَى
recording of the song onto the YouTube channel Music for Peace in the Middle East: 

       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=am_VjrcwO88> 
       Shiloah (2003:452) and Kojaman (2015:172) only mention the innovative aspect of 

Aharon’s music, without linking it to the Egyptian style. 
225 Warkov (1987:93). 
226 Warkov (1987:89–90,102–103). 
227  Shiloah (2003: 454). The concert was organised by a music society whose members were 

Jews, under the auspices of the (British) High Commissioner. The attacks Aharon faced 
back in Iraq had perhaps to do with anti-British sentiments, as well as with a pro-
Palestinian bias in Iraq after the 1929 uprising. The question is why the other Jewish 
members of the delegation did not suffer the same sort of harassment back in Iraq follow-
ing the concert in Jerusalem that Aharon did. 

228  Shiloah (2003:458). 
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gradually worsening oppression during the 1930s, culminating in a pogrom 
in 1941 and ending with the mass migration in 1950/1951. On the other 
hand, these were decades of great success for Saleh and Daud Al-Kuwaity, 
and for other Jewish musicians in Iraq. Thus, Aharon’s emigration was an 
individual response to a changing political climate in his home country. 

Daud Akram 
Daud Akram داود اكرم, also known in Israel as David Efrayim,229 was born 
into a Jewish family in Baghdad230 in 1920. Already as an eight-year-old, he 
bought records and liked to listen, especially to the Egyptian artists Mu-
hammad Abdel Wahab, Umm Kulthum, and Sami al-Shawa, the violinist. 
He attended the Jewish school for the blind (دار مواساة العميان Dar Mu’asat al-
Imyan) from 1930, where he played the violin. He also took private lessons 
with a teacher called Gregor. This teacher played the Western violin and 
helped Daud Akram improve his technique. Akram also took private lessons 
with Saleh al-Kuwaity. In these lessons, Akram honed his skills in improvi-
sation within the modal system, as well as pastat.231 

In 1932, he composed his first piece. Many other instrumental pieces fol-
lowed, and were played by the school’s ensemble on the radio. Later he 
started to compose songs, including national hymns and songs for musical 
theatre plays. He told Kojaman his contribution to Iraqi music was in com-
posing instrumental pieces (ma‛zufat taswiriyya ويريةصمعزوفات ت ) of a new, 
Iraqi type rather than sama‛i and bashraf.232 Warkov maintains Akram’s 
pieces were “an innovative repertoire based entirely on the Egyptian proto-
type”233, but Daud Akram contended his pieces had “an Iraqi spirit” 
(ma‛zufat dhat ruh Iraqiyya khalisah معزوفات ذات روح عراقية خالصة). 

Among Akram’s dozens of pieces are “Sajin” (Prisoner سجين), “Awdat al-
amal” (The Return of Hope ملالعودة ا ) and “Raqsat al-azhar” (Flower 
Dance).234 Unlike this pioneering work, his composition of songs followed in 
the footsteps of his predecessors. His famous songs were those he composed 
in the 1940s for the boy singer Latif Menashe.235 

                               
229 According to Isaac Aviezer in an interview with E. Warkov. 
230 All of the information on Daud Akram is taken from Kojaman (2015:168, 182–185) 
231 Kojaman (2015:183) uses the term tawashih تواشيح. See the discussion on pasta terminolo-

gy in chapter five. 
232 Pieces of this programmatic kind are mentioned above, in “Composing Instrumental Pieces 

in Iraq”, where it is referred to as qit‛a musiqiyyah قطعة  موسيقية . 
233 Warkov (1987:100). 
234 Kojaman (2015:116–117). 
235 Kojaman (2015:167). Latif Menashe was a 12-year old Jewish boy when he started to 

perform in 1944. He later immigrated to Israel and worked as a teacher (Kojaman 
2015:169). 
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Jacob Murad al-Imari 
Jacob Murad al-Imari يعقوب مراد العماري was born into a musical family in 
1910 in Al-Imara العمارة, Iraq.236 He played the oud and the nay from a young 
age, receiving music tuition from members of his family. He also worked as 
a shoe maker. In the early 1930s he moved to Baghdad, and played the nay 
in the Radio ensemble under Saleh al-Kuwaity. He also performed with the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity in nightclubs. It is possible the brothers met him during 
their stay in Al-‛Imara. 

His son suggests he taught the nay in Baghdad, and that among his stu-
dents was Albert Elias.237 Al-Imari immigrated to Israel in early 1951, and 
died there in 1987 or 1988. In Israel, he wrote a book on Iraqi music, includ-
ing song transcriptions.238 His daughter said he had taught himself notation. 
Al-Imari, who was versed in the Iraqi Maqam, recorded as a Maqam reciter 
in IBA, besides playing the nay. He composed songs, too, among them: 
“Nobah Mkhamura” مغشاية  ةبنو مخمرة ةبنو ,239 and “Ilyoum a-dunya zihat” إليوم 

ِزهت الِدنيا .240 

Salim Daud  
Salim Daud سليم داود, an oud and violin player, was known among his fellow 
musicians as Salim al-Awad سليم العواد (Salim the oud player).241 He was born 
at the beginning of the twentieth century, into a Jewish family by the name 
of Cohen.242 His father, Daud Cohen, was a famous musician before the First 
World War. The father’s brother was a Maqam reciter. There were many 
other musicians in the family. Salim’s brothers were musicians too: Ibrahim 
Daud was a famous qanun player; Jacob Daud Cohen and Fu̕ad Daud Cohen 
were both oud players and percussionists. Their maternal uncle, Zion Ibra-

                               
236 The information on Al-Imari is taken from Attar (25th December 1995) interview, and 

Warkov (12th September 1981) interview. 
237 Albert Elias related that he wanted to learn from Al-Imari but could not, since the latter 

was in Basra at the time. Instead he took lessons from Naji Eliyahu who taught at the 
Jewish School for the Blind, and later from Ali al-Darwish, who arrived from Syria and 
taught at the Institute of Fine Arts (Attar 12th February 1995interview). 

238 Kojaman (2991:163) reports that, in 1973, Al-Imari told him he had notated several 
Maqamat, and that he intended to publish notations of the whole Iraqi Maqam in a book. 
I have not found such a book.  

239 Nahum Aharon, personal communication, 24th July 2019 and Attar (25th December 1995) 
interview. 

240 Nahum Aharon (29th August 2018, personal communication); Attar (25th December 1995) 
interview; and IBA credit. 

241 All of the information on Salim Daud is taken from Kojaman (2015:177–180) except for 
the comments from Elias Zbedah. 

242 Elias Zbedah said Salim Daud was about Saleh al-Kuwaity’s age, or perhaps a bit older 
(Personal communication, 12th May 2019). 
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him Cohen, was a famous qanun player who accompanied Muhammad al-
Qubanchi, the Maqam reciter, in his recordings in Berlin. 

Salim Daud became blind at an early age. He was known to have a beauti-
ful voice. When he started to work in coffee houses and nightclubs, he real-
ised that, as an oud player, he needed to guide the singers. This was difficult 
due to his impaired vision, so he took up the violin and became a renowned 
violinist. Elias Zbedah explained that the singers in the nightclubs were not 
very professional and that they sometimes forgot the lyrics. The oud player 
had the lyrics in front of him and could help them out. Zbedah added that 
Salim Daud played mostly at Al-Jawahiri nightclub, accompanying Salima 
Murad, and that he may only have worked at Abu-Nuwas for a short while, 
if at all.243 

He began composing songs at a later stage – later than Saleh al-Kuwaity – 
and he specialised in songs for Salima Murad. He also composed for Afifa 
Iskandar, Narges Shauqi and Zuhur Hussain, as well as for the Egyptian 
singer Raja Abdu on her visit to Iraq. Kojaman writes somewhat enigmati-
cally that Salim Daud’s songs were “of high artistic quality in spite of them 
maintaining the Iraqi spirit”. Elias Zbedah interpreted this remark by 
Kojaman this way: “Iraqi songs at the time were simple, with only one mel-
ody repeating itself [no verse and refrain structure], like Persian and Turkish 
songs. Saleh al-Kuwaity’s and Salim Daud’s songs had more musical 
phrases, as Egyptian songs did.” 244 

Yousef Zaarur  
The qanun player and composer Yousef Zaarur (1969–1902) يوسف زعرور, 
who is mentioned throughout this study, received a Jewish religious educa-
tion until the age of fourteen.245 He learned to play the qanun with some help 
from his cousin Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir, who is mentioned above as a music 
entrepreneur.246 Zaarur composed songs in various genres, among them the 
taqtuqa طقطوقة, modern songs similar to Saleh al-Kuwaity’s, and pastat for 
concluding performances of Maqamat.247 

David Regev Zaarur suggests that Yousef Zaarur composed many 
dawalib دواليب (as introductions to his own songs), and that they were more 
moderate and less “boisterous” than Al-Kuwaity’s. After playing in the Ra-
dio ensemble directed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, Zaarur became director himself, 
in 1941 or 1944.248 By 1948 he had become responsible for three Radio en-
sembles: One was his old one, accompanying Maqam and rural (rifi) songs. 

                               
243 Personal communication, 12th May 2019. 
244 Zbedah, personal communication, 12th May 2019. 
245 David Regev Zaarur, personal communication, 18th November 2018. 
246 David Regev Zaarur, personal communication, 19th March 2020. 
247 David Regev Zaarur, personal communication, 9th June 2020. 
248 See chapter two. 
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The second was directed by Ruhi al-Khamash, playing mostly Egyptian mu-
sic and muwashahat.249 The third was for Kurdish music, directed by Jamil 
Bashir 250.جميل بشير As a composer, Zaarur’s oeuvre was not extensive.251 
Among his songs are:252 
 
Al-hakim al-adel الحاكم العادل   
Lesh lesh Allah lesh  ليش ليش هللا ليش     
Shinhu a-dhanab ِنهو الذَنبش     
Wawela wawel واوياله واويل        
Ya khuyi digul la’mmi ياخوي دَكل ألمي    
Ya najmat il-billel253  سماهابزهي تيا نجمة البالليل    
Ya Rab ya Ali يا رب يا علي   
Ya Walad Nakkes al-finah  يا ولد نكس الفينه    
 
Zaarur immigrated to Israel in May 1951, and worked as a freelance musi-
cian for IBA (like the brothers Al-Kuwaity) and in private settings.254 He was 
immersed in the Iraqi Maqam, acquired extensive knowledge of it, and ac-
companied the Maqam reciter Yehezqel Qassab (1902–1969) in Israel.255 

Salim Zibli  
Salim Zibli يلزب مليس   (1920–2014)256 is also known in Israel as Salim al-Nur 
and Shlomo Ziv-Li. Unlike the other musicians described in this section, 
Zibli did not make a living as a musician, working instead as an engineer.257 
He came, however, from a family that hosted frequent gatherings at home 
with musicians such as the brothers Al-Kuwaity and Yousef Zaarur.258 Zib-
li’s brother took oud lessons from Daud al-Kuwaity, and he also learned by 
listening to his brother and to records. He learned Al-Kuwaity’s notation 
system from his brother’s notebook, and received informal guidance on me-

                               
249 See above, “Jews and urban popular music from the mid-1920s until 1950”. 
250 David Regev Zaarur, personal communication, 21st December 2019. 
251 The violinist Elias Zbedah, whose mother was a relative of Zaarur’s. Personal communica-

tion, 14th March 2019. David Regev Zaarur suggests that Yousef Zaarur composed a few 
dozen songs and many dawalib دواليب. (personal communication, 9th June 2020). 

252 As in the case of Saleh al-Kuwaity, it is not easy to establish Zaarur’s authorship, for lack 
of documentation. This incomplete list is based on information from my interlocutors.  

253 HMV catalogue nr. GD 182. This is a rare case in which the composer is credited on the 
disc’s label. 

254 David Regev Zaarur, Personal communication, 18th November 2018, 21st December 2019 
and 3rd February 2020. 

255 “ta‛ammaqa fi dirasat al-maqamat al-Iraqiyya” تعّمق في دراسة المقامات العراقية (Kojaman 
2015:112). Years Qassab according to Shohat (1981:296). 

256 According to Kojaman (2015:185), Zibli was born in 1930, but this must be a typo. The 
date of birth appears on Zibli’s gravestone. 

257 Personal communication with Zibli; Seroussi (2010:515). 
258 Kojaman (2015:185). 
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lodic modes and rhythmic cycles from Saleh al-Kuwaity during visits by the 
latter.259 

While in his teens, Zibli composed for female singers such as Salima Mu-
rad, Narges Shauqi and Raja Abdu.260 One of these compositions is included 
in the above-mentioned compilation, Melodies from the Iraqi Herit-
age:261 the song “Ayyuha a-saqi” ايها الساقي. This is an Andalusian muwashah, 
which Zibli set to music in the melodic mode Bayat and the Jurjina rhythmic 
cycle.262 

Zibli is most famous, though, for his instrumental pieces, especially sa-
ma‛iyat.263 In Israel, he continued his music activity alongside his day job, 
and held weekly sessions for amateur singers and instrumentalists. He taught 
Iraqi, Egyptian and Syrian music in these sessions. He was a gifted peda-
gogue,264 who had an important role as a mentor and instructor in the Arab 
music scene in Israel. Among his students are the renowned vocalist Esti 
Kenan Ofri, and the oud player Yehuda Kamari, who established Firkat Al 
Nur, an ensemble for Arab music. In the last decade of his life, Zibli enjoyed 
recognition in wider circles. A group of his students collected some of his 
pieces, performed them in high-profile venues such as the Tel-Aviv Museum 
of Art, and released them on two CDs.265 This acclaim stands in contrast 
with the fate of other musicians from Middle Eastern countries, whose work 
remained marginalised throughout their lives in Israel. 

The above survey of some of Al-Kuwaity’s contemporaries demonstrates 
the prominence of Jewish musicians in urban popular music in Iraq from the 
1920s until the mass migration in 1950/1951. It also shows that, although the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity were central to the Iraqi music scene, they were by no 
means the only contributors to the field. They probably inspired many of 
their contemporaries, whether they collaborated with them or had no direct 
contact with them. 

                               
259 Kojaman (2015:185–186) Al-Kuwaity’s notation system is mentioned above, in chapter 
two. 
260 Kojaman (2015:167). 
261 Hilmi (1984:188–189).  
262 A recording of “Ayyuha a-saqi” is available on the YouTube channel Salim Al'Nur, ac-

cessed on 14th December 2020. It is likely to have been made in 1979, with Elias Shasha 
as lead singer, accompanied by the IBA Arabic orchestra and support singers. See also 
track 3 in Al-Nur [Zibli], Salim (2000). 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcPYagAgJ6Q&list=PLc_YU6N8LnRyhW54q2TjV62
ToLbSVel-x&index=2> 

263 Kojaman (2015:168). 
264 As I was fortunate enough to experience myself, during a lesson. 
265 Al-Nur [Zibli], Salim (2000); Al-Nur [Zibli], Salim (2009); A concert on 15th November 

2005 at the Tel-Aviv Museum of Art, celebrating the composer’s 85th birthday; A concert 
on 15th March 2011, at the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in Or Yehuda. 
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A comparison between the role of Jewish musicians 
and Jewish literati in Iraq 
Reuven Snir links the shift in Jewish intellectual life in Iraq, and the bur-
geoning Arabic literature by Jews in that country during the 1920s, to two 
processes. One is modernisation within the Jewish community; the other is 
changes in Arabic literature at the end of the nineteenth century and the early 
twentieth century. These changes, often discussed as part of the Nahda, or 
Arab Renaissance, grew out of an inner tension between the Arab and Islam-
ic legacy on the one hand, and European ideas of modernity on the other.266 
Classical Arabic poetic forms, such as the qasida for example, became less 
rigid, and Arabic poetry absorbed Romantic elements from European litera-
ture.267 

Similarly, Iraqi urban music changed during the late 1920s and the 1930s. 
These changes too manifest a dialogue between traditional music and musi-
cal settings on the one hand, and modern musical elements and behaviours 
on the other. Bruno Nettl suggests that some societies maintain a musical 
sound that relies on older musical traditions, while adopting Western or 
modern musical behaviour. The practices adopted have to do with patronage 
systems, notation, listening to mediated music on radio and records, attend-
ing formal concerts, and sitting on chairs to perform.268 Iraq is a case in 
point. Urban popular music in the 1930s and 1940s, retained distinctively 
Iraqi characteristics, while musical behaviour changed. 

Returning to the comparison I made in the Introduction – between Jewish 
literati and Jewish musicians – I will now refer to the role of the latter within 
the context of Iraqi culture and nation-building. Snir discusses Jewish poets, 
authors and journalists who wrote in Iraq during the first half of the twenti-
eth century, some of whom continued to publish outside Iraq – mostly in 
Israel – after 1950. He divides them into five generations. The “pioneers” 
were born in the late nineteenth century or the first decade of the twentieth 
century, and they started publishing in the 1920s. Their works combined 
Arab heritage with Western cultural elements. 

The “followers” were born in the early 1910s and began publishing in the 
late 1920s. They relied on the foundations that the “pioneers” laid for “Ara-
bic literature by Jews”, as Snir calls it. The “patriots”, born in the first half of 
the 1920s, were thoroughly assured of their Iraqi cultural identity.  The 
fourth generation – those “torn between two cultures” – only started to pub-
lish after 1951, in Israel. They had to choose between their Arab legacy and 
Israeli Hebrew culture. 

                               
266 Snir (2005:74). 
267 Snir (2005:79). 
268 Nettl (1983:351, 353). 
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Finally, “The Last of the Mohicans” (as Snir calls them) – Samir Naqqash 
and Isaac Bar-Moshe – began publishing some twenty years after immigrat-
ing to Israel. Snir argues that publishing in Arabic in 1970s Israel, for a 
handful of readers, testified to the immense potency of the vision with which 
they had grown up – that of being part of Iraqi culture – decades after this 
vision has shattered.269 

A comparison between these generations of authors and those of musi-
cians, reveals the difference between the history and impact of Jewish musi-
cians on Iraqi culture and that of writers. The Arabic language, according to 
Snir, is closely tied to Islamic norms, which has prevented Jewish writers 
from becoming truly integrated into Arab culture unless they convert to Is-
lam.270 Arab culture more generally, furthermore, is grounded in Islamic 
norms; therefore, the idea that “Faith is God’s and the homeland is for all” 
could not take root in Iraq during the first half of the twentieth century. The 
“Iraqi orientation” thus seems utopian in retrospect.271 

In the field of music, though, Jewish and Muslim vocalists and instrumen-
talists performed for audiences of all religious and ethnic affiliations. They 
collaborated with each other regardless of their own persuasion, and they 
learned from one another. The Jewish Maqam reciter Yousef Horesh, for 
example, learned from both the Muslim reciter Ahmad Zaidan and the Jew-
ish reciter Ruben Rajwan. In Egypt, too, the activity of Jewish musicians 
was more significant than the (limited) activity of Jewish writers.272 

This difference in impact between writers and musicians has historical 
and social causes. One has to do with the role of non-Muslim minorities in 
the music of the Middle East. Another may have to do with the more imme-
diate nature of music, as compared with that of literature. Music, namely, 

                               
269 Snir (2005:518–519) counts Menashe Zaarur, Salman Shina, Ezra Haddad, Anwar Sha’ul 

and Murad Michael among the “pioneers”. He mentions Salman Darwish, Shalom Dar-
wish, Mir Basri, Albert Sha’ul Elias and Meir Haddad among the “followers”. Among 
the “patriots”, Snir counts Jacob Belbul, Nissim Rejwan, and Ibrahim Obadia. Among 
those torn between two cultures were Sami Michael, Shimon Ballas, Salim Sha‛ashu‛a, 
Shalom Katav, David Tsemah, Sasson Somekh, and Shmuel Moreh. 

270 Snir (2005:515–516); Snir (2005:59–60) notes the links between Islam, Arab culture and 
Arab nationalism, and suggests that the Arabisation of Jewish intellectuals in Iraq en-
tailed a subtle and sometimes unconscious cultural Islamisation. Many Jews who im-
mersed themselves in Arabic literature became well-versed in the Quran and the Hadith. 

271 Snir (2005:479–480, 515). Al-Musawi (2006:25) stresses that we must take Islamic culture 
into account when analysing Iraqi cultural identities. Like Snir, Murre-van den Berg 
(2016:31) argues that state secularism in Hashemite Iraq was based implicitly on “Islam-
ic definitions of acceptable religions” – thus, Baha’is and members of other “new” reli-
gions qualified as minorities. The author stresses that Jews and Christians – except for 
the Assyrians – did not see themselves as minorities, and identified with the Arabic and 
secular components of Iraqi nationality. 

272 Snir (2007:198). 
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can appeal to listeners more directly than literary works can, even when such 
works are heard rather than read. 

Unlike the above periodisation of writers, starting with publications of the 
1920s, the first generation of Jewish musicians in Iraq can be traced at least 
back to the early nineteenth century. This generation consisted of Maqam 
reciters, most of them Baghdadis, such as Yehezqel Ben-Eliyahu Ben-Shahin 
(1802–1859) ن الياهو بن شاهين بحسقيل  , Israel Ben-Muallem Sasson (1840–1899) 
 رجوان بن روبين and Ruben Rajwan (1851–1926) اسرائيل بن المعلم ساسون بن روبين

ميخائيل بن . Most Maqam reciters in this generation as well as later were Mus-
lim, but there were also many Jewish reciters. Christian reciters were few, at 
least in the Baghdadi tradition, but we know of Anton Dai (1861–1936) of 
Baghdad, as well as Bahjat Sarkis (d.1923), who was Dai’s nephew. As for 
Maqam instrumentalists in the early twentieth century, most – although not 
all of them were Jews, with the bands of Hugi Pataw,273 Saleh Shumail and 
the Bassun family. The Bassuns’ history as chalghi instrumentalists has been 
traced back to the early nineteenth century.274 It was probably in the late 
nineteenth century that ensembles appeared in Baghdad which played Egyp-
tian songs and Ottoman instrumental music, using instruments such as the 
oud and the violin (as distinct from chalghi instruments). Among the Jewish 
families who specialised in this repertoire were the Cohens. 

The “second generation” of Jewish musicians included both Maqam per-
formers and Arab ensembles (takht), playing mostly Egyptian music. Maqam 
performers continued to perform in traditional settings, but they also did so 
in mediated settings, such as records and radio. Among the Jewish Maqam 
reciters were Yousef Horesh (1889–1976), who was recorded from the mid-
1920s on; Salim Shibbath (1908–1981), who performed on the radio; and 
Salman Moshi (1880–1955), who was responsible for Maqam broadcast 
( العراقي المقام خبير ), following the death of Rashid Al-Qundarchi يچالقندر  in رشيد 
1945. Since the 1920s, ensembles playing Arab music and featuring Jewish 
female singers had flourished in nightclubs and at family celebrations. Ezra 
Aharon (1903–1995) was among the pioneers who composed Iraqi songs in 
the 1920s and early 1930s, emulating the Egyptian style. 

The “third generation” consisted of Jewish musicians who created a new 
style of Iraqi music during the 1930s and 1940s. Among them were Saleh 
and Daud al-Kuwaity, Yousef Zaarur, Daud Akram and Salim Daud. Some 
of these musicians continued their artistic work after immigrating to Israel in 
1950/51. Jewish female singers such as Salima Murad and Sultana Yousef 
became iconic Iraqi voices, still revered today. 

                               
273 The santur player Hugi Pataw was born in 1848 and died in 1933, according to a BJHC 

document prepared by Ruth Attar and Yizhak Avishur. 
274 Kojaman (2001:22). All of the Maqam reciters and chalghi musicians cited here in the 

various “generations” are mentioned in Al-Hanafi (1964) [1939] جالل الحنفى 
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The “fourth generation” were born in Iraq, and they made their first steps 
onto the stage in the late 1940s. They include the nay player Albert Elias, the 
violinist Elias Zbedah, the qanun player Abraham Salman, the multi-
instrumentalist Nai‛m Rajwan, the Maqam reciter Filfil Gourji, the female 
singer Najat and the composer Salim Zibli. These musicians developed their 
careers in Israel and made a living as performers (except for Zibli, who kept 
his day-job), albeit on the margins of Israeli culture. Their audience was 
larger and lasted longer than did the readership of Jewish Iraqi authors and 
poets who published in Arabic in Israel. Many Jews who emigrated as chil-
dren from Arab countries in the 1950s did not have a good command of writ-
ten Arabic. Their children, who were born in Israel, often had no command 
of written Arabic at all. Palestinian and other non-Jewish potential readers in 
the Middle East, for their part, did not read works by Jewish Iraqi authors for 
political reasons. Their country of residence, for example, probably did not 
have diplomatic relations with Israel. Music, however, transcended geo-
graphic and political borders, and songs by Jewish composers have been 
heard throughout the Middle East via the IBA. 

The political situation and the Jews 
The success  of the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s during the 1930s and 1940s, as 
well as that of Salima Murad and of other Jewish musicians, survived peri-
ods marked by anti-Jewish incidents and discriminatory governmental 
measures.275 How were Jews able to continue to occupy a central place in the 
country’s artistic life, during the turbulent times in Hashemite Iraq? This 
resilience may be the sign of a tradition of Jewish involvement in Iraq’s cul-
tural life – an involvement uprooted only with the mass migration of 
1950/1951 – long after the contribution of Jews to finance, journalism, law 
and other fields had been curtailed. Music was one of the fields where ten-
sion on the basis of religious affiliation was absent.276 

The effect of the conflict in Palestine on Jewish life in Iraq 
The second half of the 1920s, when Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity started 
working in Iraq, was a period of relative political stability, and “some sem-
blance of law and order existed throughout the country”, according to the 

                               
275 Kojaman (2001:231) suggests the government imposed measures to restrict the number of 

Jews in higher education and in offices during the 1930s, and that there were also anti- 
Jewish sentiments within the general population. 

276 Kojaman (2001:231). 
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economist Kathleen Langley.277 The previous decade, namely the years after 
the First World War, saw changes in the means of livelihood among the 
Jews in Iraq.278 The conflict between Jews and Arabs in Palestine, however, 
affected relations between Jews and Muslims in the country. This could be 
seen already in February 1928, during the visit to Baghdad of Alfred Mond, 
a British Zionist. Mond and his family, who first visited Jerusalem, needed 
police protection when an anti-Zionist demonstration took place in the 
city.279 It is unclear, though, how deeply anti-Zionist sentiments penetrated 
the Muslim population, or to what extent they were imposed by politicians 
and lobbyists instead.280 

In 1929, following riots in Palestine, the Iraqi government declared Zion-
ist activity illegal in Iraq.281 Later, in 1935, teaching Hebrew was banned in 
Jewish schools in the country.282 Some hundred armed Iraqi volunteers trav-
elled to Palestine to assist in the struggle against the Zionists in the summer 
of 1936, with permission from the Iraqi government. In the autumn five Jews 
were murdered in Baghdad, and there were ongoing demonstrations and 
attacks.283 This was the year in which Radio Iraq was inaugurated, with an 
almost all-Jewish music ensemble. This simultaneity of persecution on the 
one hand and business as usual on the other, continued into the 1940s. 

Discrimination against Jews 
In the early days of the monarchy, Iraq’s civil service included “a fair num-
ber of Jews, who were the most educated of the Baghdadi strata and were 

                               
277 Langley (1961:34). This relative calm contrasts with the uprising in 1920 and with the 

period 1933–1936, during which 21 governments were formed; and with the 1936–1941 
period, which saw a series of army coups d'état (Langley 1961:55). 

278 We do not have contemporary statistics, but Cohen (1966:206) contends that, of 30,011 
breadwinners who immigrated to Israel in 1950/1951 and whose former occupation was 
recorded, 15.8% had been working in administration and clerical jobs, and roughly 6% in 
the liberal professions. 

279 Jewish Daily Bulletin, New York 14th February 1918; Bashkin (2009:49); Main (2004:31). 
280 Simon (1986:109) maintains that Mond, an industrialist, came to Iraq “to investigate the 

use of fertilizer in Iraqi agriculture” and that “[a] student on the scene claimed that the 
students did not know what Zionism was and demonstrated because they were called up-
on to do so. And Peter Sluglett, in his study of the mandate period, concluded that Sir Al-
fred's visit coincided nicely with upcoming elections and that the Opposition politicians 
were manipulating the students.” 

281 Snir suggests that, already in the late 1920s, the vision of a shared Arab culture, or the 
“Iraqi orientation”, was met by a harsh reality, as the conflict in Palestine/Israel escalat-
ed. The situation of Iraqi Jews deteriorated further in the late 1940s, as Iraq became in-
volved in the conflict (2005:422). 

282 Meir (1989:438, 445). 
283 Kazzaz (2002:23). 
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proficient in European languages”, according to Sami Zubaida.284 Sasson 
Hesqel, for example, served as the first Minister of Finance, until 1925. By 
the 1930s, however, there could not be a Jewish government minister or 
head of the Chamber of Commerce of Baghdad or leader of any other na-
tional institution.285 

During the 1930s, quotas were applied on the number of Jewish students 
in higher education.286 In the mid 1930s, government ministries started re-
ducing the number of Jewish officials.287 Kojaman, who studied pharmacol-
ogy in Baghdad in the late 1940s, mentions restrictions on the number of 
Jewish students in higher education from 1934 on, and the dismissal of Jew-
ish senior officials from the Post Office, the Finance Ministry and other gov-
ernmental departments.288 The quota on the number of Jewish students in 
institutions such as medical school was real, but unofficial; and some stu-
dents managed to bypass it, such as by lying about the region from which 
they came.289 The historian Sara Farhan suggests the country needed doctors, 
and therefore still allowed some Jews to study and to practise medicine.290 

Nazi propaganda 
From the 1930s on, there were more and more educated Muslims in Iraq 
who could occupy positions which until then have been held by Jews.291 
However, Nazi propaganda and Palestinian defamation also played a role in 
turning the Iraqi elite against the Jews, and in promoting discrimination 
against Jewish candidates for governmental and commercial positions, as 
well as in admissions to state education.292 Jewish participation in Iraqi cul-
ture and politics shrank during Ghazi’s reign (1933–1939), when Nazi prop-
aganda infiltrated Iraq. Still, the presence of Jews in Iraqi cultural life re-
mained significant.293 

                               
284 Zubaida 2002-b:211, relying on the historian Hanna Batatu and Baghdad University soci-

ologist Ali al-Wardi. 
285 Haim (1976:191). Main (2004:157), writing in 1935, suggests there was “a good deal of 

discrimination against non-Muslims in the matter of appointments, particularly the more 
lucrative.” 

286 E. Meir (2002:17). 
287 Y. Meir (1989:449). 
288 Kojaman (2001:231); Y. Meir (1989:449). 
289 Farhan (17th September 2019). 
290 Farhan (17th September 2019). 
291 Yehuda (2013:74). 
292 Yehuda (2013:76). 
293 Beinin (2004:xvii). 
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The education system became more militaristic in character, following 
Nazi influence.294 After Iraq became an independent state, in 1932, the lead-
ing group was composed of young anti-British, anti-Jewish Sunnis.295 Iraqi 
groups that disliked the 1932 treaty with Britain hoped Germany would re-
place Britain as the preeminent foreign power in the country.296 In 1933, 
after a massacre of Assyrians in northern Iraq and Faysal’s death, the army 
grew more popular and gained national prominence.297 Following a military 
coup in 1936, military men with Arab nationalist sentiments came increas-
ingly to dominate the political system.298 The army not only intervened in 
politics; it also became an important vehicle for social mobility.299 

Bashkin maintains that a “national, nationalist and ultra nationalist dis-
course” characterised Iraq in the 1930s.300 Fascist ideology from Germany 
and from Italy echoed in Iraqi politics, as did influence from the authoritari-
an regime of Mustafa Kamal (Ataturk) in Turkey, starting in 1923.301 The 
British ambassador to Baghdad addressed the government and asked it to 
restrain anti-Jewish propaganda in the newspapers.302 This ideology matched 
anti-Zionist sentiment in the context of support for the Palestinian struggle. 
The Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-Hussaini, who had close contacts with 
the Nazi regime, arrived in Baghdad in October 1939.303 He stayed until May 
1941 and Iraqi dignitaries, including the Prince Regent Abd al-Ilah, wel-
comed him and allowed him to spread his propaganda, which identified Ju-
daism with Zionism.304 Snir points out that “Zionist activists in Arab lands 
themselves contributed, it may be argued, to the blurring of these distinc-
tions.”305 
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The 1940s 
The 1935–1937 period saw a rise in the standard of living, affecting the pop-
ulation beyond the propertied and owning classes.306 Private businesses 
owned by Jews were thriving. Edward Abudi, a Jew, established a bank in 
1938.307 Jewish accountants and secretaries were seen as reliable and loyal, 
and many Muslim merchants and land owners employed them.308 After 
1941, however, the government started to limit Jewish businesses, especially 
those having to do with the import of goods.309 

The 1940s saw a deterioration in the safety of Iraqi Jews. The decade was 
marked by the traumatic farhud (literally: plundering)310 of June 1941, which 
Langley describes as “[a]n unsuccessful pro-German coup”.311 Some 180 
Jewish men, women and children were massacred in Baghdad,312 and many 
others were injured and sexually assaulted. Many Muslims, however, pro-
tected Jewish neighbours, friends or business partners and saved their 
lives.313 

A small trickle of Jews emigrated from Iraq following the farhud, among 
them Violette Shamash and her family. Others – only a few, according to 
Snir – turned to Zionist activity within Iraq.314 Studies such as those by Snir 
and Kazzaz suggest the Farhud was a turning point for Jewish intellectuals 
and others, who until then had seen themselves as part of the Iraqi nation and 
were devoted to its cultural life.315 

For many Jews, however, life got back to normal, more or less, and the 
leadership of the Jewish community adhered to “the Iraqi orientation”.316 A 
period of relative calm followed.317 A deterioration in the situation of Jews in 
Iraq occurred later, however, due to a national economic crisis, to pressure 
from the Arab League to support the Palestinian cause, and to anti-British 
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campaigns within Iraq.318 The Iraqi historian Khaldun Naji Ma‛ruf presents 
official Iraqi government documents from 1944 expressing support for the 
Palestinian cause and rejecting Jewish immigration to Palestine.319 

Covering up Jewish identity by using a false name 
During the 1940s, some Jews used a non-Jewish name when dealing with the 
general public. Elias Zbedah, who played the violin on Radio Iraq from 
1948, was first known as Elias Moshe, since his father’s name was Moshe 
(Moses). But then, when playing on the Radio, he used his family name 
(Zbedah) instead. He said this was the practice of all the Jews playing on 
Radio Iraq whose names betrayed their affiliation. He further explained that 
others, such as lawyers and journalists, did the same.320 

However, the journalist Menashe Somekh, who was editor at the National 
Democratic Party’s321 newspaper Sawt al-Ahali صوت األهالي, resigned after 
the party leader, Kamel al-Chaderchi كامل الچادرچي, addressed him by another 
name during a meeting with guests who were not party members. Menashe is 
an obvious Jewish name, while Daud – the name by which the party leader 
addressed him – could be Muslim as well.322 Somekh’s resignation was an 
act of protest against the inferior status of Jews and the need they perceived 
to mask their identity. 

After the establishment of the State of Israel 
Following the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, the situation of 
Iraqi Jews worsened. Many Jews who received letters from relatives in Israel 
were investigated, and some were imprisoned, Jewish clerks were dismissed 
from governmental offices, import-and-export licences were taken away 
from Jewish merchants, and Jews were not allowed to leave the country (or 
they had to deposit a large sum of money to assure their return).323 After the 
1948 war in Israel/Palestine, hundreds of exiled Palestinian teachers were 
employed in the Iraqi education system, from primary schools up to college. 
Thus, the involvement of Palestinians in the Iraqi public sphere grew.324 

Yehuda argues that, in the late 1940s, as the authorities and the Muslim 
society in general came to mistreat the Jews more and more, the Jewish 
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community drew together and became more cohesive, shaking off internal 
schisms.325 This response followed the same pattern as that seen in Jewish 
communities in Europe, according to Goldscheider and Zuckerman: “Institu-
tionalized racism and discrimination emerge through policies of differential 
access to schools, the military, jobs, and housing. […] The greater the ine-
quality, the greater the cohesiveness”.326 

Lital Levy, a scholar of comparative literature, discusses the Jewish Iraqi 
novelist Samir Naqqash سمير نقاش and his story, Ana wahaʾula wal- fisam  انا
-fisam is Arabic for ‘a split’, or ‘am فصام .I, they and the split) وهؤالء والفصام
bivalence’),327 published in 1978. The protagonist struggles to make sense of 
Baghdad, his hometown in the late 1940s: 

On the one hand, Muslims in the streets are shouting “Death to the Jews,” 
and on the other hand, the family’s closest friends and business partners are 
Muslim. The young narrator is unable to reconcile these two positions, and 
the fiṣam [sic] begins to tear him apart.328  

 
This story reflects the situation of Iraqi Jews on the eve of the mass migra-
tion.329 

The end of a career in Iraq 
The reasons for the exodus of the ancient Jewish community from Iraq, and 
the exact measures that enabled it, are still debated among historians, politi-
cians and the public in Israel today, seventy years on.330 Suffice it to say here 
that the Iraqi government allowed Jewish citizens to leave the country in 
1950/1951. At some point it also froze their assets, so many families left 
with no property or cash.331 The State of Israel transferred most of the Jews 
via aircraft to its own territory. 

The tense situation worsened during the final year – between the middle 
of 1950 and the middle of 1951. On 8th April 1950, a hand grenade was 
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thrown into a nightclub not far from Al-Kuwaity’s.332 More explosions fol-
lowed, including one in a synagogue on 14th January 1951.333 The brothers 
decided to emigrate from Iraq. Before they did, Kuwaiti sheikhs invited them 
to return to Kuwait.334 The brothers declined the offer, fearing the uncertain 
future of Jewish citizens in Arab countries.335 

Why did the musicians considered here, including the brothers Al-
Kuwaity, immigrate to Israel and not to another country? Was Britain an 
option, as it was for many of the remaining Jews, who left Iraq in the early 
1970s? None of the Jewish musicians mentioned here immigrated to Britain. 
All settled in Israel. Was that because they had no connections in Britain? 
Had they not studied at English-speaking schools? Was there no audience for 
their music in Britain in the 1950s? The answers require more research. Da-
vid Regev Zaarur reveals that his great-grandfather, the qanun player Yousef 
Zaarur, did not want to immigrate to Israel. He visited the land in 1944 and 
was aware of the difficult conditions that generally prevailed there, and the 
slim prospects of thriving there as an Iraqi musician. He hoped to settle in 
the USA, where he had relatives. His wife’s family, however, persuaded him 
to immigrate to Israel.336 The fact that most of the Jewish community left 
Iraq and migrated to Israel supplied a strong motivation for musicians to do 
the same. 

Such musicians epitomise the tragedy of uprooted Jewish communities 
from the Mashriq. Having created music in local musical styles and songs in 
local Arabic dialects, they were cut off from their sources of inspiration and 
from millions of listeners. In Israel, they faced cultural policies which reject-
ed Arab music and the Arabic language. During the decades following their 
immigration, there was no globalised music scene of the sort seen today. 
Thus, the potential such musicians had in Israel to thrive in the field to which 
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they were dedicated was extremely restricted, as compared with their previ-
ous success. 

When the Jews left Iraq… 
The mass migration of the well-integrated and deeply rooted Jewish popula-
tion left a vacuum in Iraqi society, especially in Baghdad, where most of the 
Jews had lived. In the late 1940s, 32% of Babylonian and Kurdish Jews were 
artisans, 27.5% were active in trade, and 15.8% worked as officials and ad-
ministrators.337 Seven eighths of the Jews left Iraq.338 Those who remained 
included wealthy families who enjoyed some fifteen years of prosperity, 
albeit with compromised liberty, until the 1967 war between Israel and its 
neighbouring Arab countries. Some Jews converted to Islam and remained in 
Iraq.339 

In the first years following the exodus, Shi‛is occupied the empty places 
left behind by the Jews in commerce.340 The condition of journalism and 
literature deteriorated,341 and most of the Jewish schools closed (including 
Alliance Israélite Universelle).342 But “[t]he Jewish Mir Elias Hospital was 
still open, for patients of all creeds; all other Jewish hospitals and dispensa-
ries had been closed”, according to Longrigg.343 

Iraqi music after the Jewish exodus 
The impact of the mass migration on Iraqi music was severe, with musicians, 
singers and patrons disappearing from the scene. The situation was particu-
larly acute in the field of the Maqam. Once it became clear mass migration 
was imminent, the Prime Minister, Nuri al-Sa‘id, made two Jewish musi-
cians who were masters of chalghi remain in the country until they had sys-
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tematically recorded and taught the repertory to Muslim musicians.344 These 
Jewish musicians were Saleh Shumail (joza) and Yousef Patau (santur). The 
Muslim musicians were Sha‘ubi Ibrahim شعوبي ابراهيم (joza) and Hashim Al-
Rajab هاشم الرجب (santur).345 The last-mentioned was appointed santur player 
on the Radio.346 Kojaman writes that “the general manager of Radio Iraq 
came to the airport and spent [several hours] with Daood Akram in order to 
persuade him to cancel his trip and stay in Iraq”.347 These anecdotes illustrate 
the dependence of Iraqi music on Jewish musicians, and the void left behind 
by their departure.348 If the Maqam was the heart of Iraqi music, a large por-
tion of this heart was torn away, continuing to beat – though feebly – in an-
other country (Israel), until its remains in Iraq recovered and gained strength. 
Over the years, particularly with the establishment of The Institute for Me-
lodic Studies (Ma‛had al-dirasat al-naghamiya معهد الدراسات النغمية) in 1970, 
Iraq could boast a high level of Maqam artistry.349 The improved situation of 
Maqam performance in Iraq from the 1970s on, as compared with that in the 
1950s and 1960s, has to do with state policies on cultural heritage, as dis-
cussed in chapter five. 

A shift towards pan-Arab music 
In the field of urban popular music, graduates of the Institute of Fine Arts 
(Ma‛had al-funun al-jamila معهد الفنون الجميلة) and musicians from other Arab 
countries soon took the place of Jewish musicians.350 Songs became more 
and more similar to the pan-Arab style.351 Hammudi Al-Wardi suggests, in 
his 1964 book Iraqi Singing (Al-Ghina al-Iraqi), that contemporary Iraqi 
songs (al-aghani al-‛atifiyya al-haditha األغاني العاطفية الحديثة) started to 
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occupy their rightful place in Arab countries.352 Likewise, Ibrahim Obadia 
suggests that in the 1970s, Arab radio stations began to broadcast Iraqi 
songs.353 These assertions may imply that these songs resemble pan-Arab 
songs, and so became popular beyond Iraq. Two of the three songs Al-Wardi 
mentions certainly sound different from Iraqi songs of the 1930s and 1940s, 
and they resemble Egyptian songs in their arrangement, rhythms and form. 
One is “Ay wunnabi” اي والنبي, composed by Ali Abd al-Razaq علي عبد الرزاق, 
with lyrics by Amal Sami, and sung by Mahmud Abd al-Hamid  محمود عبد
 composed ,االسمر وين غايب عني ”The other is “Al-asmar wen ghayib anni .الحميد
and sung by Mahmud Abd al-Hamid, with lyrics by Abd al-Satar al-Kabani. 

The third song,354 “Ala bab al-hilu jina”  اب ألحلو جينابعلى , composed and 
sung by Ridha Ali رضا علي, is more Iraqi in character, due to the Jurjina 
rhythmic cycle. Mustafa Abbas Ali asserts that this rhythm is associated with 
Iraqi music and that non-Iraqi Arab musicians struggle to master it.355 He 
maintains that Jurjina was prevalent in Iraqi music from the 1920s until the 
late 1960s, and that new songs in the 1960s, used it less and less.356 This 
shift could explain to some extent why Iraqi songs became more popular in 
other Arab countries during this period. 

Longrigg suggests the taste of Iraqi audiences changed. Discussing Radio 
Baghdad after 1951, he maintains that “many listeners preferred to hear for-
eign stations, notably London, Paris, and the Sharq al-adnā station of Cy-
prus.”357 The aforementioned musician of Palestinian origin, Ruhi al-
Khammash روحي الخماش, played an important role in Iraqi musical life from 
the 1950s on. He contributed to the dissemination of non-Iraqi Arab styles in 
the country. As a teacher at the Institute of Fine Arts and a musician in Ra-
dio Iraq, he promoted the Andalusian Muwashah موشح. This vocal repertoire 
was not widespread in Iraq until the mid-1940s.358  

This chapter has presented the social and political background to the ac-
tivity of Jewish musicians in Iraq during the 1930s and 1940s. It has shown 
the persistence of “the Iraqi orientation” among the Jewish population in the 
face of growing insecurity – that is, their continued sense of belonging in 
Iraq and of contributing to Iraqi society. Music was one of the fields where 
business continued almost as usual until 1950, the year of the mass migra-
tion. The success of the brothers Al-Kuwaity, the role of Saleh al-Kuwaity at 
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Radio Iraq, and the popularity of the latter’s songs epitomise the deep roots 
and central role of Jews in Iraqi music. Finally, my discussion of the impact 
of the mass migration of 1950/1951 on Iraqi society has elucidated the cen-
tral role that Jews played in Iraq’s musical life. The next chapter returns to 
Saleh al-Kuwaity as the main composer of urban popular songs in Iraq dur-
ing the 1930s and 1940s. 
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Chapter 4: Estimating the scope of Saleh  
al-Kuwaity’s repertoire of songs 

This chapter takes up the issues involved in determining the extent of Saleh 
al-Kuwaity’s repertory. I also analyse the concept of the composer in 1930s 
and 1940s Iraqi music, by examining Saleh al-Kuwaity’s authorship. I con-
sider why many listeners remember songs by the singer, without recognition 
of the lyricist and the composer. One aspect of this attitude to Al-Kuwaity 
solely as a performer, is the heritagisation of his songs. By this term I mean 
that some of his works were received later by the public as “Iraqi heritage”, 
like anonymous folk songs. A similar case is mentioned by Virginia Dan-
ielson: that of Daud Husni, a Karaite-Jewish Egyptian composer. Some of 
Husni’s taqatiq طقاطيق, Danielson suggests, “lay so close to the style of 
Egyptian folk song that they entered that repertory and lost their association 
with the great composer”.1 

Besides this tendency, there were also political considerations that led to 
credit’s not be being given to Jewish musicians in Iraqi books, as I discuss 
below in the section on Al-Allaf, and in chapter five. Most crucially, I have 
not found any complete archive of sound recordings or any copyright regis-
ter from 1930s and 1940s Iraq. Thus, determining how many songs Al-
Kuwaity composed is practically impossible. Likewise, it is impossible to 
follow any stylistic changes over the 1930–1950 period, since we do not 
know when Al-Kuwaity composed each song, except in a handful of cases. I 
discuss the question of who wrote the lyrics to Al-Kuwaity’s songs, and 
whether Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity collaborated in composition, and I ap-
ply a critical approach to the sources that shed light on these matters. This 
investigation of which songs can with some certainty be attributed to Saleh 
al-Kuwaity yields a corpus of works, which I discuss in chapter five when I 
consider his legacy. 
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Authorship and performer-centred music 
Saleh al-Kuwaity created music at a time when the Western concepts of 
composer and arranger became more applicable to Middle Eastern music. 
Amnon Shiloah suggests, in his discussion of takht instruments and non-
Maqam ensembles in Iraq, that “composition as a separate activity had be-
come one of the conspicuous characteristics of the modern music”.2 The 
introduction of radio, cinema and sound recordings in the Middle East at the 
beginning of the twentieth century entailed new practices of composition and 
a new awareness of the question of artistic credit. This process occurred in 
Iraq during the late 1920s and the 1930s, later than in Egypt or Turkey. It is 
difficult to establish to what extent Saleh al-Kuwaity was recognised within 
the wide public as a composer, and not only as a performer. Contemporary 
authors referred to Saleh al-Kuwaity as an instrumentalist only. Al-Hanafi 
 in his book, The Baghdadi Singers and the Iraqi Maqam [1939] ,جالل الحنفي
(1964), describes Al-Kuwaity as an oud player and violinist who, together 
with his ensemble, used to accompany singers on Iraqi Radio.3 Even Al-
Allaf, whose lyrics were set to music by Saleh al-Kuwaity, mentions Al-
Kuwaity as a performer and mentor, but not as a composer.4 

Until the twentieth century, Arab urban music was not always attributed 
to a specific composer. We do know of tunes that were composed by specific 
musicians, like the late-seventh-century singer Ibn Misjah حابن مسج  and his 
student Ibn Muhriz ابن محرز, who were active in the Umayyad capital, Da-
mascus; and Ibrahim al-Mawsili (d. 804) ابراهيم الموصلي, a musician at the 
court of Harun a-Rashid in the Abbasid capital, Baghdad.5 There are also 
muwashahat, a poetic genre associated with late medieval Andalusia, whose 
melodies are attributed to specific musicians, such as “Lamma bada 
yatathanna” لما بدا يتثنى, by the nineteenth-century Egyptian Sheikh Al-Maslub 
 .المصلوب

Until the twentieth century, however, and to a large extent throughout the 
twentieth century as well, Arab music was mostly associated with perform-
ers rather than with composers. One reason for this is that they were often 
one and the same. It was common for a musician both to compose and to 
perform his or her songs. Similarly, unless they are created by a singer-
songwriter, Western pop songs are also associated with the performer rather 
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than with the composer or the lyricist.6 Other aspects of Arab music that may 
explain why credit has not been given to composers relate to its improvisato-
ry nature, and to its being context-dependent and orally transmitted. In 
Egypt, certainly up to the 1960s, the final shape of a musical composition in 
what is called “tarab repertoire”, or “classical songs”, depended on the crea-
tivity of the vocalist and the instrumentalists and the feedback from a con-
noisseur audience.7 Thus, even in the twentieth century, the performer of 
Arab music was better known to the wide audience than the composer.8 

El-Shawan Castelo-Branco writes as follows on the transmission of Arab 
music from composer to performer in twentieth-century Cairo: “The musical 
composition is treated as a flexible entity which is reshaped by composers, 
performers, and mediators at every step of the transmission process.”9 This 
description can be applied to Baghdad in the first half of the twentieth centu-
ry. We have every reason to believe that Saleh al-Kuwaity taught the singers 
his new songs by ear. The audience then expected the singers to perform the 
songs in their own way – that is, according to the individual singer’s artistic 
choices, and in keeping with the context in which the performance took 
place. Since there was no need for composers to write down their music in 
order to teach it to performers, it is rare to find signed manuscripts or printed 
editions that testify to the composer’s authorship.10 

What is more, the composer’s role was to provide a skeletal melody in a 
melodic mode and a rhythmic cycle that would best convey the meaning of 
the lyrics. The vocalist was the one who gave life to the song, by moulding 
this raw material in various ways.11 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco mentions 
“articulation, melodic improvisation, ornamentation, sectioning, repetition, 
variation, tone color, vocal register, cadences, rhythmic changes, [and] si-
lences” as expressive tools used by the vocalist to enhance the emotional 

                               
6 The revenue system, however, acknowledges the composers and the lyricists, unlike in 

1930s and 1940s Iraq. 
7 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:559). 
8 Touma (1996:150), who writes about Umm Kulthum’s songs, contends that “[f]or the ma-

jority of the music-loving public, the person of the composer remains unknown”. Dan-
ielson (1997:12), writing about Arab music, suggests that “Ṭarab [tarab] is the ultimate 
goal of performance and essentially the responsibility of the singer. Ṭarab, a listener told 
me, comes from the singer, not the composer. It is part of rendition (adā’)”. Here, tarab 
denotes the listener’s enchantment by the music.  

9 El-Shawan (1982:60). George Sawa (1989:263) too contends that Arab music was to some 
extent still orally transmitted in the middle of the twentieth century: “Vocal music, con-
sisting of the muwashshaḥ and dawr genres, was strictly orally transmitted up to 1970 in 
[the] Alexandria [Higher Institute for the Studies of Arabic Music]”. 

10 Printed music scores of songs became more widespread as composers of Arab music, such 
as Muhammad Abdel Wahab, began to dictate aspects of the music that had previously 
been left for the performers to interpret, such as ornaments in the instrumental line. 

11 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:558). 
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experience of the listeners.12 Amnon Shiloah refers to the vocalist’s improvi-
sation of preludes and interludes, repetition of lines or words, and perfor-
mance of only parts of the whole song.13 Writing about the aesthetics of Ar-
ab music, Al-Faruqi suggests that ornamentation in Arab musical improvisa-
tion is not an addition to a melody; rather, “Arab genius is revealed primarily 
through the manipulation, the structuring of these motifs, through their com-
bination with like and new elements to produce the visual or aural ara-
besque”.14 In light of all the above, it is not surprising that many listeners 
associated Al-Kuwaity’s compositions with the singers who performed them, 
and not with him as composer. 

Improvisation, as one aspect of the performer’s role in shaping the music, 
is part of the conventions – and not only in taqasim (instrumental improvisa-
tions) or layali (vocal improvisations), but in set forms as well. It was only at 
the beginning of the twentieth century that performers became interpreters 
rather than co-creators of music.15 The record industry’s technical limitations 
– with only a few minutes for each recording – led to a preference for short 
pre-composed genres over elaborately improvised ones.16  This shift resulted 
in a gradual diminution of genres in which the name of the composer was 
not usually handed down.17 

In Iraq, the Maqam was one of the performer-centred genres that persist-
ed,18 and listeners tended to associate a well-liked version of a Maqam with 
the qari rather than with the author of the text or with the composer, if 
known.19 

                               
12 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:558). 
13 Shiloah (2014:473). 
14 Al-Faruqi (1978:20). 
15 Touma (1996:145). 
16 Warkov (1987:90), discussing 1930s Egyptian music. 
17 Touma (1996:146) identifies “musical forms of traditional art music, such as muwashshaḥ, 

dawr, and qaṣīdah”, where “the border between composer and interpreter is much more 
clearly drawn”. He differentiates between these and “forms such as the maqām al-‛Irāqī, 
the nawbah, the taqsīm, the layālī, and the mawwāl”, where “the artist [the performer] al-
so functions in a musically creative way within the pre-existing framework set by tradi-
tion. In paraphrasing traditional music material the performer becomes composer.” 

18 Hassan (2017:285–286) points out that the performance of Iraqi Maqam in a secular setting 
depends on the context, and she mentions “the level of the audience”, the occasion and 
setting, and “the time allotted to the performance by the organizer”. Thus, the reciter as-
sumes the role of a composer, and no performance resembles another. Among the per-
former’s decisions, she notes, are “improvisation, melodic and modal variation, repeti-
tions, additions and removal of parts”. 

19 Hassan (2002:313). 
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Did the brothers Al-Kuwaity compose together? 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity performed together from their childhood until 
Daud’s death, in 1976. Moreover, according to certain Jewish Iraqi authors 
who were familiar with the brothers to some extent, they also composed 
together. Twena told Warkov about “the brothers’ compositions” when dis-
cussing the scope of their repertoire.20 Snir holds that Salima Murad per-
formed some 500 songs, of which about 400 were composed “by the Jewish 
musicians, the brothers Saleh and Daud Al-Kuwaity”.21 Emile Cohen, who 
was involved in the writing of the 2014 book Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of 
the Beautiful Time, suggests that Daud took part in the compositional pro-
cess, but did not mind his brother Saleh’s getting the credit.22 

Yehezkel Kojaman, author of two books on Iraqi music, met the brothers 
in Iraq and later in Israel. He asserted that “they composed for Iraqi female 
singers”,23 and said in an interview in 2003 that “both Saleh and Daud were 
composers”.24 In an interview in 2017, Kojaman explained that the brothers 
composed separately: “It is true that they were together all the time and nev-
er separated, even for one day, but Saleh composed complete songs and 
Daud had no part in the process.”25 Others also maintain that Daud com-
posed songs separately. The aforementioned Iraqi researcher, Thamer Abd 
al-Hassan Al-Ameri ثامر عبد الحسن العامري, claims that Daud composed many 
songs (“al-adid min al-aghani” العديد من األغاني), especially those sung in 
Baghdad’s nightclubs.26 Aviezer maintains that “Daud al-Kuwaity composed 
songs also but he was not as rich in composing as Saleh”.27 Even if Daud 
contributed to the compositional process for some of the songs, it seems that 
Saleh composed most of them. The Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM) 
lists only one song by Daud, compared with 145 songs and six instrumental 
pieces by Saleh. 

In an interview with the IBA in 1963, the brothers were asked whether 
they composed together. The interviewer used the word talhin تلحين, meaning 
musical composition. Daud replied that each of them composed on his own, 
and then gave comments to the other and sometimes made changes. He add-
                               
20 Warkov (1987:95). 
21 Snir (2005:395). Snir relied there on previous writings, most likely Kjaman’s. 
22 Personal communication, 23rd January 2017. Cohen explained that he relies on what he has 

heard about the brothers’ respective personal characters. 
23 Kojaman (1978:119, 120). 
24 Kojaman, Yehezkel, Personal communication, 12th July 2003. 
25 Kojaman, Yehezkel, personal communication, 15th April 2017. Kojaman told Sara Manas-

seh on 15th September 2009, that the compositions are attributed to the brothers, but it 
was known that the majority were composed by Saleh (Sara Manasseh, personal commu-
nication 5th March 2021). 

26  Al-Ameri (1988:24 n. 7). 
27 Warkov (probably July 1981), interview with Isaac Aviezer Y-16822-CAS_B_01  
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ed that “most of the songs, the famous ones, were composed by my brother 
Saleh. I took part in them by singing and playing the oud”.28 Thus, Daud 
equates “most of the songs” with “the famous ones”, and attributes them to 
Saleh. This phrasing in Arabic, however, can also be understood as meaning: 
“most of the famous songs were composed by my brother Saleh”,29 implying 
that there were also many songs that did not become famous, and that he 
(Daud) composed them. Later in the same interview, Daud said he composed 
many songs, and referred to the female singer Narges Shauqi, who per-
formed them. He mentioned “Bil‛ishiq hisdoni l-khalaq” بالعشق حسدوني الخلق 
and “Tihidhroni wana shtaih bidayya” شطايح بيدي تحذروني وانا . 

In an interview with the IBA in 1982, replying to questions about his ex-
tensive body of work, Saleh al-Kuwaity did not claim he composed songs 
together with his brother Daud. He uses the words “min talhini” من تلحيني (of 
my compositions) and “ana lahhant” أنا لحنت (I composed).30 The only in-
stance where he ever testified to the contrary was in an interview with 
Shimon Hayat in 1968. When discussing the song “Thulam ma indkum ra-
ham”, Al-Kuwaity says: “This one was not composed by us (plural form)”. 
Hayat also asks: “When did you (singular form) compose ‘Taadhini’ and 
‘Wein raih wein’?”31 whereupon Al-Kuwaity replies: “We (plural form) 
composed them in 1936”. This reply was given in the context of a discussion 
about Iraqi music in the 1930s, in which Saleh says: “My brother and I were 
able to make a few innovations” (qdarna shwaya njadded قدرنا شوية نجدد). It is 
unclear whether he is referring there to composition or to their collaboration 
in arranging and performing songs. 

Besides the interviews, there are other types of evidence from which we 
can gain insight into the question of authorship. Dina al-Kuwaity Akiva, 
Saleh’s daughter, discloses that tunes came to her father’s mind all the time. 
He would ask his wife for a pen and paper in the middle of a dinner or an 
event, in order to write down a melody.32 All of the evidence testifies to the 
role of Saleh al-Kuwaity as the dominant composer in this brotherly duo. 
Moreover, Saleh was appointed music director of the newly established Iraqi 
Radio in 1936. This appointment may also have been based on his success as 
a composer of hits, and not only on his aptitude as music director. The Iraqi 
music critic Adel al-Hashemi عادل الهاشمي suggests that Daud was a good 

                               
28 Aviezer (1963) interview; Aviezer (1986). Aviezer, who worked with the brothers at IBA, 

quotes Daud’s words in his tribute programme following Saleh’s death. If he had thought 
Daud’s share in the compositions was larger than what Daud himself indicated, he would 
probably have mentioned this. 

29 Akthar il-alhan, [pause] a-shahira, lahhanha akhi Salih لحنها أخي صالح ٫الشهيرة ٫أكثر األلحان  
30 Shahed (1982) interview. The verb lahhana لحن means “composed a melody” or “composed 

music”. 
“ ,“ تأذيني“ 31 , وين؟رايحوين  ” 
32 Al-Kuwaity Akiva, Dina (2015). 
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composer, but that Saleh’s compositions were better. Saleh, he maintains, 
had a greater impact [on Iraqi music] than Daud.33 Similarly, Albert Elias – 
who played nay with the brothers in Iraq and in Israel – suggested that Saleh 
stood out as a composer and instrumentalist compared with Daud.34 

Those who maintain the brothers composed together are perhaps struck 
by the strong bond between Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity. They not only per-
formed together; they also lived with their families close by to each other, 
and they seem to have been of one mind. Saleh’s devastation upon Daud’s 
death indicates the brothers’ close relationship. Those who maintain Daud 
composed separately argue that he did compose songs for Narges Shauqi, the 
Egyptian singer whom he invited to perform at the brothers’ club, and that 
he composed songs for other singers as well. Adel Al-Hashemi maintains 
that Daud composed for several singers, among them Afifa Iscandar, 
Badriya Um Anwar, Salima Murad and Zuhur Hussain.35 Twena suggests 
that Daud composed songs (aghani wu monolojat) for singers such as Salima 
Murad, Narges Shauqi and Amira Jamal in Iraq, and that he also composed 
some songs in Israel. He also took part in arranging (iʿdad دادعا ) songs for the 
film Aliyya wu-Esam 36.عليا وعصام Among the songs Daud composed in Iraq, 
Twena mentions “Bil‛ishiq hisdoni al-khakaq”, “Habetak wu hassa ndamet”, 
and “Da al-hawa ma lo dawa”.37 Kojaman maintains that Daud al-Kuwaity 
composed songs for new singers, such as Afifa Iskandar, Antoinette Iskan-
dar, Nathima Ibrahim and Narges Shauqi.38  

In a page I saw from a songbook whose details I do not have,  (courtesy 
of David Regev Zaarur), we find this reference to Daud: “The song Rahat 
ayam al-sa‛ada [راحت ايام السعادة Gone are the happy days] Lyrics: Abd al-
Karim al-Allaf, composed by Daud al-Kuwaity”.39 Al-Jazrawi quotes the 
Zeriab website in listing some of the songs composed by Daud al-Kuwaity.40 
He holds that Daud “composed and sang them” (lahhanha wu ghannaha 
bissawtihi بصوته لحنها وغناها ).41 Some of the songs in the list are Kuwaiti, and 

                               
33 Husayn (possibly 2011) Iraqi 1930s Songs: Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity, time code 13’00. 
34 Attar (12th February 1995) interview. 
35 Husayn (possibly 2011) The Voices of Departure: The story of Jewish contributions to 

modern Iraqi music, time code 31’12 in the Arabic version (Aswat a-Rahil). 
36 Twena (20th September 1977). 

  دواء له ما الهوى داء  ,اندمت وهسه حبيتك ,بلعشق حسدوني الخلق37 
38 Kojaman (2015:167). 

 اغنية 39
 عبد الكريم العالف أليفت

 الكويتي داود لحينت
40 Al-Jazrawi (2006:433). 
41 The few references to Daud (and to Saleh) as a singer are found in Kojaman’s book 

(2015:168), where the author mentions some male musicians who sang at private 
occasions by request of the audience; Kojaman (2001:41) also suggests that Radio Iraq 
broadcast muwashahat موشحات with Daud al-Kuwaity as lead vocalist, and Kuwaiti mu-
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the brothers learned them in Kuwait. These and others on the list are unlikely 
to have been composed by Daud. The credibility of this list, which can be 
found in the appendix, is therefore questionable. 

Another question of authorship, besides those relating to compositions by 
Daud and to the possibly joint compositional process of the brothers, con-
cerns musical arrangements. It is likely that, at times, Saleh al-Kuwaity 
adopted a melody of unknown origin, added an introduction and an inter-
lude, and claimed credit for composing the song.42 This practice had been 
common for centuries in Middle Eastern music, just as in European tradi-
tional and art music. I discuss this practice in the next chapter. 

Who wrote the lyrics? 
Just as there are no official credits to Saleh al-Kuwaity as the composer of 
most of his songs,43 it is difficult to establish who wrote the lyrics for the 
songs. This is especially true in the case of songs which Al-Kuwaity com-
posed in Iraq, the focus of this study.44 The vast majority of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs are in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect of Arabic; while some 
are in literary Arabic, by authors such as the thirteenth century poet Baha al-
Din Zuheir. Some of the songs Al-Kuwaity composed in Israel were in the 
Muslim Baghdadi dialect; others were in literary Arabic (فصحى).  

Saleh al-Kuwaity said that, since his childhood, he had been very fond of 
Arabic poetry (a-sha‛r al-Arabi الشعر العريي).45 He said he wrote lyrics for 
many of his songs, and that he used lyrics written by others for some of 
them.46 An interesting question, which cannot be answeded in this study, is 
why he did not use more texts in literary Arabic. Such texts are abundant in 
the Kuwaiti and the Egyptian repertoires which he had learned as a child. Al-
Kuwaity explained he had begun writing lyrics around 1934/1935, after hav-
ing learned the Iraqi [Muslim] dialect. Before this, he said, he had only taken 

                                                                                                                             
sic, with either of the brothers Al-Kuwaity as lead vocalists; and that, in the summer of 
1944, Daud sang at the brothers’ open-air nightclub in Basra (Kojaman 2015:171). Oba-
dia (2005:125) suggests that, during the brothers’ first years in Iraq, Daud sang and 
played the oud, while Saleh accompanied him on the violin. 

42 Similarly, Schäfers (2018:89) discusses a female Kurdish singer who used common textual 
motifs, set them to “a well-known maqam” and registered the songs at one of Turkey’s 
copyright institutions. 

43 IBA and ACUM together attribute approximately 200 songs to Saleh al-Kuwaity, many of 
them composed in Israel after 1951. 

44 It is not always clear whether a song was composed in Iraq or in Israel.  
45 Salman (1984) interview. 
46 Aviezer (1963) interview; Saleh al-Kuwaity related that he wrote the lyrics and composed 

the music of the songs “Ya hafer al-bir”, “Ana mnagulan ah”, and “Khalhum yihesdun” 
(Salman 1984 interview).  
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poems by poets such as Al-Allaf and Mula Manfi, and set them to music.47 
Did Al-Kuwaity write the lyrics for his songs more often in Israel than in 
Iraq? If so, was this because of the diminished artistic opportunities available 
in his new homeland? This question is hard to answer, due to a lack of in-
formation about who it was that wrote the lyrics for Al-Kuwaity’s songs. 

Kojaman discloses that the brothers used lyrics by poets such as Efrayim 
Zaarur in their compositions.48 In an interview in 2017, Kojaman said he saw 
Efrayim Zaarur giving lyrics to Saleh.49 According to the IBA register, 
Efrayim Zaarur wrote the lyrics for “Malyan galbi min al-wilif”, and Saleh 
al-Kuwaity set them to music. Another poet, Ibrahim Wafi ابراهيم وفي, wrote 
the lyrics for “Hadha mu insaf minak” 50.هذا مو إنصاف منك According to Oba-
dia, Saleh al-Kuwaity composed hundreds of songs for Salima Murad to 
lyrics in colloquial Arabic by many lyricists (shuʿara al-aghani al-Iraqiya 
 :Among these songs are the following six 51.(شعراء األغاني العراقية
 
Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf عبد الكريم العالف 

 
  

Sabti Taher سبتي طاهر 
 

  

Muhammad al-‛Azawi دمحم العزاوي 
 

  

Isma‛il al-Khatib اسماعيل الخطيب 
 

  

Hareth Salim Mahmud حارث سليم محمود  
 

  

Isma‛il Jawdat اسماعيل جودت  
 

  

 
In Al-Anba ءااالنب , a Jerusalem newspaper in Arabic, 18th August 1978, Twena 
relates that among the most famous poets whose poems Saleh al-Kuwaity set 
to music were Ibrahim Wafi, Al-Mula Manfi, Shaikh Abd al-Abasi and Abd 
al-Karim Al-Allaf; and that Al-Kuwaity also set several poems by Tagore to 
music. Mula Manfi (1900–1938) مال منفي عبد العباس الكفالوي was an Iraqi poet 

                               
47 Hayat (1968) interview. 
48 Kojaman, Yehezkel: Personal communication, 12th July 2003, London. 
49 Kojaman, Yehezkel: Personal communication, 15th April 2017. Efrayim Zaarur was the 

brother of Yousef Zaarur al-Kabir, of Menashe Zaarur the journalist and editor, and of 
Meir Zaarur, who worked with the Egyptian film industry. Efrayim was also the cousin 
of Yousef Zaarur, the qanun player, who directed the Radio Iraq ensemble after Al-
Kuwaiy (David Regev Zaarur: Personal communication, 16th November 2019). 

50 According to Salima Murad and Nathem al-Ghazali (Murad and Al-Ghazali, c. 1961, inter-
view, time code 24’00); and to Menashe Somekh (personal communication, date unre-
corded, c. 2007). 

51 Obadia (1999:126). On the previous page, he describes them as shuʿara al-aghani al-Iraqiya 
al-ʿāmiya. 
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who enjoyed success during the 1930s. He was the son of the poet Shaikh 
Abd al-Abas.52 

Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf 
Obadia suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed sixty songs for Salima 
Murad to lyrics by Al-Allaf.53 Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf عبد الكريم العالف 
(c.1894–1969) is described in some sources as sha‛er ghina’i شاعر غنائي. This 
term refers to an author of poems meant to be set to music, that is to say 
lyrics, as distinct from poems. It also refers to an author of lyrical poems, 
expressing the innermost feelings of the narrator’s persona. Al-Allaf is not 
mentioned among the eleven “most famous Iraqi poets” in the Iraq Directory 
in the Arabic version, Dalil al-mamlaka al-Iraqiya 1935–1936. He was, 
however, a productive poet and author who wrote about music and Iraqi 
songs and singers, as well as about entertainment and customs in Baghdad in 
the first half of the twentieth century. Al-Allaf probably wrote the lyrics to at 
least eleven songs which Saleh al-Kuwaity composed, listed in table 2. 
 
Title transliterated Source regarding Al-Allaf 

 
Title in Arabic 

Atmana sa‛a blel *Obadia 2005:126–127 اتمنى ساعة ابليل طيفك اشوفهsic   
Il-sawarak *Obadia 2005:126–127 َرك ونشاك ا   sic حاله يچبهيالَصوَّ
Il-hajer Hilmi 1990:76   الهجر 
Biya l-amur sar *Obadia 2005:126–127 بيّه االمر صار او جرى  
Khadri i-chai Obadia 2005:127  ي   الچاخدري  
Dhub wu tifatar Obadia 1999:53 

Al-Allaf [1945] 
(1963:203) 

 ذوب وتفطر

Galbak sakhar jalmud Obadia 2005:126 
Al-Allaf [1945] 
(1963:164) 

 َكلبك صخر جلمود

Kul sa‛a aqul *Obadia 2005:126–127 كل ساعة اقول اهواي هّسه يجيني  
Ma biya athaggil khtayi *Obadia 2005:126–127 ل اخطايثگما بيّه ا  
Magdar agulan ah Obadia 2005:127; 

Al-Allaf [1945] 
(1963:204); Twena, (no 
date): A catalogue of his 
recordings. BJHC Ar-
chive 

 ما أَكدر أَكولن آه  

Mithl il -medhe‛a thnayn: 
ibenha wa rajilha 

*Obadia 2005:126–127  بنها ورجلهاامثل المضيعة اثنين  

Malyan galbi min al-wilif Hilmi 1990:74 مليان َكلبي من الولف 

                               
52 Reuven Snir, personal communication, 16th December 2020. 
53 Obadia (2005:126). 
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(lyrics by Efrayim Zaarur, 
according to IBA) 

 

Minnak yal asmar [Kul 
mara (Kul lahdha) amur 
alek] 

Obadia 2005:126    منـّـك يا األسمر  
كل لحظة امر عليك بلكت (

 )اشوفك
Huwa l-bilani Twena, (no date): A cata-

logue of his recordings. 
BJHC Archive 

 البالني   هو

W‛ala e-darub ya hwai 
 

Obadia 2005:127 وعلى الدَُرب يهواي 

Yal tinshid ala l-rah *Obadia 2005:126–127 يالتنشد على الراح عنّا ونسانا  
Ya sa‛a Obadia 2005:128  يا ساعة اشوف اهواي يا وقت

  يمته
Ya nab‛at il-rihan 
 
(Lyrics and music by 
Saleh al-Kuwaity, accord-
ing to his widow. Undated 
faily records) 
 

Obadia 2005:127 
Al-Allaf [1945] 
(1963:203) 

 يا نبعة الريحان  

Ya wuledi *Obadia 2005:126–127 يا وليدي يا صغيرون بطل ونينك  
*Obadia (2005:126–127) suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed the song and 
that Al-Allaf wrote the lyrics  

Table 2. Lyrics that Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf probably wrote 

 
It is likely there are more poems by Al-Allaf that were set to music by Al-
Kuwaity. Al-Allaf published a book in 1933, entitled The songs and the 
singers: A Compilation of Iraqi songs. Lyrics by Abd al-Karim al-Allaf, 
compositions: the Master Saleh al-Kuwaity, of which I have found no copy 
so far. This book, once found, will provide further information.54 

Khdhuri Mu‛allem 
Dr Khdhuri Mu‛allem (1907–2009) خضوري معلم, also known as Kaduri Mua-
lem, was born into a Jewish family in Semawa. He grew up in Basra, and 
qualified as a medical doctor in India.55 Upon his return to Iraq, Mu‛allem 
worked alongside Dr Harry Sinderson, who was head of the newly estab-
lished medical school in Baghdad. In 1952 Mu‛allem immigrated to Israel, 
and worked as a pathologist in a hospital in Haifa. His wife was related to 
the musician Daud Akram داود اكرم. In Baghdad, the young doctor was a mu-

                               
 صالح الكويتي االستاذ: تلحين. عبد الكريم العالف: نظم. مجموعة اغاني عراقية مصورة :االغاني والمغنيات54 

55 The information about Khdhuri Mu‛allem is taken from a booklet published in Israel by his 
family, date and place unknown (probably 2010), A4-size 66 pages. 
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sic and poetry enthusiast, and took violin lessons from Saleh al-Kuwaity. 
While still in Iraq, according to his brother (Eliyahu Shemesh, or Shamash), 
Khdhuri Mu‛allem was the poet who wrote the lyrics to many of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs while still in Iraq. The brother lists twenty of them, as seen 
in the appendix. 

The claim that Khdhuri Mu‛allem was the poet who wrote the lyrics to 
these songs, which then became part of the Iraqi heritage, is credible, but it is 
not easy to verify. Kojaman said in an interview in 2017 that, as far as he 
knew, Mu‛allem did not write any lyrics to songs composed by Saleh al-
Kuwaity. “I only know that Efrayim Zaarur gave lyrics to Salim Daud and to 
Saleh”, he added.56 According to the family, Dr Mu‛allem was a government 
employee, and therefore was not allowed to publish under his own name. He 
used the title Abu Sabah ابو صباح – “Sabah’s father” – when publishing his 
poems, and various pseudonyms when writing articles and satire, such as in 
the journal Al-hased الحاصد. 

According to the IBA register, “Khdhuri Abu Mu‛allem” wrote the lyrics 
to “Yal-mashi Allah wuyak” كايو هلال  يشاملا  اي  , which Saleh al-Kuwaity com-
posed. This information matches the claim of Mu‛allem’s family. However, 
the lyrics to “Malyan galbi min al-wilif” were written by Efrayim Zaarur, 
according to the IBA. As for poetic qualities: according to the family, 
Mu‛allem’s poems are Mlakiyat, and this was a new form, in which the first 
part of the line (صدر) is in literary Arabic (فصحى) and the other half (عجز) is 
in the Southern Iraqi Muslim dialect. Further research is needed about this 
form, and indeed about the relationship between Khdhuri Mu‛allem and 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs. 

How many songs did Saleh al-Kuwaity compose? 
Assessing the scope of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s repertoire is not a simple task. 
There are several sources of information, and each of them has weaknesses. 
In an interview in Arabic for the IBA,57 Saleh al-Kuwaity replied to the 
question: “How many songs (aghani اغاني) did you compose (lahhantaha 
 by saying: “I composed many songs, over five hundred” – using the ”?(لحنتها
same words as the interviewer for “compose” and “songs”. In another inter-
view in Arabic for the IBA, in 1982,58 the interviewer opens by asserting that 
Saleh Al-Kuwaity composed more than 1,200 tunes (lahn لحن), and then asks 
his guest how he achieved that. Al-Kuwaity explains that roughly fifty re-
cordings of single songs were released each year during his life in Iraq: ten 

                               
56 Yehezkel Kojaman, personal communication, 15th April 2017. 
57 Aviezer 1963 interview. 
58 Shahed (1982) interview. 
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or so songs for each singer. It is unclear whether this account refers to in-
strumental pieces too. He uses the word “songs” (aghani اغاني), and adds that 
later, in Israel, he composed around fifty pieces (qita قطع). Since we know he 
also composed instrumental pieces in Iraq, as well as songs in Israel, this use 
of the words “songs” and “pieces” in his reply is ambiguous. 

In another interview, Al-Kuwaity said he composed between 600 and 700 
songs and instrumental pieces altogether.59 Yet in another interview, he es-
timated his oeuvre at around 1000 compositions.60 Again, it is unclear 
whether this estimate refers to songs only. The word he used was alhan الحان 
(tunes /melodies). It is also unclear whether this was in Iraq only, since he 
added: “and here in Israel, I composed for my brother Daud and for other 
singers”. Twena estimated that Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity composed some 
thousand songs before immigrating to Israel.61 Emile Cohen maintains that 
Saleh al-Kuwaity composed at least 400 songs. Cohen argues that, “for 15 
years at least he was almost the only composer [in Iraq]”.62 Ibrahim Obadia, 
in his chapter on the Al-Kuwaity brothers, contends that Saleh al-Kuwaity 
composed (قام بتلحين) more than four hundred songs for male and female 
singers in Baghdad.63 In light of all the above, it is most likely that Saleh al-
Kuwaity composed at least five hundred songs (not including instrumental 
pieces) altogether, including in Israel. 

Which songs did Saleh al-Kuwaity compose? 
The task of mapping Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s repertoire is not made any easier 
by the fact that his name is absent from Iraqi books on music from the se-
cond half of the twentieth century.64 Furthermore, there do not seem to have 
been any royalty regulations in Iraq at the time,65 and music composed for 

                               
59 Salman (1984) interview. Al-Kuwaity uses the word qita قطع. 
60 Badran (probably 1980s) interview. 
61 Warkov (3rd February 1981) interview, and Warkov (1987:95). It is not clear what the basis 

was for Twenah’s estimate. In Al-Anba ءااالنب , a Jerusalem newspaper in Arabic, 18th Au-
gust 1978, Twena wrote that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed more than a thousand songs in 
Iraq and Israel altogether. 

62 Personal communication, 23rd January 2017 and 9th November 2019. 
63 Obadia (2005:129). See below, Obadia’s account of his sources. 
64 See chapter five. 
65 Scheherazade Hassan, personal communication, 22nd February 2019. I am grateful to Mr 

Khairuldeen al-Makhzoomi for helping me to read more about the Iraqi legislation on 
royalties, Law No.3 1971. The webpage of the Supreme Judicial Council, accessed on 
19th November 2020:   

        <http://iraqld.hjc.iq:8080/LoadLawBook.aspx?page=1&SC=&BookID=8728>   
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the radio was the property of the broadcast service.66 Elias Zbedah told me 
that singers gave composers a one-off payment for each song, and that was 
all.67 Al-Allaf observes that the record companies received the lion’s share of 
the profits, while the singers and musicians got very little.68 He does not 
mention composers or lyricists at all in his account of official payment for 
music-making. In contrast, the Jewish Algerian musician Edmond Nathan 
Yafil (1874–1928) registered himself as a composer with the French copy-
right agency for many nuba recordings that he made.69 

Al-Kuwaity’s manuscripts from Iraq could have been a valuable source of 
information. These manuscripts, however, were confiscated when the compos-
er emigrated from Iraq in 1951, and as far as I know they were lost.70 The only 
manuscripts we have were written by Al-Kuwaity in Israel. In some cases, a 
song is attributed to Al-Kuwaity by one source, but to another composer by 
another source. Both sources, moreover, refer to the lyrics only, and it is hard 
to tell what the melody was. One explanation for the attribution of the same 
song to two different composers could be that Al-Kuwaity set lyrics to music 
which had already been set to music before, by another composer. 

Sources for establishing Saleh al-Kuwaity’s authorship 
Several sources of information help to establish which songs were composed 
by Saleh al-Kuwaity. None is entirely reliable. They are used here collective-
ly to strengthen – rather than each singly to assert – the case for Al-
Kuwaity’s authorship. In my final list of songs composed by Saleh al-
Kuwaity, accordingly, I cite at least two independent sources for each song. 
These are the sources I use, and I discuss them one by one in what follows: 
  

                                                                                                                             
          Bashkin (2009:240) suggests that, in 1935, the Ministry of Education began buying 

authors’ rights (of school textbooks), so there may have been royalty regulations in the 
field of print, but not in music. 

66 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) e.mail, 10th August 2020. No documents 
regarding these compositions were preserved in the Radio archives.  

67 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 14th March 2019. 
68 Al-Allaf (1969:199) al-mughaniyin wal musiqiyin ين والموسيقييننالمغ  
69 Glasser (2012:683). Yafil, like most Algerian Jews, was granted French citizenship by the 

1870 Crémieux Decree, and was thus in a privileged position in regard to such matters as 
state administration (Glasser 2016:125, 182). Years for Yafil, according to Glasser 
(2012: 673); but according to Seroussi (2015:4), Yafil was born in 1877.  

70 Saleh al-Kuwaity related that his bags were taken before he embarked on the flight to Isra-
el; and when they were sent to him a month later, all of his music-notation books were 
missing (Salman 1984 interview). See also Obadia (1999:65). 
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 Recordings made during the 1930s and 1940s 

 The Al-Kuwaity songbook (Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the 
Beautiful Time) 

 Iraqi songbooks and books on Iraqi music 

 Recordings and royalties in Israel 

 Interviews with Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity in Israel 

 Manuscripts 

 My interlocutors 

Recordings made during the 1930s and 1940s 
This source of information is the earliest, and unfortunately its scope is very 
limited. The record companies usually mentioned the singer in the cata-
logues and on the discs, but not the composer or the lyricist. Pekka Gronow, 
who wrote extensively on the history of the recording industry, describes the 
lack of sources on music recordings in the Middle East from that period.71 
The archives of most of the companies that made the recordings, pressed the 
records and sold them either were destroyed during the Second World War 
or the companies simply got rid of the old catalogues. The rare surviving 
catalogues often detail the names of the performers, but not of the composers 
or the lyricists. Sadly, this research avenue provides little information on 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s authorship, or on the year in which a given song was 
composed. This makes it hard to arrive at any conclusion about stylistic 
changes in songs from different periods. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs were recorded in Baghdad, Aleppo and Beirut. 
Al-Kuwaity said he composed “Khadri i-chai” خدري الچاي  in 1934, and that 
Salima Murad recorded it for the Sodwa record company in Aleppo in 
1935.72 In the British National Sound Archive there are a few songs with the 
following information: “The singer is supported by the well-known brothers, 
the ‘ūd player Dāwūd Al-Kuwaiti and the violinist Ṣalih Al-Kuwaiti. ... This 
disk was probably recorded 1947 in Beirut.” These songs must have been 
composed by Saleh or Daud al-Kuwaity, since there is no indication they 
recorded other composers’ urban songs.73 One song, for example, “Ghibta 

                               
71 Gronow (1981:276). 
72 Shahed 1982 interview.  
73 They did record abudhiyyat and Kuwaiti songs. Also in the British National Sound Archive 

are two recordings from 12th May 1947, made by the BBC. On one of them, Saleh al-
Kuwaity sings the song “Sadati riqqu faqalbi muja‛u”  ُسادتي ِرقّوا فقلبي موجع; on the other he 
sings “Lawla i-nasim” لوال النسيم لِذْكراكم يؤنُِسني. These songs were not composed by Al-
Kuwaity. The brothers learned them in Kuwait. 
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anni fama al-khabar” ِغْبت َعني فَما الَخبَر, is attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity by 
the composer himself and by Nahum Aharon.74 The songs in the British Na-
tional Sound Archive’s catalogue are shown in the appendix.75 

The Al-Kuwaity songbook 
Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time (Arabic: Saleh al-Kuwaity: 
Nagham Al-Zaman Al-Jamil الجميلنغم الزمان : صالح الكويتي ). This songbook by 
Sliman Saleh al-Kuwaity, the composer’s son, was published in Baghdad in 
2014 by Dar Al-Kuwaity (Al-Kuwaity Publishing House). A collective effort 
across continents brought this 267-page folio-size songbook in Arabic to 
publication in 2014. It contains 101 songs. This is the most recent publica-
tion that attributes songs to Al-Kuwaity, among the ones discussed here. Its 
merit is that it relies on five people who usually although not always agree 
on the authorship of most of the songs. The challenge when using it as a 
source for establishing authorship is that the authors, for the most part, rely 
on common knowledge rather than evidence, to verify the credit to Saleh al-
Kuwaity. There is no explicit discussion in the book of the criteria for attrib-
ution. At the top of each song appears the credit: “composed by Saleh al-
Kuwaity”, and at the bottom of the page it says: The song is in maqam (me-
lodic mode) so and so. There are no indications of who the poets were. This 
format is in line with that in songbooks such as Hilmi’s. Hilmi’s book, dis-
cussed below, may have served as a blueprint for Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody 
of the Beautiful Time. 
 

                               
74 Moreh (21st March 1968) interview, YC 00063; Nahum Aharon, personal communication, 

25th July 2019. 
75 The National Sound Archive at the British Library (henceforth BL) uses the term “urban 

abūd̲īya” for recordings of songs which the brothers Al-Kuwaity accompanied. This term 
probably alludes to the fact that these abudhiyyat are accompanied by a takht. The 
YouTube user Moayad Youssef uploaded a recording of “Naharai” نهراي, one of the vo-
cal pieces entitled “urban abudhiyya” in the BL catalogue, followed by the song “Alujan” 
 entitled “urban pesta” in the BL catalogue. Accessed on 11th November 2020. This ,الوجن
seems to be a digital version of the recording by the singer Zuhur Hussain for Columbia 
(GIA 107), number 9CS0025091 in the BL catalogue: 

      <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-pD8j55Cd4> 
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Figure 26. The book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time. Photo: Dafna 
Dori. 

The initiative 
Sliman Saleh al-Kuwaity, who is known in Israel as Shlomo El-Kivity, is the 
composer’s son, and he was the driving force behind the book. He lives in 
Israel, and is also credited as the author. One of his collaborators was Emile 
Cohen, a music enthusiast from the Jewish Iraqi community in London. Be-
tween 2008 and 2011, Cohen organised several concerts in London in 
memory of the brothers Al-Kuwaity. Cohen told me in an interview that he 
selected the songs for the book according to by his “own taste for beautiful 
songs”. He avoided songs for which Saleh al-Kuwaity’s authorship was con-
troversial, such as “Win ya galub” (“Cry, heart!” گلب يا ون ).76 There were 
songs Cohen thought may have been composed by Salim Daud سليم داود, and 
they did not make it into the book either.77 

The music notation 
Khaled Muhammad Ali, an oud player from Mosul who now lives in Dubai, 
was responsible for the music notation of the songs. It is unclear to what 
extent he relied on the notation in Hilmi’s book, or whether instead he tran-
scribed the songs from old recordings. Some of the songs are identical in 
their notation to that in Hilmi’s book, while others differ. For example, 
No.83, “Ya hamam il-noh”  has an introduction in a triple , الــنــوح حــمــام يــا
rhythmic cycle. The two books differ in the measure division – namely 

                               
76 Al-Wardi (1964:75) maintains that Abd al-Amir al-Twerjawi الطويرجاوي االمير عبد  composed 

“Win ya galub”. Menashe Somekh contends the song was performed in Iraq in the 1920s, 
so it could not have been composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity (personal communication, 4th 
April 2016) as does Nahum Aharon (personal communication, 5th April 2016). 

77 Personal communication, 23rd January 2017. 
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whether or not there is an upbeat to the first measure. According to Shlomo 
El-Kivity, it was Khaled Muhammad Ali who made the initial choice of 
songs. 

The lyrics 
Taher Barakat, a violinist, composer and singer from Iraq who now lives in 
London, was responsible for putting in the lyrics. He said he transcribed the 
lyrics from old recordings, rather than relying on Hilmi’s books78.  He joined 
the project after performing at one of the concerts organised by Cohen in 
London.79 

The Introduction 
Menashe Somekh, a retired journalist from Jerusalem, wrote the 52- page 
introduction. It includes photos, a short biography of Saleh and Daud al-
Kuwaity, a description of their career, a selection of appreciative short arti-
cles by Iraqi musicologists and a summary of events held in honour of the 
brothers since 2005 in Baghdad, London and Israel. This introduction, and 
the research that informed it, were a labour of love by Somekh, a Jewish 
Iraqi intellectual who was born in Baghdad in 1926, immigrated to Israel in 
1950, and worked at the Arabic section of IBA for a few decades, starting in 
1962. 

The publishing 
Mazen Latif مازن لطيف, author of several books in Arabic on the Jews of Iraq 
and owner of the publishing house Dar Mesopotamia, published the book, 
albeit under another publishing company name, Dar Al-Kuwaity. 

Arguable choices of songs for the book 
In a few cases, there is evidence to suggest a song in this book was com-
posed by another musician: 
 
No. 24, “Hukm il-‛ishq” لعشگحكم ا  by Salim Daud;80 
 
No. 40, “Ala shomali” عالشوملي is mentioned in Al-Allaf’s book from 1933, 
alongside folk genres. It seems it is not presented as a single song, but as a 
genre.81 Al-Kuwaity told Samih Badran in an interview that Shomali is a 
place in Hilla الحلة, and that there is a song about it. He did not say he com-
posed it.82 In his book from 1934, Al-Karmali refers to “Ala shomali” as a 

                               
78 Personal communication, 10th July 2018. 
79 According to Shlomo El-Kivity. Personal communication, 5th September 2018. 
80 According to Taher Barakat (1st June 2020, personal communication) and Elias Zbedah.  
81 Al-Allaf (1933:50). 
82 Badran (probably 1980s) interview. 
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type of folk song. The editor of the book, Amer Rashid al-samra’i, يد شعامر ر
 cites various authors, each of whom maintains that this type ,(1999) السامرائي
of song is in a different nagham (melodic mode).83 It is possible, then, that 
Al-Kuwaity added a tune of his own. Ezra Murad wrote that he used to hear 
“this old song from Bedouins in southern Iraq and Jews also sang it at wed-
dings”84 Still, Saleh al-Kuwaity may have composed the song. Murad’s no-
tion of “old” is revealed when he writes about another song, “Al-majrasha” 
 for – (in Hebrew: ancient ;עתיק atiq) ”and uses the same word – “old ,المجرشة
it. He contends it was written by the poet Mula Abud al-Karkhi in the 
1930s.85 
 
No. 43, “Ammi ya bayya il-ward” عمي يا بيّاع الورد was sung by the singer 
Hdheri Abu-Aziz حضيري أبو عزيز, who mostly composed his own songs. Al-
Kuwaity may have added an introduction and an interlude.86 
 
No. 51, “Lesh Allah Lesh”  ليش ليش هللا ليش  was probably composed by 
Yousef Zaarur.87 
 
No. 57, “Muru bina min timshon”, presents another question. It appears in 
the HMV 1930 catalogue, with credit to the singer Badriya Umm Anwar.88 
Although the title is just “Muru bina”, it is likely to be the same song that 
appears in the Al-Kuwaity songbook as “Muru bina min timshon”. Saleh al-
Kuwaity said his first songs were for Salima Murad, in 1930. The HMV 
record suggests the song was composed in 1930 at the latest. Did Al-
Kuwaity compose for Badriya Um Anwar too, in 1930? It is hard to tell. 
 
No. 66, “Noba mkhamura”   نوبة مخمرة نوبة مغشاية by Jacob Murad al-Imari;89  
 
No. 101, “Yam il-abaya” العباية   يم  may have been composed by the Syrian 
musician Abd al-Ghani al-Shaikh;90 
 

                               
83 Al-Karmali (1999:162) [completed 1934]. 
84 Murad 2003:37. 
85 Murad (2003:38). 
86 Aviezer (probably 1980s) interview. 
87 Nahum Aharon remembers the credit to Zaarur in the IBA the register. Currently there is no 

access to this old register, but Aharon’s claim is reliable. 
88 Page 3, catalogue no. A.X.607. 
89 Al-Imari يعقوب مراد العماري composed “Noba mkhamura” in Iraq, according to his son, Yosef 

Barnai (Attar 25th December 1995 interview); and according to Nahum Aharon (personal 
communication, 24th July 2019). Elias Zbedah, however, suggested the composer of this 
song was Salim Daud (12th May 2019). 

90 Obadia (1999:80) suggests that Abd al-Ghani al-Shaikh عبد الغني الشيخ composed “Yam il-
abaya” for the singer Siham Rifqi. 
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The book is important, not only as a bridge between music-lovers across 
geographical and political divides, as I discuss in the last chapter, but also as 
a source for the study of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s repertory, in spite of the above 
questionable choices. This songbook targeted musicians and readers around 
the Arab world, as much as in Israel, and this approach is reflected in the 
choice of songs.91 According to Warkov’s work in the 1980s, however, “Ira-
qi style vocal compositions heard most often in Israel are re-creations of old 
songs once popular in Iraq”, including re-recordings of the brothers Al-
Kuwaity’s songs.92 Thus, the book also reflects the greater popularity within 
Israel of the songs Saleh al-Kuwaity composed in Iraq over those he com-
posed in Israel. 

Iraqi songbooks and books on Iraqi music 
There are several books that credit Saleh al-Kuwaity as the composer of 
specific songs. Books written before 1930 may provide information on pastat 
that were popular before Saleh al-Kuwaity began to compose, thus apparent-
ly ruling them out from the list of his compositions. Al-Kuwaity, however, 
might have composed new tunes for songs which already existed. One ex-
ample is no. 40 in the Al-Kuwaity songbook, as discussed above. The fol-
lowing is a list of books examined in this research. It is by no means exhaus-
tive, and it reflects the relatively small scope of materials available to a re-
searcher outside Iraq, even in the digital age. 
 

1. A songbook in two volumes by the Iraqi composer Abdul Fattah 
Hilmi, published in Baghdad by The Iraqi Artists Union: Part 1 
(1984): Melodies from the Iraqi Heritage; Part 2 (1990): Melodies 
and Memories. 

 
2. Two books by the Jewish Iraqi poet Ibrahim Obadia on Iraqi music, 

both published in Jerusalem by the Association for Jewish Academ-
ics from Iraq: In the Realm of Iraqi Maqam and Songs, 1999 and 
Iraqi Singers and Songs: Biographies and Texts, 2005. Obadia’s col-
lection of his own poems, Iraqi songs, from 1994, provides infor-
mation about songs which Saleh al-Kuwaity composed in Israel. 

 
3. Ethnographic books by the Iraqi poet Abd al-Karim al-Allaf 

 

                               
91 Menashe Somekh related that songs which Saleh al-Kuwaity composed in Israel were not 

included in this book. He explained that such songs are not known in Iraq (personal 
communication, 7th February 2016). 

92 Warkov (1987:200). 
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4. A book by Ezra Murad (2003) Folk Songs in the Iraqi Bedouin Dia-
lect translated into Hebrew, Published in Israel by the author. 

 
5. A book by Father Anastas al-Karmali, completed in 1934 and pub-

lished in 1999, A Collection of Songs in the Iraqi Dialect 
 

6. A songbook by the Iraqi musician Nathem Na‛im: The Beautiful 
Melody, Michigan 1993–1994. 

I will now discuss these six sources. 

Hilmi’s two volume book 

Abdul Fattah Hilmi, a composer, compiled a songbook in two volumes. The 
first, from 1984, was entitled Melodies from the Iraqi Heritage (Angham 
Min al-Turath al-Iraqi أنغام من التراث العراقي). The second volume, from 1990, 
was entitled Melodies and Memories (Aswat wa-Dhikrayat أصوات وذكريات. 
Literally: voices and memories). The fact that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed 
many of the songs in these volumes, as discussed below, testifies to their 
status as “Iraqi heritage”. Hilmi does not mention the term “pasta”; but in the 
table of contents for each volume, he indicates next to each song the Iraqi 
Maqam after which the song is performed. In other words, the book identi-
fies these songs “from the Iraqi heritage” with the function of pasta, a song 
performed at the end of an Iraqi Maqam. 
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Figure 27. The book Melodies from the Iraqi Heritage, by Abdul Fattah Hilmi, vol.1 
(1984). Photo: Dafna Dori. 

Both volumes were published in Baghdad by The Iraqi Artists Union 
(Niqabat al-Fananin al-Iraqiyin نقابة الفنانين العراقيين). The first volume con-
tains 110 songs and two instrumental pieces. The second volume contains 78 
songs and two instrumental pieces. Like the Al-Kuwaity songbook, Hilmi’s 
volumes are folio-size. Moreover, this seems to be the blueprint for Saleh al-
Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time, in terms of the layout. On one page 
are the lyrics; on the opposite page is the music notation. 

There are no indications of the poets or the composers, except for some 
songs in the second volume. In some cases it says: sung by so and so (the 
name of the singer who performed the song in the 1930s and 1940s). The 
name of the melodic mode in which the song is composed appears at the top 
of the lyrics page. The name of the rhythmic cycle and its representation in 
rhythmic values over one bar appear at the top of the notation page. 

An analysis of the list of songs in Hilmi’s book 
“90% of the songs in Hilmi’s book are Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s compositions” 
argues Kojaman.93 It is unclear what the basis is for this estimate. However, 
Kojaman had extensive first-hand experience of the music scene in 1930s 
and 1940s Baghdad, and he was acquainted with the brothers Al-Kuwaity. 

93 Yehezkel Kojaman, personal communication, 15th April 2017. 
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His research is also substantial. Finally, his life-long commitment to Com-
munism and his close relations with non-Jewish Iraqi musicians make it hard 
to suspect him of any sectarian, pro-Jewish bias. Thus, even if “90%” is not 
accurate, we can assume Saleh al-Kuwaity did composed a large portion of 
the songs in the book – especially in light of estimates by other interviewees, 
as I show below. 

Taher Barakat, who studied music in Baghdad and now performs Saleh 
al-Kuwaity’s songs, told me he identified 82 songs in Hilmi’s books that he 
thought were composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity: 57 songs out of 110 in the first 
volume, and 25 out of 78 in the second.94 Nahum Aharon, an IBA veteran, 
identified 27 songs in Hilmi’s books that he thought were composed by 
Saleh al-Kuwaity: 19 songs out of 110 in the first volume, and 8 out of 78 in 
the second.95 21 of these 27 songs overlap with those on Taher Barakat’s list. 
Aharon was very cautious, and only told me what he was certain of. He add-
ed that if he had access to the IBA library, he could check more songs from 
Hilmi’s book. In short, it is clear that many of the songs in the book are 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s compositions, but we do not know fully how many are. 

The fact that Hilmi does not mention the names of any of the poets or 
composers fits in with the narrative of these songs’ being “from the Iraqi 
heritage”, as the book title suggests. It may indicate, however, that Hilmi 
could not mention the Jewish composer’s name because of the political cli-
mate or due to an explicit threat. Moreover, he chose not to mention the 
names of any non-Jewish composers either. 

Examining the books, I found 61 songs in Hilmi’s volumes (out of 188 al-
together) that also appear in the Al-Kuwaity songbook (out of 101), as seen 
in the figure below. 

Figure 28. The intersection of songs in Hilmi’s volumes and in the Al-Kuwaity 
songbook. 

94 Personal communication, 10th July 2018. 
95 Personal communication, 29th August 2018. 
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Hilmi’s book is one of several such publications that have been available in 
Iraq, and it is unclear to what extent it contributed to the dissemination of 
these songs. But the book, with its two volumes, does illustrate heritagisation 
of these songs. The title, Melodies from the Iraqi Heritage, and the presenta-
tion of the songs as pastat – indicating the Iraqi Maqam after which each 
song is performed – suggest that Hilmi judges the songs to be canonical in 
Iraqi culture. 

Books by Ibrahim Obadia 
Ibrahim Obadia (1924–2006) was a Jewish poet who published in Iraq in the 
1940s. He immigrated to Israel, and continued to publish poems in the Iraqi 
Muslim dialect of Arabic and in literary Arabic0. Besides his poems, Obadia 
wrote two books on Iraqi music and songs, both published in Jerusalem by 
the Association for Jewish Academics from Iraq: 

 In the Realm of Iraqi Maqam and Songs (Arabic: Fi Dunya al-
maqamat walghina al-sha‛bi al-Iraqi العراقي الشعبي والغناء المقامات دنيا في ), 
1999; 

 Iraqi Singers and Songs: Biographies and Texts (Arabic: Ma‛a al-
ghina al-Iraqi: mutribun wu mutribat wa aghanin min al-turath al-
Iraqi مطربون ومطتربات وأغان من التراث العراقي: مع الغناء العراقي ), 2005. 

Obadia refers to composers who set his poems to music – among them Saleh 
al-Kuwaity – in a collection of his poems, Iraqi Songs (Arabic: Ughniyat 
Iraqiyya اغنيات عراقية), from 1994, self-published in Haifa. This book pro-
vides information about songs which Saleh al-Kuwaity composed in Israel. 
Obadia (2005) mentions the poet Abd al-Karim al-Allaf.96 He holds that Al-
Allaf presented Saleh al-Kuwaity with dozens of song texts (اغنيات ughniyat) 
to set to music, and that Al-Kuwaity composed sixty songs for Salima Murad 
to lyrics by Al-Allaf. Obadia lists some of them,97 and they are incorporated 
above, in table 2 in the section “Who wrote the lyrics?” 

Obadia notes that he relies on his own memories, as well as on music re-
views by Sadeq al-Azdi صادق االزدي in the weekly Baghdadi journal, قرندل 
Qarandal.98 He mentions other first-hand sources as well:99 his interviews 
with Saleh al-Kuwaity and then with Mazal al-Kuwaity, the composer’s 
widow; and his interviews with Shafiq Gabai (b. 1933), an IBA producer of 
Iraqi music programmes and son of the aforementioned Sha’ul Gabai, who 
was a musician in Iraq. Obadia also lists his secondary sources: nine books 

                               
96 Obadia (2005:126). 
97 Obadia (2005:126–128). 
98 Obadia (2005:18). I did not gain access to issues of Qarandal.  
99 Obadia (2005:9 and 1999:9). 
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by Iraqi musicians, poets and scholars, including Hilmi’s book of 1984.100 
Thus, Obadia’s books provide a rich and reliable source, thanks to his own 
experiences in Baghdad, his acquaintance with many musicians, and his 
research. 

Books by Abd al-Karim al-Allaf 
Like Ibrahim Obadia, Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf (c. 1894–1969) was a poet 
whose lyrics Saleh al-Kuwaity set to music. And like Obadia, Al-Allaf wrote 
books on Iraqi music based on his first-hand experience of the scene, as well 
as on scholarly sources. The aforementioned book from 1933 by Al-Allaf, 
once found, will reveal which of his poems were set to music by Saleh al-
Kuwaity during his first three years as a composer. 

Figure 29. The book by Al-Allaf (1933), The songs and the singers: A Compilation 
of Iraqi songs. Lyrics by Abd al-Karim al-Allaf, compositions: the Master Saleh al-
Kuwaity. Source: Al-Anba ءااالنب , 18th August 1978. 

100 Obadia (2005:9). 
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Thus, other books are examined here: 

Old Baghdad (Baghdad al-qadima), 1960. Baghdad: Al-maktaba al-
Ahaliyya بغداد         القديمة

Female Singers of Baghdad in the Abbasid, Ottoman and Recent Time 
(Qiyān Baghdād fi al-'asṛ al-'abbāsī wa al-'uthmānī wa al-akhīr) 1969. 
Baghdad: Dar il-Bayan [2006 Revised edition: Beirut: Al-Dar al-Arabiya 
lilmawsu‛at]. 

قيان بغداد فى العصر العباسي والعثماني واالخير \ عبد الكريم العالف  

Iraqi Songs Digest (Mujaz al-aghani al-Iraqiyah) Vol. 1 (1933) Baghdad: 
Al-Aytam 

: كتاب تاريخي فني موسيقي مصور يبحث عن المقامات العراقيةموجز االغاني  \ عبد الكريم العالف
  االيتام مطبعة: بغداد. وغناء دجلة والفرات

Of the latter, Iraqi Songs Digest, I only had access to the first volume, which 
focuses on the Maqam and folk vocal genres, with no reference to urban 
songs. In spite of the collaboration between the poet and the composer, Al-
Allaf does not credit Saleh al-Kuwaity as the composer when he mentions 
the songs in the three other books mentioned above. 

Figure 30. The singer Zakiyya George. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

In Female Singers of Baghdad (1969), Al-Allaf only provides the names of 
the singers who performed the songs. Al-Kuwaity is mentioned, though – in 
the chapter on the singer Zakiyya George (1900–1961), as her mentor.101 Al-

101 Years for Zakiyya George according to Linden (2001:339). 
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Allaf writes that Al-Kuwaity was devoted to Zakiyya George, and that he 
“let her drink from the spring of his art and made her into a singer”.102 

Other composers are mentioned sporadically, such as Ridha Ali, who 
composed for Afifa Iskandar عفيفة اسكندر (p. 223), Salim Daud (only in the 
2006 edition, p. 224, 228) and Nathem Na‛im ناظم نعيم (ibid, p. 226). The 
absence of composers’ names is particularly conspicuous in the chapter on 
Salima Murad. Al-Allaf presents a list of songs which Salima Murad 
performed. He does not mention that he himself wrote the lyrics to many of 
them, and he does not mention any composer. 

The failure to credit the composers may reflect the tendency to emphasise 
the performers rather than the composers. There may be, however, another 
reason for the lack of any reference to Al-Kuwaity as the composer. The 
book is marred, that is, by malicious references to Jews who emigrated from 
Iraq to Israel (unlike Salima Murad, who remained in Iraq, converted and 
married a Muslim). In the chapter on the singer Badriya Anwar, Al-Allaf 
writes that her recordings for Gramophone were jeopardised by the 
company’s consultant: “the Jew Azuri al-Awad decided, in his malignant 
soul, not to record her old songs because of his greed, since his own songs 
were not promoted by the company”.103 In the chapter on the singer Salima 
Dijla, Al-Allaf describes her as a “graceful Jewish woman” and writes that, 
“eventually, she longed for her awful origin (حنّت الى اصلها الوخيم), 
relinquished her citizenship and left for Israel”.104 

It is posible Al-Allaf wrote the book with an awareness of the political 
touchiness, especially after the 1967 war, of discussing Iraqi Jews who 
immigrated to Israel. But this hypothesis does not explain Al-Allaf’s anti-
Jewish remarks in his other book, Old Baghdad (1960). In the chapter “The 
religious groups in Baghdad”,105 he discusses the late Ottoman period. He 
briefly mentions the Christians and praises their “pure intentions” (p. 45), 
and then contrasts them with the Jews. The latter had “malicious intentions” 
(khabitha خبيثة), their deeds were “nasty” (sayyi’a سيئة), they strove to enter 

102 Al-Allaf (1969:210). Danielson (2008:307–308 n. 20) mentions such cases of mentors and 
young musicians in 1920s Cairo, such as the composer Salama Hijazi and the singer Mu-
nira al-Mahdiya, or the composer Daud Husni داوود حسني and the singer Asmahan. She 
also mentions such mentoring relationships with young male performers. In the case of 
Al-Kuwaity and Zakiya George, however, several sources relate a love story between the 
two (Al-Kuwaity 2011:50), as well as between Daud al-Kuwaity and the Egyptian singer 
Narges Shauqi (Kishtainy 2008, time codes 10’20 and 11’20). They seem to be true, and 
these relationships indicate the degree to which the brothers were integrated into Arab 
society. Both, however, eventually married Jewish women. This choice was in line with 
the general conduct of Middle Eastern Jews – mixing with the Muslim majority, but 
rarely marrying out. 

103 Al-Allaf (1969:220). 
104 Al-Allaf (1969:230). 
105 Al-tawa’if fi Baghdad الطوائف في بغداد 
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the government “in Satanic ways” (shaytaniyya شيطانية) and they lived in “a 
sea of dirt and abomination” (bahr min al-awsakh wal-qadhurat  بحر من
 .(ibid) (األوساخ والقاذورات

A songbook by Nathem Na‛im 
In 1993–1994 in Michigan, the Iraqi composer Nathem Na‛im ناظم نعيم pub-
lished the book The Beautiful Melody (Al-lahn al-jamil اللحن الجميل). Known 
as a musician who followed in the footsteps of Saleh al-Kuwaity in his style 
of songs,106 Na‛im attributes to himself songs such as “Mu minni kul il-soch” 

چالصو كل منـّي مو , no. 65 in the Al-Kuwaity songbook.107 He also presents 
some songs with no credit to the composer. Among them is “W‛ala e-darub 
ya hwai” يهواي الدَُرب وعلى , no. 73 in the Al-Kuwaity songbook. Saleh al-
Kuwaity said he composed this song himself,108 and he is also credited with 
it in the IBA register and in ACUM. Obadia too credits him as the compos-
er.109  

Na‛im also includes “Muru bina min timshon”, no. 57 in the Al-Kuwaity 
songbook, discussed in the section on the Al-Kuwaity songbook in this chap-
ter. Another song is “Jit al‛ab way l-bedh” جـيـت الــعــب ويـه الـبـيـض  , no.34 in 
the Al-Kuwaity songbook, entitled “Shlon shlon Yallah” الـلـه يا لونش لونش  (its 
refrain). In short, here is another book that casts shadow rather than light on 
the question of Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s authorship. It is possible that, in the po-
litical climate in Iraq from the late 1960s on, Na‛im took credit for songs 
composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, as discussed in chapter five. 

A book by Anastas Marie al-Karmali 
Father Anastas Marie al-Karmali (1866–1947),110 a priest of Lebanese 
origin, completed his Compilation of Iraqi Vernacular [Folk] songs in 1934. 
It was edited and emended by Amer Rashid al-samra’i, and published in 
Baghdad in 1999.111 The book presents 35 types of Iraqi song in colloquial 
Arabic, among them the pasta. There is no reference, however, to Saleh al-

106 According to Taher Barakat (personal communication, 22nd July 2020) and to Menashe 
Somekh. 

107 Nahum Aharon contends that neither Na‛im nor Al-Kuwaity composed this song, and that 
it was an old song he had heard in his childhood at chalghi performances. It is not clear if 
by “chalghi” Aharon meant Iraqi Maqam or a musical gathering, as the term “chalghi” is 
also used. Since Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs were used as pastat in the Iraqi Maqam, he 
may have composed this song in Aharon’s childhood (personal communication, 25th July 
2019). 

108 Shahed 1982 interview. 
109  Obadia (2005:127). 
110 Al-Karmali died in 1957, according to Snir (2005:106). 
111 Majmūʻah fī al-aghānī al-ʻāmmīyah al-ʻIrāqīyah, published by Dār al-Shuʼūn al-

Thaqāfīyah al-ʻĀmmah "Āfāq ʻArabīyah". 
 مجموعة في االغاني العامية العراقية / انستاس ماري الكرملي  ؛ حققه وشرحه وضبط الفاظه عامر رشيد السامرائي
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Kuwaity as the composer of any pasta – probably because, in 1934, Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs were not yet canonical. This is understandable, since Al-
Kuwaity only started to compose Iraqi-style songs in 1930. The book’s con-
tribution to this research lies in its references to darmi and in its inclusion of 
several melodies in different melodic modes for each type of song. This mul-
tiplicity could explain the confusion regarding Saleh al-Kuwaity’s author-
ship. Al-Kuwaity might have set lyrics to music which had already been set 
to music earlier. 

A book by Ezra Murad  
Folk Songs in the Iraqi Bedouin Dialect translated into Hebrew (2003) Pub-
lished in Israel by the author.112 

Murad, a poet and editor, presents a selection of 25 songs, among them 
“Rabetak zghayrun Hasan” ربيتك اصغيرون حسن, the lyrics of which appear in 
nineteenth-century manuscripts. Murad includes some of his own poems 
among these 25 songs, alongside a small collection of sayings in the Jewish 
Iraqi dialect and a review of a novel by Shalom Darwish, a Jewish Iraqi au-
thor. Thus, Murad’s book is a medley of literary materials. It includes the 
song “Il-Hajer” الهجر, and notes that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed it in the 
1930s. This inclusion may indicate the status of this song, one of the first to 
be composed by Al-Kuwaity. 

In sum, information about authorship is hardly found in the above books, 
except for Obadia’s, and their value for this study lies more in attesting to 
the popularity of the selected songs, or to their status as canonical. 

Recordings and royalties in Israel 
These two sources of information are the only official ones available for this 
study. Set as they are in Israel, however, they tend to reflect Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s post-1950 repertory. They tell us little, therefore, about songs 
composed between 1930 and 1950. 

IBA recordings 
The IBA recorded Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity performing Iraqi repertoire on 
open reels of tape. It is hard to establish in which year these recordings be-
gan.113 David Sagiv, the director of the IBA’s Arabic section in the mid-

 שירי עם בלהג הבדוי העירקי מתורגמים לעברית ועוד... \עזרא מורד 112
113 In Saleh al-Kuwaity’s manuscripts, there are some indications of songs that were broadcast 

in 1957 and 1958. It is unclear whether they were recorded or only transmitted live. Dur-
ing the years in which I have been writing this book, the IBA archive has been stored and 
sealed – and thus made inaccessible. 
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1980s, told Esther Warkov that Iraqi musicians and singers formed an or-
chestra and made recordings in IBA studios from the early 1950s on.114 
Around 1956/57, the IBA switched from local discs – whose broadcasting 
quality did not last over a year – to taped recordings.115 These tapes were 
often erased by re-recordings, in order to create more opportunities for musi-
cians to record.116 Warkov seems to imply it was financially beneficial for 
musicians to re-record, and not to have their recordings played over and 
over, because they were paid per recording session. Warkov reports that, 
when she looked for pre-1960 recordings of Iraqi music at the IBA, she was 
told that “tapes were destroyed by policy-makers”. Some interviewees told 
Warkov that, according to the IBA’s tape-conservation policy, the Iraqi rep-
ertoire was dispensable, unlike Egyptian music.117 The recordings that are 
preserved were made between 1960 and 1972. The National Sound Archive 
in Jerusalem digitised them between 2005 and 2008. 

The Israeli royalties corporation 

The Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM)118 lists 145 songs and six instru-
mental pieces by Saleh Al-Kuwaity. 31 of these songs also appear in the Al-
Kuwaity songbook, as seen in the figure below. The song titles appear on the 
ACUM list in an inaccurate and inconsistent transliteration (some in English, 
most in Hebrew letters), not in Arabic. Sometimes the title is the first line of 
the verse; at other times it is the first line of the refrain. It is therefore some-
times hard to determine which song the title refers to. 

114 Warkov (1987:110). 
115 Warkov (1987:111). Warkov suggests that tapes also substituted for live broadcasting, but 

it is unclear to what extent this was the case. 
116 Warkov (1987:111). 
117 Warkov (1987:120). IBA policies and practices are discussed in Chapter 6. 
118 ACUM: Society of Authors, Composers and Music Publishers in Israel. 
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Figure 31. The intersection of songs in The Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM) 
and in the Al-Kuwaity songbook. 

Out of the 145 songs listed in the Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM), 45 
also appear in the IBA recordings with credit to Saleh al-Kuwaity as the 
composer, as seen in the figure below. The intersection of songs in these two 
lists (45 songs) is greater than that in the above comparison (31 songs). 

Figure 32. The intersection of songs in The Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM) 
and in the IBA recordings. 

Of the 100 songs listed in the IBA recordings, only 22 appear in the Al-
Kuwaity songbook, as seen in the figure below. This intersection is the nar-
rowest, while the above-mentioned intersection of songs in Hilmi’s volumes 
and in the Al-Kuwaity songbook is the broadest. 
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Figure 33. The intersection of songs in the IBA recordings and in the book Saleh Al-
Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time. 

Manuscripts by Al-Kuwaity and by others 

Manuscripts of lyrics and music notation made by Saleh Al-Kuwaity in 
Israel after 1951 
All of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s preserved manuscripts are post-1951. The com-
poser probably used them in Israel for performances he gave with his brother 
Daud, to communicate with fellow musicians. Some of the manuscripts are 
of his famous songs from Iraq, and some are of songs composed in Israel. 
The songs he composed in Iraq that appear in the manuscripts are likely to 
be the ones that survived the transition and remained popular among Iraqi 
Jews in Israel. Such songs include “Galbak sakhar jalmud” قلبك صخر جلمود, 
“Hadha mu insaf minnak” هذا مو انصاف منك, “Ya hafer al-bir يا حافـر الـبـيـر, and 
“Ya Slema” (“Dhub wu tifatar” فطرتو ذوب ). These appear in Al-Kuwaity’s 
notebooks, and he recorded them with his brother Daud for the IBA. The 
brothers doubtless performed these songs in live performances, too. 

The manuscripts contain 113 music notations, including instrumental 
pieces such as “Mulaqat al-habib” مالقاة الحبيب; some duplicates (two trascrip-
tions of one song); and approximately 500 pages of lyrics, including some 
duplicates, mostly in Arabic, and some in Hebrew. Among the 500 pages of 
lyrics are also songs by other composers, such as “Thalamuk ya qalbi” يا قلبي 
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 composed and sung by the Jewish Syrian-Iraqi musician Abdu Saada ,ظلموك
 119.نورة ”to lyrics by Saleh al-Kuwaity, and the Egyptian song “Nura عبدو سعادة

31 of the 101 songs in the Al-Kuwaity songbook also appear in Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s manuscripts. 81 of the 100 songs which are included in the IBA 
recordings also appear in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s manuscripts. Comparing the 
above sources can lead to limited conclusions only, due to a lack of infor-
mation. It is impossible to determine whether a song was composed in (pre-
1951) Iraq, or in (post-1951) Israel. The only certain conclusion is that the 
intersection of IBA recordings with the manuscripts (81 out of 100) is larger 
than the intersection of the songbook with the manuscripts (31 out of 101). 
This finding is not surprising, as it probably shows that Al-Kuwaity used the 
manuscripts for his IBA recordings. 

Manuscripts by the singer Najat 
Notebooks that belonged to musicians who worked with the brothers Al-
Kuwaity provide another source of information. So far, this research avenue 
has not yielded much in the way of indications of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s author-
ship. For example, the Archive of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in 
Israel curates a hand-written notebook of approximately 180 pages by the 
Jewish Iraqi singer Najat (1926–1989). Najat immigrated to Israel in 1951, 
and recorded for the IBA. She performed Egyptian songs as well as Iraqi 
rural songs (abudhiyyat) and pastat.120 

The notebook contains lyrics only (of approximately 155 songs) and a ta-
ble of contents of four pages. The pages and the songs are not numbered, and 
the notebook was probably written over a period of time. On one of the pag-
es, there is a date of Najat’s performance on the IBA: 1st June 1955. One of 
the table-of-contents pages shows a date from 1954. The notebook, 
therefore, probably reflects the singer’s repertory in the first years following 
her emigration from Iraq. 

Most of the pages do not include the name of the composer or of the 
lyricist. Saleh al-Kuwaity, however, is noted as the lyricist and the composer 
of “Illi bidhahek lik sibih” كل سيبيه -The same credit to Saleh al .اللي بيضحك 
Kuwaity as the lyricist and the composer of this song appears in Al-
Kuwaity’s manuscripts. The title, though, is “From the Lebanese folk 

119 The linguist Yizhak Avishur interviewed Saleh al-Kuwaity and examined the compos-
er’s manuscripts for a research on folk songs’ lyrics. He writes (1994:11 /p. XI in the 
English section) that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s manuscripts include approximately 200 songs, 
“half of which he wrote, some of which he composed the melody for, and some of which 
he used to sing.” It is unclear whether all these manuscripts are exactly the ones I have 
examined or not. 

120 See more on Najat and the notebook in in Chapter 6. 
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songs”, as seen in the figure below.121 This might mean that Al-Kuwaity 
wrote the song in the style of Lebanese folk songs. 

Another song in Najat’s notebook that credits Saleh al-Kuwaity as the 
lyricist and the composer is “Ana umri ma thanet” انا عمري ما تهنيت. In Al-
Kuwaity’s manuscripts this song appears next to the date on which Najat 
performed it at the IBA: 16th December 1957.122 It is unlikely the song was 
written in Iraq, since the dialect is not purely Iraqi. For example, the word 
“qawam” in the sense of “quickly” is typical of some Palestinian and 
Egyptian dialects. 

Figure 34. The lyrics of “Illi bidhahek lik sibih” اللي بيضحك لك سيبيه in Al-Kuwaity’s 
notebook. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

Manuscripts by Na‛im Twena 
Na‛im Twena  وينىتنعيم  (1919–1999)123 was a music collector who emigrated 
from Iraq in 1973,124 and who then worked as a producer, mostly of Iraqi 

121 Min al-aghani al-sha‛biyya al-Lubnaniyya من األغاني الشعبية اللبنانية 
122 udhi‛at li-Najat تاعت لنجيأذ  
123 Twena told Ruth Attar he was born in 1919 (interview 1st Novermber 1977, BJHC ar-

chive). In an interview with Warkov on 17th December 1980, he said he was born in 
1924. According to information from his family, however, he was probably born earlier. 
His date of death is mentioned by Y. Avishur in Nehardeʿa issue 21, August 1999. 

124 Interview with Warkov, 3rd February 1981. 
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music programmes, at the IBA.125 He published articles on Iraqi music and 
on Jewish Iraqi musicians in Neharde‛a נהרדעא, the journal of the Babylonian 
Jewry Heritage Centre in Israel, and also in Al-Anba ءااالنب , an Arabic news-
paper in Jerusalem.126 His collection of music recordings is curated at the 
archive of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre. The catalogues attached to 
the collection seem to reflect what Twena himself indicated on the reel box-
es. The songs attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity as the composer in these cata-
logues appear here in the Appendix.127 

Interviews with Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity 
Saleh al-Kuwaity talked about some of the songs he composed in several 
interviews. As a source of information for establishing which songs Al-
Kuwaity composed, this one is relatively reliable. There are two difficulties, 
though. The interviews were conducted twelve, seventeen and thirty-odd 
years after the brothers left Iraq. This may have affected their memories, and 
it may have also impelled them to present things from a new perspective. 
There may also have been a confusion between songs composed and songs 
arranged. The interviews used in this research include the following: 

 Interviews with Saleh al-Kuwaity in Arabic for the IBA in the
1980s, and with both Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity for the IBA in
1963.

 An interview with Saleh al-Kuwaity in Arabic by Shimon Hayat for
the Institute of Contemporary Jewry, The Hebrew University of Je-
rusalem, 1968.

 An interview with Saleh al-Kuwaity and his wife, Mazal al-Kuwaity,
at their home, in Hebrew and English by the musicologists Esther
Warkov and Amnon Shiloah 1980 (probably 18th January)

The (scarce) information about authorship from these interviews is not ana-
lysed here, but is indicated in the table of songs at the end of this chapter. 

Information from my interlocutors on authorship 
Several interviewees contributed to this research. Some of them are musi-
cians and some are music-lovers. All had a direct or indirect relationships 
with the brothers Al-Kuwaity. Like all other sources of information in this 

125  Nahum Aharon, personal ommunication 19th August 2018; Warkov (1987:295). 
126 Twena (20th September 1977); Twena (18th August 1978). 
127 Twena (no date): Reel 42 in the catalogue of his recordings at the BJHC Archive in Or 

Yehuda, Israel. 
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study, they are not a hundred-percent reliable, and I have used them to verify 
other sources rather than to assert Al-Kuwaity’s authorship. The knowledge 
of my interlocutors regarding the authorship of Saleh al-Kuwaity draws on 
several sources. Both Taher Barakat, a musician who performs Al-Kuwaity’s 
songs, and Nahum Aharon, who worked as an editor and as the curator of the 
recordings library at the IBA, relied in some cases on their acquaintance with 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s style to determine whether or not he composed a certain 
song. 

They also relied on common knowledge regarding songs that had already 
been popular in the 1920s, before Saleh al-Kuwaity released his own songs. 
Elias Zbedah and Menashe Somekh did the same, and furthermore – relied 
on memory, several decades after Saleh al-Kuwaity had passed away. Shlo-
mo El-Kivity – the composer’s son – and Emile Cohen relied on the list kept 
by the Israeli royalties corporation and on interviews with the brothers Al-
Kuwaity, as did my other interlocutors. The musician Elias Zbedah also re-
lied on his acquaintance with the repertoire, with the brothers Al-Kuwaity, 
and with other Jewish Iraqi musicians from the 1940s on. The following list 
is partly based on the assertions of these interlocutors. 

A list of songs composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity in Iraq 
In light of the information gleaned from all the sources discussed in this 
chapter, what follows is a list of 42 songs that were almost certainly com-
posed by Saleh al-Kuwaity in Iraq. While Al-Kuwaity composed hundreds 
of songs, asserting his authorship of each song is difficult, for the reasons 
discussed above. These are the ones for which there is strong evidence. For 
each title, there are at least two independent sources attesting to Al-
Kuwaity’s authorship. 28 of these 42 songs have three or more independent 
sources attesting to his authorship. These are marked by *. Sources that may 
be interdependent with each other are the IBA’s register and the testimony of 
Nahum Aharon, an IBA veteran; The Al-Kuwaity songbook and the testimo-
ny of Taher Barakat, one of its authors; and finally: Saleh al-Kuwaity’s rec-
ollection and the list kept by the Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM), 
which was submitted by Al-Kuwaity himself. 

Songs which were probably composed in Israel are not included, being out-
side the scope of this study.  

The song “Ya ‛eni l-hawazwaz”يا عيني الهوزوز, No. 90 in the Al-Kuwaity 
songbook, is not included, as it may have been composed by Ezra Aharon.128 

128 Elias Zbedah contended that Ezra Aharon composed the song “Ya ‛eni l-hawazwaz”, and 
noted that the song was in the Egyptian dialect. For example, the pronunciation was ‘ti-
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The song “Yu‛ahiduni” يُعاِهدُني is not included either, since it is unclear 
whether Al-Kuwaity composed this Kuwaiti-style song, or whether he ar-
ranged it instead. 

The song “Ghibta anni fama al-khabar”, to lyrics by the thirteenth-century 
poet Baha al-Din Zuheir (البهاء زهير) بهاء الدين زهير, is attributed to Saleh al-
Kuwaity not only by the composer himself and by Nahum Aharon, but also 
in a book whose details I do not have. In the page I saw, courtesy of David 
Regev Zaarur, the details reported above appear.129 

The list is based on the following sources, all discussed above: 

 Interviews with Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity
 The Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM)
 IBA credits
 Ibrahim Obadia’s books
 The Al-Kuwaity songbook
 My interlocutors: Nahum Aharon, Taher Barakat, Menashe Somekh,

and Elias Zbedah.
 In some cases I relied on additional sources: interviews or books by

Isaac Aviezer, Adel al-Hashemi, Yehezqel Kojaman and Na‛im
Twena, whose contributions are discussed in various chapters of this
book.

The strongest evidence is when Saleh al-Kuwaity himself said in an inter-
view that he composed a certain song. Ibrahim Obadia’s books are a relative-
ly safe source. In his books on Iraqi music, Obadia was probably cautious 
not to attribute songs to Al-Kuwaity if they were composed by another Iraqi 
musician who immigrated to Israel.  

The Israeli royalties corporation (ACUM) and the IBA’s credits are most-
ly – but not always – reliable sources regarding this repertory. Sometimes 
musicians reported songs as their own even when they were not entirely their 
own compositions. They may, for instance, have been arrangements of earli-
er Iraqi songs. “These were hard times, people tried to make a living”, ex-
plained two of my interlocutors. Even taking this conduct into account, how-
ever, the ACUM and IBA registers are reliable sources on the whole. 

gawaz’ rather than ‘tijawaz’ (personal communication, 12th May 2019). Aharon was in-
deed associated with the Egyptian style of songs, in contrast with Al-Kuwaity. This song, 
however, needs further research.  

 ِغْبت َعني فَما الَخبَر“ 129
 اغنية من الشعر الفصيح
 تأليف البها زهير

 “تلحين صالح الكويتي 
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The sources are indicated in the table: 
S Saleh al-Kuwaity in an interview 

A ACUM 

K IBA (Kol Israel) 

N The Al-Kuwaity songbook (Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time) 

O Ibrahim Obadia 

NA Nahum Aharon 

T Taher Barakat 

Z Elias Zbedah 

Av Isaac Aviezer 

M Menashe Somekh 

Tw Na‛im Twena 

KY Yehezkel Kojaman 

Title in Arabic  Title transliterated  Melodic 
mode 

Sources 

  Ishrab kasak  Bayat  NA, K, A  إشرب كاسك وتهنّا

  Il-rah il-rah  Hijaz  (J) NA, T, N  الراح الراح

الـلـه لو تسمع َهـلي  *
  (شلون بغرامك)

  

*Allah lo tisma hali
(Shlon bgharamak)

Ushar  (J) M ,A ,N ,K  

  Il hajerLami  (J) S ,NA ,T ,A ,N ,K*  الهجر*

  Ana lihdetha*Bayat  (J+) NA ,T ,A ,Nأنا الحديثة أنا بنت الفقير  *

  Ana mnagulan ahSaba  (J) S ,NA ,T ,A ,N*  أنا من أَكولن آه*

  لدهرا اه
  )من يومي هجرت نومي(
  

Ah ya daher (Min 
yomi)  

Hijaz  (J) T ,A ,N  

  BimuhasinakRast  (J+) NA ,T ,A ,N, Av*بمحاسنك وبهاك*

  Ta’dhiniAjam  (J) S ,Z ,NA ,T ,N ,K*  تاذيني*

 Timshi wu tsid einوعين تمشي وتصد عين
wu ein  

Bayat T ,N ,K  

  Khadri i-chaiUshar  (J) S ,O ,NA ,T ,A ,N*خدري الچاي   *
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 لي ام( خيّه لوصي المار
   )كاوي عتب

Khaya lawasi l-mar 
(Mali atab wayak)

Huzam  (J) 
(Siga, 
according 
to Hilmi) 

T ,A ,N  

Dhub wu tifatar*  ذوب وتفطر*
(Ya Slema)

Nahawand 
Shu‛ar 
(Hijaz, 
according 
to Hilmi) 

S ,T ,A ,N, K 

  Ruhi tlefatHijaz NA ,Z ,KY ,A ,N ,K*روحي تلفت  *

   hathiShagul ala Zangiran على حظـّي شاَكول
(J) 

T ,A ,N  

 Shʿamalet ana  وياك أناشعملت 
wuyak

Bayat 
Shuri  (J+) 

T ,A ,N  

  Tuli ya Leila  Bayat NA ,T ,N ,Kطولي يا ليلة  

Ala shawati Dijla*  مرعلى شواطي دجلة *
mur

Bayat Z ,NA ,T ,A ,N  

Ghibta anni fama*ِغْبت َعني فَما الَخبَر*
al-khabar

Bayat  (J) NA, S 
(see the comment 
above regarding a third 
source) 

*Galbak sakhar  جلمودَكلبك صخر *
jalmud

Bastanigar  
(J) 

S ,O ,NA ,T ,A ,N, K  

  Galbi khalas  Nahawandَكلبي خلص  
(J) 

T ,A ,N  

  Kul ma ridet  Bayat T ,A ,N  كل ما ردت ياما تـعـَبـِت

  Magdar agulan ahLami S ,O ,NA ,T ,A ,N ,Tw*ما أَكدر أَكولن آه  *

Malyan galbi min*مليان َكلبي من الولف *
al-wilif
(Malyan kul galbi
hachi)

Lami  (J) S ,NA ,T ,A ,N ,K  

  Min gheir amalLami  (J+) S ,NA ,N ,K*من غير أمل  *

Min hammi nehal*من هّمي نحل جسمي *
jismi

Rast  (J) T ,Tw ,A ,N ,K  

 Min yomi hejaret   من يومي هجرت نومي
nomi (Ah il-dahar)

Hijaz  (J) N ,A ,T  

Minnak yal asmar*منـّـك يا األسمر *
[Kul mara (Kul
lahdha) amur alek]

Ajam  (J) S ,T ,N ,O  
Al-Saʿadi (2006:281) 

Hadha mu insaf*  هذا مو إنصاف منك*
minak

Panjega (J) S ,NA ,T ,A ,N ,K ,Av  
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  Huwa l-bilaniBayat  (J+) S ,NA ,T ,A ,N ,K ,Tw*هو البالني  *

W‛ala e-darub ya*وعلى الدَُرب يهواي *
hwai
(Weli sh-musiba)

Lami  (J) S ,O ,T ,A ,N ,K  

  Wein raih weinAjam  (J+) S ,NA ,T ,A ,N ,K ,Av*  ح, وين؟يوين را *

Yalmashi Allah*يا الماشي الـلـه وياك *
wuyak

Rast  (J+) Z ,NA ,T ,A ,N  

Ya bulbul ghanni*يا بلبل غنـّي لجيرانا  *
l-jirana

Bayat S ,NA ,N  

  Ya hafer al-birKurd  (J) S ,T ,NA ,A ,N ,K ,Av*  يا حافـر الـبـيـر*

  Ya hamam il-noh  Ajam  (J+) M ,T ,Nيــا حــمــام الــنــوح  

-Ya dam‛ati ben il*يا دمعتي بين الجفون  *
jufun   

Huzam  (J) NA ,T ,A ,N ,K  

مي عيني و (يا ْعنَيِّد يا يابا *
  )عيني

*Ya enayed ya yaba
(Aini wu mai aini)

Rast  (J) M ,NA ,A ,N  

  Ya man ta‛ab  Lami  (J) T ,A ,Nيامن تعب يامن شكة  

  Ya nab‛at il-rihanLami  (J) S ,O ,NA ,T ,A ,N, K*يا نبعة الريحان  *

  Yahal khalaqRast  (J+) NA ,T ,A ,N ,K* يهل خلگ*

 Ya wilfi wuyakيا ولفي وياك تاليها  
taliyya 

Ajam T ,A ,N  

(J) Jurjina; (J+) Jurjina, with an introduction in another rhythmic cycle.

* Songs that have three or more independent sources attesting to Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s authorship

Table 3. A list of 42 songs that were almost certainly composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity 
in Iraq. The authorship of each song is based on at least two independent sources. 

In the next chapter, I analyse the variety of melodic modes and rhythmic 
cycles in these 42 songs. As have seen in this chapter, the question of how 
many songs Saleh al-Kuwaity composed, and which ones, is difficult to an-
swer, for both technical and cultural reasons. The technical difficulty con-
cerns access to sources such as Radio Iraq registers of the 1930s and 1940s. 
Future research will verify Saleh al-Kuwaity’s authorship of more songs, 
relying – hopefully – on contemporary sources to which I have had no ac-
cess, such as songbooks or catalogues of record companies. 

The cultural difficulties are threefold. One derives from the political envi-
ronment, which has prevented credit for Jewish Iraqi artists. I discuss this 
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political situation, and link it to the heritagisation of the songs, in the next 
chapter. The second cultural obstacle to asserting Saleh al-Kuwaity’s author-
ship lies in the tendency of the audience to associate songs with the singer 
rather than with the composer or the lyricist. This renders memoirs and oral 
testimonies problematic as information sources. Third, the material aspect of 
credit to composers – the revenue system – is an aspect of modernity that 
appeared later in Arab countries than the crystallisation of the notion of “the 
composer”. Modern ways of transmitting and performing music changed the 
balance between composer and performer. The institutionalisation of the 
composer’s role in the form of royalties came later. Thus, we lack the solid 
evidence for authorship which a contemporary revenue system could have 
provided. This chapter, concluding with a list of songs, is a step towards 
excavating songs “from the Iraqi heritage” – to cite Hilmi’s title – and attrib-
uting them to a specific composer. 
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Chapter 5: Saleh al-Kuwaity the composer 

This chapter explores, through analytical cases, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in 
relation to pre-1930 Iraqi songs, and the ways in which the composer’s work 
combined the old and the new. I suggest that the fact that the songs were 
innovative, yet rooted in tradition, appealed to local audiences. The themes 
examined here are form, arrangement, melodic mode, rhythm and the expan-
sion of the melodic mode Lami. These, namely, are the aspects of the com-
poser’s work that stand out as novel. I analyse the songs against the back-
drop of contemporary Iraqi songs ‒ mostly pastat ‒ and of Egyptian music, 
with which Al-Kuwaity had been familiar since childhood, and which was 
popular in Iraq. 

One of the main innovations in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs was in the form, 
or song structure. Old pastat tend to have the same melody in both the verse 
and the refrain. Many of Al-Kuwaity’s songs have a different melody in the 
verse than the refrain, as well as interludes and an instrumental introduction, 
sometimes in another, third melody. Other innovations have to do with ar-
rangement, such as instrumentation and duet-singing. The novelties of the 
rhythmic aspect consist in the use of more than one rhythmic cycle in a song. 

Each song in this chapter serves to highlight one particular aspect of 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work, although other aspects of the song are mentioned, 
too. Most of these songs were chosen because they were typical and repre-
sentative of the composer’s oeuvre; some are unique, such as the only song 
in the melodic mode Panjega. 

I present some conclusions regarding the distribution of melodic modes 
and rhythmic cycles within the repertoire. I discuss the “Iraqization” of the 
Kuwaiti vocal genre sawt here, in the context of the brothers’ versatility. The 
relationship between Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s songs and rural (rifi) genres is 
discussed, alongside the relationship with the Iraqi Maqam. 

Discographic research provides little information on Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
authorship, or on the year in which a given song was composed. Thus, it is 
hard to arrive at any conclusion about stylistic changes in songs from differ-
ent periods. The only exceptions are the few cases in which Al-Kuwaity 
himself, in an interview, compared songs from different periods. 
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Al-Kuwaity’s songs in the context of new music 
in 1920s and 1930s Iraq 
There are several reasons for looking at Egypt in order better to understand 
music in Iraq during the 1920s and 1930s. Some of the forces that brought 
on the changes in Egyptian music – British colonization and new technolo-
gies – were at work in Iraq as well. Although Egypt had a more distinct na-
tional identity during Ottoman times than Iraq did, the identity of both coun-
tries involved negotiating ancient history, the status of an Ottoman province, 
and British colonisation.1 However, the process of westernisation in Egyp-
tian music preceded a similar course in Iraq. 

Moreover, Al-Kuwaity and his contemporaries were familiar with Egyp-
tian music, and they sometimes performed it. In chapter two, I mentioned 
how Egyptian journals were popular in Iraq during the 1930s and 1940s. 
Iraqi readers, however, had already been exposed to Egyptian journals at an 
earlier point. It is likely, then, that they learned of Egyptian music through 
recordings advertised in Egyptian periodicals and then sold in Iraq. Further-
more, the brothers Al-Kuwaity performed with Egyptian singers who visited 
Baghdad, and they met the Egyptian composer Muhammad Abdel Wahab. 
Some Iraqi authors, finally, make the comparison between Iraqi artists and 
Egyptian ones. 

A comparison with Egyptian songs 
In the mid-1920s, the aforementioned Iraqi composer Ezra Aharon respond-
ed to the demand for light entertainment (as distinct from the Iraqi Maqam), 
and composed new songs.2 Composers such as Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity, 
Yousef Zaarur, Daud Akram, Salim Daud, and Jacob Murad al-Imari 
followed suit during the 1930s and 1940s.3 Although these new Iraqi songs 
were inspired by Egyptian and other musical styles from the Middle East, 
they retained some local characteristics.4 These characteristics include the 
Iraqi dialect of Arabic, the intonation (the exact microtonal intervals, as 
compared with the same melodic mode when used in performances in other 
Arab countries), and vocal timbre.5 The Jurjina rhythmic cycle, rarely used 
in Arab music outside Iraq, is another trait that distinguishes these songs 
from Egyptian ones. The extent to which the above composers used this 
cycle is varied, thus lending their songs a variable degree of Iraqi character. 

1 Thomas (2007:2). 
2 Kojaman (2015:104). 

يعقوب مراد العماري ,روعرز فيوس ,سليم داود , داود اكرم 3
4 Warkov (1987:81). 
5 Warkov (1987:97). 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity referred to his songs as aghani اغاني, simply – songs.6 In 
most of his interviews, he did not use terms such as taqtuqa or dawr,7 except 
once, when he explained that pasta was similar to taqtuqa. It is unclear 
whether he was referring in that instance to his own compositions as pastat, 
thus implying they likened the taqtuqa.8 The terms taqtuqa and dawr had 
already been used in Egyptian music before 1920. Considering that the new 
songs in Iraq during the 1930s and 1940s, including Al-Kuwaity’s, were 
informed by Egyptian music, one might expect these terms to have been 
applied to the same musical forms in Iraq. What is more, Al-Kuwaity was 
knowledgeable and ahead of his time in learning music notation, for exam-
ple. Did he avoid using these terms in interviews because he thought them 
too technical for IBA listeners and for the scholars at the Institute for Con-
temporary Jewry at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem? It is hard to tell. It 
is likely, however, that Al-Kuwaity regarded his songs as Iraqi ones, and 
therefore did not refer to them with Egyptian terminology. Nowhere in his 
interviews did he suggest that his songs were inspired by Egyptian music. 
This study does show some links between Al-Kuwaity’s songs and the Egyp-
tian style, but his songs were more Iraqi in character, as I conclude. 

One of the Egyptian-style songs which Ezra Aharon composed in Bagh-
dad between the late 1920s and early 1930s was “Ala Firash al-Dhana” (“On 
the sickbed” على فراش الَضنَى). He recorded it, as vocalist and oud player, in 
1933. Saleh al-Kuwaity accompanied Aharon on the violin on this record-
ing.9 This collaboration indicates that Al-Kuwaity’s exposure to Egyptian 
music, which began in his youth, continued in the early 1930s in Baghdad. It 
developed into involvement in making music that was hybrid Iraqi-Egyptian, 
or largely Egyptian.10 

As for Saleh al-Kuwaity’s own compositions, Warkov contends that his 
works – vocal and instrumental – were in a hybrid style, knowingly integrat-

6 Racy (1981:13) suggests the term “ughniya” اغنية (s. of aghani اغاني) has now replaced most 
of the terms for various types of song previously known by a specific name, such as taq-
tuqa طقطوقة or dawr دور in Egyptian music discourse. In an interview with Aviezer some-
time in the 1960s, the qanun player Yousef Zaarur talked about how he learned pieces of 
music. He mentioned that he learned “taqasim wu aghani qadima… wal-muwashahat” 
-uploaded by David Regev Zaarur on his YouTube chan) .تقاسيم وأغاني قديمة […] والموشحات
nel, accessed on 11th November 2020): 

     <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0Mzv5veEaQ> 
7 Song forms typical of Egyptian urban music in the 1920s. 
8 Aviezer (1963) interview. 
9 Warkov (1987:94). 
10 Warkov (1987:94) discusses Iraqi elements in this song and its performance by Aharon: his 

pronunciation of the lyrics, his vocal style, the choice of brass dumbak (goblet drum) 
over the riqq (tambourine), and the song title (which was too melodramatic for Egyptian 
tastes, according to A.J. Racy). 
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ing Iraqi and Egyptian components.11 She adds that his music exemplifies a 
truly modern Iraqi style. “Whereas Ezra Aharon was an Iraqi composer 
whose focus was the Egyptian style and whose Iraqi components were inci-
dental, al-Kuwaitī intentionally integrated Iraqi elements.”12 In the following 
sections, I will argue that Al-Kuwaity’s songs stem from earlier Iraqi songs, 
and that they use forms that were introduced in Egyptian songs. Due to the 
difference between these composers’ songs, some of those composed by 
Saleh (and Daud) al-Kuwaity – unlike those by Ezra Aharon – were used by 
Maqam reciters as pastat (songs concluding performances of the Iraqi 
Maqam).13 

Perceived parallels between Iraqi artists and Egyptian artists 
Comparisons between Iraqi and Egyptian artists of Al-Kuwaity’s time are 
made by listeners and researchers alike. The Iraqi author Wisam Alshalchi 
 for example, likens Saleh al-Kuwaity to the Egyptian composers ,وسام  الشالجي
Muhammad Abdel Wahab دمحم عبد الوهاب and Muhammad al-Qasabji  دمحم
 in that he composed instrumental pieces.14 It is unclear if this ,القصبجي
comparison is based only on Al-Kuwaity’s instrumental compositions 
(maqtuʿat musiqiya مقطوعات موسيقية), or – more likely – on other elements 
too. Similarly, the Iraqi music critic Ali Abd al-Amir referred to the poet 
Abd al-Karim Al-Allaf as “The Iraqi Ahmad Rami”, and compared his 
intellect and the beauty of his words to those of the Egyptian Ahmad Rami, 
whose lyrics were sung by Umm Kulthum.15 The Jewish Iraqi musician 
Albert Elias referred to Salima Murad سليمة مراد as a singer “who was like 
Umm Kulthum at the time”.16 Some scholars have also made this 
comparison. Inbal Perlson, for example describes Salima Murad as “the 
prominent Iraqi female singer in those years [the first half of the twentieth 
century, whose] status can be compared with that of Umm Kulthum in 
Egypt”.17 Remarks such as these call for an examination of the similarities 
and the differences between Saleh al-Kuwaity and Abdel Wahab. 

11 Warkov (1987:100). 
12 Warkov (1987:95). 
13 Kojaman (2001:228). Kojaman emphasises, however, that there were Maqam reciters who 

stuck to the old pastat. 
14 Alshalchi (21st March 2015): 

ينات ثات العراقيات , حتى ان عقد الثالبين والمطربهر المطرشعد نجاح الحانه البهرة كبيرة شتهر صالح الكويتي كملحن شا
مصر مثل دمحم عبد الوهاب ودمحم القصبجي فقد ألف باسمه . وكما هو حال الملحنين المشهورين بيسمى في العراق يمكن ان 

أليفه على تقاسيم كثيرة من تصالح الكويتي مقطوعات موسيقية منفردة مثل (مالقاة الحبيب) و (رقص البنات) , وله ايضا 
 .الكمان وحتى العود

 Ali Abd al-Amir, In: Husayn (possibly 2011)  The Song in the بقوة تفكيره وجمال سبكه األدبي 15
1930s and 1940s: Abd al-Karim al-Allaf, time code 5’20. 

16 Attar (12th February 1995) interview. 
17 Perlson (2006:79). 
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A comparison between Saleh al-Kuwaity and Abdel Wahab 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s innovations were different from Abdel Wahab’s. The 
latter was one of the leading proponents of the new, Western-inspired reper-
toire in the 1930s and 1940s in Egypt.18 He was a singer as well as a com-
poser and instrumentalist. Since singing is more central to Arab music than 
are instrumental skills, Abdel Wahab gained fame by singing and acting in 
musical films. This in turn may have increased his popularity as a composer. 
He also had better financial means with which to experiment with large en-
sembles than Saleh al-Kuwaity did. 

Moreover, Abdel Wahab’s songs spread across the Middle East, while 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs had a limited audience outside Iraq.19 In general, 
Iraqi music did not become popular among non-Iraqis, while Egyptian music 
became popular throughout the Middle East and is the dominant component 
of what Warkov calls “the mainstream”. 

Abdel Wahab’s songs were generally longer and more sophisticated than 
Al-Kuwaity’s. For example, sometimes Abdel Wahab ended a song in a 
different melodic mode than the one in which the song started (and drew 
harsh criticism for so doing). Some musicians saw this musical choice as 
showing disregard for the rules and traditions of music.20 I have not been 
able to find out whether Saleh al-Kuwaity was criticised by his contemporar-
ies for departing from tradition. 

Unlike many of Abdel Wahab’s songs, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s were not per-
formed by a big orchestra (during the 1930s and 1940s); they did not cite 
Western classical pieces; they were not in a variety of musical forms (Abdel 
Wahab composed in the genres taqtuqa, qasida, monologue, mawal and 
dawr); and they did not usually include revolutionary innovations in the sayr 
of the melodic mode, such as ending a song with a different melodic mode 
than that with which it began. Nor did Saleh al-Kuwaity act in films. In con-
clusion, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs were innovative, but they remained within 
the aesthetics of Iraqi music; by contrast, Abdel Wahab’s songs offered new 
ways of incorporating Western music within Arab music. 

A comparison with pastat 
The pasta supplies another point of reference when we examine Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs. The relationship between these songs and pastat is mani-
fest both in the fact that some of them are used as pastat (namely performed 
at the end of a Maqam) and in their resemblance to old pastat. First, it is 
important to note that the repertoire of pastat had already been – before 1930 

18 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:558). 
19 Meir (1989:320). 
20 Azzam (1984:20). 
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– dynamic and varied. Al-Rajab maintains that pastat may take various
poetic forms. One is the tawshih توشيح, also known as nathm al-banat  نظم
A second is the quatrain.22 A third is miscellaneous, with pastat that 21.البنات
do not comply with any specific poetic form.23 Among examples of pastat of
the third kind, Al-Rajab mentions the songs “Til‛at ya mahla nurha” نورها
-Sche 24.قدك المياس”and “Adduka l-mayas عل روزنة ”Arozana“ ,طلعت يا ما حلها
herazade Hassan suggests that “Adduka l-mayas” was a Turkish melody,
introduced in Iraq by the renowned musician Mulla Othman al-Mawseli  المال
-She elaborates on the musical connections be 25.(1923–1854) عثمان الموصلي
tween Turkey and Iraq, beyond those maintained by Al-Mawseli’s activity.26

This choice of melody for a pasta indicates the vitality and flexibility of the
Iraqi Maqam, adopting songs from outside Iraq. Hassan comments on this
diversity:

Following the Iraqi Maqams that had always maintained a central and im-
portant position in the urban musical spaces of Baghdad, Mosul and Kirkuk 
are the peste [pasta] songs, based on colloquial Arabic or Turkoman poetry in 
Kirkuk, with a vast and continuously enriched repertoire of diverse origins 
built on a number of popular poetic genres.27 

New pastat, much as modern songs, were already popular in the late 1920s 
and early 1930s, thanks to Muhammad al-Qubanchi يلقبنچا  ,At that time .دمحم 
argues the Maqam reciter and author Hamed Al-Saʿadi حامد السعدي, Egyptian 
and Syrian songs were popular among young people in Iraq. They began to 
appreciate Iraqi songs when exposed to Al-Qubanchi’s new songs. His 
songs, suggests Al-Saʿadi, were “nearer to the modern ones. […] His songs 
were more advanced and developed than old Pastas. They dealt with subjects 

21 Like the pastat “Dishdasha sabgh al-nil” دشداشة صبغ النيل and “Rabetak zghayrun Hassan” 
 .Al-Rajab (1961:161) .ربيتك اصغيرون حسن

22 Like the pastat “Fraghum bachani” and “Jit anshidak”. Al-Rajab (1961:161). 
23 Like the pastat “Yal Zare al-Bazringosh” يالزارع البزرنگوش, “Ana limsaychina” انا المسيچينة

(Al-Rajab 1961:161–162), “Abudi jai min al-Najef” عبودي جاي من النجف (p. 164) and 
“W‛ala jibin al-taraf”  الترف جبين وعلى (p. 166), “Gulli ya hilu”  .(p. 171) يا ليگ   حلو

24 Al-Rajab (1961:162–169). Obadia (1999:58–59) asserts that “Arozana” and “Adduka l-
mayas” قدك المياس are Iraqi songs that became popular in Greater Syria. Disputes over the 
origin of songs are abundant within the Arab world and between Arab and Turkish 
musicians. “Til‛at ya mahla nurha” is famous in Egypt, and Hassan (2006:106) suggests 
that some songs that are attributed to the Egyptian musicians Sayyed Darwish and Abdul 
Hammuli were composed by Al-Mawseli, and that some were songs from Mosul that 
Sayyed Darwish learned from Al-Mawseli. In many cases, the songs’ lyrics have been 
changed in the transition. 

25 Hassan (2006:108). 
26 Hassan (2006:105 n. 13) 
27 Hassan (2017:284). “[pasta]” is my addition. 
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connected to the life of the people. This [probably meaning the modern mu-
sical and textual elements] helped to keep the Iraqi song alive.”28 

Al-Saʿadi seems to be referring both to the music and to the texts in Al-
Qubanchi’s songs. These songs were regarded as pastat, because Al-
Qubanchi was a leading Maqam reciter, and he sang them at the end of Iraqi 
Maqam performances.29 Kojaman agrees they were different from earlier 
pastat in their character: “they were modern songs in form”.30 Thus, Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs, like Al-Qubanchi’s, sounded modern to his listeners, but 
apparently they also sounded Iraqi enough to become pastat. The examples 
analysed below show the novelty of Al-Kuwaity’s songs, as compared with 
earlier pastat. 

Music terminology 
Examining the terminology around Iraqi songs of the 1930s can shed light 
on the modernisation of the pasta, and on how Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
were perceived in this context. 

Terminology in books and in other sources 
The musicologist Hammudi Al-Wardi suggests, that in the early twentieth 
century, there were only a few types of singing in Iraq: Iraqi Maqam, rural 
(rifi) songs, murabba and pasta. There were multiple types of rural songs, 
each with its own name, but no terms for urban songs other than ughniya/ 
pasta, murabba and monolog.31 Al-Allaf writes that Shakiba Saleh شكيبة صالح 
performed genres of light songs that “were known as monolog and taqtuqa” 
in 1940s Baghdad.32 His wording reflects, perhaps, the terminology current 
in 1960s Iraq. 

We gain insight into the terminology of the 1930s and 1940s – the time 
Saleh al-Kuwaity was active in Baghdad – by looking at 78 rpm records. 
Some of the recordings of songs that may have been composed by Al-
Kuwaity are labelled “Pasta” by record companies.33 Other songs are la-
belled “Iraqi Female Song”34 “Monologue”35 or “Aboodiyeh”.36 The figure 

28 Cited in Kojaman (2001:228–229). 
29 Kojaman (2001:228). 
30 Kojaman (2001:228). This remark about the difference in form between the new songs and 

the pasta is unclear. On the previous page, Kojaman suggests “the form of the Pasta is 
completely identical with the form of a modern song” (2001:227). It is likely Kojaman 
meant that both types of songs were strophic, and that the new ones also had an introduc-
tion and an interlude. 

31 Al-Wardi (1964:32). 
32 Al-Allaf (1969:233) شكيبة صالح 
33 For example, the song “Ya shayile el gerre” Columbia GIA. 59. 
34 For example, the song “Oskot Oskot” HMV catalogue nr. G.D. 135. 
35 For example, the song “Merra tevessel va merra tez’al” Columbia GIA. 62. 
36 For example, the song “Naharay” Columbia GIA. 107. 
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below shows a page from the HMV catalogue with the song “Kul sa‛a agul 
hwai hassa yjini” كل ساعة اقول اهواي هّسه يجيني, known by its refrain, “Huwa l-
bilani” البالني  هو , and performed by “Al-sett Salima Basha” (Salima Murad; 
literally: Lady Salima Pasha). No credit is given to the composer, Saleh al-
Kuwaity. Above the song title in Arabic appears the caption “Pasta Bayat”, 
that is to say a pasta in the melodic mode Bayat. Either the song functioned 
as a pasta, sung at the end of a Maqam (Hilmi suggests it was sung after 
Maqamat Urfa and Dasht),37 or the word “pasta” here is synonymous with “a 
song”. 

Figure 35. A page from the HMV catalogue with the song “Kul sa‛a agul hwai hassa 
yjini” كل ساعة اقول اهواي هّسه يجيني, known by its refrain, “Huwa l-bilani” هو البالني, 
Above the song title in Arabic appears the caption: “Pasta Bayat”. Courtesy of Da-
vid Regev Zaarur. 

Were the above-mentioned categories used by the artists themselves, such as 
the singers and the Al-Kuwaity brothers, and conveyed to the local repre-
sentatives of the record companies? Or did the latter suggest or apply these 
terms? Was this a marketing tactic, counting on the familiarity of consumers 
with this terminology? It is hard to tell. In any case, when a song by the Iraqi 
delegation to the Congress on Arab Music in Cairo in 1932 was labeled “taq-
tuqa”,38 it may have referred to an Egyptian song performed by Al-
Qubanchi, as Scheherazade Hassan suggests.39 Since taqtuqa is an Egyptian 
term, and we have no indication it was used in Iraq for Iraqi-style songs, it is 
unlikely the Iraqi delegation used it for an Iraqi song. Nowadays, Iraqi musi-
cians and authors tend to refer to Iraqi songs as aghani اغاني (songs, pl. of 

37 Hilmi (1984:231). 
38 A programme for a concert during the Congress. Wizarat al-Ma‛aref al-umumiyya 

(1933:72). 
39 Hassan (1992:133). 
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ughniya اغنية), unless they are referring to the pasta or to semi-folk genres 
such as abudhiyya ابوذية, ataba عتابة, or nayil نايل (in which case the term is 
used primarily for the poetic form). The use of the term aghani in Iraq has to 
do with the process of modernisation that brought on new songs, different 
from old pastat, as I argue in the next section. 

The definition of pasta 
In her article, “The Poetic Content of the Iraqi Maqām”, Farida Abu-Haidar 
presents the two major types of pasta: tawshih توشيح and murabba 40.مربّـع 
These differ in the number of syllables per line. Abu-Haidar stresses that the 
pasta is always in colloquial Arabic, and without a classical poetic metre, 
and adds that the pasta’s semantic content is not as coherent as that of the 
qasida and the mawal – the two other types of poems used in the Iraqi 
Maqam. In other words, the rhyming may come at the expense of the 
meaning. This attribute corresponds to the use of the pasta as the lighter part 
of the Maqam, often sung by the instrumentalists and the audience while the 
lead vocalist rests between Maqamat. 

Abd al-Karim al-Allaf contends the word “pasta” comes from Persian, 
and that in Turkish music it is called “muwashah” 41.موشح Hashem Al-Rajab, 
who dedicates a chapter to the pasta in his 1961 book, The Iraqi Maqam (Al-
Maqam al-Iraqi المقام العراقي), opens by repeating this statement.42 He goes on 
to explain that the pasta is a light song, performed at the end of an Iraqi 
Maqam. Abu-Haidar’s and Al-Rajab’s definitions cite the role of the pasta 
within the Maqam. Scheherazade Hassan, however, suggests pasta is a ge-
neric name for syllabic songs, as distinct from non-metred, melismatic 
songs.43 This generic usage was evident up to some thirty years ago, as seen 
in the following examples. 

Thamer Abd al-Hassan Al-Ameri ثامر عبد الحسن العامري and Ibrahim 
Obadia strive to clarify what pasta is, and how it is different from ughniya. 
Both, however, seem to use the terms interchangeably. Al-Ameri 
acknowledges the confusion around the term “pasta”.44 He suggests two 
possible etymologies for the word, and goes on to say that pasta is an Iraqi 
song, whereas ughniya is an Arab song (“anything sung in the Arab coun-
tries”).45 Young Iraqis, according to Al-Ameri, began to use the word ughni-
ya for Iraqi songs after being exposed to Egyptian films and to the age of 

40 Abu-Haidar (1988:137–141). Likewise, Hassan (2001) suggests pastat in urban centres may 
take various forms, such as tawshih توشيح and murabba مربّـع. 

41 Al-Allaf (1933:13). 
42 “mustalah alayha fi al-musiqa al-turkiyya (al-muwashah)” التركية  الموسيقى مصطلح عليها في

,)الموشح(  Al-Rajab (1961:159). 
43 Hassan (2001). 
44 Al-Ameri (1988:101). 
.Al-Ameri (1988:101) العربي الوطن في يغنى ما كل  45
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radio and records.46 Al-Ameri gives examples of pastat, and focuses on the 
contextual, poetic and dialectial characteristics that differentiate them from 
an ughniya.47 A pasta, maintains Al-Ameri, is an old song in the Baghdadi 
dialect, performed at the end of a Maqam or after an abudhiyya. An ughniya 
is the new type of song, also called “The Baghdadi song”, with lyrics closer 
to literary Arabic (fusha فصحى). Al-Ameri presents pastat (al-pasta al-
maqamiyah البستة المقامية), but then refers to each one as an ughniya in the 
following pages.48 Tsuge too equates pasta with a song (ughniya), when he 
reports that a Maqam performance “is usually concluded with a pasta (or 
peste; ughniya)”.49 

Obadia also uses these terms interchangeably. He presents “Chalchal 
alayya al-ruman”  الرمان عليّ  لچلچ as “a pasta or song from the Iraqi song her-
itage”.50 Obadia describes how the rise of nightclubs – before, during and 
after the 1920s – encouraged lyricists in colloquial Arabic (shuʿara al-
aghani al-Iraqiyya al-amiyya شعراء االغاني العراقية العامية) to compose new 
songs. He argues that, in this way, the pasta turned into an independent song, 
outside the Iraqi Maqam.51 Obadia seems to suggest that, before the night-
club era, the only Iraqi urban songs were pastat, that is to say songs per-
formed within the Iraqi Maqam. With the demand for music in nightclubs, 
new songs were composed which served a different context, outside the 
Maqam. 

Similarly, in his 1968 interview with Shimon Hayat, Saleh al-Kuwaity 
uses the term pasta when he means a song. He says “there is a Turkish pas-
ta…” (aku pasta Turkiyyi  يتركي  ستةاكو ), when he describes Hebrew devo-
tional songs (shbahot) in Iraq set to Turkish melodies.52 When he answers a 
question about another case of contrafacta, this time with Kurdish and 
Christian songs, he says: “The same melody (nagham نغم) has several lyrics. 
There are a few songs (pastat ستات ) in the same melody.”53 The composer 
used the term pasta without distinguishing between it and a song: that is, he 
called any song “pasta”. 

The mirror image of this usage is Hilmi’s usage of the word “song” (ugh-
niya) in his books. Hilmi does not mention the term pasta in his two vol-

46 Al-Ameri (1988:102). 
47 Al-Ameri (1988:103). 
48 Al-Ameri (1988:104–111). 
49 Tsuge (1972:64). Linden (2001:339) writes that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed “many pes-

tehs” for Zakiya George. 
50 Obadia (2005:164) “pasta ay ughniya min al-turath al-ghina’i al-Iraqi” 
ستة  اي اغنية من التراث الغنائي العراقي   
51 Obadia (1999:125–126) “Hakadha asbahat al-pastah ughniya Iraqiyya mustaqila an al-

maqam.” ستةلا اغنية عراقية مستقلة عن المقام  .(p. 126) هكذا اصبحت 
52 Part 2, time code: 50’00. 
53 Hayat (1968) interview. “Nafs il-nagham biya ashkal kalimat. arba - khams pastat ala fad 

nagham” أربع خمس پستات على فد نغم. النغم بيا أشكال كلماتنفس  
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umes, but in the table of contents for each volume he indicates next to each 
song the Iraqi Maqam after which the song is performed. In other words, the 
book identifies these songs “from the Iraqi heritage” with the function of 
pasta, a song performed at the end of an Iraqi Maqam. The comparison be-
tween Al-Kuwaity’s choice of words in the above interview, and Hilmi’s 
usage, may indicate a move from Turkish/ Persian terminology to an Arabic 
one. Twelve years after emigrating from Iraq, Al-Kuwaity still used the term 
“pasta” for any kind of song. Hilmi, however, in 1980s Iraq, used the Arabic 
word “ughniya” even for songs that he links to the Maqam (thus they are 
bona fide pastat, according to him). Al-Kuwaity’s usage reflects the termi-
nology in 1930s and 1940s Iraq, retaining the Turkish/ Persian terminology. 
Hilmi’s wording reflects the spread of Arabic musical terms into Iraqi dis-
course. Nowadays, the word “pasta” is used in books on the Iraqi Maqam 
only. It is not used in Iraq to denote just any type of song, in contrast with 
what Al-Kuwaity said in that interview. 

The innovations in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs were a turning point (inʿitaf انعطاف) in Iraqi histo-
ry, suggests the musicologist Muhayman Al-Jazrawi in a short documentary 
film, Iraqi 1930s Songs: Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity.54 He adds that these 
songs were well-balanced (razana رزانة means seriousness, dignity) in terms 
of the lyrics, the melody and the performance. When considering what was 
novel about Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, we have to note first the ways in 
which they were traditional. Most were in the Iraqi Muslim Baghdadi dialect 
– except for a few in literary Arabic – and in melodic modes that were com-
mon in Iraq. In that sense they were traditional. However, Al-Kuwaity used
compositional techniques that were new in Iraqi songs – in that sense they
were innovative. These techniques included an expanded form, with an in-
troduction, interludes, and different melodies for the verse and the refrain,55

as well as duet-singing and the incorporation of two rhythmic cycles in one
song. He also used a variety of melodic modes, including some that were not
common in Iraq.

54 Husayn (possibly 2011) Iraqi 1930s Songs: Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity. Time code 6’22. 
55 This observation is reflected in an opinion expressed by a voice-over in the above-

mentioned documentary, Iraqi 1930s Songs: Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity (time code 
5’55), to the effect that Al-Kuwaity was the first “who composed complete Iraqi songs, 
with an introduction, interludes and an ending”: (ughniya mutakamila, fiha muqaddima 
wa-khatima wa-lawazim ا مقدمة وخاتمة ولوازمأغنية متكاملة، فيه ); 8’30 (asbaha Saleh a-saʾigh 
al-haqiqi lilʾughniyat al-Iraqiyya al-haditha) أصبح صالح الصائغ الحقيقي لألغنيات العراقية الحديثة 
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Song structure 
Already as a young violin player, Saleh al-Kuwaity demonstrated an aware-
ness of musical form and skilful improvisation. Ahmad Alsalhi suggests that 

[his] performances for the instrumental refrains in ṣaut were full of improvi-
sation that led the other performers, such as on the ‘ūd and qānūn, to follow 
his perspective in formulating the refrain. […] Many of his taqāsīm in taw-
shīḥa are like instrumental pieces in themselves which many violin players 
learn and memorise to utilise in their ṣaut performances.56 

Saleh al-Kuwaity’s awareness of musical form, and his contributions to de-
veloping it is evident in some songs where he composed an instrumental 
introduction and an interlude in a melody different from that in the vocal 
line.57 Among these songs are “Yahal khalaq” and “Ya wilfi wuyak taliyya” 
(discussed in other sections), and “Ya dmu‛i sili”. 

Ya dmu‛i sili سيلي دموعي يا  : A song typical of Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s style 
Ya dmu‛i sili سيلي دموعي يا  

Verse 1 

Oh people, who saw the sweet good 

guy? 

He betrayed me, left and forgot me 

Refrain

Flow, my tears, forget him, my heart 

Happiness vanished when my friend 

left me  

Verse 2 

I vow by the neck of my love and 

swear by his cheek 

The sorrow of the Prophet Jacob is 

nowhere as much as mine 

Verse 1 

  حــلــو الـمـعـانـيخــلــگ مـنـهـو الـشـاف يـا 

خــان وجــفــانـي ومــال عــــنـّــي ونـسـانـي

Refrain

  يـا دلـيـلـي سـِليا دمـوعـي سـيـلـي 

غـاب السعـد من راح عنـّي خليلي

Verse 2 

  بــجــيــد هـــواي وأحــلــف بــخــدّه أقــســِم

الــنــبــي يــعــَكـوب مـا وصـل حـدّه حــْزن

The song is also known by its first line, “Ya khalag minhu lshaf hilu l-
ma‛ani” (“Oh people, who saw the sweet good guy?”) مـنـهـو الـشـاف  گيـا خــلــ

56 AlSalhi (2018:196). 
57 This practice was common in Egyptian-style songs composed in Iraq, but not in Iraqi-style 

songs prior to Al-Kuwaity’s. 
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الـمـعـانـيحــلــو  .58 Esther Warkov presents this song as one that her interlocu-
tors considered typical of Al-Kuwaity’s style in the 1930s.59 Indeed, “Ya 
dmu‛i sili” is similar to many of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs. It is a typical 
song by the composer, in terms of its structure, its rhythmic cycle and its 
level of sophistication, as I argue below. The song, which was probably rec-
orded by Salima Murad for Gramophone,60 is in the melodic mode Siga and 
the rhythmic cycle Jurjina. Male vocalists, probably Saleh and Daud and 
Kuwaity, repeat the second half of the refrain. 

Figure 36. The scale of the melodic mode Siga سيگاه 

Amnon Shiloah’s analysis is useful here. In his book, The Musical Tradition 
of Iraqi Jews: selection of piyyutim and songs, Shiloah discusses a continu-
um between “simple popular tunes” and “sophisticated melodies depending 
on the principles of art music”, at whose centre are melodies of a popular 
character of a greater or lesser degree of sophistication.61 “Ya dmu‛i sili” fits 
what Shiloah describes as the centre of the continuum: the melodic range is 
wide – a ninth; the vocal line includes melismas; and the singer adds short 
improvised phrases (layali). Furthermore, the song includes one melody in 
the verse and another in the refrain. These two melodies resemble each oth-
er: both start on 6^ and descend to 1^, and the second phrase (which is iden-
tical in the verse and the refrain) descends from 3^ to 1^. The song also has a 
third melody as an introduction, which recurs in a shorter version as an inter-
lude. The specially composed introduction was an innovation, compared 
with old pastat, which usually opened with an instrumental playing of the 
first vocal line or with a dulab. Thus, this song and similar ones by Saleh al-
Kuwaity were more elaborate and complex than earlier Iraqi urban vocal 
genres, such as the pasta and the Baghdadi quatrain. When such songs by Al-
Kuwaity were used as pastat (sung within a Maqam performance), they con-
tributed a new element to the Iraqi Maqam. 

58 For studying the song “Ya dmu‛i sili”, I have used a digitized version provided on 
YouTube, uploaded by the user طائر الجنوب, accessed on 7th November 2020. 

       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLDf5jHMJ6A> 
59 Warkov (1987:96–97). 
60 Hilmi (1990:54) indicates Salima Murad as the singer. 
61 Shiloah (1983:24). Shiloah’s analysis is mentioned in more detail above, in chapter two. 
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Arrangement 
In the context of urban Iraqi songs in the 1920s and 1930s, I use the term 
“arrangement” for compositional choices such as duet-singing or the inclu-
sion of male response-singers, as well as for decisions as to which instru-
ment gets to play a certain phrase62. I differentiate between composition – 
making up a melody based on a melodic mode and a rhythmic cycle, fit for 
the given lyrics – and arrangement, namely all the other decisions. 

The Iraqi Maqam is a vocal genre, where the accompaniment is not man-
datory. It is performed only with drums in some contexts; in others it is per-
formed with no instruments at all.63 In contrast, the new songs interwove 
singing and playing, combining the vocal and the instrumental inseparably. 
This is true not only for Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, but also for songs com-
posed in Iraq by his contemporaries. In that respect, these songs follow the 
Egyptian urban songs of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.64 In 
some of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, there are even instrumental responses 
within the vocal part. These are not short, one-note reminders of the finalis, 
but composed phrases instead. Among these songs are “Malyan galbi min al-
wilif” الولف من َكلبي مليان  and “Timshi wu tsid ein wu ein” صد عين وعينتمشي وت . 

Another aspect of the arrangement of many of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
was the singing of the accompanists in response to that of the lead female 
singer.65  Usually the response singers were Saleh or Daud, or both. Many of 
these songs feature the male voice repeating the refrain after the lead singer, 
or doubling her, as in “Ana ya nas” and “Il-rah il-rah”. This type of vocal 
response by the accompanists had been common in Egyptian songs since the 
nineteenth century, as in the case of “Al eh hilif ma yikalimnish” from 1924, 
composed by Muhammad al-Qasabgi دمحم القصبجي for Umm Kulthum to lyrics 
by Ahmad Rami.66 The difference from Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs is that 
there is a single male voice in some of Al-Kuwaity’s songs, as mentioned 
above; in the Egyptian songs, by contrast, there tends to be a chorus (usually 
made up of the group of instrumentalists). 

62 In live settings, decisions on which instrumentalist or accompanying vocalist gets to play a 
certain phrase were likely to be made on the spot. In this study, however, I analyse the 
recordings, where such decisions were probably made in advance. 

63 Non-urban genres in Iraq, such as the abudhiyya and the ataba, are also vocal, with no 
mandatory accompaniment. 

64 Danielson (1988:150–151) describes a shift in 1920s Egypt from unaccompanied songs or 
small accompanying ensembles towards a growing role of instrumental accompaniment. 

65 As mentioned above, Al-Kuwaity’s songs were performed almost exclusively by female 
singers. This situation changed slightly in Israel. 

66 “Al eh hilif ma yikalimnish” قال ايه حلف ما يتكلمنيش on the YouTube channel “Umm Kul-
thum”, accessed on 19th November 2020: 

 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90zj8Bxf7MY> 
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Were such responses by the accompanists in the refrain a novelty in Iraqi 
music, as compared with pastat and abudhiyyat? Did listeners regard them as 
duets? Al-Jazrai suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity was first to introduce duet-
singing into Iraqi music, and mentions “Galbi khalas”, “Wein raih wein” and 
“Taadhini”.67 I would contend these three songs conform to the pattern of the 
above-mentioned Egyptian songs and many of Al-Kuwaity’s, while other 
songs by Al-Kuwaity are genuine duets. In “Galbi khalas” and “Wein raih 
wein”, the accompanists sing phrases from the refrain, repeating after the 
lead singer. In “Taadhini”, the accompanist sings both in the refrain and in 
the verses, but his role is still to repeat the lead singer’s phrases. Duets by 
Al-Kuwaity with greater presence on the part of the male voice are few: 
among them are “Yahal khalaq” يهل خلگ  and “Bimuhasinak” بمحاسنك وبهاك. 

The question remains whether songs such as those mentioned by Al-
Jazrawi, with responses by the accompanists in the refrain, were a novelty in 
Iraqi music and whether or not they were considered duets. Pastat were often 
sung by the instrumentalists, in order to allow the Maqam reciter a 
break,68 so they may have been performed with this kind of response. If that 
was the case, then songs of this type by Al-Kuwaity did not introduce a new 
feature into Iraqi music. Hassan suggests that pastat were performed by a 
chorus or by a singer and chorus in an antiphonal manner.69 It is unclear, 
though, whether she is referring to performances from the 1930s on (of 
which we have recordings), or to earlier performances. If this manner of 
performance became widespread in the 1930s, it may have been through 
those of Al-Kuwaity’s songs that were regarded as pastat. 

“Ya hal khalaq”: A duet 

Yahal khalaq يهل خلگ 

Refrain 
Oh people, who saw my beloved and 
knew him? 
He turned out to be disloyal and unfaith-
ful 

Verse 1 
They said to me: “his beauty”, 
I said to them “like the moon” 
They said to me: “his deeds”, 
I said to them “he abandoned me” 
They said to me: “he is a scoundrel 
lacking loyalty and gratitude” 

Refrain 
  مــن شـاف ولــفـي واعـرفــه گهـالـخـلـيـا 

  طـــلـــع خـــايــــن ذات مـــاعـــنـــده وفــه

Verse 1 

  َكـــالـــولـــي جـــمـــالـه َكــلــتــلــهــم بــدر

  َكــلــتــلــهــم هـجـر فعالهَكـــالـــولـــي 

 َكـــالـــولـــي بـــذات مـــا عـــنـــده وفـــه

67 Al-Jazrai (2006:435). “َكلبي خلص“ ,” تأذيني” ,”وين رايح, وين؟” 
68 Al-Saʿadi (2006:39–40); Obadia (1999:125). 
69 Hassan (2001). 
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“Yahal khalaq” يهل خلگ is one of few duets by Al-Kuwaity.70 Zakiyya 
George recorded this song, possibly for the Nʿayem company.71 Her name is 
announced at the beginning of the recording. The lyrics in Himi’s book dif-
fer slightly from those in Zakiya George’s recording.72 What is more, Hilmi 
indicates Salima Murad as the performer. This suggests he relied on another 
source, maybe a recording by Salima Murad. Perhaps both singers per-
formed the song (separately). 

This example of duet-singing in Iraq, rare at that time, may have been in-
spired by Egyptian musical films, as mentioned in chapter two. This is a 
bona fide duet, as Al-Kuwaity sings solo in each verse and in some of the 
refrains.73 The lyrics he sings are not a mere repetition of the lead singer’s 
phrases. The division matches the semantic content, as the lyrics offer two 
points of view: “I said to them…” / “They said to me…”. 

The song is in the ten-beat Jurjina rhythmic cycle, and there is an inter-
lude in Jurjina. The instrumental introduction, however, is in a duple rhyth-
mic cycle. Composing an introduction, as we saw, was novel enough. Com-
posing an introduction in a rhythmic cycle different from the one in the vocal 
line was even more innovative.74 The introduction, as in many of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs, includes a melodic sequence. The specially composed 
introduction, especially with a sequence, was probably inspired by contem-
porary Egyptian songs, as mentioned above. 

Figure 37. The scale of the melodic mode Rast. 

70 The song “Yahal khalaq” is attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity by three independent sources, as 
seen above. Yehezkel Kojaman, however, in his conversation with Sara Manasseh on 
15th September 2009, attributed the song to Al-Imari يعقوب مراد العماري (Sara Manasseh, 
personal communication 5th March 2021). 

71 For studying the song “Yahal khalaq”, I have used a digitized version provided on 
YouTube, uploaded by the user MTJ 92, accessed on 7th November 2020: 

       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szEiZFsjZto> 
72 Himi (1984:100). 
73 Due to the poor quality of the 1930s and 1940s recordings, it is not clear whether it is Saleh 

or Daud who sometimes joins the female singer as a second vocalist. In this study, I refer 
to Saleh as the male voice in these duets. This decision is based, however, on suggestions 
from my interlocutors – not on recorded evidence. 

74 Al-Jazrai (2006:434) suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity was one of the first composers (of 
Iraqi songs) who used two rhythms rather than one in a single song. 
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The melodic character, emphasising 5^, is typical of Rast, the melodic mode 
in which the song is composed. The refrain – “Yahal khalaq min shaf …” – 
begins with a leap from 5^ to 8^ and ends on the qarar قرار (finalis), 1^. The 
verses begin on 8^ and end on the qarar, emphasising 5^ on the way. The 
importance of 5^ in this song is predictable, since 5^ is the pivot note 
(ghammaz) in Rast. Thus, the novelty of this song lies in the form and the 
arrangement, rather than in the treatment of Rast. 

Modern themes in the lyrics of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
Most of the texts set to music by Al-Kuwaity revolve around romantic love, 
and especially its trials and tribulations. These themes are also common in 
abudhiyyat and in texts within the Iraqi Maqam.75 Indeed, amorous themes 
were typical of Arab songs to the degree that the Congress on Arab Music in 
1932 in Cairo discussed “the single sentiment of love supposedly predomi-
nant in Arab music”. Some participants urged that it be supplemented “by a 
wide range of sentiments and dramatic means”.76 

One aspect of modernisation in Iraqi music during the 1930s was the 
change of song texts. Muhammad al-Qubanchi’s new pastat from the late 
1920s onward were “nearer to the modern ones. […] They dealt with sub-
jects connected to the life of the people”, according to Al-Saʿadi.77 Similarly, 
in his interview in 1963, Saleh al-Kuwaity suggested that the themes of new 
pastat had to do with the realities of life and the social sphere.78 Earlier pas-
tat had no doubt portrayed the realities of life as well, but it seems the com-
poser meant here that pastat from the 1930s and onward presented new 
themes, having to do with changes in a modernising society. In the previous 
sentence, Saleh al-Kuwaity had explained that a pasta was similar to a taq-
tuqa طقطوقة, an Egyptian type of song. Thus, he was equating modern pastat 
with the taqtuqa in both music and semantic content. He too sometimes used 
texts voicing social critique and the clash between modernity and tradition. 
Such lyrics were in sync with the above-mentioned contemporary genre, the 
Iraqi monolog, and with some of Al-Qubanchi’s songs.79 Al-Kuwaity’s con-

                               
75 Avishur (1994:18 /p. xx in the English section) suggests that zheri, ataba and abudhiyya 

texts often express reproach against the beloved who deserted or otherwise hurt the narra-
tor. Al-Musawi (2006:8) refers to Baghdad University sociologist Ali al-Wardi’s discus-
sion of “the Iraqi character”, in which the dominant mood is that of “sadness and longing 
as portrayed in Iraqi popular songs”. 

76 Racy (1991:83, 91 n. 7). 
77 Cited in Kojaman (2001:228–229). 
78 Aviezer (1963) interview. 
79 Obadia (1999:120, 123) offers that Al-Qubanchi wrote songs (both lyrics and music) of 

social and political critique against the monarchy. 
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tribution – like Al-Qubanchi’s – was in using such texts in the genre of ur-
ban popular songs that became pastat.80 

One of Al-Kuwaity’s songs with lyrics revolving around the clash be-
tween traditional restraints and the aspirations of modern women is “Shagul 
ala hathi” شـَكـول عـلـى حــظــّي أنـا الـبـنـيّـة (“What shall I say about my fate”). 
The song presents a young woman whose beauty and schooling did not save 
her from polygamy, as her husband took a second wife. Sami Zubaida men-
tions “Shagul ala hathi”, writing that “[t]he theme of girls going to school, 
and the perceived incongruities arising from that, became a common motif 
of song and humour in the earlier decades of the twentieth century”.81 The 
Iraqi musician Abd al-Razaq al-Azawi اقالرز العزاوي  suggests this was one عبد 
of the first comic songs (in modern Iraq).82 

“Shagul ala hathi”: novelty in the lyrics and the music 

Shagul ala hathi شاَكول عـلـى حــظــّي أنـا الـبـنـيّـة 

Refrain 

What shall I, a girl, say about my fate? 
My husband took a second wife 

Verse 1 
My husband took a second wife 
How bitter is life 
She is pretty, clever 
and impeccable like me 
And I am as beautiful as a mermaid 

Verse 2 
I am educated and well-schooled 
I read arithmetic, science and geometry  

Refrain 
  عـلـى حــظــّي أنـا الـبـنـيّـة شاَكول

  رجـلـي تـزّوج فــوك راســي مـريّـة

Verse 1 
 رجـلـي تــزّوج فــوك راســي ضـّره

 شـلـون شـلـون هـالـعـيـشـة هـالـمـّره

حـّرهمــثــلـي حـلـوه وشـاطـره وهـم   

 بــالــحــســن أشــبــه مـثـل حــوريّـة

Verse 2 
  أنـا بنـت مـكـتـب وبــنــت الـمـدرسـة

  أقــرأ حـسـاب وكــل عـلـم وهـنـدسـة

80 Hilmi (1990:164) suggests that “Ana lihdetha bint al-faqir” is performed as a pasta after 
Maqam Hussainy حسيني and Maqam Muhayyar محيّر, and that “Shagul ala hathi” is per-
formed as a pasta after Maqam Zangiran (1990:165). These assertions, however, require 
further examination, since Kojaman does not mention any Maqam Zangiran or Maqam 
Muhayyar within the repertoire of the Iraqi Maqam (as distinct from the melodic modes 
that go by these names, which do exist) in his book (2001). Furthermore, David Regev-
Zaarur maintains there are no such Maqamat, based on his experience and his consulta-
tion with Iraqi performers (personal communication, 25th October 2020). 

81 Zubaida (2002:218, 229 n. 14). Gradually, though, Iraqi women gained more freedom. 
Within the Jewish population, illiteracy declined among both men and women, and by 
1950 there were some female lawyers and medical doctors (Golany 1999:42). 

82 Al-Hurra ّةالحر  (2005) TV programme. 
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Why, of all women, is this my fortune? 
Don’t you have compassion for me, oh 
people? 

  لـيـش حـظــّي نـايـم مـن دون الـنـسـا

 ومــا تــم عـدكـم يـا خـلــك حـنّــيـّـة

The song “Shagul ala hathi” resembles an Iraqi monolog in its satirical 
tone.83 It is notable due not only to the novel semantic content, but also to its 
musical innovations. The melodic mode is Zangiran زنگران, which was un-
familiar in Iraqi music at that time (see in the figure below). Zangiran is 
made up of a Hijaz tetrachord, and then on 4^ there is an Ajam pentachord. 
Thus, the intervals are ½ – 1½ – ½ – 1 – 1 – ½ – 1.84 The song also includes 
an introduction in a rhythmic cycle different from the one in the vocal line, 
which was a novel feature, as we saw before. The introduction is in a duple 
rhythmic cycle, and the song is in Jurjina. It was recorded by Zakiyya 
George.85 It is not a duet, but it incorporates a single male voice repeating 
some of the lead singers’ phrases, common in Al-Kuwaity’s songs, as men-
tioned above. 

 
Figure 38. The scale of the melodic mode Zangiran زنگران 

It is illuminating to compare the text of the song above – whose theme is the 
clash between modernity (girls’ schooling) and traditional customs (polyga-
my) – with that of older songs whose lyrics criticised the subordination of 
women.86 Among these earlier songs was “Ana limsaychina” انا المسيچينة (I am 

                               
83 For studying this song, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded by 

the user iraqart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020.  
        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olRyXFJY7mk> 
84 In the descent from the octave (“Rajli tizawwaj” in the refrain, and different lyrics at the 

end of each verse), the 6^ is lowered, so that there is an interval of ¾ tone between 7^ 
and 6^, and between 6^ and 5^. This lowering of a note in a descending phrase is also 
typical of other melodic modes. In Bayat, for example, the 6^ is B semi-flat in ascending 
phrases, and B flat in descending phrases. 

85 It is unclear which company recorded the song. A catalogue page with the lyrics appears in 
Salem (1985:41), under the heading “New Iraqi Records” and the catalogue number 
10010. 

86 In a chapter on the theme of women’s oppression in Iraqi songs, Ali Kanana كنانة 
(2016:493–503) mentions the song “Shagul ala hathi”, “Ana lihdetha”, and “Ana lim-
saychina”, alongside other songs such as “Al-majrasha”. He notes the lyricists and sing-
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the miserable one), which became known towards the end of the First World 
War.87 The narrator is a young woman who was married off against her will, 
for economic reasons. Such songs pointed to the distressing reality, but 
without mentioning to any modern alternatives. Along these same lines, 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s “Ana lihdetha bint al-faqir” الفقير  نتب الحديثة أنا  (“I am the 
young woman, daughter of a poor man”)88 presents a young woman from a 
poor family who is married off to a sick old man:89 

Ana lihdetha bint al-faqir الفقير بنت الحديثة أنا  

Refrain 
I am a girl, the daughter of a poor man 
My parents married me to an ailing old 
man 

Verse 1 
I am a pampered lovable girl, 
Radiant with beauty like a crescent 
moon 
I am a deer in the desert like a gazelle, 
in deeds, beauty and perfection 
There is none like me in the whole 
world 

Refrain 
  أنـــا الــحــديــثــة أنـــا بـــنـــت الــفــقــيــر

  هلـي زوجــونـي بــَرجـُـل شـايـب عـلـيـل

Verse 1 
  أنا الحبّابه بنت الدالل بالحسن أضوي أنا شبه الهالل

  أنا ريم البلفال خشف الغزال بالفعال بالجمال بالكمال

 يـصـيـرمـاظـن بـالـعـالـم أبـد مـثـلي 

The lyrics of the song “Ana lihdetha” touch on the circumstances of Middle 
Eastern women married off by their families against their will. Like the pre-
vious song – “Shagul ala hathi” – this one introduces two different rhythmic 
cycles. The vocal line is in Jurjina, while the introduction is in a duple 
rhythmic cycle. Here too, the introduction is made up of a melodic sequence. 
Therefore, both songs are novel in their musical form, as discussed above. 

ers of some of these songs, but not the composers; and he offers a few words of interpre-
tation of the social conditions portrayed in the songs. 

87 Al- Saʿadi (2006:282). A recording of “Ana limsaychina” is available on YouTube, ac-
cessed on 1st December 2020: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wmlVgjHl3c> 

88 The word “haditha” حديثة also means “modern” (feminine form) in colloquial Iraqi, as well 
as in literary Arabic (See حديث in Maamouri, 2013). Baghdad-born Menashe Somekh, 
who lived in the city around the time this song was recorded, suggested, however, that in 
this text the word means “young” (personal communication, 7th September 2016). This 
choice of translation makes sense, as the lyrics contrast the old sick man with the young 
pretty woman. 

89 For studying this song, I have used a digitized version provided by Emile Cohen, on the 
website Alkuwaityevent.com, accessed on 7th November 2020. The website is dedicated 
to the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and was constructed by Cohen following his production of 
events in London celebrating Saleh al-Kuwaity’s centenary. The recording was most 
likely provided by Menashe Somekh, and it is unclear how he got it. 

 <http://www.alkuwaityevent.com/song.php?ref=00007> 
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The verse differs only slightly from the refrain, thus presenting a slightly 
simpler form than do songs in which the verse and the refrain each have a 
more distinct melody. 

“Ana lihdetha” is in the melodic mode Bayat, according to both Hilmi and 
to Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time;90 but it starts with a de-
scending phrase from 8^ to the ghammaz, 4^. This descent is typical of Mu-
hayar,91 a variant of Bayat. Salima Murad recorded this song for Sodwa, and 
her name is announced at the beginning of the recording. Hilmi, however, 
indicates Zakiyya George as the performer.92 Perhaps both singers performed 
the song (separately). 

Multiplicity of melodic modes  
In the first half of the twentieth century, Egyptian musicians incorporated 
little used melodic modes and borrowed elements of indigenous music, thus 
shaping a new urban style.93 Likewise, Saleh al-Kuwaity composed songs in 
a variety of melodic modes. Al-Jazrawi mentions this multiplicity as one of 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s innovations. He further argues that Al-Kuwaity used 
melodic modes that were not common in Iraq, such as Bastanigar (the song 
“Galbak sakhar jalmud”) and Zangiran (“Shagul ala hathi”).94 Muallem 
notes, however, that Bastanigar is typical of Iraqi music.95 Al-Kuwaity men-
tions among his innovations the fact that he composed in melodic modes that 
were not found in Iraq, such as Zangiran and Nakriz.96 Muallem mentions 
that Saleh al-Kuwaity used Nakriz. This mode was indeed more prevalent in 
other Arab countries than in Iraq. Zangiran, too, seems to be foreign to Iraqi 
music. It is not one of the pieces within the Iraqi Maqam, and Obadia men-
tions Zangiran as one of the modes which are common in Egyptian music.97 
Al-Allaf offers a list of ten melodic modes (using the term “maqamat” 
 ,that are common to Iraqi music and to music in other Arab countries (مقامات
as well as to Persian and Turkish music, and Zangiran is not among them.98 

Danielson cites the shrinking number of melodic modes used in Umm 
Kulthum’s songs in the 1960s, compared with the 1920s, and the fact that 
some of those in the 1920s songs were unusual, while all those from the 

                               
90 Hilmi (1990:56), Al-Kuwaity (2014:79). 
91 Muhayar is also the name of the 8^ in Bayat, the high D. 
92 Hilmi (1990:56). 
93 Danielson (1988:152). 
94 Al-Jazrawi (2006:434). 
95 Muallem (2006:237). 
96 Salman (1984) interview. 
97 Obadia (1999:148). 
98 Al-Allaf (1933:21). 
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1960s were “basic”.99 The decrease in the number of melodic modes is not 
unique to Umm Kulthum’s songs, though. In the mid-twentieth century, 
there were in general fewer melodic modes in Arab musical practice.100  

Seventeen different melodic modes are used in the songs that make up the 
book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of The Beautiful Time: 

Bayat 22 songs Kurd 3 songs 
Hijaz 13 songs Ushar 3 songs 
Lami 11 songs Suznak 3 songs 
Rast 10 songs Mkhalaf 2 songs 
Huzam101 9 songs Jaharka 2 songs 
Ajam 7 songs Zangiran 1 song 
Nahawand 7 songs Bastanigar 1 song 
Siga 3 songs Panjega 1 song 
Saba 3 songs 

Some of the songs in this book may not be Saleh al-Kuwaity’s. Here, there-
fore, is an analysis of the list of 42 songs credited to Saleh al-Kuwaity by at 
least two independent sources.102 There are 13 different modes within these 
42 songs: 

Bayat and 
Bayat Shuri: 

9 songs Huzam and Siga: 2 songs 

Lami: 7 songs Zangiran: 1 song 
Ajam: 5 songs Kurd: 1 song 
Rast: 5 songs Panjega: 1 song 
Hijaz and Naha-
wand Shu‛ar:  

5 songs Saba:1 song 1 song 

Bastanigar: 2 songs Nahawand 1 song 
Ushar: 2 songs 

99 Danielson (1997:13). Danielson argues in the next paragraph that her “structural explana-
tions” for the audiences’ response to Umm Kulthum were not the way Egyptian listeners 
– including musicians – evaluated the great singer. She maintains that an analysis of dis-
course must be added, if performance is to be understood. Thus, performance and recep-
tion are seen “as parts of an ongoing musical process embedded in social practice.”
(1997:13).

100 Marcus (2002:43–44). 
101 Including the mode Rahat al-arwah, a transposition of Huzam. 
102 The list is found in the end of the previous chapter). All of these 42 songs are included in 

the Al-Kuwaity songbook (Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of The Beautiful Time). 
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Of these 42 songs, 28 are credited to Saleh al-Kuwaity by three independent 
sources or more. Here is the distribution of melodic modes within this group 
of 28 songs. There are 11 different modes in this list: 

 

    
Lami: 6 songs Kurd: 1 song 
Rast: 5 songs Panjega: 1 song 
Bayat: 5 songs Bastanigar: 1 song 
Hijaz: 2 songs Huzam: 1 song 
Ajam: 3 songs Saba: 1 song 
Ushar: 2 songs   

This is not a conclusive study of the use of modes in Al-Kuwaity’s songs, 
since it only shows a selection of those songs of his of which we know, and 
of which we can confirm the composer’s authorship. A future study of Al-
Kuwaity’s hundreds of songs might show a slightly different picture of the 
distribution of melodic modes within the repertory. Still, looking at these 
three lists, we see that the shorter the list, the greater the variety of modes. In 
other words, the more we restrict the list in accordance with a high degree of 
assurance that the songs were indeed composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, the 
clearer we see the diversity of modes. This finding confirms that the use of a 
variety of melodic modes characterises Al-Kuwaity’s repertoire of songs. 
We also see that the most frequently used modes are Bayat, Lami, Rast, 
Ajam and Hijaz. Of these, only Lami is associated with Iraq and not with the 
rest of the Mashriq; the other four modes are common in the Arab world 
generally.103 

“Hadha mu insaf minak”: The only song in Panjega in the above lists 
 

Hadha mu insaf minak هذا مو إنصاف منك 
Refrain 

It’s unfair of you that you are absent for 
so long 
If people ask me about you, what would 
I reply, what should I say? 

 

Refrain 
هــذا مــو أنــصــاف مــنــك غــيــبــتــك هــلــَكــد 

  تــطــول
الــنــاس لــو تــســألــنــي عــنــك شــرد أجـاوبـهـم 

  شاَكول
 

                               
103 Al-Allaf, writing in 1933, offers a list of ten melodic modes (maqamat مقامات) that are 

common to Iraqi music and to music in other Arab countries, as well as to Persian and 
Turkish music: Rast, Saba, Awj, Ajam, Nawa, Bayat, Mahur, Husainy, Siga, and Hijaz 
(1933:21). Al-Allaf was neither a musician nor a musicologist, but he wrote about music, 
and he worked closely with composers such as Saleh al-Kuwaity (who set his poems to 
music), and with singers. The list he provides here is important, since it was made around 
the time Al-Kuwaity began composing in Baghdad. 
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Verse 1 
A thousand shame and a thousand sorry 
that one like you would betray his be-
loved 
Don’t think that my heart will recover 
and the pain will go away 
If people ask me about you, what would 
I reply, what should I say? 

Verse 1 
ألــف حـيـف وألــف وســفــه مــثــلــك يـخـون ويــه 

  ولـفـه
يــشــفــه واأللـــم مـــنـــه ال تــظــن َكــلـــيــبــي 

  يــــزول
الــنــاس لــو تــســألــنــي عــنــك شــرد أجـاوبـهـم 

 شاَكول

Ibrahim Wafi ابراهيم وفي probably wrote the lyrics to هذا مو إنصاف منك “Hadha 
mu insaf minak”.104 The narrator addresses a lover who has gone and seems 
unlikely to return. The agony of the separation is intensified by embarrass-
ment: “What will people think?”. The short melismas in the melody suggest 
sobbing.105 This song appears in Hilmi’s book as a pasta at the end of 
Maqam Panjega. Even within the Iraqi Maqam, Panjega is not one of the 
main Maqamat. It is performed within fasl (group of Maqamat) Nawa or 
Hussainy.106 I examine here how Al-Kuwaity used Panjega as a melodic 
mode. 

104 According to Salima Murad and Nathem al-Ghazali (Murad and Al-Ghazali, c. 1961, 
interview, time code 24’00); and to Menashe Somekh (personal communication, date un-
recorded, c. 2007). 

105 For studying this song, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded by 
the user 1987NAWAF, accessed on 7th November 2020. This is a later performance by 
Salima Murad, but with same arrangement as in the first audio record: 

  <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYPiRkxojjo> 
106 Kojaman (2001:130–131). Obadia (1999:111) observes that the melodic mode Panjega is 

called Nawa in other Arab countries. Al-Qubanchi performed Maqam Panjega and 
Maqam Mkhalaf at the Congress for Arab Music in 1932. It is not surprising the Iraqi 
delegation performed the Maqamat Panjega, Lami, Madmi and Mkhalaf, whose melodic 
modes are typical of Iraq and are less common in other Arab countries. 
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, transcribed by Dafna Figure 39. The song “Hadha mu insaf minak” ھذا مو إنصاف منك
Dori from a recording by Salima Murad (see footnote above), indicating the rela-
tionship between the melody and the Jurjina rhythmic cycle. 

Figure 40. The Jurjina rhythmic cycle جورجينا 
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This song is the only one in the melodic mode Panjega پنجگاه in the above 
lists of Al-Kuwaity’s songs. In Hilmi’s two-volume book, this song and an-
other one, “Dari dari”, are the only ones in Panjega.107 This may testify to the 
rarity of this melodic mode from the 1930s on – the time when Al-Kuwaity 
composed music and Hilmi wrote his books. 

The song matches the characteristics of the melodic mode. Panjega is 
made up of an Ajam معج  pentachord (1, 1, ½, 1 tones) and a Hijaz tetrachord 
(½, 1½, ½ tones) on 5^: C – D – E – F – G ‒ A ‒ B – C. The 5^ is the pivot 
note (ghammaz غّماز) in this melodic mode, so it is unsurprising it is an im-
portant note in this song. The 8^ is also important in this song. The introduc-
tion starts on 8^ and finishes on 5^.  The refrain starts with the steps 3^–4^, 
leading to a long 5^. The verse starts with a leap 5^–8^, and its first half ends 
on 5^. The refrain ends on the qarar (finalis) 1^, as expected. The range is 
relatively wide, with 9^ as the top note in the melody and a low 7^ under the 
qarar. Thus, in spite of conforming to the melodic progression typical of 
Panjega, the song is closer to the sophisticated pole of Shiloah’s continuum, 
thanks to the melody’s wide range. The relative rarity of Panjega reinforces 
the assertion that Saleh al-Kuwaity used uncommon melodic modes. 

Figure 41. The scale of the melodic mode Panjega پنجگاه 

The Jurjina rhythmic cycle in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
In his article, “The rhythmic structures in the Iraqi Jorjina songs”, Mustafa 
Abbas Ali مصطفى عباس علي discusses songs in the Jurjina rhythmic cycle, 
asserting that this rhythmic cycle was prevalent in Iraqi music from the 
1920s until the late 1960s (especially in urban music, including pastat).108 
Ali suggests that Jurjina – which first appeared in Iraqi songs in the early 
twentieth century – arrived in Mosul from Turkey, and went from there to 

107 Hilmi (1990:116) attributes “Dari dari” to Sha‛ubi Ibrahim as the composer and lyricist. 
Ibrahim was Al-Kuwaity’s contemporary, so if Hilmi is right, “Dari dari” was not com-
posed before the 1930s. 

108 Ali (2013:299, 307). During the 1920s and until the mid-1930s, the vocal genre Al-
murabba al-Baghdadi المربع البغدادي was popular, and many murabbaat (pl. of murabba) 
were in the Jurjina rhythmic cycle, according to Walid Hasan al-Jabery, “a teacher at the 
College of Fine arts” (Husayn, The Baghdadi quatrain, time code 17’08, 18’10). 
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Baghdad.109 Ascribing the origin of Jurjina to a region north of Iraq makes 
sense. This rhythmic cycle can be heard in Armenian music, and the name 
given to it in Iraq suggests it may have come from Georgia. It is not common 
in the rest of the Mashriq; and Enaya Jaber, for example, refers to Jurjina as 
“the Iraqi rhythmic cycle” (al wazn al iqaʿi al Iraqi الوزن االيقاعي العراقي).110 

Similarly, the musicologist Maria Rijo Lopes da Cunha presents Jurjina as 
“a ten beat rhythmic cycle”, suggesting it is “associated with the Arab music 
tradition of Iraqi-urban song (peste) as well as Kurdish folk traditions”, and 
noting that many of the musicians of the Aṣīl Ensemble, whom she inter-
viewed in Lebanon, were not familiar with it.111 The musician and 
musicologist of Egyptian origin, Mustafa Said, director of the Arabic Music 
Archiving and Research Foundation (AMAR) in Lebanon, suggests that the 
name Jurjina goes back to Iraqi Kurds. He argues that, when he uses this 
rhythmic cycle in his compositions, outside the Iraqi and Kurdish context, it 
should be called sama‛i khafif (“a light sama‛i”).112 

Saleh al-Kuwaity referred to this rhythmic cycle in an interview, noting 
that it was called Jurjina in Turkey and Alelawi عليالوي in Iraq.113 It is the 
rhythmic cycle of Maqam Alelawi عليالوي, presented at the 1932 Congress on 
Arab Music in Cairo as a cycle called Ililaoui, and notated in 10/8.114 When 
Al-Saʿadi and Kojaman however, write about this Maqam – they call it 
Hlailawi حليالوي – they name the cycle “Jurjina” and notate it in 10/16.115 It is 
possible this rhythmic cycle was played at a slower tempo in Maqam 
Hlailawi and a faster one in modern songs.116 Scheherazade Hassan suggests 
that there was a mistake in the proceedings of the Congress (Recueil des 
Travaux du Congrès de Musique Arabe qui s’est tenu au Caire en 1932).117 
The cycle called Ililaoui عليالوي, notated in 10/8 should have been called 
Jurjina, notated in 10/16. Furthermore, the cycle named “Charqy” شرقي, 
notated in 4/4 should have been called Wahda.118 

Taher Barakat distinguishes between “a heavy Jurjina”, in songs such as 
“Hadha mu insaf minnak” هذا مو إنصاف منك, and “a quick Jurjina” (sari سريع), 

109 Ali (2013:307) quoting Dr Husam Jacob حسام يعقحب 
110 Jaber (probably late 2004/ early 2005). 
111 Rijo Lopes da Cunha (2016:237, 251). 
112 Rijo Lopes da Cunha (2016:237–238). Said does not suggest that Jurjina is known as 

“sama‛i khafif” in the rest of the Mashriq, or that it is played there. He only makes a 
point about naming this cycle differently when it is used in a new context. (Rijo Lopes da 
Cunha 2016:251, 254). 

113 Shahed (1982) interview. 
114 Congres de musique arabe (1934:518). 
115 Al-Saʿadi (2006:240); Kojaman (2001:190); similarly, the Maqam reciter Salim Shibbath, 

stated that the rhythmic cycle (dharb) Hlailawi “is the same as Jurjina” (Hayat, c. 1969, 
interview). 

116 I am grateful to Gavriel Fiske for our fruitful dialogue on the Jurjina rhythmic cycle. 
117 Congres de musique arabe (1934:518–519). 
118 Hassan (1992:134). 
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as in “Gul li ya hilu” يا حلو گلي . He argues that one way in which Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs were innovative is that they were quicker.119 Barakat, 
however, does not identify the slow Jurjina with the rhythmic cycle of 
Maqam Hlailawi. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity distinguished between a fast and a slow Jurjina. With-
out using the cycle’s name, he performed a Hebrew wedding song (“Ya‛ale 
hatan lerosh” יעלה חתן לראש) in Jurjina, and said it was fast. The interesting 
thing to note is that Al-Kuwaity said this was a six-eight metre, and that the 
slow version is in six-four. In other words, he conceptualised the Jurjina as a 
rhythmic cycle in a six-eight metre, not in a ten-beat metre.120 This assertion 
may explain Al-Kuwaity’s manuscript of “Galbak sakhar jalmud”  قلبك صخر
 in a six-eight metre, as seen in يا نبعة الريحان ”and of “Ya nab‛at il-rihan جلمود
the figures below. This version of Jurjina is not a division of ten beats in 
two, which would have made a 5/8 rhythm. It is rather a different “feel” 
which some percussionists refer to. It may have to do with the phrasing of 
the melodic line, according to the percussionist Gavriel Fiske. He suggests 
that sometimes, the rhythmic cycle is being held as a very fast ten 10/16, 
while the melody is played with a 6-beat feel.121 

Figure 42. The Jurjina rhythmic cycle in six-eight as demonstrated by Saleh 
al-Kuwaity. 

 ”in six-eight in Saleh Figure 43. The song “Galbak sakhar jalmud قلبك صخر جلمود
al-Kuwaity’s notebook. 

119 Taher Barakat (1st June 2020 personal communication). 
120 Shiloah (probably in 1980) Interview with Saleh al-Kuwaity. Y-11462-CAS_B Time code 

16’38 to 17’40. 
121 Gavriel Fiske, personal communication, 26th November 2020. 
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In his article, Ali studies eleven Iraqi songs that employ the Jurjina rhythmic 
cycle. He chose them as samples from various periods, in various melodic 
modes, by various performers and because they were all famous (shuhura 
wasi‛ah 122.(الشهرة الواسعة He does not indicate the poets or the composers of 
these songs – except in the case of “Ammi ya bayya al-ward” عمي يا بيّاع الورد, 
by Hdheri Abu Aziz حضيري أبو عزيز – probably due to lack of information. 
Of the other ten songs, one is probably by Muhammad al-Qubanchi,123 and 
seven were probably composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity.124 The large proportion 
of songs by Al-Kuwaity in Ali’s list indicates the centrality of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs in the repertoire of Iraqi urban songs in that period. 

An introduction in a rhythmic cycle different from that in the vocal line 
For some of his songs, Saleh al-Kuwaity composed an instrumental introduc-
tion in a rhythmic cycle different from that of the verse and refrain, a novelty 
mentioned above. In some of the songs, the introduction also serves as an 
interlude, so that there is a change of rhythmic cycle within the song, with 
the verse and the refrain in one rhythmic cycle (Jurjina) and the instrumental 
interlude in another.125 This variant is another step away from older pastat, 
which took the simpler form of a single melody for both the verse and the 
refrain, with no specially composed introduction or interlude. Of 101 songs 
in Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of The Beautiful Time, 69 are in Jurjina. Sev-
enteen of these 69 songs use another rhythmic cycle in the introduction.126 32 
of these 101 songs are in other rhythmic cycles, of which 5 are in the six-
beat Sangin Sama‛i سنگين سماعي; the others are mostly in the duple cycles Al-
wahda al-maqsuma الوحدة المقسومة or Hacha 127.هچع 

Of the 42 songs listed in the previous chapter,128 32 are in the Jurjina 
rhythmic cycle, and 9 of these 32 have an introduction in another cycle; 10 
of the 42 are not in Jurjina, of which 2 have a change of rhythmic cycle with-

                               
122 Ali (2013:308). 
123 “Qaddim li burhanak”  was composed by Al-Qubanchi, according to Al-Saʿadi  قدم لي برهانك

(2006:286). 
124 Four of these are attributed to Al-Kuwaity by five sources or more, and are almost certain-

ly his. Another one is attributed by three sources and is very likely his. Two others ap-
pear in the book Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time and may well have been 
composed by him, although this is not confirmed by another source. 

125 Waltz, in the case of the song “Ya hamam i-noh”. 
126 “Bimuhasinak” and “Ana ya nas”, for example. 
127 Songs in Sangin Sama‛i: “Ala shawati Dijla mur”  ”Magdar agulan ah“ , رم دجلة شواطي على 

 Songs in Wahda: “Ya Slema” (“Dhub wu tifatar”), “Ya bulbul ghanni”. A .ما أَكدر أَكولن آه
song in Hacha ع  .Jit al‛ab way l-bedh”, entitled “Shlon shlon Yallah” by its refrain“ :ه

 )جـيـت الــعــب ويـه الـبـيـضالـلـه ( يا لونش لونش     
128 The list of 42 songs credited to Saleh al-Kuwaity by at least two independent sources is 

found in the end of chapter four. 
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in the song. In the shortlist of 28 songs, 23 of the 28 are in Jurjina, and 7 of 
these 23 have an introduction in another rhythm. 

We can infer from both lists, then, that Jurjina is a common feature in 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs. Approximately a third of the 42 songs have an 
introduction in a rhythmic cycle different from that in the vocal line. Among 
the Jurjina songs with an introduction in a different rhythmic cycle are “Ana 
lihdetha” الحديثة أنا , “Galbak sakhar jalmud”129 جلمود  صخر َكلبك , “Wein raih 
wein” وياك الـلـه يشالما يا ”Yalmashi Allah wuyak“ ,  , وين؟رايحوين   , 
“Bimuhasinak” هاكبو محاسنكب  and “Ya hamam i-noh”, which is analysed here 
both as an example of a Jurjina song with an introduction in a different 
cycle, and because it involves a change of rhythmic cycle within the song 
itself. 

“Ya hamam i-noh”: Different rhythmic cycles within the song 

Ya hamam i-noh يــا حــمــام الــنــوح 

Verse 1 
Oh dove, your crying does not heal the 
heart 
Do not be cruel! Visit us when our tears  
flow* 

Refrain 

By the sleepless nights and endless 
sorrow 
our lives reached the end and we have 
not fulfilled our wishes 
Oh dove oh dove 

Verse 2 
Oh the dove of the tree I did not sell my 
beloved  
But he betrayed me and was ungrateful 
to me. 
*The speaker uses the first-person-
plural form

Verse 1 
  يــا حــمــام الــنــوح مــا يــشــفــي الـدلـيـل

ـزورنـــا ودمـــعـــه يــســيـلتجــورنـــا تال 

Refrain

  الــســهـــر والـــقـــهـــر يــا حــمــامب

  خـلـصـت األعــمـار مـا نـلـنـا الـمـرام 

يـا حـمـام  يـا حـمـام 

Verse 2 
  ـعـــت الــخــلــيــلبيـا حـمـام الـــدوح مــا 

  لــكــن خــان ويـاي وأنــكــرلـي الــجـمــيــل

“Ya hamam il-noh” الــنــوح حــمــام يــا  has a change of rhythm within the 
song.130 The introduction is set in a waltz rhythm, rare at the time in Iraq131 

129 Recorded by Salima Murad, possibly for Gramophone. In the Chakmakchi recording, the 
introduction is in Jurjina. 

130 For studying the song “Ya hamam il-noh”, I have used a digitized version provided on 
YouTube, uploaded by the user Salam Obied, accessed on 7th November 2020. 

 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zK4upkBVs3A> 
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and in Arab music in general. The rest of the song is in the ten-beat Jurjina 
rhythmic cycle. The introduction repeats as an interlude, so that there is a 
shift within the song between Jurjina (verses and refrains) and waltz (inter-
ludes). This internal shift is unique within the repertoire of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs, and it goes one step further away from songs in which the 
introduction and the song are in different rhythmic cycles. 

 
Figure 44. The introduction to “Ya hamam il-noh” يــا حــمــام الــنــوح, transcribed by 
Dafna Dori from a recording (see footnote above). 

Jurjina, as we saw, is the predominant rhythmic cycle in the above lists.132 I 
return now to Mustafa Abbas Ali’s article, in which he asserts that this cycle 
was prevalent in Iraqi music from the 1920s until the late 1960s, especially 
in urban music, including pastat. It seems that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
cemented the preference for Jurjina over the six-beat rhythmic cycle Sangin 
Sama‛i سنگين سماعي that characterized old pastat.133 That is not to say there 
were no earlier pastat in Jurjina. “Al-afandi” االفندي, for example, is a pasta in 
Jurjina, probably from the 1910s.134 Looking, however, at the list of pastat 
that were recorded already in the 1920s, (table 1 in chapter two), we see the 
majority are in Sangin Sama‛i. I draw this conclusion, however, on the basis 
of a small number of songs, and further research is needed in order to estab-

                                                                                                                             
131  Taher Barakat (4th November 2018, personal communication); Saleh al-Kuwaity said he 

composed “Ruhi tlefat” as a waltz – a rhythm that was not found in Iraq (ma kan bilIraq 
dharb vals ما كان بالعراق ضرب فالس). In: Salman (1984) interview. 

132 Kojaman (2001:121) maintains the rhythmic cycles in the new Iraqi songs were the same 
as those in the Iraqi Maqam, with the exception of two: Samah سماح and Ay Nawasi 
 .These rhythmic cycles, 36/4 and 18/8 respectively, were probably too long .أي نواسي

133 Al-Saʿadi (2006:272) suggests the most common rhythmic cycle (wazn وزن) in pastat is 
Sangin Samaʿi, as in “Ya zareʿ al-bazringosh” يالزارع البزرنگوش and “Al-majrasha” 
 both of which are pre-1930 pastat. Menashe Somekh asserted that, by the end of ,المجرشة
the 1920s, Sangin Samaʿi was hardly used (personal communication, 23rd January 2010). 

134 Haytham Shaʿubi هيثم شعوبي suggests the female singer Hasne حسنة performed “Al-afandi” 
-performed it in the 1920s (Al صديقة المالية in 1914, and that Saddiqa al-Mulaya االفندي
Hurra 2005 الحرّة The Songs). Al-Saʿadi (2006:272) suggests that Jurjina characterises 
many pastat, such as “Minnak yal-asmar”, “Dari” and “Al-afandi”. These examples, 
however, do not distinguish between earlier songs such as “Al-afandi” and Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs, such as Minnak yal-asmar. 
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lish that Sangin Sama‛i is more typical of earlier pastat, whereas Jurjina 
characterises pastat from the 1930s on, especially those by Saleh al-Kuwaity. 
Jurjina is both quicker and more complicated than Sangin Sama‛i. 

“Ya hamam il-noh” is in the melodic mode Ajam معج , whose scale is 
made up of the intervals 1, 1, ½, 1, 1, 1, ½. The melody, however, does not 
conform to the typical character of Ajam melodies in Iraq or in the rest of the 
Mashriq.135 Thus, “Ya hamam il-noh” provides an example of songs by 
Saleh al-Kuwaity with uncommon use of a melodic mode. 

Figure 45. The scale of the melodic mode Ajam معج  

Melodic sequences  
As mentioned, one of the trademarks of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs is a se-
quence (a repetition of a short phrase on lower or higher pitches) in the in-
strumental introduction, sometimes recurring as an interlude. Among the 
songs that include this feature are the following:  

Il rah il rah الراح الراح 
Il hajer الهجر 
Ana lihdetha  نت الفقيربأنا الحديثة أنا  
Ana mnagulan ah أنا من أَكولن آه 
Ana ya nas ناس يا أنا  
Bimuhasinak هاكبمحاسنك وب  
Ta’dhini تاذيني 
Malyan galbi min al-wilif مليان َكلبي من الولف 
Min gheir amal من غير أمل 
Min hammi nehal jismi من هّمي نحل جسمي 
Min yomi (Ah ya daher) من يومي هجرت نومي 
Minnak yal asmar [Kul mara (Kul lahdha) amur alek] منـّـك يا األسمر 
Hadha mu insaf minak هذا مو إنصاف منك 
Huwa l-bilani البالني هو  
W‛ala e-darub ya hwai وعلى الدَُرب يهواي 
Wein raih wein  وين؟رايحوين ,  

135 My impression was shared by Martin Stokes (personal communication, 19th September 
2019) and Roni Ish-Ran, a Jerusalemite musician and educator (personal communication, 
21st December 2020). 
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In some songs, such as “Yalmashi Allah wuyak” وياك  الـلـه يشالما يا  and “Yahal 
khalag” هالخلك  يا  , there is one melodic sequence in the introduction and a 
different one in the interlude. In other songs, such as “Kul ma ridet” ما كل 

عـَبـِتت ياما ردت , there is a sequence not in the introduction but in the vocal part, 
at the end of the verse, on a melisma, as well as in the instrumental interlude. 

These uses of sequences, especially in the introductions and the inter-
ludes, were novel in Iraqi songs at the time. It is possible they illustrate Al-
Kuwaity’s use of elements from contemporary Egyptian songs, but we do 
not know this for sure. Sequences are part and parcel of Arab music, and 
they may have occurred in improvisatory sections of older pastat and ab-
udhiyyat, besides instrumental music and Maqam recitation.136 Specially 
composed instrumental introductions to songs, however, were an innovation 
in themselves; and using a sequence in an introduction to a song was one of 
the novelties in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s compositions. 

Inspiration from the Iraqi Maqam  
Musicians and authors such as Kojaman, Taher Barakat, Ahmad Abd-Ali, 
Abd al-Razaq al-Azawi and Adel al-Hashemi emphasise that Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs were inspired by the Iraqi Maqam. Perhaps linking these 
songs to the Iraqi Maqam is a way of elevating their status, but there seems 
to be a real musical issue here. I analyse these assertions in this section. 

The conceptualisation of the Maqam 
Taher Barakat contends that, in all of Al-Kuwaity’s songs, one can hear the 
sections of the Maqam. Barakat cites parts such as badwa )دوة)ب  or tahrir 

حرير)ت(  – two types of vocal opening section – and qita‛ and awsal ( قطع)
 sections which appear within the main song of the Maqam.137 This ,وأوصال
assertion reveals Barakat’s conceptualisation of Iraqi music as revolving 
around the Iraqi Maqam repertory, and of this repertory as the manifestation 
of melodic modes. Other musical cultures in the Mashriq, such as the Egyp-
tian and the Syrian, are based on the use of melodic modes as raw materials 
for music making, not as pieces. 

In his thorough study of the Iraqi Maqam, the musicologist Rob Simms, 
whose work spans Iranian, Kurdish and Iraqi music, discusses a continuum 
between a melodic mode as an abstract scale and a melodic mode as a spe-

                               
136 Ali (1974:59) laments the over-use of sequences, arguing it is a sign of laziness on the part 

of composers. It is likely Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs inspired a trend in Iraqi songs, to the 
extent that Ali finds this technique too common. 

137 Taher Barakat, 1st June 2020 personal communication. 
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cific tune. In general, he suggests, Iranian, Central Asian, and Iraqi classical 
traditions are closer to the tune end of the continuum, while Mashriqi 
maqams lean towards the scale pole.138 In other words, the above-mentioned 
Iraqi musicians do not perceive Al-Kuwaity’s songs as composed in a certain 
melodic mode, in the way that an Egyptian composer might create a song in 
maqam (melodic mode) Rast, for example. Instead, they identify maqam 
(melodic mode) Rast with Maqam Rast, a piece within the repertory of the 
Iraqi Maqam. 

This conceptualisation could explain the other musicians’ comments, too, 
as they do not elaborate, and it is unclear what they are referring to:139 Ah-
mad Abd-Ali contends that Saleh al-Kuwaity absorbed the Iraqi Maqam and 
the rural Iraqi songs,140 and that all his work is inspired by them.141 Abd al-
Razaq al-Azawi عبد الرزاق العزاوي describes Saleh al-Kuwaity as the first who 
composed songs based on the Iraqi Maqam.142 He maintains the composer 
understood the Iraqi Maqam and used its conventions (literally: “the ways in 
which it is built”) in his own songs to a greater or lesser extent.143 

Similarly, the music critic Adel al-Hashemi affirms that Saleh al-Kuwaity 
mastered the Iraqi Maqam (tasharruban hadhiqan تشّربًا حاذقًا) and became an 
authority (marji مرجع) in this repertoire; therefore; he composed songs in a 
variety of angham (melodic modes). This endowed the Iraqi song “beauty, 
vitality and diversity”.144 Kojaman also suggests Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
were informed by the Maqam, and makes a general remark about how Iraqi 

138 Simms (2004:10, 35), referring to Harold Power’s global survey of melodic modes in New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians: “Mode”. Simms (2004:16) argues that the 
maqam traditions of Iraq, Iran and Azarbaijan are organised as sets of melodies. 

139 Simms (2004:4) discusses writings in Arabic on the Iraqi Maqam by Iraqi authors, some of 
them academic, other are not. He rightly notes that “[m]odes of presentation and explica-
tion often differ from those of Western scholarly sensibilities and conventions, and local 
contextual, insider information may be assumed tacitly by the authors.” 

140 (al-ghina al-rifi al-Iraqi wal-maqam al-Baghdadi) 
ء الريفي العراقي والمقام البغداديالغنا

       There are different variants of the Iraqi Maqam in Baghdad, Mosul and Kirkuk. 
141 December 2008, at a symposium in memory of Saleh al-Kuwaity in Baghdad, organised by 

The National Centre for the Study of Traditional Music. Ahmad Abd-Ali is the director 
of music ensembles – possibly at the Department for Music.  

142 Al-Hurra (2005) الحرّة. Al-Azawi is Chair of the Iraqi Musicians Association (Raʾis itihad 
al-musiqiyin al-Iraqiyin رئيس اتحاد الموسيقيين العراقيين). This assertion ignores Al-Qubanchi’s 
songs of the late 1920s. 

143 “Hadhihi al-khutuwat hawwalha lilghina […] istathmarha ‛ala shikl aghani.” 
 استثمارها على شكل أغاني… هذه الخطوات حولها للغناء 

 Husayn (possibly 2011), The Voices of Departure. Time code 26’57 in the Arabic version 
(Aswat a-Rahil). This comment is missing from the English version of the film. 

144 Husayn (possibly 2011), The Voices of Departure. Time code 27’50 in the Arabic version 
(Aswat a-Rahil). Al-Hashemi uses the word “maqam” both for the repertoire of Iraqi 
Maqam and for a melodic mode (nagham). 
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Maqam and modern music used the same melodic modes and rhythms (ang-
ham wu awazan انغام وأوزان), and that the audience of both was the Iraqi peo-
ple.145 These assertions should be understood in light of the above suggestion 
regarding the conceptualisation of the Maqam, and in view of the following 
discussion on Saleh al-Kuwaity’s relationship to the Maqam. 

These links between Al-Kuwaity’s songs and the Iraqi Maqam only tell 
half the story, though. The same musicians who pointed to such links also 
stress that Al-Kuwaity’s songs contain ingenious and unexpected melodic 
moves.146 

Al-Kuwaity’s involvement with the Maqam 
There is no doubt the brothers Al-Kuwaity mastered the Iraqi Maqam (as 
instrumentalists). Kojaman notes that Saleh al-Kuwaity learned this genre 
from the best vocalists and instrumentalists, and maintains that he was re-
garded as one of the experts in the field.147 Kojaman uses the term “khabir”, 
meaning not only “expert”, but also “skilled”. The same word was used 
within the title “khabir al-Maqam” خبير المقام, denoting the Maqam reciter 
who examined reciters for broadcasts on the radio. 

In the same book, Kojaman attributes the composer’s proficiency in the 
Maqam to the years in which the Radio Iraq ensemble, with Al-Kuwaity as 
director, accompanied Maqam reciters.148 Warkov, following Kojaman, em-
phasises that Saleh al-Kuwaity was a musician in the modern style before his 
work at the Radio required him to become fluent in the Iraqi Maqam.149 I 
would suggest, however, that the brothers had already played the Iraqi 
Maqam at an earlier stage. They were not only familiar with the Maqam by 
emulating what they had heard on records in their youth; they also per-
formed the Maqam in the late 1920s. Saleh al-Kuwaity related that he and 
his brother learned the Iraqi Maqam thoroughly (“min al-asas” من االساس) 
during their stay in Basra around 1929, when they accompanied Maqam 
reciters.150  

                               
145 Kojaman (2015:110). This assertion contrasts with Kojaman’s suggestion (2001:12) that 

the Maqam and modern music had audiences from different social strata, and that these 
two kinds of music existed parallel to each other. Kojaman (2015:112) offers, though, 
that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s taqasim on the violin clearly changed after he learned the Iraqi 
Maqam, and that most of Saleh’s sama‛iyat are in the spirit of the Iraqi Maqam - biruh 
al-maqamat al-Iraqiya) (2015:176). 

146 Taher Barakat, 22nd July 2020, personal communication. I show some of these unusual 
melodic gestures in the song analyses in this book. 

147 “min khayrat khubara al-maqamat al-iraqiyya”  المقامات العراقيةمن خيرة خبراء . Kojaman 
(2015:175). 

148 Kojaman (2015:111). 
149 Warkov (1987:95–96). 
150 Shahed (1982) interview. 
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Another link between Saleh al-Kuwaity’s activities and the Iraqi Maqam 
has to do with pastat. Musicians and authors suggest that Al-Kuwaity’s songs 
were based on the conventions of the pasta, as discussed in chapter two.  

Furthermore, as mentioned in chapter two, Al-Kuwaity composed intro-
ductions and interludes to old pastat, turning them into independent songs, 
outside Maqam performances. The following figure presents an example of 
an early pasta, “Rabetak zghayrun Hasan” ربيتك اصغيرون حسن. The rhythmic 
cycle – Sangin Sama‛i سنگين سماعي – is typical of old pastat. The melodic 
mode is Bayat, and the pasta concludes the performances of Maqam Urfa, 
Maqam Dasht and Maqam Hussainy.151 The introduction and the interlude 
were possibly composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity.152 

 ”as notated in Figure 46. The pasta “Rabetak zghayrun Hasan ,ربيتك اصغيرون حسن
Hilmi (1984:11). 

 اورفة , دشت , حسيني 151
152 A of recording of “Rabetak zghayrun Hasan”, performed by Saddiqa al-Mulaya, is availa-

ble online, accessed on 3rd December 2020: 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhIQOAwNLRk> 
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Inspiration from rural (rifi ريفي) music 
In Hashemite Iraq, it was common for the education system and print media 
to deal with Iraqi identity outside the Arab framework, and to emphasise the 
landscape, tribes, poetry and literature.153 In other words, rural and nomadic 
life were part of the imagined Iraqi identity. But was there a scholarly inter-
est, as in late nineteenth-century Algeria, where the Governor General sup-
ported scholarly interest in local arts and crafts? Glasser suggests this en-
couragement to collect and save folk traditions in Algeria, including songs 
and proverbs, corresponded to similar efforts within Europe.154 

In Iraq, it seems, colonial interest was focused more on antiquities than on 
living “folk traditions”.155 European musicologists were interested in folk 
music; and the 1932 Congress Congress on Arab Music’s Recording Com-
mittee, chaired by Robert Lachmann, aimed at recording the music of villag-
ers and nomadic tribes.156 The Iraqi delegation, however, did not present this 
kind of folk music as required by the committee. At least, it did not include 
any rifi singer, and it did not record any folk music for HMV or perform it at 
the concert at the Opera house.157 Most of the delegations expressed the same 
attitude, as did the Egyptian hosts. They focused on “urban secular music 
and its history, rather than [on] the ‘archaic museum of folk songs’”, to 
quote Ali Jihad Racy.158 

Rural music on Radio Iraq 
Saleh al-Kuwaity played regional music from around the country on Radio 
Iraq. Does this indicate an awareness of national Iraqi music and an effort to 
document and preserve it? Tom Western mentions the “tension between 
radio as a perceived homogenising force and radio as a disseminator of dif-
ference” in the context of ethnomusicologists appearence on the air in the 
early days of radio, as in the case of Robert Lachmann.159 Western discusses 
a different context than Al-Kuwaity’s on Radio Iraq, but the notion of na-
tional Iraqi music might have been on Al-Kuwaity’s mind all the same. Iraq 
was a newly established state, and the radio reflected both its rulers’ striving 
for unification and the diversity of regional music. What was the status of 
rural music within this cultural mix? The brothers Al-Kuwaity, who travelled 
around Iraq and learned local repertoires, were clearly interested in this mu-

                               
153 Bashkin (2009:128). 
154 Glasser (2012:678). 
155 Avishur (1987, 1994) mentions, though, studies of Iraqi folk song texts by B. Meissner 

(1903) and by F. H. Weissbach (1930). 
156 Racy (1991:72, 73). 
157 Wizarat al-Ma‛aref al-umumiyya (1933:72–74). 
158 Racy (1991:85). 
159 Western (2018:257). 
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sic and inspired by it, possibly with no nationalist agenda. Al-Kuwaity’s 
interest in rural and nomadic repertoires was not unique among Iraqis. Albert 
Elias, the Jewish nay player, played improvisations (taqasim) in a rural syle 
(rifi), and the Jewish Maqam reciter Yousef Horesh יוסף חורש performed folk 
songs and abudhiyyat, accompanying himself on the joza.160 

Rural Iraq and the nation-state 
Orit Bashkin states that “[t]he debate about peasantry and tribalism in Iraq 
turned out to be one of the key components of Iraqi national narratives” in 
Hashemite Iraq.161 Intellectuals in the country resembled the Indian elite and 
the British colonisers in viewing “peasants and tribesmen as simpleminded 
and ill-mannered”. Many intellectuals spoke of the countryside (rif ريف) 
without differentiating between villagers (fallahun فّالحون), marsh-dwellers 
and nomads.162 Iraqi scholars wrote about the tribesmen’s disrespect for oth-
er people’s property,163 described them as lazy,164 and maintained that tribal-
ism threatened nationalism, since the tribes tended not to obey state officials 
and they failed to comprehend the concept of the nation-state.165 

The intellectuals tried to conceptualise these subaltern groups as objects 
of their strategies, and fit them into the hierarchical structure of the nation-
state.166 King Faysal I made the tribes settle;167 and by the end of the 1920s, 
tribal dignitaries figured among the small number of privileged landowners 
in Iraq.168 The financial crisis in the early 1930s had a devastating effect on 
the tribes, who started a series of rebellions in 1933.169 Bashkin cites an in-
spector for the Ministry of Education who, in 1935, contrasted the “graceless 
Iraqi villages” and their “poor, ignorant residents” with European villages, 
the symbol of health, beauty and “all that was pure in the nation”.170 Thus it 
seems that, generally speaking, intellectuals did not perceive non-urban 
communities as bearers of traditional Iraqi culture, even when they contained 
half the Iraqi population.171 

160 Warkov (1987:21) citing Na‛im Twena (“folk songs and abūdhīyah poetry accompanying 
himself with spike fiddle”). 

161 Bashkin (2009:195). 
162 Bashkin (2009:196). 
163 Bashkin (2009:201). 
164 Bashkin (2009:202). 
165 Bashkin (2009:203). 
166 Bashkin (2009:195). 
167 Bashkin (2009:199). 
168 Erlich (1996:126, 149). 
169 Erlich (1996:127). 
170 Bashkin (2009:203). 
171 “In 1930, the semi-nomadic or tribal population was estimated to comprise about 50% of 

the population”, according to the economist Kathleen Langley (1961:12). 
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Rural music and the hierarchy of music styles 
What then prompted Saleh al-Kuwaity to learn and to broadcast regional 
music on Radio Iraq? A possible clue is given by Al-Ameri, in his 1989 
book on rural singers and the abudhiyya.172 The composers of old and new 
songs in Iraq, he maintains, used the abudhiyya. Not using it entailed 
rendering the songs lacking in refinement and effect.173 

Most of the composers whose names shone in recent years seem to have been 
influenced by the abudhiyya, and this is very clear. In this they followed the 
pioneering composers, such as Saleh and Daud Al-Kuwaity, Ridha Ali, Abas 
Jamil, Nathem Na‛im, Muhammad Abd al-Muḥsen and others. They 
considered rural singing (al-ghina al-rifi الغناء الريفي) to be the foundation for 
the Iraqi song. That is why they interwove the pure rural aroma (al-nakhah 
al-rifiya al-samimah النكهة الريفية الصميمة) into their compositions (alhanihim 
 and put the abudhiyya in the introduction to the song or within the ,(الحانهم
song – to elevate their songs’s nobility /refinement and effect (al-asala wa al-
tatrib 174.(األصالة والتطريب 

Al-Ameri’s emphasis on the links between urban songs and the rich 
repertoire of abudhiyyat, with its various types, may be the words of an au-
thor praising the genre he writes about. Still, abudhiyya is the major poetic 
form in rural (rifi) singing.175 There are over thirty styles of abudhiyya, dif-
ferentiated by geography, ethnicity and other parameters.176 Some abudhiyya 
styles are typical of Baghdad, where they are performed in Maqam gather-
ings and mawlid مولد rituals.177  

The situation in Iraq regarding musical hierarchy seems to have differed 
from that in other Arab countries (or at least in Lebanon) in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s, according to Asmar and Hood. The authors discuss the role 
of Wadi a-Safi and Fairuz as “the first proponents of the new Lebanese ur-
banized folk style”. They refer to “the music of the villages”, which suffered 
from a lower status in the musical hierarchy. Composed largely by the 
Rahbani brothers, Fairuz’s songs, 

while folk derived [meaning that this repertoire was based on folk songs], 
avoided some of this criticism by incorporating Western influences. They 
succeeded in achieving a blend of the sophisticated and folksy. Al-Safi did 
not rely on European influences but still managed to turn folk music into 
“art”. With his success in Ba‘albak [festival], this urbanized folk style be-
came acceptable and musicians became encouraged to explore their village 

                               
172 Abudhiyya is a genre of non-metred, melismatic rural Iraqi quatrain. See Glossary. 
173 Al-Ameri (1989:225). 
174 Al-Ameri (1989:224) translated by Dafna Dori. 
175 Kojaman (2015:29) “al-sha‛r al-asasi fi al-ghina al-rifi” الشعر االساسي في الغناء الريفي  
176 Hassan (2001). 
177 Hassan (2001). 
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heritage for inspiration. This was similar to Italian and German classical 
composers, for example, who drew inspiration from folk music.178 

The above quotation alludes to a hierarchy in which urban songs were placed 
higher than rural ones, and to the process of “elevating” rural songs. The 
authors describe the musical hierarchy in terms of the use of the modal sys-
tem:  

The Arab maqam system is associated with art music rather than folk music, 
since folk melodies often span a range of only four or five notes, and do not 
exhibit other characteristics of the maqam system. Their melodic cells, how-
ever, do have intervallic structures similar to the Arab maqamat.179 

Asmar and Hood also discuss the ambivalent attitude to Bedouin songs, with 
Bedouins either being stereotyped as unsophisticated or revered “as the only 
‘true’ and ‘pure’ Arab[s].” 

In Iraq in the first half of the twentieth century, there seems to have been 
greater tolerance of folk genres within art music. The Iraqi Maqam, which 
was and still is perceived as art music,180 contains elements of folk songs,181 
and urban songs such as Saleh al-Kuwaity’s stood side by side with ab-
udhiyyat. Hassan contends that “the boundaries between art and folk, secular 
and religious music are not clearly delineated, and interrelations, mutual 
influences and overlapping repertories are very common”.182 Thus urban and 
rural, art and folk music seem to have been more blended and less hierarchi-
cally categorized in Iraq than in Lebanon in the mid-twentieth century. 

This does not mean rural songs did not acquire a higher status in the mid-
1930s by mixing with urban songs. Rural (rifi) songs were known among 
dwellers of cities that were rooted in rural areas, such as Naseriya, Imara, 
Simawa and Diwaniya.183 Following the process of urbanisation – the migra-

178 Asmar and Hood (2001). 
179 Asmar and Hood (2001: note 12). 
180 Hassan (2001 section II). 
181 Tsuge (1972:64) reports that “sometimes a set of popular folk verses called būḍiya may be 

inserted” within a Maqam performance. Al-Saʿadi (2006:28–31) notes that abudhiyya 
نيركبا and rukbani عتابة ataba ,أبوذيّة  are three types of colloquial poems performed within 
the Iraqi Maqam besides the Zheri زهيري. The abudhiyya is common in the Middle 
Euphrates and southern Iraq, and there are also types of Baghdadi abudhiyya. Abudhiyya 
was performed within the Maqam but this practice became less widespread following Al-
Qubanchi’s emphasis on texts in literary Arabic. Al-Saʿadi (2006:53) suggests that as Al-
Qubanchi became a model for many reciters, they abandoned the colloquial poetic forms 
zheri and abudhiyya. 

182 Hassan (2001). 
183 Kojaman (2015:28). 
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tion from rural areas to the cities – these songs became popular in Baghdad 
too, among various socio-economic strata and religious groups.184 

Several changes contributed to the transformation of these songs into a 
more sophisticated genre whose status resembled that of urban songs. In the 
mid-1930s, especially with the Radio broadcasts, urban ensembles (takht) 
accompanied rifi singers; concerts in Baghdad’s prestigious venues present-
ed this repertoire during religious holidays and on national occasions;185 and 
differences between rural and urban songs became slightly blurred, as com-
posers of urban songs composed new songs for rural singers and performers 
of urban songs began to include rural songs in their repertory, at the request 
of audiences.186 Abbas Baghdadi suggests rural songs were rarely heard in 
Baghdad (ولم نسمع الغناء الريفي إال نادًرا في بغداد) – and only those by Mas‛ud al-
Imaratli مسعود العمارتلي – until Hdheri Abu Aziz became popular there in the 
1930s.187 Born in the late 1890s, Mas‛ud al-Imaratli مسعود العمارتلي was a rifi 
singer who changed her name from the feminine Mas‛uda to the masculine 
Mas‛ud, dressed in men’s clothes, sat in men’s coffee houses and ran her 
own business in one of Baghdad’s markets.188 

In terms of the language, some types of the abudhiyya cite or at least al-
lude to verses in literary Arabic, and interpret them using colloquial Ara-
bic.189 Therefore, the status of the abudhiyya is higher than that of purely 
colloquial songs. 

Rural music and Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s involvement in rural music (rifi) started already in 1929, 
when he recorded discs with the rifi singer Hdheri Abu Aziz حضيري أبو عزيز 
(1904–1972).190 When Al-Kuwaity was asked whether he composed for rifi 
singers such as Hdheri Abu Aziz, he replied that the latter composed and “I 
helped him” (kunt asaadu bittalhin كنت اسعده بالتلحين). “[It was] like a frame 
[literally: skeleton] of a house, and I built it.”191 

                               
184 Similarly, Danielson (1988:145) contends that songs and dances referred to as “rustic” 

were “popular among the middle and lower classes”. She describes how “the dialects of 
the songs and the musical styles were particular to regions of the country and served to 
invoke memories of ‘home’ for the thousands of immigrant city-dwellers in the neigh-
borhoods of Cairo”. 

185 Kojaman (2015:28). 
186 Kojaman (2015:29). 
187 Baghdadi (2007:93). 
188 (Kishtainy 1983:133–134). Farhan (2020:289) writes that Mas‛ud al-Imaratli died in 1944, 

around the age of 47, of tuberculosis. 
189 Al-Saʿadi (2006:31); Avishur (1994:80 /p. XXVI in the English section) 
190 According to Saleh al-Kuwaity (Salman, 1984 interview). 
191 Aviezer (probably 1980s) interview. Time code 2’33–3’03 י בניתי אותוכמו שלד של בית, ואנ ; In 

Israel, Saleh al-Kuwaity composed rifi songs for Yousef Dahan, such as “Min‛ahu alaya” 
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In his book, Introduction to Iraqi Music, As‛ad Muhammad Ali discusses 
two kinds of folk songs – one newly composed, the other an arrangement of 
an existing folk song.192 This assertion testifies to the author’s recognition of 
such arrangements in Iraqi music. Some of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs belong 
to this category. Indeed, Al-Kuwaity may have been the main composer who 
made this practice prevalent in Iraqi music. We know this by the number of 
songs which are attributed to him by some, while at the same time being 
considered by others to be older songs. Examples include “Win ya galub” ون 

گلب يا ; “Ala jisr il-msayyab” المسيّب  جسر على ; “Mu minni kul il-soch” كل منـّي مو 
 It is possible Al-Kuwaity arranged .انا المسيچينة ”Ana limsaychina“ ;الصوچ 
these songs, and that they then became known by his arrangements. The 
following song, however, was composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, albeit in a 
rural style: 

“Khadri i-chai” خدري الچاي: A song in the rural style 

Khadri i-chai خدري الچاي 
Refrain 

Brew the tea, brew it! 
- Who should I brew it for?

What is it with you, dearer than my 
soul? Why are you always sad? 

Two verses 
I’m told to make tea, but how shall I 
make it? 
How should I sift the water? 
How should I boil it? 

Two verses 
How should I brew the tea myself and 
drink it?  
Without my beloved, whom should I 
pour it for? 

Refrain
 عـيـونـي إلـمـن أخـدره      خدري  يالچاخدري 
دومــج مــجــدره   بــعــد الــــروح  ايــ چشــمــالــ

Two verses 
  وشــلــون أخــدره    يالچاَكــالــولــي خـدري 

  ــورهؘ وشــلــون أفـ    فــي الـــمــايؘ وشـلـون أصـ

Two verses 
  ـربــهؙ بــيــدي وأشـ    يالچاهــيــهــات أخــدر 

  ب عـــيـــن هــواي إلـمـن أصـبـّـهؙ مــن عـــَكـــ

 to lyrics by Ibrahim Obadia, according to ,(”They didn’t let me see him“) منعهو علي
Aviezer (probably 1980s) interview. Time code 0’45. 

192 “al-ughniya al-shaʿbiya al-mutawara” األغنية الشعبية المطورة, literally: the developed folk 
song. Ali (1974:26). 
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Figure 47. The song “Khadri i-chai” خدري الچاي as notated in the book Saleh Al-
Kuwaity: Melody of The Beautiful Time. 

“Khadri i-chai”, by Saleh Al-Kuwaity, is an example of a rifi-style song, as 
opposed to those of his songs which are considered Baghdadi (al-madrasa 
al-Baghdadiya).193 Al-Kuwaity related that he composed it in 1934, and that 
Salima Murad recorded it for the Sodwa record company in Aleppo 1935.194 
This song has a simple verse form. Each hemistich repeats, so that each 
verse is made up poetically and musically of two semi-phrases, like call and 
response, and the form in each verse is aabb. This form is simpler than that 
in Al-Kuwaity’s “Baghdadi” songs, and the melody’s range is limited, too – 
to a fourth. Thus, “Khadri i-chai” resembles rifi songs. 

The melodic mode is Ushar أوشار, whose scale is: E  – F – G – A – B  – 
C – D – E  (see the figure below). Ushar belongs to the Siga family of 
modes and is usually described as a Siga trichord with a Nahawand tetra-

 For studying the .(Taher Barakat, personal communication,  4th Nov 2018) المدرسة البغدادية  193
song “Khadri i-chai”, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded by 
the user Dijla Forat, accessed on 7th November 2020. 

  <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmAt75s3O7o> 
194 Shahed (1982) interview. In an interview with Samih Badran, Al-Kuwaity also said he 

composed “Khadri i-chai”. He is credited for this song in ACUM. Obadia (2005:127) re-
lates that Saleh Al-Kuwaity composed the songs to lyrics by Abd al-Karim al-Allaf. 
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chord on 3^.195 In this song, the first hemistich (a) starts and ends on 3^, and 
the second (b) starts on 2^ and ends on 1^, the qarar. Further research is 
needed, in order to ascertain whether Ushar – or the Siga family of modes in 
general – is typical of rifi songs, or whether this choice of mode by Al-
Kuwaity does not indicate any link to the rifi repertoire. 

Figure 48. The scale of the melodic mode Ushar أوشار 

The involvement of the brothers Al-Kuwaity in rural songs is further illumi-
nated by the linguist Yizhak Avishur in his book on Jewish Iraqi folk songs. 
Saleh al-Kuwaity, suggests the scholar, “loved folk songs and he composed 
many himself. He delighted in listening to the words of these songs and in 
fact remembered a fair number of them”.196 Avishur mentions an interview 
he conducted with Saleh al-Kuwaity. The composer sang old songs such as 
“Yam il- uyun il-sud” ودالس يونعلا   حسن ”and “Rabetak zghayrun Hasan يم 
 for the researcher, and explained the lyrics. The lyrics of these ربيتك اصغيرون
songs, which appear in nineteenth-century manuscripts, were still popular 
among some Iraqi Jews in Israel in the 1970s. Avishur’s account of the in-
terview shows that Al-Kuwaity was still recognised for his knowledge and 
performance of this repertoire.197  

Avishur also contends that Al-Kuwaity himself composed dozens of ab-
udhiyyat.198 He observes that many abudhiyyat appear in Iraqi publications 
from the 1930s on with the names of their authors, so that they were not 
anonymous.199 Thus, abudhiyyat – although a rural genre – do not conform 
to the typology of “folk songs” by unknown authors, especially those of the 
1930s and on, as discussed above. Furthermore, the publications to which 
Avishur refers suggest that the improvisational aspect of this genre had 
changed beginning in the 1930s. Scheherazade Hassan does not refer to the 

195 Muallem (2006:228). The first two intervals (E  – F – G) are known as the Siga trichord, 
and the intervals G – A – B  – C, starting on 3^ in this case (G), are known as the Na-
hawand tetrachord. 

196 Avishur (1994:14 /p. XV in the English section). 
197 Avishur (1994:120, 140). Avishur (1994:171) writes that he interviewed Saleh al-Kuwaity 

several times between 1978 and 1985 (in p. 14 /p. xv in the English section, he writes 
that these dozens of interviews took place between 1978 and 1982). I did not have access 
to any recordings or transcriptions of these interviews. 

198 Avishur (1994:80 /p. XXVII in the English section). 
199 Avishur (1994:79). 
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abudhiyya as an improvised genre. She cites, instead “popular melismatic 
songs (ubūthīyya).”200 

Avishur further suggests the brothers Al-Kuwaity had a major role in the 
dissemination of abudhiyyat, by performing them in Iraq and later in Isra-
el.201 Indeed, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s manuscripts include a small notebook with 
lyrics of ten nayil نايل songs (another Iraqi rural vocal genre) and some forty 
abudhiyyat. In his interview with Saleh al-Kuwaity in 1968, Shimon Hayat 
wanted to discuss the use of Arabic dialects, so he asked Al-Kuwaity: 
“[Which dialect did you use? For example:] when you write an abudhiyya” 
(Hayat speaks in the Jewish Iraqi dialect: فتأل ابوذيي  :Al-Kuwaity replies .(من 
“Iraqi”, indicating that he uses the Iraqi dialect. Hayat was also interested in 
rhythms, and he asked Al-Kuwaity “so when you write a nayil”, using the 
same verb: 202.تألف It is clear, therefore, that Saleh al-Kuwaity wrote abudhiy-
yat and nayil lyrics and he most probably set them to music.203 Future re-
search may reveal whether some of these appear in books or recordings of 
rural Iraqi songs with credit given to Al-Kuwaity. In conclusion, the reperto-
ry of songs composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity includes not only those in an 
urban style (the Baghdadi type), but also rifi-style songs, such as “Khadri i-
chai”, abudhiyyat and possibly nayil. 

This section on inspiration from rural music opened with the 1932 Con-
gress on Arab Music, in which the Iraqi delegation did not present the kind 
of folk music required by the Recording Committee. During the following 
years, however, the abudhiyya gained popularity in Baghdad, and came to be 
partly associated with urban performers and musical arrangements, not least 
through Saleh al-Kuwaity’s collaborations with rifi singers, as mentioned. 
What is more, rural genres as the abudhiyya and the ataba were traditionally 
part of the Iraqi Maqam, alongside the qolloquial poetic form zheri.204 Thus, 
art music (Maqam) and rural music were intertwined before urban popular 
music and rural music also became entangled. 

200 Hassan (2001). 
201 Avishur (1994:80 /p. XXVII in the English section). 
202 Hayat (1968) interview, time code: 44’24. 
203 Salim Shibbath, who worked with the brothers, notes that Saleh al-Kuwaity wrote lyrics of 

many abudhiyyat (“yisawwi kalimat mal abudhiyya, yinthem kalam”). He does not men-
tion setting these to music. Thus, his statement might suggest that Daud al-Kuwaity, who 
sang these abudhiyyat, improvised their melodies (Hayat, c. 1969, interview). 

, زهيري 204 عتابة   أبوذيّة ,
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Kuwaiti elements 
According to his son, Shlomo El-Kivity, Saleh al-Kuwaity said his roots 
were in Kuwait, that “the tarab طرب he received from Kuwaiti music was 
the foundation for his music and for his own compositions”, and that he 
learned a lot from Kuwaiti music.205 These comments were made in Al-
Qabas القبس, a Kuwaiti newspaper, so the composer’s son was perhaps keen 
to emphasise his father’s connection to Kuwait. Nevertheless, it is clear the 
sawt was not only the initial genre in which the brothers Al-Kuwaity had 
immersed themselves during their childhood music education; they also con-
tinued to accompany sawt vocalists throughout their career in Iraq, as men-
tioned in chapter one. 

Were their own songs inspired by this genre? I would suggest there are 
two characteristics of sawt that might have made their way into Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs. One is the use of call and response; the other is the con-
vention of ending the song with a short oud and violin improvisation. Call 
and response is incorporated into the sawt genre,206 as well as other types of 
song on the Arab peninsula. Lisa Urkevich mentions call and response دء ب
 between the vocalist on one side and the chorus or the dancers and – وردّ 
drummers on the other side – in genres such as the tanbura طنبورة and the 
kasra, and in female ensembles’ wedding songs.207 Two of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs that feature call and response between the instruments in 
the introduction are “Ya lawat‛i min nar il-hub” 208, يا لَوَعتي ِمن نار الُحب ولَهيبَه 
and “Sud il-layali” 209.سود الليالي هجرك شفتها In these cases, I apply the notion 
of call and response – which usually refers to vocal phrases – to instrumental 
gestures. 

As for ending the song with a short oud and violin improvisation, “Malet 
min hadha l-waget” 210,مليت من هذا الوگت and “Ya hamam il-noh”211  يــا حــمــام
 end with a violin improvisation.212 It is possible, though, that these   الــنــوح

                               
205 Hamdan (10th April 2008). 
206 AlSalhi (2018:256) mentions a type of melody “usually described as ṣaut raddādī, as the 

singing consists of a call and response between the singer and the choir or listeners.” An 
example of call and response is found in the sawt “In shakawta l-hawa”  ان  -محمود الكويتي
 :uploaded on YouTube, accessed on 21st November 2020 ,شكوت الهوى

     <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESOXVJ9JynM> 
207 Urkevich (2015:142, 201, 284). 
208 Twena, reel 42. 
209 Twena, reel 42; “Sud il-layali” سود الليالي هجرك شفتها was uploaded on YouTube by the user 

 :accessed on 10th November 2020 ,(Taʾir al-janub) طائر الجنوب
       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DY48PwRmLOo> 
210 Twena, reel 42. 
211 Twena, reel 42. 
212 As well as “Ana ya nas” ناس يا أنا , no. 10 in Saleh al-Kuwaity: Melody of the Beautiful Time 

(Twena, reel 42). 
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improvisations were simply meant to fill in the time left on the recording, 
and had nothing to do with sawt conventions. One of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
songs that resembles music from the Gulf area, in my opinion, is “Bimuhas-
inak”.213 

“Bimuhasinak” وبهاك بمحاسنك : A song resembling Gulf music 

Warkov mentions this song among three recordings that her interlocutors 
considered typical of Al-Kuwaity’s style in the 1930s:214 “Yu‛ahiduni” 
وبهاك بمحاسنك ”Bimuhasinak“ ,يُعاِهدُني , “Ya dmu‛i sili” سيلي دموعي يا . The 
choice of these three songs by her interlocutors is intriguing, since the first is 
clearly in the style of music from the Gulf area. The third, “Ya dmu‛i sili”, is 
more similar to the majority of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, and is analysed 
above. As for “Bimuhasinak” – there are different opinions, and I suggest 
that it has the character of music from the Gulf area.215 It is unclear what 
Warkov’s interviewees meant by suggesting this song was typical of the 
composer.  

213 For studying this song, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded by 
the user iraqart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020. 

  <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUHARKTawgQ>  
   The same recording was uploaded, with different visuals, by Esther Warkov, on the 

YouTube channel Music for Peace in the Middle East. Warkov acknowledges Menashe 
Somekh as the source for the recording. Accessed on 7th November 2020. 

 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRv8PIrW8fk> 
214 Warkov (1987:96–97). Zakiya George performed the song, according to Hilmi (1984:104) 

and to Warkov )1987:96( . Warkov (ibid) maintains that Daud is the male voice that joins 
Zakiya George, while Elias Zbedah (personal communication, 28th March 2019) and 
Emile Cohen argue it is Saleh. Al-Jazrai (2006:435) also maintains Saleh sang duets with 
Zakiya George. 

215 My impression was shared by Prof. Martin Stokes (personal communication, 19th Septem-
ber 2019) and Elias Zbedah (personal communication, 1st August 2019), giving it greater 
validity. Neither explained, though, in what ways the song evokes Gulf music. What is 
more, the Iraqi musician Taher Barakat does not find any similarities between “Bimuhas-
inak” and music from the Gulf (personal communication, 16th December 2020). 
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Figure 49. The song “Bimuhasinak” وبهاك بمحاسنك , transcribed by Dafna Dori from a 
recording (see footnote above). 
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Either they did not perceive this song as particularly resembling the Gulf 
style, or they attributed a Gulf character to most of Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s 
songs. I would argue that this song exemplifies the composer’s long-lasting 
immersion in music from the Gulf area, and the way in which he wove to-
gether Kuwaiti and Iraqi elements. In this case, the Iraqi component is the 
Jurjina rhythmic cycle. 

Bimuhasinak  وبهاك بمحاسنك  

Verse 1 
Stop showing off your charms and 
good looks 

I forgot my mind because of my love 
and your rejection 

Refrain 
All the beauty is gathered in you 
Your cheek shines like fire and light-
ning 
I am consumed by love for you 
my heart is ripped apart 

Verse 2 

Your beauty is like a lamp lighting the 
street  
And your cheeks are like apples 
adorned with flowers 

Verse 3
Your charms and tall posture - 
Even in the city of Istanbul there is 
nothing like it216 

Verse 1 

  بـمـحـاسـنـك وبــهــاك بــسـّــك تــبــاهـي

  بـمـحـبـتـك وجـفـاك كــل فـكـري سـاهـي

Refrain 
كـل الـحـسـن بـيـك أنـجـمـع نــور وبــرك خــدّك 

  لــمــع

 بــمــحــبــتــك ولــهــان داللــي أنــشــلــع

Verse 2 

بـالـعـَكـودبـمـحـاسـنـك مـصـبـاح تـضـوي   

 وخــدودك الـــتــفــاح تـــزهـــي بـالـــورود

Verse 3

  بــمــحــاســنـك والــطـول شطبة بـعـدالـه

وببـلــدة أســطــمــبــول مـــاكـــو مــثــالـه

The impression that this song resembles songs from the Gulf is perhaps 
due to the treatment of Rast. The pivot note (ghammaz) in Rast is 5^. In this 
song, 5^ is an important note – the verse and the second phrase of the intro-
duction start on it – but here it is not as important as in common Rast songs, 
including those attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity.217 The introduction starts 

216 According to Sami Zubaida (4th October 2019, personal communication), Istanbul was a 
symbol of wonder and sophistication, but Aleppo was more likely to be mentioned in this 
context. 

217 Songs such as “Min hammi nehal jismi” من هّمي نحل جسمي, “Yalmashi Allah wuyak” كياو هلال   
يماشلا اي   and “Aini wu mai aini” ميو عيني  .عيني 
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with a descending phrase from 4^ to the qarar, 1^.218 The refrain begins with 
a lower 6^ leaping up a minor third to the qarar, with the words “Kul il-
hisin”. Similarly, a major third leap from a lowered 6^ to 1^ is played in the 
introduction and in the interlude in the verse melody (but not when the fe-
male vocalist sings the verse).219 This hypothesis, of the song’s resemblance 
to music from the Gulf as stemming from the treatment of Rast, needs fur-
ther research. Ahmad AlSalhi, for one, suggests that the melodic gestures 
described above are not typical of Kuwaiti music, or of music in Iraq or the 
rest of the Mashriq, for that matter.220 He does cite, however, the sawt “Fi al-
hawa qalbi” في الهوى قلبي, and notes that some of its melodic gestures are the 
same as in Zakiya George’s recording of “Bimuhasinak”. The sawt “Fi al-
hawa qalbi” was recorded by Yusuf al-Bakr, whose brother – Khaled al-Bakr 
– mentored the brothers Al-Kuwaity in their early musical experiences. In
sum, there is no sweeping agreement that “Bimuhasinak” includes elements
of music from the Gulf area. What is more, those who find such a resem-
blance cannot always clarify what gave them this impression. In any case,
the song provides an example of unusual melodic gestures in Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs, away from the conventions of the melodic mode.

Figure 50. The scale of the melodic mode Rast. 

In terms of form, the interlude between each verse and refrain is an instru-
mental repetition of the verse melody. The verse includes two musical 
phrases: a, b. The refrain (“Kul il-hisin…”) includes two musical phrases: 
c, b. 

This is a duet, in the sense that the male vocalist sings as much as the fe-
male vocalist. Unlike “Yahal khalaq”, however – another duet in Rast – the 
lyrics here do not suggest two points of view. As discussed above, Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s duets were novel, and “Yahal khalaq” resembles Egyptian cinema 
duets. Here, the text conveys the lover’s message to the beloved, and both 

218 As we saw in the case of “Yahal khalaq” – another duet in Rast – the introduction is in a 
rhythmic cycle different from that in the vocal line (here it is wahda وحدة, according to 
Hilmi 1984:105 and Al-Jazrawi 2006). As mentioned, such an introduction, especially 
with a sequence (as here), was one of the innovations in Al-Kuwaity’s songs. 

219 From the note A semi-flat to C, in the scale of the melodic mode Rast, as seen in the figure 
below, or from E semi-flat to G, in the transcription of the song, as seen in the figure 
above. 

220 Ahmad AlSalhi, personal communication, 11th December 2020. 
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vocalists sing the lover’s role, sharing the same semantic content. In this 
respect, the duet-singing might allude to the call and response typical of 
sawt, where the instrumentalists repeat the vocalist’s phrases rather than 
singing independent ones. 

Iraqisation of Kuwaiti sawt 
When the brothers Al-Kuwaity arrived from Kuwait in 1928 and settled in 
Iraq, they offered music that was new to Iraqi audiences,221 re-writing aswat 
(pl. of sawt) in an Iraqi style. I use the term “re-writing” rather than “arrang-
ing”, since the songs were not only arranged; they were also performed in a 
different rhythmic cycle. Thus, the very composition of the melody was al-
tered. One example of Kuwaiti music’s being adjusted to suit Iraqi taste by 
the brothers is the song “Yu‛ahiduni” يُعاِهدُني. Warkov’s interviewees men-
tioned it as typical of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s style in the 1930s.222 

Saleh al-Kuwaity recorded this song for Baidaphon in the 1920s.223 Ac-
cording to Al-Jazrawi, Salima Murad recorded this song later, “with the 
Jurjina rhythmic cycle, in an Iraqi style”.224 It is unclear whether Al-Jazrawi 
attributes the melody to the brothers Al-Kuwaity, or just the “Iraqi version” 
of it. Saleh al-Kuwaity related that this was a song he learned in Kuwait, and 
that he composed a new melody for this text.225 It is likely his recording for 
Odeon presents his own composition, since it is the same melody as in Sali-
ma Murad’s recording.226 The lyrics – in literary Arabic – are by the thir-
teenth-century poet Baha al-Din Zuheir (البهاء زهير) بهاء الدين زهير. In this, the 
song differs from the majority of Al-Kuwaity’s songs, which are in colloqui-
al Arabic. 

 
  

                               
221 Kojaman (2015:105) (الوانًا جديدة والحانًا َعْذبة لم يألفوا سماعها من غيرهما من الموسيقيين). 
222 Warkov (1987:96–97). The recording Warkov refers to, tape 17b#4, is not “live from the 

mid to late 1930s”, but from the 1960s. (Esther Warkov, personal communication, 11 
December 2017). 

223 This recording is available on YouTube, accessed on 30th December 2020:  
            <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TP3mGBDXOao> 
224 Al-Jazrawi (2006:426). 
225 Shahed (1982) interview. 
226 Recordings are available on YouTube, accessed on 17th December 2020 (an early record-

ing of Salima Murad, arrangement similar to Saleh al-Kuwaity’s late 1920s recording): 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksAoMJESSkA>, and a later recording, also of Sal-
ima Murad: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vR-NPLVfSek> 
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Yu‛ahiduni la khanani 
 

 يُعاِهدُني

Verse 1 

He promises not to betray me, 
Then he breaks his promise 
I swear I will not talk to him, 
Then I violate my vow 

Verse 2 

This habit of ours does not stop, o peo-
ple listen and say 

Verse 1 

  يُـعـاِهـدُنــي ال خــانـَــنــي ثـُــم يـَــنــكـُــثُ 

 كــلـّــمـــتـُــهُ ثـُــّم أحـــنـَـثُ وأْحـــلـِــُف ال 

Verse 2 

  َوذلــــــَك دأبـــــــي ال يـــــــزاُل ودَأبُـــــهُ 

 أسـَمعـوا وتـحـدّثــوا  ِس فـيـا مـَعشـََر الـنـا

The above comment about the recording’s being “in an Iraqi style” suggests 
that Al-Jazrawi, an Iraqi musician, links Jurjina to the “Iraqisation” of a Ku-
waiti-style song. In other words, this comment indicates perhaps that rhyth-
mic cycles were key determinants of locality in 1930s Iraq. Furthermore, it 
suggests that Baghdadi audiences, although appreciating the Iraqi versions of 
Kuwaity songs by the brothers Al-Kuwaity, may have not cared for these 
songs as they were performed in Kuwait, with rhythms typical of the Gulf 
region. On the other hand, these versions of Kuwaiti songs may simply have 
been Saleh al-Kuwaity’s creative way of engaging with Iraqi music and au-
diences, as a newly arrived musician. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity’s artistic sensibilities 
What can we learn about Saleh al-Kuwaity’s compositions from the way he 
talked about his work? In an interview in 1980, Al-Kuwaity talked to the 
musicologists Esther Warkov and Amnon Shiloah about taqasim (instrumen-
tal improvisations) within the Iraqi Maqam. He emphasised the importance 
of keeping the spirit (in Hebrew: ruah רוח) of the particular Maqam, and 
giving the listener the feeling that “he never departed from the melodic mode 
as the foundation, even when he goes to another mode”. Al-Kuwaity distin-
guished himself from “many players who want to go far away from the 
foundation (in Hebrew: yesod יסוד).”227 This quotation indicates Al-
Kuwaity’s mastery of the Iraqi Maqam. It does not tell us, though, how the 
composer perceived his own songs, which do not contain extensive modula-
tions from one melodic mode to another. A subject on which we do have 
comments by the composer is that of stylistic changes in Iraqi songs. That 
subject is discussed in the next section. 

                               
227 Warkov and Shiloah (1980) interview Y-16830-CAS_A_01, time code 12’04–13’40. 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity on continuity and change 
In an interview for the IBA in 1984, Al-Kuwaity said his works were inno-
vative, but that his innovations were gradual and remained within the bound-
aries of Iraqi music. He said he used melodic modes that were not found in 
Iraq, but that he did not introduce elements that were alien to the ear (of Iraqi 
audiences). He emphasised that his songs matched listeners’ taste: 

Shafiq Salman: 
“Those songs (alhan al aghani الحان االغاني) in Iraq at that time, were they re-
stricted to (iqtasarat ala اقتصرت على) the Iraqi Maqam, or did you (plural 
form) innovate (amaltum tajdid عملتوم تجديد)?” 
Saleh al-Kuwaity: 
“Our compositions (talahin malna تالحين ملنا) are from the heart of Iraqi sing-
ing, from the Maqamat (min samim al maghna al-Iraqi, min al-Maqamat 
 but we innovated in a way that pleased the ,(من صميم المغنا العراقي, من المقامات
audience, slowly slowly until we arrived at a style that people wanted.”228 

In another interview for the IBA, probably in the 1980s, Samih Badran asked 
Saleh al-Kuwaity what made him so successful.229 Al-Kuwaity replied that 
he “composed [music] from the people’s spirit”, and that his innovations 
were introduced gradually, rather than suddenly or surprisingly. 

 
Badran: “what was the 
reason for your success?” 

Ma huwa sabab najahak 
filtalhin, ya‛ni kif inta sert 
najeh, shu sababu hadha?  

٫ما هو سبب نجاحك في التلحين
شو ٫يعني كيف إنت صرت ناجح

 سببه هاذا؟

Al-Kuwaity: “I composed 
[paus], my compositions 
were from the spirit of the 
people” 

lahhant [paus], alhani 
kanat min ruh al-sha‛b 

نت    pauseلَحَّ
من روح الشعب كانت الحاني       

Badran: “Ah, from the 
environment (surround-
ings), the heritage” 

Ah, min al-biʾa, min al-
turath 

  من التراث ٫من البيئة ٫اه

Al-Kuwaity: “yes, and I 
did not innovate” (he is cut 
here by the interviewer) 

Aywa, wa ma jaddadt 
bisura 

  وما جددت بصورة ٫ايوى

                               
228 Salman (1984) interview. Translated and transliteratd by Dafna Dori: 

Transliteration: 

jaddadna, akhadhna tawr illi huwa, yaani 

akhadhna ridha al jumhur wu jaddadna 

shwaya shwaya lima wasalna ila naw ya-

qbaluhu a-shaab 

In Arabic: 

جددنا، أخذنا طور إللي هو، يعني أخذنا رضاء الجمهور

 يقبله الشعب وجددنا شوية شوية لما وصلنا إلى نوع

 

 

229 Badran (probably 1980s) interview. 
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Badran (cutting Al-
Kuwaity): “surprisingly” 

mufajiʾa مفاجئة  

Al-Kuwaity: “[not] surpris-
ingly, [but] gradually, 
because (he is cut here by 
the interviewer) 

mufajiʾa. tadrijiyyan. 
laʾannu 

  مفاجئة. تدريجيا. ألن

Badran (cutting Al-
Kuwaity): “so that it would 
not be strange (also: for-
eign) to the people.” 

ya‛ni ma jit gharib ala al-
nas 

  يعني ما جيت غريب على الناس

Al-Kuwaity: “No, yes, I 
took them one by one.” 

La, ay, shayʾen fashayʾen 
akhadhtum. 

  شيئا فشيئا اخذتهم ٫اي ٫ال

(Now Badran asks about 
an Iraqi folk song). 

   

The word sha‛b عبش , like the term “folk” in Britain, also means “people” in 
general – such as the audience at a concert – and it is unclear whether Al-
Kuwaity meant an audience or a nation (a people). In any case, the reply 
encapsulates Saleh al-Kuwaity’s artistic credo. 

I interpret the first part of his reply – composing out of the people's spirit 
– as his commitment to the traditional, or to what already is, since he con-
trasts the people’s spirit with musical innovations. He appears to imply that 
the audience was conservative and would not have tolerated sudden changes 
in aesthetic norms. The above-mentioned novelist, Sami Michael, relates that 
youngsters in 1940s Baghdad (of whom he was one) rejected Al-Kuwaity’s 
songs, as well as what he calls “chalghi” (the word “chalghi” is used by Iraqi 
Jews in Israel for the Iraqi Maqam). He says they adopted Western culture 
and preferred Egyptian music, which they perceived as more “modern”.230 
Michael’s comment raises the question who the audience was that Al-
Kuwaity had in mind when he took care not to innovate too quickly. 

The second part of Al-Kuwaity’s reply – concerning the need to introduce 
innovations gradually, rather than suddenly or surprisingly – may testify to 
his calculated introduction of innovations, his constant checking of the audi-
ence’s pulse. But it may also reflect hindsight on the part of the composer, 
noting that his own creativity had evolved as he departed gradually from 
what was accepted, and found new modes of expression. 

I understand this twofold reply as stemming from one core belief. Badran 
goes on, namely, to ask what the most important attribute of an artist is. Al-

                               
230 Al-Kuwaity (2011:57). Valentin Olsen (2020:300–301) suggests that, during the 1940s, 

the Iraqi upper classes were among the clients of new nightclubs that offered Western 
music and dance. This seems to be a sign of Westernisation, compared with the early 
1930s, when – according to Main (2004:36) – most clients of such entertainment in 
Baghdad were Europeans. 
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Kuwaity replies that, if the artist is well-mannered/upright,231 then he merges 
with the audience/ the people (sha‛b شعب). He seems to suggest that a suc-
cessful composer does not indulge in new ideas or techniques, closed off in 
his own world. Rather, he is part of the social fabric. He uses his creativity to 
communicate with the audience, only pushing the boundaries of public taste 
gently and gradually, and he respects prevailing social and ethical norms.232 
Al-Kuwaity may have been useing the word “upright” in the sense of “mor-
al”. 

Scheherazade Hassan gives a glimpse of the importance of morality 
among musicians in Iraq. She mentions the moral behaviour expected of 
both master and student of the Iraqi Maqam. It has three components: “re-
spect for elders; gratitude toward all those who have transmitted any kind of 
knowledge; and, finally, the expression of solidarity, whether moral or mate-
rial, on occasions marking important events of life such as marriage and 
death.”233 Saleh Al-Kuwaity may have had these norms in mind in his above-
mentioned reply. 

He makes his view on tradition234 even clearer when Badran asks his 
opinion on contemporary songs, such as those by the Lebanese-Syrian-
Egyptian singer Faiza Ahmad فائزة احمد. The interview is likely to have taken 
place in the early 1980s, when Ahmad – twenty-six years younger than Al-
Kuwaity – was already a mature artist herself. Al-Kuwaity started his reply 
by stating that “The old song is the basis, the foundation, the core of the 
society when it comes to tarab and to the local musical spirit” 

 “والروح الموسيقية والمحلية بالغناء القديم هو االساس, هو صميم الُمجتمع من حيث الطر”
He added that some new compositions were good, but others were commer-
cial, “like a thorn that burns away quickly”.235 These statements reinforce 
Al-Kuwaity’s reply earlier in the interview, about “composing from the peo-
ple’s spirit” and introducing innovations gradually, rather than suddenly or 
surprisingly. Al-Kuwaity's words on the old songs’ being the core of the 

                               
231 Al-Kuwaity used the word khaluq خلوق. In the Iraqi dialect it means ‘polite, well-

mannered’ (Maamouri 2013). In literary Arabic (فصحى) it means “of firm character, 
steadfast, upright” (Wehr 1966). 

232 Al-Kuwaity uses the masculine form. This usage should be understood in the context of 
the time and place, where there were hardly any female composers of Arab music. What 
is more, the interview revolves around Al-Kuwaity’s career. Thus, when he is asked this 
question about the most important attribute of an artist, he probably answers with his own 
career in mind, and so uses the masculine form. 

233 Hassan (2002:314). 
234  I use the word “tradition” here not in the sense of folk music, but for the urban music that 

was popular in Al-Kuwaity’s time in Baghdad. 
235 Similarly, Touma (1996:150) regretted in the 1990s that the vast majority of songs on 

radio stations in Arab capital cities were pop songs that were forgotten after several 
months. 
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society and of the local musical spirit are echoed in remarks on his own 
songs as reflecting “The Iraqi spirit”.236  

Al-Kuwaity also talked about his musical innovations in another inter-
view, conducted by Ibrahim Shahed in 1982.237 He explained that a compos-
er should not introduce melodies/ modes (angham, in Iraq) unknown to the 
audience in a region, such as Western modes within an Eastern mode. This 
would not be pleasing to their ear. He should not surprise his listeners with 
angham that are far from what they are used to hearing. This strategy is ap-
parent in his description earlier in the interview of the melodic mode Lami, a 
mode typical of Iraq that was hardly known in other Arab countries during 
the 1920s and 1930s. This was a limited mode, and Al-Kuwaity elaborated it 
in his instrumental pieces and in his songs. He said: 

It was a limited rural (rifi) melody. When Al-Qubanchi first performed it, he 
sang it like an abudhiyya, a short, limited nagham, like the other abudhiyyat 
that people used to sing. But I liked it and thought: why should I not expand 
it? I expanded it, composed many songs in Lami.238 

 
Thus, by expanding an existing Iraqi mode, Saleh al-Kuwaity gave new ex-
pressions to familiar rural music. Likewise, in an interview for the IBA in 
1963, Daud al-Kuwaity explained that he himself composed the song “Ti-
hidhroni wana shtaih bidayya” شطايح بيدي تحذروني وانا  (“You warn me, and 
what I say?”)  in the Mkhalaf mode, “but in a new way”.239 Mkhalaf مخالف is 
a mode typical of Iraq, hardly known in other Arab countries during the 
1920s and 1930s.240 

                               
236 See below, in this chapter’s conclusions. Twena (18th August 1978) suggested that one of 

the reasons for Saleh al-Kuwaity’s success as a composer was that his music, and the 
songs that he wrote and composed, stem from the very heart of the Iraqi environment (al-
biʾa al-Iraqiyya al-samima من البيئة العراقية الصميمة). Albert Elias maintained that “Saleh 
composed songs in a pure Iraqi style” (Attar 12th February 1995 interview). Obadia 
(1999:126) attributes the success of the songs that Salima Murad performed to the quality 
of the lyrics and the “beautiful melodies in the Iraqi folk spirit” by the musicians who 
composed for her. 

237  Shahed (1982) interview. 
238 Shahed (1982) interview, translated by Dafna Dori. Ibrahim Obadia (1999:122) mentions 

Saleh al-Kuwaity in his discussion on Maqam Lami in the chapter on Muhammad al-
Qubanchi. He suggests that this Maqam was not as elaborate as other Maqamat, and that 
it was Al-Qubanchi in the early 1930s who first performed this Iraqi Maqam. Obadia 
then writes that Saleh al-Kuwaity, who accompanied Al-Qubanchi, remarked to the latter 
that the other accompanists were mixing up Lami with Maqam Ushar أوشار. Finally, Oba-
dia mentions the song that Al-Kuwaity composed in the melodic mode (nagham) Lami 
for Salima Murad, “Ya nab‛at al-rihan”. 

239 Aviezer (1963) interview. 
240 The mode called “Mkhalaf” in Kuwait and Bahrain is different from the Iraqi mode by this 

name, according to Ahmad AlSalhi (17th November 2020, personal communication). 
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Lami: a melodic mode expanded by Saleh al-Kuwaity 
As we saw, the composer asserted in interviews that he was the one who 
developed the melodic mode Lami in his songs, and turned it from a limited 
melodic mode into a broader one.241 This statement is corroborated by Ali 
Abd al-Shahid, a member of the Iraqi Symphonic Orchestra, who contends 
that Saleh al-Kuwaity “developed the nagham [melodic mode] of Maqam 
Lami, expanded it and made it less restricted”.242 Al- Qubanchi too, howev-
er, is credited as having expanded Lami.243 

Muallem suggests that Lami was unknown in other Arab countries. The 
name of this mode is generally thought to come from the Bedouin tribe of 
Lam (Bani Lam بني الم). Muallem stresses that the mode is identified with 
Iraqi music, meaning that musicians in other countries associate Lami with 
Iraq, since this mode is not common outside Iraqi music.244 It became more 
widely known through songs by Muhammad Abdel Wahab دمحم عبد الوهاب, the 
renowned Egyptian composer, who had used Lami following his visit to 
Iraq. Muallem cites the Tunisian author Saleh al-Mahdi in describing Lami 
as a typical Iraqi mode, and stating that the first to use it in the Iraqi Maqam 
was Muhammad al-Qubanchi.245 

Several musicians claimed they had presented the Lami to Abdel Wahab: 
Saleh al-Kuwaity, Muhammad al-Qubanchi and Saleh Shumail – and proba-
bly all of them did.246 As for the Iraqi Maqam, Al-Qubanchi composed 
Maqam Lami.247 Al-Ameri, in his book on the Iraqi Maqam, dedicates a 
chapter to each Maqam. In the chapter on Lami, he suggests it was negligible 
and incomplete Maqam until Al-Qubanchi recorded it in Germany in 1931 
and made it into a whole Maqam, with mayanat and tahrir (parts of the Iraqi 
Maqam).248 

Twena contends that Al-Qubanchi was recorded at the conference of Arab 
music in Baghdad in 1964 saying that he and his “musician brothers” had 

241 Aviezer (ed.) (1963) interview. 
242 Hatem Alwan (2019:210). 

 فجاء يقةض مساحته كانت ان بعد الحركة في حرية عليه افضا اذ مساحته، ووسع الالمي مقام نغم )صالح( طّور فلقد”
  ”اللون هذا منض وعرب عراقيين مطربين لعدة كثيرة الحان وضع اذ القديم عن ومطور جديد بنمط

243 Kojaman (2001:119–120); Al-Ameri (1990:260).  
244 Muallem (2006:161-162). Similarly, Scott Marcus (2008:189) writes that “Maqam Lami 

[is] commonly mentioned, in my experience, by Mashriqi musicians as one of the unique 
features of the Iraqi maqam tradition”. 

245 Muallem (2006:161). Kojaman (2001:119) suggests that “until the 1930s no other Arab 
country used this Nagham”, and that the situation changed following Abdel Wahab’s vis-
it to Iraq in 1931. 

246 Kojaman (2001:119–120). 
247 Kojaman (2001) footnotes pp. 199, 204. 
248 Al-Ameri (1990:260). Al-Qubanchi also performed an abudhiyya in the melodic mode 

Lami at the Congress on Arab Music in Cairo in 1932 (Hassan 1992:139). Ezra Aharon 
played taqsim oud in the melodic mode Lami (Congres de musique arabe (1934:112). 
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enlarged Maqam Lami, which previously had been but a wasla (a short part 
of the Iraqi Maqam, not to be confused with a suite-like work).249 Twena 
offers this as evidence that the role played by the brothers Al-Kuwaity in 
developing Maqam Lami was acknowledged by Al-Qubanchi. Thus, it 
seems, the brothers ‒ or at least Saleh ‒ played a part in extending Lami and 
introducing it to the Egyptian music scene via Abdel Wahab. 

The scale of the melodic mode Lami is made up of a Kurd tetrachord (in-
tervals of ½ – 1 – 1 tones), and then another Kurd tetrachord, starting on 4^, 
and lastly the octave note on top of the two identical tetrachords.250 Thus the 
ghammaz is 4^, and the intervals are 1\2, 1, 1, 1\2, 1, 1, 1 tones.251 Habib 
Thaher al-Abas, in a book published by the Iraqi Ministry of Education 
1986, states that the “finalis” (qarar) is D (Dukah); thus the scale is: D – E  
– F – G – A  – B  – C – D. 252 Muallem follows him in this, and adds that
the typical melodic progression starts by emphasising the fourth note (4^),
which is the ghammaz, then “touching” on 5^, 6^, and 3^, returning to 4^,
and descending from there to the finalis.253

Figure 51. The scale of the melodic mode Lami. 

Three songs in the melodic mode Lami: “Il-Hajer”, “Ya nab‛at  
il-rihan”, “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai”:  

In his interview with Isaac Aviezer in 1963, Saleh al-Kuwaity spoke of the 
song “Ya nab‛at il-rihan” یا نبعة الریحان as an example of how he developed 
the melodic mode Lami.254 Al-Kuwaity then related that he composed the 
song “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai” وعلى الَدُر ب یھواي in a new way, and that he 
developed the melodic mode Lami even further here than in “Ya nab‛at il-
rihan”.255 What can we learn about Al-Kuwaity’s concept of “developing the 
melodic mode Lami” by comparing these songs? We can examine them 

249 Twena 20th September 1977. 
250 Muallem (2006:160). 
251 This scale is sometimes referred to as the Locrian mode in European music, and it can be 

played on the white keys of a piano from the note B to B an octave higher. 
252 Muallem (2006:161). Saleh al-Mahdi and Salim al-Nur, however, contend that the finalis 

is the note E (Busalik) – namely that the intervals are as mentioned above, but that the 
scale starts on E, not on D. (Muallem 2006:161). 

253 Muallem (2006:162). 
254 Aviezer (1963) interview. 
255 Aviezer (1963) interview. 
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alongside other songs composed by Al-Kuwaity in Lami, even though we do 
not know whether they were composed before or after any of the above two 
songs. These are the seven songs in Lami from the list of songs credited to 
Saleh al-Kuwaity by at least two independent sources: 
 
1 “Il hajer”256 الهجر 
2 “Magdar agulan ah”257  ما أَكدر أَكولن آه 
3 “Malyan galbi min al-wilif”258  من الولفمليان َكلبي  
4 “Ya man ta‛ab”259 يامن تعب يامن شكة 
5 “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai”260  يهواي الدَُرب وعلى  
6 “Ya nab‛at il-rihan”261  الريحان نبعة يا  
7 “Min gheir amal”262 من غير أمل 

The first recording of “Ya nab‛at il-rihan” الريحان نبعة يا  was most probably by 
Salima Murad for Sodwa Records. The lyrics are attributed to Abd al-Karim 

                               
256 For the study of “Il-Hajer”, I have used a digitized version provided by Emile Cohen, on 

the website Alkuwaityevent.com, accessed on 7th November 2020. The website is dedi-
cated to the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and was constructed by Cohen following his produc-
tion of events in London celebrating Saleh al-Kuwaity’s centenary. The recording was 
most likely provided by Menashe Somekh, and it is unclear how he got it. 

        <http://www.alkuwaityevent.com/song.php?ref=00004> 
257 For the study of “Magdar agulan ah”, I have used a digitized version provided by Emile 

Cohen, on the website Alkuwaityevent.com, accessed on 7th November 2020. The web-
site is dedicated to the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and was constructed by Cohen following his 
production of events in London celebrating Saleh al-Kuwaity’s centenary. The recording 
was most likely provided by Menashe Somekh, and it is unclear how he got it. 

       <http://www.alkuwaityevent.com/song.php?ref=00066> 
258 For the study of “Malyan galbi min al-wilif”, I have used a digitized version uploaded on 

YouTube by the user iraqiart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020: 
        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAMZcnp8KAU> 
259 For the study of “Ya man ta‛ab”, I have used a digitized version uploaded on YouTube by 

the user iraqiart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020: 
      <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiC5vVkGMAU> 
260 For the study of “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai”, I have used a digitized version uploaded on 

YouTube by the user Noor-sh74 Music, accessed on 7th November 2020. This recording 
is taken from the double CD released by Al-Kuwaity family in 2008. In this song, rec-
orded in Israel, Daud al-Kuwaity starts singing at time code 4’45, following vocal and in-
strumental improvisations. The origin of the recording is probably an IBA recording 
which was kept by the family: 

        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvmbkk8X45M> 
261 For the study of “Ya nab‛at il-rihan”, I have used a digitized version provided on 

YouTube, uploaded by the user iraqart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020. This is a 
similar arrangement to the one on Sodwa Records, but with a female chorus in the re-
frain: 

        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7bb_fHpbCQ> 
262 For the study of “Min gheir amal”, I have used a digitized version uploaded on YouTube 

by the user iraqiart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020: 
       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihRd12T_iyk> 
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al-Allaf.263 They convey the pleading of a love-sick to the beloved, who is 
likened to a delicate and fragrant plant (rihan ريـحـان is Basilicum). 

Ya nab‛at il-rihan الريحان نبعة يا  
Refrain 

Oh you fine, sweet one, have mercy on 
the love-sick! 
My body has wilted, my bones stand 
out, and my spirit melted 

Verse 1 
This ailment within me has rendered me 
 senseless  
My illness is severe, and people do not 
know what the remedy is 

Refrain 
  يـا نــبــعــة الــريـحـان حـنـّـي عـلـى الـولـهـان

  انبت وعـظـمـي بجـسـمـي نـحـل والـروح ذا

Verse 1 

  مـن عـلــّتـي الـبـحـشـاي مـا ظـل عـنـدي راي

دائـي صـعـب ودواي مـا يــعــرفــه أنـــســـان

The song “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai” يهواي الدَُرب وعلى , also known by its re-
frain, “Weli sh-musiba” ويـلـي شـمـصـيـبـه, was first recorded by Sultana 
Yousef or Salima Murad.264 

W‛ala e-darub ya hwai 
(Weli sh-musiba) 

 وعلى الدَُرب يهواي ( ويلي اش مصيبة)

Verse 1 
I watch the road, my darling, my eyes 
keep watching 
I would follow you till death if only 
they let me 

Refrain 
Wow on me, what a misfortune 
Who will bring me my beloved? 
My heart is helpless, its flames are blaz-
ing, my beloved 

Verse 1 
ـي بـرتـي عيوني يا ولد بـرتوعـلى الـدرب يـهـواي 

  عيوني
ـبـعـك لـلـمـوت  لـو يـخـلـوني يا حلـو لـو تأرد أ

 يـخـلـوني
Refrain  

  ـمـصـيـبـه مـنـهـو الـيـجـيـبـهشويـلـي 
أمـسى الـَكـلـب حيران زايـد لـهـيـبـه يا ولـد زايد 

 لـهـيـبـه

One of the other Lami songs, “Il hajer mu ada ghariba” الهجرموعادة غريبة, is 
among Saleh al-Kuwaity’s most famous ones. It was originally performed by 
Salima Murad. The lyrics are attributed to Abd al-Karim al-Allaf.265 

263 Obadia (2005:127); Hatem Alwan (2019:219). 
264 Hilmi (1990:72) notes Sultana Yousef as the singer of this song. Obadia (2005:127) main-

tains that Salima Murad sang it. Perhaps both singers performed the song at different pe-
riods. 

265 Hilmi (1990:76). 
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Il hajer mu ada ghariba الهجرموعادة غريبة  

 
Refrain 

For you abandonment is not a strange 
habit, and from you it is not surprising* 
I knew this was your nature, you’ve got 
it with your mother’s milk 

Verse 1 
I suffered so much from you that I lost 
two thirds of my strength 
I would have stayed away from you if 
only my heart would allow me 
Other than this, what can I say to you? 
Each is made by his mother’s milk 
 
*The lover addresses the beloved in the 
plural form 

Refrain 

  الـهـجـر مـو عـاده غـريـبـه ال وال مـنـكـم عـجـيـبـه

  عـرفـت مـن هـذا طـبـعـكـم كــلــمــن يـردّه حـلـيـبـه 

Verse 1 
ثـلـثـيـن حـيـلـيـجـرعـت لـوعـات مـنـكـم وأنـهـدم ت  

ـنـت أبـتـعـد عــنـكـم لــو يـطـاوعـنـي دلـيـلـيچآنـه   

 غــيــر هــذا شـرد أَكـلـكـم كــلــمــن يــردّه حـلـيـبـه

 

All seven songs end on 1^ (the qarar/ “finalis”), a practice in line with the 
conventions of Arab and Iraqi music. Also the 4^ is an important note in all 
seven songs, and conventional too, since 4^ is the pivot note (ghammaz) in 
Lami. The importance of 4^ in the songs is indicated by the fact that, in six 
of them, it starts the verse or the refrain or both, and is then repeated several 
times in the same phrase. In the seventh song – “Min gheir amal” – the verse 
starts with a step-wise ascent 2^ →3^ leading to a repeating 4^. Moreover, 
all seven songs include a step-wise descent 4^ - 3^ - 2^ - 1^ at the end of the 
verse or the refrain. 

What is less expected is the importance of 7^. In “Il hajer” and “Ya nab‛at 
il-rihan”, both the verse and the interlude start on 7^ and emphasise this note 
by repetition. “Malyan galbi min al-wilif” also begins on an unexpected note 
– 5^ – and emphasises it by repetition. Likewise, the importance of 6^ in 
“W‛ala e-darub ya hwai” is not predictable. The introduction starts on a re-
peating 6^, albeit briefly, thus assigning it significance. This start deviates 
from the conventional melodic progression in Lami. Perhaps such deviations 
from the norm are why Al-Kuwaity mentioned “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai” as a 
“more developed” Lami than “Ya nab‛at il-rihan”. 

In conclusion, “Il hajer”, “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai”, “Ya nab‛at il-rihan” 
and “Malyan galbi min al-wilif” present melodic progressions that stray 
from the sayr described by Muallem. Thus, they explore Lami in new ways, 
as compared with “Magdar agulan ah”, “Ya man ta‛ab”, and “Min gheir 
amal” (see the figures below), as well as compared with Al-Qubanchi’s 
“Yalli nisituna” ياللي نسيتونا يِمتى تِِذكرونا. This song by Al-Qubanchi conforms 
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to the typical melodic progression (sayr), with the refrain descending from 
4^ to 1^ and the verse from 6^ to 1^.266 

Figure 52. An analysis of the melodic structure in three Lami songs, showing the 
adherence to the sayr – the normative melodic progression (see “Notation” in the 
Introduction). 

266 Lyrics and music by Al-Qubanchi; “Yalli nisituna” is performed at the end of Maqam 
Lami (Al-Saʿadi 2006:275). A recording of the song is available on YouTube, accessed 
on 4th December 2020: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elpgI85dp88> 



Figure 53. An analysis of the melodic structure in four Lami songs that stray slightly 
from the sayr (see “Notation” in the Introduction). 

The above discussion and song analysis show that Saleh al-Kuwaity used 
typical local Iraqi elements and expanded them, giving them new expres-
sions, and that he was conscious about his artistic approach. This approach 
reveals Al-Kuwaity – once again – as a musician who, rather than revolu-
tionising Iraqi music, explored the traditional in new ways. 

318 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity’s perception of musical innovation 
In the interview with Ibrahim Shahed for IBA in 1982, Al-Kuwaity was 
asked about the innovations (تجديد) he introduced into Iraqi music. He offered 
that the composer should lure his listeners, attracting them slowly, and tak-
ing something they like and innovating with it reasonably (bitariqa ma‛qula 
 and slowly.267 Al-Kuwaity compared the song “Galbak sakhar (بطريقة معقولة
jalmud” قلبك صخر جلمود (literally: “Your heart is a flint rock”), which he 
composed in 1930, with “Ta’adhini” تأذيني (“You hurt me”), which he com-
posed in 1938 or 1939. He said they were very different from one another 
 from (وّصلت الناس wassalt e-nas) ”and that he had “led the people ,(غير شكل)
the former to the latter.268 

Ezra Aharon, on the other hand, took a contrary view of musical change. 
Speaking of performing his own music in Baghdad, he said: “If we would 
wait [sic] for the audience, we would never progress. They like [sic] simple 
things. We wanted to make good music.”269 I would argue that Aharon’s 
songs were innovative in Iraq, but that they remained within contemporary 
conventions of Egyptian music. Thus, he presented Iraqi listeners with music 
that resembled the Egyptian songs they had heard, not with a completely 
new style. Like Saleh al-Kuwaity, Aharon combined the old and the new. 

The difference, however, between the composers, is in their approach to 
communication with the audience. While Al-Kuwaity was anxious to “merge 
with the people”, as he put it in the interviews discussed above, Aharon – 
according to his interview with Warkov and Bohlman – prioritised individu-
al artistic expression. This difference in attitudes might have to do with a 
broader contrast between traditional and modern outlooks on Arab music. 
Rosenfeld-Hadad suggests Arab music is “first and foremost a form of ex-
pression and communication between the artists and their audiences, rather 
than a reflection 
of the poet’s and the musician’s talent and need to express themselves, as it 
is often perceived in the Western culture.”270 It may be the case that Saleh al-
Kuwaity adhered to such a practice in music as suggested by Rosenfeld-
Hadad, while Aharon echoed a westernised approach to music. This hypoth-
esis needs further exploration and cannot be validated here. 

267 “tisḥab al-nas” تسحب الناس; literally: to drag, to pull. Shahed (1982) interview. 
268 See notation and discussion below. 
269 Warkov and Bohlman (1st February 1981) interview YC-01753-REL_A_01. Time code 

23’27–23’50. Cited from Warkov’s translation into English. The square brackets are 
mine. In Hebrew, Aharon said: 

, אז לא נתקדם אף פעם. הם אוהבים דברים פשוטים. אבל אנחנו רוצים ]רוצה[אם אנחנו נחכה לקהל, מה שהוא ”
 “.]כאן ההקלטה אינה ברורה[לעשות 

270 Rosenfeld-Hadad (2019:194). 
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Al-Kuwaity’s view about introducing innovations gradually, in the con-
text of modernisation in Hashemite Iraq, brings to mind a wider tendency at 
the time. The Iraqi authorities, working hand in hand with the British rulers, 
preferred to modernise Iraq in a gradual manner. They feared a popular reac-
tion might overthrow them if the process was too quick.271 In this context, 
Saleh al-Kuwaity appears as part of the cultural elite that aspired to modern-
ise Iraq, and which was aware of the potential for resistance from the popu-
lation. The discourse of “gradual modernisation”, however, served succes-
sive Iraqi governments as a tactic for postponing reforms.272 

Since Al-Kuwaity belonged to the Jewish community, it is appropriate to 
note that, according to Bashkin, the old and the new lived side by side in the 
Jewish community in Baghdad in the first half of the twentieth century. 
There was no sharp or definite shift that took place over one night.273 She 
refers to forms of leisure, new technologies, European and American con-
sumer products, varying degrees of observance of religious law, as well as 
attitudes to girls’ education. 

“Galbak sakhar jalmud”: One of Al-Kuwaity’s first songs 
In the interview with Shahed, as mentioned, we have a glimpse of how the 
composer perceived his work in terms of innovation (تجديد). Al-Kuwaity of-
fered that he composed “Galbak sakhar jalmud” قلبك صخر جلمود in 1930 for 
Salima Murad, adding that this song was very different (غير شكل) from 
“Taadhini” تأذيني and “Wein raih wein”, to which he “led the audience (was-
salt e-nas وّصلت الناس) ten or fifteen years later” – meaning that they were 
innovative.274 Both of the later songs are in the melodic mode of Ajam – 
whose scale is the same as the major scale in Western music – and in the 
Jurjina rhythmic cycle; and both have a sequence in the interlude. These 
songs do sound more Western, perhaps because of the resemblance to the 
major scale. This impression is my own, and I do not know if Iraqi listeners 
share it. On the other hand, the earlier song – “Galbak sakhar jalmud” – is in 
the melodic mode Bastanigar. This mode is common in Iraqi music, but is 

271 According to Noga Efrati, a historian of the Middle East (Efrati, 3rd April 2016). Similarly, 
Dodge (2003:49) suggests that British colonial administrators were anxious that urban 
educated Iraqis, who only half-understood the modernity they were adopting, would 
“drag the population out of the natural order of things and force it to develop too quick-
ly”. 

272 Efrati (2012:105–107) about women’s rights.  
273 Bashkin (14th December 2016) time code 06’16. 
274 Shahed (1982) interview. In the interview with Hayat (1968, time code 56’00), Saleh al-

Kuwaity said he composed “Taadhini” and “Wein raih wein” in 1936 under Western in-
fluence, as I mention in the next section.   
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rarely used in other Arab musical traditions.275 First, I examine this early 
song (“Galbak sakhar jalmud”).276 The lyrics are probably by Abd al-Karim 
Al-Allaf. Like many of the songs Al-Kuwaity composed, they express the 
sorrow of unrequited love and a grudge against the beloved, who enjoys 
himself while the narrator suffers from being rejected:277 
 
 

                               
275 According to Roni Ish-Ran, a Jerusalemite musician and educator. Personal communica-

tion, 26th September 2018. 
276 For studying this song, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded by 

the user iraqiart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020.  
        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Y6X7bkqPig> 
         I also used a later recording, provided on YouTube, uploaded by the user Dijla Forat, 

accessed on 7th November 2020. <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCbOZD-uXcE> 
277 Obadia (2005:126). 
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Figure 54. The song “Galbak sakhar jalmud” قلبك صخر جلمود, with the introduction 
that appears in Salima Murad’s early recording (probably from 1932), transcribed by 
Dafna Dori. 

Galbak sakhar jalmud َكلبك صخر جلمود 
Verse 1 

Your heart is a flint rock, it has no mer-
cy on me 
You enjoy yourself in song and merri-
ment, and I’m left on my own 

Refrain 
Tell him, the one with no flaw 
Bar one habit of looking sideways 

Verse 1 

  َكــلــبــك صــخــر جــلـمـود مـا َحـــن عـلـيـّه

وأنـــت بـــطـــرب وبـــكــيــف والــبــيّـه بــيّـه

Refrain  

 َكــولــولــه مــابــي لــولــه

بـــس الــخــزر بــالــعــيـن صـايـرلـه سـولـه   
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The transcription is a prescriptive notation, based on Salima Murad’s early 
recording (probably from 1932), with an introduction in a duple rhythmic 
cycle. Since we do not have a manuscript for this song,278 it is hard to tell 
which phrasing is the singer’s interpretation and which was intended by the 
composer. It was common for the takht to allow the singer to alter the tempo 
and to repeat phrases.279 Therefore, I also used Daud al-Kuwaity’s recording 
for this transcription. It may have been made in (pre-1950) Iraq, too, judging 
by the technical quality. These recordings by two different performers, both 
of whom worked closely with the composer, present a common melodic line. 

There are two recordings by Salima Murad of this song, first for Gramo-
phone and later for Chakmakchi.280 The introduction in the older recording is 
a dulab in a duple rhythmic cycle,281 different from the song’s Jurjina rhyth-
mic cycle. The interlude is in Jurjina.282 Furthermore, the melodic range – a 
seventh – is broader than in old pastat.  

The melodic progression is typical of Bastanigar (see the scale of Bas-
tanigar in the figure below) emphasising the Saba terachord G flat – F – E 
semi flat – D (on the word “gulula” at the beginning of the refrain), and end-
ing the song with a descending Siga trichord to the finalis: D – C – B semi 
flat. Since this is the only song in the book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of 
The Beautiful Time in Bastanigar, the question is whether this mode was 
common in the 1930s, or whether instead it is more widespread now, thanks 
to the popularity of the song “Galbak sakhar jalmud”. This question cannot 
be decided here. There are four more songs in Bastanigar in Hilmi’s book, 
besides “Galbak sakhar jalmud”, and Taher Barakat attributes them to Saleh 
al-Kuwaity. 283 

                               
278 The two short manuscripts, entitled “Galbak sakhar jalmud” in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s note-

books, present a different melody, in six-eight metre. See the section “The Jurjina rhyth-
mic cycle in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs”. 

279 Danielson (1988:152) notes that, when larger ensembles became customary, they were 
often led by a conductor or by one of the players, and these variations of tempo and 
structure became restricted. She is referring to Egyptian music in the early twentieth cen-
tury, but this analysis also applies to Iraqi music at that time. 

280 The song appears in HMV’s 1932 catalogue, supplement 13–14, p. 1, as “Gouloula” كلوله  
(the first word in the refrain) by Salima Murad, G.D.91. This is probably the Gramo-
phone recording, as the company became part of HMV in 1924. 

281 See the reference above on the link <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Y6X7bkqPig> 
282 Both Hilmi (1984:207) and Al-Kuwaity (2014:159), however, transcribed the introduction 

from the other recording, in Jurjina, where it also serves as an interlude. This interlude is 
different from the one in the older recording. See the reference above on the link  

       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCbOZD-uXcE> 
283  Personal communication, 10th July 2018. Nahum Aharon, however, refrains from attrib-

uting these four songs to Al-Kuwaity. He only points to songs in Hilmi’s book which are 
definitely by Saleh al-Kuwaity; this does not mean, however, that others are not. 
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Figure 55. The scale of the melodic mode Bastanigar. 

“Taadhini” and “Wein raih wein”: songs to which the composer 
ascribed “Western influence” 
“Taadhini”284 and “Wein raih wein”285 are the two later songs to which Al-
Kuwaity referred, saying that he wrote them “under Western influence”. 

Taadhini أذينيت  

Refrain 

You hurt me, my beloved 
Why do you hurt me? 
You’ve left me and my heart is burning 

Verse 1 
I am lost and sleepless 
I do not know why you repay me with 
abandonment  

Refrain 

  آذينيتآذيني, يا ولفي ليش تآذيني, ت
  القلب كاوينيبفراقك صعب, يا هواي, 

Verse 1 
  ول العمر سهرانطّميت أنا حيران, ت

جازينيتالهجران, حبّي, بما ادري 

284 For the study of “Taadhini”, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, upload-
ed by the user Isarsam, accessed on 7th November 2020. 

        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1UHm5u6jNuE> 
285 For the study of “Wein raih wein”, I have used a digitized version provided by Emile 

Cohen, on the website Alkuwaityevent.com, accessed on 7th November 2020. The web-
site is dedicated to the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and was constructed by Cohen following his 
production of events in London celebrating Saleh al-Kuwaity’s centenary. The recording 
was most likely provided by Menashe Somekh, and it is unclear how he got it. 

 <http://www.alkuwaityevent.com/song.php?ref=00096> 
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Figure 56. The song “Taadhini” تأذیني as notated in the book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Mel-
ody of The Beautiful Time. 

Wein raih wein  وين؟ رايحوين ,  

Refrain 
Where are you going? 
Where have your promises gone? 
My eyes are crying over you day and 
night 

Verse 1 
I thought, my dear, you will always be 
with me 
Alas, my hope is lost since my beloved 
betrayed me 

Refrain 
  , وين؟ وين الوعد, وين؟رايحوين 

  بكي العينينتوعليك ليل انهار 

Verse 1 
  دوم اليّ تحّسبت, يا مدلول, إ

  يّ بضاع االمل, يا حيف, چي خنت 
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Figure 57. The song “Wein raih wein” as notated in the book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: 
Melody of The Beautiful Time. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity composed “Taadhini” and “Wein raih wein” in the late 
1930s, and contrasted them with “Galbak sakhar jalmud”, as mentioned 
above. In the interview with Hayat, Saleh al-Kuwaity said he composed 
“Taadhini” and “Wein raih wein” under Western influence: Hayat asked 
about European music performances in Baghdad, and then posed the ques-
tion: Were you not influenced by European music (تأثّرت بالموسيقى االوروبية)? 
Al-Kuwaity replied: Yes, I composed “Taadhini” and “Wein raih wein” and 
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put in it a bit of Western [style].286 In another interview, Al-Kuwaity said he 
composed “Taadhini” in 1938 or 1939.287 In yet another interview, he said 
“Taadhini” was “almost Western, but not quite.”288 

“Taadhini” أذينيت  was recorded by Zakiyya George for the Nʿayem com-
pany, and her name is announced in the beginning of the recording.289 The 
introduction is a variation of the refrain melody, played solo violin in pizzi-
cato in free tempo, followed by the ensemble playing the refrain melody. 
The melodic progression emphasises 8^ (the octave), 5^, and 3^ and ends on 
1^ (the finalis). The refrain (“Taadhini”) starts with a skip from 5^ to 8^ and 
ends on 1^, and the verse starts on 8^ and ends in sixteenth-notes descent to 
1^. The interlude starts on high 3^ and ends on 8^. 

Similarly, in “Wein raih wein” the verse and the refrain start on 8^ and 
end in sixteenth-notes descent to 1^. Also in both songs the introduction 
begins in a skip up to 8^ and a sequence descending to 1^. In “Wein raih 
wein” this skip is from 5^, and in “Taadhini” the skip is from 6^. The musi-
cian and author of a book on Arab music, David Muallem, argued that one of 
the innovations in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs was in starting Ajam songs with 
the upper notes.290 These two songs demonstrate this feature and support 
Muallem’s argument. Other Ajam songs, however, like Al-Kuwaity’s “Min-
nak yal-asmar” األسمر يا منـّـك , start in the lower notes, while songs by other 
composers, such as “Zuruni” begin in the upper notes.291 Muallem’s com-
ment may be explained by the fact that “Minnak yal-asmar” is among the 
first ten songs composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, and its melodic progression 
resembles old Iraqi songs such as طالعة من بيت ابوها “Tal‛a min bayt abuha”,292 
starting and revolving around the lower half of the scale. It is possible that 
his later songs in Ajam departed from this convention. 

In conclusion, the two songs that Al-Kuwaity composed under “Western 
influence”, as he called it – “Taadhini” and “Wein raih wein – do sound 

                               
286 Hayat (1968) interview, time code 56’00 كثير ما, شوي. غربي شوي وياها دّخلت.  “Dakhkhaltu 

wiyaha shwayya gharbi. Shwaya, ma kthir.” 
287 Shahed (1982) interview. 
288 Salman (1984) interview. 
” الشعب اذن على يجي حتى يعني, أخذت إللي شي. غامق غربي كلّش مو بس, شرقي على غربي تقريبًا لون “. 
“lon taqriban gharbi ala sharqi, bas mu killish gharbi ghameq. Shi illi akhadhet, yaʿni hatta 

yiji ala idhn a-shaʿab”. 
289 The recording in the above YouTube link begins after this announcement. 
290 David Muallem (personal communication, 6th December 2016 ): “It’s hard for me to ex-

plain in what ways Saleh al-Kuwaity was an innovator, but I’ll give you an example: He 
always starts Ajam from the top [the upper notes]. He is the father of the modern Ajam.” 

291 “Zuruni” زوروني is famous around the Mashriq and is attributed to the Egyptian musician 
Sayyid Darwish, although he probably learned it from Mulla Othman al-Mawseli (Has-
san 2006). This song begins with a skip from 8^ to high 3 ^ (as the interlude in “Taadhi-
ni” starts on high 3^ and ends on 8^), stops on 5^ and ends on 1^. 

292 “Tal‛a min bayt abuha” طالعة من بيت ابوها appears in Hilmi (1984:38–39). 
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more Western in style to me than does “Galbak sakhar jalmud”, with which 
he contrasted them. They conform to the Western major-scale hierarchy by 
emphasising the notes 1^, 8^, 5^ and 3^, and they include melodic leaps; by 
contrast, Arab music tends toward step-wise motion. It is not clear, however, 
in what way they are more progressive than “Galbak sakhar jalmud”, as the 
composer implied when he said he “led the audience” to them over the years 
of his compositional activity. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity talks about inspirations 
Saleh al-Kuwaity discussed two sources of inspiration affecting Iraqi music: 
Egyptian and Western music. Besides mentioning “Western influence” re-
garding the two songs analyses above, the composer was asked, in an inter-
view for the IBA in 1963, what he thought of the incursion of Western music 
styles (اساليب asalib – ways; styles) into Eastern music (al-alhan al-sharqiyya 

يةقرشال  and why they did not permeate his own music.293 He replied ,(االلحان 
that one cannot go directly from the Eastern style to Western styles, but one 
can do so gradually. It can develop, he said, as seen in the development (ta-
tawwur تطوّر) of a human being. 

This answer might be an echo of the discourse on Arab music in the late 
nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth century. “Enhancing 
the ‘evolution’ of Arab music” was one of the issues suggested for the Cairo 
Congress on Arab Music in 1932.294 This idea was put forward by Mustafa 
Ridha مصطفى رضا, a member of the congress’ arrangements committee and 
director of the Academy of Oriental Music (Maʿhad al-musiqa al-Arabiyya 
 We can interpret the concept of evolution in Ridha’s .(معهد الموسيقى العربية
proposal by looking at a question he raised in 1929. Ridha wrote to the Ger-
man musicologist Curt Sachs as soon as the idea of the congress was aired, 
and asked him “How can Oriental [Arab] music be modernized in a benefi-
cial manner, taking into account the fundamental technical principles of 
Western music?”295 Thus, the idea of evolution – or development – in Arab 
music was intertwined with questions around modernisation and westernisa-
tion. 

In the interview with Hayat, Saleh al-Kuwaity described Egyptian music 
as being in dialogue with European music, whereas Iraqi music was not: 

Iraqi music had not changed for 100–200 years, had not progressed.296 So 
when Western music arrived, it could not influence it. One could not influ-

293 Aviezer (1963) interview. 
294 The word “evolution” is in quotation marks in Racy’s text (1991:70). 
295 The word Arab appears in brackets in Katz’s text (Katz et al. 2015:117). 
296 “ma tbadlet, ma tqadmet” ما تبدلت ,ما تقدمت 
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ence the other. Not like Egyptian music, which is developed,297 I mean not 
just music, they are more developed in everything, so their music took some-
thing from [Western music].298 But my brother and I, we could innovate a 
bit.299 We could not take Western [music], because it would have been very 
heavy on the ear, very far away. […] Egyptian music, when Western music 
came into it, was not far from it.300 

Al-Kuwaity’s suggestion that Egyptian culture was more “developed” than 
Iraqi culture should be seen in a wider context, in light of a common concep-
tion of the Iraqi public sphere in the 1920s as “suffering from Ottoman de-
cline”, especially in comparison with Egyptian and Syrian innovations in 
literature;301 in light of a common view of 1930s Baghdad as in need of as-
sistance from Egyptian intellectuals in order to modernise itself; in light of 
the fact that Iraqi readers relied on Egyptian literature and journalism well 
into the 1940s;302 and in light of the fact that the first Egyptian films were 
produced in the 1920s and the first musical film in 1932/1933303 (whereas 
the first Iraqi film was made in 1947). 

Main, writing in 1935, suggests that the typical young Baghdadi did not 
meet any Europeans until 1917. But with exposure to British illustrated 
magazines and to cinema, and with greater opportunities to travel to Leba-
non and to Europe, the young Baghdadi man now sports a shaved chin, 
“clean linen, […] and the polished shoes that are the sign of Western civili-
zation”. Iraqis see “a higher civilization” when they travel to Beirut, and 
they “come back with new ideas” from Syria.304 Although expressing a Eu-
rocentric perspective, Main’s words do show how Iraqis looked up to neigh-
bouring Arab countries, at least in matters of European dress. In terms of 
infrastructure and material development, moreover, Bruce Masters – co-
author of the Encyclopedia of the Ottoman Empire – suggests that during 
“the last decades of Ottoman rule in Baghdad, the city modernised at a much 
slower pace than the empire’s European provinces or Syria”; and he men-
tions trade and railway connections to illustrate his point.305 

                               
297 “mitqadmi” متقدمي 
298 “akhdhet majal” اخذت مجال 
299 “njadded” نجدّد 
300 Hayat (1968) interview, time code 54’18, translated by Dafna Dori. Saleh al-Kuwaity 

repeated that the Iraqi Maqam had not changed “in two or three hundred years”, unlike 
the new songs, among them his own: Warkov and Shiloah (1980) interview. Y-16830-
CAS_A_01 Time code 4’05 – 4’15. 

301 Bashkin (2009:150). 
302 Bashkin (2009:150, 192). 
303 Armbrust (2006:297). 
304 Main (2004:233–234). 
305 Masters (2009:72). 
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There were larger European communities in Egypt than in Iraq, and they 
maintained cultural and trade contacts with Europe.306 Already in 1890, for 
example, Egyptian newspapers advertised phonographs and recordings that 
could be obtained via mail from London.307 Until the mid-1920s, only Euro-
peans and wealthy Egyptians could afford such purchases in Egypt.308 Euro-
pean musical concepts and attitudes spread into Egypt earlier and more 
widely than they did into Iraq.309 European musicians and music teachers 
had settled in Cairo already in the late eighteenth century, following the Na-
poleonic invasion.310 A French theatre was built in Cairo in 1799, for exam-
ple. Khedive Muhammad Ali introduced cultural reforms, aimed at modern-
ising Egypt, in the first half of the nineteenth century. Such reforms may 
have further promoted Western musical outlooks and criteria in Egypt.311 
Due to its close contacts with Europe, Egypt was often depicted as progres-
sive, and as the leading proponent of the modern musical renaissance within 
the Arab world.312 

Kojaman suggests that, “[in] Iraq, new compositions emerged somewhat 
later than in Egypt. Until the early 1920’s, there were no famous composers, 
except for Ezra Aharon”.313 He argues that “[m]odern musicians [as distinct 
from Maqam] had almost nothing new to offer until the 1930s”.314 These 
assertions illustrate the way in which Kojaman compared the Iraqi music 
scene with that of Egypt, and how the latter offered modern music at an ear-
lier point. One of the central concepts in Arab music in general, not least in 
relation to Egyptian songs in Al-Kuwaity’s time, is that of tarab طرب. In the 
next section, I examine the use of this term in relation to Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
songs. 

Tarab and Iraqi songs
Tarab طرب – an Arabic term meaning to be immersed in music and deeply 
enchanted by it – is a central concept in Arab music, one that has been stud-

306 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002-b:610) describes cosmopolitan communities in Egyptian 
cities in the second half of the nineteenth century and argues that European art music was 
“an important cultural resource, and a symbol of social ascension and power”. 

307 Danielson (1988:145). 
308 Danielson (1988:146). It is also true, however, that phonographic players appeared in 

public places, and recordings were shared – so many people heard them. 
309 Kishtainy (1983:132) suggests that, in Iraq, “Western music […] was as foreign and re-

mote as the art of brass rubbing or bell ringing”. 
310 Racy (1991:81). 
311 Racy (1991:81). 
312 Racy (1991:83). 
313 Kojaman (1999). 
314 Kojaman (2001:37). 
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ied extensively by the Arab musician and scholar Ali Jihad Racy. One aspect 
of tarab is the use of love poetry, providing “a safe outlet for emotions that 
otherwise may seem excessive or antisocial.”315 Does this concept apply to 
pastat and to songs by the brothers Al-Kuwaity and their contemporaries in 
Iraq? I will show that the term can be used in various ways, and that it does 
apply to the songs in question. 

I have not found any extensive discussion on tarab in Iraqi sources from 
the 1930s and 1940s. It seems this issue was discussed more in Egypt and in 
the rest of the Mashriq. The above-mentioned book by Abd al-Karim Al-
Allaf, published in Baghdad in 1945, Tarab among the Arabs,316 is not about 
tarab as such. It serves as an introduction to Arab music and to the Iraqi 
Maqam. The section on instruments is entitled “Alat al-tarab” آالت الطرب, 
literally: “Instruments of Tarab”. Thus, Al-Allaf uses the word tarab to 
denote music. This usage implies that music necessarily evokes tarab. In 
other words, the term was known and used in Iraq, but not discussed exten-
sively. 

Explaining how singers induce tarab, Racy defines tatrib as “a term that 
means creating powerful ecstasy and implies the stretching out of syllables 
or pulling away in calculated ways from the regular beat pattern.”317 He re-
fers to “tarab songs” as those which are performed in this way.318 Another 
classic technique to induce tarab is mentioned by Asmar and Hood as the 
“numerous repetitions of sections of the song whilst assessing the listeners’ 
reaction”.319 This was typical of live performances by singers such as Abdul 
Halim Hafez, Umm Kulthum, Sabah Fakhri and many others. 

Asmar and Hood also present, however, another approach to enchanting the 
audience (tatrib). They discuss the Rahbani brothers رحباني, who composed 
many songs for the Lebanese singer Fairuz فيروز (b. 1934 or 1935). Here, the 
authors attribute the tatrib to the composers as much as to the singer: 

Short songs rarely allowed for more than two maqam modulations, and the 
Rahbanis rarely included instrumental improvisations (taqasim). Instead, they 
relied on the high standard of their compositions and the quality of their lyr-
ics, as well as the beauty of Fairuz’s voice, to move the Listeners [sic].320  

What Asmar and Hood describe above is a different approach to achieving 
tarab from the classical one. The authors do not really explain it, other than 

                               
315 Racy (2003:192). 
316 Al-Tarab ind al-Arab عبد الكريم العالف الطرب عند العرب \  
317 Racy (2003:85). 
318 Racy (2003:85); Racy (1981:14). 
319 Asmar and Hood (2001). The authors define tatrib تطريب as “causing the audience reach 

[sic] a state of enchantment”. 
320 Asmar and Hood (2001). 
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by implying that a high quality of music and lyrics, as well as a beautiful 
voice, induce tarab. This quotation serves, however, to show that tarab can 
be understood in more than one way. 

Listeners and musicians who describe performances of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs by Salima Murad do not tend to speak about the beauty of 
her voice. Instead they mention the relatinship between words and music, 
and between Salima Murad’s voice and the “Iraqi spirit”.321 Citing the 
relatinship between words and music may imply an appreciation for the 
ways in which Al-Kuwaity set lyrics to music.322 However, it may also refer 
to Salima Murad’s treatment of the songs, inducing tarab by using such 
techniques as those mentioned above by Racy: the stretching out of sylla-
bles, pulling away from the regular beat pattern, and so on.  

There are more direct references to tarab by listeners and writers who 
discuss Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs.323 The composer himself said, in an inter-
view: “The old song is the basis, the foundation, the core of the society when 
it comes to tarab and to the local musical spirit”.324 Here, Al-Kuwaity con-
nects tarab with old songs and with a social context.  

When Asmar and Hood write about tarab, they exclude songs from their 
discussion that do not “explore the maqamat, the building blocks of Arab 
music.”325 Tarab, however, is also induced by the performer’s improvisatory 
sections, even when the composer sticks to a single melodic mode (maqam) 
in the song. The singer may include modulations, departing temporarily from 
the melodic mode in which the song is composed. Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
allow for improvisatory sections by the vocalist, as we hear in recordings 
from the 1950s on, as in the above-mentioned rendition of “Hadha mu insaf 
minak” 326.هذا مو إنصاف منك Such passages contributed to the tatrib – the emo-
tional impact – of the renditions. 

When Al-Qubanchi rejected the order of performance of the Iraqi Maqam 
(fusul فصول), he chose which Maqam to perform according to the emotive 

321 Obadia (1999:126) attributes the success of the songs that Salima Murad performed to – 
among other things – the “beautiful melodies in the Iraqi folk spirit” by the musicians 
who composed for her. 

322 ‘If the words are beautiful’, said the great Egyptian singer, Umm Kulthum, ‘they will 
inspire the composer and the singer, and the composition will turn out beautifully and the 
rendition excellent.’ (cited in Danielson 1997:139) 

323 In an article in the Iraqi newspaper Al-Ahali (Baghdad, 3rd December 2008, issue 277, p. 
13), the writer – who is unknown – suggests that “[t]he famous old Iraqi songs of the 
1940s and 1950s still remind us of the sad, touching melodies and the tarab and the word 
that penetrates the heart” (al-alhan wa al-tarab al-shaji walkalima allati tadkhul al qalb 
duna isti’dhan). 

324 Badran (probably 1980s) interview. 
325 Asmar and Hood (2001). 
326 A recording has been uploaded on YouTube by the user 1987NAWAF, accessed on 26th 

November 2020: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYPiRkxojjo> 
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potential of a Maqam at that place and time. He used the word tatrib (namely 
the inducing of tarab).327 The Maqam reciter Hussain Al-Aʿthami uses the 
terms tarab and tatrib when praising Muhammad al-Qubanchi.328 Thus, the 
concept of tarab does apply to the Iraqi Maqam and to short Iraqi songs 
from Al-Kuwaity’s time. 

In their remarks cited above, Al-Kuwaity, Al-Qubanchi and Al-Aʿthami 
use the word tarab differently from how Al-Allaf uses it in his book. They 
refer to the notion of being deeply enchanted by music, as this notion is dis-
cussed by Racy. Their comments were made after the 1940s, and it is possi-
ble the discourse on tarab in the rest of the Mashriq penetrated into the dis-
course in Iraq (or among Iraqis outside the country, like Al-Kuwaity). Now-
adays, in any case, Iraqi listeners, musicians, and authors talk about tarab in 
the Iraqi Maqam and in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs. 

Reception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs before 1951 
In light of the songs analysed above, the focus of this section is on how con-
temporary audiences received Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs. How popular were 
they? Were they regarded as innovative? And how did they fit in with the 
cultural agenda of the authorities? 

The Iraqi delegation to the Congress on Arab Music in Cairo in 1932 in-
cluded representatives of urban musical styles besides the Maqam. The 
Maqam reciter Muhammad al-Qubanchi and the four chalghi members were 
joined by Ezra Aharon, the oud player and composer, and by Yousef Zaarur 
 the qanun player and composer.329 Aharon and Zaarur played ,يوسف زعرور
stand-alone taqasim in typical Iraqi melodic modes. This choice of musi-
cians meant that the oud and the qanun were considered to form part of Iraqi 
music, to be presented at the Congress. 

These instruments were used in new Iraqi songs by Al-Kuwaity and his 
contemporaries. Such songs formed the first generation of Iraqi-style urban 
popular music to be disseminated in Iraq via records and – from 1936 – via 
radio broadcasts. The national radio broadcasts not only promoted the spread 
of newly composed songs; they also gave these songs the status of state-
approved music.330 With mass media came entertainment journalism. The 
first Iraqi journal dedicated to the arts in general and to music in particular 
                               
327 Al-Saʿadi (2006:40). 
328 Al-Aʿthami (2001:145–148). 
329 See the list “Orchestre Irakien”, in Congres de musique arabe (1934:40). All delegations 

recorded their music during the Congress, and official documentation includes a list of 
recordings by the Iraqi delegation for HMV (Congres de musique arabe 1934:111–113). 

330 The music broadcasts on Radio Iraq were under governmental scrutiny (Kojaman 
2001:40). 
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appeared on 18th February 1934. It was the weekly Al-Funun (The Arts) 
 published by the poet Abd al-Karim al-Allaf, and it lasted 26 issues.331 ,الفنون
Illiterate people could also be informed of the content of newspapers and 
journals, as these were read aloud in coffee houses and at home, within the 
extended family. References to music performances in such journals indicate 
that the new songs from the late 1920s and during the 1930s were received 
as part of a tapestry of music genres in Iraq.332 

As for the status of nightclubs – the venues associated with the new songs 
– the situation was ambiguous. As mentioned above, singers and dancers
who performed there were mostly of lower social status, and officials were
critical of this kind of nightly entertainment in general.333 Some politicians,
however, were among the nightclubs’ clients, and were seen in public with
the more renowned female singers.334 Thus, the songs themselves gained in
status, via indirect association with leading political figures.

There is a scarcity of documents, such as journal reviews from before 
1951, that could tell us how the songs of the brothers Al-Kuwaity were re-
ceived. How popular were they? Did fellow musicians appreciate them and 
discuss them in public fora? Were they praised in journal reviews of singers’ 
performances? It is hard to answer these questions. We can only infer the 
popularity of the songs from the number of recordings, as well as from the 
brothers’ position at Radio Iraq and the books that mention them as im-
portant Iraqi musicians. We can also learn something from memoirs and 
novels set in Iraq at that time, such as the memoirs of Ali al-Shauk علي الشوك 
in Almada المدى newspaper, “My Story with Music” قصتي مع الموسيقى. These 
memoirs open with an account of how, when he finished primary school in 
1941, Al-Shauk loved Aziz Ali’s monologs and “the Iraqi songs by Saleh al-
Kuwaity, Daud al-Kuwaity or both”.335 

Violette Shamash mentions in her memoirs how Baghdad, in the 1920s 
and 1930s, “…was developing: we could hear a distant gramophone and a 
song wafting towards us, ceaselessly sung by Farrouh, ‘Khadri-etchay 
Kadri,’ about a girl who swore that she would not brew tea for anyone unless 

331 Al-Aʿthami (2001:52). This account does not include journals such as Al-Misbah المصباح 
and Al-hased الحاصد, which were already published by Jewish intellectuals from 1924 and 
1929 on, respectively. 

332 Obadia (2005:9), for example, mentions the journal Qarandal قرندل, with its reports and 
articles on singers and on nightclubs. 

333 Valentin Olsen (2020:268) mentions intellectuals working for the Ministry of Education 
who warned against the idleness and immorality they believed to be associated with cin-
emas, coffee houses and nightclubs. This attitude should be seen in the context of modern 
temporality, with time’s becoming more measured and controlled (Valentin Olsen 
2020:269).  

334 Valentin Olsen (2020:310–311). 
335 Al-Shauk (2016) االغنيات العراقية من تاليف صالح الكويتي, او لعله داود الكويتي, او كلهما 
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her lover came back to her.”336 It is unclear who Farrouh was.337 This song 
was almost certainly composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, probably in 1934. It 
was performed by Salima Murad, and probably recorded by her in 1935.338 
Does the reference to this song testify to its popularity in the 1930s, or was it 
inserted at the time of writing as an illustration, thanks to its fame nowa-
days? We cannot tell, but another paragraph in the same book – wherein 
Shamash describes a conversation – seems to confirm the fame and reputa-
tion of the brothers Al-Kuwaity: 

“My brother and I are giving a party tonight and want you and your family to 
attend”, I said. “Moshi has booked Saleh-le-Kuwaity [the best chalghi group 
in Baghdad]. Can you come?”339  

These quotations provide anecdotal illustrations of the popularity of the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity and of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in 1930s and 1940s 
Baghdad. They add to the factual evidence, such as the number of recordings 
and the role of the brothers at the Radio. 

Another question around the reception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs is 
how they were received on a spectrum between traditional and modern. Sami 
Michael’s comment, mentioned above, suggests that at least some young 
listeners in 1940s Iraq considered Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs old-fashioned, 
as compared with Western music and Egyptian music. In chapter two, I dis-
cussed the growing liking for Egyptian music in Iraq during the 1920s, and 
its lasting impact. Michael’s comment, therefore, refers to two decades dur-
ing which Egyptian music was prominently present in Iraq, and it indicates 
that audiences perceived the Iraqi elements in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs as 
stronger than the Western or Egyptian elements. Thus they were new, but 
not “modern” enough, at least for some members of the young generation. 

 
 
 
 

                               
336 Shamash (2010:89). 
337 None among my interlocutors whom I asked heard of this singer, and I did not spot her 

name in Al-Allaf’s Qiyan Baghdad (1969). 
338 Shahed (1982) interview. 
339 Shamash (2010:165). The text and square brackets here are as in the original. Ṣāleḥ-le-

Kweti and Dāwud-le-Kweti are how these names are pronounced in colloquial Arabic. 
The term chalghi denoted any ensemble whatsoever (not only Maqam). 
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Reception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in recent 
decades 
One aspect of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs which musicians and musicolo-
gists mention is the relationship between words and music. David Muallem 
notes among the merits of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs the relationship between 
words and music. He told me that “[i]t is hard for me to explain in what 
ways Saleh al-Kuwaity was innovative […] In general, he was very flowing, 
there is a connection between the lyrics and the music. There was none like 
him in composition”.340 Similarly, Obadia praises Saleh al-Kuwaity’s talent 
for composing the appropriate music for each set of lyrics.341  

 موهبته الكويتي وللموسيقار […] االغنية لكلمات' المالئم اللحن 'له قدمتها اغنية لكل يضع كان وقد”
 .“يلحنها التي الغنيةل المصقولة الجزلة االلحان صياغة في الموسيقية

It is unclear whether this comment refers to the music’s being compatible 
with the semantic content, or to the words’ being well-matched with the 
melody. The first option, known as “painting the meaning” (taswir al-ma‛na 
 has to do with the choice and implementation of melodic ,(تصوير المعنى
modes. Each mode, namely, carries a particular emotional essence. The se-
cond option has to do with the relationship between the rhythmic aspect of 
the text ‒ even when there is no poetic metre ‒ and that of the melody, and 
with choices of pitch as a means of stressing particular syllables. Shiloah 
refers to this second option when discussing Jewish Babylonian songs in 
Hebrew, and suggests that the melodies are true to the text (Shiloah uses the 
words “fidelity to the text”): 

In all the songs [in the book on Jewish Babylonian songs] the melodic 
phrases and their length are adapted precisely to the text. This means that 
every line and every foot are reflected in the melody, and are marked either 
by a long note, or a pause and a stress, or by the use of the hierarchic notes of 
the maqam group on which the melody is based.342 

Al-Aʿthami praises this kind of relationship between words and music in 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs as performed by Salima Murad.343 He does not 
mention the composer, but rather refers to “eternal songs” in the history of 
Iraq such as “Il-hajer”, “Hadha mu insaf minnak”,  “Yuʿahiduni” and “Ya 
nab‛at il-rihan”, all composed by Al-Kuwaity. Al-Aʿthami’s praise of the 

340 David Muallem, personal communication, 6th December 2016. 
341 Obadia (1999:137). These words of praise come from a poet (Obadia himself) whose lyrics 

Saleh al-Kuwaity composed. They may thus be an homage, rather than an analytical ob-
servation. Taken together with David Muallem’s similar comment, however, the refer-
ence to an aptness between words and music in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs reflects the re-
ception of these songs among informed listeners. 

342 Shiloah (1983:27) [bold in the original]. 
343 Al-Aʿthami (2001:165). 
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Singer for “expressing the lyrics that fit well the melodies” seems to be an 
indirect compliment to the composer. For all Salima Murad’s artistry, it was 
the composer who set the lyrics to music. In Al-Aʿthami’s judgement, the 
melody of “Galbak sakhar jalmud” خر جلمودقلبك ص  – another composition of 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s – portrayed the words and their meaning with precision, 
as was the case with most of Salima Murad’s songs.344  I refer to the 
relationship between the lyrics and the music above, in the analysis of 
“Hadha mu insaf minnak” هذا مو إنصاف منك and in chapter two, in the analysis 
of “Ya wilfi wuyak taliyya” اليها ت وياك ولفي يا . 

Heritagisation of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
Musicians and musicologists describe the brothers Al-Kuwaity’ work as 
influential,345 and many of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs became canonical in 
Iraqi music. The musician Albert Elias averred that the brothers revolution-
ised the popular Iraqi song, and that the brothers’ names are “mentioned in 
relation to Iraqi songs to this day.”346 The Iraqi historian Sayyar Al-Jamil 
counts the brothers Al-Kuwaity among the leading musicians in Iraq be-
tween 1930 and 1950.347 

“Influential” and “revolutionary” are attributions that sit side by side with 
“typical Iraqi”, when it comes to the reception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s music. 
The music collector and IBA producer Na‛im Twena suggests that one of the 
reasons for Saleh al-Kuwaity’s success as a composer was that his music, 
and the songs that he wrote and composed, stem from the very heart of the 
Iraqi environment (al-biʾa al-Iraqiyya al-samima من البيئة العراقية الصميمة).348 
The above-mentioned musician, Albert Elias, maintains that “Saleh com-
posed songs in a pure Iraqi style”.349 The composer and IBA producer Isaac 
Aviezer contends that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s music is “an Iraqi phenomenon”. 
He suggests that the Iraqi style of Al-Kuwaity’s songs was what prevented 
them from becoming popular in the rest of the Arab world.350 The poet and 
author Ibrahim Obadia attributes the success of the songs that Salima Murad 
performed to the quality of the lyrics and the “beautiful melodies in the Iraqi 
folk spirit” by the musicians who composed for her, Saleh al-Kuwaity being 

                               
344 Al-Aʿthami (2001:168). 
345 See also Kojaman (2001:228); Kojaman (2015); Al-Jazrawi (2006); Hussain Al-Sakkaf, 

cited in Al-Kuwaity (2014:19); and in Al-Hurra TV programme (2005), see: Abd el-
Razaq Al-Azawai, Walid Hassan Al-Jabari, Adel Al-Hashemi. 

346 Attar (12th February 1995) interview. 
347 Al-Jamil (13th November 2005). 
348 Twena (18th August 1978). 
349 Attar (12th February 1995) interview. 
350 Warkov (21st July 1981) interview Y-16817-CAS_A_01, time code 39’00. 
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the prominent among them.351 All these comments reflect the speakers’ per-
ception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs as essentially Iraqi in character. 

Over the years, the songs composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity became canoni-
cal. They are described as “songs from the Iraqi heritage” in songbooks such 
as Hilmi’s and on “The Songs” TV programme, as well as on YouTube 
channels such as Al-Iraq [العراق]352 – a sign of how deeply rooted these songs 
have become in Iraqi culture. Saleh al-Kuwaity’s song, “Ana mnagulan ah” 
(When I say Ah and remember my days…”), features on the YouTube chan-
nel Alrafidayn,353 with credit to Filfil Gourji as the performer,354 while the 
melody is “from the Iraqi heritage” 355.من التراث العراقي 

Frishkopf notes the irony in the nostalgic view of classical old songs from 
the pre-mediated era, suggesting it was precisely the records and radio 
broadcasts that made these songs canonical.356 This argument is relevant 
here, since Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs were created during the first years of 
recorded Iraqi songs. The following quotation is an example of how some 
musicians and audiences perceive Al-Kuwaity’s songs: “Before [Saleh al-
Kuwaity], there were no real songs (ughniya haqiqiya اغنية حقيقية), only pastat 
and rural (rifi ريفي) songs, and they were often dull and inferior (faqira فقيرة) 
in terms of the poetry and the music.”357 This description ignores Egyptian-
style songs composed and performed to great success in Iraq by musicians 
such as Ezra Aharon in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Overlooking Egyp-
tian-style songs in this context implies that the speaker does not count them 
as Iraqi songs – thereby stressing the “Iraqiness” of Al-Kuwaity’s songs. It is 
unclear what distinguishes them, according to the speaker. 

Another reason why Al-Kuwaity’s work is considered “Iraqi heritage” 
may be its semantic content. Al-Saʿadi maintains that “the traditional pasta” 
depicts the Iraqi society and paints a true picture of people’s lives.358 Those 
of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs that are regarded as being among “the 
traditional pastat” are perceived as reflecting Iraqi life, or least some aspects 

351 Obadia (1999:126). 
352 “Taadhini” تأذيني on the YouTube channel العراق (“Iraq”), accessed on 7th March 2020. The 

clip was produced in 2011: 
 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG0rlm2mmSk&index=20&list=RDDl5f9cmHXO0> 
353 Alrafidayn means The Two Rivers. The channel’s name in Arabic is Ibn al-rafidayn  ابن 

 .(Son of the Two Rivers) الرافدين
354 Filfil Gourji رجيگ  a singer and Maqam reciter, was born in Iraq in c. 1935 and died in ,فلفل 

Israel in 1983. 
355 “Ana mnagulan ah” on the YouTube channel Alrafidayn, accessed on 10th November 

2020: 
    <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfQBDfQrgXU&index=28&list=RDDl5f9cmHXO0>  
356 Frishkopf (2010:5). 
357 Husayn (possibly 2011) Iraqi 1930s Songs: Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity, time codes: 5’55, 

8’30 (Voice over). 
358 Al-Saʿadi (2006:273). 
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of Iraqi society. The following song, although its subject matter is typical 
neither of Al-Kuwaity’s repertoire nor of Arab songs at that time, is 
nevertheless considered canonical: 

“Ala shawati Dijla mur”: Iraqi heritage 
 

Ala shawati Dijla mur ُمـــر على شواطي دجلة  
 

Refrain 

Walk by the banks of the Tigris in sun-

rise, my dear   

Verse 1 

See Nature, admirably vivid, 

And the moon shines on a spring even-

ing   

Refrain  

يـا مــنــيــتــي    عــلـى شــواطــي دجـلـة ُمـــر 
 ـت الـفـجـرگبو

Verse 1 
 

شوفوا الطبيعة تـزهي بـديـعـة    لـيـلـة ربـيـعـة 

  يـضـوي الـبـدر

 

The lyrics praise Nature as it is revealed on the banks of the Tigris, the main 
river that flows through the homeland and shapes its geographic identity. 
The Tigris is a metonym for the Iraqi nation-state, as it connects the three 
former Ottoman provinces that make up the independent state, unlike the 
Euphrates, the other major river in the country. This theme – of praise to 
Nature – is unique among Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, most of which revolve 
around the trials and tribulations of love, as discussed above.359 

Farida Abu-Haidar discusses the song “Ala shawati Dijla mur” (“Walk by 
the banks of the Tigris”) as a pasta of the murabba ربعم  poetic type,360 while 
Al-Rajab asserts it is a pasta of an uncertain poetic type (نظم خاص);361 but 
both refer to the song as a pasta. It seems to be a popular pasta, as Hilmi 
places it first in his collection of songs “from the Iraqi heritage”, and 
suggests it is sung at the end of three Maqamat: Urfa, Dasht, and Hussaini362 
(whereas most pastat in the book are linked to one or two Maqamat only). 
The allusion to this song as canonical epitomises the irony in the fact that 

                               
359 The lyrics of “Ala shawati Dijla mur” in Hilmi (1984:6) are devoid of any allusion to 

romantic love. However, in Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of The Beautiful Time (Al-
Kuwaity 2014:148), the lyrics mention a separation from the beloved. Such variations in 
the lyrics are common in Al-Kuwaity’s songs as they appear in books. The books’ ver-
sions are probably based on transcriptions of recordings. The singers altered the lyrics 
slightly, in accordance with a tradition of improvisational, context-based music and poet-
ry, so that no performance was exactly like another – hence the differences in the texts. 

360 Abu-Haidar (p. 140) does not indicate who composed the song. 
361 As distinct from the tawshih توشيح and the quatrain (Al-Rajab 1961:172). See above, in “A 

comparison with pastat”. 
362 Hilmi (1984:228) رفةوا , دشت , حسيني  
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Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs had become part of Iraqi musical heritage at 
around the same time that his name was erased to a large extent from Iraqi 
culture, as I discuss in the next section.363 

The melodic mode is Bayat, with its typical gesture of descending steps 
from 4^ to 1^, at the end of both the verse and the refrain. The rhythmic cy-
cle is the six-beat Sangin sama‛i سنگين سماعي, while the introduction is in a 
duple rhythmic cycle.364 The music includes, besides the introduction, one 
melody for the verses and one for the refrain. The song thus embodies Al-
Kuwaity’s musical innovations regarding form, as mentioned in the above 
discussions of other songs, but it uses a rhythmic cycle which was common 
in old pastat. This combination of old and new elements is another character-
istic of Al-Kuwaity’s work. 

The censorship of Jewish musicians’ names 
This section presents contrasting assertions regarding the erasure of Jewish 
musicians’ names, and suggests that the reality was more nuanced than is 
often believed. Being Jewish never seemed to present any hindrance to the 
career of the brothers Al-Kuwaity as top musicians in Iraq.365 In 1973, how-
ever – just over twenty years after the mass migration of Jews from Iraq and 
a year after the remains of the community emigrated from their homeland – 
the Baath regime took a step to re-write history. According to some musi-
cians and writers, a committee was established, and part of its job was to 
erase the names of Jewish artists from the national archives and from re-
prints of old books. 

Munir Bashir منير بشير, the renowned oud player, chaired the committee,366 
which was called “The Committee for the Examination of the Iraqi Musical 
Heritage” (lajnat fahs al-turath al-musiqi al-Iraqi فحص التراث الموسيقي العراقي 
 an Iraqi musician who later settled in ,الهام المدفعي Ilham al-Madfa‛i 367.(لجنة

363 Saleh al-Kuwaity is credited by six sources as the composer. Sara Manasseh (2019) main-
tains that Khdhuri Mu‛allem wrote the lyrics; and Mu‛allem’s family include the song 
among the ones he wrote, in the booklet they published. Hatem Alwan, however, asserts 
that Abd al-Karim al-Allaf wrote the lyrics (2019:213). Salima Murad recorded this song 
for Sodwa, as her name is announced at the beginning of the recording. For the study of 
“Ala shawati Dijla mur”, I have used a digitized version provided on YouTube, uploaded 
by the user iraqart2003, accessed on 7th November 2020.  

  <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XFvNKiUpHc> 
364 Hilmi (1984:6–7). 
365 The only incident we know of – and it is a grave one – was the dismissal from Radio Iraq, 

as discussed above. 
366 Al-Jamil (13th November 2005). 
367 Al-Sakkaf (2010). Yair Dalal, an Israeli musician of Jewish Iraqi origin, related that he met 

Munir Bashir’s son, Omar Bashir, who told him that his father had been forced to chair 
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Amman, Jordan, related that his name was deleted too.368 Al-Madfa‛i is not 
Jewish, and his fall from favour with the committee was probably due to his 
artistic choices, such as using Western instruments in arrangements of Iraqi 
“folk songs”. 

In Israel, Saleh al-Kuwaity listened to his own pieces being played on 
Radio Iraq, but credited to other composers. “These compositions of mine in 
Baghdad”, he told the IBA interviewer in 1984, “are still there, played and 
sung in Baghdad. Sadly, though, they are broadcast with the names of other 
[composers], not mine. And I am telling them [meaning he is addressing 
Radio Iraq now]: art is one thing, and politics is another (al-fann shikl wul-
siyasa shikl thani ثاني شكل والسياسة شكل الفن ).”369 Al-Kuwaity added that his 
name was mentioned as the composer when his songs were broadcast on 
Arab stations in Europe and in some countries in the Middle East, and that 
crediting the composer and the lyricist was the practice on the IBA, too. This 
is an example of how, according to Tom Western, “radio both constructs and 
crosses borders”.370 By crediting other composers for Al-Kuwaity’s songs, 
Radio Iraq laid down a border between accepted Iraqi composers and those 
who are not to be mentioned. As it transmitted far enough, to listeners out-
side the country, Radio Iraq crossed borders and reached Israel – where Al-
Kuwaity was glad to learn that his songs were still being broadcast, while 
being mortified at the erasure of his name. 

The term “turath” ثترا  (heritage) is linked to the term “asil” اصيل (au-
thentic, original, noble). In this context, the anthropologist Jonathan Holt 
Shannon identifies heritage with tradition. He suggests it is “the substantive 
media through which notions of authentic culture are constructed and trans-
mitted […] and a process of framing and authorizing interpretations of the 
self, community and nation”.371 The state supports some forms of art via 
festivals, broadcasts, exhibitions and the formation of “folklore ensembles”; 
while excluding others by imposing censorship and withholding state pat-

                                                                                                                             
the committee, and that he himself (Omar) revered Saleh al-Kuwaity as a musician. (Al-
Kuwaity 2011:93). 

368 Al-Kuwaity (2011:93). 
369 Salman (1984) interview. 
370 Western (2018:258). 
371 Shannon (2006:79). 
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ronage.372 The discourse of authenticity essentialises Arab culture as un-
changing and self-sufficient.373 

Thus, the aforementioned Maqam musician and teacher, Sha‘ubi Ibrahim 
 replaced Persian, Turkish and Hebrew words in 374,(1991–1925) شعوبي ابراهيم
his Iraqi Maqam textbooks with Arabic words (under political pressure, ac-
cording to Kojaman).375 Furthermore, Maqam Bashiri was neglected, be-
cause of its text in Turkish, which “became politically unfashionable in re-
cent decades”, according to Simms.376 Similarly, the 1973 Iraqi committee 
censored the broadcast of music like Ilham al-Madfa‛i’s rock n’roll ar-
rangements, which were perceived as antagonistic to Iraqi traditional music. 

The erasure of Jewish musicians’ names, however, had to do with their 
affiliation rather than with their music. The previous year (1972) had seen 
the emigration of most of the remaining Jews from Iraq, following several 
years of growing persecution in the aftermath of the 1967 war. The defeat of 
several Arab countries by Israel in the Six-Day War of 1967 prompted soul-
searching among Arab intellectuals and artists.377 Some blamed “collective 
delusions of grandeur [and] pride”, as well as a lack of critical approaches to 
economic, social and political problems. Others, by contrast, attributed the 
defeat to neglect of the rich Arab past.378 

In Egypt, a committee was formed to select music for preservation and 
revival in modern representations. In 1967, the Egyptian ministry of culture 
established The Arab Music Ensemble for this purpose, and turath ثترا  be-
came a domain of Arab music, with a new model of performance and aes-
thetics.379 In any case, heritage became central to ideological discourse in 
Arab countries in the years following the war.380 In Iraq, the Ministry of 
Information (Wizarat al-I‘lam) established the Institute for Melodic Studies 

372 Shannon (2006:79). Similarly, Nettl (1985:162) discusses “governmental sponsorship and 
patronage of nationally significant forms”, and how radio authorities reintroduced “older 
traditions that had been losing ground”. Nettl (1983:351) discusses preservation, and 
mentions the protection and patronage that governmental agencies grant to music that a 
people regards as traditional heritage, preserving it in “isolated pockets of existence”. 
This analysis is applicable to “The Committee for the Examination of the Iraqi Musical 
Heritage” in Iraq.  

373 Shannon (2006:58). 
374 Years for Sha‘ubi Ibrahim according to Simms (2004:4). 
375 Kojaman (2001:162–163). 
376 Simms (2004:33), based on Al-Rajab, second edition (1983) of Al-Maqam al-Iraqi p. 79. 
377 Shannon (2006:66, 78); Danielson (1997:185). 
378 Shannon (2006:78); El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:558) notes a revival of earlier reper-

toires of Arab music in late-1960s Egypt, and the use of the term “heritage” (turath ثترا ) 
in debates on the modernisation of Egyptian culture. 

379 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco (2002:560–561). 
380 Shannon (2006:78) refers to Syria, but the 1973 committee in Iraq shows that heritage was 

an important issue in Iraq as well. 
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in 1970,381 to train Maqam instrumentalists and reciters.382 It differed from 
the Institute of Fine Arts, which had been established by the Ministry of 
Education383 and which focused on Western and Arab music (not on Iraqi 
Maqam). Thus, the Institute for Melodic Studies embodied a new cultural 
policy for the enhancement of Iraqi heritage. 

In the film “On the Banks of the Tigris: the hidden story of Iraqi music” 
(Australia 2015), we see an Iraqi musician now living in Holland – with the 
caption “Mohammed Gomar, musicologist” – who says the following: 

During the 1970s, the Ministry for Culture and Media (wizarat al-thaqafa 
wal-i’lam وزارة الثقافة والتعليم) formed a committee and they decided that every-
thing related to Iraqi Jews would be considered Heritage, and their names 
would not be mentioned.384 The musician Kawkab Hamza, from the commit-
tee, told me this when he visited us here.385 

This statement implies that the concept of “heritage” was used to keep the 
songs while deleting any mention of authorship. It is unclear whether the 
people who chose this wording considered “heritage” to be anonymous by 
definition. We later see Hamza – with the caption “Kawkab Hamza, Iraqi 
songwriter, fled Iraq in 1976” – who says: 

I was a member of the committee examining the heritage (fahs il-turath التراث 
 We were asked to listen to all the recordings on the [Iraqi] Radio and .(فحص
Television… and to decide what would be burnt. I told them this was 
wrong… I left Iraq and they deleted my name from my songs.386 

 

These statements suggest there was an attempt by the Ba‛ath administration 
to delete documents and audio recordings of musicians, most of them Jew-
ish, who had fallen from its favour. One wonders, however, how thorough 
the erasure was and how long the policy lasted. In 1988, the Ministry of 
Culture and Information in Baghdad published the book Iraqi Singing (Al 
Ghina al Iraqi الغناء العراقي), by Thamer Abd al-Hassan al-Ameri.387 The 
author praises Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity as composers and as the founders 
of the Iraqi Radio ensemble, albeit in (long) footnotes and without 

                               
381 Ma‛had al-dirasat al-naghamiya غميةنال ساتدراال   later called The Institute of Musical ,معهد 

Studies (Ma‛had al-dirasat al-musiqiyya معهد الدراسات الموسيقية). 
382 Kojaman (2001:49). 
383 Kojaman (2001:67). 
384 ma yudhkar asma’hum, yu’tabar shi min al-turath من التراث ءيشيعتبر  ,ما يذكر أسماءهم  
385 Emerman (2015) time code 52’47. 
386 Emerman (2015) time code 53’32. 
387 Wizarat al-thaqafa wali‛lam, Dar al-shuun al-thaqafiya al-‛ama. 
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mentioning the brothers’ religious affiliation.388 The same goes for Jacob 
Murad389 and for Yousef Habib 390.يوسف حبيب  

However, in his book from 1990, The Iraqi Maqam, Al-Ameri does not 
include any Jewish reciters or Jewish chalghi players in his list of “singers, 
reciters and players” – not even those who died before the mass migration to 
Israel.391 The short biographies on his list include those of musicians from 
the late nineteenth century on. The omission of Jewish Maqam performers – 
who were essential to this art form – is conspicuous, suggesting the author 
had political considerations in mind.  

The Israeli-Arab conflict 
According to the musicologist Scheherazade Hassan, there was no organised 
erasure of musicians’ names at all. Hassan, who taught at institutes of higher 
education in Baghdad from the late 1960s until the early 1980s, states that 
she has never been instructed not to mention the names of Jewish musicians, 
and that she has never been aware of any such policy. She suggests that, 
after the 1967 war, Iraqi writers censored themselves when referring to Jew-
ish figures, because of the link between Judaism and the State of Israel.392 
Saleh al-Kuwaity himself suggested that the reason his works were attributed 
to other artists in Iraq may have been that he had immigrated to Israel.393 
This argument is supported by evidence from other cultural domains. Reu-
ven Snir notes that 

[in] the 1950s and the 1960s there were still some scholars in the Arab world 
dealing with Jewish writing as a part of the general Arabic literary legacy, but 
since June 1967 it has become even more unlikely that Jewish literati born in 
Baghdad would be recognized for their contribution to the development of 
Arabic literature. Thus, in a biographical dictionary of twentieth-century Iraqi 
personalities published in the mid-1990s, all Iraqi Jewish writers were omit-
ted. To illustrate the extent of exclusion, the case of Anwar Shā’ul is instruc-
tive: he is not mentioned in this dictionary, but three other pioneers of the 
Iraqi short story are. Ignoring Shā’ul and mentioning the others proves the 
deliberate exclusion of Iraqi Jewish writers.394 

388 Al-Ameri (1988:24–25). 
389 Al-Ameri (1988:25). 
390 Al-Ameri (1988:23). 
391 Al-Ameri (1990: 281–410). 
392 Dr. Scheherazade Hassan, 24th January 2019, personal communication. 
393 Salman (1984) interview:  

  ثاني شكل والسياسة شكل الفن لكن. لإلسرائيل جيت انا النه يمكن, اسمي يقولوا ما ليش, السبب
“Il-sabab, lesh ma yiqulu ismi, yimkin liannu ana jit lilisrail. Lakan il-fann shekel wulsiyasa 

shekel thani”. Translation: “The reason why they don’t say my name, is perhaps because 
I came to Israel. But art is one thing and politics is another” (meaning that political con-
siderations should not rob him of credit for his music). 

394 Snir (2008:87); see also Snir (2005: 447, 49 n. 88). 
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Snir makes a general claim – beyond the domain of music and literature – to 
the effect that, in the second half of the twentieth century, educators and 
cultural administrators in the Arab world re-wrote the history of Arab cul-
ture. That is, they erased the significant contributions by Jews to it. Academ-
ics who knew of the contributions by Jews chose to ignore them. This omis-
sion arose due to national loyalty or nationalist preaching.395 

Other explanations for not mentioning Al-Kuwaity’s name  
Besides the circumstantial argument regarding the situation following the 
1967 war, Hassan raises a more fundamental case against the claim of an 
erasure committee. Al-Kuwaity’s songs, she contends, were regarded as 
“heritage” not because his name was deleted. It is the performer of Arab 
music, she maintains, who is remembered by audiences; the composer and 
the poet are usually not mentioned, even in printed songbooks. The existence 
of this traditional attitude to authorship in Arab music is supported by much 
evidence.396 

Saleh al-Kuwaity, though, was a composer in modern Iraq, and the al-
leged committee acted in the 1970s, when credit to the composer was the 
norm and many musicians knew which songs Al-Kuwaity had composed. 
What is more, he was still alive. On the other hand, some songs by the exiled 
Palestinian poet/ singer Abu Arab (1931–2014)397 are regarded by many 
listeners as anonymous national songs.398 This case resembles that of Saleh 
al-Kuwaity, giving support to the claim that the composers of Arab songs are 
often less well-known than the singers. In conclusion, it seems names of 
Jewish Iraqi musicians were not mentioned in Iraqi books and state media 
for several decades. Was this omission due to an explicit policy, or to self-
censorship? This question must remain unanswered until more evidence 
comes to light. 

 
 
 

                               
395 Snir (2010:118). Snir argues (2010:118–119) that Israeli hegemonic culture reveres West-

ern civilisation and regards Arab culture as inferior. Thus, Zionist ideology and the estab-
lishment of the State of Israel also contributed to the obliteration of Jewish-Arab culture.  

396 See, for example, the quotation above, in the section “Authorship and performer-centred 
music”, in chapter four, from Touma (1996:146). 

397 Years according to the Palestinian Music website, accessed 9th December 2020: 
        https://www.paljourneys.org/en/timeline/highlight/10526/palestinian-music 
398 Dr Nili Belkind, a discussion at Israel ICTM conference 23rd January 2020. 
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Conclusions: Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
In this chapter, I have presented the ways in which Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
wove together the old and the new. His songs stem from earlier Iraqi songs – 
mostly pastat – while including elements inspired by Egyptian music. Unlike 
Ezra Aharon’s songs, however, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s are more clearly Iraqi in 
character. Iraqi listeners, musicians and musicologists embrace these songs 
as expressing an “Iraqi spirit”. 

Al-Kuwaity himself, when discussing his songs, emphasised the im-
portance of being rooted in tradition. He and his brother Daud, he explained, 
had presented Iraqi listeners with musical innovations, but he had introduced 
his novelties in composition gradually, over the years. My analyses show 
innovations in form, arrangement and rhythm. They also point to unusual 
melodic gestures and progressions, straying from conventional uses of the 
melodic modes. 

A comparison of old pastat with Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs reveals that the 
latter have instrumental introductions and interludes (sometimes in melodies 
different from those in the verse and the refrain), that the Jurjina more abun-
dant in them, and that they present – as a whole – a greater variety of melod-
ic modes. 

The reception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs changed during the decades 
following his immigration to Israel. His songs became canonical, and their 
status as “Iraqi heritage” went hand in hand with the disappearance of his 
name from the public sphere in his homeland. In the next chapter, I focus on 
the career of the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s in Israel from 1951 until Daud’s 
death, in 1976 and Saleh’s in 1986. I also offer some preliminary thoughts 
on the interest in the brothers Al-Kuwaity shown nowadays by scholars and 
the general public in Israel, Iraq and Kuwait, and among these countries’ 
diasporic communities. 
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Chapter 6: Al-Kuwaity 1951– to date  

While this work focuses on the brothers’ career in Iraq, a few words on their 
lives and work in Israel would be appropriate here. The uprooting of the 
Jewish Iraqi community meant that their homeland became enemy territory, 
at war with the new country where they settled. This new country, however, 
was recognised internationally as the ancient homeland of the Jewish people. 
Thus, Iraqi Jews in Israel were torn between two homelands. This situation, 
and the shattering of communal and sometimes even familial bonds, brought 
on a crisis on both a personal and a social level. 

The brothers Al-Kuwaity’s work, considered instrumental to the Iraqi na-
tion-building project, was seen as detrimental to the Israeli one. In Iraq, the 
brothers were part of a modernisation process. In Israel, they represented all 
that was contrary to the state-hegemony’s vision of modernity. The Iraqi 
authorities appointed Saleh al-Kuwaity director of the Radio ensemble, and 
used his music in state events. The Israeli authorities, on the other hand, 
treated the brothers’ music – and Arab music in general – as the unwanted 
music of the enemy, used it only as part of propaganda broadcasts to Arab 
listeners, and tolerated it on a small-scale broadcast service for the sake of 
Jewish Iraqi listeners. 

Almost all Iraq’s Jewish musicians emigrated in 1950/1951, and the vast 
majority of them settled in Israel.1 Shelemay writes about the role of musi-
cians in migrant communities: “Beyond the sheer number of musicians 
forced to migrate, particularly notable is their prominent role in both sustain-
ing social ties and in galvanizing new collectivities during the processes of 
migration and resettlement.”2 In Iraq, music created a powerful bond be-
tween the Jewish community and the general population. In Israel, music 
became a marker of ethnic division, separating Middle Eastern Jews from 
those of European descent, as well as distinguishing between Jews of differ-
ent Middle Eastern origins. 

                               
1 A notable exception is the singer Salima Murad, alongside other Jewish female singers who 

remained in Iraq, such as Sultana Yousef, Nathima Ibrahim (Kojaman 1999), and Shaki-
ba Saleh (Hayat 1981:119). 

2 Shelemay (2011:351) Although Shelemay refers here to the Ethiopian diaspora post-1974 in 
Washington, D.C., there are similarities with Jewish Iraqi migrants in Israel in the 1950s 
and 1960s. 
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 Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity settled with their families in Ha-Tikva dis-
trict in Tel-Aviv, an area dominated by Jews of Middle Eastern descent and 
of low socio-economic status. They opened a small shop for kitchenware. 
Having a day job was common among Iraqi musicians who immigrated to 
Israel.3 The nay player Jacob Murad al-Imari, for example, returned in Israel 
to his trade as shoe maker.4 The brothers’ shop, however, was insufficient to 
maintain the family, and served also as an “office” for concert-booking. The 
brothers had not abandoned their profession, and continued to make music. 
They composed and performed at nightclubs, in life-cycle celebrations, on 
national radio, and generally in settings similar to those in Iraq.5 

What were the differences, then? How did their immigration affect the 
brothers’ musical activity? How did their compositions reflect their lives in 
the new country? How did the new circumstances of the Jewish Iraqi com-
munity affect the music sphere, such as audiences’ tastes and demands and 
musicians’ ability to satisfy them? This chapter analyses some aspects of the 
conflicted reality in Israel. It provides some initial findings on the brothers’ 
work after 1951, and opens the door to future study on the topic. 

The circumstances in Israel and state ideology 
In the young and under-resourced State of Israel, uprooted Jews from Iraq 
and other Middle Eastern countries were put in tent camps for months, be-
fore being moved to slightly better quarters in tin-house transit camps. Many 
had to leave all their property in their countries of origin. Learning Hebrew, 
finding a job and moving into apartments took several years.6 Some of the 
older generation never recovered from the traumatic displacement.7 A satiri-

3 Warkov (1987:127). 
4 Attar (25th December 1995) interview. 
5 Shiloah (1987–1988:67) suggests that Jewish professional musicians from Middle Eastern 

countries continued their activity in Israel. It “was not completely interrupted, only im-
peded.” 

6 Some of the immigrants knew Hebrew already from Iraq, depending on their access to 
schooling and their degree of religious observation. Snir (2005:55) notes that many Jew-
ish Iraqi intellectuals who immigrated to Israel, such as Sasson Somekh, David Tsemah 
and Shimon Ballas, did not know Hebrew at all. One of the reasons for this was probably 
the Iraqi government’s policy, since 1932, of discouraging Hebrew studies (Snir 2005:38 
n. 36). Bashkin (2009:260) also cites the example of Sasson Somekh to demonstrate the
success of Arab education at the expense of Hebrew instruction, and suggests (2009:255)
that, in the late 1940s, many parents preferred that their children learn English rather than
Hebrew, so as to enhance their chances of success in the British matriculation exam.

7 Smooha (1995) challenges the view among some researchers and the public that Iraqi Jews 
did better in Israel than Jewish immigrants from other Middle Eastern countries. He ar-
gues convincingly that they are on the same level, and lower than Western Jewish Israe-
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cal song in Arabic that was popular among Iraqi Jews in the transit camps in 
the 1950s goes:  ن غريونبايش سويت يا  

What have you done, Ben-Gurion? / You’ve brought us here because of the 
past / We discarded our [Iraqi] nationality and came to Israel / If only we had 
ridden donkeys /We would not have arrived yet. / A cursed hour it was / 
When we got on the cursed airplane that brought us here.8 

On top of existential difficulties, newcomers faced the cultural policy known 
as the melting pot.9 They were encouraged by the authorities to forsake their 
mother tongue, their ‘oriental’ customs and their music.10 Arabic was seen 
by the Israeli state-hegemony as the enemy’s language, and Arab culture was 
dismissed as inferior. Some distinguished musicians – such as the female 
singer Zohra al-Fassia (1994–1905) زهرة الفاسية, who emigrated from Moroc-
co to Israel some ten years after the Iraqi migration – “fell into tragic oblivi-
on”, as Seroussi put it.11  

In their countries of origin, Middle Eastern Jews were regarded as reli-
gious minorities. Culturally, however, they were integrated into the general 
population. This situation was apparent especially in the field of music. In 
Iraq, moreover, Jews had an important role in local music. In Israel, these 
Jews became a cultural minority.12 

Liturgy and paraliturgical songs were among the few domains where 
Middle Eastern music remained in use among newly arrived Jews in Israel.13 

                                                                                                                             
lis. Smooha uses indicators such as higher education and marriage with Israelis of West-
ern origin. 

8 Based on the Arabic lyrics and a Hebrew translation in Snir (2005:448). Other verses of the 
song appear in The Musical Heritage of Iraqi Jews (Shiloah and Avishur, 1988, audio 
record). Ben-Gurion was the Israeli prime minister at that time. 

9 Kimmerling (2004) throughout the book. Snir (2005:24) argues that the Zionist European 
(Ashkenazi) narrative dominates the state-Israeli hegemony; thus, Middle Eastern Jews 
were exposed to a gradual delegitimation of their cultural roots. 

10 Smooha (1993:319–321), and in the Hebrew version (1993:182); Perlson (2006:86); Shi-
loah and Cohen (1983:234–235); Snir (2006:43, 55, 57); Snir (2010:118–119); Beinin 
(2004:xx, xxi); Swirski (1995:9–70). Ella Shohat argues that the Zionist ideology in Isra-
el was based on the homogenisation of the Jewish people and on the differentiation of 
Middle Eastern Jews from the Arab environment in which they had lived for hundreds of 
years: it erased their “Arab component”. (“Zikhronot asurim” 2001:332, cited in Oppen-
heimer 2010:384). It is true that some aspects of the European diasporic heritage of 
Western Jews was also erased by Israeli policy; nevertheless, the hegemonic culture was 
Western, not Middle Eastern. 

11 Seroussi (2010:514). 
12 Shiloah (1987–1988:66). 
13 See Warkov (1987:199) on using Egyptian songs in synagogue and giving them Hebrew 

lyrics. This kind of contrafacta is still popular today in oriental Jewish communities both 
within and outside Israel. 
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One explanation for this is that music in rituals is indispensable and relative-
ly independent from economic considerations, unlike music for leisure.14  

  Stokes discusses similar cases of oriental minorities within a society that 
defines itself as different from its oriental neighbours. He introduces cases in 
which ‘ethnic’ styles and instruments are used in mainstream music, such as 
Andalusian Flamenco, Greek Rebetica and Turkish Arabesk. Stokes analyses 
these practices and argues that they 

celebrate an oriental ‘other’ which is highly subversive in the context of offi-
cial nationalist discourses which explicitly reject their internal ‘orients’ as as-
pects of a backward past. Where official ethnicities are defined through op-
position to a pernicious otherness embodied by neighbouring states, this cel-
ebration of ethnic profusion in what we might loosely call the popular musics 
it seeks to control is always a potential threat.15  

Such was the case in Israel in the 1950s and to a large extent in the following 
three decades, when Middle Eastern music was marginalised as part of the 
hegemonic perception of Israel as a Western society within the Middle East 
and in spite of its own oriental population. 

Losing the audience 
Having reached an audience of millions of people in Iraq via radio and rec-
ords, musicians from Iraq had a potential audience in Israel of some tens of 
thousands of Jewish Iraqi immigrants only.16 The number of listeners in Isra-
el decreased gradually, as the older people passed away; and the younger 
ones were not interested in Iraqi music.17 Those who were born in Israel to 
Iraqi families had different tastes in music than those who had immigrated in 
1950/51. They preferred Western popular and art music to Arab classics.18  

  Losing a vast audience due to emmigrating from Iraq to Israel was also 
the fate of poets and authors, many of whom stopped writing altogether.19 
Some, like Samir Naqqash (2004–1938) سمير نقاش, Shalom Darwish (1913–
1997), Isaac Bar-Moshe (1927–2003), Zadok Ben-Moshe, Anwar Sha’ul 
(1904–1984, immigrated to Israel in the early 1970s), and the poet Ibrahim 
Obadia (1924–2006) continued to write in Arabic for a tiny readership in 
Israel. Their potential readers in Arab countries, meanwhile, had no access to 
their works, due to the lack of diplomatic relations with Israel. Samir 

14 Shiloah and Cohen (1983:235). 
15 Stokes (1994:16–17). 
16 Iraq’s population was c. 4,800,000, according to the 1947 census (Longrigg 

1953:380).  
17 Kojaman (1999): “The young generation got used to Israeli music”. 
18 Manasseh (1999:431). 
19 Snir (2005:309). 
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Naqqash described the situation: “My writings are not received among the 
Arabs because I am considered a Hebrew [ivri עברי], and are not received 
among the Jews because I am considered an Arab”.20 Writers in other lan-
guages, such as German and Russian, also felt they were working in a void 
in Israel;21 however, European music in Israel suffers no marginalisation as 
Arab music did and to some extent still does. 

The impact of a reduced audience 
What impact did the reduced number of listeners have on the music of the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity? Racy maintains that dedicated listeners of tarab music 
appreciate recordings of live concerts in Aleppo and in other locations 
known for their informed audience. In such locations, the artist excels thanks 
to interaction with an attentive audience.22 This observation is relevant espe-
cially for the Iraqi Maqam in Israel, which began already in the 1920s to 
decline in popularity in Iraq.23 When Saleh al-Kuwaity was asked if the mu-
sicians who had emigrated from Iraq did not attempt to establish a chalghi in 
Israel, he answered that this art [Iraqi Maqam] required an audience that 
understood it. In reply the interviewer used the word “sammi‛a” سّميعة, a 
connoisseur audience of tarab music. Al-Kuwaity answered, “That’s right. 
They [Iraqi Maqam performers in Israel] did not have sammi‛a” […]. People 
[audiences] got old and others did not care”.24  

  Thus the shrunken audience in Israel, as compared with that in Iraq, also 
meant the number of informed, attentive listeners among potential audiences 
was much reduced. This state of affairs was mourned by the qanun player 
Avraham Salman, graduate of the Jewish School for the Blind. Salman 
played in the IBA orchestra of Arab music after immigrating to Israel. He 
said, “I am Iraqi. The audience in Baghdad was mine. They cried when I 
played. Here they don’t understand music”.25 

  Menashe Somekh suggested there was a decline in artistic standard in 
the brothers’ work after they immigrated to Israel. The music was of a lower 
artistic quality, he maintained. Moreover, the lyrics in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 

                               
20 Snir (2005:481), citing Naqqash’s interview to the Israeli journal Att, October 1989 p .83. 

On the same page, Snir laments Naqqash’s marginalisation by Israeli cultural institutions 
and the author’s distress as his works did not sell. He emphasises that Naqqash’s work 
had not received any serious attention within Arab culture either (Snir 2005:235, 244). 
Snir (2005:202) suggests, though, that Naqqash is one of few Jewish Iraqi authors who is 
praised by some critics in the Arab world for his superb art, rather than as a representa-
tive of a literary-historic phenomenon. 

21 Snir (2005:520). 
22 Racy (2003:73). 
23 Kojaman (2001:111, 119). 
24 Shahed (1982) interview. We know, however, that Saleh al-Kuwaity accompanied Maqam 

reciters in Israel. See below. 
25 Halfon (2002). 
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songs – both those by the composer himself and those by Ibrahim Obadia – 
were not always in a pure Iraqi dialect, and traces of local, Palestinian dia-
lects could be heard in them. Somekh contended too that the singers in Israel 
did not have a perfect Iraqi pronunciation.26  

  These comments by a Jewish Iraqi music-lover who settled in Israel in-
dicate the parameters that some listeners held important, such as consistency 
in the lyrics’ dialect and correct pronunciation by the singer. These critical 
remarks are repeated in complaints about Dudu Tassa’s mispronunciation of 
Arabic words, alongside his Western-style musical arrangements of Saleh 
and Daud al-Kuwaity’s songs.27 These complaints were voiced by elderly 
Jewish Iraqi listeners with whom I spoke. As for the compromised artistic 
level of the brothers’ music, it is hard to draw a clear conclusion on this 
without having heard recordings of a large enough number of the brothers’ 
songs in Iraq and in Israel. Discussing Saleh – since he composed more 
songs than Daud – it is likely that some of his songs were of a lesser artistic 
quality even in Iraq, and that some of the songs he composed in Israel were 
ingenious, as can be expected of any acclaimed composer who wrote hun-
dreds of songs.  

  Still, claims such as Somekh’s should feature in a more extensive re-
search on the songs that Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity composed in Israel. 
Was there, for example, a lesser degree of diversity of melodic modes in the 
songs they composed in Israel, as compared with those in their songs from 
Iraq? A similar case is the songs performed by Umm Kuthum in the 1960s, 
using a total of eight modes, compared with the twenty-three modes in the 
singer’s 1920s repertory. Moreover, some of the modes in the 1920s songs 
were unusual, whereas all of those in the 1960s were “basic”. This led one of 
her critics to suggest that the later repertory was inferior and boring.28 The 
decrease in the number of modes in Umm Kuthum’s songs, and the focus on 
Rast, Bayat and Kurd were partly due to the singer’s ageing.29 Another rea-
son, however, was that already in the 1950s, Umm Kulthum tried to reach 
younger listeners by commissioning songs from composers and lyricists who 
wrote for the successful younger, male singer Abd al-Halim Hafez. The 
songs they created used a smaller number of melodic modes than those in 
Umm Kulthum’s previous songs.30 

26 Menashe Somekh, personal communication, 26.10.2016. 
27 See below. 
28 Danielson (1997:12–13). 
29 Danielson (1997:182). 
30 Danielson (1997:12–13, 167–71, 182). 
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In this book, I argue only that some of Al-Kuwaity’s songs reflect the 
composer’s adjustment to life in the new country.31 Snir mentions a similar 
situation regarding literature, suggesting that Iraqi writers in 1950s Israel 
produced an enormous body of literary works. Some critics, like Samir 
Naqqash سمير نقاش, commented that most of these works were of low quality. 
Snir suggests, however, that only a vast body of creative activity by many 
contributors makes it possible for excellent works to appear.32 

The brothers’ musical activity in Israel 
Despite all the above changes to the brothers’ circumstances following their 
immigration, their work patterns did not change much. They performed on 
radio, in nightclubs and in life-cycle events, as they did in Iraq. This section 
examines the frameworks in which the brothers were active as musicians in 
Israel. 

During the 1950s and 1960s, the IBA Arab music orchestra was the main 
state-supported medium for Arab music. It performed mostly vocal reper-
toire, accompanying solo singers.33 In the 1950s, almost all players were 
Iraqi Jews, but the repertory was what Warkov called pan-Arab music.34 In 
the late 1950s, Jewish musicians who emigrated from Egypt joined the or-
chestra. There were approximately 16 players, with an extra 10 for special 
occasions.35 Some members were employed by the same agreements as the 
Radio Symphonic Orchestra, while other players and all the vocalists were 
freelancers.36 The artistic level was high, at least in the 1960s under Ezra 
Aharon’s direction. Warkov maintains that “playing was clean, intonation 
accurate, ensemble playing unified” even when complex compositions by 
Aharon were being played.37 

Although they did not join the IBA Arab orchestra, Saleh and Daud al-
Kuwaity recorded Iraqi music for IBA frequently.38 The brothers were part of 

                               
31 Literary works by Iraqi Jews before the immigration are clearly different from those after, 

also among those who stayed in Iraq after 1951, according to Snir (2005:517). I would 
say it was the same in the case of music. 

32 Snir (2005:254). 
33 Warkov (1987:141). 
34 Warkov (1987:110). 
35 Warkov (1987:121–122). 
36 Warkov (1987:123–125) Warkov notes that there used to be “nine salaried singers, but their 

number has decreased over the years.” 
37 Warkov (1987:132). 
38 Avishur (1994:12 /p. XII in the English section) mentions weekly IBA programmes that 

went on for years, featuring Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs alongside abudhiyyat and pastat. 
Daud was singing and playing the oud, while Saleh played the violin and directed the en-
semble. 
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a small ensemble that recorded music in the “modern Iraqi style”, as Warkov 
calls it. Although it was administratively under Ezra Aharon at IBA, the 
ensemble was free to choose its music. It included Saleh al-Kuwaity (violin), 
Abraham Daud – probably Abraham Daud Cohen – (qanun), Albert Elias/ 
Haqqi Obadia (oud) and Meir Shuta (drums).39 Daud al-Kuwaity was the 
singer in this ensemble’s recordings,40 performing an Iraqi repertoire, includ-
ing newly composed songs, old pastat, and abudhiyyat.41 It is unclear wheth-
er the information about Albert Elias playing the oud is accurate. Elias 
(1927–2014), who immigrated to Israel in March 1951, was known as a nay 
player, and there is no reason to think the brothers Al-Kuwaity recorded with 
a musician for whom the oud was a secondary instrument.42 

Alongside this ensemble, there were two others with the same affiliation 
to IBA. One was a chalghi and the other a takht, both performing the Iraqi 
Maqam.43 This fact seems to contradict the above-mentioned remark by 
Saleh al-Kuwaity that there was no chalghi group in Israel. Saleh al-Kuwaity 
also participated as a violinist in performances of Iraqi folk songs arranged 
by Shafiq Gabai, an IBA producer of Iraqi music programmes.44 

The music the brothers performed on IBA recordings is almost exclusive-
ly Iraqi. In other settings, however, they played a variety of styles. Why were 
the brothers not employed as part of the IBA Arab music orchestra? Warkov 
writes of intrigues within IBA, and mentions Daud’s playing as a challenge 
to Aharon’s prestige.45 Moreover, neither Aharon nor Saleh Al-Kuwaity 
would have felt comfortable with the former’s being boss over the latter, 
who had been the music director of Iraqi Radio and had achieved iconic 
status in Iraq.46 In other words, there is an element here of the advantage 
enjoyed by the earlier immigrant: Aharon had settled in Palestine in 1934, 
and so had “seniority” in the new country.  

39 Warkov (1987:126,185). 
40 Daud al-Kuwaity’s role as the singer is clear from the collection of IBA recordings in the 

National Sound Archive, Israel. It is likely that Warkov refers to these recordings when 
discussing this ensemble. See also the above reference to Avishur (1994:12). 

41 Twena (20th September 1977) maintains that Daud recorded, as a singer, songs that were 
newly composed by him or by his brother. Avishur (1994:13 /p. XIII in the English sec-
tion) notices that the brothers Al-Kuwaity “recorded tens of half-hour programmes in-
cluding scores of modern pastas and to some extent old traditional pastas.” 

42 In the IBA recordings which were digitised by the National Sound Archive, it is hard to tell 
who the accompanists are. Warkov (1987:129–130) points out that many of these record-
ings deny musicians credit. 

43 Warkov (1987:126,185). 
44 Warkov (1987:202–203). 
45  Warkov (1987:140) quoting Na‛im Twenah. 
46 This was the opinion of an interlocutor who was acquainted with them. Warkov (1987:140) 

quotes Na‛im Twenah, who suggested that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s broad knowledge posed a 
threat to musicians and leaders in IBA. 
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Conditions for Iraqi music in Israel 
Besides the above explanations for why the brothers were not employed as 
permanent players in the IBA Arab music orchestra, there is a more funda-
mental issue that could explain the relatively limited involvement of Saleh 
and Daud Al-Kuwaity in IBA. The brothers were renowned mostly for their 
performance of Iraqi music. This music was marginal in Israel, even within 
the already marginalised body of Middle Eastern music as a whole. During 
the 1950s, the Arabic section of the IBA broadcast came to approximately 
one and a half hours a day of news and music. Starting in 1958 it was four to 
five hours a day, with music comprising half of the broadcasting time.47  

Palestinians and Middle Eastern Jews were not familiar with Iraqi music.   
What is more, a lot of Jewish Iraqis in Israel had a liking for Egyptian music, 
which had been disseminated in Iraq since the 1920s via records and con-
certs, and later via radio and cinema as well. Many of them, moreover, felt 
the emotional palette of Iraqi music was restricted to sadness.48 Thus, there 
was only small audience for Iraqi music in Israel, compared with music in 
the Egyptian style. The prominence of Egyptian music among Palestinians 
and Middle Eastern Jews in Israel, not least in paraliturgical songs, contrib-
uted further to the tendency of Iraqi Jews to embrace this style. 

IBA used Arab music to propagate political assertions among listeners in 
neighbouring countries and among Palestinians.49 Verbal sections were pre-
sented alongside music programmes; and Egyptian, Lebanese and Syrian 
songs were the obvious choice, as they were popular all over the Arab world. 
Furthermore, Egypt posed a constant threat to Israel, whereas Iraq’s military 
threat was smaller. It seemed more important, therefore, to reach listeners in 
Egypt than in Iraq. Thus, political decisions conditioned the musical behav-
iours of performers and audiences. 

Warkov heard from interlocutors and from IBA directors that “main-
stream Arab music” was considered more modern than any regional style. 
The “mainstream”, which was mostly Egyptian – alongside innovations pre-
sented by the Lebanese singer Fairuz and the Rahbani brothers – was seen as 
the most “highly developed” urban Arab music. Warkov suggests the em-
phasis on modernisation in Israeli society went hand in hand with such a 
preference in the Arab section of IBA.50 She observes that Iraqi music on 
state media, which was limited to begin with, declined even further after 
about 1970, for lack of support. Thus, state patronage of Arab music broad-
casts determined to a large extent the fate of Iraqi music in Israel.51  

                               
47 Warkov (1987:110–111). 
48 Warkov (1987:82). 
49  Warkov (1987:112); Snir (2005:257). 
50 Warkov (1987:116). 
51 Warkov (1987:126). 
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  Saleh al-Κuwaity built a joza in Israel and accompanied Maqam reciter 
Jacob al-Imari.52 This experiment did not succeed, and Al-Kuwaity went 
back to using the violin to accompany Iraqi Maqam.53 Building and playing 
the joza rather than the violin was perhaps an attempt at recovering Iraqi 
culture in Israel. The project shows that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s passion for the 
Iraqi Maqam did not wither after immigrating to Israel.54  

  It seems the function of Iraqi Maqam in Israel was different from what it 
had been among Jews in Iraq prior to the migration. There is at any rate rea-
son to believe that some aspects of the audience’s behaviour had changed. 
Warkov maintains that, in Iraq, people had not danced during performances 
of Iraqi Maqam, whereas in Israel they did.55 Kojaman, however, describes 
Maqam performances in private homes in Baghdad in the 1935–1945 period, 
and maintains that some men at that time had been inspired to get up and 
dance by the “light rhythms” that characterise all pastat and some other parts 
of some Maqamat. These members of the audience were encouraged by 
clapping, as well as by the performers’ repeating of “the light verses” and 
their prolonging of the instrumental interludes.56 Warkov may be relying on 
interlocutors whose memories differ from those of Kojaman’s. In this case, 
her comment perhaps refers to occasions in Israel where the Iraqi Maqam 
was performed in short versions, mixed with other genres. 

Another reason for the change in behaviour between Baghdad and Israel 
may be that the link between the Iraqi Maqam and Islamic society had been 
clearer in Iraq. The religious context of this genre was always evident, even 
when it was being performed in other contexts. In Israel, by contrast, the 
genre’s link to Islam and its restrictions on social dance were forgotten. 

The brothers Al-Kuwaity’s recordings in Israel 
In Israel Daud al-Kuwaity performed as a singer more than he did in Iraq. 
Perhaps one of the reasons for this is that the brothers did not find the right 
singers in Israel, along the lines of those with whom they had worked in 
Iraq; and they preferred Daud as solo vocalist.57 Another reason may have 
been their reduced financial situation as compared with that they had en-

52 See above, “Jewish contemporaries of Saleh al-Kuwaity” on Jacob Murad al-Imari  يعقوب
  مراد العماري

53 Kojaman (2001:15 note 2, based on his interview with Salim Daud). 
54 For more on performances of Iraqi Maqam in Israel, see Kojaman (2001) pp. 51–58. 
55 Warkov (1987:152). 
56 Kojaman (2001:90). Likewise, Hassan (2017:284) suggests that, during Maqam perfor-

mances, members of the audience sang, clapped or danced along with the pasta. 
57 Yousef Jacob Shem-Tov, the oud player mentioned below, suggested that “[in Iraq] there 

were good singers. The singers nowadays [probably meaning in Israel] sing, but they 
don’t know anything.” (Halfon 2002 documentary film). 
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joyed in Iraq, as well as the better payment which accrued to the brothers 
when they refrained from employing another singer. Most of the brothers’ 
recordings for IBA involve Daud as a lead vocalist and oud player, Saleh on 
the violin, two or three more instrumentalists and a small chorus. Saleh al-
Kuwaity arranged these songs.58 Besides the IBA recordings, we also know 
of one commercial album, as seen in the following figure. 

Figure 58. An LP produced in Israel by Koliphone, featuring Daud al-Kuwaity 
singing an Iraqi repertoire. No Hebrew script is used on either the back or the front, 
only Arabic and English. Source: YouTube channel Darbukaofficial. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity also composed for various singers, such as Sabri Ashur,59 
Saleh Shibli and Najat (also known as Najat Jacob).60 He wrote the lyrics 
himself, or sometimes he used lyrics by poets such as Ibrahim Obadia.61 It is 
unclear if Saleh al-Kuwaity wrote his own lyrics in Israel more than he had 

58 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 2nd February 2016. Nahum Aharon suggested that 
the brothers Al-Kuwaity arranged the songs. (Personal communication, 5th April 2016). 

59 Sabri Ashur, personal communication, 10th October 2019. 
60 Elias Zbedah, personal communication, 2016. 
61 Obadia (1999:137) suggests that Saleh al-Kuwaity urged him to write lyrics for him (for Al-

Kuwaity to compose) in Israel; Obadia (1994) mentions Saleh al-Kuwaity and other 
composers who set his (Obadia’s) poems to music. 
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done in Iraq, and whether financial considerations were involved. The broth-
ers’ recordings for IBA include several dozens of performances, approxi-
mately twenty-minutes each, that typically comprised an instrumental intro-
duction, a solo instrumental improvisation (taqsim) followed by an abudhiy-
ya, then a song, then another abudhiyya and another song. 

Was this how they had performed in Baghdad – with a string of taqasim, 
abudhiyyat and pastat? Or was this a way of representing Iraqi culture in 
Israel?62 The use of abudhiyya in combination with a song was common 
already before the emigration from Iraq. Hassan suggests that in general, a 
non-metred melismatic song such as the abudhiyya was followed by a pasta 
– a syllabic song.63 Al-Ameri mentions this practice too.64 He notes that a 
pasta is performed at the end of a Maqam or after an abudhiyya.65 The vocal 
genre al-murabba al-Baghdadi المربع البغدادي, which was popular during the 
1920s and up to the mid-1930s, was sometimes preceded by an abudhiyya.66 
Thus, the setting of Iraqi music on IBA followed the pre-1950 model. 

Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity also experimented with instrumental rendi-
tions of the Iraqi Maqam.67 They were not the only ones to do so. Kojaman 
mentions Yousef Zaarur, who played the Maqam on the qanun, and Munir 
Bashir, who played Maqam on the oud. Kojaman argues that these renditions 
were kept on private recordings only, and that they sounded like the accom-
paniment of the Maqam, while the musician was “thinking” the vocal part.68 

Warkov discusses Maqam Rast, which Saleh al-Kuwaity arranged for the 
IBA Arab orchestra in Israel. It was recorded on 27th June 1969, with the 
title “The Original Inherited Form of Maqam Rast” (Al-Surah al-
mutawaratha al-Asliyya li-Maqam Rast 69.(الصورة المتوارثة االصلية لمقام راست 

                               
62 I am grateful to Prof. Martin Stokes for raising this question. Warkov (1987:197 n. 9) sug-

gests that Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s arrangement of Maqam Rast for an instrumental ensemble 
was a response to “a surge in ethnic pride […] during the late 1960s”. For more on the 
recordings of taqsim – abudhiyya – song etc., see Warkov (1987:201–210). On the 
Maqam and abudhiyya in Israel see Warkov (1987:201, 281) and in Sami al-Faluji’s cas-
settes: Warkov (1987:202). On Saleh al-Kuwaity’s improvisations in Israel, see Warkov 
(1987:280). 

63 Hassan (2001). 
64 Al-Ameri (1989:224). 
65 Al-Ameri (1988:101). 
66 Likewise, the vocal genre al-murabba al-Baghdadi المربع البغدادي, which was popular during 

the 1920s and up to the mid-1930s, may have been preceded sometimes by an abudhiyya. 
The only reference I found, however, is Husayn (possibly 2011) The Baghdadi Quatrain, 
time code 12’42 (Voice-over). 

67 We only know of such instrumental renditions as were made in Israel, but the brothers may 
have made such arrangements of the Maqam already in Iraq. 

68 Kojaman (2001:124). 
69 Warkov (1987:194). Esther Warkov uploaded the recording on the YouTube channel Music 

for Peace in the Middle East:  
       <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Np2R2n6PBIU>  
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This piece is unique,70 and Warkov points out that it was unlikely to be writ-
ten by a Maqam reciter or a chalghi instrumentalist, since it required the 
skills of arranging and orchestrating. She argues convincingly that this work 
comprises an “Iraqi material set within a mainstream conceptual framework 
and performing medium”.71 

I disagree, though, with Warkov’s claim that none of the instruments 
played the vocal part.72 When comparing this arrangement with the perfor-
mance of Maqam Rast by Al-Qubanchi يلقبنچا  and by Yousef Omar, it is دمحم 
clear that indeed, Al-Kuwaity’s Maqam Rast is not written like a concerto, 
with a solo instrument set against an orchestra. It is also clear, however, that 
the instruments in Al-Kuwaity’s piece do not play the Maqam accompani-
ment while the vocal part is absent. The whole orchestra plays the instru-
mental part and each solo instrument in turn plays the vocal part.73  

Comparing recordings from Israel with pre-1950 recordings 
Studying recordings of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs from the 1930s and 1940s, 
as compared with IBA recordings of the same songs, does not reveal signifi-
cant changes in arrangement and performance. This comparison overlooks 
tempo, since it is not easy to find an actual record from the 1930s and 1940s 
and play it, so as to hear the tempo as it was. The re-recordings we have are 
often distorted, and some of them sound mechanically slowed down. In most 
of the IBA recordings, Daud replaces the female vocalist of the old record-
ings. A small chorus – sometimes female, sometimes mixed – replaces Saleh 
and Daud as response-singers in the old recordings.  

  A few songs, however, present interesting differences that may indicate 
changes in aesthetic preferences. Usually the brothers arranged the songs for 
IBA recordings, although the director – first Ezra Aharon, then Zuzu Musa – 
and the ensemble members took part in decisions such as which instruments 
would play a certain phrase.74 However, we have one example of an ar-
rangement by Daud Akram داود اكرم of the song “Bimuhasinak”  بمحاسنك
 75.وبهاك

      The opening of the piece was also played on Aviezer (1986), time code 35’58’’ to 40’33’’.
70 Warkov praises the piece as “an outstanding example of innovation”. She observes that it 

reflects Saleh al-Kuwaity’s proficiency both in Iraqi Maqam and in what she calls the 
“mainstream style”, or “pan-Arab”, mostly Egyptian style. 

71 Warkov (1987:197). 
72 Warkov (1987:195–196). 
73 Warkov (1987:194–196) offers a short analysis of the piece. 
74 Nahum Aharon, personal communication, 5th April 2016. 
75 Aviezer (1986) plays the recording on his radio programme. Esther Warkov uploaded a 

recording of the programme on the YouTube channel Music for Peace in the Middle 
East. The song, arranged by Daud Akram, appears at time code 43’58: 

 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5bfRr8KjIU> 
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The song is in the melodic mode Rast. In the old recording, possibly by 
Zakiyya George, the refrain has a noticeable leap of a minor third from a low 
6^ to 1^ (A to C) with the words “Kul il-hisin”. Similarly, a major third leap 
from a lowered 6^ to 1^ (A semi-flat to C) is played in the introduction and 
in the interlude in the verse melody (but not when the female vocalist sings 
the verse). These leaps contribute to the song’s similarity to Gulf music, as I 
suggested above.  

Figure 59. The scale of the melodic mode Rast. 

In the IBA recording, this leap becomes a fourth, from a low 5^ to 1^. This 
interval between a low 5^ to 1^, or between 5^ to 8^, is more typical of Rast 
outside the Gulf, in Iraq, Palestine, Egypt and Greater Syria. 

The intonation is also different here. In the old recording, the microtonal 
interval in the leap from 3^ down to 1^ is relatively big, almost as if 3^ 
were natural, not semi-flat. In the IBA recording this interval sounds 
more like Egyptian Rast. The new arrangement, therefore, makes the song 
sound more like what local listeners are used to, rather than to the Gulf 
style that was accepted in 1930s Iraq. 

Making music in live settings 
Besides IBA recordings, the brothers also played in venues around Israel that 
had similar functions to the Baghdadi nightclubs, albeit for a mixed audience 
rather than for men only. One of these venues was Café Noah קפה נח in 
southern Tel Aviv.76 Hezi al-Kuwaity, Saleh al-Kuwaity’s son, who was two 
years old when the family emigrated from Iraq, spent his afternoons in his 
father and uncle’s shop, and remembers mostly the years 1961–1967. He 
witnessed the popularity of his father and his uncle and the scope of their 
activity: 

A lot of different people booked them. Arabs from Acra and Nazareth, Chris- 
tians, Jews, in cities and in villages [moshavim], not only Iraqi but also Mo- 
roccan and Tripolitanian [Jews]. The rehearsals took place in our home or at 

76 For more on the brothers’ performances in Café Noah, see Warkov 1987:159–161. For 
more on this venue, see: Dror (1996), a documentary film. 
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Daud’s. I would say that 95% of the time they performed together. I only re-
member that, in the 1970s, Salim Halali arrived from Morocco and per-
formed at Gan Ha-Oranim. He asked my father to accompany him only. After 
[the war in] 1967, artists from the territories [the West Bank] came to perform 
with them [with Saleh and Daud], such as the dancer Awatef عواطف and the 
singer Muhammad Balan دمحم بالن. They performed only in Israel, though, not 
in the territories.77 

The brothers also performed at life-cycle events, such as weddings, and then 
they included shbahoth (Jewish Iraqi devotional songs, mostly in Hebrew).78 
A glimpse of the repertoire the brothers performed on such occasions is giv-
en in Liliana Carrizo’s work: “One of my informants, for example, excitedly 
recounted how her parents arranged for the Al-Kuwaiti brothers to perform 
at her wedding in 1965, where their all-night performance included popular 
Iraqi and Egyptian songs, as well as Iraqi maqām.”79  

The singer Najat نجاة 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity’s connection with the aforementioned female 
singer, Najat, evokes the encouragement the brothers gave to aspiring 
singers in Iraq. Najat (1989–1926) نجاة, who worked with the brothers, was 
born in Baghdad by the name of Aluise, to the Jewish family Rabi 80.ربيع She 
attended No‛am school, which was supported by the Jewish community and 
mostly served girls from poor families. Najat performed in nightclubs 
already as a teenager, specialising in Egyptian songs such as those by Su‛ad 
Muhammad and Laila Hilmi. She first sang at Alf Liala club, then at Al-
Jawahiri and Sheherazade. Since her immigration to Israel in 1951, Najat 
performed in concerts, private events and State-funded contests of Arab 
music, and recorded for IBA. 

Figure 60. The singer Najat. Courtesy of BJHC. 

77 Hezi Al-Kuwaity, personal communication in Hebrew,  25 th November 2018. 
78 Hezi Al-Kuwaity, personal communication, 25th November 2018. 
79 Carrizo (2018:232  note 14). 
80 All of this information on Najat is taken from Twenah 1989:34. 
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Saleh al-Kuwaity encouraged her to perform Iraqi songs and she started to 
perform Salima Murad’s songs as well as abudhiyyat and pastat with Maqam 
reciters Salim Shibbath and Yehezqel Qassab. She also recorded her own 
rendition of Maqam Bhirzawi. Najat’s hand-written notebook of about 180 
pages reflects the variety of her repertory.81 Among the Egyptian songs are 
“Tuba” توبة, “Ully amallak eh albi” قوللي عملك ايه قلبي, and Umm Kulthum’s 
songs. Among the newly composed songs is “Nashid al-Istiqlal” نشيد االستقالل 
(Independence Anthem), for Israel’s Independence Day, in Arabic; songs by 
Albert Shitrit; and a song by Fu’ad Khabbaz فؤاد خباز (lyrics) and Filfil Gourji 

رجيگ  Like Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity, Najat continued her .(music) فلفل 
career in music in Israel, and developed it in settings similar to those in 
Baghdad. She became a professional singer, and further research can explore 
whether she acquired an “Israeli Salima Murad” status. 

Songs composed in Israel by Saleh al-Kuwaity 
The songs Saleh al-Kuwaity composed in Israel testify to his ability to adjust 
to the new situation. As in Iraq, where he composed anthems for national 
events, Al-Kuwaity composed songs for Israel’s Independence Day. The 
lyrics, in Arabic, convey sentiments of national pride and thanksgiving. As 
for the music, I have not found any recordings, but one of these Independ-
ence Day songs appears as a short sketch in the composer’s music notebook.   
There is no title for this song, except “Lilʿid il-Asmaʾut” (for Independence 
Day). This caption combines two languages. It is written in Arabic letters: 

وت ئمصللعيد الع  [sic]. The first half, “Lilʿid il-” means “For the festival of-” is 
in Arabic; whilst “Asmaʾut” is Hebrew for “independence”. The song is in 
the melodic mode Siga and in a duple rhythmic cycle. Siga is a mode whose 
finalis (qarar قرار) is microtonal, a semi-flat note, usually, E  or B . Thus, 
the interval between the qarar (1^) and 2^ is ¾-tone. This is almost as re-
mote from Western scales as it is possible to be, compared with Arab modes 
that contain whole tones and semitones only. 

This choice of Siga suggests that Al-Kuwaity composed the song for lis-
teners of Middle Eastern music rather than for the general public in Israel. It 
is likely he perceived himself as marginalised in a country dominated by an 
anti-Arab cultural ethos. Did he write patriotic songs because he identified 
with these sentiments in spite of this marginalization? Did he write them for 
economic reasons, since they were broadcast on IBA? Al-Kuwaity’s son, 
Shlomo El-Kivity, discloses that the Ministry of Information commissioned 
songs from his father to be performed in transit camps in the 1950s. These 
patriotic songs in Arabic, such as “How beautiful you are, Israel” (Mahla 
jamalek Israʾil محال جمالك اسرائيل) were paid for. The following figure shows 
                               
81 The Archive of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in Israel. 
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Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity with a qanun player, Avraham Hiyawi 82,حياوي 
performing in Israel, probably in the 1950s. Hiyawi played with the brothers 
in their nightclub in Baghdad.83 On the wall of this humble venue is a photo 
of the prime minister, David Ben-Gurion, and the symbol of the State of 
Israel. 

 

 
Figure 61. Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity with a qanun player, Avraham Hiyawi, in 
Israel, 1950s. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlomo El-Kivity. 

 

Perhaps one of these songs was “Village girl” (“Bint il-moshab”). A moshav 
was a type of village where some newcomers to Israel were settled by the 
State, often on the country’s frontiers. This song is in Arabic; hence the pro-
nunciation moshab. Saleh al-Kuwaity most likely wrote the lyrics as well as 

                               
82 David Regev Zaarur, personal communication, 10th December 2020; Shlomo El-Kivity 

personal communication, 10th December 2020. 
83 Hayat (1968) interview. 
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the music.84 In the lyrics, the narrator praises the typical young woman of 
these villages as hard-working, as pretty – with a dark complexion – and as a 
brave soldier.85 This portrait of a healthy, early-rising woman working in the 
fields and joining the army contrasts with the two songs discussed above: 
“Shagul ala hathi” and “Ana lihdetha”. These songs express the frustration 
of young women in Iraq – married off, confined to home and oppressed by 
patriarchal conventions. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity responded to contemporary events and interests. In his 
book on Jewish Iraqi folk songs, Avishur quotes a 1978 rendition by Saleh 
Al-Kuwaity of the song “Yam il-uyun il-sud” يم العيون السود. The lyrics appear 
in nineteenth-century manuscripts, and this song was still popular among 
some Iraqi Jews in Israel in the 1970s. Al-Kuwaity “made some changes in 
two of the verses to modernise them. He mentioned, for example the ‘Maxi’ 
dress and the Apollo travelling to the moon”.86 In this case, Al-Kuwaity 
changed the lyrics of a well-known old Iraqi song and added his own lyrics 
in Arabic, referring to current affairs. Thus, he continued the familiar prac-
tice of adjusting or making up lyrics in folk songs, to suit the occasion or 
simply because the singer forgot the lyrics they had learned.  

Among the composer’s manuscripts there is an example of another famil-
iar practice in music performance: renditions of popular foreign songs trans-
lated into the local language. This seems to be true of a song, found on a 
page written in Hebrew, entitled “The Black Man Zumbon”. There is no 
music notation, only lyrics. The piece, which is not exactly a masterpiece of 
poetic achievement, depicts a black dancer by this name. The song was 
probably a Hebrew translation of the hit “El Negro Zumbón” (music and 
lyrics: Armando Trovajoli). The latter, in a Brazilian rhythm, features in the 
1950 Italian film Anna, which was screened in USA in 1953. The song’s 
popularity in 1950s Israel is captured in a collection of short stories by Am-
non Dankner, which mentions a maid in an affluent Jerusalemite family who 
sings it while cleaning their flat.87 

The inclusion of the lyrics of this song in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s notebooks 
indicates the degree to which the brothers adjusted their artistic skills to sat-
isfy their audiences’ tastes. When some of the interlocutors in this study 
described Saleh al-Kuwaity’s work in Israel as compromised, compared with 
his achievements in Iraq, they probably had a song like this in mind. This 
example illustrates the interlocutors’ depiction of Al-Kuwaity in Israel. 

                               
84 ACUM credits Saleh al-Kuwaity as the composer. Al-Kuwaity said he also wrote the lyrics 

(Hayat 1968 interview). 
85 Conscription in Israel includes Jewish women. Women who observe Orthodox Judaism, 

however, are exempted if they wish to be. 
86 Avishur (1994:115). 
87 Dankner (2011) מגע הקסם של הבל גאגין \אמנון דנקנר  
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While sympathising with their grief over the composer’s reduced artistic 
circumstances in Israel, I would suggest the Hebrew translation of the above 
song is not duller than some of the lyrics Al-Kuwaity used in Iraq. The lyrics 
here are not eloquent, and it seems that whoever wrote them – Al-Kuwaity 
himself, perhaps – was not an experienced Hebrew poet. Leaving this lin-
guistic aspect aside, the lyrics conform to the poetic conventions of some 
early-twentieth-century Iraqi songs that portray a single situation and convey 
a single sentiment, such as “Ishrab kasak” اشرب كاسك, “Khadri i-chai”  خدري
 .وعلى الدَُرب يهواي ”or “W‛ala e-darub ya hwai ,الچاي 

Lyrics in Hebrew in Al-Kuwaity’s songs in Israel 
Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s notebooks also include a small number of lyrics in He-
brew, written in the Arabic script.88 Among these is a song on the final days 
of the Jews in Baghdad, as well as some love songs. Among the latter is one 
whose title is unclear,89 with the repeating phrase “Hashkini mayim” (“Let 
me drink water”). The narrator recalls how he first met his beloved dark-
eyed woman by the well (see the figure below).90 Another is entitled “Ben 
Ha neʿarot reitikh” (“I saw you among the young women”). 

While the former song alludes to a Biblical theme that also appears in ear-
ly Arabic poetry, this song alludes to images from The Song of Solomon 
(The Song of Songs), in the choice of names for the beloved woman (kulekh 
yafa tamati, kulekh yafa yonati). It is likely these lyrics were created by the 
composer himself, since they do not resemble Ibrahim Obadia’s style, and 
we know that Saleh al-Kuwaity did write the lyrics to some of the songs he 
composed.91 Did the Al-Kuwaity brothers perform songs in Hebrew, besides 
paraliturgical ones? The above two songs seem to be rare examples, as I did 
not come across any others in manuscripts or in recordings. There is, howev-
er, a different kind of rare case: that of a translation into Hebrew of a parali-

                               
88 Al-Kuwaity’s Hebrew was impeccable when he performed the Jewish Babylonian devo-

tional songs (shbahoth). His mastery of this repertoire, including the pronunciation of 
Hebrew, was evident when he demonstrated some shbahoth in: Shiloah (probably in 
1980), interview Y-11462-CAS_B. As for conversation and writing, Al-Kuwaity had al-
ready understood and read basic Hebrew in Iraq, and he improved these skills in Israel. 
He continued, however, to use the Jewish Baghdadi dialect of Arabic for various purpos-
es in Israel. His wife, Mazal al-Kuwaity, did not know Hebrew before immigrating. 
(Shlomo and Mazal al-Kuwaity, personal communication, 4th March 2018). 

89 The title seems to be about the eyes of a young woman (נערה זוגת עיניים). 
  צמא צמא השקיני מים \השקיני מים מכדך  90

  ועכשיו אני על ידך \על יד הבאר נפגשתי עמך 
  צמא אני ליופיך \צמא אני לעיניך השחורות 

  מליל ירח וכוכבים \יפה ומה נעים (?) קול 
 ונשקה את הגנים \אשוב אלי בחצות 

91 For more about how other composers from Arab countries adjusted to the music scene in 
Israel, see Warkov (1987), for example on Aviezer’s compositions: p. 200. 
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turgical song in the Jewish Iraqi dialect.92 This song was recorded by Saleh 
al-Kuwaity at an ethnomusicology conference in 1976, and in The Musical 
Heritage of Iraqi Jews, a show organised in 1984 by BJHC. The Hebrew 
version has not become popular, and Al-Kuwaity related that the researcher 
Yizhak Avishur translated it.93 I suspect Avishur wanted to make the song 
accessible to a non-Iraqi audience. 

 
 

 
Figure 62. Lyrics in Hebrew, written in the Arabic script: “Hashkini mayim” (“Let 
me drink water”), from Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s notebook. Courtesy of Lucy and Shlo-
mo El-Kivity. 

Musician’s attitudes toward their situation in Israel 
Were the brothers bitter about their fate in Israel? Mazal al-Kuwaity, Saleh’s 
wife, related that Saleh was very bitter in Israel, but that he did not regret 
leaving Iraq. “We were afraid they would kill us there, because he was con-
nected with the king” [referring to King Ghazi’s radio station in the pal-
ace].94  Edwin Seroussi maintains the Jewish Iraqi musicians he knew at the 
time were not depressed, since they earned well by playing for the [Jewish 
Middle Eastern] community in Israel.95 The anthropologist Galeet Dardashti 
points out that some of the veteran musicians of Iraqi descent she met in 
Israel were pleased with their careers. Such musicians resented the presenta-
tion of their situation as sad in Eyal Halfon’s documentary film, Chalghi 
Baghdad.96 There were musicians, though, such as Yousef Jacob Shem-Tov, 

                               
92 “Ya akhwal wu ya emam” يا أخوال ويا عمام in Hebrew: “Hoy Dodim” (Oh uncles) is one such 

song. It appears in Shiloah and Avishur (1988). 
93 Shiloah (probably in 1980) interview Y-11462-CAS_B Time code 25’40 to 26’10. 
94 Mazal al-Kuwaity, personal communication, 10th October 2019. 
95 Edwin Seroussi, verbal communication 23rd January 2020. More on this in Perlson (2006). 
96 Dardashti (2008), referring to Halfon (2002). 
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who bitterly regretted the emigration from Iraq. Shem-Tov, who is also 
known as Yousef al-Awad (Yousef The Oud Player), said “As a musician, I 
was like a king in Iraq. I should not have come to Israel. In 1955, I broke all 
my ouds and worked as a mechanic instead, for nine years”.97 

Finding job as a musician is not easy for most immigrants around the 
world, let alone for refugees, as some would suggest the Middle Eastern 
Jews were. The case of Israel, however, has another angle besides the com-
mon difficulties of newcomers everywhere. The Zionist narrative is that of 
homecoming, and it portrays Jews who settle in Israel as being back home, 
among their brethren. The reality of discrimination against Middle Eastern 
Jews and rejection of Arab culture clashed with this narrative and felt like a 
betrayal to many of these immigrants. The aftermath of this traumatic dis-
placement reverberates in Israeli society to this day. 

Looking back at Shelemay’s words at the beginning of this chapter, we 
see one aspect of the role of Iraqi musicians in Israel not yet discussed here 
is that of nostalgia. Menashe Somekh suggested that, following the emigra-
tion from Iraq, musicians “had a market in Israel for nostalgia. They sang old 
Iraqi songs. The only market for this music was the Iraqi community and 
these musicians were paid well by the community.”98 Warkov’s discussion 
of a revitalisation of Iraqi music in Israel in the mid-1960s is relevant here.99 
Beinin, however, offers that “Nostalgia has been a popular genre for the 
recovery of Iraqi Jewish culture. But nostalgic representation alone risks 
trivializing Iraqi Jewish culture as a minor folklore ancillary to ‘mainstream’ 
Israeli Hebrew culture. Tragedy evokes the sense of loss, but disregards cul-
tural endurance and adaptation.”100 A future study on the brothers’ work in 
Israel and its reception could analyse the ways in which nostalgia plays a 
part in Middle Eastern music in Israel. 

The brothers’ legacy in Iraq, in The Gulf and in 
Israel today 
This section presents some initial findings on the brothers’ legacy, indicating 
a possible path for future study. The names of Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity 
were erased twice: in Iraq because they were Jews who settled in Israel; in 
Israel because they were Iraqis, or – more accurately – because they created 
what the hegemony perceived as Arab music set to Arabic lyrics. 

                               
97 Halfon (2002) documentary film. 
98 Warkov (1987:151, 200). 
99 Warkov (1987:156, 162). See also Perlson (2006); Warkov (1986).  
100 Beinin (2004:xx). 
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Interest in the brothers Al-Kuwaity within Israel 
A shift in Israeli audiences’ appreciation of the music of Saleh and Daud al-
Kuwaity occurred around 2011, when the family published a biography in 
Hebrew. The currents in Israeli society that paved the way for this shift, such 
as the acceptance of elements of Arab music into the mainstream, are beyond 
the scope of this study. Already in 2006, when the family released the double 
CD,101 an article was published in HaAretz newspaper in Israel, telling the 
story of the brothers, their music and their life in Israel. It looked critically at 
the political circumstances in Israel and in Iraq as determining the brothers’ 
fate as forgotten artists.102 

On 15th February 2009, a street was named “Al-Kuwaiti Brothers St.” in 
Ha-Tikva district in Tel Aviv, where the brothers lived from the 1950s. A 
campaign by the family led the municipality to honour the musicians in this 
way. One of the hurdles was objections by local residents, who did not know 
the family – of which most members had already left the neighbourhood – 
and who did not want a street to bear an Arab name, according to reports in a 
BBC article103 and in New Statesman.104 The HaAretz, BBC and New States-
man articles point to a new interest in the brothers in Israel, in Iraq and in 
other countries. 

More recently, there are those who point to another, less favourable as-
pect of such a revival in Israeli discourse on Middle Eastern Jewish culture. 
In their article of 2019 in HaAretz,105 Sternfeld and Anzi refer to the Jerusa-
lem Municipality’s recent decision to name streets in Silwan, a Palestinian 
village adjacent to the Old City, after Jewish Yemenite rabbis. There was a 
Jewish Yemenite community in the village in the late nineteenth century and 
early twentieth century. It was a poor community, not widely known, let 
alone celebrated in Israeli history books. Sternfeld and Anzi argue that the 
Municipality’s decision is not motivated by a wish to honour the Jewish 
Yemenite community. Rather, it is part of a strategy intended to emphasise 
Israeli (Jewish) rights to the district. 

The authors further demonstrate how state-funded projects use the history 
of Middle Eastern Jews for political purposes. One example is a 2019 exhibi-
tion at the Eretz Israel Museum in Tel-Aviv. Entitled “Leaving, Never to 
Return”, the exhibition aimed at “paying tribute to the Jewish communities 
in Arab countries and Iran”. Sternfeld and Anzi maintain that the exhibition 
serves the narrative of a history of persecution which ended with the Zionist 
rescue. This article reflects an ongoing battle of narratives regarding Middle 

                               
101 Daoud & Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Their Star Shall Never Fade. See in Discography and Films. 
102 Schweitzer (4th June 2006). 
103 Franks, Tim (2009). 
104 Shabi (16th July 2009). 
105 Sternfeld and Anzi (2019). 
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Eastern Jewish communities. One of the questions in dispute is to what ex-
tent the immigration of the vast majority of these Jews to Israel was motivat-
ed by the immigrants’ own Zionist sentiments and by centuries of persecu-
tion, and to what extent they were forced to immigrate because the Zionist 
struggle in Palestine made their lives in Islamic countries impossible.106 A 
future study on the discourse around Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity could be 
linked to the role of the historiography of Middle Eastern Jews in Israeli 
politics. 

Interest in the brothers Al-Kuwaity outside Israel 
The release of the double CD in 2006 by Shlomo El-Kivity generated a flood 
of reviews and discussions on music websites and other electronic media, 
mostly by Iraqi and Kuwaiti enthusiasts. Some of those engaged in the de-
bate over the national identity of the Jewish Iraqi musicians and the question 
of erasure by the Iraqi authorities. One typical post is found in the forum 
Zaman al-Wasl زمان الوصل, where the writer maintains that the brothers Al-
Kuwaity learned the Iraqi Maqam and then – especially Saleh – moulded its 
melodies into “pure Baghdadi compositions”.107 The link that some authors 
make between Al-Kuwaity’s songs and the Maqam, while musically justi-
fied, may be also motivated by the wish to assign these songs prestige. 

 

 
Figure 63. The double CD, Daoud & Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Their Star Shall Never 
Fade (2006). Photo: Dafna Dori. 

                               
106 Swirski (1995:28) notes that almost all those who write about the period between the late 

1940s and 1951 strive to explain the mass migration of Iraqi Jews, as there is no obvious 
explanation. 

107 The user Awj, 23rd February 2008, accessed on 8th March 2008. 
 ِرْفَةص ديةابغد نالحا  [ …] امنها غاص و اهتمانغا وّعطو قيةالعرا اتمالمقا ادرس
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Even before the release of the double CD, and after the overthrow of Sad-
dam Hussain’s dictatorship in 2003, there were similar expressions of inter-
est in Jewish musicians in pre-1950 Iraq, and in particular the brothers Al-
Kuwaity. One is the article “The History of Jews in Iraqi Music”, which 
Mazen al-Mansur wrote in the daily paper Al-Balad.108 The article pays trib-
ute to several Jewish musicians, and focuses on Saleh al-Kuwaity. The writer 
complains that Al-Kuwaity’s name was not mentioned on the radio and tele-
vision when his songs were broadcast. In blaming the oppressive regime, he 
mentions the 1973 Committee for the Examination of the Iraqi Musical Her-
itage, and claims that in the 1960s, the musician Ilham al-Madfa‛i – men-
tioned above – was accused of Zionist influence and Freemasonry.109 A ref-
erence to the state’s control of the arts also appears in an article on the histo-
ry and diversity of Iraqi music by the Syrian musician Khaled Termanini  خالد
 on the music website Nagham. Termanini mentions the repressive ترمانيني
policy in post-1958 Iraq, and describes the brothers Al-Kuwaity as the great-
est Iraqi musicians of the 1930s.110 

In the Lebanese newspaper, Al-Safir, Hussain al-Sakkaf حسين السكاف wrote 
a response to an article in the same newspaper earlier that year by Enaya 
Jaber عناية جابر, on three songs performed by Salima Murad. Jaber is a Leba-
nese journalist, poetess and singer who has written articles in Al-Safir about 
music. Al-Sakkaf, an Iraqi intellectual and novelist, mourns the fact that 
Jaber attributed the songs to the Iraqi heritage without knowing they were 
composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity. He blames The Committee for the Examina-
tion of the Iraqi Musical Heritage for erasing the composer’s name.111 

Interest in the brothers Al-Kuwaity within Iraqi academia 
Interest in the brothers Al-Kuwaity is also evident in Iraqi academia. In 
2006, the musicologist Muhayman Al-Jazrawi wrote “The Musician Saleh 
al-Kuwaity and His Role in Baghdadi Music and Song”.112 The article out-
lines Saleh al-Kuwaity’s merits as a musician and composer of songs, and 
calls for extensive research to be conducted on him. 

In December 2008, a symposium in memory of Saleh al-Kuwaity took 
place in Baghdad, organized by The International Centre for the Study of 
Traditional Music, which forms part of the (Governmental) Department for 
Music.113 Al-Jazrawi spoke about Saleh al-Kuwaity. Several other speakers – 

                               
108 Al-Mansur (2nd October 2005) تاريخ اليهود في موسيقا العراق/ مازن المنصور 
109 Some conspiracy theories connect Zionism and Freemasonry. 
110 Termanini (20th April 2005). 
111 Al-Sakkaf (31st October 2010). 

  ر عن المغنية العراقية، من لحن لسليمة مراد؟برداً على مقالة عناية جا \ حسين السكاف
112 Al-Jazrawi (2006) الفنان صالح الكويتي ودوره في الموسيقى والغناء البغدادي / الجزراوي   مهيمن إبراهيم 
113 Al-markaz al-duwali lidirasat al musiqa al taqlidiya al tabi lidaʾirat al funun al musiqiyya  
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among them the musicians Amer Tawfiq عامر توفيق and Jamal Abd al-Aziz 
 claimed that the names of Jewish Iraqi musicians had been – جمال عبد العزيز
erased by the Committee for the Examination of the Iraqi Musical Heritage 
and were not mentioned in Iraqi media. 

A similar event took place in the very same hall in September 2016. Enti-
tled “Saleh al-Kuwaity... nagham al-zaman al-jamil”,114 as the songbook is 
entitled, the symposium was organised by the same Department for Music 
(Daʾirat al funun al musiqiyyah دائرة الفنون الموسيقية) which forms part of the 
Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Antiquities. The musician Dr Haytham 
Shaʿubi هيثم شعوبي chaired the symposium. The newspaper Al-Mada reports 
that the head of Daʾirat al funun al musiqiyya, Fauzi al-Atrushi  فوزي
 said that Saleh al-Kuwaity’s name had been deleted from Radio ,االتروشي
Iraq’s recordings and his songs attributed to “the old Iraqi heritage”.115 The 
researcher Haidar Shaker حيدر شاكر suggested that Saleh al-Kuwaity was the 
founder of the Iraqi song and Iraqi Maqam (مؤسس االغنية العراقية والمقام العراقي), 
and that his songs are still being sung. However, while some authors agree 
on the prominent role of Al-Kuwaity in creating a new style of Iraqi song 
and on his great contribution to the Iraqi Maqam,116 claiming he was the 
founder of the Iraqi Maqam is an uninformed exaggeration. 

From the report in Al-Mada, we get a picture of an event which is less ac-
ademically critical (despite the participation of researchers), and more of a 
tribute to a well-liked and appreciated artist. Nostalgia also played a part in 
this event, in which – we are told – recordings of Salima Murad were played, 
as well as an interview with the late composer in which Al-Kuwaity spoke of 
“his love for Iraq and for the authentic Iraqi art with its long history” ( حبه
 .(للعراق وللفن العراقي االصيل وتاريخه الفني

The report concludes with a short biography of Al-Kuwaity. It does not 
mention his religious affiliation or his residence in Israel, but it ends with the 
words: “he was forced to leave and died in 1989 far from the homeland (wa-
tan وطن)”. The inaccuracy in this report (Al-Kuwaity died in 1986), either on 
the part of the reporter – who is anonymous – or on the part of the speakers, 
is not the focus of my discussion here. The importance of the event lies in 
how it showed the current interest in the composer and the shape it takes. 
Nowhere in the report do we hear about Daud al-Kuwaity, Saleh’s partner in 
music-making. This event also demonstrates the role of nostalgia in the cur-
rent interest in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s music. 

                                                                                                                             
 الموسيقية الفنون لدائرة التابع التقليدية الموسيقى لدراسات الدولي المركز

     The venue was Al-Shahīd Uthmān al-‛Abīdī Hall, previously known as The Rabat. The 
information on this event comes from two sources: Al-Janabi (24th December 2008), and 
Al-Ahali (3rd December 2008). 

الجميل الزمن نغم… صالح الكويتي  114  
115 Al-Mada newspaper (author unknown) المدى (28th September 2016). 
116 These authors are mentioned in the Introduction. 
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Nostalgia bonding Jews and Arabs 

The nostalgia expressed by some Jewish Iraqis in Israel finds an echo in the 
nostalgia felt by some Muslim and other non-Jewish Iraqis. The intensity of 
the encounter is fed, furthermore, by the technical possibilities proffered by 
the Internet.117 This encounter has taken place following years of war and 
displacement, after large populations of Christian, Muslim and other Iraqis 
have left their homeland, like the Jews 50 years earlier. Thus, the experience 
of exile has brought Iraqis of Jewish and non-Jewish descent together, out-
side Iraq.118 

Members of the Jewish Iraqi community in Israel have a variety of ways 
of engaging with their past.119 There is a Facebook group with 72,000 fol-
lowers dedicated to the Jewish Iraqi dialect of Arabic. Across Israel there are 
book-launch events, lectures, concerts, comedy shows and food festivals, all 
celebrating Iraqi culture. At times, the longing for Iraq expressed in these 
events seems like an inversion of the psalm verse: “By the rivers of Babylon 
we sat and wept when we remembered Zion”. 

Participants are mostly from the older generation, but not exclusively. 
Yochai Oppenheimer, a scholar of Hebrew literature, suggests that, since the 
1990s, first-generation Israelis of Middle Eastern descent have identified 
with their parents’ generation and embraced Arab music in particular.120 This 
social analysis seems true for Israeli-born musicians of Iraqi descent, such as 
David Regev-Zaarur – the great grandson of Yousef Zaarur – and Dudu Tas-
sa, Daud al-Kuwaity’s grandson, who perform their forefathers’ songs.121 
Dudu, short for David, is named after his grandfather Daud (the Arabic ver-
sion of the name David). 

While Zaarur performs Iraqi Maqam and rural songs accompanied by a 
takht,122 Tassa arranges the songs in a fusion of styles, with instruments such 
as electric guitars and keyboards.123 His arrangements sync with the opinion 

                               
117 Seroussi (2010:516) refers in this context to the role of the Internet in the “rediscovery of 

roots”, in offering musical resources and in the creation of musical networks beyond na-
tional, class and religious boundaries. 

118 Bashkin (2012:229) mentions comments in Arabic, posted on YouTube, regarding the 
singer Salima Murad. Such comments, Bashkin maintains, reflect nostalgia to a shared 
Arab-Jewish past in Iraq.  

119 Tsimhoni (20th May 2019). 
120 Oppenheimer (2010:403). 
121 See “Music records and films” in the References for details on Tassa’s CDs. 
122 A video uploaded on YouTube by Zaarur presents his group performing Maqam Khanabat. 

Accessed on 9th November 2020: 
        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRgxeBitlok> 
123 A video on Dudu Tassa’s official YouTube channel presents his and Nir Maimon’s 

arrangement of “Ya Slema”. Accessed on 9th November 2020:  
         <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6P1GT0I8cXo> 
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of Abd al-Razaq al-Azawi عبد الرزاق العزاوي, Chair of the Iraqi Musicians 
Association (Raʾis itihad al-musiqiyin al-Iraqiyin نين العراقييرئيس اتحاد الموسيقي ), 
who urges that these songs be performed by young musicians – in new ar-
rangements and with big ensembles – so that young people will be familiar-
ised with their heritage.124 

The nostalgic aspect in this revival of Iraqi music in Israel is manifested 
in old photos of the brothers Al-Kuwaity on Dudu Tassa’s CD covers. It is 
evident also in some of Tassa’a recordings, which start off with an excerpt 
from his grandfather’s recording of the song. Tassa’a renditions evoke nos-
talgic comments from Iraqi listeners outside Israel. The following words, 
attached to a clip of Dudu Tassa’s performance on YouTube, are an exam-
ple: 

  ي دجلة مر" من حفيد صالح الكويتي في اسرائيل.طاغنية "على شوا
صالح الكويتي: ملحن عراقي يهودي، يعتبر مع اخوه داود من مؤسسي اللحن العراقي. رحل 

  راق حزناً عليه وقضى حياته يبكيه. واليوم الحفيد يغني اغاني الجدصالح الع
 
 
 

The song “Ala shawati Dijla mur” [performed] by Saleh al-Kuwaity’s grand-
son. Saleh al-Kuwaity: A Jewish Iraqi composer who is considered – together 
with his brother Daud – to be the founder of the Iraqi melody [the word lahn 
here could also mean music]. Saleh al-Kuwaity emigrated from Iraq, regret-
ted it and grieved for it the rest of his life. Now the grandson sings his grand-
father’s songs.125 

This quotation exemplifies – leaving the inaccuracy aside – current respons-
es to the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s legacy. 

 
 

                               
124 Husayn (possibly 2011) The Voices of Departure, Arabic version (Aswat a-Rahil). 
125 Lamya Mainhattan’s channel, accessed on 31st December 2020:  
      <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSBXsJNOCnc&list=RDDl5f9cmHXO0&index=4> 
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Figure 64. Dudu Tassa’s album of 2011, Dudu Tassa ve Ha Kuwaitim. A new inter-
pretation of an old photo, and new arrangements for old songs. Photo: Dafna Dori. 

A book from 2019 by Khalida Hatem Alwan, a Baghdad-based scholar, is 
dedicated to current films and music projects regarding the Jews of Iraq. The 
author analyses a documentary about Dudu Tassa – Iraq n’ Roll (2011), di-
rected by Gili Gaon – and suggests that Tassa’s mother “creats her son’s 
memory of Iraq”.126 In the film, the author sees elderly Jews of Iraqi descent 
in a Tel Aviv market. They play backgammon and maintain other traditions 
that she recognizes from Iraq.127 

Ismail Fadhel اسماعيل فاضل, a musician from Iraq who now lives in Aus-
tralia, performs the song “Taadhini” تأذيني on a YouTube clip.128 He is seen 
looking at a photo of Saleh al-Kuwaity, who is credited as the composer, 
after which we see an artist painting a portrait of Al-Kuwaity. The clip starts 
with a recording of the song from the time it was composed, with Al-
Kuwaity as a secondary vocalist, and with photos of Baghdad in the early 
twentieth century. Thus, the clip is designed to evoke nostalgia. 

A young Iraqi musician, Zaidoun Hussain زيدون حسين, performs the song 
“Ah minnak lo ma inta ma safet” اه منك لوما انت ما صفيت by the Jewish Israeli 

                               
126 Hatem Alwan (2019:224) خلقت له امه ذاكرته عن العراق. Similarly, Oppenheimer (2010:403) 

suggests that literary works by first-generation Israelis of Middle Eastern descent is by 
large written out of the inherited experience of the parents, whose native language was 
Arabic. 

127 Hatem Alwan (2019:226). 
128 “Taadhini” تأذيني on the YouTube channel العراق (“Iraq), accessed on 7th March 2020. The 

clip was produced in 2011: 
    <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG0rlm2mmSk&index=20&list=RDDl5f9cmHXO0> 
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singer of Iraqi origin, Filfil Gourji رجيگ  and credits him on the YouTube ,فلفل 
clip.129 “I want young people to know the Iraqi musical legacy”, he told a 
reporter.130 

Musical collaborations between Iraqis and Israelis 
The shared sense of nostalgia brings Jews and Arabs together in musical 
collaborations. Iraqi Muslim musicians have been performing in Israel in the 
past ten years, accompanied by local Jewish and Palestinian players. The 
audience seen in videos of such concerts is familiar with the songs and joins 
in by singing and clapping the rhythm. Such concerts are only possible for 
musicians who now live outside Iraq and carry passports of countries that 
have diplomatic relations with Israel. Even so, these guest artists tend to 
keep a low profile and to ask the Israeli audience not to mention their names 
if they (members of the audience) share clips from concerts. The precaution 
is taken since Arab artists who perform in Israel fear being banned by Arab 
countries and not being able to perform there. 

One such musician, who performed Iraqi songs – including Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s – in a hall in the Tel Aviv area, addressed the audience with a 7-
minutes mawwal in Arabic: 131 “Greetings to you from the bottom of my 
heart […]. My people and my friends, I have come from Baghdad, carrying 
greetings and longing ) َْوق)ش  from the Iraqi people. […] We long for a meet-
ing after the separation […]”. The minimalistic accompaniment and the short 
taqasim in between the vocal phrases contribute to the emotional charge.132 

Such meetings between Jews of Iraqi origin and non-Jewish Iraqis in ex-
ile, united in their love for Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, have been happening 
for some fifteen years now. Ilham al-Madfa‛i الهام المدفعي, who recorded Saleh 
al-Kuwaity’s songs and now lives in Jordan, met Shlomo El-Kivity, the 
composer’s son, in Cyprus around the year 2007.133 Hamed Al-Saadi السعدي 
 ,the aforementioned author and Maqam reciter, who still lives in Iraq ,حامد
collaborated with the author Yehezqel Kojaman in public talks and concerts 
in London in 2003. Ahmad Mukhtar احمد مختار, a musician who now lives in 
London, collaborated with Emile Cohen, who organised events to mark 
Saleh al-Kuwaity’s centinary in London. Ihsan Al-Imam احسان االمام, a musi-
cian who also lives in London, has been collaborating with the group Rivers 

                               
129 Zaidoun Hussain uploaded a recorning of his rendition of the song “Ah minnak lo ma inta 

ma safet”, on his YouTube channel, “Zaidoun”, accessed on 11th November 2020: 
        <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83dWUaBgpXE 
130 Arraf (28th October 2015) 
131 literary Arabic (فصحى), not the Iraqi Muslim dialect. 
132 A video  recording of the concert is available on YouTube: 
      <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7jaVXwGj58>, accessed on 1st June 2017. 
133 Al-Kuwaity (2011:92–94). 
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of Babylon, led by Sara Manasseh in London for two decades now. The 
aforementioned Baghdad-based scholar Khalida Hatem Alwan خالدة حاتم علوان, 
quotes from Menashe Somekh’s introduction to the book Saleh al-Kuwaity: 
Melody of the Beautiful Time in her own book from 2019 on current films 
and music projects regarding the Jews of Iraq.134 For this book, she inter-
viewed Israeli musicians of Iraqi descent, such as David Regev-Zaarur and 
Dudu Tassa, since both artists perform their forefathers’ songs. 

The acclaimed Maqam reciter Farida (Farida Muhammad Ali) has collab-
orated with an Israeli musician of Iraqi origin, Yair Dalal, in The Nether-
lands, where Farida now lives. She also performs the song “Madri ana” انا 
 It was written by the Jewish poet Ibrahim Obadia .(”I Do Not Know“) مدري
in the Muslim Baghdadi dialect, and composed by the aforementioned Jew-
ish Israeli singer of Iraqi origin, Filfil Gourji رجيگ  Both the poet and the .فلفل 
singer lived in Israel, and Farida became familiar with the song through the 
music curator Neil Van der Linden.135 She performed it, however, in a con-
cert as a pasta at the end of Maqam Nahawand. The concert was recorded 
and released as a double CD in 2009.136 Thus, the Iraqi Maqam repertoire 
was enriched by an indirect collaboration with Jewish Iraqi artists who live 
in Israel. 

Interest within Iraq in its Jewish past 
The interest within Iraq in its Jewish past goes beyond the sphere of music. 
There is a growing interest in Iraq in Jewish Iraqi culture and in the shared 
past. Studies and novels around this theme are being published, and contacts 
with Israeli authors, scholars and musicians are maintained via social media 
and during visits outside the Middle East.137 Khalida Hatem Alwan previous-
ly wrote about Jewish Iraqi novelists; and in 2018, Adnan Jumha published a 
book on Jewish Iraqi poets شعراء يهود عراقيون/ عدنان جمعة. Kathem Habib pub-
lished an 800-page book, The Jews of Iraq and the Stolen Citizenship,138 in 
which Saleh al-Kuwaity is praised throughout by Habib’s interlocutors and 
written sources as the founder of the modern Iraqi song.139 

                               
134 Hatem Alwan (2019:210). 
135 According to my personal communication with Neil Van der Linden 23rd May 2012. 
136 Mohamed Ali, Farida (2009) Iraq: The Maqams and Songs of Nostalgia, Iraqi Maqam 

Foundation العراق /فريدة… الحنين وأغاني مقامات   
137 Bashkin (2012:230) notes “postcolonial and postnational approaches to Iraqi history in 

academia” alongside literary and cultural activity of Iraqis in the diaspora as generating 
“interest in Iraqi Jewish history on the part of non-Jewish Iraqis.” 

138 Habib (2015): Yahud al-Iraq wal muwatana al-muntazaʿa  
  نة المنتزعةطيهود العراق والموا /كاظم حبيب 

139 pp. 228, 232, 609, and 658 for example. 
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Mazen Latif مازن لطيف, publisher of the songbook Saleh al-Kuwaity: Mel-
ody of the Beautiful Time, is also the author of several books on Iraqi Jewry. 
He edited The Jews of Iraq. This book includes three short essays on the role 
of Jews in Iraqi music in the twentieth century.140 There are also examples of 
Iraqi Jews who publish in Iraq. A book on the poet Al-Jawahiri was pub-
lished there in 2013 with support from the Iraqi Ministry of Culture. The 
book was written in the 1970s by Salim al-Basson.141 The interest shown by 
Iraqis in exile and within Iraq in the country’s lost Jewish community may 
indicate a nostalgic view of Hashemite Iraq as a society in which co-
existence between Muslims and minorities, and within the Muslim popula-
tion itself, was more harmonious than it is today. 

Appropriation of music 
In a manner recalling the above-mentioned nostalgia that creates bonds be-
tween individuals across the Jewish-Arab divide, Vojko Veršnik writes 
about music as a bridge between ethnic groups and between generations 
within one group.142 He also discusses, however, music as a source of dis-
pute, as when different ethnic groups claim “ownership” over one song. The 
current interest in Saleh Al-Kuwaity’s music brings Jews and Arabs togeth-
er. On the other hand, this renewed interest has brought on a heated debate 
among musicians and music-lovers in Kuwait and in Iraq, where both parties 
try to appropriate the composer as a national asset. Such a dispute was seen, 
for example, in the televison documentary, The Songs (Al-aghani االغاني), on 
Al-Hurra channel 143.الحرّة 

Aspects of revival 
Unlike music by Iraqi Jews, Arabic literature by Iraqi Jews does not enjoy a 
revival.144 The generation of these authors’ grandchildren are not able to read 
or write in Arabic; nor is the general public in Israel able to do so. Yet they 
respond to the music with interest. Thus music, albeit with Arabic lyrics, is 
created and consumed. But not literature. 

                               
140 Yahud al-Iraq: mawsuʿa shamila li-taʾarikh yahud al-Iraq wa-shakhsiyattihim wa-

dawrihim fi taʾarikh al-Iraq al-hadith (2011) Baghdad: Dar Mesopotamia. 280 pages. 
موسوعة شاملة لتاريخ يهود العارق وشخصيتهم ودورهم في تاريخ العراق : يهود العراق: العراق يهود \مازن, لطيف

  الحديث
141 Basson (2017:22). 
142 Veršnik (2010). 
143 Al-Hurra  (2005) الحرّة. 
144 Snir (2005:3). 
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Various aspects of the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s life and work are now en-
joying a revival. These aspects include the repertoire of songs, collaborative 
performance, and the very possibility of a discourse about the brothers. In 
Israel, the renewed interest in songs by the brothers Al-Kuwaity is seeing a 
revival of performance, after this repertoire had been marginalised for sev-
eral decades. It is also seeing a revival of the names of artists who were once 
eminent, and who are becoming known again in Israeli culture today. 

In non-Jewish Iraqi communities where the composers’ names were 
erased, but the songs were still heard, there is a revival of discourse and a 
greater freedom to mention the names of Jewish Iraqi musicians. As men-
tioned, this freedom is enhanced by digital media. Thus, just as mass media 
popularized Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in the 1930s and 1940s, digital media 
now helps in the revival of these songs and of the acknowledgement in the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity. 

In the Middle East, there is a small-scale revival of musical collaboration 
between Jews and Arabs. Seroussi mentions such collaborations in Algeria. 
They are perceived as promoting peace between Israelis and Arabs, through 
the performance of music once shared by Jews and Muslims.145 Current col-
laborations around the brothers Al-Kuwaity’s music can also be seen as part 
of the brothers’ legacy. Such collaborations allude to a bygone era of co-
existence between religions and ethnic groups in the Middle East. 

That bygone era, during which diverse communities lived in the Middle 
East side by side, creating and listening to the same music, seems unfathom-
able in today’s reality. In some political circles, moreover, it is seen as desir-
able to delete from memory this long period in history that ended but seventy 
years ago. 

In her book, New Babylonians, Orit Bashkin recommends “not the con-
struction of a false paradise of Arab-Jewish harmony, but simply [the docu-
mentation] and study [of] periods in which Jews and Arabs did not look at 
each other as enemies, but rather as neighbours, compatriots, and friends”.146 

                               
145 Seroussi (2010:515). 
146 Bashkin (2012:237). 
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Conclusions 

Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity embodied the transition from the Ottoman peri-
od to modern Iraq in their biography, and they contributed to it in their pro-
fessional lives. Arab music in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
was affected by modern technology, such as commercial recordings, and by 
modern concepts of music literacy, performance and composition. The 
brothers Al-Kuwaity were among the first musicians who brought on these 
changes in Kuwait and then in Iraq. This study shows the brothers played an 
important role in Iraqi musical life in the 1930s and 1940s. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity was the main composer of urban songs in 1930s and 
1940s Iraq. He was an innovator, who contributed to the renewal of the pas-
ta, combining Iraqi elements with forms inspired by Egyptian and Western 
music. He composed a great many songs for a large number of singers – 
probably around a thousand songs and instrumental pieces altogether. The 
number of songs he composed in Iraq is probably over four hundred, with 
the remainder composed in Israel. He was also a lyricist, and wrote the texts 
for many of his songs.  

This study shows the dynamics which led to the success of the brothers 
Al-Kuwaity; the ways in which modernity and tradition were intertwined in 
Iraqi music and in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs; the contribution of the broth-
ers’ work to the nation-building project in Iraq; the role of Jewish musicians, 
singers, educators, and entrepreneurs in the modernisation of Iraq; and the 
legacy of the brothers Al-Kuwaity. 

New technologies and new musical venues 
The brothers Al-Kuwaity were talented musicians, dedicated to their art. In 
the late 1920s and early 1930s, they brought new skills and practices to the 
Iraqi music scene. Versatile musicians, they continued to play Kuwaiti music 
while immersing themselves in Iraqi genres. They were also competent in 
musical styles from the rest of the Mashriq.  

Besides their skills and their initiative, technological developments helped 
them achieve immense success. The brothers recorded Kuwaiti music in the 
late 1920s. Then since the early 1930s, they had recorded their own songs, 
accompanying female singers. Musical recordings were new in the region at 
that time, and the brothers were among the pioneers during the first decade 
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of this enterprise in Kuwait and in Iraq. They were also the first musicians in 
Iraq to perform on radio. The dissemination of their songs via records and 
radio broadcasts contributed to their popularisation. Alongside Maqam, rural 
(rifi) songs, Iraqi monologs and music from various regions of the country, 
Radio Iraq aired newly composed songs by Saleh al-Kuwaity and his con-
temporaries. These gained, accordingly, the status of a state-approved reper-
toire. Over the years, some of these songs became canonical in Iraqi culture. 

Another factor in the success of the brothers and in the popularity of their 
songs was the importance of nightclubs. Since the late 1920s, the brothers’ 
performances in nightclubs had included music that was new in Iraq at the 
time. Nightclubs were the scene in which the new Iraqi song developed. 
Socially and musically, they mark Iraq’s metamorphosis after the First 
World War from an Ottoman Muslim society into an increasingly Western-
ised country. 

One of the most important patrons of the brothers Al-Kuwaity was the 
state, which installed them in high positions at Radio Iraq and which may 
have commissioned their music for state events. Other patrons hailed from 
the aristocracy: King Ghazi employed the brothers at his radio station, and 
titled individuals booked them for private parties. Politicians and middle-
class men also frequented the nightclubs where the brothers performed, and 
booked the brothers for private celebrations. Moreover, when the brothers 
performed at life-cycle events and in matinee shows, there were women and 
children among their audiences too. In any case, religious affiliation played 
no part in the audience’s identity. The patrons of nightclubs came from vari-
ous communities, and the brothers performed at family celebrations in both 
Jewish and non-Jewish homes. 

Modernity and Iraqi music 
The brothers Al-Kuwaity participated in two domains of music that had 
more or less distinct audiences, and which were ranked differently: the Iraqi 
Maqam and newly composed music. The novelty of the brothers’ ensemble 
was that it was a takht (as opposed to chalghi) and played newly composed 
music, while at the same time accompanying Maqam reciters as a chalghi 
would, without switching to chalghi instruments. This ensemble connected 
these two distinct musical worlds. It gave the Maqam a sound which was 
more Arab than Persian, due to its use of the qanun قانون instead of the santur 
and of the violin instead of the joza جوزة, as well as its use of the oud, the 
nay and the cello. This ensemble cemented the acceptance of the takht as an 
accompanying ensemble of both Maqam and modern music in Iraq. It was 
not as large as a contemporary Egyptian firqa, but it was modernised, as 
compared with the chalghi. What is more, incorporating the nay and cello 
was a novelty in Iraqi music. 
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Scheherazade Hassan suggests that, “at least up to 2003”, the Iraqi 
Maqam brought together elements of various ethnic origins and appealed to 
diverse social groups. She mentions both a variety of poetic and musical 
elements and a mixture of listeners from different “levels of society”.147 To 
this I would add a variation in the level of education among Maqam reciters. 
At least within the time frame of this study, some reciters were more educat-
ed than others, and they elicited particular appreciation for their choices of 
texts in literary Arabic. 

This social situation seems to have differed from the one prevailing in 
Egypt at the time. Haley Lepp suggests that, until the early twentieth centu-
ry, Egyptian musical life was differentiated along sectarian and class lines.148 
The inception of sound recordings, she maintains, had a homogenising ef-
fect, due to the quick dissemination it made possible of popular songs on a 
large scale. Songs in the Egyptian dialect (as distinct from songs in literary 
Arabic), distributed via records, promoted a shared taste. This helped build a 
national identity.  

In Iraq, too, radio and records helped popularise newly composed songs, 
mostly in colloquial Arabic, during the 1930s and 1940s. The main scene for 
these songs, composed by the brothers Al-Kuwaity and their contemporaries, 
was that of the nightclub and the private party. Some of these songs, howev-
er, penetrated the Maqam as pastat. Just as the Iraqi Maqam includes texts in 
literary Arabic alongside colloquial poetry, as well as rural and urban musi-
cal elements, it absorbed modern songs as well. In that, urban popular Iraqi 
songs assumed a function unique to Iraq. 

Combining old and new in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs 
Touma discusses approaches to composition in the Arab world in the second 
half of the twentieth century, giving as one “creating something new without 
destroying the old”. Munir Bashir exemplified this approach, by adhering to 
the oud, to the modal system (maqamat), and to “traditional characteristics of 
form and style”. He developed Arab music “while maintaining authenticity”, 
according to Touma.149 This analysis recalls Saleh al-Kuwaity’s views on 
music. He considered old songs to be central to the expression of local musi-
cal character. 

Unlike Ezra Aharon’s songs from the late 1920s and early 1930s, which 
were Egyptian in style, Al-Kuwaity’s songs have more of an Iraqi character. 
A comparison of Al-Kuwaity’s songs to contemporary Egyptian songs on 

                               
147 Hassan (2017:284, 287). 
148 Lepp (2015:3, 8, 11), relying on Fahmy, Ziad (2011) Ordinary Egyptians: Creating the 

Modern Nation through Popular Culture. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 
149 Touma (1996:147–148). 
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the one hand, and to earlier Iraqi songs on the other, points to the importance 
of local values for heritage, and indeed for emergent new artistic forms as 
well. Thus, while Al-Kuwaity’s songs were novel in 1930s Iraq, some listen-
ers found them old-fashioned in the 1940s, and preferred Egyptian songs, 
regarding these as more Western and modern. 

One of the main innovations in Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs was in their 
form, or song structure. Old pastat tend to have one melody for both the 
verse and the refrain. Many of Al-Kuwaity’s songs have one melody in the 
verse and another in the refrain, as well as an instrumental introduction ‒ 
sometimes in another, third melody ‒ together with interludes. This practice 
indicates a greater awareness of musical form than is present when a song’s 
melody is used in the instrumental introduction. It also points to Al-
Kuwaity’s contribution to the further development of musical form in Iraqi 
music. For some of his songs, furthermore, Al-Kuwaity composed an intro-
duction in a rhythm different from that of the song itself. In these cases, typ-
ically, the introduction was in a duple rhythmic cycle and the song was in the 
ten-beat Jurjina cycle. Another innovation, besides the use of more than one 
rhythmic cycle in a song, was duet-singing. Furthermore, Al-Kuwaity com-
posed songs in a variety of melodic modes, thereby utilising a wider range of 
expressive possibilities. 

Al-Kuwaity’s composition of instrumental introductions to old pastat 
should be seen as part of a modernisation process. Such introductions gave 
these pastat a more elaborate form, as compared with that seen in their earli-
er performances, in which the first vocal phrase was played by the instru-
ments as an introduction.  

Songs composed in Iraq by the brothers Al-Kuwaity and their contempo-
raries interwove singing and playing. Accompaniment is not mandatory in 
the Iraqi Maqam, but these songs combine the vocal and the instrumental, 
treating them as inseparable. In that respect, they followed in the footsteps of 
Egyptian urban songs of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity combined old and new in his work. On the one hand, 
some of his songs were close enough in style to the Iraqi Maqam to become 
pastat. That is, Maqam reciters used them instead of old pastat, within a 
Maqam performance. Thus, new songs were integrated into an older reper-
toire. On the other hand, Al-Kuwaity composed introductions and interludes 
to old pastat, turning them into independent songs, outside Maqam perfor-
mances. Thus, elements that were part of the older repertoire were given new 
musical arrangements, were performed in new contexts and were dissemi-
nated via mass media. 

Most of the songs that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed were in the Muslim 
Baghdadi dialect, as well as in melodic modes that were common in Iraq. In 
that they were traditional. However, he also used compositional techniques 
which were new in Iraq, in terms of form, arrangement and rhythm, and 
many of his melodies diverge from conventional use of modes. In that his 
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songs were innovative. Likewise, he composed instrumental pieces – among 
them sama‛i, longa and bashraf – which were uncommon in Iraqi music. He 
composed them, however, in typically Iraqi melodic modes, such as Lami 
and Panjega.  

Al-Kuwaity also used texts that called attention to the distressing reality 
of women’s subordination, such as “Shagul ala hathi” and “Ana lihdetha”. 
These lyrics sync with themes of social critique and the clash between mo-
dernity and tradition that characterised contemporary genres such as the Iraqi 
monolog and some of Al-Qubanchi’s songs. Al-Kuwaity’s contribution, like 
Al-Qubanchi’s, lay in using such texts in the genre of urban popular songs 
that became pastat. 

The modernisation of Iraq 
The central role of the brothers Al-Kuwaity in Radio Iraq put them at the 
heart of several processes. The transformation of Iraq into a nation-state was 
a major aspect of the of the country’s modernisation. Building a national 
identity entailed new social functions. State-supported musicians emerged, 
and the radio contributed to a shift in the social status of musicians, endow-
ing their profession with respectability. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs offered a modern Iraqi style, against the back-
drop of the popularity of contemporary Egyptian songs in the country. His 
works, although incorporating elements of Egyptian music, are more Iraqi in 
character than those of composers such as Ezra Aharon. Saleh al-Kuwaity’s 
melodies stem from the Iraqi Maqam, and his songs relate to old pastat. Fur-
thermore, many of his songs use texts in the darmi poetic style which char-
acterises old pastat. They were accordingly suitable for the nation-building 
project. 

The vast majority of singers who performed songs by the brothers Al-
Kuwaity and their fellow composers in Iraq during the 1930s and 1940s 
were female. While public entertainment in Ottoman Iraq had originally 
featured only male performers, female singers and dancers did appear in the 
country during the last decade of Ottoman rule. Such artists worked in night-
clubs and then sang on the radio – two loci of modernisation. Female per-
formers gradually gained agency, and some came to manage their own 
nightclubs. 

The brothers Al-Kuwaity were among the pioneers in the realm of music 
education. They opened a music school in 1931, and offered structured in-
struction at a time when apprenticeship and informal music education were 
still the norm. The brothers also learned music notation around 1932, an 
uncommon skill among players of Iraqi and Arab music at the time. What is 
more, they transcribed abudhiyyat. This may indicate an awareness on their 
part of a need to document and preserve Iraqi national music, as composers 
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and musicologists in Europe had done during the early years of nation-
building there. 

In 1947, Saleh al-Kuwaity was among the first artists in Iraqi cinema, 
composing the music and eight songs for the first feature film to be produced 
in the country. In sum, the brothers Al-Kuwaity embody the role of Jews in 
the modernisation of Iraq. They were prominent in such fields as the record 
industry, radio, cinema, nightclubs and music education. All of these do-
mains were loci of musical and social change. 

The reception of Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in different 
times and places 
Immigrating to Israel, for the brothers Al-Kuwaity, entailed the loss of their 
status as nationally acclaimed musicians. Yet the brothers continued to com-
pose, and they performed in settings similar to those in Iraq: for the national 
radio, in nightclubs and at life-cycle celebrations. Some of Saleh al-
Kuwaity’s songs used lyrics of a patriotic nature and were meant for events 
such as Israel Independence Day. Such songs praise the state of Israel, just as 
the anthems he composed in Iraq praised the Iraqi monarchs. Were the the 
brothers’ compositions affected by their new circumstances? That is a ques-
tion for future study. Such a study will require access to more recordings of 
songs composed in Israel. 

Where the songs that Saleh al-Kuwaity composed in Iraq are concerned, 
one central question is: what made them last for ninety years in Iraqi culture? 
One of the reasons for this lay in the circumstances that prevailed in Iraq 
after 1951 – in particular, the vacuum left by the departure of most Jews 
from the country. This repertory of songs composed by Al-Kuwaity crystal-
lised during the decades following the Jewish exodus – a time when Iraqi 
popular music absorbed elements from other Arab styles to a greater degree 
than before. 

Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs have carried different meanings in different 
times and places. In 1930s and 1940s Iraq, his songs were among the first 
popular Iraqi-style modern songs, disseminated via mass media and yet 
linked to older genres such as the Iraqi Maqam. By 1984, when Hilmi pub-
lished the first volume of his Melodies from the Iraqi Heritage, Al-
Kuwaity’s songs had come to be regarded as canonical in Iraqi culture. In 
Israel, meanwhile, these songs were associated with the marginalised culture 
of Iraqi Jews, and acquired a nostalgic aura. 

In the past fifteen years or so, these songs have been given new arrange-
ments, thereby reaching wider Israeli and international audiences. Just as 
mass media popularized Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs in the 1930s and 1940s, 
digital media is now helping spread them to new audiences. They have be-
come a site of discourse on Israeli history, on the conflict between Middle 
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Eastern and European Jews, and the relationship between Israelis and Arabs. 
Similarly, Danielson argues that “[the] meaning of Umm Kulthūm’s work is 
not simply expressed, it is produced (and re-produced) by performers and 
listeners.”150 Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs have been re-produced, acquiring 
new meanings and symbolic values in the process. 

For further study 
This study has hardly dealt with any song texts. Further research would show 
the relationship between words and music in songs by Saleh al-Kuwaity and 
his contemporaries. Such a research would look at semantic content and 
poetic characteristics, such as rhyming schemes. One more question is 
whether Al-Kuwaity composed according to the ethos (taʾthir تأثير) of each 
Iraqi Maqam. If the text expressed a certain emotion, did he set it to music in 
the nagham of the Iraqi Maqam that corresponds to this emotion? 

A question on which I have touched only briefly is the extent to which 
composers in 1940s Iraq, such as graduates of the Institute of Fine Arts,151 
were inspired by Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs, and how they explored new di-
rections. 

One area in which more research is greatly needed concerns contemporar-
ies of the brothers Al-Kuwaity. Ezra Aharon and his music have drawn some 
scholarly attention, but musicians such as Yousef Zaarur, Daud Akram, Sal-
im Daud, Jacob Murad al-Imari and Salim Zibli – all mentioned in this work 
– deserve more extended study. Furthermore, singers who interpreted Iraqi 
songs in the 1930s and 1940s – such as Zakiyya George, and Jews like Sali-
ma Murad, Sultana Yousef, Nathima Ibrahim and Shakiba Saleh – offer a 
wide field for new research. Examining the patterns of their lives – their 
careers, interests and professional relationships – would illuminate musical 
and social processes in Hashemite Iraq. Studying their performance, howev-
er, may be difficult, due to the poor technical quality of the available record-
ings. Unless access can be gained to the original discs or to good digitised 
versions, it will be hard to arrive at any conclusions about the more nuanced 
aspects of their singing. 

Other paths for research, on which I have offered some preliminary find-
ings, have to do with the work of the brothers Al-Kuwaity after 1951. What 
are the differences between the brothers’ work in Iraq and in Israel? How 
were Saleh al-Kuwaity’s compositions affected by his immigration? As for 
the reception of Al-Kuwaity’s songs nowadays, it would be interesting to see 
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which of them are performed today, and whether some of these are songs 
which were neglected in the past seventy years. 

Final thoughts 
Saleh and Daud al-Kuwaity were inseparable – another respect in which 
their shared career is unique. Both talented musicians, they enhanced each 
other’s creative work. Together they discovered music and took their first 
steps as professionals, during the second decade of their lives, in Kuwait and 
in southern Iraq. The following two decades saw the brothers achieve enor-
mous success in Iraq, while their fame spread in neighbouring countries. 
They were rooted in Iraqi, Kuwaiti and – to some extent – Egyptian music. 
Their mother tongue was Arabic. 

With the displacement of the vast majority of Iraqi Jews in 1950/1951, the 
brothers Al-Kuwaity had a difficult choice to make. They could have stayed 
behind with their families and continued their successful career. This would 
have meant being separated from their extended family and from the majori-
ty of their Jewish acquaintances. In the long run, moreover, it would proba-
bly have meant converting to Islam, as was the case with Salima Murad. 
Instead the brothers left Iraq, and faced life in a country that generally re-
jected art such as theirs. They continued to work as musicians nonetheless, 
and gave comfort to their fellow immigrants. The Jewish Iraqi community in 
Israel cherished the brothers Al-Kuwaity, and hung on to them as treasured 
vestiges from the homeland. The story of the brothers Al-Kuwaity shows the 
powerful connection between artists and the community of which they are 
part. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Compositions attributed to Daud  
al-Kuwaity  
Muhayman Al-Jazrawi quotes the Zeriab website in listing some of the songs 
composed by Daud al-Kuwaity.152 He holds that Daud “composed and sang 
them” (lahhanha wu ghannaha bissawtihi  بصوته لحنها وغناها ). The credibility 
of this list is questionable, due to conflicting attributions (see below). These 
are the songs: 
 
Zur man tihub (a) ُزر َمن تُِحب   
Sadati riqqu (a)**  سادتي ِرقّوا   
Fi hawa badri wu zeni ** في هوى بدري وزيني   
Ya leila dana (a) يا ليلَى دانا   
Malak al-gharam (a) ملَك الغرام   
Hai e-nihaya (a) هاي النهاية   
Ta̕dhini (a) تآذيني   
Dhub wu tifatar (a) ذوب وتفطر   
Min ba‛d ma dha‛ ِمن بَعد ما ضاع   
Wu haq illi alayya sallatak وحق إلي عليَّ سلطك   
Habibi khayabet حبيبي خيبت   
Cham galub law‛an عان چم گلب لو   
Blaghna bil hawa بلغنا بالهوى   
Al-dunya ma tihareb المرد تحارب من الدنيا    
Yalmashi Allah wuyak (a) *** يالماشي هللا وياك   
Yu‛ahiduni * يعاهدني   
Nadhat anha l-qamis ** نضت عنها القميص   
Bil‛ishiq hisdoni l-khalaq  (Daud  
  al-Kuwaity  said he composed it,  
  in the interview with Aviezer  
  (1963) 

   حسدوني الخلق بالعشق

Samar samara ya samar سمر سمارة   
Indak uyun chatala (c) عندك عيون چتالة   
Ta‛ab farah ta‛ab kadr تعب كدر تعب فرح   
Allah min dholah a-nas هللا ِمن ذوله الناس   
Ya galbi irtah يا قلبي ارتاح   
Ishrab kasak (a) † اشرب كاسك وتهـنّـى   
Ya wilfi ma chan il amal (b) يا ولفي ما كان االمل   

                               
152 Al-Jazrawi (2006:433). 
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(a) Attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity in ACUM 

(b) There is a song title “Ya wilfi” in ACUM, attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity, which 
may be “Ya wilfi ma chan il amal”. 

(c) The song “Indak uyun chatala” is also known as “Husnak siba al-makhluq”, to 
which Saleh al-Kuwaity said he wrore the lyrics and the music (Salman 1984 inter-
view). 

* See in “Iraqisation of Kuwaiti sawt” in chapter five on the authorship of this song 

** This was among the songs the brothers learned in Kuwait (Shahed 1982) inter-
view). However, there is a song title “Yadati” in ACUM, attributed to Saleh al-
Kuwaity, which may be “Sadati riqqu”. The same goes for “Hihawa” which may be 
“Fi hawa badri wu zeni”. Saleh al-Kuwaity’s songs appear in ACUM in Hebrew 
transliteration, often with incorrect spelling. 

*** Attributed to Saleh al-Kuwaity in the book Saleh Al-Kuwaity: Melody of 
The Beautiful Time 

† composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, according to Nahum Aharon (5th April 2016, per-
sonal communication) 
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Appendix 2: Songs to which Khdhuri Mu‛allem wrote 
the lyrics, according to his family 

Il hajer mu ada ghariba الهجر مو عادة غريبة 

Il rah il rah الراح الراح 

Ana b’idi jarraht ’idi انا بايدي جرحت ايدي 

Ana lihdetha  الفقيرأنا الحديثة أنا بنت 

Ana mnagulan ah (Saleh al-Kuwaity 
said he himself wrote the lyrics and 
composed the music)153 

 أنا من أَكولن آه

Bimhasinak wu bahak بمحاسنك وبهاك 

Byi il-’amr ṣar كل الحچي ما ينحچي( بيَّ االمر صار( 

Ta’dhini تآذيني 

Khadri i-chai  يالچاخدري 

Shagul ala hathi شاَكول على حظـّي 

Ala shawati Dijla mur  ُمـــرعلى شواطي دجلة 

Magdar agulan ah ما أَكدر أَكولن آه 

Malyan kul galbi hachi 

(Malyan galbi min al-wilif) 

 )مليان َكلبي من الولفمليان کل َكلبي حچي (

Hadha mu insaf minak هذا مو انصاف منك 

Wein raih wein   وين؟رايحوين , 

Ya dam‛ati ben il-jufun يا دمعتي بين الجفون 

Yalmashi Allah wyak يالماشي هللا وياك 

Ya man ta‛ab يا من تعب 

Ya nab‛at il-rihan يا نبعة الريحان 

Yahal khalag يهل خلگ  

 

  

                               
153 Salman (1984) interview. 
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Appendix 3: Songs in the British National Sound 
Archive’s catalogue 
 
NSA Title, performers and 
shelf number 
 

Comment in 
the NSA 

The Record 
Company’s 
Catalogue 
Nr., accord-
ing to the 
NSA 
 

Title in Arabic 
(transliterated 
from the NSA 
title by Dafna 
Dori) 
 

9CS0025048 S1  ‘Abd, per-
formed by Ḥalīma and Badri-
yah.   

Urban pasta COLUMBIA 
GIA12 

 عبد

9CS0025091 S2  Alūjan, 
performed by Zuhūr Ḥusain 
 

Urban pasta  الوجن 

9CS0025070 S2 Ghibt ‘Annī 
Famā Al-Khabar,154 performed 
by ‘Afīfa Eskandar   
 

Urban mono-
logue 

 غبَت عنّي فما الخبر 

9CS0025064 S2  Gillī Shilak 
Ghāya, performed by Zuhūr 
Ḥusain 
 

Urban pasta    َكلّي شلك غاية

9CS0025070 S1 Marra Tit-
wassal Wa Marra 
Tiz‘al, performed by ‘Afīfa 
Eskandar 
 

Monologue  COLUMBIA 
GIA 62 

  بي تتوسل مرة

9CS0025064 S1 Wa Haykum, 
performed by Zuhūr Ḥusain  
 

Urban  
abudhiyya 
 

COLUMBIA 
GIA 50 

 وحيكم

9CS0025049 S2  Weil Qalbī, 
performed by Khalīl, Waḥīda 
 

Urban pasta  ويل قلبي 

9CS0025048 S2 Yā Bū 
Zilif, performed by Ḥalīma 
and Badriyah.  

Urban pasta  زلف يابو  

 

                               
154 Daud al-Kuwaity’s rendition of the song “Ghibta anni fama al-khabar” ِغْبت َعني فَما الَخبَر is 

available for listening via a link to the website of the National Sound Archive, Jerusalem,  
(time code 15’54), accessed on 11th November 2020: 

         <https://www.nli.org.il/he/items/NNL_MUSIC_AL002566966/NLI> 
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Appendix 4: Songs composed by Saleh al-Kuwaity, 
according to the catalogue of Na‛im Twenah’s 
recordings 

 
Title transliterated into English Title transliterated into Arabic 

from the (Hebrew) manuscript 
Ala shawati Dijla mur رم دجلة شواطي على   
Magdar agulan ah آه   أَكولن أَكدر ما 
Huwa l-bilani البالني   هو 
Yu‛ahiduni يُعاِهدُني 
Sud al-layali سود الليالي هجرك شفتها 
Soch i-dahar صوچ الدهر يا هواي لو انت خائف 
Minnak illati (Bimuhabitak subhan) بمحبِتك ُسبحان رب البِالني( يتعلّـ منك(  
(probably): Wu-emta yi‛ud ward al-
wurud 

 الورود ورد يعود وايمتا

Ya sa‛a  اهواي يا وقت يمتهيا ساعة اشوف 
Ya lawat‛i min nar il-hub يا لَوَعتي ِمن نار الُحب ولَهيبَه 
(probably): haml il-hawa ta‛ab 155 تغب الهوى حمل 

                               
155 Twenah, Na‛im (possibly late 1970s) Notes for a radio programme on Salima Murad. 

Manuscript in the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in Or Yehuda, Israel. 
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